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Prefatory jtfote.

In the'pages that follow,three features may seem to have an undue
prominence; the quotation of popular literature,the historical and
social backgrounds,and the time sequence.All three have been intent¬
ionally stressed.
It was felt that relations between the two countries, a peculiarly
difficult matter to estimate,were to be as justly guaged by the
feelings of the masses as by-those of men of letters,and these feel¬
ings were looked for in broadsides and popular pamphlets. These have

•been quoted freely,both to make their own comment, and to form an
anthology in rough of matter not easily accessible,

r An outlining of historical and social backgrounds was an obvious
nccessity-however unqualified a literary student may have felt to
supply it-since historical affairs shaped potently the relations
between the two countries in the 17th century,and social and polit¬
ical affairs those of the I8th,and in both centuries the.interlock¬
ing of-these, with literature was close. Further .since English recog¬
nition of Scotland's literary value came not only direct,but through
such side-channels as the appreciation of Scots song,of highland
landscapes,of Scots antiquities and the like,intentional1digressions'
have been made to trace these.
Throughout,chronology has been emphasized. In gathering the material
it was watched in the hope of tracing logical developments.hut in¬
ternational relations and the course of literature have little to do

" ith such tidinesses .'There a cult has had to be traced .however, or a
succession of correlated works,the time sequence has been left acc¬
entuated .

The compiling of a complete list of books consulted has not been at¬
tempted,because of length. Every author' of note during the two cen¬
turies had to be at least glanced through,and where his work had any
bearing on Scotland,the standard literary histories,the biographies,
his ovn letters, and the most recent work on him in the British iv'us-
eum or national Library were consulted.

•The history of each period was studied through the standard books,
English through the volumes of the Political'history of England,and
the Cambridge History,and Scottish through Mathieson,Burton,Hume

. Brown,Craik,Terry,Hait.Omond,the volumes of the Scottish Historical
Society,etc. But for all important periods,such as the beginning
of the 17th century,the Civil War,Commonwealth and Protectorate,
Derion and the Union,the '15 and '45 Aebellions,the Bute period,the
contemporary historians and the memoirs , letters, tracts .broadsides,,

- the,two or three chief newspapers,(later the three chief magazines
and the three Heviews) of the time were ransacked.
Similarly,the drama,novel,miscellany,b- Had,'character',essay,song
etc: were searched out,both in their contemporary form or collect¬
ion, and in the work of the literary historians on them,in the hone
oi making the mention of Scottish matter as complete as possible.



Special topics, the "ballads and Boots song, the masque,the Boots in
the early loyal Society,the English landscape-painters~to name at
rendom-the Scots-scientists and doctors of the late 17th ana early
18th centuries, the' English-press1 s reporting of northern events,
the English critics' knowledge of Scots v.-ork,the first Scots "book¬
sellers in London,the English travellers in.the north,the Darien,
.Union, Jacobite and Bute satires, the antiquarians, the Baelic poets,
the English caricatures ana satiric prints,-these and other topics
have necessitated special reading,as the notes here end there in¬
dicate.
It would "be absurd to claim that the results of that reading have
been complete.The scope of it has only been sketched to extenuate
the absence of a bibliography.
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CHAPTER I. IITAOHUCHOH.

Relations between England and Scot land-17th. century.
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I. "Caledonia"-!706.

2. "Englishmcn-Erenchmen-Spaniards".0.U.P



The news-sheet.Mercurius Politicks,has a tale of boots,in retreat
"before English troops .posting on the market-cross of Dalkeith:-"Our
ancient old enemy,the kingdom of England"-that historic little flou
rich of defiance that recalls at once the 'inroads' and sacking and
ruthless warfare "between England and Scotland in an angry--past. But
the Mercury is dated Jovember 1653. The taunt is "being rethrown in
mid seventeenth century.
At the opening of the eighteenth,a phrase in Defoe's preface to "

i"Caledonia, a Poem in Honour of Scotland and the Scots Nation" gives
an equal shock:-"1 have the Honour to "be the first Man that ever at
tempted to rescue Scotland out of the Jaws of Slander,that Grave of
her keputatien Character,and the Gulf in which all the great actions
of her Nobility and Gentry are too much "buried".

Yet incident and phrase belong to the two centuries which saw the
countries brought intimately together,the in the seventeenth cen¬
tury through the "Union of the Crowns of England .and Scotland, in the
eighteenth through that of the Parliaments.

neither incident nor hrase is suggested as typical,or as proving
that '-cots hate,English contempt and slander were perennial. Both,
however,are significant of one fact,the continuing disjunction in
international relations in spite of all decrees of union, an the re
action on literature of these relations,that is the feature which
affects most,determines and shapes most.

It is tin rarest thing to find in English literature of the 17th
century any praise of Scotland. Abuse there is in plenty,that from
the writers of repute,Milton,Cleveland,Dryden,Clarendon scarcely in
distinguishable from that df the broadside.scribblers:-"the false
north", " the treacherous boot", "the canting boot", "that land of in-

ifamy". If Professor Madariaga's theory hold good,that national char
actor is usually summed up by the voice of universal opinion as a
compound,a quality and a defect,-clearness-licentiousness,for the
Drench,for instance.vulgarity-vitality for the American,then the
seventeenth century Englishman would have fitted the ecot with mer-
cenariness-hypocrisy,or sordidness-venality,or poverty-sedition,and
neglected as absurd the search for a--virtue.

The roots of that half-hidden,half-open antagonism lie in the ele¬
ments ay facts about boot and Englishman in that age.
Before the Union of the Growns brought south a 'shoaling1 of ->cots,
the two nations held themselves in general apart. Admittedly there
had^becn mutual traverses,pacts,court intercourse,seaport and bordertrade contacts, even efforts towards Union. But ad the end of -alize-
octh s reie-n.bhe number of '-cots in London was reckoned- estimates
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, differ-to have been only 38-58-not raore than IOO-.this out of a-pop
ulation of 2.50,00s> where even II ether landers numbered 3000. Funda¬
mentally , thi r efore, there was mutual ignorance as the new century
opened.

The hundred years that followed altered that relationship forcibly
and violently.'
The Union of the Crowns,that one accepts to-day as a piece of form
ality meant actually a raw,sharp contact between the two peoples,
psychological as well as mental, The Englishman hitherto had tranq¬
uilly measured his realm "from the Mount in Cornwall to Berwick
Stairs",and disregarded those uncouth 'foreign' peoples , Scots, 7.'elsh;
and Irish,that dwelt,'pigwiggin myrmidons' beyond.The union and the
events that succeeded forced on his acceptance a Scottish race on

i the throne of England,courts "a denne ,of 3cottes",in London Scottish
divines and doctors.merchants and tradesmen,(interlopers" he said

j bitterly),Scottish adventurers "ydill rascillis and poore miserable
bodyis",and within forty yeard a Scottish army on his soil.

Further,the pressure of civil and religious politics threw the two
countries into an amazing variety of relationships,from nominal
friends by crown union,to armed religious supporters;then within
ten years to armed religious antagonists,with Scotland a 'foreign
invader'.-"-t mid-century Scotland was a subjugated nation,wasted by
an English.army,and narrowly escaping annexation as a conquered pro
vincejfrom that, po litically incorporated as part of the Commonwealth;'
at the Restoration cut apart again as commercial rivals and Strang
ers.and lastly politically and commercially united through the un-
ion of the Parliaments.

Intercourse driven on at this pace obviously led to a mutual Know¬
ledge, and even a forced intimacy. But unluckily the very pace,the
fact of forcing,the clash of national character,the disrepute of
the Scot through the events of the Civil ¥/ar,the international'bris¬
tling' over religion and com ierce-all these barred the way to a war¬
mer amity in that increased intercourse.

V.liat was badly lacking throughout,was any diplomatic leverage be¬
tween the two peoples. James,with that itch of his for a phrase of
panache,had talked of the Union as a marriage. xt was a perfectly
just simile,but a mariage de convenance,with the added 'risk' of
the northern bride being unprepossessing,penniless and with a horde of
relatives,needy or officious or quarrelsome. But,personal as a marr
iage.the bnion demanded intelligent thinking,a will to have it succ¬
eed, ana unlimited self-effacing co-operation. It had remarkably lit¬
tle of any of these. Just after the Crown Union James and Francis
Bac.n did some cogent thinxing ana speaking on the subject;before
the Union of the parliaments a handful of writers try dispassionate
analysis of the actual and possible in Englo-Bcottish relations. But
in between was a record of "to-tal chassis",as the Baycock would say
There were periods of omity-(too often like.that of a boxer's hand-
snake) cross-wise liaisons between north and south,and,most hopeful
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sign, a gradually increasing mutual respect among educated men- "but
all deplorably affected "by war ana war-hatreds, impolitic interfere
ence,friction,recrimination,and the constant distortion of nation¬
al mo t iv e s .

The Englishman's revulsion from the bcot,no new-thing "but .deep-root
ed, was fed "by even# after event in the age-unless he were a fervent
presbyterian-and above the all-contagious prejudice.
England's policy during the century was dominated by religion and
commerce. On each of these, ^co tland fell foul of her. J-n religion^
Scotland's struggles,rebellions and interference in England were im
puted to the worst motives.The cries went up'of 'canting Scot',"hy¬
pocritical Scot',"Presby-tyrants" and the like. In commerce,Scotland
vns interloper,a menace at home ana abroad,her swarm of despicable
pedlars held more fraudulent than Jews, both currents of dislike
met in the supreme discredit of the Scots,the accusation of selling
the king.

But these events and sources were tributary to the main antagonism
that came,1 think,from the Englishman's acute sense of national caste
In this century England was still stabilising herself economically
and politically;.^hat called for a firm belief in national import¬
ance,the more so when it was at the mercy of w, rs and a broken tra
dition of royal race and government.The 'true-born Englishman' was
jealously pedestalled in consequence,and from his eminence-not yet
laughed at by Defoe-surveyed these harassing hinterlands of the is
land,Scotland and Wales.

So far as Scotland was concerned,he had very strong ground for his
contempt of her.
He knew of the north as a land that,judged by all the obvious crit
eria of a nation's progress,was distinctly inferior, it was marked¬
ly poorer.its extent was smaller;half of it was unreclaimed high¬
land wilderness, its agriculture was backward,its crops scanty,its
inland trade almost nonexistent. The towns were contemptible in size,
the capital,Edinburgh,insanitary and stinking.Industries were few;
merchants dealt on a petty scale-and the tramping pedlar was typic
ul. The people,he heard,were uncouth,ignorant of the minor decenc¬
ies , untrustworthy . The majority were still settle.! on the land, in
'huts' the Hnglish compared to hog-sties.an the Highlands,were wild
semi-savage tribes,r<port Said,a land of butcheries called feuds,of
tyrannous lairds ruling by the gallows and broadsword. The traveller
to boot land ran the risk of every peril,from lawless men,bad roads,
wretched inns, to starvation and the. itch.
it was impossible to sift truth from libel in all that. The traveller

, was scarcely to be depended on-Taylor's delighted account of the
j land appeared in the same yeua? us . a. scabrous libel on it by another

sojourner there.The eight ;of the boots 'sorner' in London,or the
dusty pedlar on English rasas,the Highland troops,primitively armed
and half-naked that marched into England In'. X64M, the witch-burnings
spouen of and later seen by the English troops,the plundering of the
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Scots armies in England and their dunning for money-these corrobor
ateo in English opinion the worst told of the nation.
.tod that worst believed,condoned ignorance and bred a deeper eon-
tempt .

But what of the knowledge that unquestionably did accrue during
the century? '
Two-thirds of its effect was to reveal the fundamental differences
not similarities in national entity and national character.
The whole course of the religious warfare showed Scotland and Eng¬
land oriented differently. England was a nation with monarchy.state
church and Parliament atits centre,but with monarchy supreme.-to Scot
land, the Eirk ruled opinion, the king but "God's silly vassal", -tog-
land had a talent for government, for col'onisation,was securely estab
lished.was well-developed commercially and socially. Scotland was a
nation not yet in control of herself,her iiighl .nds and -sow-lands inim
ical.her highlands feudal,her Borders lawless,her Lowlsnds democratic.
England's state-church had the infinite prestige of a fine past,a
tradition of great statesmen,of liberal culture,of learning,and the
importance of great ownership ana wealth.Scotland's kirk sprang from
the people,its leaders men of character but rarely of culture, poor
and with its prestige self-made.(England's Episcopalian contempt for
the -tork and its grip over even the nobles is illuminating.)
England wrs prosperous on the whole and civilised,her arts,literature
and the theatre,architecture.music flourishing. Scotland was poor,
the population in excess of the opportunities for the men,and was
far behind togland in the arts.

Eore visible Jo the average Englishman at the time.probably.were
the stark differences of national character. The fact that Scotland
held and warm correspondence with Holland and France,(although there
were the obvious bonds of religion and universities in une case,of
ancient federacy and Stuart support in the other /suggests that the
Scots national character was more akin to the Hutch,more comple¬
mentary to the French than either akin or complementary to the Eng
lish.
The Englishman's idea of the Scot was distorted by ignorance,fear
and jealousy. Since the values and motives of the people were dark
to the southerner,they were held incalculable.The Scot was conse¬
quently 'false','treacherous','hypocritical'. With the divided pull
of -irk and Stuart king-often a nontrary pull-Scots loyalty could
never be assured,so that he was 'disaffected',and if the church sway
e,- 'seditious'. Further,the influx south and the ear-ly favouritism
of the king in grants,monopolies,honours,posts spelt him 'sycophant
ing'.ln commerce at home and abroad he was the dreaded interloper,
whose worming himself into trade and profit was jealously resented.
The Scots pedlar with his undercutting of the toglish shop-keeper,
brought the stigma of a race more rapacious than the J ev; and equally
ignorant of any moral principle in business, tod the Covenanting arm
les.with their religious leaders protesting in that linpalatable
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jargon the purity of their motives and the certainty of their fight
ness,while its professional soldiers extorted taxes and terrorized,
added another conception of the Scot-a Eugala -Oalgetty with the hy¬
pocrisy of a sham Ha bakkuk Mueklewrath-a cant.ng mercenary.

Underneath all was the same half-conscious fear that evokes today
the Californian and Australian hate of the immigrant oriental,or
the "Oith African's of the immigrant ^ndian-the menace of a more
populous people with a meaner and an undermining standard of living
There was not a doubt that the Englishman was socially more develop
o. ,his towns larger and more progressive,his standards higher and
his way of life more varied, richest, and with more comforts, The Scot' ~

life was essentially-narrower,his interests fewer,the towns at their
worst more squalid and the poor at their worst more repulsive beeeu
cause of their dirt and disease.

The land was cursed,too,by dualities that brought Eng.ish attack
from now one quarter,now another. The Whig hated the Highland bar¬
barian, Popish,disaffected,except for the Clan Campbell and a few
others,a constant menace.The Episcopalian hated the officious -^irk
and its 'mass-Andrews'. The land was decried because of its squal¬
or, indecency of habdt,poverty-the coarsest of actualities.it was
equally decried in some quarters becuuse of its claim of marvels,
flouting islands and barhacle geese-false as 'Scotch1 news',a bye-
word of falsity.

It is not argued that every Englishman laathed the Scot-(for brief¬
ness sake England in the pages that follow has often to stand for
the dominant -arty in England,or the more vocal section of public
opinion)-nor that,decrying him, he did so on reasoned grounds,just
or unjust. Many of the charges were,from all evidence,perfectly
true.Where the worst injustice w.s done,the conmemnation of Scot¬
land's part from the outbreak of the 'Scotch troubles' to the re¬
storation, it was Scotland's own moves,made or forced,that laid her
policy open to malicious interpretation.

Scotland suffered,admittedly,from not being able effectively to
clear her reputation,or even to repudiate the charges, a century la
later, the satire of a Y/ilkes has its counter-attacks .Cleveland in
this age,vent Scot-free. Clarendon's venomous misrepresentation of
the nation's role in the Civil 7/ar drew no vindication of note.The
charge of selling the King,that did incalculable mischief to the
land's standing,was never soundly controverted till Wellwood's Mem¬
orials" of 1700,and Holies'"Memoirs" of IoUP-fifty years after the
period.

But Scotland's debit account goes, as one knows, very much further -fher sufferings through the Civil War and Commonwealth subjugation,pr4ce Paid i'or her religious risings in the reigns of Chariest
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and James II,the two Unions felt as fatal disruptions of national
life,the policy of relegating Scotland to he "private business" be¬
tween Scottish secretary of State and King-all crippled the nation
immeasurably at the time. In literature,her vernacular was neglect
eel,English styles and models most often accepted, and English super
iority so emphasized that Scots,piqued,were inclined to take refuge
either in an oflfended self-alienation or in wasting energy on ster¬
ile abuse. Her rehabilitation,through the work of her scientific
scholars,her historians and antiquaries,and the "Golden Age" of Sc¬
ottish jurisprudence,had to contend with the rooted discredit left
by the middle years. The appreciation of what was distinctively
racial was dammed back by that.

The foregoing,however,has stressed disproportionately the adverse
side of the relations between the two countries,largely because the
credit side is too obvious to require such • stressing. Bcotlana gain
ed beyond measure by alliance with a country of superior civilisat¬
ion, greater. opportunities,richer life.higher standards.England,apart
from her neighbour's aid in civil and religious sett lenient, had the
adventages of tapping a virile and industrious population,and had
touch with a nation that healthily challenged her own status and
standards .§cot I and was an excellent mental stimulus , part "stirabout'J
part irritant. Culturally the two peoples were absurdly matched-
it was bantam-weight to heavy-weight- but in strength of national
character,there was equality,and in that equality,constant chall¬
enge. Scottish nationalism,like Falstaff1s camomile,"the more it
is trodden on,the faster it grows",.and England was never allowed
to forget those 114 Kings,(as England never allowed Scotland to for
get the forty murdered). The 'true-born Englishman' was made to real
ise in time that there was a true-born t>cot.

This challenge was felt,if it affected literature little. There was
no admiration of the wild,the distinctively racial-is that not ex¬
pecting an 18th and 19th product from the I7th century?-Ihe cultured
Englishman still winced at what was so rawly alien,the uncultured
peered.But laggingly,"by creek and inlet making" the consciousness
of the north as a land worth exploration,mental if not physical,a
land with a contribution to offer of distinctive race,character and
culture began to seep into English minds,and to emerge in English
literature.
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v;i u}i the accession of James VI to the English throne, came the first
real impact "between the two countries.A Scottish-bred "ing and princes
came south,court met court,the cultured circles in each nation were
brought into touch.In England a national curiosity as to the north stir¬
red and awake,a curiosity fairly dettchca as England was as yet aware
of no'price to pay for this accession.In mutual good-will,though with
Scottish regrets,the crowns of Scotland and England were joined.-

• But undeniably it was a union effected by a sport of
heredity,and not by national desires."Auld enemies" still,each nation
retained the inimical Statute-Book decrees and trade laws that kept
the other at a distance as foreign.Besides,Scottish memories had not
forgotten that,barely a hundred years before,Henry VllI had out all
Scotland to the sword;that thirty years before,the English army had
"wracked all the borders wast ana est and brunt and slew";thet sixteen
years before.England had executed a Scottish .queen. Englishmen,for their
part,looked askance at a nation which within the last twenty years
had seen the incredible lawlessness of the iluthven Laid,the wild ex¬
ploits of the Earl of Bothwell, the slaughter of the Earl of Moray,
the Maxwell and Johnson fight, the insurrection of the Highland carl.,
and the mystery of the uowrie conspiracy.
"for mutual knowledge .hitherto,had been largely a matter of "scare-line *
news. Prior to the Union,-and indeed long subsequent to it-the barriers
of separation between the two nations, were formidable .Communication of
any sort between north and south was difficult,travel itself co.i'hree
roads led from London to Edinburgh,but each had its notorious perils
from flood,waste land,outlaws and doubtful inns.Conveyance was of the
roughest: stage coaches unknown till Civil V/ar days'.horse-back journey
normally an infliction of ten days. Pleasure-travelling was consequently
at a minimum,and unknown as a fashion.Ho horse-post ran regularly be¬
tween London and Edinburgh until the reforms of 1635:till then an ineff¬
icient service suf iced.Por news, only letters ana l...t or corant os were
available, the newspaper proper non-existent.
There was naturally no widespread passing to and fro .Horth to James's
Holyrood court went English agents and intelligencers.Jesuit intriguers
occasionally soldiers of fortune,but not the average Englishman.Hor the
latter,what inducement to a nation hardly known except from hearsay,pea
lars' tales,and the reports of itinerant actors or travellers?'More in¬
formation was certainly to be gained from Hoiinshed or Buchanan,-and the
latter would titillate him with marvels in every county of Scotland,
white bulls lion-maned,and fourteen feet long skeletons,floating isles
and great lumps of amber.But books were rarely accessible,nor more so
travellers1 printed accounts.Even if the latter were to hand.Boord1s
'trust yov no Skott, for they vyll yovse f'latteryng vordes and all ys fa 1
-Lode"-It ys of a devellyshe dysposicioun of a Sco ttyshme.n not to love
nor favour an Englishman",corroborated twenty years later by Brantome,
"Vcl -gain as the I6th century closed "by Fynes Horicon,who noted the Eng¬lishmen "lesse.agreeable to the liking of strangers—in Prance and Scot-

^lsSr.the °ld h"';trcd of both Hat ions "-suggested no welcome to ther°un in Scotland. The Scottish past was to be road in Hoi inched,
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(as Shakespeare ana Milton read it)-where Bellenden,translating Boeth-
iuu, presented it as medley of heroic fights,poisonings,murders ana
constant strife. The Scottish present was probably'thought little diff-

1 (.rent,to judge from hash's talk in his "Lenten Stuffe" of "the six hun¬
dred Scotish witches executed in Scotland at Bartelmewtide was twelve¬
month". The sane Englishman cheerfully acquiesced in further unenlight-
enment.
Links of course there were,through trade,but chiefly through the Courts.
!, scholar lime Buchanan had Daniel Hogers and As eh am, Cecil and Randolph
as friends; Montgomery and Constable were "companions deir",as were the
Master of Gray and Sidney. James had touch with English ambassadors of

2 r.ote.and with poets like Churchyard,Constable and Locke. Elizabethan
critics, ignotant' of Scottish literature as a whole,rarely omitted raent-*
ion of Buchanan and James.On the Scottish side a lively interest- was
taken in the literature of the south,the writers there were known,the
sonnet form practised,the new anthologies cited,and in one or two dases
contemporary wotk like the "Arcadia" reprinted in Edinburgh. One small
woof of the alert scanning of new work were the protests that went south

from time to time against anti-Scottish refleetions,the depicting of
k Mary.ouecn of Scots in the "Faery C.ue: ne" for example, or the remarks on

),ing and nation in Barnaby Hiche's "Farewellto the Military Profession",
and in one of the plays.
Che rapports of a Cour.t however,can only be reckoned minute compared
with the large and stable ignorance and incomprehension that separated
the two peoples at large. That ignorance and a copious indifference in
the south were the dominant features when the century opened and Eliza¬
beth lay dying.

Che accession of James meant marked change. An out-and-out Scot, speaking
i 'Che full dialect of his country" came to the English throne. "B'ith what

wonderful still and calm this wheel is turned round",Bacon wrote."Things
arc here in good cuiet". And in this surprising peace,and in the face of
personal disadvantages of appearance and speech and alien birth James be¬
came king.
It was a personal triumph. The"concoUrse of idle and unnecessary post-

7 trs into Scotland" hod to be restrained: the English poets lavished
panegyrics-Drayton,Jonson,Churchyard,Chettie.Dekker,the two Fletchers,
Luniel,Harrington etcetera:the ballad-makers offered broadsides:a dour

8 Scot said of London's welcome, "they' 11; spoil a gude king".
His accession established,relations outwardly stood well. James brought
south many of the great Scots nobles,of whom Lennox,Mar,Hume,Hinloss
Junbar and Secretary Elphinstone were immediately added to the Privy
Council. Scots friends were advanced to positions about his person at
Court, as were Scobs divines-and doctors.

■ ithin a year there was talk of closer union .of the two countries,ana ■
k-c spectacle seen of Bacon/and "Tarn o' the Coogabe"(Sir Thomas Hamilton)
in collaboration over it. Bacon issued two capable tracts on the matter,
the Bishop of Bristol a book,"The Joyful and Blessed Heuniting"; Sir
•"-enry Seville una rtook a treatise "at the command of the King",and Jon-

- struck off an easy cpigram-
V.'hen was. there contract better driven by Fate,
Or celebrated with more truth of state?
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The world the temple watythe priest a king,
The spoused pair,two realms,the sea the ring.

Parliament repealed the hostile Border laws, and pasted the Bost-ilati
:.ct, allowing the Scots the benefit of a wider citizenship. Bacon, ex¬
cellent pointer on the track of preferment, jotted in his private note-

! book the diplomatic reminder-"To fynd means to wynne a cone: not op'n
but private of being Affect: and ass: to the Sco." (a conceit not open
but private of being affectidnate and as cured to the Scots)
V/ithin five years of the accession, Scots favourites and nobles hod
established themselves side by side with English lords,and the en¬
vied rise of Her,later Earl of Somerset, and of Lord Hay, ('Sardanapalus
Hay')and Lord Haddington had "begun. In' 1607 £44000 went into the pocHete
of three favourites,two of them Scots: in 1611 £04,000 to six favour
ites.four of them Scots. Parliament and Court became familiar with
the grants of monopolies to them,from Hamilton's of white cloth to
Archy Armstrong's I the court fool) of tobacco pipes. In 1610 the Privy
Council was reconstructed on an equal basis of Scottish and English,
members. •

Important ^nglo-^Scottish marriages were frequent,as witness those of
the Earls of ^rgyll and Holderness,LordsHay and Haddington, the marquis
of Hamilton's eons and. others.There was international literary patronage
between Somerset and Bonne,Lord Hay and Bonne, Esme Stuart and Jonson,
Jonson and Lithgow-to name at random-;and literary friendships,as those
of Drayton and Brummond,Ayton ohd Jonson,Hobbes ana Ayton,Bekker and
lodowick Carliell. Typical Londoners like Jonson and Taylor found many
friends when they went north. James's own visit in 1617 introduced
English lords to Scotland,and two years later,"on a promise then given"

1 Buckingham and Arundel proposed to accompany Lennox and Hamilton harth
again.
There seems to have been a flourishing Scottish cult at Court, too, to
judge from Harrington's Epigram that begins-

" Bon Pedro loves not me: 1 grow too Scottish."
A cult reflected in the fashionable wearing of "the Scots fall","the
Scots Farthingale"','the Scots hose".

In the ecclesiastical world, rapprochement was slighter,very much
slighter.The Hampton Court Conference had certainly brought English
and Scottish clergy together.But there had been unfortunate incidents,
James' remark on Scots Presbytery,IIelville' s scandalous squib on the
Lpiscopeli; n Church and his imprisonment for it. Presbyterians on
either side of the border were on terms of good-will,but mutual ig¬
norance.i'o the average Englishman,who was not of that denomination,
the Scots Church and its ministers were a standing jest.

-n the city,the northern newcomers established themselves with amazing
rapidity. By 1605 jokes were flying as to their' room being preferred
to their company. "1 would a th ussna of them were there",(in Virginia)

* £. bold blade in "Eastward Ho", "for-' we are all one countrymen
n°w, y e know', and we should find ten times more comfort of them there
then we do here." Scots doctors were in high repute: merchants found
standing: Scots youngsters came south with presents of "saulmon and
Qfuytie", uo be apprenticed: Scots tailors and pedlars multiplied. A

-cots quarter was recognized-"they keep close about Charing Cross"-
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and at least two taverns were known &e> favourite "howffs",-"The Brown
Bov. 1" and "The Scotch Arms". Howel in his "Sonddnopolis" claimed more,

' that "The Union with Scotland did not c little conduce to make this u
union twixt London and Westminster; for the Scots multiplying here mi
mightily,neasted themselves about the Court,so that the Strand from
mud Walls and thatched Houses came to that perfection of Buildings
as we now see". Obviously the well-used phrase, "the -shoaling of Scots",
was precise. ,

lil
Thus far the entente cordiale.But what of Parliament and the reverse
side tin. re ana elsewhere of these outwardly friendly relations?
Admittedly the acceesin was peaceful. But of the three plots that f
followed,one at least had some anti-Scot bias,and Fawkes "told some

v of the Scots that his intent was to have blown them back to Scotland"-
(To blow the Scotinh beggars back to their native mountains" went

i another report.) In the House of Commons,an anti-Scot party rapidly
came into prominence over the topics of Union,the waste of money on
Scots favourites and the granting of monopolies "to reward a nobleman
for his Scottish accent". The party had strength, for after a three
years' tussle over the measurefor closer union, and in spite of steady
pressure from the king,that measure was defeated.'
The very mooting of Union made vocal the underlying feelings of both

1 countries. The Scottish State Papers Domestic quote "That Union so
groitlie hated by them (the English) and so little affectec by us."

. Sir Thomas Craig wrote frankly on the matter in his Union psmphlet-
*- "UhenI was in London as one of the Commissioners at the recent Confer

ence,l had a great deal of conversation with Englishmen on the assoc¬
iation or incorporation of the tv;o peoples in one single state. They
frequently expressed themselves in a manner depreciatory of Scotland,
and were frankly indignant that our countrymen should have equality of
honours and employment,their own reputation and resources being so
much the greater." - » opinion
setters of the Scottish Privy Council show Scottish/^touehily averse

<<> to pressing for Union. "As for our affectionis in this mater of the
Unioun,as wo freelie confes we haif no greate nor earnest desyre nor
thrist of it for our particularis-" and there was grumbling over "so
easie obliterating of begane wrongis"♦
In vain James aspired to a kingdom "Joynned in wealth,in religion,in
hearts'and affections"; in vain attacked the English fears "that Eng¬
land will then be overwhelmed by the swarming of the Scots",and of "my

1 profuse liberality to the Scottishrnan." "My intention",he said in the
Star Chamber,"was always to effect union by uniting Scotland to Engl
land,and not England to Scotland."(He was already boasting of ruling
Scotland from London."I-write and it is done.")
Equally in vain was Bacon's conscientious but cautious support,and his
plea that the Scots were"in their capacities and understa ndings a pco
pie ingenious,in labour industrious,in courage valiant". The Bishop of
Bristol's book in favour of union was complained of by the Commons,andthe author forced to make submission. All negotiations were ctonc-wali
tie English Bar making legal quibbles,the Church and Universities "a
Reservation,a grant and a caution" anent the filling of posts.(There>,-ay the ,not-t jealous apprehension of Scots preferment)
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The merchants made frank and open outcry."Can any think it prudent—
I to share the fruits of England with the sdnnes of .the locusts and the

daughters of the horse-leech?" ""/hat have the Scots--but eggs end bar¬
nacles and drugs." ".Among our own merchants already no success.no fru

*• its these three years". A metaphor struck by Puller in the House, of
lean cattle rushing in to batten on fertile pastures was applauded.
Significantly the matter ended with the most scurrilous of antd-Scottish
speeches by Sir Christopher Pigott,"a bitter and scandalous invective
against the Eation of the Scots and Scottishmen",said the warrant of
arrest. The Scots were stigmatized as ;"rebels .beggars, traitors" , ana u
union with them "as reasonable as uniting a prisoner with a '
i'igott was punishes "leniently. There was no doubt as to English sym¬
pathies.

/ F
-

. ; ' •' .. \

At court there v.us little sign of national identities being merged,
fiance at the news-letters 'of Chamberlain the agent. A phrase here, a
chance sentence there reveal the Anglo-Scoteish rivalry ana embitter
rnent over every vacant post."Some Scot or other hath begged the rever¬
sion of the land".Scoffs are fiung at the favourites-"the strong wind
from the north that blew a bishop into Lambeth"(/Dunbar); jibes some
instance of Scots"cadging";constant awareness of nationality-"a proper
young fellow but a Scot"; glee at some quarrel ending favourably for
the English-"The Scottishmcn plucx in their horns and are .fain to ab
sent themselves from plays".
"Private quarrels," corroboratesthe author of "The Five Years of xsing

j James""nourished,especially betweenScotch end English." Of these,
seven outstanding affairs were between prominent English and Scots A
nobles,the duels of Sacxville and /Bruce,of Chandos and Hay,of Autland
and Montgomery for instance. Even more dangerous were those ugly in¬

cidents that roused the whole city.Aamsey's attack on Montgomery at
Croydon Aaces,(which threatened to be a national'disaster as Hamsay
was turned on by the English lords to a man;)Lord Sanquhar's hiringof
bravos to kill Turner the fencing-master;the stabbing in Ludgote of
a London sergeant by Murry and two clansmen;Maxwell,the king's usher
attacking Hawley,a lawyer,and defying the Inns of Court. The popular
tag ran-

"They beg our lands,our goods,our lives,
•They switch our nobles and lye with their wives.
They pinch our gentry and send for our benchers,
They stab our sergeants and pistoll our fencers."

•A Court and in the Citythcre wa; exasperation at the influx of -cots
'progging for suits". Four successive proclamations failed to restrsi n I
the "swarming". James might declare by open letter-"I was ever rooted 1 f

1 in that firm resolution never to have placed Scotsmen—tfli first tine f
had begun to wear away that opinion of different nations". The fact re*
gained that Scottish favoutitism was rampant and was resented.
as for commerce,Scots merchants found themselves free to trade,but au-

f vorecly rated as strangers and so"vonderfullic abusit be the scare hour. i.
Customers ana others- thair" that an agent had to be appointed for them (
*nl6l2. They had constantly to cope with English commercial jealousy,

^ end were suspected of being the cause of the scarcity of gold.3a.con"fs one of.the few to acquit them of this."Scotland is not the leech
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uu some discoursers say,--that sucks the realm of treasure." Tom Tell-
• Troth has no doubt of their guilt,and retails a story of James comfort¬
ing impoverished .loots with.the remark: - "Content yourselves.I will
shortly make England the English as beggarly . s you."
broadsheet and tract jibed at Scots mountebanks,pedlars,tailors. A prac¬
tised satirist,K.C.in "The Times' Whistle" castigate-d"Scotus"and his rise

" Scotus,thou hast deceived the world enough
V/hich takes thee cloth'd in thy embroidered stuffe,
To be some lord at least. Poore silly groome,

. Y/hich t'other day wouldst faine have had the roome
Of some base trencher-scraper,so to put
Scraps twice run over,in thy half-filled starved gut."

The Xing himself made the natural though dangerous target for much of the
anti-Scot sniping.

"-with sumpter-horse that Scot
Hath rid, who at his corning-up had not
A sumpter-dog. "

ran one satire,formerly thought Donne's. On the public stage,he was
openly mimicked;- "I ken the man well; he's one of my £50 knights" says
en unnamed "gentleman" in Eastward Ho. The same play has the ironic
praise of the Scots already quoted;- "There are no greater friends to
Englishmen and England when they are out on't.in the world,than they
ere",and the speaker fervidly wishes a hundred thousand of them trans¬
planted to Virginia. That the authors of that Play were clapped i
into jail was little deterrent. Jonson,one of the trio,returns to the
-:ame in Volpone,where his ridicule of the quack's Oglio del Scoto was
'i hit at either the King's "touching" or at the Scots doctors. And fur-
.her sallies of his in "The Masque of the Gipsies" and of Chapman in
his first version of "Byron" are at the expense of the king's accent,
hie new knights,his coal-mine and his "bairns".
.'e bathetic climax, one half-crazed writer,Thomas Hoss,went £30 for as to
■how in "ten abominable articles" the propriety of expelling all Scots
:rom England, except "the King,his sone and. ane verrie few otheris".

The above may seeraa a pointless sweeping■together of detail,debit and
credit,but only from it con a balance ,be struck as to the relationship

■t toot was to remain basic for a century yet.
-r.glsnd and Scotland were united,were reconciled. The hostile laws on t
the Statute Books were repealed.The Post-Hati Acts naturalized Scots.
Tlrre was cooperation and the sharing of office. Ina few classes the
barriers of separation were broken down. There was much posting south,
' nd a "peaceful penetration" by Scots that made the nation's types fam¬
iliar.
~ut on the other hand, the .'English were jealous and resentful of that
n'.flux. II0 traveller of note went north until after the king's own visit
••"•at sense'of superiority which condoned-which almost dictated-ignor-

"•ce was tenaciously kept. Scotland was the upstart and the intruder:-
' " Scotland that knew no state,proud in one day-"

*

jig People were foreigners still, negligible culturally, beneath contempt
q'f^cially. "Their trade" ran the protest against Union of the English

^ tenants,"is after a meanod sort and condition,--as we cannot do be-
'iriAY-SJ the honour °'r our Country." The taunts of beggarliness and in-1 ity were constantly thrown.
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The Scots had to endure these taunts in bitter but resentful silence,
for they could nob give the lie to them. The only retaliation about
poverty was that made by James-"-as the one country has wealth and the
other had multitude of men,so we may part.the gifts." (But "gifts"
was hardly the light in which the Londoners saw the inpouring Scots)
As to inferiority,no adequate rejoinder could be made there either.
The Anglo-Scot at Court ana at home acquiesced. ..s Drummond wrote Lray-

t ton Scotland wat"barren of excellency in itself;" and the Scottish
poets,once settled at the English court,turned literary renegade,and
sweated to rid their work of all Scottish flavour. James ceased to
v,rite the vernacular. The Earl of Stirling tirelessly revised his
"Monarchic Tragedi.es".weeding out Scotticisms. Yet this repudiation
of native art only left the Scottish writers in the second rank of
English poets-inferior still.
So the infuriating English attitude continued,firmly bolst ered by
obvious fact,and the Scottish resentment was as perpetual a comple¬
ment. In brief, the two countries were nation-conscious, if one may
coin the word, touchjr, inclined to bristle at contact, and under the cur-
i'roe, strangers.
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In literature,this first impact of the two countries had unique re¬
sults; one in especial,that the interest of the greatest writers
timed momentarily to Scotland.lt was not a disinterested attention,
one has to admit. The huh of 'literature was the Court, and there the
king and northern courtiers welcomed any courteous reference to their
native land.
Shakespeare read its history in Kolinshed and created Macbeth. So vi -
via is its northern "feel" that it has "been cited as proof that Shak¬
espeare travelled north as actor, lie certainly snap-shot adroitly one
of its types in Captain J amy of "Henry V". Ben Jonson tramped on foot

i to Edinburgh,amazing undertaking in him,enjoyed the hospitality of
Icots nobles and of at least one poet .Druiomond, deliberated various
literary projects about the country. "He heth Intention to writt a

1 fisher or pastorall play and sett the stage of it in the Lowmuna
lake".-"He is to writt his foot Pilgrimage hither ana to call it a
Discoverie." noted Drummond is his "Conversations". The King "is

I pleased to hear of the Purpose of rny Book" wrote Jonson himself, apro¬
pos of a third scheme,a historical or antiquarian.book on Scotland,
for which Drummond gathered him matter.

•Bacon,from his first audience with the King,who "hasteneth to a mix¬
ture of both nations" turned to the topic of Scotland. "A Brief Dis¬

course touching the Happy Unim of the Kingdoms of England and Scot!
land." and "Certain Articles and Considerations touching the Union of

f the Kingdoms of England and Scotland" resulted. Even after the Union
negotiations failed,he pondered "furder coloniz: the wild of Scot;"
and his private note-books show assiduous study and court of Scottish
nobles.
Uilton,too,though his work belongs to the next r*. ign, noted down five

<• "Scotch Stories or rather British of the north Ports" as possible
themes for his great epic,while his lesser poems show his imagination
caught,as v.as Drayton's,by Scotland's far isles.

And this interest.whether it sprang diplomatically or spontaneously,
-(and in the case of Bacon,Jonson and even Shakespeare the influence
of the King is apparent-recall the little grace-notes of compliments
slipped into Macbeth-)found vent in work of greater variety and great
er freshness than the .rest of the century was to show. "Macbeth", that
high-water mark,Jonson's schemes and Milton's, drama and Masque,Tay¬
lor's prose-poetic travels,topographical work by Camden,Speed and Stow,
popular ballad,skit-in short,"God's plenty".
^>ome of the freshness came from personal contact. Jonson was "worthily
entertained,with much respective love" in the north,and so little re-

* siniccent jokes about the "groaning wives of Edinburgh" and the like
7 crop up in his plays.Taylor the 7/ater-Poet' s account of his tour there,
• lf doubtful as literature,is divertingly first-hand. Bacon hod his
^-.cottish friends .Milton his, and hash can rap down a tale in broad
„ -cots,as he had it" from some of the deftest lads of Edenborough town".

-Gotland was sufficiently novel,too,and sufficiently distant to be
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treated poetically. Interest sagged at raid-century to a "bleak jibing
i t Scotland as a land of itch and religious fanaticism. But to Shakes¬
peare the land of Macbeth was one of v.ila atmosphere and the blang of
barbaric deed and name,to the youthful Milton one of visionary Hebrid¬
es -nd Orcades. Yet perhaps even as early as their work can be seen t
that dual conception of Scotland-Scotland the outlandish and barbaric,
the land of witchcraft and of savage deed,and that other drab land that
spuvmed the Uncouth "corner" of the London streets. Shakespeare drew
u Macbeth and a Captain J amy.
ind in Milton's work is seen another duality that religious politics
made,when the romantic Scotland of the "Scotch Stories" ana the vision-

, ary of "the stormy Hebrides" and of "et extremis me discant Orcades
undis" is dropped in disillusionment,and only the contemptuous "this

' hireling army" the ludicrous "Colkitto or Macdonnel or Calasp" andtheir
J, 'Scotch or bad English" are mentioned,

but that is only another side of the variety of that early literature,
that introduced to English notice,Scots of the past and the present,
lings and heroes and witches,shepherds and projectors and adventurers
and beggars-all in rough,vigorous profusion. \ '
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11.

Gn the Elizabethan stage, Scotland was already a protagonist,though
a less familiar one than one might expect, in actual figures,out o^ the
hundred or hundred and fifty chronicle plays enthusiastically created
in the surging nationalism that swept England after the Armada,only a
traceable seven deal with the northern country. A scanty few have tit¬
les of Scottish kings; the early and anonymous "tragedie o.f the king of

i Gcottes: to ye which belongeth the scenery of Scotland and a gret castle"
jreene's "The Scottish History of James IV"-(but not a word of the title

v true); "kobert II king of Scots" written by Chettle,Dekker,Joneon and
i Ears ton;and "Malcolm,king of'Scots," "bought of C.Masoey" in 1602,and

necessitating outlay "To bye-a sewt of motley for the Scotchman". A
* handful of English playso-"Edward 1II"(acted 1589 orl590),"Jeorge-a-

;recne"(cl590J"EdwardI"( ' i)0 )"Edward 11"( c' 92 ) "Henry 1 "Parts 1 and 2('96)
'Edward I V"(c99) and"HenryV" touch Scots history too
But Scotland's role in practically( all of these was a limited and in¬
distinctive one. She was*The Enemy,a tilting-block for English kings,
stuff for English conquest. The "treacherous Scots-"were defied; there
v. as possibly a skirmish like "the fight of John Balliol" in "Edward I":
the Scottish king was brought in defeated to he generously pardoned,
rhat was the standard treatment in "EdwardI","Edwardll",most of "Edward
HI", "Sir Thomas Y/yatt", "George-a-Greene" and "J amesIV". Ko historical
accuracy was aimed at or achieved. "James IV" and "George-a-Greene",in¬
deed, are more ballad and romance. A date 1520 is mentioned for a king .

'•■ho was killed in 1513.' -A "James" was thought sufficient to determine
the king.A single Scottish lord was adequate as entourage.Attempts at
waking a character Scottish in nature or talk are meagre,the best being
the sketch of David in "Edward III". He pawkily bargains with the Doug¬
las over hooty,or sends defiance in boots terms:- -

"And never shall our "bonny riders rest,
Dor hang their staves of grayned Scottish ash
dor--
Disinisse their by ting whinyards—"

-ir far tram and Boh.m in "James IV" use Scots words,the latter,a "ridt-t
stall roan"talking what was meant to be braid ^cots.and fleering at a
vng "overruled by with parasites,misled by lust—much like our court
oi Scotland this clay". But far more commonly,the Scots characters were
(.ntirely undistinguished from the English.
And though while these plays were being written,Scotland was playing
out drama and melodrama of its own in the Huthven kaid,for instance,in

t maxwell-Johnstone fight, the slaughter of the Earl of mrnrray.Both-
attempted, abduction of the king,very few realistic or contempor-

'I't were taken by the dramatists. Border raids and forays were re-
■ ■rca to in "Edward 111" and "Iienty IV", and in"Edw: rail" graphically

otherwise the Scots remained conventionally the treacherous
• "tile wily Scots"-"these treacherous Scots"-"thc weasel Scot" "the

• "l 4 northerne enemie" ) the boastful: (" the confident and boystrous
• -ing Scot"-"the fleering Scot"-"these braving Scots"ithe cowardly;

"Turning hence--
'

Upon the bare report and name of Armcs-"
'J'u' barbarous: ( "rop£h insulting barbarisrne" ^
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Scope xias- given,of course, for a necessary defiance like Balliol's
t *" w "Scotland disdains to carry England's yoke"

or Douglas's
y "There is not such a word

Spoke of in Scotland as this term of fear".
But until "Macbeth" no Scottish king or character plays an entirely
heroic part or even a main part. David is despicable,James IV lustful
and murderous,Balliol a nonentity, and Douglas and .Archibald though
warmly praised,are rebels end background figures.

I Scottish comic characters are scanty:Bohan more of an "/mtick" or ber-
gomaseue figure,with his rising from a grave and dancing of Scots jigs
Gaconos.of Nathaniel VJooaes' morality, "The Conflict of Conscience"
a curious piece of religious satire,a priest exposing in deplorable
brood Scots his own avarice,greed, illiteracy,drunkenness, to .the happy
approval of Tyranny and Hypocrisy,his friends:and a lighter sketch,
Jockey,Jane Shore's faithful servant in "Edward IV",with his weakness
for a "sifl'lication"-"Gin ye'11 help rae till my laund v.hilk the fsl.„e
loon,Billy Grime,of Glendale.hauds wrongfully fra me.l'se quite your
gudeness wi a bonny nag." . <
Standardized treatment,unheroic parts,little study of Scots humours-
to these one last cavil,that all characters.are set against a vaguely
general "Scotland" or "The Scottish Court"-rarely against anything s~
localized as "Koxburgh Castle" with its "Barraine,bleake ana Eruit-
lesse aire".

Ill

So Scotland fared in the English chronicle drama. But by the end of
the sixteenth century,its popularity was losing hold. When the new
century opened,and James came to the throne,a'more diplomatic pre¬
sentation of Scotland was imperative.. Consequently new ventures were
begun.

Cn one contemporary Scottish affair,the 'sensational Cowrie Conspirac y
three years before,a play was built,which drew large audiences

for two performances. "But whether the matter or manner be ndt well
handled; or that it be thought unfit that princes should be played on
the stage in their lifetime,I hear that some great councillors are
ir.uch. displeased withit.and so 'tis thought it shall be forbidden."-
wrote Chamberlain to Winwood (16 Dec:l604). It was.
Better fate met the students of St John's College,Oxford,when in' the
following August they presented before the King a Latin interlude of

pBanquho,with its more remote history of Sybils and prophecy,"the con-
ccipte whereof the King did very much applaud".
-0 unique and culminating venture came Shakespeare'e "Macbeth".

uniquely sensitive here is the dramatist's "fceling"or touching of
^■°°ld Scottish chronicle,that one half expects to trace elsewhere in
'•1:: plays some especial interest in Scotland. There is no sign of that
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He may, as some • believe, have had a hand in ,rThe £eign of Edward III",
with its effective portrayal of King David and the Countess of Rox¬
burgh, and its flavour of border ballad. His "Henry IV" has its Scot¬
tish war theme,praise of Archibald and the Douglas,Hot sour's killing
of "some six or.seven dozen Scots at a breakfast",and the fine Doug¬
las boast of fear being unknown in his land. His comedies have only
the popular .jibes of the day.-"In what port f her body stands scot-
land?" asks Antipholus in the "Comedy of Errors"."I found it by the
barrenness;hard in the palm of the hand." mention of the Scottish
lord in "The Merchant of Venice" provokes another sally:-"He hath a
neighbourly charity in him; for he borrowed a-box of the ear of the
Englishman,and swore he would pay him again when he was able. I think
the Frenchman became his surety,and sealed under for another." Into
the later copies of "Henry V" was inserted the sketch of Captain Jamy,
probably of Shakespeare's penning.The captain is not found in the
early 1600 version,and even in the folio he is named once and then
margined, as' Scot' . It is a slight sketch, this "marvellous falorous
gentleman--of great expedition and knowledge in th' auncient wars",
though even in its limits of four speeches,crisp. Jamy has the nati
ional foibles,a love of dispute,a certain self-complacency about his
own knowledge. Pontifically he agrees to hear Fluellen and Macmorris
debate,while he will pronounce upon their arguments. "I sail quit you
with gud leve as 1 may pick occasion,that sail I,marry." It reads
like a little parody of King James's memorable hearing of the St An¬
drew's professors in debate,and his complacent deliverance of "a few
observes".

Macbeth is startlingly finer creation,- "Once and once only Shakos-
pears handles Scottish chronicle. Holanshed offered ham the savage
deeds of Macbeth and Donwald,the .witches and "their prophecy,the set¬
ting of Fores ana Duns inone. But Ilolinshed's Castle of Fores might
be in lllyria.so general its ' oratorie' ■ end chamberlains and reare
suppers;and his murders,though babbarous,such as all chronicle holds
bis witches are only "a sort of witches",weird sisters,"or else some
nymphs or feiries indued with knowledge of prophesie". they meet "in
a house in Fores",and later "in the middesb of a lsynd". A lack of
"race",a conventionality is felt. Only in one remark,a breath of
northern air soughs in, when Duns inane is described as "on a"h]rcud
height that standing there aloft a mail might behold well neere all
the countries of .Jigus,Fife,Sterinon.d ana Ernedale as it were lieng
underneath him."
de-examine Shakespeare's fingering of all this. One's first surprise
is to find how unquestioning'ly he ;has reincorporated the most of <
those tasteless non-Ecottish details, : And. he added nothing integral
that was distinctively Scottish,not one stroke of close realism.,Of
course there were the cpmp.llments1 to '-the King, the prophecies, appar¬
itions and shows of kings,And praise of the royal 'touching'. Hut no
dialect is made use of,no vocabulary,or talk of■'whinyards' or 'bonny
rider s-r , no accentuation of realistic local colour.(He ignores the
description of Dunsinane,and though he gives Macbeth's castle the
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croak of ravens,he adds the summer martlet too.) llpt even the comic
carter has a Scots jest to crack. The witches have their dark cave
instead of the house,but they ore not more Scots in their spells or
machinations.
Yet Shakespeare's play is undeniably Scottish, and Macbeth' s char¬
acter admired as a study in Celtic temperament.
The one and supreme thing he aid was to vitalise the whole theme by
re-creating it int- an imaginative atmosphere,weird and wild and sup

• ornatural,one that the veriest fool in the pit would feel the "fris¬
son" of,and know it to be that of the far north.

"Lamentings heard i' th' air;strange screams of death,-"
That line of his own was the key in which fte pitched the entire play,
'.bile the spell of that grips,one is oblivious of any lack of realism,
and only conscious that the play is instinct 'with ell the wildness
on a the stark power of the uncanny,the lawlessness,the grim fortit-
vde and the savage glamour of the north.

"I»Iacboth"remains the most marvellous response of an English imagin¬
ation in this age to the- "matter" of Scotland'.

It is curious that there was no imitation or effect of that other
than that Scotland was regarded the more firmly as the "land of

twitches". He/wood jests at "the Scottish wayward sist'ers", and there
*-is "lie lpomehe, that Scottish witch",and Shirley's witch "in a sieve
<v.qs bound for Scotland". Jonson's "Sad Shepherd" masque stars Maud
^lin,the witch of Faplewick,with her son and daughter,and though the
setting is Yorkshire,the witch and her family.talk a"northern",that
is broad Scots:-"it duills me": "talc tent,gang thy gait.liramer lown.
Ty,quhq suld let me." and- the like.

Jorison seems to hsve delighted in dying Scots. (There is a tale that
lacy, the Yorkshire actor, instruct eel him in it.) He never put Scot¬
land seriously into either play or masque. (Bas the idea of the Loch
Lomond pastoral ever more than just an'impulse to rival the Fletchers'
fisher-play of "Sicclides"?) But he revelled in half-impudent sallies
about it and the King's "broad dialect. His "Eastward Ho " effort in
collaboration with marstdn and Chapman has "been referred to. But un¬
deterred,his gipsy captain in "The Masque of the Gipsies Metamorphos¬
ed",mimics James with his talk of his "beams", and his book-knowledge,
end there is even "This is no Gowry

Has drawn James hither."
"Volpone",too,has satire of "a Scotch mountebank" trying to sell a
SjUacic "Cglio del Geo to "-a ahaf£ aimed at the royal touching?-"Hews
from the Hew Borid" its jibe at "the groaning wives of Edinburgh";

E'The Irish Masque", and "Mercury vindicated from uhe Alchemists",
Scottish dancers and dancing.
fhes last, it may be noted in passing,were a afmiliar part of mac cue '
and masquerade-obviously another side of the cult of things Scottish
at Court. Car leton described "a play in the'queen' s presence, with a
masquerade of certaine Scotchmen,who came in with a sword dance."
-"t least one coots courtier, Abercrombie was fame d for his skill, and

■ani •lnviaai
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in Auchmootie (Auohtermuchty? ) was also mentioned. Masque writers
dial>mctically included Scottish dances, and the English part of the
court probably found them as entertainingly "fantasticul"as Shakes-

I pears thought the Scots jig. Ford's "Perkin T/arbeck" masque even
Introduced""four Scotch Antiokes,accordingly habited",to dance fit¬
tingly (?) with "four wilde Irish in browses."

M

lo return to Jonson, his half-jocular,half-satiric handling of Scot
land was that of the other dramatists of his age. They could all pay
c compliment on occasion;-Jonson's reference to Charles's visit to
Scotland

v

"0 sister Scotlandl what hast thou deserved
Of joyful England,giving us this King!"

j Hcyvood's praise in "xiucrece" of the charms of the Scottish^lass:
y Chapman's N

"And call the valiant' Scots out of their kingdom,
To use their greater virtues and their faiths."

But that last play had also ridicule of James anu his'Scotch mine',
( that had to bo excised,ahd his "Bussy d'kmbois" and "Caesar" have
4 both jibes:-"brag with the Scot and turn all this to religion",and

"some knight of the new edition". Barry in his '"Earn Alley" wrote
1 ironically,

"- One thing must rub another,
English love Scots,Welshmen love eachiother." .

end one character,Francis,vows vehemently
"I will rather wed a most perfidious Redshank, ^

A noted Jew or come mechanick slave."-'

incide ntally,the Redshank or Highlander scarcely figures in drama
rat all yet. Rowley and Middleton introduce a'Redshank* into their
."Fair Quarrel", and Heywood's "Edward IV'! with its'"Jockey" is reprint¬

ed. (Jockey was probably meant as a Lowlander though.) The Highland¬
er was too much of a rara avis in England.
?he Lowland soldier was sketched. In Fletcher's "Thierry and Theo-

*»dorct" the third soldier has a begging whine, "Thou hast a bonny,bonny
countenance and a blith,promising inickle good £o a siking Wamb, that
has trod a "long and a sore ground to meet wi' Friends that will owe
huch to thy Reverence,when they shall hear of thy Courtesy to their
wonderj.ng Countryman."
Occasionally the Scots couttier was glanced at,as,for instance,the

uGentleman-Usher in "The King and Queen's Entertainment at Richmond"
Vith his "Gang aw/ay and be honged,you Carlel"

-hi those sallies,however,were flung as an urchin flings stones,
-his first period sees in the serious drama one excellent play on
-cottish chronicle, Iviacbeth, but in comedy .nothing of value.'•be attempt at romantic comedy may belong to this time, far it was
^/620 that a translation was published in Germany* of an English

l!2'?\at dealt with the love of an English King'a son,Senile, for.
1 t no^, princess, Astrea, - "eine, schoene, lustige.Comedia",but
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IV.

In verse,after the accession panegyrics had dropped"into the limbo of
all state verse,mention of Scotland was rare. Drayton,continuing his

I wolyolbion",diplomatically intended "crowning Scotland with no worse
1 lowera than 1 have done England and Wales",and "if 1 arrive at the Or
cades--"he wrote,but unluckily he won no farther than- Tweed,and his e
uongs there are -spent listing the English conquests of Scotland by land
and sea. Vet he felt the poetic savour of"The scattered Eubides" and
the far north.

"Bruce shall bring on his Redshanks from the seas,
* From the isled Oreads and the Eubides."
and again

"Take you wing unto the Orcades,
' There let my verse get glory in the north."
Curiously enough he actually planned publication of his verse in Edin¬
burgh,much to the joy of Drummond.his correspondent there; and he was
one of the few to acclaim Scots writers:-

♦ "So Scotland sent us hither for our owne
That men whose name I "ever would have knowne
To stand by mine,that most ingenious knight,
My Alexander--"

and after praise of the Earl of Stirling's"numbers"-"brave and hie",
"find my dear Drurrirnond, to whom much I owe
For his much love,and proud I was to know
His poesie,for which two worthy men,
1 Menstrey 'still shall'love and Hawthornden."

But he never song the land as a whole.
Similarly Warner, in his post-accession edition of 'WELbion's England"
did little more than work in some Scottish matter like the"Historie of
Enckbeth", though Jonson irately told Drurnmond that "Warner since the
•ting's comming fco England had marred all his" Albion's England!"
Jonson himself effected r little more. The fire in Shis library destroy¬
ed " among

i The rest,my journey into Scotland,sung
With all the Adventures.-"

Ibis may have been the poem in which, as Drurnmond tells, "he calleth
sdinbo rough,

"The Heart of Scotland,Britanes other eye."
Bis other projects,the pastoral play,the full account of his tonr,(if
this v/ere in addition to the poem)the prose book approved by the King,
be still had on the tapis years after his journey,to judge from a scrap

*°f talk in his "XIewes from the Hew World";- a printer jeers at his being
costive writer since his return from Edinburgh. "Like enough he has n

ri°t all in," retaliates the First Herald."When he has all in,he will set
°tt,I warrant you." But there is no trace of half-finished work,or
cv-n of those "papers of this Country, hew en as they were" that Drumrne

speaks of.
•'"B tally remained at the fe.w adulatory epigrams to the King,on his ac¬

cession, on rumour of his death,on treason . na plague,on union;the lostnoem and the references in his plays. It is a sorry score from a poet
vh0 bad unusual links with and knowledge of Scotland,the skill to'create,crse of value,and one especial tide of interest on which to launch it.
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?or it is clear that James's "ssalmon-like" instinct to return to Scot¬
land gave a renewed fillip to interest in that country. The court's
preparations for that "hard journey" in 1617 occupied many months,the
journey itself and the after-talk many more. English lords went north¬
wards, saw land and people,read the panegyric welcomes of Scots poets,
wade mental as well as physical contacts. One courtier secretly penned

i a malicious "Perfect ■ Description of the People and Country of Scotland"
In London Beale the printer issued Fynes Morison's "Itinerary" that in-

ieluded his travel through Scotland nineteen years "before.
..nd whether roused "by this interest,or with ideas, of gathering copy,or
by the king's re quest-"my reports not unacceptahle to his Enjesty "-or
st friendship's claim-(for five years he had been in Esme Stuart's att¬
end ence ) or with some thought of his own link by birth,since his grand¬
father came from Annandale,Jonson defied London's laughter,and went
north on foot.He appears to have had the happiest of visits. He could
vaunt to brummond his close friendships with ^cots nobles in London:-
"Gir bobert Aiton loved him dearly". In Edinburgh he was "Amongst Uoble-
moc and Gentlemen that knowe his true worth" wrote Taylor. a¥dfi Famous
through his folio "Works" printed two years before, he was offered the
freedom of the city and was lionized in a civic banquet. He returned to
London primed with matter,first-hand and second-hand. End from it all,
practically nothing emerged.
it v;as left for the "stunt-merchant", the journalizing Water-Poet, John
Taylor, to produce an entertaining account of a similar, :'ourney,for bar¬
ely a month after Jonson's departure,Taylor announced a "Penniless Pil¬
grimage" of his own thither, "til make trial of my friends,both in Eng¬
land and Scotland",-and "because 1 would be an eyewitness of divers -eki
things which I had heard of th-t country",
He crossed the borders of "this long look'd for land",with great surprise
'-t not finding a widely different country before him. He was all ad¬
miration at Edinburgh's "fairest and goodliest streete that ever mine
ryes beheld", its castle,"magnificke for lodging end reccite",and his
entertainment,"beyond ray expectation". Finding "cspeciall good friends"
he travelled through Fife where he exhausted superlatives over the
^oal-mines,to Stirling end Perth. Then came the unique experience,ajourney into the Highlands to share in the autumn Highland hunting.With
rxojcplary pluck he traversed "strange wayes", and "hill-paths fearfull
rfA horrid", a land "whiclw made me doubt that 1 should never have seene
■r- house again", to join a party of Scots nobles,don like them the High¬
land gorb,take part in and describe with zest the sport of the "lonqu-
herds" and "tinckhells" Thence,after a round of visits in Badcnoch,
-uthven,Loray,Elgin,Bog of Geith,he returned for eight days to Edinburgh,Wo recover nyselfe of falls and bruises" he says ruefully.
.* ivc years later came out his diverting account of it in prose and verse.
*

j(ll'°yed indefatigua bly "weel-plcasit"-if diplomatically so, since it
_';j: dedicated to two Scottish lords. He retails his adventures,gives
j'-aement denial to the usual aspersions on Scotland of no fir-trees,no"'au' He ends with a great crescendo on the latter point:-

"Yet armed with truth,1 publish with'my pen
That there th' almighty doth his blessings heupe,
In such aboundant food for Beasts and ken,
That 1 ne'er saw more plenty or more eheape."
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ic celebrates the Highland hunting in two enthusiastic sonnets, poor
is these are as versef,and not to be taken as entirely yeracious in
.heir opinions,they can claim to be the first English appreciation
)f Highland sport and scenery.

"If Sport like this can on the Mountains be,
Where Phebus' flames ban never melt the Snow;
Then let; who list delight in Vales below,
Skie-kissing Mountains pleasure are for me."

begins his second sonnet. And after a drop to
-"heather,mosse,mongst frogs and bogs ana fogs,

Mongst craggy cliffs and thunder-battered hills, "
be ends triumphantly,

"lowland,your Sports are low as is your Seate,
The Highland 'lames and Minds are high and great."

[To similar appreciation, assumed or not, is met with again, untol -wich-
ord Pranck 'perambulates' forty years later. Probably more to the rel¬
ish of the English court was the "Perfect Description of the People
end Country of Scotland",seeretly circulated at this time. In this piece
of rancorous abuse,(the first of a succession of similar attacks through
out the I7th and I8th centuries) the author-whether JLames Weidan er
Howell or Sir Anthony Veldon -turned a fire of witticisms on the un¬
lucky land he had visited in James's retinue. Some of the shot was well-
placed. "The bringing of heralds,they say,was a needless' charge,they
all know their pedigrees well enough.""Their Sabbath's exercise is a
preaching in the forenoon,and a persecution in the afternoon." "They
christen without the cross,marry without the ring,receive the sacra¬
ment without repentance, and. bury without divine service." "The thistle
is not given them of nought, for it is the fairest flower in their garden'.'
?uns ..re made about the lords temporal being "temporizing gentlemen",
of there being no lack of 'fouls' as foul women,etcetera,or of 'deer',
cith dear lodging. He sums it up as a land "too good for those that "
possossit,and too bad for others to be at the charge to conquer it",
and ends wondering "that so brave a prince as King James should be born
in so stinking a town as Edenburg,in lousy Scotland."

a.

ihe better verse satire has already been mentioned,the cutting portray¬
al of'scotus' by H.C.for example. Popular feelipg found its cosiest vent
m the ballads .however, and these were legion. (Incidentally they v.ere
fairly reliable guides to the eddies of popular likes and dislikes.)
Some celebrated the royal family,us "Ye Hinges Pettygree" and the "Hoy-
all Entertainment"; some dealt boldly with the Anglo^Scottish quarrels
at Court,as "The Leaping of the Lords" which held an amazing amount of
plain speaking to King and LCots,Lord Derby twitting the King with

"You leapt a greater leap over Scotland gates,
To wear our English crown."

Other notorious quarrels called forth "A lamentable Balled of the Corn-
cat between Sir James Stewart end Sit George Wharton",and "Of the Lord
-inquire,called Eloodshed Hevenged".
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Ballad
boot—

after ballad curled like a whip-lash round the upstart begging

begin
The

and
but

''poor
"poor

"Our Scottishmen are beggars yet,
Although their beggings are not small."

one.

best-known,"The Bonny Scot",has the refrain
"Bonny Scot,we all witness can,
That England hath made thee a gentleman",

satirizes verse by ver.se the metamorphosis of Jockey, "that went
a'begging the other day".

"Thy shoes on thy feet when thou cam'st from plough,
'"ere made of the hide of an old Scots cow,
But now they are turn'd to a rare Spanish leather,
.nd deckt with roses altogether."

Siseiy and her Twelve Suitors" points the ironic moral that
Scot that can do nought but beg" makes the best parti,since

"May,sure,1'11 have him for all people say,
That men by begging grow rich nowaday,
ind that oftentimes is gotten with a word
Att great men's hands that never was won by sword.
Then welcome,Scotchman,we will wedded be,
And one day thou shalt beg for me end thee."

the

The most brazen in its attack was one beginning
still walk in the street":- Its verses went the

"But now in these days from Scotland we see ,

for one English beggar,of Scottes there come three;

"let barefooted beggars
length of

In fayers and markets they scorne to abide,
;he courte is their Covorte,to maintaine theire pride,

by begging,by beggihg.

fheere bonny blewe bonnets are nowe caste away
and beaver and feather: for Jockey is gay;

With brave golden hatte-bundes to maintaine theire -jiiride,
with guilte sworde and dagger now Jockey must ride

a'begging, a'begging.A

Too many Scottsh beggars in England doe dwell,
by Eobbie and Jockie and Jenny and Hell;

A page st the first,of a page greve a anight,
Lord and a vicounte,an Earle,by this light,

~i v\ ;~f» tt c ry "i vi Trby begging,by begging.

You lusty young gallants,looke well to your landes,
leste stabbing or striking you forfeit yoxir landes;

At one place or other their palfreys abide,
your living once forfeite,then Jockey will ride

on begging,on begging.

1 thinke if the devill of hell could be gotte,
that Jocmie would beg' him or.some other Scotte.

Our noble -king J ernes, Lord ever defend,
and all ^cottish beggars soone home againe send

a-gallope,a-gallope.

■ ■ ■»».! • m
. . .
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■Then the ballads gave tongue so openly, it is surprising to find the
pamphleteers and tale-scribblcrs refraining from reference to Scot¬
land. Yet they did. Prudence probably bridled the pens of hash,for in¬
stance ,who,before the accession had broken jests about "overflowing

' Barbarisme,withdrawn to her Scottish northren channcll",and "the an-
-i cient customs of Scottish amitie,unawares proclaimed open warres a-
} fresh"; and that cf boloney,who had written ballads of Flodden and of

"a false Scots knight"
"Scots were never true,nor never will be,

To Aord nor nady nor faire England."
■* and a tale of "a notable theefe named Wallis"-(a fctle actually of Bruce

not Wallace)
Of course their matter was of and for Londoners,and Scots were no pro¬

vocative theme of interest. Only quips in passing touch "the Scotish
/Jockies or Aedshanks",even Burton in his "Anatomy of Melancholy" ring¬

ing down a simile of "as the redshanks do on the heather".

711.

In serious prose literature concerning the north,Bacon's two pamphlets
on Union are of major importance.
Bacon,least of all writers of the age,reflects biassed ifeeling about
Scotland. He assessed it coolly,this "land breading a soldier of puiss¬
ance and courage not much different from the English". For politic
purposes,end,to give him his due,with statesmanlike insight,he advoc¬
ated union with England,but he studied it disp;:ssionately-"in Nature,
in Policy and in History",and insisted that perfect union "must be
left to time and nature".As for present schemes,he wished them "not
in the nature of an impossibility".His continued attention to Scot¬
land,even after the col Lapse of union negotiations,has been noted,
and his exoneration of the land from the blame for the shortage of
coin. He was coldly certain of Scotland's subordinate place,yet in¬
sisted on strict justice being done it.The Scots will find,he wrote,

7 in his "Advice to Villiers" "that although to our King they were his
first-born subjects,yet unto England beldngs the birthright;but this
should not be any cause to offer any: the least injury to them nor to
suffer any from them". Bacon's is; thefirst stetesmanly interest
in the northern kingdom 7 A

By one group of prose writers a more detailed attention had necessar-,
iiy to be paid.it. The cosmo'-graphcrs had now to extend their scope,
und did it fairly creditably:. Turn -from Harrison's' Description of
Scotland',where three of then fifteen books are primed entirely with
freakish marvels, and where a";list of ~cots writers can dismiss Buch¬
anan as "many times maliciouslie affected. 1 will -forebear to say whatf could"-turn from this to Camden's Britannia,in its 1607-1610 edition,

. end one reaches a competent credible summary.Camden admits in his preface that he is "but little conversant with
the country",but after some tactful harping on "the people themselves
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to courteuus and well-meaning,and the happiness of these days so rare
and admirable," he essays the listing of Scottish counties and towns,
mention of antiquities and historical characters,descriptions of gov¬
ernment and of noble families. To his credit,too,he offers rational
explanation of the marvels line the floating isles and claik geese.
Buchanan is quoted and Bishop Leslie,the 1Seoto-ohronicon'and"David
Ghambres,the Scot-ishman". John Johnson's epigrams on the towns are in¬
serted. He ends with an apology for his brief treatment,"verily more
briefly-than the worth of so great a kingdom requireth".
It was creditable work,and of more value than the later rehashing of
Scottish chronicle hy Speed and Stow, let it had one unfortunate sequel,
which indicated how quickly offence could be taken by either nation.
Goraaen'c unwary assertions about Scotland's distant past provok¬
ed en angry bristling of her scholars.David Hume,Drummond of Hawthorn-
den,Kaulc of Melgund,Gordon of Straloch sprang to defence,and pamphl
lets like "A Pair of Spectacles for Mr Gambden", "Huntius Scoto-3rit-
unnus", "Gambdenea" rattled south, in the first Anglo-Scottish contro-•
versy of the century.

VIII.

Ghat sudden mobilisation in the north,must have oqjened English eyes
to the presence of writers and scholars there.
Hitherto,what report could the educated Englishman have given of Scots
literature?

Harrison had made a .roll-call of names in his "Description of Scot¬
land", but only Buchanan and James VI were generally known. The for¬
mer's reputation as a Latin scholar was high and impregnablo-two cen .

buries of schol rs,Milton,Cowley,Dryden,Temple,'7arton,Dr Johnston
-ere fco praise him. That fame,his work on Scotl nd.the famous eulogy
of the Scot in the "Spithalemion": -

the bold breast and'hardy frame,
That feajr nor want nor toil cab tame,

•Who count all gone,if honour1s gone
les it hoe been Englished) make fair the claim that "what Scott did
or his country in the 19th century.Buchanan as effectively did in the

i?th ana 18th centuries". But that was only among scholars. I'o the
average man,ho was damned as Buchanan, the Zing-kilLer ,of "ae Jure Aeg-
;li apud Scotos".
• ';,os was,of course,recognised by the Elizabethan critics,and. praised
;>f Hiclney ,Harvey,Meres,Voughan,Bernefi eld. Ten of his poems were in-
prtod in Allott's "England's Parnassus";he was given priue of pl.ee
in Bodenham's "Belvedere";his work was gathered and handsomely print-
• U •

nt the fine Scots poetry of Hon tgomcrie and .Jc.sander Hume, and the
oc~* °'f the writers gathered at James's Holyrood Court,Sir James Sen-i" 1 "1 <"l . w ' w

t j-* -lr Patrick Hume,Sir James Melville,Thomas and ^obert Hudson,I'm.
Her,Stewart of Baldynnos,Sir John Maitlend,Sir David Murray-fdr th:t

H-vs\ enfcjre ignorance and disregard in England. A meagre handful of
by Fowler.Hudson and nocke are all that enter Lnrlish ant] olo~

i e s. '



V.h'.b happened to this native school, of poetry,now that England and
'.cotland were linked in new relationship?;.

for the twenty years "before James came south,his court, was centre .

fo" an'.'intimate little group.- of poetshand; writers. Native Doric ver¬
se still "burgeoned,as witness Morttgemer i-e'fc -"Cherry and the Slae", (
^ir iatrick Hume's "Bromine"-. and his "flyting." , Alexander Hume's "Of
hie hay Estivall".
Italian poets were studied ahd translated,fowler working at -f etrarch,
Stewart at .fiosto. Lvem more eagerly read were' the French, f the lib¬
raries of the wing and Drurnmond show more French writers than English
'9 he visit of hu Bartas was eagerly welcomed in *87,and his work was

ijtranslated by James and by Thomas Hudson. At the same time,the Hud-'
sons and Locke,all three English,the visits of Churchyard and Const¬
able, the Edinburgh reprint of Sidney,and doubtless the books tucked
into the poddle-bags of envoys going nOrth, routied as alert an inter¬
est in English verse. The new English sonnet was painstakingly prac
fcisee ,Fov.'ler writing over eighty,Stewart thirty-three, John and Sir
David Murray,Hew Barclay and the two Hudsons, spreading the vogue.

But as the enthusiasm for English verse strength-ened,the practice
cf the Boric waned. The younger poets saw the vernacular as a bnrrk
ier .blocking their advance to the wider appreciation they desired.
Jovler studied the "Gorgeous Gallery of Gallant Inventions",and "The
Taradise of Dainty Devices".James wrote only in English after the Bas

. ilikon Boron of 1599. By the time he- and his circle are transplanted
to London,one can refer no longer to any school of Scots poetry.

instead there are the"Scoto-Britanes"of the English Courti-Sir uob-
c-rt ..yton.Cir Ei'llitm Alexander,the Earl of Ancrum.Sir David Murray,
'.Villi am fowler and Patrick Hannay in prom nence. Their bent is typi¬
fied by .Alexander,who,publishing his "Darius" in 1605,announced that
"the language of this poeme is mint of'the English and Scottish dia¬
lects",and begs the English readers to bear with him "if I retaine
s-.mie badge of mine own eountrie",and the Scots "if for the most parte
1 use the English phrase as vorthie to be preferred before our owne
for the elegance and perfection thereof".Yet a year later he begins
purging it of Scots words,and still later revisions attempt to make
his work entirely English. His fellow-poets do likewise,although net
one wins quite clear of Scots idiom and word.
"ith this process,went an equally drastic taboo of Scots topic.The
scenery of Scotland,for instance,in the thirty years between Hume's
"Day Estiva 11" and Drunimond's "forth feasting", is barely touched.
"The Chevidtt hills doe with my state agree".writes James-hut they
■'ere a mere poetic prop used by fowler and Ayton as well, fowler has
■;uo sonnets from Orkney,but no distinctive colour is in them. Stew¬
art's complaint of the firth of forth:-

Dor yit the IViusus with thair Myelitic spreit
Upon this forth has no delyt to fleit.

;3iCilb Hove be-n echoed 'about the' land in general by her poets.
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Y'ith no distinguishing mark, then, in subjeot,these Sco ttish poets
. .ere assessed with English, and given place chiefly, among the minor^
of English verse. Court standing,of course,and the patronage they «
dispensed,gave them importance, Lyton,close friend of Jonson end
•i0bb.ee, end the Earl of" Lncrum, " the Muses' Sanctuary" ,were on intim¬
ate terms with the wits of their day .Other s, like Sir David Murray,
;.le:candfr Craig and Sit Y/illiam Mure teff Hovallan contentedly issu¬
ed their verse "prefaced by effusions from brother-Scots only.

But literary renegades and minor versifiers is- no fair summary of
?. c o 11 f ind' s po ( t s .

Sir Y/illiam Alexander rose to high contemporary fame through his
"Monarchic Tragedies"-(Drummond brackets him casually with Shakes¬
peare). John Barclay wrote Latin verses of distinction,carrying on
the fine Scottish record of excellent Latin Verse,a tradition crown
e; bp the "Delitiae Musarum Scoticarum" anthology of 16: 7. with his

i Latin romance,"Lrgenis" he was established as one of the most eeleb
brated writers of the day. Simion Brahame and Y/illiam Lithgow,made
perfervid patriots .by exile.ring'down glowing verses on Scotland;

> Irahame his "from Italy to Scotland his Soyle"; Lithgow, "The Pilgrim's
f Farewell to his Dative Country of Scotland". The .latter sings of
Scottish tov.ns and "deare Clyde", and its ^inns end Hills,and of
native poets, .JLexander .Drummond ,Murr ayan a Lyton:'-

Lnd,Seotlond,I attest,my Yitnesse reignes above,
In all my* world-wide wanderings v/ayes,I kept to thee

i my lovo.
Yea,l will stampe thy Badge, and seal it ith my Blood,""^ .

And if 1 die in thy Defence,! thinke mine Enae is good.

Since. Lithgow was .'mown to Jons on, and aided by him in his travels,
his poetry had some chance of being known in England. But he was
c solitary Coot being Scottish,among a group desperately intent on
being English.

lithgow's real place is with those men of letters who remained in
Scotland and. endured the mental isolation tin re,with little recog¬
nition from the south. Drummond ofMHaWthornden' was chief of those,
so wrote in. bitter depression:-"ToMw-Lat then can we obscure men at
tain?" Y/hat can we perform in thispreinot.e • part .of it lie earth?"
do 'amde unique adjustment "of hi sipvin, however. He turned from this
harsh actuality,and In a. cna"mingi,delicately-tinted English,pictur
od a' Scotland that was decorative/ arid : romantic

L--heere Hilies aspire
To crowne -their heads;With~the aetheriall fire; 5
Hills ,Bullv,-arks of ourgi?r eedomy, giant T/allsi ...; • •

Yliich never Fremdlings-.alight nor Bv.-ord mode Thralls,
pulls haunt our Ehades', like Leah' s Lover white—
High-palmed Herts amidst our Forrests renine'
mid lung-winged Haulks doe pearch amidst our Clowds"--

gifts to the Ming v ill be



Pomona's Fruits,
Thy Tinkle's Amber,with the Ocean Dearies.

',71th the same tapestry-richness he pictured its rivers:-
'That o'er "beneath Albania's Hills doe runne,
'Thich see the rising- and the setting Sflnne

v 1 VBhich drinice ste-ne Grampius Mists or Ochells Snows:
Stone-rowling Taye,Tine Tortoise-like that flows.
The pe r;lie Don,the Deas.the fertile Spay,
hi Id if ev erne, which doth see our longest hay,
lies fee smoaking-Sulphure, Leave with fountains crown'd,
Strange loumond for his floting Isles renowned.—

I'.ore were the Lowl. nd rivers boo: -
■ Forth,thy nurse,meandering with her streames,

Clyd dov.-ne her stecpie Mo ekes,
And Tweed through her greene Mountaines cled with Flockes.

Dearest of all were the rivers and hills he know,the Ochils,"the mur
muring Eske",and,the Ora,,and he seems to take a delight in naming th
'.hese intimately, his .own Or a in especial-that ' crouse' delight that
continues in Lauder and Lithgow,in doss and Burns,ana that one cones
to feel a typically Scottish thing.

But typically Scottish in any * ay.Drumrnond was not', and even his -rei
praise of his native land has always something artificial in it,not
insincere,but simply not autochthonous.
Bow far his work was acclaimed in Brig land, outside that circle of
f iends such as Drayton and Jonson-(who"wished to please the king
t at piece of 'Forth Feasting' had been his own" )is a moot point.
'ere his verses among the "many Scottish poems" of the hoyal visit
■Awmed by &ir Dudley Carleton s "but ordinary, stuff"? Or does the
edition of his works in 1655 prove some previous English admiration?
He deserved appreciation,for no Scots poet showed more clearly by
his practice that the future lay now with English.
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1 Clarendon,recalling the relations "between Scotland and England in this
period,wrote acridly:-"The truth is,there was so little curiosity
either in the Court or the countty to know anything of Scotland or
v.hut was done there,that when the whole nation was solicitous to know
what passed weekly in Germany and Poland and all other parts of Europe,
no man ever inquired what was doing in Scotland,hor had that kingdom
a place or mention in one page of any gazette, so little the world
heard or thought of that people".
Clarendon was,of, course,the most biassed of onlookers. The very liter¬
ature of the age disproves his sweeping assertion. What is true is
that by Charles's reign, Scotland had eorne to be more or less accept¬
ed, and so relegated to indifference. The sharp discrimination between
the two peoples was blurring. Charles was more Englishman than Scot,
though brought up largely by Scots nobles. Many of the latter-, inter-
mar ried with English families,had grown,as it were,into the body of
English life. Favouritism of the Scot was not nearly so pronounced,
Buckingham incurring a far greater odium. London still lureathe Scots

U nobility, as Lithgow bitterly complained in his "-Scotland's Welcome",
but there were fewer signs of jarring.
Scotland's reputation was still blown u>on,however,by two things,
northern projectors and monopolists continued to be offensively in the
public eye. Feeling about this menace found vent in an Inns of Court
masque presented before Charles in 1633,in which,by the way,the young

J-Clarendon had a hand. Part of it was an antimasque,which was intro¬
duced by "Musicians on Horseback,playing upon bagpipes.Hornpipes and s
such kind of northern Musick,speaking the following Antirassque of Pro¬
jectors to be of the Scotch and. northern "uartersThere follo\7ed a
comic procession of projectors carrying absurd examples of the ir pat¬
ents. '.Thitelock recorded that the spectators were mightily pleased,
since thereby "an Information was covertly given to the Hing of the
unfitness and ridiculousness of these Projects against the Law".
The other discredit of Scotland came from she plots end rumours of
plots in 1630,1631,and 1633,which implicated the Marquis of Hamilton
end his retinue and certain Scots in Germany. Hamilton was suspected
of ambitions of making himself "head of a party against the Hing",and
even king of Scot land."Some doubts were,of secret designs among them
to set up another Ming" said EHitelocke in his "Memorials".
These two sources of active ill-feeling apart, Scotland wa_ in the main
disregarded during the first half of Charles's reign. England was dis¬
turbed by religious disagreements and foreign difficulties. Events in
the unxnown north, such as the Highland -Rebellion of 1635 and the notor¬
ious Burning of Ferndraught were transient 'sensations.'
Even the ceremony of a So.ttish coronation was allowed year after year
to slip unarranged until eight years had gone.- Hot till 1532 did
Court begin to busy itself with a new northern journey.
But with that journey a new flame of interest in Scotland leapt up. sig¬
nificantly, from that year on, plays and ballads touch on things Scottish
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/propos of this northern tour, it is worth mention that Charles' s reign
hud already seen the enquiring English traveller go north. Fjmes Eor-
ison in Elizabeth's day,.had gone on "occasion of business" and a fur¬
ther "earnest desire to see the King of Scots'$ourt". Taylor had gone
larrely as a 'stunt'. But now such a traveller as Louther went north

i go curious and alien Englishman,kept "Uur Journall into Scotland",a
record of three weeks travel from the Borders to Edinburgh and Berth.-
It is a revelation of the English.viewpoint to see with what alien
eyes nowther and his companions looked around them.He made a long' help¬
ful list of Scottish words,much as Baedeker adds a foreign vocabulary
to his guide-books. He was surprised at "very safe travelling" beyond
Edinburgh,"safer than in England,and much civiller be they,and plainer
English,yea,better than in Edinburgh." He noted the estates neglected
■by absentee nobles at the English court,showed a hint of aesthetic
appreciation of Edinburgh Castle "mounted on stately rocks"-but swal¬
lowed holus-bolus the marvels of -loch Lomond and Loch luerton.the Leaf
£tone and the Cleke Geese.

Three years after Lowther's trip,the Court began its pteparations for
going north. London must hove felt amicable for there circulated that
rarity,a pro-Scot ballad, "Blew Cap for ivle",a delightful thing with real
verve,from its opening „ -

"There lives a blithe lass in -^'aulkland towne"
ti • • fi t-' V. 0 0

and her saucy rejection of all suitors,even an English one.
.aid still she. replied'Sir, i

I pray let me be,
Gif ever 1 love s man,

BlewEcap for me.

At last came a Scottish man (with a Blew-cap)
and he was the party for whom she had tarried,

To get this blithe bonny Lasse 'twas his gude hap-
they gang'd to the Kirk ana were presently marry'd.

I ken not weele whether
it were Lord or Leard,

They caud him some sdlce •
a like name as 1 heartl.

To chuse him from ou

she did gladly agree-
.uid still she cride "Blev,-oap

th'art welcome to mee.

On to the stage,Brome brought with.great acclaim a 'northern lass' as
heroine.

1 v-entiraental figure enough,his Constance,but a breath of fresher -ir
than the stage had known for some time. Hers is the rustic ir.r
and heart-broken pathos of the girl of all-Lowland Scotch none of

»cin<* o £' Ye nanus and Braes'. Iler artless talk is 'so wretty
. icrnly , whe sings snatches of Scots son^— "Beacc v.,"award barn"

'EJjOnny bonny bird 1 had". ~ ' '
* a Bma11 End scale,ehe i:, life uome country 10EE of
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Scott's,and it (Qhs "been said that the 17th century found in her some
ftint anticipation of the charm of the heroines of the haver ley hovels
perhaps it was the freshness of the rustic and the northern that at¬
tracted, (a century later came the parallel of "the Gentle Shepherd"
mid its captivating of English readers )perhaps the novelty of a*return
to nature1 of sorts, .it any rate,the sophisticated Londoners were de¬
lighted and Bromg won a striking success, there was "no newer fashion
or for wit or words",wrote Lord. In London streets, the "ballad of "the
lovely northern Lass" was sola. L cult for the northern-Scottish wr s
togun.
foot success emphasises one poinWthut no character,no tale.no song
fh; t was -purely Scottish ' stood any chance of winning English favour,
out offer a compromise,a dialect Anglo-Scottish,a type that represented
the Scot as the English conceived him,and then-as now-London audiences
v.-ere delighted. Constance was 'northern',and though that was synonymous
or practically so,with Scottish,Brome has a jest in his preface about
hie heroine being "no way willing,(like some of further "breed) to return
rock to her native air",which shows a line drawn. But she is the act¬
ual stuff of the "Scotch songs",now coming into favour. Pseudo-Scot¬
tish these,and so Cons bance.

no other novel Scots touch in drama is noteworthy. In the year of the
Coronation visit,a play "Fuimus Troes" was acted at Ivlagdalefl. College,
Oxford. Inbo this, (the work probably of Jasper Fisher), come laureate
lards with set choruses that are meant to harmonise in style with' bhe
theme of the play,the Britons' resistance to the Romans. One of these
choruses is in a painstaking dialect .obviously meant to bejvery "early
boots". ; : : w

Gang,ye lads and lasses.,
Sa wimble and sa wight,
Few raickle Jreen "betide ye,
If ye ligg in. this plight.,
Be bonny,buxom, jolly,
Trip haydegues belive:
And gif night'-gars the welkin
Tom piper,do you hlive.

Iliader eke and shidder,
With spiced sew ycram'd
So uhat unneath thilke borrels
Iway well ne yede ne stand:
As leefe as life do v;eet it «,

when timhurins gin sound,
Fore harvest gil pr-nkt up in lathe
to lout it low around.

w-ctc..ex erinients,coinciding with the years of the visit to Zc
•;=g® fairly certain that .international relations were fairGotland had v/rloomed Charles most warmly,her Parliament hud voted him
^ 8,ner nobles showed the most generous hospitality,her poets e'xcc 11

C ZCb • verses of welcome. Lithgow triumphantly praised for
"i>L 1 visitors Scotland the never-con rue :od: -



 



■".That shall I speake of V/allace,Bruce and Grahame,
The Dowglasbs and Stewarts of great fame? • _

'.Vith thousands mo--"
ret urged on Charles her grievances-enlightening to -sngliah minds if
the entire poem were read.

On his return to -Gngland,"ballads of welcome were "broadcast, "here was
talk of Scottish experiences,that provoked Brome to refer sarcastic¬
ally in "The Antipodes" to

---They sound--,
Like the reports of those that beggikgly
Have-put out,on returnee from Edenburgh-- ; ■

flays about Scotland were out into print-.• Ford's "Jerkin Y.'arbeck", for
instance,came out in 16o4. Euek of it purported to deal with .lamesIV'.
court,and introduced that'king with his Scots earls,ladies,heralds.
Lob much of it is Scottish,though ther e is the masque of Scotch antics,
tale of the Scotch jigs and tiao "healths in Uscuebae and bonnie clab-
bore",and Warbeck' & hangers-on jibe at Scotland as "but a cold phlegme
saticke countrie.nat stirring enough for men of spirit,give nee the
heart of Engl - nd for my money". (You can hear the pit applaud.) Scot¬
land is spoken of fairly justly .however, in the main _plot, its king show¬
ing "more than common braverie".
Sampson1 s- "Vow-breaker" followed two years later. The siege of Leith,
its storming and the pacification is the main theme. Argjfcle,Trurnball
e herald,and a roll of Scots nobi.es take part,with ' V

-"Two thousand hardy Scots
Such as will fight.and face the fiery French."

Ac climax,came the play of "The Valiant Scot",launched by a London
fab Li she £ in IS A3 7 as by J .77. gent.
This was a fervidly patriotic Scots -play,with Sir filllam Wallace as
its hero,his daughter Peggy as heroine,and its matter,Wallace's ris¬
ing,"his defiance of England,his struggle and death. It is a compet¬
ently written olay,with vigorous short scenes,ouick action,ringing
speeches-and from its 'Scots v;ha hae' fervour it is almost certainly
by a Scot.
th Peggy end a friar speak a broad Scots og genuine fl v.vour, "/alloc e
cpeaks it only in disguise. The characters are roughly sketched,but
-hp's frank, undaunted spit it is happily conveyed. YTallace 's speeches
°ften hold echoes,but thrusts like

--"they all spoke English,
Death best becomes that dialect."

or
" On my grave,when death hath there down laid me,
.'Be this my Epitaph,mine own betrayes me."

Remain in one's memory.
Y' 'has risked realistic Scots touches like Peg's refusal to wear an
• i./lish veil, the naming of Sco ts games, jokes about "glasen windo-
?ne'S Io^ging; and brought in "a noise of Fidlers" and "an old ...ooteh

^i?e . It is noo sale to assume from these that the 'lay was never
formed. It certainly was in Bishops' Yv'ar days, end possibly it was'"•-a triumph for a Scots dramatist.
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ne last offshoot- of this royal visit was the stimulus given to oth¬
ers to travel into Scotland. Sir William Brereton went there two years
after the liing.and once more glimpses are caught as "to how Scotland
impressed the Englishman. Praise went to Edinburgh's high street and
to the strength of the Castle,and to the healthy air;unusual praise
to "the greatest part of the Scotts" as Toeing "very honest and zeal¬
ously religious.I observed few given to drink or swearing";and to High
lenders seen, "prgper .personablewell-complectioned men-the very gen¬
tlemen--"
But he is disgusted at the "sluttishness and nastiness of the people",
It the swarms of beggars,"the most miserable creatures in the world",
end at customs like the washing of clothes with the feet.
All the marvels are credited, and he lias, the appetite to seek for more.
?hc country is obviously a very strange land to him, it's coinage hav¬
ing to be noted down,and examples of its.curious speech. Surprisinglyt
though,he ends his note on the last with, the: claim:-"if all the pro¬
perties of language were concurrent there-, as well as significancy in
pathetic speeches and innumerable proverbs and bywords,they might com
pare with any people in the world". " <

Brere.ton says nothing of Scottish writers,yetthese some of the inter¬
est focussed'on Scotland me.yfhave risen from a respect for the Scott¬
ish v.ork of these years.
for Lrummond,.after his Coronation verses,was busy on his "History of
the Hive Jameses" .Lithgow issued his "Hare Adventures 'and Painful,

.if cregrinotions" , and Andrew h cms ay his "Poemata Sacra". A fresh trans-
j 1st ion of Barclay's "Argenis" appeared,and a year later.Johnston"s
♦ fine anthology of Latin verse by Scots, the "Lclitiae Poet arum ^cot-
forum". In London,Carli&ll was • successfully writing plays:-»"The Leserv
ing Favourite" of 1629,"being followed by "Arviragus and Philicia" ,re-
larked by Charles .Prince Palatine as "hugely liked of every one".

Chic "blink" of amicability in the relations of the two countries
either made or coincided with s mutual literary interest,so much is
evident. Within, six years,there was more literary promise and ven¬
ture than in the previous sixteen. Had peace and this friendly mut¬
ual exploration but continued,what might not the results in literat¬
ure have been.
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..11 this d evelopraent was suddenly wrecked by the "Scotch troubles".
Prom the outbreak of these in .July, 1637.normal relations between the
two countries went awry.heligious conflict and then civil war cut out
parties in both nations,and flung these into violent partisanships.or
violent antagonisms. England came to realize,at first pleasantly, and
then unpleasantly that Scotland could not bo kept at arm's length,
and treated merely as novel or negligible neighbour..Scotland was close
kin,with power to interfere seriously in English affairs. Eor the
next twenty years Scotland intervened to extraordinary purpose,but
at the cost,so far as literature is concerned,but at of being looked
at bentirely through partisan eyes. Arid since she was more widely
hated than liked,more often in conflict with Loyalists^ and Episcopal
ians,Independents and northern counties,than backed by presbyteriand
and London,the literature about her mostly damned her. Excepting the
first years of the Bishops' Wfimd the "Brotherly assistance",this
period was the chief age, of virulent anti-Scot satire.

That satire eventually trickled thin, and Scotland., won back respect
through herv scholars. But these years stamped almost into permanence
a dislike of the Scot. The conception of Scotland rotten to the core
with rebellion, the unforgettable stigrna of having 'sold' the king,
the conviction of sanctimonious hypocrisy that used religion only as
a cloak for subtle designs on England-ana a whole permanent coinage
of anti-Scottish verse and jibe remained.

The long tale of Scotland's religious troubles is so familiar now
that it is hard to realise how little it w\..s followed or understood
in England, and how distortedly it was interpreted. The barriers bc-feu
tv/ec-n the two peoples-be they ignorance or indifference,sheer dis¬
tance and difficulties of communication-let through only hearsay and
guesswork reports. „t first.English opinion was even hazy as to wheth¬
er c csc "Scotch broils"were of any importance at all,or whether they
v;ere matter for dread,and for rapid state action.

Glancing through the State Papers for these first months,a newsletter
i reporting "the Puritans expect the Scotch will begin to stir new broils.

The Court expects the issue with curiosity,many being of opinion
that the Scots will not easily submit" is followed by letters report
ing with anxiety inflammatory talk of "cots in London;and again by a
note of Sir ilicholas Stoddart uttering speeches "which trench upon his

• w

majesty's government,and vilify the Scotch nation." Arrests of Scots,
■no stoppage of "the Scottish Hows" are begun. Evidently,feelings " -ro
chaotic, and the Government, flustered at finding itself embroil--
acting in some alarm.

^ -'hen the news of the signing of the national Covenant came through,commonfc varied widely. Laud was casual:"tumults hath now brought"thai
-ingaom in danger"; Dr Baleoncual noisily irate-"that lewd Covenant
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and seditious Band": the King "such disorderly,tumultuous.and harbor
one insolencies",and (pr ivat ely')those impertinent ana damnable de¬
mands".

fro-Scottish sympathisers "began to group.Some even travelled into Sc¬
otland to sign the Covenant. In the north,state prosecution of these
v.-as set on foot. "We have too many of that garb here " v;rote a iiev;-
cestle convictor. One was found declaring the Scots "brave boys".
"The King v/ould get nobody to fight them for they were our own nation
andout own blood." There must .have been pro-Oco.t canvassing for V.hite-
locke wrote:-"I ranted not solicitations 011 behalf of the Covenanters
but 1 persuaded 'my friends not—to be any means of encouraging a fore
eign nation,proud 'and subtle,against our natural prince."
Chiteloeke' s attitude was fairly typical of. his class, for among the
English gentlemen was little pro-Scot sympathy* A. look at Sir Henry

i".'ot ton's letters, for example, reveals interest- ".ELI men's minds at the
present with us seem magnetical,looking towards the north."-the envel-
0 ing interest ignorance,-"In the Scottish affairs.it is 911c mystery
that we know not what to believe"- and sharp condemnation:-"Only this
v.c eon say,that there is nothing to be praised in it on their part",
or later "I am sorry to hear of new oaths in Scotland between the Cov¬
enanters ,who they say will have none but Jesus Chi"ist to reign over
them; a sacred cover, of the deepest impiety.-IIever was there such a
stamping and blending of rebellion and religion together."

from this point on, event ana current comment have to be marshalled
almost year by year to follow exactly the swaying of the relations be¬
tween Scotland and Engl na.

The outbreak of the 1st Bishoprywas watched fairly coolly in Eng¬
land. Sympathies were naturally ^buu in what proportion one cannot de-

31 ermine .Shoraao ^ay v.ould have it that "the people of England in general
abhorred the v.icked war— and loved the Scots." But when the armies had
met at Duns Lew,and on mutual capitulation arranged the Treaty of Ber¬
wick, Lhitelocke reported that pacification was "not relished by many,
'ho thought that with so fine an army,Charles might have constrained
them to reason,"-"trampled them to dirt",Sir John Bramston expresses
it. Certainly the first anti-Scot pamphlets began in this year,with
Corbet's "Engirding of the Scottish Armour",that Baillie thought "one
of the most venomous and bitter pamphlets against us all",and T/.S.'s
"Complaint of Time against the Tumultuous and Rebellious Seats". The
letter in swatches of prose and dull couplet condemns them as rebels,
"who under pretence of Religion would over-throw the Hierarchy of the
Church",and after reminding them of the fate of past rebels,ends in a
rousing "Up,English.then!"•

•lie appeal was more needed in the folLowing spring,v;hen Ch-rlr.rt° enlist the English Parliament against the Scots and foiled . k.:a
•members of the dissolving P arliament spoke, freely of thci- disincline
"fxon to grant money for a Scottish war,and said that the cause of the
-C°ts was in reality their own",ran a newslctter(l.:.,y-164u-) g rabble*
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torined Lund's house.
" dive Loud to the Scots, and hang up 7/ren,

The echo answered still* Linen".
nt one popular tag.

•c proclamation of vatf, and of the Scots as rebels wont forth,however.
.iliie reports "the prentises or sorn'e others of our good friends, in
•;:crs public lie affixed with the nr'oelamat ions, declared'us honest men"

i ..uguet the 2nd Bishops' War began. How did English opinion stand?
'he discourses of the Scottish War were very various" .wrote 'Thitelocke
]hose'who favoured the Popish and prelatical 7/ays did sufficiently in-
:iph against the Covenanters;but generally the rest of the people fav-
ired-and approved their Proceedings,and there was a strange Spirit cf
.vision in the Opinions and Wishes of most men in these affairs,too
:ny not only favouring but joining with and assisting the Proceedings
r the Scots Covenanters." Parliament and London were in the majority
*o-Scot,and Hhatelocke adds "divers Officers of his Army and even the
"ivste Soldiers generally—had no mind to fight against the Scots".

:g Scots victory at Newcastle turned London jubilant and- alarmed the
lyaliets. Secretary W'indebank thought "the danger is—greater than any"
ince the Conquest" He and his like were convinced of "their intention
) conquer England. The vulgar look on them as redeemers, ana dote on
lom,especially in London." In the field.,young Windebank,his son, ex-
•essed his feelings in a "letter abusing "the scurvy,filthy,dirty,nasty
rasy, itchy, scabby Scots". - .

iprles w.as forced to conclude the Treaty of• Hipon,which left the Long
srliament complacently in power. The Scots Commissioners in London re-
eivod a great ovation. "Caressed by both Houses,with all possible eg¬
ressions of kindness at least,if not of submission,and an order was
ere fully entered that upon all occasions,the appellation should be used
f Cur Brethern of Scotland,and upon that.wonderful kind compliments
ersed of a sincere resolution of amity and' unity between the two king
ore." So wrote Clarendon.

v.o interesting comments appear in literature, the lesser in one of Scot-
mid's earliest roles in the English novel,to wit in Hemes Howell's pol¬
itical allegory,"Bodona's drove or the Vocall Forest",where Scotland fig
res as Cardenia. Here each European country is forest,and Gardenia "a
orrest well-set with stout and tough trees,'though growne somewhat knobb;
i late. .ji ancient Forrest this." Howell traces the land's pastt.her
tndred kings,her"many ventrous and martiall' spirits", the Union an en-
l'5fting "to receive mutuall bebefit from eacli other,the one sappe.the
tner strength". Then comes the present rebellion. "Beholu an unhang
At aid rise in the iJorth, in Gardenia, cduud-ongendred of the e:H:
-g.ij.vos discontented spirits, specially some * o-f the great ones,..ho
H SUysicat the inferior sort of Pianino.— Hhese obstreoerous gemocin■as ma.ee eosie impressions upon the minds of the vulgar—so that tho

- orrest was in a fearefu'll combustion".
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Swell's account of the first English, deliberations is eye-opening,
if true; "Ehe sages of pruina (England)consult hov/ to quench these
flumes.—Some thought pruina should look on a while,yet pinch them
in commerce evry way, ana to be sure to keep them at the staves' end'.'

It is a pity he should have taken refuge in alle¬
gory. He hhd been in Edinburgh on the outbreak of the trouble:it was k
he who wrote tersely in the "Epistolae Ko-Elinnia" "the bishops are
all gone to wrack". Here he has to hedge and to end cautiously but
lamely,"I trust Gardenia will not be so ingratefull to pruina as to
receive Plummes from her so many yeares and now to throw stones at
her. The single Lion will be better advised than set herself against;
three,considering how often he hath felt their pawes."
(Unimpressive as this presentation of Scotland is,it must have been
fairly well-known,for when Sydserff,twenty years later,had his Ller-
curius Oaledonius suppressed,he vented various-pamphlets of "bour-
lasque news" of Gardenia,and "the Phanatxck infirmities of the Card¬
er. irn Lunnticks" . )

wir John^Sas^a? curiuus on essay at putting the situation into dramaq
ills play, "The Piscontented Colonel" , later titled "Brennoralt", presents '
the Scots as Lithuanians in rebellion against 8igEsmond,Ring of Poland.
Br ennoralt, though scorned by'/the Ping,rejects '-the * rebels' invitation
to join them,and fights them with incredible valour,finally taking
the virgin-tower of a castle. "('Edinburgh, the iiaiden Csstie?4 But the
special interest lies in the discussion of where loyalty and the right
course lie,for Suckling was dealing with his own situation as well as
the national one. The rebels and their chief,Aimerin,are drawn
rith fair justice. As to rebelling,

L Lord^ "You Lithuanians had of all least reason,
For would the Ping be unjust to you,he cannot,
Where there's so little to be had."

Aimerin- "Where there is least,there's liberty,my lord."

One scene sketches a "loyalist" council.Brennoralt and other lords
!re hot for war.

Brennoralt- -The Lithuanians,sir,
Are of the wilder sort of creatures,must
Be 'rid with cavulous and with hard curbs
And since the war can only make them tride,
What can be used but swords?-

Maesta- Religion
And Liberty,most specious names they urge—

Eelidor- Religion aow is a young mistress there,
For which each-man will fight and die at least. .

fhc king so far agrees,that he will have perfect- peace or nothing-
ccrtainly no truce-and war goes on,to end,of course,in the defeat of
the rebels-
-he play iB an interesting sidelight on Royalist opinion and tone.,ot the moderation and restraint in it v.kis typical, to judge from
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nlr.y written in the year following-"The Distracted State",by John
!;:tham. into this tragic drama of a Sicilian King, a supplanter, an in
(riming court, (with its faint parallel to Charles,his disaffected
nobles and republicah enemies )into its heroic pomposities is dragged
o ''Scotch Mountebank".hired by Cle .nder to kill .archies. 1. couple of
ikort scenes sketch him crudely,a coarse-mouthed buffoon,a complacent
md callous murderer, ^sked to poison the xling-"By my sau' ,1 can do t
that brawly. 1 learned it frae Bough-wha-nan, Sir." But a King? Has h*-
no qualms? "aw Jaing,mon?Deil a me sau' ,bet 1 an.me countnamen ha pey-
;:oned three better kings as this." After the murder, Oleander kills
}■ iro as ruthlessly as one would a rat, and he dies with an "Aw death,
thou limmer loon. Aw. Aw."

he ever was brought into the play is a question. He jars with
loth the tragic atmosphere ana heroic setting. V/as Tatham' s hatred of
the 3cot so virulent ,or popular hatred so avid of this type of coarse
farcical stage-Scot? Only one explanation solves the problem,namely
that though Tatharn declares the play written in 1641, the king-killer
part or the"Scotchness" of it was inserted after 1649,when the death
of Charles was laid at Scotland's door#ana feeling against the Scot
»u.b venomous.

.x contrast,pick up a popular pamphlet of this year,"Vox Borealis.or
ithe Northern Discoverie."
-his is a dialogue between two Scots intelligencers,Jamie and '.Villie,
"ho make great sport of the prelacy aha the Aoyolist army. Jamie has
r fcaleof the Fortune Playhouse players irritating the bishops by act¬
ing the"Valiant Scot","which they played five days with great Applause"
-hey exchange ballads ridiculing Sit John Suckling and his defeat,and
talk of "base ballads against the Scots, especially by martin Parker,
end "Jigges in a jearing Manner at the Covenanters",one of these be¬
ginning-"Put up thy dagger,Jamie". In compensation they poke fun at
the cowardice of the Knglish soldiery,and praise themselves."If they
cannot byte of a bannock and bibbe of the. 3rooke,tKey are not fit
Comerages for■me",says Jamie."For 1 fare hard,lye hard and fight hard"

Chese complacent boasts might have been acceptable at the time.But the
last months of 1640 saw the Scots reach the climax of their popularity,
mid they werelnever again to be so popular. Y/ith the new year, lit it ants
appeared. The "Brotherly Assistance" was a fine gesture,hut the Scots
claim of £40,000 was felt excessive,especially when they began dunning
for it. £650 a day was already being levied by the army in the north,
to the anger and loud complaint of these counties. In London the Comm¬
issioners grew unpopular,by their declaration against Ihpiscopacy in
-ngland,a measure felt officious,and by their urging that free trade
°e established,a policy hated by the City. Their personal attitude
ouct have been trying,if Baillie is any criterion."There is among this
.cople but battle courage,lessprovidence and no discipline at all",
g-'uld write; or "Had not Cod sont Mr Henderson,Mr Kutherford
jiliespie among them,I see not that ever they could agree on any set-ult;d government."
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Then the loyalist pr ess seized on a letter from' the Earl of Loudouu
to Prance and raised loud outcry of Scots treachery. In Parliament,
nti-Scot opinion "became vocal, and Baillie wrote of "suspicions which

ere rife",of "many enemies in the House",and that"plotts of our enem
ies have been kything"(apparent).

Terms improved once the money claims were settled,and Charles' visit
to the Scots was ever. The autumn saw a reconciliation,a day of thanks
giving appointed, and a number of pamphlets of the type of "Zion or
Heaven rrpfeesedi" Appeased,England and Scotland united."

year passed. Civil War broke out in England. It was Scotland's turn
to be divided in course of action.
The pull of religion was all towards supporting the English Parlia¬
ment .which by November and December was sending entreaties to join,them
'that we may mutually reap the benefit of that amity and alliance so
happily made and strdngly confirmed betwixt the two nations". Yet
national sentiment for a Stuart king pre weighed,and Parliament was
alarmed at a "dutiful and ax a ecti'onate"missive sent the King from
$he Scottish Privy Council.

smart rhyme summed up the whole situation in England:-
"The Parliament cries Armelthe Xing says Ho.
The new Lieutenants cry Come on,let's go. i
The Citizens and Roundheads cry So.So.
The People all amazed cry Where's the Foe? ^
The bugbear Scots behind the door cry Bohl"

The uncertainty as to how the Scots would act was a strain 011 English
tempers,and quarrels occurred in Westminster Hall,where on one occasion
sv.ords were drawn between Scobs and English.
But 'courted with many kind expressions":., the Scots agreed to English
'"cquests,the Solemn League and Covenant' Was signed and in January of
'44,a Scots army once more crossed the Border. "All things are ex¬
pected from God and the Scobs",wrote Baillie,with some complacency.

The English Parliament ordered public thanksgiving, and tried inef feet-**
^yely to get e widespread signing of the Covenant. A Committee of Two
kingdoms was appointed, and military 'forces joined.:
unhappily, the much-acclaimed.(Scots army '.proved a disappointment in the
Held. The joint siege of York that spring left Cromwell disaffected
to Scotland, and after liarstoh Moor there was open jibing at the Scots
Tor the inglorious part they had played. The capture of Newcastle only
•partly retrieved their reputation . Baillie wrote of '"their "longing ex¬
pectation that God'would raise us from lowness near to contempt,and
compesce (defeat) their groundless insolency".

-till,there was the bond of victory. Charles - was forced to nc "" L: so,'nd together,the English and Scots began work on the Treaty of uxorddge~ut over this,squabbles personal and national broke out,and when in
•ne following February,the negotiations proved a fiasco,both sides-r€ euibi t ber ed, the Boots particularly so.
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ready the break between Scots and Crorav/ell was open,the former bris-
ing at his ideas of toleration,the latter "speaking contumeliously"
return.The year ended with increasing anti-foot feeling.The English

re tiring of being"guided by the Holy Chost sent in a cloak-bag from
otland",as the joke ran.
e rising power of Cromwell and the Independents widened the break.

the beginning of 1645,the "hew modelling" made Array and Independents
rong.and victories, lake ilaseby added to that. Baxter .visiting Crom-
il's army after Kaseby found them "full of railings and jests against
e Scots or Sots,the Presbyterians or Priest-biters,end the Assembly
Divines or Bryvines." Baillie talks of insolence to endure,of the

ots being "hated and despised daily". Scottish military reputation
;<nk lower than ever over the failure of the siege of Hereford. Ballads
d pamphlets were frank:-"A True and Impartial -Ccount of the plunder
gs,losses,and sufferings of the City of Hereford by the Scottish army,
r the undeceiving of the people who may fancy to themselves some im-
inable advantage by stickling for the Scots",was one pamphlet.

midsummer.angry messages were passing between English Parliament
G Scots leaders.Carlisle,the former said,was to be given back to Eng-
ndiScottish accounts to be audited:("that the mouths of ill-affected
ople might be -stopped,who were too apt to cry out .that the Scots came
to England not as. friends but as Pree-booters. their army in the ne
rth was to besiege Mewark and cease to levy taxes,plunder houses and
oao or try Englishmen by martial lav;. It was more than hinged that if
ey were to continue to be as useless,they had better return to Scot¬
ia.Delations became increasingly frigid.!

feeler from Charles about peace divided Scots and Parliament sharply,
e Scots anxious to begin treaty.Parliament refusing. Suspicion of what
e ^cots might do over Charles made Parliament irritable.YThen unguard-
ly the Scots put in print their differences over the proposals for pe

:ce,English resentment broke into fury. The papers w-ere ordered to be
fnt by the hangman. Baillie thought, the leaders "inclined to chase
home with the sword".

month later,came the climax. Charles joined the Scots army. Rupture
a complete.
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art from the more decorous records of State Papers,fneraoirs and let-
pro the best following .of these veers, of relations is through the

noblet stuff of the day. TJhese years were no time for literature,
hat flourished was the topical news-sheet with its scrap of iropud-
r.t verse at its head, and the poem and ballad issued as broadsheet .If

•. -.at was no benefit to literature.it was to journalism, and Scotland
to thank for a fair share in sharpening and polishing that journal¬

ism.

.ilowspapcrs increased even in number ana hind, in
'

.cue months at the end of '43,when rumours flew whether as to whether
not a ^cote army was massing,^coltish news-sheets sprang into being,

.'heir avowed aim was to circulate reliable news about military movements
in the north-hence their titles:-"The Scotch iiercury,communicating the
..flairs of Scotland and the Northern Parts";The Scotish Dove"; "The Scot
ch Intelligencer,relating the Weekly Newes fromScot land, the Court and
other places". But in actual practice,half the meagre little pages were
buoy defending the Scots against the snipings of E-crcur ius ^ulicus and
ris like. The' Scotch llercury' and' Scotch Intelligencer' ,pseudo-Scottish
-beets,-(for though sprinkled with tags of shoddjr Scots-'tis a lee^-'our
"•ude nobility -are aw for you'etc: they were obviously English in orig¬
in) made feeble retaliation. The "Scotish Dove",English too,kept to
-toady praise at first:-"the braveScots"-"in Edinburgh,glorious prepar¬
ations and a complete brave arrny"-"Too much cannot be done for the Scots,
'•"en so well-deserving". But in its issues from 164-3 to 1646,the chang¬
ing tone of the English about their Scots allies is very clear. State¬
ments about Scotland become cooler,explanation frequent,then apology,
.'ho. grievances of the Northern countied find mention,though with a far-
be-it-from-rne-to-accuse air. By ' 1646 , Scot s credit stands low.

/aid one loyalist poet in these years was reducing
Do still further, for the times had brought out Cleveland, and the entry
of the Scots army into England given him the Scot for- slaughter.
..Iresay he had been having hits at the people, an ironic

"Cod 'knows they are poor saints",
or a flyingshot

Like a Scotch mark,where the more modest sinse,
Checks the loud phrase,and shrinks to thirteen pence."

but now,
"By Scotch invasion,to be made a prey

To such pigwiggin myrmidons as they."
rouses him to the notorious "aebel Scot",and the events of two #years
later to "The Scots Apostasy".

p-v,.
Cleveland is Scotland'^ vfirst grec-lj satirist. Nor pungency and venom,
and sheer breathless cut cncl ^thrust no other satirist in this century.
compares. Not that his poems dxcel in delicacy of cut,or even in
■Abes. Lines -re tersely clapped together,all the old scoffs •• „•
(hrnocles leeches,gallows, the itch, the land'a: barrenness, its witches (4s penniless lairds. ' CU|
but with tremendous gusto, the- old counts; are driven home, every word
bold in?-.



How I P'rovidencel and yet a Scdittish Grew I
Then LI adame nature wears black Patches too;
'ThatI shall our nation be in bondage thus
linto a land that truckles under us?
Yet to express a Geo t,to play that prise,
hob all those Mo u th-Gr an ado s can suffice.
Before a Scot can properly be curst,
I must like Hocus,swallow Baggers first.

Ho more let Ireland brag her harmless Hation,
Fosters no venom,since that Scot's plantation.
For can our feigned Antiouity obtain;
Since th- y came in,England hath wolves again.——

Nature herself doth Scotchmen Beatt's confess.
Making their Country such a .Wilderness;
A Land that brings in cuestion and suspence
God's Omnipresence,but that Charles came thence.

A Land,vhere one may pray,with curst intent,
0 may they never suffer Banishment I
KM Cain been Scot,God would have charig'd his Loom,
Hot forced him wander,but confin'd him home.
Like Jews they spread,and as Infection fly,
As af the Lc-vil had Ubiquity.
Hence 'tis they live at Hovers,and defie
This or that place,Hags of Geography. \
They'r Citizens o'th' U'orld, they' r all in all,
Scotland's s Nation Epidemical.

Not Gold,nor Acts of Grace,'tis Steel must tame,
The stubborn Scot-

They wanted Food and uayrnent;no they took
Heligion for their Seamstress and their Cook,
Unmask them v/ell, their Honours and Estate,
As well as Conscience,are sophisticate.
Shrive but their Title,and their Moneys poize,
P. Laird and twenty pence pronounced with noise,
Y/hen constru'd but for a plain Yeoman go,
.aid a good sober twopence,and well so.
Hence then,you proud Impostors,get you gone,
You Picts in Gentry and Devotion.
You Scandal to the Stock of Verse,a Lece,
Able to bring the Gibbet in disgrace.

Tr .. _ . , "'hen the Scots decease
Hell.liiCe oh sir Nation, fdeds on Bernacles.
A Scot when loom the Gallows-Tree got loose,
Li ops in to >.-byx,and ■'•urns a oola.nd ^oose •
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In "The ricots^^ostacy" there is less laughter and fiiorecursing.
..ovdc.n first is reviled,and then the whole nation.

2hc infamy this Super-Preuson "brings,
Blasts more Chan murders of ygrur sixty kings.-
Airtgs only suffered then;in hhis doth lie
Th'assassination of Monarchy,

do foams into one continuo us curse -
0 that we-might see
Heaven's angry lightning '"bout your H&rs to flee
Till you v erb shrivel!'d to- dust; and your eddd Land,
Parch'd, to a drought,"beyond 'the Lybian land.-—

kay-
iour Stat'e a Ohaos be,where not the law,
But Power,your lives and liberties may aw.
Ho Subject mongat you.keep a quiet Brestt,
But each man strive through Blood to be the best;
By your own Sword our just Revenge be wrought,
To summ up all-let your Religion be
.iS your Allegiance,music'd Hypocri'sie.

'Your scabby land"-"yout traitro'us war "-"your-rude coast"-all incur
abuse.

In foreign.nations may your loathed name be
stigmatizing brand of Infamy,

Till forced by.general hate,you' cease to roam i ^
the world and for a plague go live at home.

" Juch a Sstyrical Pury", was Y/instanley' s pronouncement on Cleveland,
' "that the whdle nation fares the worse'for it."

von in his prose,he lees no chance pass of hitting at the scot. The
diurnal-maker is 110 sterling historian, "but after the rate of Hew
isp's Reckonong,a Historian Scot";or "How a Scotchman's Tongue runs
.1 ;h Pullains; there is a Cheat in his Idiom, for the sense ebbs from
Hie- bold expression like the Citizen's Gallon which Drawer interprets

- • a 1 x a p a .at" .

dlcvelend was immensely' relished. His poems v ore printed and re or into
ub out twenty times fcompare mil ton's twice),and in 1647 and 1648 alone
oome thirteen times. After the Restoration this wholesale satiric damn-
"s of a nation disappears,but he continued to be reprinted (1677,1687)

end tc be quoted. Mobe,when that second great anti-Scot ebullition
occurred in the sixties of the next century,Cleveland v/as immediately
•■'eeuecitated and found as virulent as ever.



.-:crE from Cleveland,the great tide of popular satire against the
j'cot swept in from 1646 to 1649. Recall first the co.urse of events.

Charles's joining of the Scots army meant a curious houleversement
of relations. In London,the Presbyterians were jubilant and a remon-
otrance was sent to Parliament declaring- confidence in the Sects and
petitioning for a "strict union" with them. But the greater port of
far Lioment, with men like Cromwell,Hazelrig",Vane was anti-Scot,
.'he Commons voted "that this Kingdom hath no further Use of the Cont
tinning of the Scottish army within the kingdom of England",and ask¬
ed the Lords to do likewise. Y.liitelocke adds that "a Declaration v/.as
also ordered to be drawn of che Misdemeanours,Plunderings and Cruel¬
ties of the Scottish Army". This gave rein to pamphlets end papers
violently abusive of Scotland,of the type o-f "Truth's Discovery; or a
Blacl Cloud in the North shewing some anti-Parliamentary,inhumane ana
base proceedings of the Scotch Army against the well-affected in the
north of England."
for two months,M, y and June,the split over Scotland threatened civil
v ar between Presbyterians and independents. Bastwick's "Independence
not Cod's Ordinance' reminded the former that they were once "great
lovers of the ^cots", though now "none that more malign them','calling
th on Pre shy-tyrants." \
The struggle ended with the Presbyterians in the ascendent,and that
rutumn saw Parliament and Scottish Commissioners once more in session
together,this•time over-the disposal of the King and'the payment of
war expenses. But their debates were acrimonious. "The Scots army was .

a constant thonn in the flesh,the more so since the King was now with
it. Invectives against the Scots flew round,some like "The Unhappy
Came of Scotch and English" detecting "their Scotch Mists ana their
Togs",and vociferating:-"Be it mnowne unto you,0 ye men of Scotland,
that the freemen of England scorn to be your slavesl" The very right
oT the Scots to be in England at all,or to be disposing of the King
'■'•as sharply questioned.

In the teeth of growing English dislike,then,a settlement was come to
bp December. It was that unlucky joint settlement of both King and
war-debts that brought ineffaceable discredit on the Scots.

Almost immediately,the worst construction was placed on the Scots
surrender of the King to the English Commissioners. Their payment
•K/nchronised too • suspiciously, and the cry of' selling the King'went
up. Parliament voted formal thanks as their army left for home,but
anti-Scot satire v; s virulent, and continued so through the whole of
this year,1647.
Tor Scots intervention was by no means ended. In April,four of their
Commissioners were in London, intriguing with the Presbyterian leaders
gainst the -Array. Though they were reoalled,intrigue continued,to cul

•pinste in the coup d'etat of June when the Array seized the Kin-',
tnis the Scots were furious. Angry remonstrance was sent-and •. re¬
garded. At the end of August, relations were biro ken off. V, i lei task

on that a Scots army was on the march into England,and anti-Scot
gamohle ts poured from the px'ess.



 



hat autumn .negotiation with. Charles "began separately, Parliamont
.ad Army presented their 'four Bills'. The Scots protested,"but in ve
-in. The""protest v/t-s decried at onde as "It is supposed the Scots
re waiting to he "bribed". "There is £100,000 prepared to stop the
cots' mouths ".lindyinion Porter notes an epigram sent him from Lon
o n: -

The Scots must have two hundred thousand pound
To sell the ^ing and quit our English ground.
And Judas-like,I hope 'twill he their lots
To hang themselVes,so farewe11,lousy Scots,

letter of intelligence says' contemptuously, "The Scots are of no
ore account than a last year's Almanack".
ccretly,however, the Scots gave the: lie to that by concluding with
harles at Carisbrooke the "Engagement", :a month later,the C..lender
f State Papers has the significant entry,"provable war with the
Cobs" . ' p. /'A ;" ■
vib for thtee rnonthe that hung fire.'Could a new treaty he patched
P "between Parliament and Scots? Yio.uld. 'Scotland support the "Engage-
ent"? One term of it was entire union 'with. England. Lauderdale triep.
o rouse his countrymen by reporting thatp"the English people.were un
hie to endure four things-the Covenant*Presbytery,monarchical govern-
ent ana the Scots". Would "-loyalists join tHe Scots were they to in-
cde England? That party could scarcely he more distrustful.

vt in April-'a Scots army took the field.Carlisle audi Berwick were
cised. IText month,the" second Civil War began.

his last ret in the drama was brief. Cromwell defeated that army at
res ton,end by she end of August was marching north to subdue Scotland
is-.fair words, that he came "to free the kingdom from a force which it
as under of malignant men who had forced the nation to break their
riendship with their brethern of ling land who. had been so faithful to
hem" were belied in practice,and Scotland knew the force of a victors
ous army.
o for that matter did England. The Army was supreme,established the m
ore firmly after 'Pride's Purge". Triumphantly measure after measure

s taken in that resistless course that brought Charles at the opening
f 164rJ to the scaffold.
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Charles's death meant a ricochetting of hate on to Scotland. Eng¬
lish Royalists,perfervid now in devotion to the Eing's memory,trao
ed bade the course of his tragedy,and found the Scots tumults over
the Liturgy at the beginning, and the Scots' selling of the -^ing as
the supreme betrayal.

The Eikonbasilike,that issued dmost immediately,confirmed the con¬
viction.It presented the Presbyterian Scots as unscrupulous fanat¬
ics: -"The Presbyterian Scots are not to be hired at the ordinary
rate of Auxiliaries;nothing will induce them to engage till th se
who call them in have pawned their Soules to them by a Solemn Leag¬
ue and Covenant". Their coming into England was a piece of offic¬
ious and canting despotism:-"Other errand 1 could never understand
they had,(besides those common and vulgar flourishes for neligion
and Liberty) save only to confirme the Presbyterian copy they had
set,by making bhis Church to write after them,though it were in
bloudy■Characters".
With the most effective guile,too,the favours shown to Scotland are
harped on,and Charles' tenderness to it,and in the end his infinite
forgiveness of all the Scots have done-this making doubly black the
treachery of the selling, "let may 1 justifie' those scots",Charles
is" supposed ' to write, "to all the world in this, that they have not
deceived me,for 1 never trusted to them further than to men.If I am
sold by them I am only sorry they should doe it,and that my price
should be so much above my Saviour's".

How powerfully this affected Royalist opinion,the later histories
and memoirs show. The terrible comparison with Judas and his betray
al for silver crops up perennially,in Cleveland,in Heylyn.in Milton,

iThe charge was rnorst firmly believed. Hobbes in "Behemoth" wrote of
it:-"What' a vile Complexion has this Action which seems to be a
compound of feigned Religion and real Covetousness,Cowardice.Per¬
jury and Treachery".
The unpardonableness of it,the conviction that every man of honour
must scorn such a sect and race became a tenacious-if unspoken-
part of the English Royalist creed. As Calamy,writing of Claren-

* don's virulent hate of the Scot,said:-"He seems to have thought it
for his honour to hate them".

By the time fifty years had lapsed,and the "Eikonbasilike"'s count¬
less editions had ceased to pour out,ana vindicators of the Scott¬
ish part in fchf Civil Wars had appeared,the charge sank out of not¬
ice. But it left roots of unanalysed hatred for the ^cot. necall
how Swift and Lr Johnson,outspoken in their dislike for the ^cot,
never gave,and probably pould not have given,reasoned grounds for
their feeling. It was part of their mental "make-up",and comm.
hundreds of similar class and breeding. A large share of that,one
claims, is a legacy of 1646 ana 1649. "
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Cleveland hhd castigated the coming
of the
iaitrt:

tins', Lei
Lo

;'ser sa tirists used him

'

d

>n. There was- Martin Porker, "the Prelat'i
those tv enty or so that ran

I

the Scots and their surrender
as co'pybbak lines for their

Poet",whose "ballads
during the Bishopshive been among

end that the Stationer's Register enters:-"Tom's Heturn
lmd"-"Good News from the Horth"-"The North for my Money"-"The
Cruelty" etc.
Of more note were Kai'chmont Nedham and 'Alexander Browe. The latter'

from Scot
iiari

verse was of ti
fco find place in all
dreom of plundering

crudest,but his "Scots Gorronto" was popular enougn
the loyalist collections. The Scots gleefully

in?: land.
Come
A fig

will lengthen their Jorrs

way,come away to the English
for our Hills Mid Valleys.

Twas we did begin and
We'll g-"in by their Loss and their Tollies,

end of forcing a "Reformation",ousting the King,becoming nu
the kingdom is shared,
made Beggars lime we,
as an English leard,.
that will be!
it,

st er:

And then when among us
And the people are all
I* Scot will be as good

L 0 what a Unity
. As we gain

Ana

V/e'll retain it,
By-the Lwcard.

the English shall soy "Bonny Blew Cip for me'

urone's too was "The Independent's Resolve" and "The Clown's Complaint"
on the King oeing

N ay, no.v;
What if

And
is crude,but with
!eahera. He siappea

in the ,'icot::
they have a

c amp:-
good hon made

the Scots should play the jade
keep awy our King?
more verve were the verses and

'kese out in the Mercuries of
news-sheet reports of
the time,in the Ller-

of ' 50 particular-curius Pragmaticus of '46 and the Mereurius Politicus
ly. The prose is.mostly abusive,the 1650 articles the most sc
and his verse not much more than rhymed news-scraps. But both
impudent ,i run tines s chat is attractive.

0 goodly ltirk that we have got,
Of Loudon's information.

What thanks we owe unto the, Scot
Tor our blest Reformation!

maalous,
have an

The Crown and Sceptre out of date,
The Mitre low doth lie,

While v.e are govern' d by a State,
Mid hug Democracy.

-ie poem, the epitaph on Hamilton-at the end of "Digitus
almost at Cleveland's level of mordancy.

lie that three kingdoms made one flame,
Blasted their beauty,burnt the frame,
Himself now here in aches lies
-i part of this great e c i ± -ce; --

him
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he begins, though he descends \to the old ; jibes of
A Scotch .an enters-'He 11 at.'s "birth, •

And scapes it when he goes' to earth,
Assured th no worse - a hell can come,
than that which he enjoy'd at home.--

liut while here and there songs or news-sheets can "be labelled as by
'Brorne or ii edham, €he greater part of anti-scot satire was shot out
anonymously . Every import an® event of the period had its ballads
and popular tracts.
J ho former were mostly poor stuff,the matter and form copied and re¬
hashed ad nauseam., Th( re were favourite forms like the Litany, with

".libera nos , Do mine"
its "From the Turk,the Pope and the Scottish Lotion."

or "From a friend as false as a Scot."
or "That Scots and lewd factions may go down the wind,

Te rogamus,audi nos.

"Complaints" were almost as common.
Amusingly, the. sharp changes of relations often led to a pro-Scot bal¬
lad having to.be hastily reversed,or such a one was'paroaied as an
excellent quid pro quo. So "God 'a Mercy,good Scot" that hailed the
victory of 1640 had later an ironic coda added:-

"The miser shall give all away to the poore,1 V
The City shall cozen the country no more;
Oppression shall dovne;then justice shall smile.
French and Popery shall be banishte this' isle.

deligmon shall florish without any blottel
YThen this comes to pass,God a mercy,good Scoti "

i'he failure of the. Siege of Hereford provoked a long ballad jeering
at Scotland as a nation of pedlars. Its refrain ran:-

Then drinke your drinke and fill your veine,
The Scotch shall ne'er come here again.

.mother has the same national jibe:- Sir John Marlov;

Banged the pedlars back and. side,
Of Scots he killed many..

But it was the events of '47 ,the surrender oft the King,the payment
of £200,000 to the Scots,the complete rupture in relations,the secret
but suspected bargaining between Charles and the Scots,that provoked
most comment. The paying of money to the Scots was a specially sore
point:-

"Four hundred thousand pounds,
A lusty Bag indeed,

Y.as't ever known so vast a Sum
Ere past the diver Tweed!

^reot pity it is I swear
'.'.hole carts were thither sent,

'There hardly two in fifty unew,
forty shilling:; moan"t»
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The "Cryes of Westminster has oven plainer language. £200,000
"to pay,

The saints that now King Charles betray. J*-

"The Committee Man's Complaint--" harps on it too,and on the tax-levying
t?

They out of Yorkshire carried more,
Than \>ould have bought two Scot lands. "

The latter poem is one of the most typical ana serves as example of
fifty. It hhs verses like:- .. .

nut they into our country came; \
.nd will you mow the reason?

Twas for our gude.they came,they say
Ana that could be no treason.

Ho sooner were they come,but' they t

Our gudes began to plunder,
md left us nothing but our soyle,

That they could bear or sunder...

'They left us sicknesses and sins,
The darlings of that nation,

The flux,the nestle pestilence,
Lust,pride dissimulation. i \

Besides they have infected us
With strange religious treasons,

And maskt them with a Covenant,
More to abuse our reasons.

The same charges of venality and of treachery crop up constantly.

And well may v;t sweare,They're but brethern deare
For th'hove cost us many a thousand.

r'nd,as in "Have among you,my Masters",
--the plot,

To call the Scot,
They have undone 'the nation.

out most of those ballads are scarPe worth quoting. One group circul¬
ating at the end of the year (1547) and in the following is slightlybetter. Kedham has an occasional biting verse, as in his "Shott al&t-
0ry of the English Aebellion"-

Let me be Turk or anything,
But a Scotch Calvinist,

First he damned Bishops,next his King,
Low he cashiers his Christ.-

The roliicic ;ng "Upon the .touting of the Scots Army" has an attempt at-cots dialect,and a delighted, "gloat" as refrain: -

'.^ing heomc agon, heorne cgen, 0 valent Jocky."



;,irb, Jocky'£ a Man hold a mickle Wo be,
The Breech of tha Covenant stuck in his Throte.

lor Jocky was riteous,whilk ye wad admire,
A fooght for tha -^irk.bet A plundered tha Quire.—

is begins,end describes jokingly his coming into England.
ji

In every strete they did sa flutter,
lie child durst shaw his Bred and Butter.-- and so oil.

'The Scotch Y<ar "probably came from the same pen,for• it satirises plun¬
dering Joeky and J enny.

Inly at one point was there a non-plussed silence among the loyalist
satiristsfnamely in 1648'when Boot and Royalist found themselves in
uneasy partnership. What was to be said of Jockey then? One ballad is
blunt:-

What strange chimera's this to see,
rebellion turned to loyalty.
Was11 evfer in thought of any one . >
A Scot would fear damnation.
We know, by nature clouds at night
Dissolve with Sol's approaching light.
But Scottish mists we only thought '
The Stygian exhalation brought. .

And for to be too black a dye,
for even Charles to rarefy.

VII.

bide by side with these ballads ran the papular prose pamphlet,appear¬
ing like the former in sudden spates. 1647 saw the issue of the bit¬
terest.
The Scots Policie to assassinate our English monarchy,who hide their
worldly encroachments under pretence of Aeligion,and by introducing
their own Government in England would thereby become not only equall .

to us,but of our Mercenaries become our Lords " is typical. The title
gives the gist of it. The "outcry of Scotish Presbytery and the rest
of that false and beggarly nation",is derided,and the abuse repeated
in doggerel

"Alas,deare Jocky,thou hast slipfc thy hold,
/aid thou must rest content with former gold
Thou hadst for helping uu.
The time is changed since Charles by thee was sold."

Vimilar stuff was "The Scotch Presbyterian Weather-cock pearched
4;r English Steeples". In default of more original satire, We Lion's
perfect Description--" was furbished up with a catch-penny title,and

V" "terrible Dewes from Scotland" _jic! the hack who produced
vL'Vt I'reachcry", one of the. poems in "The Gossips' Feast orall iales" went to './eldon for some of his hits:-
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Your land' a Den, like Diomeces stable,
Or like Avtrnus x»ake leading to Hell,
It mines all approach it;what~to sell
Your king for money; perfidious Act etc.

vocationally a pamphlet,most often "cottish in origin,championed the
scots,just as among the ballads a "Scots Constancy" tried to score off
Cleveland's "Scots Apostscy". (But "A justification of our Brethern
of Scotland was tfn ironic skit,in spite of its title.),
•'Che boots-man's Hemonstr'ance,or a vindication of the ->cots " appeared
'to vindicate the actions of my own nation whom malicious tongues have
find doe dejtly brand with scurrilous and infamous calumnies", a well-
written pamphlet far shove the preceding in its tone and style. An Eng
lleh ally was Bast'wick of "Independence not ^od1 s Ordinance" fame.

But
'The

the main tide sweeps on against the ->cot,shd during 1648 come
-cots beaten with their own. weapons and their playing fast and

loose with Xing . nd Parliament clearly discovered."
Scots Mist yet gathering to wet Englishmen to the Skinne."
Scots mpofetasy Displayed."
Scots Cabinet Open'd."

Q,

me

'Che
The
'Observations on the Scots
Tld English Blood Boiling the

the Scots " enough
iUlg lo-3cot

late Barbarous Invasions' of
to be termed scandalous,
quarrels ana wars are ar;

t
Message."
Afresh by
-str —

In "Bella Scot-Anglica" the past
pod into light to prove -that Scotland was "alwayes apt and forward to
acprehond any occasion to invade or visit her neighbour England"but
that even "at the highest pitch of strength",she was "never a match,no
not by many degrees for England." It quotes an Italian who,"Under¬
standing of the late Union between the two kingdoms said that England
had git no catch by the addition of Scotland: she had only got a V/olfe
Ip the eares."

Cut the majority of Pamphlets with ' head-line' titles like "Bloody New¬
ts from the Sco.ttish Ariny" tuun out to, be/ only rough news-sheets .report
ing the march of the 'Jockies': as. also do the new 'Scottish" waiters
Hiat sprang up,"Mercurius Sco ticus" , for"; instance, "Imparting the Proceed
■ugs of the northern Armies now advancing against the Independent Party
st Yestmdmstor" . These usually start with, a : snatch of dogger el, of ten
srhi-Scot: -

"Kye,hye,dispatch at Cllchester,
And to the- North make haste,

There the Pliilistin-Scots appear,.
To lay your Israel waste.

Mercurius Britannicu M irhe popular English papers
mrcurius Psitacus were of course in full cry against
--me,and almosr every number had its doggerel taunts.
-'ty that Edinburgh took steps against their

.u.rcurius Elcnticus,
the "cots at thj
So virulent were

circula tion ther e.

chennt 1- no

~r
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±1 i' 111; L6 -LUJL U II V 1/VJCU-OC2 U »-/ ^'v x

/nib it the Loots. One','She Scottish Dolitick Bresbyt*
Xaglish Independent:Or the Independent s Victory o'v<

VIII.
..ne channel for satire, the stage,v;as still closed, for the "theatres
.•■ mained shut from 164a-61. But the political tragi-eomedies,irnpos-

title for the short coarse dialogue-shits on contemporary events,
;er, slain "by an

o'ver the Bresbjt er-
icn forty:The nigour of the Scotch Government,their Conniving and «
bribery, the Lewdness and Debauchery of Elders in Secret." is an ex¬
posure of Diractol'y,a °cotch Drcsbyter,who persecutes Liturgy an ■ep¬
iscopalian, seduces the Independent s 'Wife,and is finally caught and
;; tabbed by Anarchy. In Directory and the two elders,Scrgus and Lux-
ur io,who abet him,the Presbyterian Loot is,of course,satirised,and
there are shrewd hits, like Directory1 s amazed "What' Madness doth pos¬
sess him that he'll not buy his peace?" But the whole is a rough cud-
oiling,with the usual doggerel songs:-

Our/dearest Brother Jockey now
Is his Destruction wooing. ■

end a closing Dumb Shew-the rabbling of the elders by the soldiery,
• nd ■■narchy's -"~nd now,Sir,you must go,but not to Scotland,that' s
but Burgatory,yet where you'll find many Blue Bonnets more,I mem

to hell": •

IX. ;
p: gi i; jig pp. p : ,

So the years of disrupted rolutions , passyv/ith. at every turn of the
actional vagaries,pamphlets,tracts,newsletters,ballads;all ox them
controversial.the best-Cleveland* s-with a real satiric thrust;the
-orst-bv-t the depths ore unplumbable. What value they had lay in the
sharpening of satire,and the .inipetuaggivon to. the developing craft
of journalism. : , ■ • -
flit where were the Caroline writers of note? sir John Buckling had «
his one drama-"The Discontented Colonel"".'From the -rest .nothing on ;
loot lend. The Caroline lyristfv;as in the;.field and .'silent,or shaping
his verse as amatory lyrics orh vers .do sociotg.
Literature of any greatness was scarce.The times were out of joint,
gs for the attitude of the man of letters,Hilton1s can be taken as.
■-He illustration of. what was happening.

Die youthful 1.1 i It on, student and poet,knew the poetic * bouquet' of re¬
ference bo those- far idealised isles of the north:-"the furthest iieb-
'f ioos"-" the wave-v.'orh shores of utmost 0?.-cades" . His imagination had

he ended too to the possibilities' of Scotland's romantic chronicle,
* :His priv? be note-boor ho s the jottings of five "Scotch Stories"-
-thirco slain by Hetholocus ,Duff and Donwald.Ecy he floughmon, *ei -

aeth, "who privily poisoned welcome Duff and w.rs slain by Fencl"
pi •-soboth—c 11 tales of /^hrbaric dded or cornre heroi.sm.

1 u fittlo correction- '■ cotch stories,or rather British of the forth
r'-rts", • r.d an una;ted entry in his Common-place 3o, k:-"cnr leor-ue

r"i;-;n with the 3 cots, o. thing mOr-t prof i tabic mi nutvrall ever
i •• nt - o o c Lougnt to bo hindej'f-d ;f < ■ a- .. .- •

> -1- • ikm, entirely erftcrblu
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ctOi: the nation. (lie had bonds in his beets tutor and his -cots
fluid, the two Youngs.) In the cane period, the first roars of the

hoes' and Civil ""bars,he vac at work on hie early pan hlets.and
csc are fervently -'resbyterian and naturally pro-Coot. The true
•y. of Church Csvs.run:cut hi sketches in his"He:sons of Church Cov-

: nrent" is. not unli.be the Scottish cyst em, for which, he shore dis-
. iuct respect. He v. as enthusiastic , also , at the prospect of reform in

u"ch end Ctate,and felt Scotland o vital and excellent partner in
; t:-'hn rland end* Icetland,dearest brothers in nature and in Christ'1
th g 1 ov;iny e 1 oquence he nrote: -

PPr must the patience and fortitude, the firm obedience of the nobles
and people of Scotland,striving against manifold provocations;nor
ut their sincere, and moderate proceedings hiuhert'o be unremembered,
■ : the shameful conviction of all their detractors.
lj on both hand in hand,G nations,never to be disunited; be the praise
end the heroic song of all prosperity but to settle che pure vor-
ht p of Cod in his Church and 'justice in the otete—Join your invin¬
cible might to do 'worthy and godlike deeds; and then he that seeks

bream pour union,a cleaving curse be- his inheritance to all gen-
.ons." ^ (.deform in lino:land. 1-640 )\J x \

hi:'J ligfous olitics of the '40's brought a-disillusionment
».u-t turnei him gainst country and people, f'hat first friendly re-
.ct gave v.ay to contemptuous quips about her religious leaders, and

en to bitter attack, kven his sonnets show the change,. In "fetra-
ehordon" he jeers at the uncouth Scows names:-

aordon, .-- . \
^ o i tc i t o o or * * a c a o: i ± e i o t." a 1 a s p •

Those rugged names to our lice mouthe grow sleek.- -
\ Interesting si-:n that he has "been f liov inn kontrose's sally into
:cot land)

"On the dev. forcers of Conscience",he extends the sneer to "l^eer
—a.and Hot-herford"-and "Scotch Y,"hat d'ye ,oall"-thes'e tr ^dam Stuart
-■ o famous Camuel ^uthevford, and probably Jiaillie, ..ho had been at-
■- acking hie paitphle ts . ^
-be Teots invasion of the 2nd Ci vil bar.he cha.ractcri L G L uo

- -the.fals Korth dispiaies
Her brok'n league, to inrpe their serpent rings,

~a his later sonnet an Cromwell praises his Scottish elaughter:-
"jjarvrn Stream vith blood of Scots imbrued,

.and bore tc-r fie Id--

- prose knows the same dislike. In "liikonoxlcstes" he writes of t to¬

y-honour of "a hireling army of foots in ICngland,paid for their scr-
• g"e lu.re.sdt in Ceo tch coin but in Engljsh e ilvcr;nay ,\ ho from the
r\t beginning of their troubles-,,whet v. ith" bro theriy assistance'and
't . ith monthly. peg ,h. ve defended their o-. n liberty nu conscience

t ur clvrge". 5Lic "second he fence o.. the people of hngland" c?
■-e ts "mercenaries in the gap of Lngland" ,and praises

• kving them.fhe selling
■iCr the cevi tju..ncs.i-. o:

-iv di. honour cast upon them as befits none to \: no ieste but t»
■ -y' ' • - ± t is pros,, blp tor tune te that ih - : y of -ngland old
-esc n con temporal ~y tines-to riy o. ■ , .. n A.~. tone.

n i «i" • ) * c
ig or tj:.c -in;;"foi|a price so -much s"
h Cud at, was contented with- it - - fowl an in-
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CHAPTER IV. "The Lash of the Sword"

Commonwealth and Protectorate Times.

I. Cromwell deals with Scotland.
II. Scotland's downfall.
III. Stuart 'revelation' and satire.
IV.English drama. The 'knot of knaves'.
V. Realisation of "basic differences in nationality.
VI.The first historical commentators:.
VII. Clarendon."-
VIII.Scotland's attitude and the'reactions in literature.
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/

1 •

.■rtv;ccn the execution of.Charles I and the Restoration of Charles II
lay another period of Sturm una Drang in Anglo-Scottish relations.
.t beagn with a. wild confusion of feeling in Scotland over Charles's
; -th,feeling reported even more wildly in England. Y/hit elocke' s lett¬
ers from thence told him of a Parliament and Kirk at loggerheadSi-"that
they bring all to the stool of repentance that were in the last invasi
, in of England.yet they are now ■ as much as ever enemies to the proceed-
.iVo of the Parliament and army in England.That they talk "big of raising
an army in revenge of the King's blood,and all will join unanimously
•gainst the sectaries of England and grouhd themselves upon breach of
the Covenant." The news was not entirely garbled. Argylfe was proscribe
lap Hamilton and Montrose. Yet resentment at Charles's death was hot.
A the time the victorious sectaries in England had established a re¬
public, Scot land was proclaiming a third Stuart king. Once more the two
nations were at sharp variance.

But the cleavage was not, and was never again to be-sharply national. The
• bite heat of anger and horror at Charles's execution welded together ;-:e
English and Scottish Royalists; and on the other there were nominal bonds
-till between the Covenantors and the English Presbyterians. Principle
'•t least cut the division crosswise.
.Miiiittealy,of course,these alliances were uneasy and strained. Sir Y.'ill-
it n Bellenden had spoken frankly for the Royalists in Holland,in writing
°f "such a jealousy of the Scots that no relief can be so unwelcome as
their assistance ." And the spectacle of the Scottish leaders,even in
cautious bargaining with the absent Charles ana his noble3^,vas no pleas¬
ant sight for English Presbyterians.

-vents and the pressure of national feeling hewed still other divisions,
-hnrles had been proclaimed. King only upon condition of accepting the
-ovenant for all three kingdoms, and at this, Charles baulked for some time

-ut the failure of Montrose's last rising- in Scotland , an attempt
tched sympathetically by English and Scots Royalists alike,forced

A:: to come Co terns with the Kirk. The- Threaty of Breda concluded,
'-urlee arrived in Scotland and by June of 1650, a Covenanting Army was
..r<"paring to .nvade England in his cause. Once more the larger part of
•vgland anathemised Scotland and made counter-preparation.

'

- «

*fCkv..c.ll made his second entry Into Scotland, crushed, the army at ^unbar,
1 the soctet rising of Charles's hopes-received Edinburgh's surrender^

."k set about the subjugation of the Lowlands. A month© later,the Engrg-
;a..v'cre graying their last hand,crowning Charles at Scone, ana planning
y-nglish rising. Cromwell marched into the Highlands. Thes e too he
^ojugated. Charles meanwhile was making south through -England with hi:
-aerated Scota forces. Caught at Worcester, the Scots army tasted t
;--e more. Charles fled to Prance; and while an English army laid ..as te
g-t highlands, the English peasantry of Worcestershire were hunting dov.n
-cilessiy the broken Scots invaders.

■- end of 1651 saw Scotland ignominiously beaten, Highland and Dowl nd
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objection to English garrisons,and the remnants of her army "being
pec as slaveys to the plantations. Her fate hung doubtful. There
talk in Parliament of complete annexation. That gave way .however
iser projects in April,1652.when■an Set was passed incorporating
land and ling land, and' handsomely allowing Scotland free trade,and
full rights of English subjects. Vfnen the Little Parliament met

;he following year,five Scottish members took their places with the
Lnglish.

• terms these,yet bitterly hated in Scotland, .ji English newsletter,
irting the proclamation of them to "a very great concourse of peo-
1,saidwith some bewilderment,"scarce a man of them shew'd any signs
'e joyeing."
Kirk in especial resented the Union. As Clarendon summarised it
ifully:-"Scotland,reduc" d .nd governed by a rod of iron,vanquished
subdued by those to whom they had taught the science of rebellion-
pride and insolence of that nation suppressed ana contemned,their

'ed idol,Presbytery,trod under foot,laughed at—".
proclamation of Cromwell as Lord Protector,made little difference

feeling: nor yet the increasing of Scotland's representation in Par
nent from five, to thirty. (30 out of 460: compare Yorkshire' e 22-a sig
icant grading of Scotland.) By then the Scots chiefs were already g
it-ring round Gloncairn. it was useless to point out to them, as a let-
"to the Centleraen of Badenoch" did:-"Hevcr any people under the lash

the sword more freindly entreated and civilly used!" A Loyalist force
"out" in the Highlands by February of '54.

:-ral honk dealt with the situation drastically. He first proclaimed
-,:inburgh the Pro tec borate, and an Act of Grace for the offenders be-
- '52. Then,announcing the abolition of the feudal jurisdictions of
chiefs, he marched norLh,wasted and routed Mi&dleton and wasted ana
'ioa the Highlands. It was done mercilessly,and not till July of the
Lowing year was he satisfied that the Highland' rebellion was stamped
. Even then,fortresses were erected and garrisoned.
Lowlands wore similarly garrisoned,. nd the Hirx silenced. The Genera

Brnbly was forbidden. English justices were given place side by side
i -cottish,and the laws strictly administered.
measures- for policing,the zealous justice dealt out by English judges
representation in Parliament were all-to England's credit,and in Eng.

1 were regarded as excellent. "It will make them sensible from what
lege they are delivered",said one newsletter;and Dryden's lines
Lromwcll echo that.

•

".old treacherous Scotland to no interest true,
Yet bless'd that Pate which did hid ^ruis dispose,
Her Land to civilise and to subdue. "

that England was all benevolence. The English Loyalists had h. ted
-cots too much to join the in before '..ore ester. "It mattered little"

;e the author of "The Loyal ivliraclo", "whether they became obnoxious
'ne Pride of the insulting foot". The hunting down of the foot-
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refugees has been 'referred to. In Scotland,the English army hated
the Highland campaign and the Highlanders. "These ha.ee and beggarly
ild beasts", their news correspondents called them, ana their land

•. .-.it-"these western Highlands where is little notable but what is el
also notorious and abominable".

i year or two later,abuse as vehement was heard in the English Par¬
liament over the matter of Scobs representation. Prom Scotland's pe
•point of view,the return of carefully-prescribed pro-Commonwealth
lien was a .farce,but even that was challenged by English members. "It
is not for the honour of the Ehglish nation to have foreigners come
and have a power over the legislature.They are hut provinces at least."
... the session of *59, after a fortnight's hot ana angry debating,
the question of the actual rights of Scots to sit in Parliament had
to be dropped,and their attendance was then allowed "on a question
of prudence".
'.Vith this evasion,Scotland was dismissed. Her members were not to e
.it in Westminster Hall till nearly fifty years later.

II • yEg v i
■ b • ' • \

Scotland,during these years,was a defected country,in spite of the
obvi us gains of peace and ,justice,of free trade and an English sold—,
icty pay-roll circulating wealth. (£250,000 yearly, says Burnet)
Hsr land was devastated,her great f: railies -ruined,her Kirk repressed,
lore,her morale was broken. IT Of further attempts at "throwing off Eng¬
lish domination were made. But-funder this suppression ran a bitter
o is like of England. Lilburne remarked on it to Cromwell:-"The gener¬
ality of people here have a deadely antipathy against us".
Hercurius Politicus.has constant reports during '52 and '55 of eases
of murder of English soldiers.".Another notorious villane,who thirst-
el much after English blood,is taken"- "Eurthcrs are very frequent",
w typical report is-' "of the late perfidious dealings of the Highland¬
ers", or "^s for the Low landers, they are as malignant as over*, and as
perfect boots". One curious entry of J an;'54 was-"At the last going
q ey f the Highland Scots before this,the enclosed was posted upon
tie market-cross'Our ancient old enemy,the kingdom of England'.So that
you see by this, it is a nationall quarrell and not for the Stuarts."

Inevibably,of course,there was intermarriage
between the English troops fnd Scots v.omen-it had to he 'forbideled.End
'oner© were pubiio disputations between English and Scottish ministers,
•foint entertainments as it wore. But from all evidence,Lilburne was
right in the main. The kirk kept the fires of dislike leaping.There we
o deeply-felt hatred not only of "that greeting devil",Cromwell,vhe
seems to have acted on a f riend's interpretation of the Scots-"
.more and crafty people,whose buite must be freedome and profitt"t°'at of England as a whole.
qd with less cause,that hatred was cordially reciprocated,to judge

the literature of the time.
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/;r satire of the Scots becomes if anything more virulent in this per¬
iod .

Juke,for example,three pamphlets that came out in the seme month,June
cf 1651.
ibo first is by one H.F.ana is headed:-"The Scot .'arraigned, and at the
Bar of Justice,Season and Kel&gion Convinced,Convicted and Condemned
of a most horrid -find odious Conspiracy and Rebellion against the 11 at a
ive Liberty and Birthright of the Church and Free State of England."
Lis shrill abuse of "these juggling Jockeys", "a gang of snaky-headed
1 tillers", "these unchristian Machiavells", "a malign-envious pack of
Indigent contemptuous wretches", "that wretched criminal the Kingdom
of Scotland,a faction scituate in the rubbish of Christendome",cul¬
minates in "dive me leave to judge you guilty of the highest and most
capital treason* that may be concerted against the State and free People
of England.--he lock upon you as Murther.ers onu Traytors."
.'he .second, "A new and True Declaration of the "False Treachery of the
.cots against England" traces "the manifold and bloody Invasions of
the Scots into England",with"the cruelty,falsehood and unjust warres
of the Scots against England". It appends "Some Observations upon

the Country and People of Scotland,merry,witty and. true",which are
V.'cldon plagiarised,with some childish "flyting" added,on the level of
Tor the people -most of them are poor,rude,savage,ragged,shagged and
jagged-wealth,wit.honesty or good manners are hard to be found.They
are given to flattery and lying,hence their Proverbs-the treacherous
"cot,the beggarly Scot,the false Lovne "
A third, "The False Brother",or a new I,lap of Scotland,drawn by an Engli
lish Pencil",purports to reveal "many secret Designs end Dangerous
Tpects and Influences of that IT at ion on England—with the Juglings
of their Commissioners." The author traces Scotland's "ill neighbour¬
hood or deceitful friendship" from the Union of the Crowns on,though
he admits that in the 165 9 period "we then thought them all Saints".
The Scot laid in a stock of credit which hath lasted them ever since".
Fne machinations of the people are listed, even to "V/e may lay the
ding's death also very honestly te 4»heii? on the Scots." The moral is
emphatic. "Let us keep our own distance. The disproportion between
eur Nation and Scotland in our enjoyment and privileges is so great t
-hat we cannot but lose.--Vie can get nothing worth our labour end
eost in Scotland.

-t least one newspaper reviled he race as wholeheartedly.Hercurius
Volitions printed week after week during the summer of 1650 the most
thrill tirades .These .believed to be Uedham's work,were telling some¬
times, occasionally amusing,always full-bodied in theur hate. Charles

''young Tarquin",or "the Baby" or "The Thing of Scotland",whose
arrival in ^cotland"with a world of Majesty and. Vermin" is announced.
..is stay at "the old King-Kennel,Hallyrudehouse",his coronation,'" tie
l'tt rubbing up an old Kettle or V; rrning-pan",and his new fame of
^ri,us_ Covenanter" are jeered at. So also are "his beloved K-„ eta, the
•kashsnks and the Highlanders'," the Kirk "that'Monster of a scotch Stom-

v
' ''he language "canting iunglish, otherwise celled Scotch" and the

l-cople in general.
"K'orts f orn Cromwell 's invading army are padded out with jibes most
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them hoary; "not Oven Judas could find a tree"-"v.ant of victualls
proper disease of the Country"-"its champions.hunger and cold",

r/an actual letter from the north is inserted,with the surprised
find gallant Towns hitherto as most are in England". Passing

arks show sCots feelings,-for instance, their using any title for
rrrcll v;as "as current as one of their Scotch half-crowns in England",
lish. feeling throughout is left in no indistinctness: - "This rascall
ion.hotf obstinate* and malicicus they are",or "'That a peevish insol-
obsbinacie we discovered even among the prisoners!" Possibly the

ts might have "been confused as to England's dealing with them,when
and the same letter tells of the mine that was to. "blow up Edinburgh

tie-"the myne here in Edinburgh is within fifteen yards of comolet-
',wn& "There is nothing here tub love and good action."
after .pugust, end complaints that "my Satyrs are offensive", these art-

tone down. Dunbar is described with some reserve by a.different
ballads on Dunbar were being suppressed by Government.)The write^r

cms to have been a soldier in the xxrmy, and he included his own naive
•sessions of the north, "I thought I should have found in Sco t .mud a
nscientious People and a barren Country; but to Edinburgh it was fer-
le i'-r CPrn as any part of England,but the People given to the most
pud ont Dying and frequent Swearing as is incredible to be believed."

x The anti-Scottish tone is still in evidence,war
colorly during the Highland Campaign. "If you leave a Lord or a Leird
re,your Work will never he throughly done'.You must make the Common-
elth your landlord". '
ring the '52 Highland campaign,Eercurius Politicus has a very compete
t news-service,possibly by the previous J.H,.,(John Hall) of the letters.
ttle sketches of the Highlander:

Ienmore's "ramb1ing up
are thrown in,or mention of'Caterens',
and down Hill with his Barrel-drum ofones at

uavitae".
ring '5-. and '54,Scottish events
ny as six entries from different
ey make diverting reading. '
addition to those English sheets,a fresh one labelled

continue
Scottish

to be
towns

reported; sometimes as
are in one number;and

leading
liconius of 1648
*'d the movements
r.dcrs" playing fa
r the first time

masnomer as

:nis

the
the

ps eudo-^ cottislj. ones of
cotch Occurences" c^me

cotch appeared,
'45,or the iiercurius
out in '54,to re-

the north,scurrilous

of both armies,and largely to complain of the High-
,t and loose with the English for many days".
English people were supplied with ample news mention

it often was

.1. '

tire of the Scots was reinforced from another direction. The downfall
the Stuarts released a torrent of libellous "court-histories","revel-

tons" "memoirs" and the rest,and these,of course,execrabed the notion-
itj of the hated family.
ese anti-.jtuart attacks were rushed into prinj? as soon as the go"w'
a established.
f 'bithony "'c1 don's "Court and Ch rrcter of a ing James", and "Court and
•tractor of King Charles" were the first and most no tori, us, though thev"ot lhe some violence of -snti-rCcot abuse as was in the "Perfect Dc-

ayfcion—"which now crept from an illicit circulation into open, print.
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:;ir Edward Peyton', another renegade from the king's court, produced
his "Divine Catastrophe of the kingly'Family of the House of Stewart','
n tissue of libels of the Stuart kings,with frequent diatribes against
'the needy Scots who like horse-leeches sucked the exchequer dry;so
that honour and offices were set to sale to fill the LCots* purses,
end empty the king's treasure, This caused a byword,that the Excheq¬
uer reached from London to Edinburgh. Phis was not sufficent to gdr-
£e their insatiable recuests.but many monopolies likewise were erect
ed4--"
but V.'eldon and Peyton are almost mild in comparison with a third me¬
moirist,Sir Francis Osboume, whose "Traditional Memoyres on the kaigne
oi' king J unes the First" excoriate the Scots. "The beggerly rabble
attending his majesty,not only at his first coming out of ^cOtlcnd,
but through his whole raigne (like a fluent s'pring) found still cross¬
ing the river of Tweed" was at the root of every evil. "The nation
-grew feeble and over-opprest with impositions,monopolies,aydes,privy
scales—which were spent upon the Loots: by whom nothing was unasked
ana to whom nothing vias denied." "This .nation was rooted up by these
Caledonian bores"(sic)Bven the Catholics merited pity,since they were
daily "thrown into a denne of Leotchmen,which the Court did already
so naturally,resemble" "The wily Scot" drove on Union "with the fur- .

i usness of Jehu";they hung like horse-leeches on the King;in the
Ctor Chamber,"I do not remember to have seen any Loots appear as
criminals,many as judges." Osborne even rakes in all the tags that
hnd run the streets,of the type of ' \

" In Scotland he was borne and bred
load though a beggar,must be fed. "

cotland he would place with Spain as "a ruation no less distant from
the English in n ture and af:action"«
Osborne's prejudice is fully Glarendonian,and in fact brings Claren-
den-vho in these years was at work on his History-into a more normal
perspective. Frank antipathy to the Loot was obviously not a rare
thing among cuhtured men,and was to be found in a Commonwealth sup¬
porter as much as in an exiled Loyalist..

Sir Thomas Urquhart,printing his "Jewel" in London at this time,('5£)
"to frontal a Vindication of the Honour of Scotland",says "there be¬
ing nothing in the mouthes almost of all this country more common
than the words of 'the perfidious Loot,the trencher us Scot,the false
brother, the covetous Scot, and knot of xn.ves.and other such like in¬
dignities fixed upon the whole nation,for the baseness of some".
'Scotland was never loaded with.so much disreputation for covetousness
fcnd hypoorisie as it is at this present".

sis like burgeoned,of course,in the ballads and broadsides as well.
°no of the first to touch on the league between Charles and the
gcots was "Old Layings and Predictions Fulfilled",the woodcut to
'■hich was of Charles with his nose held to a grindstone by J.ockey.-nderneath werdsome biting lines beginning:-

Turne,Jocyey,turne,(for gold will turnc thy heart,
And make thee to< renounce in Ghost ~ky a part.
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jo ballade v;ere permitted on Dunbar orWorcoeter -only hymnsi-but
i one poem survives,Hookec1 "The Rout .of the disloyal Partie of hoots

c.t Dunbar" host of its hits were purloined from Cleveland: -
lio great matter, let them stay on shore,
Prop into °tyx,like Poland geese swim o'er--

The doings of the king va re stock matter for Jest,his defeat and es¬
cape inspiring "The Last Hews from Prance", and "The .Royal Patient
Traveller" and ethers.

pit when Scotland was invaded and put to the sword,"ballads jubilant¬
ly acclaimed that. "Jockie1 s Lamentation'/ exposes'with gusto the plots
of "the bonr.y,blyth and cunning Scot",from the first days of plunder,^

"A geud faith a gat a god Beaver thenl",
then their confessed aim was .-"silver and meat".,- '•

Which made us come with aw our- "broods,
Venter our Bloods .'for aw your goods

To pilfer and"- to cheat. 1 V
to

But now- the Covenant's gone, to wrack.
. ■ They say it looks like an old Almanack.

Bor Jockey is grown out of date,
Arid .Jenny is thrown out of late

v "A Medley of the Rations" and "A Medley" go to the same txuie:-

Iam the "bonny Scot,Sir,
My name is Mickle John.

1 lis I was in the Plot,Sir, -
Then first the liars "began.
1 left the Court one thousand
Six hundred forty one,
But since the flight
At V.'orster fight,
Vic are aw undone.

come relief from these,two "ballads reflect that amiable side of the
gartering of Mnglish troops in the north that Mercurius Politicus had
c.vucxlcd over* ("Our English Lads and Scotch -Lasses begin to mingle
jeer very orderly,so that there is k&rdly scarce a day but the Bagpipes
i:l'c heard at a Wedding") "The Constant -Lovers in Scotl nd",and "A

' -cottish Girl's Complaint for ah Englishmen's going away".

V

yt the single broadsheet had now its rival in popularity,the collect-
? Tike "'.'.'it' s- Recreations" , ".wit end Drollery", "Sportive V,'it", "The kv
i j^ces Merriment", "Musarum Deliciac ", "Wit Restored" , and these have little
j '-era for Scots mention. Oily in "'.Tit Restored" are there some r.nti--ccot epistles between Smith and Mennis (Uensiec? ) the two edit
' ';'fl a reprint of "The Scots Arrears" and "The Rebel Scot", luierest-
;^?lt_ too, this volume has a couple of genuine Scots ballads,one of

. ohnny Armstrong'.* A University collection, "Parnassus Biceps""uti °hly incidental euipo over the-Scots.
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in poetry proper little springs direct from ^cotland,.and her only
nloce is of ignominious dragging at Cromwell's chariot-wh.ee1,as wit¬
ness Milton's sonnet,Drydenrs lines and -Maryell's "Horatian Ode"lines.

While -darwen streams with "blood .of ^cotts inibru'd,
had Dunbar feild resounds thy .praises loud, , (

gnd Worster's laureat ■ 'wreath"--
: cng - Milton. •* - ,

And Marvell:-
The Pict no shelter now shall find, - ; - '
Within his party-coloured mind, *

But from, this valour sad, . '1
Shrink underneath the plad.

Happy if in the tufted "brake ' '
The English hunter him mistake. .

not lay his hounds in neere, 1
The Caledonian deer.

Ana '"allor; -

A race unconquer' d i by this. Clirae made bold,
The Caledonians,armed with want and cold—. —

Here Pbreign Cold no more shall make them come,
Our English Iron holds them fast at home .

i \
IV.

It was the drama that showed a deeper imprint of popular feeling.
The theatres continued shut,but plays appeared in print ,as fathom"s,
or in reprint as Brome's.into whose "Court Beggar" topical jokes about
Scotland and her"thrifty Covenanters" were slipped:-

"You shall have all content the country yields,sir."
"What! I shall have Oat-bread,Ale' and Bagpipes,shall 1?"

Tatham,sound Scot-hater,has his Scotch Mountebank sketch in "The Dis¬
tracted State" published in 1561,and a year after,"The Scots Piggeries
or a knot of Knaves" was issued.
lore the major .plot, the knaveries of four Scots, Jocky ana Billy .beggars,
Folly a court-fool,and Scarefool a soldier,is meant as a rough alle¬
gory of their country's evil ways. Jocky,a successful beggar,meets
-illy, a poor fellow-countryman, find teaches him the whole art of pros¬
pering by begging.Polly turns patron to them and suggests that for
Itrther success they become doctors. Jocky,town doctor,sells his
boluses to Bmallfaith,a magistrate and his wife,who at once turn dis¬
loyal and rail against Government,to anything,a parson,who attacks
tne Church,and to ooongull,a citizen,who inveighs against the Court.
-illy is equally successful with a "pell oS sedition" among the rus¬
tics. Hcarefool,a tattered and braggart Boots soldier,is meanw>i 1 •:
commending himself to the citizen's wife.
ji English soldierjhesolution,and a magistrate,decide to lay ail four

the heels. Ccar.efoo 1,challenged,shows himself coward,and after an
ignominious kicking,is sent to prison. The other three are caught,ar-
•iugned, and Jocky and Billy deported to "some foreign -parts".



 



.'he satire ana exposure is uncouth and bludgeonly,meant only for pop¬
ular taste, and the dialect is atrocious:-"Y/eel,Gcotlond}.weel, tow gaff-
ut me a mouth, Anglond men find me met", says Jocky,-or "A sude "be me
contremon by's scratin an scrubbin.-.. leokes like ^cotlond itself,bar
em naked".
The characters are cut to the usual Ecots pat tern,hypocrites,beggars,
liars,sedition-mongers. "Ye rnon carry sem show o holliness vy ye, an
profess aw for thayr geods",instructs folly. "Ise fioownreight Scot,
ov/ verity an honesty" is Jockey's boast. "I can carry tvra feces under
-on hood. I can be a sent an 1 can be a deil,gif. ye ha v/irk fdr me,
doctor."is Scarefool's. ■

. ;
There are several outbursts against the English belief in the Scotch
''doctor". "".ho can .cure the citiSen of his headache,but the Scotch doc
tors?V/ho their wives of the toothache but the -Scotch doctors? file Scot
doctor is all in-all.The Kirk will take no physic but of.the Scotch
doctor;the country will be cheated by none but by the Scotch doctor;
the Court and gentry' will be beggared ,by none.but the beggarly Scot¬
ch doctor".
Curehold pronounces the final English verdict on the four knaves:-

"'That do you find' them now to be but rascals?
Here mountebanks that have,instead of cure
Bred strange diseases and distempers 'mongst you.
Jugglers that looked you in Uhe face ana told
You a fine tale to keep your senses busy,
"liile they did pick your pockets." /' V

and on the people as a whole as
A nation, proud and arrogant as the beggar,
That when h'as got a bonnet 'hove the wearing
'.Till scarce bow to the giver; All the service
They ever did this nation was to help
*he people eat their victuals,ana share their fortunes."

ihe play has no dramatic value,but it is amusing topical patter,and
being printed while the English forces were still in the highlands,
'."as poobably relished. A critic of some sir naing,V/instahley,even
thought the play "displays them (ija./bhe scots) to the life".

-mother farcical portrait of a boot is drawn in "The hump or the ^ir
-'or of the Late Times",a 'later play of i'atham's. Here Johnston of V/ar
riston is lampooned as Lord Stoneware,a corrupt turncoat and venal
time-server.

"To what kind of Government stand you effected?"
"E'en tot what ye plase.Sir.

-o is to be bought. "Scots, we know, generally are greedy of gain, and
trace v;e have made him President and sensible of our secrets, 'Tis re-
'tisite we do something tostdp his mouth". But Stoneware brazenly pre¬
sents his own "smfflication" for £3000.(Half such a sum will buy all
motland" says an English voice) and an annual pension is given
Eunz, Sir, ye ha won ray Heart ",saus milord.

is coarse-tongued,has his "blithe tale of a Scottish pudSin .ill
S'r ye av; tell laugh"cnd his lying boasts of his own kin*. The end of
me lay sees him reduced to hawking ballads and cobeh spurs in the
~"ndon streets.
mother reprint, an anonymous olderplay ,has a Border beggar railing j.g.-•indt oho .cots, sign that anti- > e o t animus was to the popular taste.
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V.

if the accession of King James and the arrival in London of «cobs
courtiers,merchants,adventurers,sorners hhd meant a felt impact he
tveen ling land and Scotland, the events of these twenty years from
the signing of the national Covenant tothe Restoration made a much
more violent and'morn telling one.
The earlier period had been one of more or less.surface contents.
The English were traare of the Scots chiefly in their 'swarming' and
1 shoaling",in their interloping at Court,in the professions,in the
City,cognizant ef most of their rough dialect,their lack of polish,
end their meaner standard of living, .hut even from these surface im- x

presoions sprang a.dislike and contempt that justified the superior .

nation in making' no effort towards more intimate knowledge. ' To sug¬
gest a parallel,it was a case' of having a colleague pitchforked into
office "beside one by Questionable influence, a fellow of repellent
traits,overconscientious,pushing,a man of no "background",of no per¬
sonal attraction. His presence had to be accepted, thoixgh mercifully
one need take no steps towards a-better acquaintance. That in rough,
excluding for the moment the favourable advances from 'E2on,had been
the first relationship between Englishman and Scot.

But those later years of stress,smashed•this surface equipoise,
dualities crashed through,as a stone crashes through stagnant scum.
In those crazy gyrations of alliance,co-operation,war,incorporation,-^
the countries were forced into Knowing each other. Ana it was a Know¬
ledge gained at first hand,through actualities.

here were Scotland's troops,especially those barbarous creatures her
Highlanders,actually in England. "Lord,the nakedest fellows 'hat ever
I sew!" a foreign enough spectacle to produce an excited pamphlet,
"On his Majesty's fas sing' through the Scots Armie". And the northern
and western counties had ample chance of -knowing them,having to en=-
durefor months their forced levies and their petty plundering. '

Here again were Scottish Commissioners,and the finest of her preach -
crsvreaiding in London. Even Clarendon remarked sourly on the town's
interest:-"So great a conflux and resort by the citizens out of hum¬
our and faction,by others of all quality out of curiosity,and by
oome that they might better justify the contempt' they had of them".

Through these,and the demands they made,the
stands, they took, the Scottish Kirk became an actus Lity. An unpalat¬
able revelation that. The average Englishman was not only staggered
by the power of the Church over the 'people-"an ignorant and insolent
clergy"fwrote Clarendon hotly,-but was shocked at its overweening
claims in the state,,and especially at its attitude to the monarchy.
- undergo, nt ally the Englishman did not undc rstand Scottish r ligl ,

either in the individual .or in the state. That a minister c-.^Id ro-
uind King that he was only "Cou's silly bassal" art. sheer "cOurdi- •

•iccs","orazenness.. Lour persistence over Covenants, a hatred in blood
CQI bone of episcopacy wcreas incomprehensible. ('The English of
course,had-never known the long tortures of persecution')
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the outlines of the .Kirk grew starkly clear, there came the further
realisation of a Scots nation,different and distinctive.
Ji English army of occupation-over 1-5000 in '53- .was sent into ^cot-
iond ,to see it for the first time at first-hand,as they marched thr¬
ough She 'Lowlands,or lay in -carters at leith.or miserably patrolled
the highlands. kith it vent newsvriters end publicists. Their surpris¬
ed comments show new light breaking in. William Clarke's letters to
the Speaker of the House of Commons are. full of "discoveries"-. "This
lb a mountainous ajid an odde country",he writes from 1 furbet"The
h'Ople very simple and ignor nt in the things ofjlod, and some of them
live even as bruitish as heathens"> or after attending the trial and
torture of six alleged witches, "It is'probable there will be more of
trie kind of Amboyna usage,but here is enough for reasonable men to
comment upon." (For a striking contract with Ccots opinion,mark
Btillie's letter'to Spang:-"There is much witcherie up and down our
lsnde; though the English be but too sparing to. try it—•" )

Through just such matters as these witch-burnings came the hihanalysed
realisation of a different national psychology.
"he "nglish tox> had their witch-trials,but not the'torture.burnings,
or stranglings at the stake. The brutality in that they felt was close
to barbarism.
In the Highlands ..again, they saw the gibbets of the "leirds of the \
nannors", as one newsletter spelt it. Here was a land feudal and law¬
less still.
-•ven the Lowland civilisation was alien. That bugaboo of Democracy,-
suspect as -Bolshevism to-day-and one of iledham* s bogies:-

a Scot e-nd Jesuit hand in hand,
First taught the world to say,

That subjects ought to have command,
.aid princes to obey. "> ' •

Then both agreed to have no King,
The Scotchman he cries further,

'Ho bishop'- 'Tie a goodly thing,
States to reform by murtheri

y.o in clear evidence there,in English eyes. Scotland was equalitar-
i-an. That difference too the English felt,and recoiled from.

rp'cet by facet,an actual Scotland came into English ken in these years,
p'is process disproved once more the old .platitude of increased know¬
ledge meaning increased understanding. Scot ana Englishman knew each
■Elicr far better, and disliked each other far more.

1" of
it was sheer unlucky circumstance that was to blame,the•c
the Scots in the field,for instance,and- the rancid ill-foelinover money-payments. xiad the latter been avoided, the stinrna of selling

xmg would have been avoided,and relations been far better.
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Donne was one of the very few v.ho essayed to
sketch the Scot in'character1. In "Paradoxes
and Problems",(1652) is a "Character of a -

Scot at the First Sight",a brief satiric anal¬
ysis with the stress laid inevitably on the
Scot's upstart ways and beggarliness.



M'tly,however, it was an inevitable clash, as the positive individual¬
ly of the one nation was at last really felt by the 6ther.
ad recent history was as ruthless as Alice's Duchess in pointing' th

oral,-that for better or worse,the two countries were inaicsolubly
inked. Scotland had proved that in the simplest way by what a large
rction of England regarded as foreign invasion-deliberate interfer-
r.oe. It was no cr.tc now of regarding 'the. 'other race distantly as
olleague. She brutal truth was reached,6hat they were brothers.

::e residuum, then,a gain in knowledge,offset by an accrued dislike,
he ^cots church ahd the stain of hypocrisy and cant on her;the Scots
ution of venality and treachery. Old jibes: about .Buchanan, the king-
iller.or the jest of "They c r"e not much for Kings;most of theirs
:ve died by poison or traitorously" were'revived with avid acceptance

better Knowledge of motives in b-edttish policy would have wiped
.ay part of this discreuit.-But an unbiassed news-service was still
3. seek, More serious absence was that of any unprejudiced chronicler

istories,so-called,appeared very slowly,and then were frankly pro-
jot, (a meagre class) or anti-Ocot-a numerous.

1. 1

lomes may, * that "most servile wit end mercenary pen" , according to ^ar
Ail,had a"Breviary of the History of the Parliament of England" in

Ant by 1650,and since it was practically commissioned by the Common-
iialth it was cautiously tactful.^jenzil Holies' "Memoirs" are pro-

about the Scots.
:ot,by virtue of their author's acid hate of the Independents; Bastv-i

ick has something of the same motive'.
ie- ''Collections" of Aushworth, and the "Memorials" of V-hitelocke pro-
lsg more dispassionate writing,but they range themselves from the out-
t against the "cots, kushworth's apostilling of events is .:n the

ones of "The rude Covenanters scat ter Infamous Libels, justify ing
ic-ir own wicked and rebellious Courses".
litelocke is "unexpectedly fair as an anti^Scot commentator. He is
lique in describing the scotch troubles without angry abuse,and more
sique in prefacing the account with a two-page sketch of the course

'

religion in ^cotl nd since the deformation. Yet evn in his "Memor-
-ls",end far more in the memoirs and chronicles by others,there is

1 understanding of why the Covenanters first acted as they did,or g
'"w insupportable the forcing of the liturgy was. 11 e never questions
tat the Coots were in the wrong,and that early phrase of his-, "a for-
Ajj nation,proud and subtle" is his instinctive feeling. He writes

ijfipcrate-ly, though, even if he accentuates the dictatorial ways of th- •
'Miscioners,or their constant haggling,or mimics Loudoun's br.

!cent. Until the events of '47 and '46 no rancour or deliberation
stortion of facts appears. But from these years on,party antagonism

> "A-c. him write abusively. By 1650 he is damning "a Hir.-c whose re iirrio
formalioy,and whose government is tyranny,a gene ration of very hy-

°c 1 v11 i11esVobii(teV"°'n G° osfchs or C0Vf-ii;-ats can bind,no courtesies



 



rhis later V<hitelocke lias his literary peers in dislike. There is S.r
.'ohn Hramston, the famous lav.yer and Clarendon's friend, in whose ".auto¬
biography" Scottish motives are'always of the worfcfc. "The Scots rehel-
led,being hired th reto "by the factious Puritan party1.' The invasion
v.ss "How sedition was ripe, end they made religion their pretence."
in the seme fashion,Sir Philip warnick in his "Memoirs of the deign of
Charles I" explains the ocotch troubles as "due eit .er to the bruitish
unnatural descont^of the waters of populacy,or the artifice of the g*»e
great nobility",a question "too hard for any man of another nation to
determine". He traces very scrapnily "the designs of the pretended
godly but really rebellious Covenanters",relying often on contempt¬
uous short cuts,like:-"We will leave these Ecots for a time, lurking
in their den for a'new prey". The Scots were to him canting,double-
dealing, self- interested rebeld,led by treacherous Hamilton ana Loud¬
oun. Only once nab he praise of them,when they fought at Worcester
'like a stout and warlike people". Montrose of course he admired,"that
rest brave loyal °cot",who"to admiration did defeat so many of the
.loots rebels",but he is not suf icent to redeem his adversary Mrgyle,
far less the rest of the nation.
.jad this English loyalist is outdone by the Scots Earl of middleton,
in v.hose "Account of the State of'Affairs in Scotland",the ^cots out¬
break was due to "some seditious and discontented persons of all ranks
being weary of that Peace and Happiness which to the Envy of the Wor
id they had long enjoyed"--found it necessary to gain the concurrence
of the people by pretended Abuses in -Religion and Religious Worship".

This type of sentiment appears even more strong
ly in Sir Aoger Menley's • "History of the Rebellions". IIan ley says with
blunt conviction "The Scots are the cause of all our Evils". The Scots
tumults wore due partly to dissatisfied nobles,who were unwilling to
disgorge Church lends, and partly to'the factiona of Presbyte rians.Over
the selling of the King.&anley grows declamatory:-"After some formal
disceptations to heighten the Price of their Treachery,they at length
resolved to deliver him up. .aid he was' delivered to the English Rebels
by his native unnatural Subjects of ^cotl:na,with all the circumstance
of irreligion,of Impiety,of Per jury,of Treason and of detestable Ava
rice". •

Pais is almost on Clarendon's level,and it is to 'i.arendon one really
turns as commentator on this whole period. It is at this time,(between
1647—46 ) that his original narrative of events,the "History" was penne-
later to be dovetailed with his "Life" and shaped into the "History of
tue Rebellion".



Clcrendonfs earlier "History" has two claims to importance here; the
first that, struck off in the years of action.it ^eeps.a sword-sharp
lr, press of the loyalist feeling of the day; the second that it mndhis
*,ork in general are the clearest illustration of that reaction in
literature one is trying to prove,the "bias and distortion of the first
historical work.
per one might discount half of the satiric "ballad and pamphlet matter
that has been nuottd as froth,scum,-neither literature nor coming
from any lettered class-ephemeral stuff,titillating the country for a
lay end no more. ~t Mie other end of the scale,one might discount
if was ton and Warwick and Manley as Tory diehards, their Memoirs poss¬
ibly not much more read than equivalent volutr.es today.

at
Clarendon cannot be thus belittled. His claim is of authoritive his tor
lap. He hhd been at the very centre of affairs ,'and in the innermost
councils. His tracing of events,his interpretation and comments were a*
received on their publication fifty years later,with no outcry or quest
i ning-they were accepted and admired.His "History of the Rebellion" was
-iven immediate rank as - the -elassis authority.
.'.r.d in it,where Scotland was concerned,his thesis was exactly Manley1 s
The Scots are the cause of all our Evils". - — "

.xre was his presentation ofScotland ana the Scots- thistheir role in
*.he first great history o-f the century.

The country was "but the wilderness of that garden" which was England,
8 land "which few travellers took" on their.way. Abroad,"they were with
;'ut a name ana considered by nobody", At home-(his weirds have already
tun quoted-)"fhere was so little curiosity either in hte Court or the
Country to hear know anything of Scotland or what was done there, that
'Ten the whole nation was solicitous to .mow what passed weekly in
Germany or Poland,,no man ever inquired what has doing in Scotland,nor
"2d that kingdom a place or mention in one-page of any gazette.So
little the world thought or heard of that people".
Ene race are "a nation which excelled in craft and dissembling"-"a wat-
shfui and crafty people"-"the principal of" whom unrestrained by con¬
science, and only intended their particular advantage and ambition"-
'ihet insolent people"-masters of dissimulation and had equally malice
tPd wickedness in their intentions". Most frequently they are "these
Terrain".
.heir army was cowardly and worthless,"always boaton by great inequal¬
ity of numbers";their leaders "of all men least to be trusted". The
pnief nobles are one by one libelled;-Lauderdale had "no impediment of
honour to restrain him".Loudoun was "obnoxious for his loose and vic-
k'tit "life which was notorious";Hamilton's"masterpiece was dissimulat¬
or."; mgyle,more"suspect than any man".Te Scots Commissioners were "men of vile artifice"; the Scots c"1 •

n.bolent^ and ignorant "-"their senseless and wretched clergy f-.^e in--•-•ctious breath corrupted and governed the peohle" ;.nd on the peooletheir leaders
^ in to to, Clarendon exhausts his abuse. They were'

-generous and dissimulating,self-seeking,hypocritical,venal,cowardly
comp acent, ignorant of private or national honour."V/hoever believed
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♦.hat these people could "be contained by any obligations,divine or hum
? " I ?f
Clarendon had never been in Scotland,but he sketches fluently a land
over ty-stricken arid uncultivated,v,'ith its barbarous-people, its indig¬

ent end proud nobility,its utter lack of any religion other that 'an
entire detestation of Popery"'"In Scotland.no form of religion in
prtctice.no liturgy,nor the least appearance of any beauty of holiness:
the clergy for the most part corrupted in their principles". Its Bres-
byfccrians were anathema to him, "a very dangerous and seditious people

ho v.ould under pretence of *>eligiea conscience,which kept them from
ulmiitting to the spiritual jurisdiction,take the first opportunity
they could find or make to disturb and withdraw themselves from their
temporal subjection." lie describes their methods. "fhe Presbyterians (

.how 1 mean the, Scots)formed all their counsels by the inclinations
and affections of/the people, and first considered how they might cor¬
rupt and seduce and&aspose them to second their purposes". Similarly,
the dealings of their Commissioners were all"villainy and wickedness ",
'the vile artifices of the Commissioners- to draw the king into their
lends,and their low and base compliance and gross folly in delivering
'-.in up, and lastly their absurd and merchandly trafficking with him for
fie price of returning to their allegi.nee."-typical language.

« s

lorne individual Scots win his admiration, the Earl of Clone aim, for in¬
stance,and on the whole Montrose. He despises the latter's character,
tut applauds his military genius and his bravery.A scrap of praise is
Hung to the Highlanders:-"notorious enough that the Highlanders in
Scotland had very good affections for the King",but their desertion of
Montrose annulled that. It is characteristic of Clarendon that he rare I
iy praises any Scot without following it 6y sonmc acrid depreciation,
aid his reluctance in praising even a loyalist loot like Q< nersl king,
"v.ho.notwithstanding the irreparable prejudice of being a Scotchman,
ordered his foot with great wisdom" is amusing.

His own "irreparable prejudice" went to all lengths. That it made him
impute to the Scots,those subtle plotters of the deepest malignancy,
ihe majority of his, nation's disasters needs no further stressing.But
it wrecked his vision and accur acy as a historian. He was driven by a
scotophobia to spy the raaohin tions of them everywhere. He found his -e
O'yn dislike buttressed by others,he avers,quoting "Strafford's known
displeasure and disdain of the ^cots":the Archbishop of Canterbury "who
could not be thought to understand" the wretched laws of Scotland; the
•kng talking of "the miserable poverty of the people and their course

life,and how impossible it was for him to live there with security
or with health--if sickness did not destroy hiin.ho should be betrayed".
Constantly he speaks of "the prejudice and general aversion over the
riioie Kingdom to the ^cots". in the same way he writes of them having
n0 cree.it abroad,when facts prove a suf. icienoy of both moral and fincn
oiol credit.

""Oreliable where Scot land was concerned,his "whole Intr rprcta t xon of its
policy as mercenary and malignant,and his holus-bolus condemnation of
wie^cots religion and the Scot are indefensible.
^ittcdly^here is truth in some of his accusations, and ample groundPc.rt Ox his hatred. His analysis ol traits of Boots character,



national vanity,humourless self-complacency,the1guid cdnoeitJ(that
- :caics from every second letter of Baillie), the Highland itch for ^

••iund< r-i.s perfectly accurate: and hie dislike for the religious jar¬
gon excusable,to judge from his ironical rcpont of the Commissioners
in '40. "I1 hey very devoutly extol'let the' Covenant .magnified the Sc¬
ottish nation with all imaginable attributes of esteem and reverence,
.a nation that had engaged itself to Hod in a higher way,in a more
extraordinary way than any nation this day upon the face of the earth
had done,a nation that had reformed their;lives for so small a time
no re than ever any people that they knew of in the .world had done, a
nation that Cod had honoured by giving as glorious success unto as
ever he did unto ahy-and very, earnestly desired the loan of LICC.CCO"

In his verdicts on Coots leaders,too,time had made his balanced audit
of good and bad in Montrose accepted;his.'distrust of Hamilton and
Brgyle is borne out by others; and his strictures on Lauderdale much
less harsh than Burnet's.

liven with those concessions;, though, there remains a violence of pre¬
judice in Clarendon -that calls for analysis. Was he exceptionally
Massed? Bid he deliberately falsify his statements about the Scot?
Ms he writing too close to events to have sane "perspective? How far
is his violence unique,how £6r common to others?

I

dome of these questions he answers himself,if not too credibly,as
v.hen he avers "I know myself to be very free from any of those pass¬
ions which naturally transport men with prejudice." facts answer oth
f:-rs. The "Life" written in retirement twenty years after the first
"History" shows more and not less condemnation of the Ceots. /aid the
more one reads of contemporary memoirists,the more widespread the
-cottish virus is seen to be. Some questions can be scored off,then.

Marendon,evidently,is not exceptional other than in his articulate-
ness. He is not deliberately malicious. The same seepage of aversion
isjseen in Mi Iton-a mind finer. It was aversion reasoned and unreason¬
ed ,but comfortably shared by others.
It sprang from ignorance and contempt.whole-hearted as Secretary Coke
"v.ho understood nothing of what had been done in Scotland, and thour'-t
that nothing that, was or could be done there worth such a journey as
the king had put himself to". Hone of these men had set foot in ^cotl
land. Milton had "cots friends like Patrick Young,but Clarendon not
even these. 11 e chose as friends only those "in their quality,in their
fortunes,.in their faculties and endowments of mind very much his sup¬
erior". In this handsome snobbery,what chance of contact?

personal factors intensified that dislike.fundamentally there was
'imperfect sympathy" more rooted than Lamb's.,His early career
Ms eyes to the menace of Scots thrusters.In his twenties lie \ as in
Mash with Hamilton,whose conduct over the Eleanor Villiors-Jermynferriage brandec him in Clarendon's eyes as a shifty "uouble-cros'-er
**jr^ His Parliamentary career he fell foul of Cromwell. In *41 he
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one of the foremost in opposing the demands of the Scots for assim-
,:jting the English church system to the Scottish. By that year,he re
rte with gusto that he was known* as one of the greatest enemies that
ctlend had. During that summer he met Charles,and was won over to
a side, and in lane of the next year finally "broke with Parliament
1 the hated pro-Scots,and threw in his lot with the'D&yalists.

Clarendon was an ambitious man,and his pres¬
ets in '42 mutt* have been unbounded. Before his death,he had certain-
•v.on high fame place and distinction,had linked himself with the
gal family. But midway in his career,the ^cots-were the reef on which
Mtion after ambition was shattered temporarily.• Charles' s execut-
n and his own exile were severe blows. Po his innate and early lis¬
le e of the Boots,'then,one has to add the relentless hatred that an
bitious man feels for those who frustrate his ambition,
he grew older,his antipathy is franker in it's expression. The Life

do some of the most virulent passages,-the "gloat" for instance,over
o country's sufferings under the Commonwealth. When he wrote that
tobiography,of course,he was in security,and was pnobably conscious
at his opinions were shared by others. Undoubtedly,he spoke for a
rge part of his "milieu" and hi.s class.
at surprises is,that his History provoked no counterattack of any
;ortance,no ' vindication of the Scottish people.' Burnet,whom one
oects to find protesting,is warm in praise. Swift annotates his copy
th zest,but entirely to the greater abuse still of the race. That
ry feet is evidence of both the effect of Clarendon1s work,ana the
•:tingness of the anti-Scot virus and its effect in literature.
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mi.

j-Vhese were the reactions in English literature,what .of the react-
ms in Scottish. Was there a corresponding resentment at work, and an
[fronted, self-chosen isolation?

ie n jarthem literature shows up bleak and sparse beside the south-
•n.but where there is-work going on, it is in a spirit of sturdy in-
r-pendence. The native prose-writers are "ganging their a in gait",
jet are pursueing that national bent for history already shown. Ear-
Ler work is published, the histories of Hume of Godscroft .Drummond of
svthornden, and hobert Johnstnn, for example. The antiquarian work of
ir James Balfour and luaule of Melgum follows. Balfour's history of
jots religious■houses is contributed to Bugdale's "Monaeticon".
:vid Buchanan edits linox's History of .he Reformation. Scot of Scot-
icrvet .plans the publication of Lruramond's writings.

:e group shows the impact of these recent affairs and currents of
dcling. How and Calderwood and Spottiswoode are all at work on his-
uies of the Scottish church,intent on the clearing of its good name
ovid Buchanan undertook to vindicate Scotland's part in the Civil Par
This "Truth its Manif iest", and subsequently issued_ "JY Short View of
lie Present Condition of Scotland". Henry Guthrie,Bishop df Dunkeld,
•.tacred his "Memoirs of acottish-affairs",'that dealt with events as ■
:r os 1649. Bishop T/xshart's account of Montrose,now published in
uland.was outdone in its- eulogy by Patrick Gordon's "Br itnine's A
is temper". (Gordon.it may be recalled ■, revpaled as virulent a hatred
i the English-"Scotland's ancient enemies",he says,as ever Clarendon ,

■-It for the Scots) Lastly, Sir T-hornas Ur quhart, "frontals a Vindieat-
of the Honour of Scotland"in'- "The Jewel" lie penned there both a

vfcnce and a glorification of pis native land,made a great roll-call
i famous Scots,military leaders at home and abroad,her writers and
cholars,contemporary and past,her eminent doctors and,so on.

o Urquhart was writing in England for the English reader,that summary
p'ht have had its. instructive value particularly since he draws at t¬
rition to contemporary writers like Spottiswoode.Ogilvy,and Alexander

he last was at that very time
,rld",ond within a twelvemonth hi

publishing hie "Ilistiry of the
'View of all Heligions"in -the V.'orld"

-th men were really .inglo-Scots,more in touch with ~nglish literature
".an Scottish,Ross resident in the south, and Urruhart "having been
"p often,with an applause hinc indc,conversant both abroad and vith-

• the four seas with many choice English gentlemen". fet both showed
- (teal Scots traits,or foibles, the latter that pride of pedigree' that
At him write his"iiantoxponox anon", and derive himself from and
•' c, 111 e former the copiousness of mow ledge - that marked the later Scot:
Aicographer and hack-writer

•rivT.-jiy nough, in the one Scots poet of the time, known in -Engli
*fclec, the Margflis of Montrose, there is a vignette of pure Hi
••Mi:cape: - • >•

The misty mount,the smoking lake,
ihe room's resounding- echo,
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The whistling winds,the woods that shake —
Shall all with me sing heigh-ho.

The tossing seas,the tumbling "boats,
Tears dripping from each oar

'i Montrose struck-that -cots note only once.
„ contemporary,Sir William lure of Howallan,brought out verse,deal-

closely with national themes. "Caledon*s. Complaint against lnfam-
s uibelis" protests hotly against branding the boots as r. bcls; "The
y of Blood and of a.Broken Covenant" calls on the*Boots to rise ag-
nst the slayers of Charles X. But it is doubtful if cure's verse
s much known in England, Sachary Boyd's,taken as a' joke,was more liu
p_to find readers., "

c. power-house of-'Scottish effort in these years was Scotstarvet and
e owner Sir John Scott. "
0 was a bountiful patron to men of learning,and they came to him fro
1 quarters, so that his house was a kind of college".wrote i*isbet. A
blither of the time calls him "the greatest Maecenas of Wit and Ber.rn
; that the ITation affords".
e praise is nQt wildly excessive. He had planne and financed the
clitiac Poet.arum Scotorum" in 1637. He (20id urged on the geographical
rvey of Scotland,arranged for Gordon of ^traloch's continuation of
sothy Pont's first map-making,and had then planned ana financed the
blication of the"!heetrum Scotiae" by the famed Johannes Bleau in
xtcrdam. This was the first printed atlas of Scotland,and held forty--
ne maps,(the majority Pont's,)a Scotiae Topographic.a of Melville,e sun-
ry of Scots history cut from Buchanan,and an1ancient history' by Rob-
t Cordon. As in the case of the anthology of latin poetry,the "Delit
e",it was work that drew Scotland admirably into line with more ad-
nceo countries.
year later,Scot hhs large part in another project,the publication of
'Esmond's works. Por the volume of verse,he sent MS3 to Phillips,kil¬
n's nephew,who undertook the editing. In *56 appeared that rarest of
■ntures.a Scots 'poet's verse, edited and warmly eulogised by an English
Her.critic. "To say that these poems are the effects of a genius the
H polite and verdant that ever the Scottish nation produced,although
be a commendation not to be rejected,(for it is well-known that that

v.nfcry hath afforded many rare and admirable wits )yet it is not the
faest th t may be given him; for should 1affirm that neither Tasto
r Guerini—nor even the choicest of our English poets can challenge
themselves any advantage above him,it.could not be judged any attrib

e superior to what he deserves." (Gould Hilton,who probably suggested
c italien comparison,have £rapod the Englis! one too?-)
°_t sav; boo to the publication,'of Pruinmond's "History-",which appeared
H a preface by a Mr ,Ilall of-Gray's Inn., In the samayear, ocot is him
if writing,ond his "Staggering State of Scots Statesmen" denounces; '
"t played by some of the Scots;, during, the last century.

concentrates in himself much that is typical of t.lie Scottish stand
of uhe time, iie was aware oi English developments, and had his Hnr

.I;, contacts .having visited London over twenty times. But there was an

SfH ln a"/9el,inp ^verde th-t purred hi,-, to centre stoutl-°Gl ess, and the encouragement of Scots writers.So too felt "



 



is difficult to shape connectedly the course of relations "between
:hc two countries as these years run out to the close of the century.
7>.cy were years of special irnpottance,"because of the new developments

'

ey held: "but these sprang erratically,now frois the Scottish side,
r.ov; from the English.

biteratiire shows unexpected reactions. In an age. of satire,for incten
cc, Scotland comes off lightly,ana league and Jenkin take Jockey's
;iace as "butt of the comic stage. At a time of "bitter commercial ri¬
valry, intellectual co-operation is markedly close. There is politica^.
. c juration and acute Scottish resentment,yet fervid Scots national¬
ists both cultivate their own intellectual terrain and take seisin of
English ground.

:h< progresdof Scotland and England can no longer be traced as one,
;br the interdependence forced by events has gone, "cot"land ceases to
i-lay a chief part on the stage of English 'politics . With the restor¬
ation .Union was dissolved,and the northern kingdom left to 'dree-its
oin weird' x
intermittently.mutual concerns continued to throw them into contact,
but it is sheer delusion to regard the Parliamentary Union as climax
■to a steadily increasing rapprochement during these years. So far \as
politics were concerned,Scotland only arrested English notice when
tone rebellion or pipt or party threatened English peace,or commerc¬
ial 'thrusting' touched English purses.
Concurrently,however,Scotland made such rapid leeway in matters intel
lcctual that she began to draw English nttention through the v.ork of
bcr scholars and writers,and to force a place for herself in English
literature.
-'bus the same decades that saw wide breaches between the two peoples,
national separation,trade conflict,an English army suppressing a Cov¬
enanting rebellion,saw also a closer linking of parties,of scientific
and antiquarian scholars, and the entry of -'cots into the intellectual
and literary and newspaper worlds of England. (

11.

gelations at the outset, the Restoration,were of the least promising,
•no Union dissolved ^.England end Scotland; separated with feelings most-
ay bitter. Clarendon remarked 'that such- a 'Union was "too daring to con
Enue under any givernmant less tyrannical:than that of Cromwell".
*201 land regained her Parliament, the: English ' forts were -destroy "
;;R garrisons withdrawn .But EpiscopeeyEw :s left in the asccrh.' , .am

lonU struggle for Presbyterian toleration; was to comc. Commercial]!
v;as cut adrift,placed precisely :on the footing: off- foreign nation'•a left . ith a darkening prospect of declining brhde.poverty"and iii-

beggary. IIei political affairs -dro^ pod to,being "private busi
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ir.ess" between the King and the Secretary i'or Scotland,a commend-
t-olicy to judge from hurley's "1 think it .very unfit for any one

« are to meddle with "cottish affaire which-' are so much out of the way
.; eur comprehending". The centre of English political 'action shift-
o' cv.ay from cot land to foreign wars,cabinet cabal, vexed Church and
.uccession questions, and it was only in so far as Scotland's diffi¬
culties might increase England's that any hoed was , paid to them.

'.'r.cre was one revival if the question of; Parliamentary union, in 1669..
jut national antipathies were "as strong as in 1604-7. "You cannot im-
•ine what aversion is generally felt in this kingdom to the union,

.i.e endeavour to h,ave made us slaves by garrisons, ahd the ruin of our

.rede by severe laws in England.frights all ranks of men from having
«':o do with iingland,"wrote Lauderdale to Moray,

ir.c -nglish were equally averse, scenting possible Scots gain, and they
..tone-walled every claim,every reference to traditional privilege,
'.."nab privileges? We know no privileges?"
After a fruitless three months debating between the two groups of Com
siesioners,the project was dropped,"in Mutual Jealousies and a gener¬
al Dissatisfaction". ■ j
Cne I.nglish tract had heralded the affair; "A Discourse upon the Union

i of Lnglnnd and Scotland".which urged an incorporating union,since "now
for above sixty years, fel'low-sub jects,--and all diversity of manners
being almost quite extinguished by the Mutual Commerce ,and Conversat¬
ion which hath passed in this time." It centred complacently oiS "will
.this beja thing grateful to ling land or no?-will the trade of Englandbo encreased or diminished?",and answered as tactlessly that there
vould be "for some time a discomposure" in-English commerce.
-k typical of Scotland's line of thinking was an Edinburgh pamphlet,
The Grievances of Scotland in relation to their trade with England".

(it is interesting,though,to find Dacon'e Union tracts being reprint¬
ed now in Edinburgh. ) ... ,

let the move towards Union had come from the Scottish side,urged by
the miserable state of the nation's trade. However much the north de¬
tested England,it never ceased to-eye enviously those trading and man
tfecturing privileges at home and abroad that Union would have opened

♦ u'ne of the "monstrous concessions" of the Treaty of Carisbrooke was
stch a sharing. How,even at the height of her aversion to Englond.rhe
v'us willing to moot Union.
Hie Commonwealth had left her industry at a low abb. -s Cromwell had
taid in '58,"I do think truly they are a very ruined nation". The Ne¬
stor at on brought no improvement, for the tightening tariffs of Eng¬
land and France hit her hard. The navigation .net of 1660 had been en¬
tirely in English interests and "cotland's retaliatory navigation and
tuetcrns -cts of her own had failed. Severest blow of all was the Engl
lish V.'ar with Holland,which crippled Scotland's trade with that nativr
-be continued it illicitly, as she did her trade to .-merica. En--
'•■s suspici -us and angry, nittle v.-onder then that the propce .l ior
p-ty commercial union was eyed askance.
-cote indignation grew. "V/e in this Kingdom are wilful and proud an ct

r necessitous even to beggary,so consequently a ticklish people to deux
^.wnotekothes. The straitenod-years continu&a.England felt no
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111.

That aid concern her was the menace of the Covenanting troubles,
vaguely understood but dreaded.

:o modern thinking,few chapters in "cots history are more pungently
r;cottish than that which holds bullion Ire en and Drumclog.the hill-
tide conventicles and the persecutions of the west,Dalziel and bur¬
ner and "bloody H&ckenzie",Cameron and "that blessed saint"nenwick.
It has race. It reveals the very roots of Lowland Scots life anil eh
character.-How for did England catch that revelation?
It is integrally Scottish. In its day,it was a matter of bitterly-
held doctrine,and force,and crime and dark suffering. Low it has
b- en "composed" with a reverent admiration into a picture of tragic¬
ally splendid /struggle.-How far did Engl-nd .see it as such?

Cctn the contemporary diarists,Evelyn,Pepys,Sir William Temple,Lutt-
rel.the historians and pamphleteers,Manley.Oldmixon,White Eennett,
KchardjBoyer.L'Estrange,Defoe- and,best of all for public opinion,
the news-sheets of the time. One actuality emerges,that English at¬
tention was scanty,irritated,apprehensive and invariably prosaic.
Jo English, eyes, it was a matter of a canting and pestilent sect,e~<-
v.reeking the public peace by unpardonable rebellion.

Only the nonconformists in England were naturally linked in sympathy
general gaping of "the nonconformists as to the issue of the dis¬

turbance in Ccttland" Went one report to the state. L'Estrange recoil
ected jeeringly:-"You remember what a fellow-feeling there was here,
in this very City:what Prayers and Supplications wore offered up for

» our Poor Distressed Brethern tin Scotland",
of.icial reports in the Calendar of State Papers speak of the Coven¬
anters as "fanatics","these rebels","cowardly fellows","a rude inde-
gesteti rubble1'; and the nondon press (eg.the London Cazette and observ
r.tor ) condemns with horror "these rebels" , "these bio tors" , "that arch-
villain, Cumron", ''the execrable murderers of Sharp".

were is the reporting of the Pentland bising in the ronton C-azette,
whose pages,by the way,have rarely an entry from Lcobl nd atall.
-'•t the end of November, there is negligent mention of a riot, "the occas
ion not known" . Then in a tail-column entry f corn C .rlisle,burner1 s
seizure is announced,for "his severity (they pretended) in exacting
fines upon Nonconformists". Prom Dumfries next,a note of "mutineers—
'."ambling about, amongst them several thieves --but few arms, we me#
suddenly expect the news of the suppression of the bioters .and the
vestaurat ion of peace to these disquieted Countreys". The fourth
ffiention gives a half-column- to military movements; and in December
-6 "tbe host Exact Account of the Defeat given to the bebels in

lcotland"-"out of the express sent from Peniandf sic )iIovernber g. - ■
two-column dispatch by an eye-witness. After this,come onl;.
g-rences,dwindling to eight lines:-defeat has "put • n t.r.cl to their
resigns and our disturbances",prisoners are being 'tried, and Che
°ot used. Then all mention stops,and with it,Ecutland ceases once

to be "news".

f
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;;.c course of Pepys' diary entries are. similar,from a vague "all the
.a course is about some trouble in beetland,but nobody can tell he
•.rath of it", to an alarmed "four thousand in■ arias,which is very ill

e-Jod deliver us from the ill consequences". Then he is reassured
the,"duke of York saying that the hieut-Genera 1 there hath driven

•.hem into a pound somewhere towards • the mountains". Finally, "So to
ied v. ith more cheerfulness than 1 have:-done .a. good while to hear that
:or certain the *6ootts rebels ore all routed"'.
resale's diary shows equal relief,and elation that "there could be no
mom loft for no reflection .iipon this accident,Since all was brought
lo pass by the .Scots government and forces". Lven —arvell, later pro-

' .cot,hopes "this night's news is certain of their 'totoll rout".
■ ".hot London'felt; about the rising can bo guessed from the acceptable

staging of two anti-Scot ploys:-"Sawney the Scot",put "oh four months
» lifter the suppression and again two months later; ana "Brennoraljr",
i revived and staged in .August and October,1667 and 1668.

•he systematic persecution that followed,and the terrifying quartera
♦ *ng of the Highland Host,roused .little comment, less sympathy. L'Lst-

vange explained it as "They grew more Outrageous-than - ever—so bold
2nd numerousvthat the Privy Council was forced to bring down the High
landers upon them,and to quarter them in the best". Hot till the narr

* Olives of Oldmixon and Defoe is there condemnation. ,
. ■ \

''Headline" cases attracted far more notice. The hanging of Mitchell
1 inspired Marvell's."Scaevola S c o t o -Br it annus ", and i»r Hickes "Hav iliac
7 .cdivivus"; and the murder of Sharp was a-sensational atrocity, spec-a¬
lly worked up by the London press-1'., horrid murder','yesterday committ¬
ed", "a wicked nd abominable action".

i ith brume log, Lothv,'ell Bridge and the Cameron Hising,on entry from
i.Yburgh heads the Gazette*s columns. "Certain scandalous and Jrait-

•:rous Tapers, the Hebe Is' Declaration" are printed, a chasing "sixteen
-lies through the mountains"--(all Scots events ere reported against
fne vaguest of backgrounds even until the '15); a mi lit a y despatch dc.
-eribes the battle of Bothwel'l. Bridge , and,without comment, the impris¬
onment of the "rebels in am "Enclosure with high balls round it, at the

•if Grey Friars Church". The Cameron Hising had less attention.-
be had the good news of the rebls being bur ten"-and"that arch-villain
Junron, the king-leader of the Field-Cor.venticle-Preachers" .

fie Observe tor ran to wild reports.however,of the rebels being Jes¬
uits in disguise,and printed Bhort Hccount of the Jcsuites Insurr¬
ection in Gcotland in the shape of Presbyterians,their Obstinacy and
ingratitude." In October it quoted "The True-Blue Protestant Hercury"

■ Hch began:-"be are informe d from Scotland of en unparalleled Sever¬
ity exercised upon the nonconformists of that kingdom",and coiaxen'

Ore., of Obstinate Implacable Hebe Is--declaring their a.cs.1"
destroy the king and the Church from off the face of the AA-

it bo celled a Persecution now,by all necessary G,vy_ of x.aw and
Notice to crush the most Diabolical and .audacious land" of Oonspirat-"rL ^Jl) t ever took the name of Christ into their iiouths?"
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t i'Dstrenge was typical probably of only a Daily Mail clientele,
rve 11, in a letter of June ' 78 ,writes .quiet,ly, "The patience of the
ota under their oppression is not to bo paralleled in any history"
u in November of that year,Shaftesbury caused a sensation in the
use of Lords by an amazing speech on'; the: recent treatment of "cot-
nfii- "lives, liberties, estates sequestered, the. richest ana wealthiest
unties plundered and harassed--the barbarous Highlanders brought
vn to devour theil!,and this almost without a tolerable pretence to
it'.' But what lay behind this seemingly-generous concern,was "1
sit re there can be no safety .here if those doors are not shut up

d made safe". Until that "this; Scotch weed is like .death in the
t".

, 'i .

e historians dealt-with the religious troubles .according.to their
rty sympathies. Manley's "History of the Rebellions" which castiga
ed the Scots untiringly,found these so much "barbarousness". ill!he
mults in Scotland were carried on with the same Licentiousness and
ntempt of .authority"- "Sir James Turner barbarously used" etc:
ite Hennet's "Complete History" follows- suit. The Dent land Rising
s "this dangerous Insurrection",of "rigidPresbyterians -as mutinous
the Popish Tories in Ireland". Yet he attempts analysis of the

uses,and where Argyle's Rising is concerned,admits the Presbytcr-
nd provoked by "extreme severities".
hard in his "History of Ehgland" is also anti-Scot,but. tepperet oly\
.though he writes of "the Fury of the Scotch Oonventiclers"- the
igottry of the Scotch Presbyterians" and1 the like,and omits any
ntion of the Pent land Rising.
t ©ldmixon.a Nonconformist, in liis "Memoirs-of North Britain" vehem
tly denounces•"the Tyranny under which Scots groaned"-"the Cruelti
ce committed against the Mirkmen by the High Church party'-their

crbarity"-"Did not Sir James Turner plunder the '.Vest of Scotland v
ih so much Barbarity and Rapine as to force those miserable V/retch
to an Insurrection at Pent land?;and Charles "suffered the Highland

s to come down upon the Coots Protestants "to massacre them and rob
a spoil at pleasure,which also forced them to tale arms for their
Q defence;but they were immediately.treated as rebels and butchere
thousands at Bothweli Bridge."

o ye rs 'later (1717) Defoe supplies for the first time the epic
uch.when in the third book of his "Memoirs of the Church of Scot-
ad" he gave England a most moving account of the persecution,and a
asoned appeal for effacing the stigma of "rebels". Taking as motif
hey v: ndered about in sheepskins and goatskins, in dens and caves
the earth,being destitute,afflicted;tormented", he blends impass-

neu declamation,dramatic narrative,actual documents and first-hand
counts,"repeated as near as possible in the very words",he states,

etches of men like Clavers,Dolziel,Cameron,Hackston,tales of the
rtyrs.wi fch a result that has been claimed ,.s comparable to the mc
cturescjue passages in the first "Tales of my Landlord",
t these Memoirs were never reprinted, sign of a. very lethargic recept-
n la the south.
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3ual pamphleteering war: of course pro and con,-chiefly con,though
OCCJ iional broadside like the "Declaration of the rebels in Scot-

,nu", insisted on the justice of arming against oppression.
oic; 1 however are titles like "fhe true Delation of the Inhum-

.n Cruelties lately acted by the Rebels in Scot land, with the wanner of
leir •ring of Grlasgough,iiif ling the Lord Archbishop* s House,Digging
it Bishop of xrgylls Children out of their Craves and many other 3ar
,rities;and "file Late testimony of Y/iliiam ^ogor.one of three Desper-

and Incorrigible Traytors--adhering to these bloody and Murdering
rinciples contained in that Execrable Declaration at Sanquhar"

;.1 all pamphlet ana newspaper reporting,one thing is evident,that the
ii stance of Scotland and the popular ignorance of it,had serines ill-
effects.Hot only did Scots news come through tardily and hazily:.the.
oct garbled accounts and the most wildly exaggerated came through,
1c were unchecked by
isntly doubted. As Ti

loners, "These Scotch Risings have made

my expert knowledge. Hence Scots news was con-
Lm of the Observator said, speaking for all .mn-

•a great deal of noise,but I
could never hear yet that-there was much in 'em by any formal relation"
hen broadsides like "_l true Relation of the Horrid and Bloody Llassacre

in Coot land' by the Irish Papists, who landed 60 miles from Edinburgh,
gutting all to Hire and Sword" could be circulated,the later disbelief
ir. Glencoe is understandable.

1Y.

figured in English satire"he Covenanting
•• fair amount of the cudgelling of the English Pre
cots shoulders. John '.Vilson

former through the character

■nd ballad,naturally
ibyterians fell on

:trody of "that zealous
•ng jargon,and opinions

on bag-nines. -Chat

the Jacobite-, for example, satirising
of Scruple in "The "Cheats".works in

the
a

son of thunder,Ma
of "our brethenv

Andrew",with his Covenant-
of • the Him on oath-taking

...a a

the 'oets" recards:-
John Wilson

When on

Scots felt the sting,a verse of "The Sessions

wildlystood up and
a sudden stept in
Apollo he freely

The said Eaister Wilson
.md offer'd

did stare,
a bold Scot,
ouId swear,

might pass for a sot

utler

;ect.

'Hudibras lets the Scots off more lightly than one would ex-

- The Scots your constant cronies,
Th'espousers of cause and monies,
Who had so often in your aid,
So many ways b^tn soundly paid--

hh; fun over the Covenant-making:-
Some cried.the Covenant instead
Of puddingspics and gingerbread-

'•'cl even the Goblin espouses it with his cloven paws.
rRp once is there a touch of rancour ,namely,in his lines on the

\

it!
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octs commissioners:-
--Henderson ana th'other masses .

Were sent to cap texts and put cases,
Tp pass for deep and learned scholars,
Altho' hat paltry Obs and Sellers."

dozen times in his "Characters" he has flying hits at the Scots:-
'like a Scotchman-',though he in bom h Subject of his own Hajrion.he
cr.rries a French faction within him"-he says of the fantastic man;-f
the ribald "he talks nothing but Aretine-s pictures,, as plain as the
.eotch Dialect .which is esteemed to be the most coo.ious and elegant
o; the Aind"~but, these are evidently current coin.")'

•/

*r;/den, too , has a general quip at
"A slimy-born and sun-begotten tribe',

Who
In fields their sullen conventicles found".

7or the rest,he attacks individuals. •
It is Harvell who comments most on Scottish affairs,and for the most
urt favourably. He had the temerity to praise Mitchell,the attempted
murderer of Sharp, in telling lines that begin:- , u.

"while treacherous Sharp his savage fury hates"-
ndcome to a climax of defiance:-

If Scaevola the Tuscan tyrant aw'd,
Our Scot a nobler pattern may afford.
Sharp,though you scorn your God,respect your xind, " ^

This one three hundred equal leaves behind."
•k had the greater temerity to attempt a counterblast to Cleveland's
'.iobel Scot" , in his "Loyal Scot", that eulogy of the Gattain Douglas
burnt on. his ship at Chatham:-

-.Then Aetna and Alcides are' forgot
Our English youth shall sing the valiant Seo.t."

-hat poem rose to a sincere and fervent appeal for the sinking of all
■utional differences and prejuaices:-

Hor more discourse of Scotch ana English race—
Will you the Tweed that sullen Bounder call
Of Soyl.of Wit,of Manners and of all?-
Y.Tiat Ethic Liver is this wondrous Tweed,
"l:oso one bank Yertue, t' other Vice does breed.-

'•e admits it is the churches that make the barriers,
Though kingdoms jo in,yet Church will Hirk oppose.

-t- .dmits prejudice is ubiquitous: -

Say but a Scot and straight we fall to sides,
That syllable like a Pict's Wall divides.

kt he ends with the asseveration: -

One king, one Faith, one Language and-" one Isle,
English and Scotch,'tie oil but Cross and Pile."

time v.oras fiom the ghost of Cleveland vho is cited as speaker
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Une Covenanting "ballads are few, three on Bothwell Brig,one or two on
i Archbishop Sharp. Ons, a Long fifteen verse af fair,'JJockey's Downfall"

celebrates Monmouth's victory-with a scoffing

How now,Jockie,what agen?
Does the Covenant ride thee still?

Or is Calvin reconcil'd
'Jo the Jesuit and the Deel?

describes the gathering of the rebels,and ends with
How to alter Hopkin's Prayer, -

Prom both Pope and Scot defend us, \ id
For the Turks we do not find
Half the mischief do intend us.

But for Simeon and for Levi,
Vis the Pope and Prester Scot, '■ t
Heaven confound all their devices,

---And preserve us from the Plot. >
Other songs have the same pious prayers.

.aid grant Presbytery may stay

.aid all the canting Breed, ' \
For ever and also for aye,
On t'othef side the Tweed.

Cone of the ballads ahve a novel linking of SCots ana 'Hnglish. 'v
j The .restoration had been marked by "A Pair of Prodigals returned,or

r.nglinh and Scotland agreed". Scots troops fighting beside the hng¬
lish at Tangier evoked the refrain in a'Cranadeer's Pant' of

" Hey! the brave Scottish hoys!2
end similar comradeship against the Dutch,

"For the brave hnglish,Irish,Scotch"--

The later 80's produced a small group praising the loyalty of Tory
j Tockcy at the expense of the English v/hig. "Jockey's Journey into
Sngland",for instance,"tul speir gen theit Plotting will ne'r have
en end",descr ibec a disgruntled return,"sin Loyalty is grown out of
iste". Praiso of Dundee's Hi sing led in the same way to thejeulogy

Thus Jockey the Laird,and.Sandy the Han,
They valiantly fought as Highlanders can.

. cn adverb that takes one's breath aw ay :;by-- i;tc novelty.

tf
» «

Ln drama, there were no such '-eulogistic "flights.
la the year Harvell .was ■ writing his "Loyal Scot",-and i>ir John Denhsm
'

Js demanding the reverse side of the picture,in his "Directio
1 -ainter":-

—Draw^Highland,Lowland,
Mountains •nd Flats;draw Scotland first,then Holland,
oee,canst thou Ken the Sc'ots frowns? Then draw those
That something had to get,but nought to lose."
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..acy put on the London stage, "Sawney the Scot". . -—
rhic was only a version of "The Taming of the Shrew", with Petruchio's
:..«n Srurnio replaced by Sawney,a /ajArcical Scots footman. The latter's
j.art adds nothing to the action of the play: he supplies only a
coarse and constant back-chat; and the change and the play's popular
i ty fcoem a little una ceo Tint able •
The original "Tawing of the Shrew" had a servant Sander,and i»acyfwho
specialized in dfalect parts (particularly northern ones,since he
•■as o Yorkshireman . nd a pupil of the Scot Ogilby) may hhve worked
up Sawney only as a companion portrait to his Irish footman in "The
Jommittse", or country fellow jn "Love in a Maze" . -Or the run of "The
Scots Figgaries" may have suggested a similar success.
„n the other hand,there seems a certain pointedness in producing the
piny in exactly those months when the Pentland iising had made the
Scots opprobrious,,and the first influx of disaffected vagrant Scots
v.rs being complained of. Sawney's part resurrects all the old jibes:
"I'se can a" bonny 'Scot,Sir.--aye scratten and1 scrubben"-
-e has an itch for 'siller',and greedily cadges, drink ana "his mutton
and porridge"-at others' expense. ( There is an unconsciously modern
touch in Maria's "Out, kberdec.nl ) .

..e has all the national vanity,boast's of knowingel. He eland lady v.'i*
twenty thousand puna',' but is a cowardly braggart, taxing refuge in a
constant "din 1 had yea in Scotland". Above all,he is voluble ana
coarse-tongued. *- I -

But though the part shows no advance on.even the "Scots Piggeries" in
the sketching of national character,the dialogue shows a much gre tor
knowledge of loots affairs,and a grip of actual Scots idiom. Side by
aide with jibes familiar to Inglish ears: "Jut her to the Stool of re¬
pentance, Sir", "Pub her doon intull a Scots coal-pit","Send her to the
Highlands o Scotland; there's hunger'ana cauld enough",'"Marry her after
the scotch Directory: then gin ye like her not,ye maw put her awa"-
•'.re phrases genuinely S6o11ish-"Johnny Jo'hnston's curse gang v/i*
herl "-"wild as a Galloway colt","fow as a piper","his aunsel",and a
trace that ends

Fro the dinger o the swatch to the gallow tree,
Keep us a' ,v/e beseech thee.

(V,"ould a London audience follow these, or Sawney's "Shall Saundy get
"•er a bridecake and brake oer her head, sir?")
-hat ga'n in idiom was more likely a doubtful benefit, for Pepys,\vho
-sw the play-twice thought "it hath not half its life,by reason of t
the words,1 suppose,not being understood,at least by me7
-he play was put on throe times that year,hdwever,and lacy mode the
part a well-known one. So much so,that when the Scots artist,Wright,
painted a triple portrait; of him,one was in his Scottish costume as
iawney.

-t is curious , though jthat restoration drama scarcely touch c. .cot
-and,when its satire trounce.i league and Jeiifcin so heartily, las
ymwney an exhausted interest,overdone in Civil Mar satire, or were'■me dramatist-courtiers wearied of Charles's ocrootual to.-.ic "my
-^y in Scotland"? " '
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..cstaration comedy played off town against country,sophistication
r*oinst naivete: tragedy dealt with the "bombast of Ida stern or class¬
ical or mythical princes. Scotland had no place in either,except that
ihyner's "Edgar,or the English Monarch" introduces Kenneth,King-of
..cotland., v. a thou t however any mark of distinct race.
The Restoration dramatists were exclusive in their interests. As a

heme for heroic or serious drama, Scot lend was beyond the pale.

VI,

."he later Scottish troubles,Sharp's murder ,Dr tunc log, the Cameron Ris¬
ing brought nothing fresh to the stage. Mrs Mphra Bchn brazenly pur¬
loined the lampoon of Lord A'aricton from Tatham's "hump", and reset
it in her own play "The Aoundheads",with the dialect a little more
begibberished.
T'Or fey, then still a violent opponent of V.'higgism, spaced his plays
■ ith topical sallies,such as making one of the four plotters in "The
royalist", "Sawney Scrubham, a red-haired Scotchman".

But the most successful satire of the day was non-dramatic,a "Modern
..ccount of Scotland",writ ten by Thomas Kirke, the antiquary and tra¬
veller. His friend,Thoresby,calls it "his w-ggish description",to
distinguish it from a serious account issued by him later. But "wag¬
gish" is an extraordinarily mild adjective for Kirke's fulminations ^
f-gainst "CaptSln Lucifer's own country", "whose wringled surface de¬
rives its otigin from chaos.",whose people are Proud,Arrogant .Vain¬
glorious Boasters,Bloody,Barbarous and Inhuman Butchers. Cozenage
and Theft in Perfection among them,and they are perfect English-Haters

The Egyptian plagues v/ere stillamong
"hem;hail and snow are naturalised: the plague of darkness, "applic¬
able to their gross and blockish Understandings". The thistle was
" fit emblem : it showed the land's fertility,and characterised the
vo.ee-"the bulk and substance of it, sharp and poisonous pricks".

Scottish religion was a blasphemy."They
Ac no Service Book nor Decency nor Order in^ their Divine or rather
Contumelious Service",the students' chief studies wens for "pulpit
Aeferment".
'Mrke's indictment covers all Scotland-(he had travelled as far north

Orkney )-the Highland gentry and "the strange Butcheries" of their
*cuds,and the Highlanders, " those ravenous Do Ives with two legs"; and
the now lander s; and the past-"forty kings barbarously Hurther'd" as
All as the present.
a is unsparingly voluble end fertile in abuse. The pity is that
"ith such a wealth of observation bo make,much of it first-hand and
valuable,he should merely waste it in a shrill and coarse tirade
Ast becomes monotonous. The good things are swamped,his thumb-
nrpreesions of Scots houses and cattle, for instance^ his account of
Acent Highland feud,his jests at the national weaknesses like their
Ag.ag of grace "even if you crack a nut",his mimicry of a Berwick
AUrnan, ana of on Edinburgh street-crier.
At his models were obviously llowelllor '."eldon and Cleveland. The
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.-jtter's "iiebel Scot" is appended. After it comes a naive caveat:-"
-^withstanding the barrenness of the Soil,it hath produced•some
..file Hants.One instance of which,take in that of the brave Montrose

:.o wrote, this Elegy",and Montrose's elegy on CharlesI follows.
lr-:o1 s Account must have had a delighted reception, as Thoresby says

was twice printed. . • <

711.

In spite of the stage sniping and this prose satire,it is clear that
uf Anal attack on Scotland had been replaced by party attack, just as
v.ch foregoing praise as has been quoted shows itself in origin party
,:":ise. There are only brief recurrences of united national animus,
r.d the first of these does not come until the close of the century.

between the- failure of the Union negotiations and that time.it was
.Wither individual ^ccts than Scotland that provoked English wrath,
those constant irritants in Anglo-Scottish relations,the Scot in high

your at the English court,and the notorious Scot were again in evid¬
ence.

: the former the previous half-century had seen Somerset,and Hay','the
.ing's Juggler", and the Dune of Hamilton, declared by Clarendon "more
Ateful to . the English tjan any other person". How there was Lauder
Ale,secure in his ascendancy for ten years yet,and most cordially He.
Ateu end lampooned. "The English would sooner bear a Mahometan for
their Secretary than a Scot" Ho Scot figures more prominently among

'"•he satiric "Poems on affairs of St ate". He is "atheist Laud' rdale",
'the Scotch-scalada of our Court". He is Marvell's

This haughty Monster,with his ,ugly Claws
First tempered Poyson to destroy our Lave--
This Saracen his Country's Freedom broxe,
To bring upon our necks the heavier Yoke.
Of all the Miscreants e'er went to Hell,
This villain Aampant bears away the Bell,

w is Settle's Hedob
-whose hoarse croak could sing

The saints,the cause.no bishop and no king;
"lien greatness cleared his throat „.nd scoured his maw,
Aoared uut succession and the penal law;—

To Absalom's side does* his old Covenant bring
with state rased out,and interlined with King *

Hgvhen this Scot, "in Call and Guile a second -unto none",was dismiss-
in '79,another was in the limelight of obloquy,Burnet. "Hardly -ny

trier member of the U'hig party excited such universal hostility ', :
-pciy's verdict.He was "the State Proteus", "that mad Bishop of .-.. lun

ilas 'oecn contemned by all parties all times for his intemperate
. *•; well as his immoral it ies'.' Bryd on satirised him .as Balcu
*'u fc^e 'tale goes that Swift chalked a fibald quatrain on his tornbstine.
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•.c - cot notori-60% v;as eQuail, prominent in these years, The periodic
3 flux of persecuted Scots into -iingland has "been already mentioned,
i.coe hegirae occurred after bullion Green in '67,during the system-
tic persecutions of 74-79,at the quartering of the Highland Host(78)
3d most. of all when Cleverhouse went into the West after the Garner-
.1 A '*• -L Li 1L .1*1 •

lose who sped south across the -Border were landless men, embittered
.id disaffected, afid in »a»y some cases, armed and desperate. 'There the
ould ■ they took to peddling, to the jealous resentment of i-nglish shop-
etjpers,who naturally suffered from their undercutting. ^ fair• number,
t va.s suspected, combined with crade the running , of seditious liter-
ture from illicit, London presses like Fergusson' S. ' "They came rather
jr spies than profit",was a report sent up from Cornwall .as early as
■596. In the Clovers period, "Great numbers of Scottish pedlars flock
o us" is a York,report.
hie added edge to the satire .of the sects,and jeers at Scots pedlars
.'•ft numberless-in the writings of Defoe and Swift and Butler,of 2om
eov.n and Bed '.7ard.
t v.cs their political menace that was more disturbing. Fergus son the
letter had settled in London in the £9 fifties, as had James Forbes.
hecetwo ,w ith Jdesbit and Menzies ran their -plots and their sinister
arrcspondence southwards and westwards. In the.popular mind.Fergusson
a treason incarnate.11o plot of any scope was without him; and always
here were implicated with him fellow-Scots,not pedlars,or disaffected
chool-mesters ,but Scots" lords and gentlemen of standing.
0 the Whig Plot were Fletcher of Saltoun and Baillie of Jervisvoou,
ro latter re-implicated in the Lye House,along with Corstares,Iiure of
-.alien and others. The Monmouth Lising had its Scots supporters,
"gyle, St air, Loudon, Sir 3 amec DalHJymp.le and others, and as Monmouth's c
hief confidant,Fletcher of 3a-ltoun. Into the Montgomery Plot,Sir Jcme
t'ev Lords Armando le and Loss.The Scots Plot of 170;.) implicated Lovat
nd athoi and even the Duke oi 'ue on sherry.

./r;s a record, that underlined still more darkly the epithet 1 treech-
: cm. Scot.' The tersest Lnglish comment was the reprint of "The Coat
1 .urns of Sir John Preshy. or, in which Scot It nd vat (quartered as "The
"Fid of rebellion,charged with a Stool cf -Repentance".

16 to these London no totieties,the Scots equally promi. ent on the
cottish scene. The ease of llitchell had been cause c.elebr.e: still ir.oro
o tlie murder os Sharp,whose assailants had been well execrated an the
c.idon press. As it was only a matter of six and ten pears later that

is and Dundee led their respective r isingo, individual Boots were
oviausly n.e means of keeping English dislike or at least attention
-Flagging.
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clients from'-1679 on focusted attention on the country as well.
Pump's death and the temper of the Covenanters created some conster¬
nation. The Duke of Monmouth went north to take command. His move¬
s'nbs, end the course - of the Cameron Hi sing and its suppression were

. nitten up in the news-sheets of the day. Some of the London Gazette'-
r. trios h ■ vc already "been r.uoted. Its printing in detail of Hacks ton

J lathillct's examination,with summaries of his speeches,is something
c ne oVt a 1.

lightening the interest was the arrival of the Duke, of York in lid In-
'

;rrgh in November. T.'ithin the next three years,thai visit was twice re-
;eoted. So against a "background of warfare and brutalities in the V.'cct
ith Hnglish and Scots dragoons riding down the •Conventiclers,defeating

9.em at hirels liocs and killing Cameron,against this• was set an interiu
luie of, Anglo-Scots amity.
It ran during '81 and '82. James opened the Scots Parliament,"the
-.cc bs valuing themselves exceedingly to have been the fifth Pcrlis-

nb celled by his Majesty",ac Evelyn wrote a little condescendingly.
*macs brought north with him a t-jourt and a pjjndful of interesting peo¬
ple, among theiifPepyc,and in his wake even Hnglish actors pushed north
lure were contacts between Scots and English lords,and an invaluable
fillip given fch struggling Scots culture, it is no mere chance that
it years '62,'8b,'84 see a group of important works on Scotland iss-

•ici by its men of letters, and various cultural pro jects started.

lb was an amity cultivated on the, English side with distinct purpose,
k'Vcvcr. flic Exclusion Bill of '79,and the fear that Scotland might
xec.-c away from the' desired settlement had shown the diplomacy of court¬
ing Scots complaisance. The pestilent'undauntone<ness* of the Covenant¬

ee drove home the conviction that Scotland had to be, reckoned with,
•md that she might even have a■determining part in the stormy future
Afore James.. Boots polities were essentially matter for study,^eottieE
ood opinion had to be assiduously cultivated. James set himself to the
ixk. He was astute enough to realise the asset of Highland support,
perhaps the first Stuart to do so, and diplomatically made much of both
■mghlcnd chief and Lowland laird."

•niable ballads circulated,"The Banishment of Poverty by his Hnyal High-
'•ess,James,Duke of Alb: ny" and the like. "The Convert- Scot and the
•'pot bate English", after railing against the English" caterpillars" turns

--to Men,
'.Those Honour in Anticguity

Deserves to be revived again.
Brave Scots,go eg

•a adjures them:
Dovn with your Hirk-roost.Curb them so
They cannot hurt. Take Sword in hand,
Defend your Aing from inbred Hoe, r
And York conduct you in Command.

u 'setter from a Person of '"uality"' -purported to be by a Protestant,
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.'n'tes, again, since he is Scot, is
Here Pha'leg.the lay-liebronite, is come,
1Cause like the rest he could not stay at home;
•*.Vho froi)] his own possessions could not drain,
.in onier even of Hebronitish grain.--

* Chastised,he ought to have retreated home,
But lie reads, politics to Absalom.
For never Hebronite,though kicked end scotned,
To his own country willingly returned.

The same jibe recurs in his portrait of Burnet, the- Be Ink who
Or forced by fear or by his profit led,
Or both conjoined,his native clime he i'led.-

.isappointingly,Dryden adds nothing fresh to Scots satire. He has one
hunt of laughter over the possible fate of the English actors visit-

, hp Geotland:-

V.'e have been troubled with Scotch rebels too.
Our brethern are from Thames to Tweed departed,
And of our sisters,all the kinder-he..rted
To Edinburgh gone,or coached or carted.
Y.rith bonny bluc-cap there they act all night
For Scotch half-crowns,in England three-pence hight.
Gut trusty door-keepers of former time.T ' . V
The *c strut and swagger in heroic rhyme.
Laced linen there would be a dangerous, thing,
it might perhaps a new rebellion bring,
The Scot who wore it would be chosen king

dottle is more virulent His version of the flattering reception of
h^es by the Scots was: -

Cold Hebron,warmed by his approaching sight;
Flushed with his gold and gloved with new delight-
Till sacred,all-converting Interest,
To Loyalty,their almost unknown'guest,
Oped a broad g fee,from whence forth-issuing come,
Deerees,tests,oaths for well-soothed Eosalom.

■•n view of the outspokenness of that,it seems disproportionate that
i ■ °ln Banks,whose passion for mild biographic drama made him the Drink

••ster de ses jours, should have had his ".libions r ueens,or the- Death
hary Cueen of 3cot land7 suppressed. Admittedly the play,in dealing

■ j-th diary and Elisabeth, tended to make heroine and martyr of the for-
;gr,a thing already done in French prose romances.
-nry iB "that Horthe n 'Star",

--"that sad and most illustrious Pattern
Of all Misfortunes.--

ring her unmerited fate heroically:-
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-- the Courage _y„ —
Of ray imperial .Ancestors inspire
This breast,from Fergus I to James,my son,
Last of his race,that swayed the Scottish globe,
For fifteen hundred ye rs«--

"ut as Gibber put it, the Master d'f Revels "saw Political Spectres
in it",and Banks had difficulty in even getting it into print.

,'v revert to the current of affairs between the two lands .James's
ricf reign continued to keep Scotland in prominende. The riding of

. r.r'liaraent on his accession wv.s reported at length in columns of
.he London Gazette.
Ihree months later,the fugitive Argyle had landed and was gathering
'.iherents. L melon was startled. The Gazette hastened to supply all t
.ho news available,Argyle's declaration in full,and weekly half-col-
u. .n reports of his movements,though the latter are -described very
-r.eh in vacuo, dndjonly an occasional "C applet own" hazarded. At the same
:ime it assured its readers of the "readiness ana cheerfulness" with
hich all Scotland was rallying to the ifing-a flamboyant, stroke of im-
Ainution. 'And soon we hope to have a good account of the rebels".

The Rising was over ana Argyle executed
■ithin the following month. The Gazetto,which had given it three times

much notice as the previous risings,ended with a half-column account
•T his death.Evelyn,who had paid scant attention to the "fanatics" of
'7s),noted his capture and death. The historians' comments range in
wcotd with party bias-Manley*s "perverse son of a wicked father",bal-
'icing Rennet's "unfortunate Argyle"; Bchard blaming "the Scotch male
contents",yet moved at "the piteous spectacle" of Argyle' e end.Calamy

' garding it ising ill-concerted ahd soon over. "
Lie crop of ballads about him showed Tory opinion as usual more artic-
■late and more copious, and were thus mo'stly against him. "The Rebel
Captive "-"The Ring and Parliament, or the destruction of Argyle" "The
•shells Downfall"-' "RebelIs Pled"-corry stuff all. Broadsides -purport-
a to give True and Perfect Account of the Earl of Argyle's Land-
•1? in the north of Scotland" and "An Account ox the Taking the late
i'l of Argyle and the Running - Away of the Rebels in Scotland".

■plibolious "Last '.'ill and Testament " was printed. "I, Archibald,Marquis
Argyle, the Devil's Viceroy in :ho .Highlands .Having recollected all

.• unparalleled Rebel 1 ions, Tree sons, Murdf r s, Rapine .Plunder ings, Ritche-
"oft,Per jury, Covotousness and Sacrilege " Appended was his ."Char-
kter"-"A most dextrous Artist in that prime Quality ofno ocot,Dis-
-iiiulation", and so forth. The rest was stuffed out with the common
mta-Acot sr.liies, particularly ..gainst "the Impudence of the A irk"
♦a similar vein was "A Hew Packe of Cards, rcpresc bting--the two l..tc

06; 1 lions of Monmouth and Rrgyle".- Hot till four - t ere after, ; s
he counterbalancing "instructions to bis Aon" published,to gain symr
-thy for Lagyle. * ,
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jmchronous v. ith "xrgyle's was Monmouth's rising, that incriminated
;tlier Scots,most notoriously Fletcher of Saltoun, "the person in whom
:hc Duke of Monmouth chiefly confided",said Sir John Dalrymple. For-
a;sson,too,h^:d his di.re. The suppression of this rising too was cheer,
dally acclaimed in ballads and pamphlets,and then passed from public
notice.

hut seems scarcely to have come into notice at till was the "hilling
fine",Scotland was'enduring. It was to last for three dark years, from
9)5-'68, the nation too divided to resist it. But it was not English
"news".
.A tent ion preferably went to affairs like the change of religion among
oOgg of the Scots' c.urtiers that James's supremacy, -vafc provoking,
duch apostasy was not ^cottish only,as Bryden"s case proves,but the
far Is of Perth and Me Ifor d and Sir nobert Sibbald were outstanding,
ihus when the "Poems of Affairs of State" dealt with "The Converts"
"that chang' d their Faith to please their"Zing", it is as a scandal of

Blue-bonnet Lords,a numerous score,
'.Those best example is they're pocr,
Merely drawn in, in hopes of Cains, --

.Bid reap the Scandal for their pains.
Ilalf-starved at Court v.ith expectation,
Forced to return to their Scotch Station, (

Despised and scorned by every Hation. v
XI.

Incidentally,the hotch-potch of satire in-these volumes of "Poems of
.flairs of 3tt.be" holds surprisingly little direct attack on the Scot-
Certainly, one favourite topic is "the false St.—rt race, the Idack-nin-
nies, from "grandfather Jemmy"to "these cubs of Scotland". Another is

■ he plague of Scots and Irish:-
Scotch Vermine,Irish Frogs,French Locusts,all
That swarm both at St James's and Whitehall.

•{' as one angry poet says: -
The Scots and Irish homeward shall resort,
And swarm no more about the'English Court.
The one industrious,T1other rich shall prove,
Both shall grow honest,both shall English ldve,
E'er I give o'er to lash the fulsome slaves.

• depressed pattiot laments England as
Unhappy Is land--
- - - now thyself become a colony,
The Scots and Irish are reprized in thee.

rat only the third group, the lampoons on individual Scots, is of any
p^Et. The satiric lash falls on Lauderdale, (the most amusing touch is-

the "Sale Advertisement" that includes "several Hiding Sorts r-f she
"pint True-Blue Scottish fidelity, laced with the Covenant : sui Lined
ith Popery,made by the Lord Lauderdale's own Taylor;may be worn eith-
•^sitie outmost,as occ sion shall serve. )and on Burnet ,^r Frazier,'t-thor 1 ,nd"our northern Hero" , who.

Vjhat e' or he' under took, prov eu for tun ate,He often stole,but never et was caught. snd Id e Iford.
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:th Janes's downfall and one Devolution,Scotland had unexpectedly
if. le to do. Boots exiles abroad played important roles,but Boots
t hone scarcely any.

illiim's accession and reign promised admirably to further „nglo-
• •attieh relations.
t hod,in the first -lace, a tonic effect on the national morale of
i-.itland. The re-estabLishment of Presbyteriynism and the re-opening
i on Assembly was both an infusion and a liberation of vital life,
heed lay the possibility of peaceful years to develop her commerce,
r. slowly improving, and. her arts. The Boots nobles, assembling in
er.don felt themselves again of some weight, and possibly nearer equal-
V v.ith the English in a Court where Carstares was in power, "called
t court .Cardinal Carstares" .wrote Itacky.Burnet' very much in evid-
:cc and favour,and Secretary Johnston something of a factotum.
..." cnce.^cots credit stood high there.

. the second place,the Whig and Presbyterian ascendancy knit togeth-
these par ties, regardless of north or south,as it did the English

r.d -cottish Jacobites and Episcopalians .-..And "'in this stiffening of
'"ties,the division of nationality seemed at first-three parts eras-

V ' » \
.uc events in Scotland -during the early part of "iliiara s reign at-
'•ietcd less attention as Scottish events,than as affairs of party.
lace, too,the Jacobite press was necessarily subdued,Dundee1 s rising

a much less notice paid it than Argyle' s»
ic Casetce had occasional small paragraphs--"The Viscount Dundee
Ou'Lts up and down in the Highlands where his party is so inconsider*
*le that he will hardly avoid falling into the hands of the troops
• pursuit" Hut only for a report of Ailliecrankie docs Edinburgh
■p the column;and Dundee's death is worth only a postscript^

Casette was no guide -fee as to real feeling about Dundee,however.
■e ballads that ran round the town and that survived tenaciously as

2 other ballads did,prove that very soon he was regarded as a hero.
:-e sixteen line poem begins with a beatific

0 dearest hero,Heaven and Earth's delight,
0 clearest flame,of virtues rising bright.—

• :x'e were tv,o elegies in Latin. Eitcairne's xutin epitaph quickly
• :e to English ken, to be translated almost as finely by Dryaen.
:'ov.n, asked, he says, for an elegy .produced "Dundee s Speech to his Sol-
>crs" Oldmixon,some years Inter,reduced the rising in drastic cum-

■A to " rParcel of beggarly,bigotted.,criminal Ivialecohtents,not one
; ton of the Scots nation." Hut the; author .of Dundee's "Lemoirs" has
gprotest against such a number of. eulogies,that "we should have
g-hing but draughts and landscapes of Silliecranlcios and ttlencoes ;in
^noblemen's and gentlemen's parlours."
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But the Episcopalian press v.as by no means silente or silenced.
There was high outcry over the establishment of Prcsbytcriunism. in
Tcotland,end the rabbling of the Episcopalian clergy. The years '90
13I,"92 v.'ere years of pamphlet uproar. "The Case of the Present .»f-

• flicted Clergy in Scotland"-"The Danger of the ^hurch of England
* from a General Assembly of Covenanters in Scotland"-"An Account of

the Persecution of the Church of Scot land" - "? r e shyter ian Inquisition
I ns it. v: s lately practised"- were countered by Vindication of the
♦ Presbyterians in Scotland","The Scots Inquisition,containing a brief
description of the Persecution of the presbyter Ianspin Scotland",

'• 'The History of "Scots 'Presbytery" and the like.
Tcots satirists sharpened their pens. It took a fellow-Scot to get
home the most mordant truths,as the author of the "Highland ■reform¬
ation" had proved in his flyting against t e Highlanders.

, 9r Archibald Pitcairne and Dr Alexander Pennicuik employed their wit
now on satire of the Assembly,the former in a short comedy,"The .xs-
fcinbly", the latter in a poem, "Babell,or The Assembly"'.

, These and a prose tract,"The Scots Presbyterian Eloquence" were the
'.nost telling sallies of the time.-

-rstly,since Jacobitism was showing itself perfectly on the alert.it
is curious to see how the Massacre of ulencoe, exactly the type of -.
dangerous incident to imperil Uilliam's whole handling of the High¬
lands, was almost allowed to slip past Ehglish notice.
Tention in London papers was particularly tardy,and then was a copy
xrouj the Paris Gazette two months after the event! Later still came

a letter from Edinburgh: - "The T.ccount you desired of that strange and
surprising Massacre of Glencoe take as follows:Mac Jan Macdonald( sic)
Laird of Glencoe, a Branch of the llacdonolds, one of the greatest
Clans or Tribes"-(the'need for constant explanation is illuminating)
The writer gives briefly "That brutal Tragedy"-"that monstrous and
vast inhuman Massacre". "You desire some Proofs for you day there are
nany in England v.ho cannot believe such a thing cduld be done "-and
these-are given. -i
Once .mown,there was certainly much talk,and much working up as party
propaganda. But the customary discredit of Scottish news,in this case
news from so alien a region,threw doubt on the whole affair. Dr Hiekes
writing in '95 declared thousands of well-educated men in England had
never heard of the Massacre,or regarded it as mere fable. Certainly
Evelyn never refer res to it, and Mareissus Luttrell's Diary five weeks
'Iter the event mentions Scotland as. perfectly tranquill

1 cne onfci-7'illiam squib, "The Bel'gic Hero Unmasked" avers "As for Scotland
«ne subversion of Episcopacy ana murder of the Glencow-Men (not to men¬
tion the perpetuating of the Conventions) will,I believe,look frirht-
Mil in future Story". Dr Hie ices thought historians would pass it ev • • •.
::c v.as wrong,but the historians of the period - handled the ir.eide- u very
•Vguely. The setting was never more accurate then "Glencoe-; Town in

■ Tee north of Scotland";, Boyer adding that the'High 1 nds w- re 'the usual
hrctuary of Scotch aebels",and Gldmixon calling the MacdonaIds "The
•Aso iheoves and Cat- throats in Gil the High 1-.nds-the most mischiev—
Ml of all the- .Highland Popish Banditti". That type of remark,one
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;-t odd,was normal. The Highlands were taken unguestioningly ci: a
.ding-ground for barbarous rebels .partly redeemed "in Jacobite eyes
'.lie clans' adherence to the Otuarts.but entirely discredited among

isbytcrii*ns and V/higs,v,'ho remembered the Highland Host of ' 78and
ox the buying of the chiefs in 1690.

Ci *P "P <clll ifz' 'cely had the Commission'on the Massacre finished, and the
Hewed to sink, than the "Act for a Company trading, to Africa and the
r.iice" once more set England and Scotland at loggerheads. (Oct.05)
;on December of that year,when the House of Lords petitioned Y/i Ilium
minot the whole/project,and the Commons-impeached all Directors,
: .'ou -h the successive Larien expeditions 'and failures,relations be-

■

c-..n the two peoples were strained,and on the, Scots side,of the bit-
'cst.
■'•coord of twelve years of "bad blood" (from 1695 to ISO7) intervene,
•e,ending one fcentury.and tempestuously inaugurating the next.

'!
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CHAPTER VI. The Renasence of Scots Scholarship.

I.The Scottish lines of advance.-
II. The Restoration court-literary contacts.
III.The retardment of Scottish letters.
IV. The eighties,and their intellectual stir.
V.Scots topographers.
VI. The Royal Society and Sir Robert Moray.
VII. Scots' eminence in mathematics,botany.medecine.
VIII.The first historian of note-Burnet.
IX. .alliances in scholarship-
X. The Scot in London's literary circles..
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Ince with the Darien and Union projects,a new chapter in the relat¬
ions between the two countries opens,: it is a pause for retrospect
enn usefully he made at this point.
Thirty-five years have passed since the Restoration. So far only the <.

cttention given to* Scottish affairs "by the'London press and "by the
men of letters has been sketched. That reflects.barely a tithe of what
hes been happening. :g i "

.-.ciigious turbulence, armed risings .plots and stress' of party;- behind
the hurly-burly of 'these went on the unnoticed activities of the in¬
tellectual world. Yet it is there that advance was being made,and
ncw-cut ashlars taking the light,
k rough summary,three things were occurring.
icotland, in the teeth of handicaps,was sweating to make up intellect-
uol leeway. Partly,embittered by English treatment and dourly nation¬
alistic,she aimed at cultivating her own resources,her scholars con¬
centrating on Scots history,topography,antiquity,law,publishing nat¬
ive authors,making literary ventures in her own capital*
In broader outlook,though,her scholars were entering"the main intell¬
ectual highways,and with this startling success,thai in an age when
anthematics.physics and medecine were ■ the pre-eminent studies,a hand¬
ful of Scottish scholars-were in the forefront. >

There was a tiding to highways in another sense. Iuen of culture were
*oing south to take English deaneries ana professorships in English
Universities,to join the Royal Society and the London College of Phy-
icians, to endow foundations for Scots students,to join literary groups,
and the circles of London publishers.pamphleteers,and hack-wrdters.
hence the second and most valuable development. England became aware
of Scotland's intellectual value. That drew a respect which rehabil¬
itated the national reputation. It led to•further liaisons,to co-op-
orstibe work ana controversies. It stimulated an interest in the coun¬

try itself,in its antiquities,for instance,and its scientific curios¬
ities. ho question yet of Scots equality,but in English opinion,she
"as now "worth knowing" intellectually.
flat admittance barely extended to her literature.however. Here Scot¬
land was slow in making headway. Certainly,literary aspirants began
to range themselves beside English,now that the English versus Scotch
cross-section was replaced by Episcopalian versus Presbyterian,Tory
versus V/hig. But for the rank and file, language was still a barrier
to original work,as in Seetiand the temper of the times was to imag¬
inative work. Vfnile some few «cots followed sedulously the English
lead, and imitated English poems, fashionably translated a Spanish play,
or spun an allegoric romance, the small group of native prose-writers
continued•the bent already stamped as national,the writing of Histor¬
ies of Scotland or of the Scottish Church,
lit

-t first, the Restoration encouraged large literary ho pes, since it
wrought been: south to the fountain-head of letters, ^cots of eminence
'nd of possibility. Undoubtedly a "stimulus was given, -uoo.c at the work
n tv;0 of these,Sir George Mackenzie- and Thorn..c 3ydserff.
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after
Mackenzie,a year- befe^e the Restoration,wis publishing in-London
his "^retina; or the Serious Romance, an effort in the -genre that
Boyle and Orowne and others were decorating. Prom that he turns to
the English essay,and publishes "A Moral Essay:preferring Solitude
to Public Employment",which draws an elegant counter-essay from
Evelyn, and links the two writers. IViJjhin a year of that reply,Mac¬
kenzie is submitting his first poem to Evelyn,-"your approbation,
a sanctuary," he assures him. AC wo years later he is contributing
papers to the Royal society in- nondon,and is proud to call Dryden
"My friend whom 1 esteem a great critic as well as. poet". Drydcn
reciprocates later with a reference to "a conversation which 1 had
with that noble wit of Scotland,Sir George Mackenzie "-a literary
discussion it need hardly be said-. Mackenzie continues practise
iri/S the essay and a little verse; but with his settling in the Scot¬
land of the ffiO's, the influence of the age begins to tell, imagin¬
ative work ceases, nationalism is in strong,evidence-he collects
his "Laws and Customs of Scotland". it is now that he writes the fam¬
ous defence of the Scottish pronunciation,"firy,abrupt,sprightly and
bold",and of the Scottish idiom and language generally. By-the 80's,
Mackenzie,nationalist and Jacobite,is skirling into controversy with
Lloyd over the letter's denial of Scotland's one hundred and ten auth¬
entic kings,for by that timeScottish .prose is once more the weapon of
argument end little else.

i

Sydserff was a pioneer of another class and type. He had neither Mac¬
kenzie's ran'itior career,ana appears to have lived on his wits and
his pen. Ke had the courage to start in December of 1660 a Scots
newspaper','iVLercurius Oaledonius,comprising the Affairs .now in Agit¬
ation in Scotland,with a Survey of Porraign Intelligence" It ran
for twelve numbers,in strong Roy-list and nation-list vein and then
failed. Sydserff undaunted set out for Engl nd,and turned to the
fashionable practice of refurbishing a foreign for an English'aud¬
ience. He translated'a comedy of Moreto's us "T'rugo'e Wiles".The
Earl of Dorset stood patron,and added some friendly verse. Lotice
of Scotland is such a rarity from thatjrigid little clique of restor¬ation dramatists,that even these conventionalities from Dorset are
noteworthy:-

"For who is such a Cockney in his heart,
Proud of the plenty of the Southern part,
To scorn that Union by which we may
Boast 'twas his countryman that writ this Play?
Phoebus himself,indulgent to my Muse,
Has to the Country sent this kind excuse:

.Fair Northern Lass,it is not through neglect, x
1 court thee at a distance,but respect.
On thee I-will bestow my longest da ys,
_nd crown thy Sons v.ith everlasting b;.ys-
Lct warmer climes my fading favours boast,
Poets and stars shine brightest in the frees."

Again, uhere was failure, opdserff reverted to iournaliciu, and launched
another paper. A chance Edinburgh-pamphlet reveals that that too
ended in disaster. "Oaledonius is come homo again,and left off
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y.riting; "the business has not turned to accountthis though "he

m not wanting neither in affectionate diligence to< set off the
-lory of our Country Adventurers-in the late War against the Holl¬
anders". "Perhaps his dramniotick divertisements occupy him? She re¬
port runs that he is now'dressing a little Comedy of our own Coun¬

try Humours; and that the Ccenc lyes in Edinburgh,where it is to be
ccfced." Talk between the speakers wanders off interestingly to the
vexed question of the failure of drama in Scotland.
'that this play was is unknown,but state documents mention a theatre
riot and the trial of an assailant of the playwright. Was this an <
early parallel of Synge's "Playboy of the Western .World" and the
Abbey Theatre audience? .

After some skirmishing with satiric and burlesque tracts,Sjtdserff
drops from notice,but-if the paradox will pass-with two failures,a
Scots newspaper and a Scots comedy,very much to his credit.

V

The incentive of English example explains another solitary dramatic
attempt,the tragi-comeuy of William Clerk,"Mercisno".which actually
reached a performance at Holyrood House in 1663. But the cult of
drama was a fori .-m hope in Scotland for another century yet. The
..cots playwright knew that he must make for London p.nd' that his suc¬
cess there depended on his producing plays indistinguishable from Eng¬
lish work-as Lodowick C-.rliell had done thirty years before-as David
Craafurd was to do thirty years later. In Scotland,there was a lack
of fit audiences, little- money,no native school of actors, and the act¬
ive enmity of the ^irk rampant against him.

•

The Kirk was to blame for more. Mackenzie's practice of the essay
stands out as exceptional,still more so his prose romance. One has to
look back to the Earl of Stirling,Drummond of Hawthorntien and Urquhart-
cll writers in the English tradition,to find similar prose,prose
created solely for beauty and delight intellectual delight. But in
this present period.no sooner have the religious struggles recomm¬
enced than lighter prose is crushed under controversial tracts and
pamphlets on religious history. John Brown,Hobert Young,Sir James
Stewart,and later uiobert McWard .Alexander Shiels,Gilbert hule,Alex¬
ander Ivionro furiously expo&e thei sufferings of the, Church of Scot¬
land or of the Covenanters,debato the legality or illegality of
every Church measure,every man 01 them "tearing great pieces offthe
atmo solvere and throwing them behind him?',as-James Stephens would
put it.

Admittedly the Church was not the only cause of the retarding of prose
The vernacular was still the. spoken tongue .written English a matter (,_
°f laboured cultivation, and the ubiquitous jargon; of pulpit eloquen¬
ce a bad model. What chance was there of developing a style,far less
ttaining graces? And had such prose struggled into existence,what
hence of printing and s; le?vThe northern public,the reading-public,

eager,but religious matter inclined to.swamp ihet market alt re
v''as. Times and pockets were straitened,ahd 'book-buying consequently
scanty. John Cockburn prefaced his "Bibliotheca Universalis",the first
literary review,wi th the candid s.taternentyOur Stationers'Trade not
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not going very far as yet,and it "being too much for 4a Private Stock
1 to bring home all sorts of Books."-

But the real evil lay in the state of the Press. Since the Comrnon-
,wealth's suppression of diumals.the printing ob books,tracts and
newspapers suffered from the most paralysing 1 regulation'.-Restorat¬
ion policy and prohibitions of 1661 insisted that every book or pap¬
er must be licensed directly by the King's Council or some delegate
Add to the evil of this restriction, the "dead Stroke" as V/atson call-

> eel it,of the monopoly granted to Anderson the printer by Charles in
'71. V/hile that monopoly continued in the Anderson family, "nothing
came from the Hoyal Press but the most illegible and uncorrect Bibles
that ever were printed in any one Blace in the world."-a fact corrob¬
orated by the works in question.
Add lastly, the technical backwardness ;. There was no home paper-making
till 1675; the presses were obsolete, the ;type badly cleaned, staffs
scanty, overworked and underpaid,-all facts avouched by Viatson. In
short,Scottish printing was at one of its lowest ebbs.

The 70's,then,seem to have shown every possible inclemency to the lit¬
erary Scot. Yet from even the; thick of the ecclesiastical fracas some
riters emerge,and their books come into English notice,

vCalderwood's "History of the Kirk of Scotland was on a'scale that drew
respect in England and abroad. To Dutch divines he was "Eminentissimus
Calderwood".
Henry Scoughal was persuaded by Burnet,his. admirer,to issue his"The

J-life of Cod in the Soul of Mm",a devotional book in wide esteem for
the next century.
Burnet himself,after his noteworthy "Memoirs of--the Dukes of Humil-

H ten" leapt to fame with his first volume of the "History of the Ke-
( formation" A "historian Scot" was encouraged by loyal patronage and
loyal warrant,offered c pension,sent funds to continue the work,en¬
joyed in fact a striking literary success. Burnet's place,however,is
with the Anglo-Scots,not with the native writers in Scotland.

IV.

After the experiments and belied promises of the 60's and the cloud¬
ing over by religious storms of the 70's,the 80's saw a real advance
in Scots literature slowly begin.
James's visits,with their temporary establishment of a court in Edin¬
burgh were a fresh and vital stimulus. Scotland sunned itself in a
brief importance of royal patronage and English attention. The capit¬
al felt itself again a centre of intellectual stir. Once more a mots
newspaper was star tcd-'The Edinburgh Casette-though it ran to only two
nrmbers. (The Privy Council tightened their regulations still further
in

^ 1680, forbidding even the coffee-house reading of M. s .nev/siauurs
Oouncil') James,petitioned by Edinburgh print-

u, cut the Strict monopoly of Mrs- Anderson's press. In the next'year
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two London newspapers, "Heraclitus Ridens" and "The Weekly Discovery"
•■ere reprinted there, and two Dutch printers were at vOrk on improved
printing presses. From these came Reid's "Scots Gardner",Sihhald"s
'frodromus" , Colison's 'h„c comet ant" Editions appeared too of Dryden's

Med al", and one Prologue to "Venice Preserved". Scottish publications
of value had once more begun.

The main driving power come from that small group of scholars,strong
Jacobites,more fervid nationalists,Sir Robert Sibbald,Dr Archibald
i'itcairne, the two Sir George Mackenzies,Sir Andrew Balfour and others.
They touched civic and intellectual life at an astonishing variety of
points,and were indefatiguable in their projects. A great library,bot¬
anic gardens, a museum, a College of Physicians, a Medical School, the Mer¬
chant Company-all came into being within ten years. Sibbald ana Balfour
founded,for instance,the gardens,Balfour the museum,and Sir George
Mackenzie the Advocates Library. 2he Royal College of Physicians of
Edinburgh was established by royal patent in 1681,and four years later
the Medical School started with its three professors,Pitcairne,Sibbald,
end Halkett. i'he year before-a detail but significant-the Philosoph¬
ical Society of Oxford wrote seeking correspondences with Scots Uni¬
versities;. \

Scottish needs began to be looked to. Sibbald issued his Proposals for
a Scottish Atlas which was to be not only an affair of maps,Latin and
Mnglish.of ancient and modern Scotland,but a compendium of all inform
ation and previous work on the country's climate,people,government,
her past and her present.
.'aid unexpectedly, though in perfect tunc with national feeling,were two
plans for"glory and hansome. things" (the Scots characteristic an English
traveller discoveredl ),to wit,Jacob de V/ett's commission to paint for
Holyrood the entire line os Scotland's sovereigns,and the enthusiastic
subscription of £500 to bring the famous painter Baptist de Medina to
Scotland. (In one of his pupils, Aikman, the. I8the century had a Scots
pot trait paint.er of high repute.)

Meanwhile,James Paterson the mathematician published a "Geographical
Description of Scotland with the Fairs--DidOs—etc"for the Use of Such1
Travellers, Mariners and others-",which ran rapidly to a third edition,
obviously supplying another need,and suggesting, increasing travel in the
north.
In London,an unusual number oft informative books about the country appear
ec- Alexander iviudie's "Scotiae Judiculum",a reprint of Drummond of
Hawthornden's History of Scotland,the "Medulla Historiae Scoticae" of
Alexander, a ee»prehenBive"iIistorfc of the Kingdoms of Scotland and Ire¬
land" by Burton,issuing within a few years of each other.

climax of a sort, the rekindling of ail old quarrel brought a muster i
Rots scholars into irate controversy with English. The disput<A oointof Scotland's unbroken line of monarchs-more important now that it was
an essential Jacooite tenet-was challenged again by Bishop .Aloyd in hisaistorioal Account ofChurch Government","out"of emulation"curtail-our -cottish history as fabulous",grumbled Lauder of Fount ainhaU:
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;ir George Mackenzie replied to Lloyd in a "Defence of the Antiquity
. of the Loyal Line of Scotland".Dr St illingf leet went* to the Vindieat-
, ion ofLJoyd, Six* Bobert Sibbald to that of Mackenzie. Dr Smith of Dur¬

ham joined in. James Cunningham added the-quota of a Latin poem that
"slew the Bishop of St Asaph in verse", said ilicolson. k retreating
ramble of pamphlets followed the storm.

Die same nationalist zeal shows itself in a cult of Scots topography,
too. Since Scot of Scotstarvet's admirable commissioning of Bleau's
v.ork,there had been little progress. Gordon of Aothiemay had added a
Survey of Aberdeen to his,Survey of Edinburgh. A John Overton had pub-

l 11 shed an Atlas of Scotland of scant value,and John ndair is believed
to have issued a small Atlas of Scotland in .Paris in 1688.

.Cnly John Slezcr's ambitious scheme .begun ,.bout '78,of making a vol- ■

one of engravings of the finest of Scotland's castles.palaces,towns,
colleges, abbeys etc.,promised to be of importance. But "many complain¬
ed",wrote Sibbald,"that there was so little done as to the Descript¬
ion of our Country". So his Proposals for an Atlas went out,and dur¬
ing 182,' 853 , "'84 the help of scholars was enlisted .older writings look
td out,and original work begun. That Atlas was never completed. A
"Scotia Illustrata" was printed in '84,but that was rather a natural
history of Scotland. Of the main scheme,only the advertisements;chap¬
ter headings, a plan, and an Mv.S . folio remain.

Interest had been kindled,however,and research begun. Already scout-
work on the most distant parts of -'cotland' had started, as witness
latth: MaeKaile's "Short Delation ofthe Most Considerable Things in
Orkney",Sir Aobert Moray's Description of Ilirta,Sir George Mackenzie's
of iiirta and Bona,the Lev: ^olin Mori son's of the Lewis,James Wallace's
"Essay concerning 1'hule of the Ancients" .The last was fitly dedicated
to oibbald who was chief, dynamic in the whole movement .When Slcser ' s
engravings were ready for the press,Sibbald wrote the prose descript¬
ions .

, That volume,printed in London was ono of the most illuminating about
Scotland, for the first time the Englishman could see if he chose what
•".cotland was like in town and country, naturally the scope of the vol¬
ume was limited. Slczer went no farther north than origin and Inverness
■lis attention was drawn mostly to buildings;he was apt to convention¬
alise. Yet as offset to these defects,many of the views,for all their
crudities were charming,that of Perth,for instance.memorably so. The*
backgrounds were usually hills,but in a few,like the Prospect of Dun-
•<eld a real mountain landscape appeared, here and there he slipped in
figures in highland dress,or women washing clothes,in the Scotch fash¬
ion,or children dancing to pipes,or some such-tiny glimpse of national
life. Sibbald's inscriptions,with their scraps of history or quotat¬
ion of distichs u on the towns,increased the value-.

• as it pure coincidence that the book came out in the year th; 1 the
"lencoe investigation was drawing attention to Scotland, ..nd that it wa
Reprinted while the'15 Rebellion was still rcvei'bei'ating?
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fmcouragement in this type of work came from twoaourc.es. The Scottish,
irivy Council approved Olezer's designs and intermittently financed
him,as later they rewardedisome telling pamphleteer,and encouraged
Anderson in his ''Collections".
What possibly counted more was the stimulus given add pace set "by the
Wnglish antiquarians; ana the fact that -&irk,Thoresby,Dicolson and
1 ter Lhuyd were touring and studying Scotland,and were interested in
the investigation of it.
',o the Scottish work continued. Martin Martin,John Adair,the two Wall¬
aces undertook the thorough investigation of the northern ana western
hies.In 1 97,Martin, a Hebrideen factor, visited St Hilda.Prom his cop¬
ious notes,he contributed a paper to the Loyal Society,and in the fol
lowing year,printed his "Voyage to St Hilda" The paper coincided with
2 distinct interest in the topic in scholarly circles.Hence,four years
1' ter Martin was in London, talking of publishing a "ilaturall and Morail
history of the Western Isles of Scotland". The famous "Description of
the Western Isles of Scotland"was the outcome.
-he next explorer of the Isles was Adair,who had previously collabor¬
ated with SiHbald in making maps for the latter's projected atlas.
.Hair's "Journal of the Voyage made to the northern jund W'estern isles
of Scotland in" l690"was published, and followed in the same year as
Tar tin's "Western Isles" by a "Description of the Sea-coasts and Is¬
lands of Scotland". The Wallaces,the younger of whom was an P.A.S.
concentrated on Orkney,and the latter published in 1700 '"An Account
of the Island of Orkney",partly his father's work,partly his own,vhich
he dedicated to the H-rl of Dorset.- This patronage and mutual inter¬
est among English and loots scholars was. mo.st marked in antiquarian
and topographical study.
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VI.

jTiZ aide of the Scottish aduance could not escape -English notice,
.•.nee it was made mainly in London.That was the new collcagueship if
the Scot in the sciences.

ihck from exile to the Restoration court had come one valued friend
i jf Charles's,Sir Robert Moray. A taste for scientific study,that had

rrown during exile,increased when he found himself again in London
una in touch with fellow-scholars. Meetings with these led to the
foundation of the Aoyal Society, and Sir Robert Moray became one of

first presidents.
..is position and his work in it was of incalculable value where Scot¬
land was concerned. The Society effected an entente cordiale between
Mulish and Scottish schol. rs as nothing else did,and that in the
.opening years was largely Moray's doing. He was an excellent liaison-
officer of science,not a scholar of depth but of wide interests,not
2 provincial Scot,but one travelled,esteemed by Richelieu and Mazarin,
and a correspondent of Huygens. Medecine, chemistry,horticulture,minis'
•■.rology,heraldry,mathematics, language-all these interested him. •
In spite of being "Presbyterianly affected" he had.the intimate fav¬
our of the King ana the warm diking of the Society which several tim¬
es re-elected him as President. He brought inexhaustible enthusiasm
to it-"whilc he lived he was the life and soul of that body".wrote
Burnet from personal knowledge,-words practically rcpeat'ed by Huygens

from the first,he determinedly brought in fellow-Scots, ei fcher in ~oer>
son or as correspondents,contributed papers on Scots topics.brought
:cientific work in the north before English notice,donated curiosit¬
ies sent from Scotland,saw to it that Scotland took her share in the
expansion of the Society by helping to buy Chelsea House.
'fhcarly records' of the S ciety are studded with his-name. He consult¬
ed with Cromarty and his close friend the Earl of Kincardine on the
'.olicy of the Society.lie brought in members like -Burnet as early as
'oo, nd the two royal physicians David Bruce and Alexander Eraser,
ihe Earls of Argyll .iilgin, Crauford and Lindsay ,Tweedaale had ioined
py '64. Later came the two Sir George Mackenzies,Sir Robert Gordon,
"James Cunningham,James and David Gregory, (he had read letters of Jes:
d-egory to the Society previously). He tapped Scots he knew at home
mid abroad for information-applied to or Morison.that famous botanist,
to L: dy Heay.to the Earl of Kincardine,toLora Reay.recommended that
-t-Col: Lrurnmond, "long resident in IvIuscovy.be asked for accounts of
Granaries there"; reads a ppper sent by "a Scot in Virginia".
'Mo own contributions during the first few years alone were three
parts Scottish;-an account of "the bcrn cles",amusingly the first
thing asked from him, a description of the icl nd' of Hirta, rn echo in
-cotland,of persons killed by the d'mps in coal-pits in Scotland,of
'"he method of brewing ale and beer there,an account of the dissection
°i the body of Lord Belcarres,the shining cliffs in a little isle in
Scotland,description of a coal-pit near Culross etc.etc.
-ven his gifts were "a peculiar beehive from Scotland", "some stag's
tears","an amethyst sent him from Scotland".where,he mentioned,there

i
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were whole rocks of the sameCl),"some curiosities which he had brought
with him out of Scotland" Few of the early meetings 1, ck the en¬
try;-"Sir Robert Moray related that in Scotland--"

'II»

Before his death,Moray must khve seen his fellow-countrymen definit¬
ely win high place -in the commonwealth of science. In
In mathematics,where Uapier a half-century before had won intePnati-
ional fame, and Sir I'hqmas Urquhart in Civil V.'ar days had perpetrated
a ctotchety trertise,"frissotetras",there was now the phenomenal ap¬
pearance of the Gregorys. James,one of the mogir eminent mathematicians
of his time,was admittedly a genius,publishing his "Optica Promota"
while st;11 in his twenties,by thirty inventing his telescope,issu¬
ing his "Geomebriae Pars Universalis",elected to the Hoyal Society,
corresponding and arguing with IIewton,Oldenburg, ana Hvygens.
Even more briliiaht was the younger David Gregory,a Professor of
Lathemstios at twenty one, and of Astronomy at Oxford at thirty,hav¬
ing been recommended to the latter post by Hewton as "one of the
most able and judicious mathematicians-of his age now living". He

'was a pioneer of Hewton's system,introducing it to Scotland years
before it wasN t ught at Cambridge. At Oxford he gave new life to math¬
ematical studies,published original work edited Euclid,corresponded
with the leading English scholars.
He had as contemporaries,George Sinclair,the leading mathematical
Professor in Geo bland', known as a writer on Mathematics, astronomy,
navigation,but to English readers most as the author of "Satan's In¬
visible world Displayed"; the famous Dr Pitcairne,who,catching enthus¬
iasm in this science from his friend D. vid Gregory,applied mathemetic
al theories to medecine and was recognised as one of the founders of
the Iatro-mathemajical school of thought; and the eccentric John
Craig of Cambridge, an F.A.S. like the others, and a friend of Ilewton's

And this amazing list continues even beyond this period.At the end of
the century,John Me ill was lecturing at Oxford on the new natural
philosophy,doing more to propagate ^ewton's ideas than even Gregory
did, and constituting himself leading defender of ilewton's claims ag¬
ainst Leibnitz. lie became astronomy professor at Oxford in 1712.
lames Keill meanwhile,an able mathematician,was making a greater name
rather as lecturer on anatomy at Oxford and Cambridge, He,too,like
his brother,was publishing' in the OCs.
And Arbuthnot's first published work in London was a mathematical es¬
say. One thinks of him as man of letters,wit and doctor,but Berkeley
reckoned, him-whether from hearsay or - no-"the first mathematician of
his age". / . '
fore notable still was a slightly later group that included Colin
Campbell,remarkable in mathematics and .astronomy,the man of whom Lew-
ton said,"Acre he among us,he would maku children of us all"; James
otir Ling, "theV enet i.,n" , who arrived in .London with a cant incut.-A rcnut¬
ation already established; Hob orb Simeon, of Glasgow,disc; -lu of iialleVspecialist in -reek Mathematics; ahd above all Co'lin i'^ciaurin•a°se visit to London in 1718'. brought him. the ammonia be friendship'i hc\ ton,noadly, jr Clarke and others, it TJc-t-hn ' o wi-v ■ L ±n hl» that established hi™ ah Profc^Vt
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A?ain, in this "Golden Age of Botany", as it has "been termed,one of its
.Ix great scholars was the .Aberdonian, Dr Aobert iiorison.
He shares with John hay the distinction of being the reviver of system¬
atic botany. He was King's Botanist,as well as his'senior physician,
and from 1669 Professor of Botany at Oxford. ^ monumental work of his
•'Plantarum Historiae Universalis Oxoniensis" was published at Oxford
in 1672,1 74,180,and99,and clinched his fame. He kept in touch with,
and probably inspired the small group of northern botanists,Sir xobe

i 2ibbald,whose "Scotia 11lustrata" was the first attempt to tabulate
Scottish fauna* Sir Andrew Balfour,pioneer in founding the Botanic
hardens in Eainburgh(for which Morison supplied th-. seeds^and in plan¬
ning a museum;James. Cunningham,the first to botanise in China,a schol¬
ar whose papers to the Hoyal Society were numerous and important;and
James Sutherland,the first Keeper of the Botanic Hardens and eventu¬
ally a Botany Professor,and the first to relate systematic botany
from living plants to Materia Medica. Ana lastly,his successors as
professors,the notable Charles and George Preston.
Though the work of these men was carried on in Scotland, the majotity
of them were well-known to English scholars,and visited by them.

fee'icine, Scots had already adopted as a field peculiarly theirs, ana
the Stewart k.ngs had been served by a line of eminent Scots doctors
At this period.however,only a few were in prominence, pr Thomas Bur¬
net,one of the circle who were responsible for founding the College
of Physicians,was known all over Europe for hi:, great medical com¬
pendium, the "Thesaurus Medicinae". Br Archibald Pitcairne,Sir Bobert
dibbrld,and Br Stevenson were centred in Edinburgh,Pitcairne known as
much for his Latin verse and satiric poems,or that famous library of
his,one of the finest private libraries in the world,as for his medic¬
al controversy with Eiz'at or his brilliant practice.
dibbald and Stevenson one connects medically most with the establishes
Kent of the Medical School and the Edinburgh College of Physici ns,
foom which,five to ten years later,that outstanding group of Scots doc-
tore,Arbuthnot,James • nd John Bougies,Sir William Cockburn.Sir David
Hamilton,George Oheyne went south to fame and London.

nd it is interesting to find in this period in Br David Hbercromby,
v ;ne author of "The Discourse of Wit",and "The Academy of Science" and

K morel Discourse of the Power of Interest",an early adventurer in
Metaphysics,that study so beloved of the Scot,and later excelled in by
him.
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VIII.

,.i naturally the' Scot seemed to divagate to theology and history, as
has already "been said. But not till Gilbert Burnet's work was the ab¬
ility of any scots historian since Buchanan widely recognized. Burnet's

i career as ecclesiastic and Ban of letters is in itself the most lucid
reflection of the relations between the two countries and their react¬
ion in intellectual circles.

■*

for note the eminence a Scot cluld now attain. Burnetfs "Travells",as
Leslie scoffingly called them,took him from h small Scots parish to
the Professorship of Divinity at Glasgow'University,thence to an Lngi
lish bishopric,-an amazing ascent sinc.e it included travel, st.udy, the
assiduous cultivation of the. great .writing,politics, and attendance at .

Court. Scots divines in charge of London Churches were not a novelty.
But s Scots bishop in an English diocese was less common,-though Dr
Bllcanoual in the Deanery of;.Durham,ondhobert Crighton,Bishop of Bath
end 'Tells, ("the great Scotchman" to Pepys) spring to mind. A Scots
Bishop with less a finger than a fist in English Church and State pol¬
itics was distinctly rare..

.Burnet made himself the most noteworthy Scot in the England of the last
ruarter of the I7th century, the most vocal,the most, conspicuous. Eor
forty years he was before the public eye,preaching,writing,and,his en-
'aies would add,meddling. He concerned himself with politics practic¬
ally all his life,though indiscretions were constantly forcing him
into temporary retirements. He was in the forefront of 'Church matters,
in ucofcland end England,Church settlement,doctrine,history. He was acc¬
epted, with occasional rebuffs,at .the courts of CharleslI end JamesII,
end stood high as royal chaplain in that of YTillirm and diary. He tra¬
velled abroad,met Louis XIV and Peter the Great,and hobnobbed with great
scholars like.'Leibnitz and Van Lirnborch. He published an enormous mass
of work,political,historical,theological,biographical:not a year from
Iu7d to 1715 was without some publications,anu in some years as many
ku a dozen pamphlets.(13, for example in 16'87 ) He was an early member
of the uoyal Society,built a laboratory and dibbled in the occult.He
even figured as poet,the House ol' Commons thanking him in 1660 for his
poems, (very had poems.)
in all these activities he uhrust himself into the foreground,sometimes
creditably as when Leighton and he end their colleagues 'effected "The
Blink" in Presbyterian persecution;sometimes amusingly as when he lect¬
ured oharles on his defects,argued with James,"talked for ever,and as
::'Uch before the Xing as in his own room"-with Louis XIV, ("the'Xing bore
oil, ")and"went through many things" with Peter the Great:"I convinced
niffi that—I insisted much to show him that--"; ana sometimes notably
on his share in bringing over the Prince of Orange.
2° be cynosure had its penalties. Ho one was more often lampooned.Abuse
came from every quarter."The truth was the Tories never liked me,and the
••nigs hated me because I went not into their notions and passions, 'he
;r°te in ' 93 .'Thatever his standpoint-and it • veried-whether titudinar-
j&n,Trimmer , pro-'.Vhig, ro-Tory-he was the foous of hostility, particular? k° the JacoDites. Iiis successful career ended with his coffin hein.m
faulted on its way to the gPavo,c.nd his posthumous fame began with a

a of execration over the "History of My Own Time"
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But his eminence was secure in the vo-ty-ld of letters, too. He aliened
himself as the foremost historian end theologian of hie day.His work,
the most important Scottish contribution to English prose literature
since the Union,was a victorious entry of the scot into a field of
writing .jealously regerddd as English
from that audacious letter of remonstrance to the Scottish
bishops,written when he was nineteen,end by way of those dialogues to
the fresbyte iiins, Ihughed at by Colville.Burnet forged ahead to draft
in his thirties a new credo for the historian,which he makes preface
to his'Memoirs of the Dukes of Hamilton.'
That b6ok has been rated as the first political biography of the mod¬
ern type,for Burnet's insistence on "the Truth of Thihgs","original
Papers" etc led him to the novelty of combining the re cord of Hamil¬
ton's career \vit|; selections from letters. Bit Hdbert Moray "did not
think there was a truer history wrote since the apostle days".The Ett-
o.'nej/ General,Sir William Jones "pressed me to tinder take the History
oi England".
Encouraged in this fashion,he began work on the"History of the deform¬
ation',' again aiming at tapping authentic sources and again scoring a
marked success. Thanks came from both-Houses of Parliament. Difficult¬
ies had been put in the way of his work on the seeen -first volume: there
were none for the second. The King himself granted royal warrants for
access to papers,contributions of money and the interest df party lead¬
ers were at his aid. Of its appearance,Burnet's most rodent biograph¬
ers say:-"Pew books have ever enjoyed a more complete succes d'oeoesion
In spite of the pamphlets from Wharton and'Howth 'claiming mistakes, the
History was admired a,, a great contribution to English history, end that
from a Scot still in his thirties.

The later biographies- of Rochester and Hale,his travel letters,his Past¬
oral Gare and his Sermons only strengthened his place in English liter¬
ature- as witness the editions into which his work ran-during the cen¬
tury that folLowed.The "History of the Reformation" ran to twelve edit¬
ions,as did the "Rochester";the"Pastoral Care" into thirteen;of the tra¬
vel letters five editions were published in one month in Holland;50,000
copies of the Thanksgiving Sermon were published abroad.

"<ut his crowning work was,of course,the History of My Own Times",the
publication of which began nine years after his death. V/hen the entire
uork appeared."Hothing is now hardly read but Burnet's Romance or libel
called by ham 'the History of his own Times.'Tis read by men, women ..nd
children",entered Hearne inhis diary."Ho one speaks well of it " says
another, it aroused furious attacks,the Jacobite virulence that had pur¬
sued Burnet all through his life emerging again. "A strange rhapsody of
chit-chat anu lies, i'lx-backed together" ,wrote Br Stratford; "Ho more to
^ credited than the Seven Champions of Christendom",s id Potenger. If
lead with many precautions, "even Burnet's Histdry may be of some use",
Bolingbroke wrote scathingly. Harvey links "these ecclesiastical heroes
up their own romances,do Rets and Burnet1.' "He wrote like a lying nnavp"
^tid Eyleshury'.'lVhat relates to me is all as false as hell" u: rtmouth
^ Vi: veuomciu. at the "little Scotch priest", rid Swift later worries
'-is copy as a dog a rat. "False as hell",he jots in the margin, "a damn
ho i1'e"r!,folse and o c an a alous " - " p art ial dog"-"a lie of a Scot "-"co fleeu^e ch; o"-"sad trash" and ironically '&locuonce"e"true sublime"-
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The very number and violence of these attacks show the force of the
book's impact,as well as,of course,the heats of party passion, inter¬
est in it"was unparalleled then. Sow when party heats are dead,the
book still provokes admiration end notice. Granted it is rashly writ¬
ten in parts, and some of its estimates discreditied,and his style "be¬
neath Clarendon's,his exemplar',yet it remains one of the great works
of the seventeenth .century .history readable , vigorous and fresh,"built
on the authentic truth,the fact personally known,and planned on a new
vide Englo-Scottish scale.

That lest point suggests the question:-Had Burnet and his work any large
reaction on Scotland's reputat'ion?l)id he further its. advance? Or is
too much attention' being wasted on a "Scoto-Britane", identifying him
self with English life alone?
I1 he re is a case for the latter view. Burnet found as early as his
twenties that England was his •' intellectual home". In his thirties he
left Scotland permanently,and though he kept Scottish friends,Loray,
(Lauderdale was then against him')Charter is .Nairn, the men of influence
in his life were English-Tillotson ana lloyd.of whom he wrote "1 have
really learned the "best part of what I know, and of the services 1 may
have done, to them. End if I have arrived at any faculty of writing el
clearly ahd correctly,I owe that entirely to them";Sir Robert Boyle,
v.ho contributed to the Expense s of the "History of the Reformation"; .

Stillingfleet and Baxter; and of the English nobility,Sir H.Gi-rimstone,
Lord Russell,the Earls of Halifax,Rochester ana Essex.
.lame of his dicta as historian are surprisingly "English" to modern
readers. His attitude about "the Scotch troubles" was the familiar
English: one:-"The Covenant was sworn,not without great appearance of
pevotion among all sorts of People, ana they on tended it was nothing
but the preservation end purity ofReligion they aimed at". One can
very easily forget that Burnet was a Scot-it is to his credit as his¬
torian- as one can never forget that Clarendon was English.
~nd Burnet was not allowed to forget it-ironical touch. That "newest
English diction" of his that Hirkton jeered at was still too northern.
In lampoons,he is always the Scot."JHave gude memories".mimics Leslie.
Lryden,who detested him for his principles and on a point of literary
jealousy,emphasized his'Hebron race' The discredit of Scot pursued
hi ma as historian. Cotton's refusal of access to MSB:for hisHistory
°i the Reformation was applauded by Dartmouth. "1 believe nobody will
ponder at his being cautious how he trusted a Scotch divine in search
mg for English records". Dugdale sand bluntly to Cotton that Burnet
us a Scotchman could not be credited with any special knowledge of
English affairs.

put it is entirely wrong to dispose of Burnet us "seditious ape" to
•'figland. He never declared any aim of pro-Scot propaganda,and never,
'•ike Hume spoke of the English Parnassus as his goal. But the "Memoirs
°i the Dukes of Hamilton".which he subtitled "The History of the Church
una State of Scotland-Una Part"-(that is, to Spottiswoode' s "History ofhne Church and State of Scotland" )and his "History of My 0-.n Times", in
pnieh about onethird to one half of Book 1, and Half of Book 11 are
.-Ven over uo ^cb ct ish offairs , did. dir-e-etly or ind-i-r cot ty very much

intentionally or unintentionally
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very much for Scottish history. lYodrow wrote at the time "His history
v.ill open the eyes of England raore than ever as to our Scots affairs".
It certainly afforded them a novel first-hand information about Scot¬
land, Scots statesmen, military leader s.,.divine s, - Y,rarris ton, Lr uaerdale. J
Crawford,Kiddle ton and Glencairn,Leighton and others.-religious parti
ies.the Covenanters of Charlesl's time,the-Protesters of the south¬
west , among whom heid preached for three months,the Episcopal clergy-
all these were sketched. Some of his 'dissections' were admirable too;
the ejected Presbyterian ministers of '62,for instance,were "men of
purity and faithfulness--but little men that had narrow souls and low
notions--a sour and supercilious sort of people".There is not a nation¬
alist twinge in this 'history without partiality and passion'.
The prominence he gave to Scottish history in his "i.iy Own Times" xjas
riven deliberately,. "I turn now to: the affairs of Scotland which are
tut little known" ("nor worth knowing",annotated Swift,who resenting
the attention given .satirized it by adding'. (Scotland) in the title)

His writings began the rectifying of the' halahce between English and
Tcottish. That English and Scottish history had to be studied concurr¬
ently,that Scottish history had.to be regarded impartially,dispassion¬
ately, that the historian was above nationality,that"the world of letters
was a commonwealth in which there was no race-these were the claims
that,consciously or unconsciously,the career and writings of Gilbert
Burnet made. . ' A

IX. '
Burnet's career admittedly was exceptional. It typified rather the fut¬
ure possibilities of the Scottish man of culture in England. Of the
other prominent Scots there,Fletcher of Saltoun,Secretary Johnston,
'Cardinal' Gar stares, not one rivalled his position. .Jid restricting
the field to the period of Charles II and James II,only Sir Robert Mor-

has an equal standing.

But an entente cordiale in matters cultural had even then begun,which
-sde the recognition of the Scot easier. It appeared in co-operative
•ork between English and Scottish scholars,in controversies between
inem,in correspondence,joint association in societies,friendships.
.'nong the first of these were,for example,the Scottish contributors
like Sir James Balfour to Dagdaie's "Monasticon",the editorial work by
Eullips and Gray on the two volumes of Jruramond of Hawthornden,the
Bishop of St Asaph's engaging Burnet on the History of the reformation,
Mid the financial aid in that of Sir Robert Boyle. The Boyles, father
&nd son, should have honourable mention for encouraging other Scottish
Aojeets,JohnDurie 's work on "Liberty of Conscience".Mirkwood's plan
ior distributing Bibles and Catechisms, and founding "Bibliothecks" in
-he barbarian Highlands, Abercromby' s "Power of Interest"

•-A,'lo-3cot literary friendships have already been noted; Sit Thomas Ur-
Ahart rnd. Roger ..illiaras,Evelyn and Sir George Mackenzie .Bishop Sage
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brtd Dr Dodwell,Burnet and Tillotson and Lloyd,Lauderdale and Pepys,
'lie Bobert Boyle and Sibbald and Sir Robert Gordoti., ]5r Hickes and Laud¬
erdale,Dr L'allis and Pitcairno.Pitcairne and "his old comrade,Ptior",
Jibbald and Lr Charleton.Chorleton and David Gregory.--the list could
be stretched very much further. Add to that the patronage links,becom¬
ing more frequent again,Dorset of Sydseri'f and the younger Wallace,
..rgpll of D'Urfey^and AilLigrew end so on.

In the Universities,too,the Scots are coming into more prominence.
Creighton, the famous Greek scholar, and IS or ison the botanist are fore¬
runners of other Professors supplied by the north,David Gregory and the
.kill lecturers. A new' link is forged when John Snell founds the Snell
Inhibitions f1 79 ), that brought G1 sgow students to Lalliol; (recall
;u.ing south sixty years later as one of these exhibitioners), The touch
between Oxford and Scottish writers is also worth noting:-Oxford Uni¬
versity thanking Mackenzie for his "Vindication"-the latter's eventual

'

settling in Oxford-the Ph ilosophical Society of Oxford desiring eorres-
i i.ondence with the Scottish Universities,and noting the issue of work
like Gibbald's"Scotia Illustrata".

Jo-operative work later broadened in scope. The revision and publicat¬
ion of Malebranche1s "Search after Truth" was undertaken by six great
scholars,one of them David Gregory. For the publication of Flemsteed.a
committee of three English ana two Scots co-operated,these last Gregory
una Arbuthnot.Between those two "undertakings carne Archdeacon Nicolson's

• collecting of the Scottish Historical' Library, a task he was invited to
and helped in by Scots scholars.

phd as the dictionaries come to be launched,Jeremy Collier's"Great His¬
torical and Geographical Dictionary,for example has Sir Aeneas Hacpher-
oon contributing a history of his clan and other information about the
Highlands.

?he controversies of the day,which-apart from the St Asaph one and that
•between Attwood and Anderson-were not national disputes-brought schol¬

ars together too. Newton was championed most hotly by his Scottish dis
cities and correspondents,and his interest in these,the Gregories,Craig
-fid Keill was always close.

Pncre is a very natural linking where any point of interest is shared.
Jrace the contacts of even a nationalist group like the Scots nntiouar-
ians.-It is English scholars who originate .mostly, and those consequent¬
ly. they watch. Nicolson of Carlisle has compiled the English Historical
library? Let him be asked to do a similar service for Scotland. Nicolson
"he no stranger in the north. In '97 he had been in Scotland and "met v.i

I - most ravishing Runic monument; two years later he was in Edino;;rah
J ^siting Sib bald and Sutherland ,• Over the "Scottish Libra , oo ilrbor-

y ion was particularly friendly .Nicolson acknowledging that the north
| ern group had helped him "with an unspeakable generosity".
1 WibbaU sends a 'paper of queries' to his friend Dr Char let on
I holds a "dinner of Gotliick antiquaries" to answer them. Or Sibbald
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v forwards "Directions for his honour'd friend,Mr Lhuyd,how to trace
the Horn an 7/all--between Forth ana Clyde." (howan regains were already
attracting to Scotland men like Thoresby,ilicolson,Lhuyd the Keeper of
the Ashmolean and others)
Typical of the amalgamation of interest is a matter like Dhuyd's re-'

.porting to Sutherland(who forwards it to V.'odrowJ that Martin is pub¬
lishing a book on the Western Isles* Or a better instance Lhuyd's for-,
warding of a questionnaire about Highland customs and antiquities to

r.bdrow,Sibbuld and Sutherland,who in their turn write to Gaelic sch¬
olars, this to glean information for -Whuya's Lnglish work,the "Lrch*
acologia Britannica"(a book prefaced b^complimentary verses from Gael

'to scholars); or again, the joint compiling by Lhuyd- and Kirk of a
Gaelic vocabulary to be appended to llicolson'e "Scottish Library".

Curious little fleers of interest swung together readers on both 'sides
of the Border. Ls random example,take the matter of second sight and
psychic phenomena.
At the end of the century,several works on that were in high demand:

4Coot's Discourse of Witches had been reprinted:Sinclair of Glasgow had
i brought out his "Satan's Invisible World Discovered",Hobert Kirk of
iAberfoyle his "Secret Commonwealth—" The topic linked itself peculiar
ly with Scotland,Kirk's book subtdoled itself "the chief curiosities
as they are in use among divers of the people of Scotland to this day11
singularities for the most part peculiar to that Uation".
Pepys hud bought a copy, of Scot,and had either the manuscript or a copy
of Kirk,and had been discussing marvels like elf-arrows with Dr Hickes,
'•'■ho since his chaplaincy with Lauderdale in Scotland in ' 78 had been
primed with.tales of the second sight and .psychic subjects. Pepys,great
ly interested,write to Lord Heay for information,and from him receives
a copy of a letter by Lord Tarbot to DrBoyle.keay adds some illustrat¬
ions of his own,-and Pepys "is brought near to a conviction" of the real¬
ity of second sight. Then Dr Smith supplies a tale and a disquisition,
and. Clarendon, appealed to, quotes an . instance from his own experience.
Fnese letters pass during '' QC, 1700 ,1701. A year later, Lhuyd's question
naire is circulating among Scots soholars.investigating "what account
of second sight?"-"what is known of elf-'arrows—of remarkable animals-"
do the topic brings in a widening circle of friends,and incidentally {
sv;ings attention to Scotland.
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One other side of the Scottish advance is worth notice. In ^onaon,
Scots were staking out a claim in the publishing and newspaper world,
cna in the embryo- Grub Street.
That was the natural corollary of conditions in the north,and had be¬
gun in single instances before this. Sydserff,failing in Edinburgh,
had gone south. Dlis case as repeated now by John Gockburn,who.given
permission by the Privy Council to start a literary review,"Biblio-
theca Universalis",issued one number,had his permission recalled,and
was forced to "make for London and the "writeing of pamphlets" there.

The Scots printer in London was no novelty either.
In Commonwealth days,John Ogilby had been supreme in hisbrirtging out
of fine volumes of the classics. His best work belongs to the 60's,
his Homer,Aesop,Maro,and further eoitions of Maro and Homer. Unlike
later Scots printers.however,he touched little or no Scottish work,
and identified himself with the London he settled in,and the Court,
where he held the title of king's Cosmographer and Geographic Print¬
er.

Similarly Scots had been in the London publishing
trade before now, just as Englishmen, like Hotton.Vautrollier,Tyler,
'Valdegrave, dab an had been engaged earlier in book-selling in Scotland
Cleveland has a jeer at historian diurnal-makers who "would hardly
pass muster with a Scotch stationer in a sievefull of ballads and -al¬
manacks "t( Cleveland would naturally suggest that none were more than
tellad-pedlarsl )

Lists of che printers of periodicals between 1641 and
1666 include such names as Mark Wallace.George Lindsey.Donald Maxwell.
The first editor one can verify as Scottish,though,is Giles Dury,pro¬
bably brought down from Scotland in Protectorate days by Glarges.
The Parliamentary Intelligencer of ,.,.pril 16-1660 authorized"Giles Dury
and H.MUddiman—to write and publish the said Intelligencer, the -one
noon the Thursday and the other upon the Monday.which they do intend
to set out under the titles of the.Parliamentary Intelligencer ana Mer_
curius Publicus." December numbers for the preceding year have Scot¬
ticisms like Finsburgh for Finsbury.which suggest that Dury's work pro¬
bably began then.Three years after the hestoration,these papers were
discontinued.but their editors would seem to have carried on some work
till 1668,as a letter of that year announces that "J.D.and K.II.will be
much to seek for their employments and intelligences".

Hanking, as next Scots editor to claim nondon notice,is
the notorious Fergusson the Plotter,who ran with the co-operation of
James Forbes that illicit press that turned out seditious pamphlets,
-wis first religious tract came out in "68,and from that datefon,issue
political and religious ones-'76,'75,* 80 etc. He kept in tobch with
-.cotland, visited it in '80 and possibly at other, times, and was never
allowed by his aggressors to forget his nationality:-

"Shall that false Hcbronite escape our curse,
Judas,lhat keeps the rebels' pension purse
'.'."hat have the men of Hebron here to do?
"That part in Israel' swprcmlsed land have you?-"

;ie v;at called,more mercifully, "Scotch Thoitus" ,because of his copious
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^illusions, and L'Estrange talks of his "Scotch force".
But these isolated examples are replaced in the eighties "by something
of a drifting south of pmmphleteers, lured of course "by the possibilit¬
ies in the sharpening party warfare, the settled establishment of pub¬
lishing firms,the first famous publishing Scottish firms,dates from
this time too.
John Dun ton's page's have mention of Scots book-sellers abroad, Thomas
Johnston at the Hague,Duncan Campbell,"an industrious Scotchman" in
Boston, Hew England,!3 at rick Campbell, of Dublin. f
In ojondon there are the Forestcrs,Iindrew Forester publishing an occas¬
ional Scots pamphlet,P.and Susanna Forester "the recognised agency for
the publication of Scottish literature" ..With them were James Ivioxon
v.d Hob or t Bowter,Edinburgh printers who established London branches
in '68 and '87 respectively. Whether Robert Scott,the noted book-sell
or,whom Roger North called "the greatest librarian in Europe2,ana James
Eraser,the "Catalogue Frasorwho was licenser of the press from '83 to

were of Scots race is doubtful.

»n the nineties, appear Scots publishers of note ,for .undrew Bell in ' i?4
•xts up business in Cornhill,and George Strachan follows suit five
years later.
It is no digression to watch the progress of these and later firms.in
themselves they are important,since they point to Scottishand English
interests merging. But their policy and their publications are more
mnortant.Gone are the days when Chamberlain cbuld write "Our printers._

have no correspondence thence,and care not to have".
ilanee for instance,at the chance mentions of Andrew Bell,and see how
the natural "donnishness" of the Scot prevails. He becomes proprietor
of the "Flying Post",instals a fellow-countryman,George Hidpath,as ed¬
itor. Dunton notes "the Flying Post is best for the Scotch news".
Cr note his early publications-Sir George Mackenzie's* Institutes of
the Laws of Loot land "-Mar tin's "Description of the Lest em Isles",
speeches by Seton of Pitmeddon and Arbuthnot,Union pamphlets by Coots,
wui the Articles of the Treaty of Union.His employees numbered Scots,
like the Hugh Montgomery who eventually set up for himself,
indubitably the Scots bookseller cut a distinct channel for Scottish
literature and writers to join the main stream of English literature.

«

-n a slightly Lower level the Scots pamphleteer comes into the- line-
light.George Ridpath was an active controversialist by the nineties,
answering "The Scotch Presbyterian Eloquence",holding a pamphlet duel
"ith Dr Monro; and in addition translating work of Sir Thome's Craig, and
'toning with success "The Flying Post","the honeotest of all newspapers"
'vote Tutchin. "Scotus Fanaticus's" paper had even a good circulation
x Scotland.

• prominent Tory opponent of his,Charles Leslie,was of Scots parent-, -e,
he .was well-known in the journalist field'" by 1691. Lis was the vio¬

lent attack on Gilliam and the Glencoe Massacre, in "Gallierius ivedivivue"■to he was the first to supply London with the atrocities of that affair.

t
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in one other typo of work,the Scot was showing a characteristic apti¬
tude. .j\ excellently annotated edition of Hilton is knov/n as the work
of a Acot.Patrick Hume,hut unluckily little else in known of him,other
•.hrn that he was in fonson's employ. One wonders if the London edition
of Buchanan.in 196,utilised fellow-connbryruen.
John Lunton names some in his employ-Lr Miller,skilled in physics said
mathematics,Mr Andrews , a learned and ingenious i>cot" •

,A

Prom editor to literary hack,then,the,Scot had his representatives.
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in summary, then, the relation:.! between Deo 0 lend and ling land in these
thirty-five years have encouraged a rapprochement between the schol¬
ars and men of letters,on both sides of the Border;have stimulated
Scottish progress particularly in the sciences,so that Scottish ach¬
ievements.. there have made Lagland more aware of and readier to accept
e now evaluation of her neighbour.

2wo caveats have to be made though.
Jranted that' Scotland's intellectual showing is extraordinary,consid- •
erring her handicaps past end present: granted too that a long list of
notable Coots of the nineties could be made,and that in that list
v.ould figure men with pioneer and first-class work to their credit,-
Burnet oho .in augur a tor of a nev; historical method, Gregory with his in¬
vention of the telescope called after him,Morison and Sutherland pion¬
eers in the application of living-plant study to medecihe,I\Ioray and
dibbald and Sinclair with minor claims of the discovery of new species
or the investigation of nev subjects.
Yet Scotland is far from being in the front rank intellectually.She is
following still,not leading. liven bcholars like .the Gregories are bril¬
liant disciples,rathed than intellectual innovators. Lines of progress
-as in antiquarian and' topographical study- are laid in England.English
societies are established well in advance of Scottish,the Society of
Entiqueries,the London College of Physicians,the Society for the he-
formation of banners and the like acting as models for Scottish.
That touch of discipleship is most marked in literature, as one'would
expect. The"English Historical Library" is followed by the Scottish,
the English "Hudibrae" by the Scottish,the "English hogue" by the
"Scotch hogue",the "English Gardner" by the "Scots-Gardner",and so
on.

Individual scholars are eminent,but there is no renascence of the Uni¬
versities .Her education makes little advance before the enforcement
of the parish-school system in 1696. The fact is recognized in the
north: Cockburn in his "JBibliotheca Universalis" calls Learning "not
totally stranger"bbut wishes it were more universally spread. "If
it get no t as much footing here as it has done elsewhere" -that he im
rates to "the want of General and rublic .Encouragement". "In former
times this.kingdom produced scholars were second to none"."'Pis not
to be doubted but that our Country could yet show that they have a
share of that Peason and Good Dense which this Generation pretends to,
if there were occasion for Proving and Exercising it."

Past reputation,some present lights and distinct promise-Scotland's
total stands at that, "-deputation and recruits are the only two things
which Scotland can give--"wrote Dectetary Johnston once. That was as
"pt a summary in the affairs of culture as in those of economics.

>
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e second caveat is that while England is being made avare of such
ottish scholars as publish or live or lecture in England,the recog-
tion of Scottish wor.c in Scotland, is tardy. 1". due at ed men were more

touch with each other,more cognizant of each other's land. But
re the two peoples in general?

oh time to time,informative 'gobs' were held up for English mouths,
t whether these were either swallowed or digested is very doubtful,
far bach as Commonwealth days,the excise officer Tucker had corn-

led a ''deport upon the Settlement of the Revenues of Excise and Cus
rr.s in Scotland", which gave a coldly accurate account of Scotland's
rrrnercial position. It is a firtt attempt at Scottish statistics, and
st valuable,though it must have reduced.any incipient respect the
utherner may have had for Scotland. For it reveals, a poverty-strick-
ecuiztry,a population not three times th t of .no nuon, en assessment
wealth only a very small fraction of England's,and practically no

ade "in the inland parts". Tucker disparages the people, "gene-rally
iectec with slothe and a lazy vagrancy".The Highlands were"destitute
f ail trade,its men living by feeding cattle,but "formerly by plaine
v.neright robbing and stealeing." The main features were "the bar ren¬
te (sic Jo? the countrey and poverty of the people". - "

ylyn's "Coemographie" of ten years later,endorses Tucker:"a country
ry barren and unfruitful,a people patient of want and hungefraore-
cr "greedy of revenge","subtle and politick". The only fresh inferm-
ion he has to offer is a list of Soots authors.Eapier of Eerchiston,
e two Barclays,John Skene, and Dr Donald Eaxvell-a very meagre list
invite English book-adventurers.

the thirty-five years just dealt with,another small handful of tra¬
ilers' accounts slips into print,in every case many years after the

xrney.

7, the botanist had mode"a simpling voyage" into Scotland,and kept
tes. In his opinion the oeople"seem to be very laz£,st least the men
s women "none of the handsomest and not very cleanly". The country
junded with beggars and poerpeople,but "the Scots oonnot endure to
ir their country or countrymen spoken against", The few towns he
.Edinburgh,Slasgov;,Stirling he did not greatly admire:-"an indiff-

snt handsome town " is a typical phrase* but he did admire the nat-
lal church-going.He noticed the heads of Argyll and Suthry still
,and the burning of witches taking place- one feels a shock at both

louncements,precisely what the English felt-. He ends with what he
1 obviously found a necessity to know-a table of Scots coins in net
2 phrase,and the English equivalents.
a del it ion to t r an s crib ing Scots terras, u ay pr o b ab 1y p ickc d up then

J copy of David Ferguson's Proverbs. popular craze for proverb
Llections was raging at the time,and to the half-dozen English ones

' mentions using,a 'Collection of Boots Proverbs" by Papoity Stnrroov
1 bcril published in Eondon. (This was a tiny'' book,holding" fifty-oi vht
:"c:- of accurate ly-copicd old scots proverbs, their ' cuherrs' and' r v.h"i
'per ting reprint of a much c rlier collection. ) .\uy''s "Collection
^ngliah Proverbs" , published at Cambridge inkC70 appended Ferruson's
.j";' L*;iaH venture to tore note: of,but it afforded the enquiring•iisi.mvn a swatch of the Doric at its pitluest-if only to laugh over
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Apropos of the Doric as an oddity.it is worth noticing that twenty
years later,the Anglo-Saxon scholar.Edmund dibson,amused himself
with a copiously annotated edition of Druinmond1 s "Polemo-iiiddinia'',

i and James's "Christ's Dirk on the Green",the project a sort of mock-
heroic of scho 1.73vehip .

Jo return to the exploring of Scotland by scientifically-bent travel¬
lers; two followers of Any are known,i'homas kirk or Airke and Aalph

t shore shy .day's notes were not published till about 174u.Kirk,as has
been noted,printed a skit on Scotland,but a pamphlet of "more solid
observations" was loft unpublished till 18,oQ. It probably circulated
well in manuscript,however,for his tour was an ambitious one.•
He skirted the Highlands,pushed into Caithnessshire and sailed thence
to Orkney. On his return journey,he met some of Scotland's notabilit¬
ies, the famous Dr jj-orbes, "esteemed" the learnedest man in Scotland",
and Burnet and the Duke of Hamilton, Kirk's account of the Highlands
■ill be reverted to in a subsequent chapter, apart from that dis¬
trict, the "impression he conveys of Scotland was of a "barbarous
country" as he calls it,of bad weather,unspeakable roads,and "abund¬
ance of nasty women", of Universities pour and mean,of some historic
scenes, (the site if the Battle of Dunbar,or the scene of -the .a Aon-
trose defeat,for instance),of second sight,and of very hearty drink¬
ing of ale,claret and usquebae.
His friend Thoresby went north four years later,but did only the
'little tour"-from Edinburgh Berwick to Edinburgh,by Stirling to Glas¬
gow, and so south again, he /ahd an admiring glance for the prettiness
of Lcith and Glasgow,(it emphasises the smallnoss of their industrial
area),and a fearful one at the Highlands,"which shows to be a most for
midable country,full of mountainous crags and terrible high hills".
He noted and visited historic scenes. (It is obvious that the day of
sight-seeang tours is dawning) Yet the chief idea he must have left
ia the minds of English friends reading the 11.3. was of a land of per¬
ilous travel. "Cur danger here was most dreadful",he writes. "Ac w-cre
upon the side of a most terrible high hill. 'Ye had above us a hill so
desperately steep that our aching hearts durst not attempt the scaling
of it, it being mueji steeper than the roofs of many houses; but the hill
below was still more ghastly,as steep for a l.ng way as the nails of a
H uso-- To add to our torments there was a river rein all along,which
we expected every moment to ho plunged into and into eternity.--In this
extremity, (nhi'ch now after many years—makes my hairs stand upon end
on my head--)" and so on. This was -lowland Scot land,not perilous
Tibet.

Is a timely piece of semi-official survey,there came out in Lnodon
f;t Gilliam's accession, 'A. Breviate of the state of Scotland in its
Government",a short informative booklet about Scotland's courts,off¬
ices and officers of state etcetera, How much this type of pamphlet
was needed as counter balance is realised when five years latc-r two

> ee books about Geo t land are brought out, Hichard Arrack" s "Aor:,h.. rn
{ nemoirs" and 'Hji Historicall account of Ir Brome's Throe Years' fr--

vclo ovrr Hngland.bcotl; nd,Hales."
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and: is something Of a Gitvell. On the "bare peg o:
actually travelled and fished in,he drapes fantasia
.ri te embroideries of Arcadia
lap themselves on the clipper,
poets lidza of having his tongue in
leaps out elsewhere, Possibly the
on reading with an incredulous
is but one sinnle series of

of
Scotland he

his own,elab-
ivannahs,Tritons and sen-nymphs sport-
:;ves of Lough Less. At first one sus-
i his cheek,hut no sense of humour

nglish reader called it to his aid
asp that "the whole tract of Leotland
ruble delights,notwithstanding the pro-

judicata reports of some men that represent it otherwise.She is not
lurope's umbra, as, fictitiously imagined by some extravagant vits.ilo,
it's rather a legible fair draught of the beautiful creation,drest up
with polished rocks,pleasant savanas,and flourishing'dales,deep and
torpid lakes with shady firwoods immerged with rivers and. gliding riv¬
ulets; where every fountain oreflows a valley ana every ford superabounds
ich fish—where also the swelling mountains-are covered with sheep,

aid the marisli grounds ore strewed with cat.tie.whilst every field is-
Ailed with corn and every swamp swarms with fowl.--Scotland,a king¬
dom of prodigies and products too,to allure foreigners and entertain
travellers."
This sudden Apocalypse of Scotland is staggering, but Franck qualifies
it where the Highlands are concerned. "These Highland s,to my thanking
out represent a part of the creation left wndrest. As"some great ana
magnificent fabrick is erected,:;you know abundance of rubbish is left
to remove;so I fancy those Highlands appear to me,because wanting orna¬
ment and destitute of cultivation."
lith such extremes of praise and abuse ready,Francis's two travellers
"ramble oho Highlands,Ay,and the Lowlands too." At Mocheny,"here we
resume a poetick liberty to call Scotland Arcadia",and he subscribes a
eulogistic sonnet. There ere descents to "dirty Dumb Is in", or "dull Dal¬
keith",but on the whole he is liberal in admiration.
V.'hether that admiration is genuine,or he is flown with his own poetic
prose-,he is the first to appreciate "the glory of the V.esteo

and the plenty of herbage"enncnea with gram
tre and beauty of this fair fortress

of the Western Highlands
and " the ■ impregnable lus-

Idinourgn o; ;le
: 10.

rr tli

* the marvels,he quotes' the floating islands of Lough Less'
of Loss that drives away rats, the barnacles;"! have held a

, j ii G
barnic-
ows in

LrnoIdas,one of the two speakers,for the boom is cast as a dialogue ag¬
ainst a moving "background, as it were, explains rationally the floating
islands.He argues too,against the Scottish ch-rge of "selling the Ling"
ore of the first acquittals the Scots \ ere given.
Lure are even realistic little sketches of Scots character-though that
is pe-haps too pretentious a description. But one recalls the Border
guide's cheerful shouts of "I'se pree it and prieve it" "Luid fa',sir
fe're mislear'd"
"ibes

Is in ray own hand". Occasionally s fresh wind of common sense bl

"Iisud a plack." "dome ben." Sometimes the usual Knglii
crop up,of "Cookery or rather Scotch Sluttery",or the Highland¬

ers who "live like lairds and die like loons,listing to work, and no e
credit to borrow,they make depredations and so rob their neighbours"
-• comic anecdote or two-"the awn hrpvR+.er v-ifp n-nwr w--w

cor, Pug;
anecdote or two-"the awa brewster wife and Billy Pringle

__y"»is laboriously spun. He can name familiarly the favouritecots dishes. But the ' ' "
excited most o;

eccentric and the odd predominate,and Pr
y tn e marve 1 io us. " 3 c o.t 1 and ", h e •am, "it

inc.: it

king-

it

t1
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, and country
11 see it as

of prodigies",and he insist:
1 tuppence-coloured1 too.

th< the vlish reader

is curious that Branch's boo]
•e "been published in 1694 .".'as
wing attention to the north?
hout some anex

"You
_ecial cause,

one of his characters say
tr net to '65." Similarly,Brome
! state r>r occasion- of Lauderdale

: and Bromo's
the Jacobite
English eyes

"s Memoirs
writ your
s travels
and heard

(piratically) should
propaganda about G-lencoe
rarely turned thither vri
were written in 1658,tho'
booh in '58,but spread
belong to 1669,for he caw
the oeople st*ll talk of

in the Civil far
common with Branch, a love of inserting purple patch-

kingdom" he aoostils,
:nd loci that

ir sufferings
hr s one thing
of the marvellous, "llatural Parities of this

plunders Harrison for the white oxen,clayk
or freeze or smoke with brimstone. His account is 'overstuffed
n borrowed material.particularly whenthe Highlands are dealt with,

these he knew only f om second liana.' But he writes of the Lowlands
m his ov/n experience, and takes from boohs only the frequent mention
historical incident
cgow in some
in the High

rnd characters. He describe: Edinburgh and 9-
detail,giving little sketches of the rnerch: nts meet-
Street or the delightful gardens and orchards of Glas-
in the Lowlands was hard,"the territorys of Famine,

reigns very potently over that cola and pinching region."
has unusual praise for the scots, nobility : he saw riding in the State
cession:"Lor is there grandeur disproportionate to their demeanour,

travelling

Cii re iiign and state by , but
onal helps of Education and
ing their minority,there is

courteous and obliging.having all the
Travel to render it accomplished,for
generally great care taken to refine

ir nature,and improve their knowledge"; and he continues admiringly
tell how they "betake themselves.", to foreign nations to make s fur-
r progress". How far is this to be discounted as mere diplomatic
'age? It disagrees with contemporary pictures of the rough Lauder-
c with his hronfl reennt pud hrn r, mi p. brvr thnho-h hp. v«p

notional.

dd-

broad
But P.epy

accent
1 fr;

n • ears later,shows how unimoressed he

and brusque v.ays,though he was certainly
ink letter to Hewer, on his visit some thir-

:ith "the finest show
can mawe".even roong those of first quality".

,Lirke,Thoresby,Branch,Brome-each contribute a picture of a differ-
cot land. In only one thing they are alike, their consciousness of

veiling in a very 1 fremd.' land, a terra incognita still, with inter¬
im; antiquities or the pretbiness of such a town as Glasgow only
ely rewarding the perils and discomforts to be endured there.
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CHAPTER VII. The Crisis in halations- Darien and Union.

I.The commercial 'menace' of the Scot.
II. The Darien Scheme.
III.Its reverberations in England.
IV. English satire.
V.Proposals of Union.
VI. England's attitude.
VII. Attach and defence in English journalism.
VIII.Scotland in the Picaresque.
IX. Travel splits and informative handbooks.
X. reactions of the crisis in Scots literature.



; is no absurdity to list as important in its literary reactions a
>:.x.ereial under talcing like the Dar i en scheme. The more one realizes
.at crippling of literary progress,caused bjr the Lnglishman' s neglect,
imyarugement end resentment of Scotland,the more one is convinced that
a: roots of these fet lings were as much economic as cultural. The Eng-
ishrnan feared the incoming of the Scot,and the "keep.him out","hold
in off" policy of commercial circles permeated the v.ider circles of
tional interest and literature.

jarien affair is the gathering to a head of what had been insidiou..
r diseasing the relations between the two .countries for the v.hole ccu¬

rry-economic fear and jealousy. Th: t English jeelou-sy v.as as frank as
; first sight ludicrous. '.That competition could be dreaded from a coin
7 to despicably poor and undeveloped',whose industries m ere a meagre ;

•v.,inland trade almost nonexistent, shipping and over-seas settlement
jrligible?- Its population was I£ millions to England's 5y-: its reven-
: £160,000 to England's £5,091,000: the coin in circulation £900,000
i England's £16,000,000.
•ot'land cut no figure in international trade. - financial power behind
te throne like George Eoj iot was rare : s a Sir Basil Zaharoff. The
ji'.ous b nking firms of Coutts and Barclay were not establishing thera-
:lves till the very end of the century,the elder David Barclay .lust a

■Edon apprentice in 169U:P' trick Qoutts only beginning to found the
mily fortunes in Deeds in 1694.
. re were no largo thriving industrial towns. Glasgow was still a pret
.ace, "the nonsuch of Scot land"wrot c the lyrical Franc it, "where an Eng-
ch florist may pick up a posy." And Tucker had to correct himself:-
he lov.ne of Dunbar, or village rather, for all the tomes -i Scotland,
less the burgh towns, deserve no other appellation." (heport of ±656 )
great commercial firms could be cited, merchants worth £1000 ster¬

ns? were counted great,said a contemporary. Scottish commerce had as
s typical figure a dusty-foot pedlar.
en Scottish agriculture • as markedly backward. A General Enclosure
t was not passed till 1695. English travellers exclaimed at the Light
cornfields, and swore they knew better than to look for hay or trcc-s
fruit in all. Geotland,or anything in the Highlands but barrenness

d' tv.o-footed wolves'.

t iljogically,while exposing volubly how negligible a rival it was,
gland as volubly declared its fear of it,', inced over money matters,
d vas obsessed by the bogey of n lerch-like Scotland draining Eng-
nd of its wealth. Hecall how often in the century the rankling dis-
ust found expression,in the angry protests of the English merchants
on Games urged a closer union,in the resentment of suit-begging Boots
d ins'..tiable favourites, in the hatred of Scots monopolists anu at the
herd* xtrernc of the ubiquitous pedlar, in the accusation that Scotland
s to blame for the lack of bullion,in the grudging payment of the
uth<- rly Resistance, the fury at the tax-levying of the scots army in
a Oivil ,-a.r, the bitter pun of that army's coming "not for our goodt our goods",the final outcry at the selling-of-the-Hing payment.



i' the Restoration the fact that Scotland was cut adrift and in
sr of foundering completely silencer English talk for a while.
niger "broke out again t Scotland's rumoured trading with ho liana
ig the second Dutch War. Renewed proposals of Union,urged by the

3,were rejected. Scotland,forced to thrust her way where she could,
i an increasing illicit trade from the 1670's on,and English mar¬
ts were loud in outcry. Scotland was seizing the wool trade with

md,they declared:the Border smuggling of wool was blatantly con-
1 at by their Government: boots were overrunning the .American col-

n"Somerset County in Maryland is pestered with Scotch and Irish",
iralfcy Office writing, 1682): "'There ore several Scotsmen that in-
t here," was a report from Dew Hampshire,"and are great interlopers
aring "in quantities of goods underhand from Scotland." ima their
je was growing."They are so notionale",said an irate pamphleteer

599,"that from the Dobie to ye Pedlar with his Pack they are all
srs for one another-- for one Englishman that has left us,we have
.cots in his roome."

this pother did not come from one petty group. Broadside,skit,the
Jul patter in comedies dealt with it constantly.The "Eastward Ho"

Let,that almost beaten ah cost Jonson and his friends their ears,
mns of Court antimosque of the Scots monopolists,Tatham's Jocky

Silly,lied Hard's and Tom Brown's jibes at Scots pedlars ana penni-
lairds- these are examples from every quarter of the century,from
different authors, and as offered to very, varying audience's. But

>n to all was the relish with which the English audience received
. Political interest in Scotland might be sectional,a matter of
l sympathy or antipathy; but where trade supremacy was concerned,
Land w-.s sharply watched, and that by in England vaunting itself,
'ting its trading rights,guarding its commercial position as a
)n.

;hc jealous wariness shown the «cot so ludicrous? The northern nat-
.:os poor,no doubt of that. The menace was not of a land,though,
)f Scots character and method. The parallel has been sketched on
jvious page of the South African's fear of the Indian immigrant,
ill set up his cheap stores,live on rice,sleep under the counter.

:ndorcut and gradually drive out his white rival;or the Californ-
: of the sweating J.ro who will drag basketfuls of ecrth to rocky

ices,gather his land almost inchmeal,and toil inexhaustibly towards
chip a na e little noux*u uj. wealtn. xiiese sre exagrei's foes parell—

'"et in essence true. Tor the boot, too,had the meaner standard of
ig, could exist on the poverty 'lino,was hardened to 'thole a'' .his

mdovcloped country offered him only'kicks and ha'pence'. Grim
there,and the national tradition of facing the fremd,and the rac-
jharactcr-ell drove him out to a dou. ^nu pertinacious money-seck-
ln a richer 'land.
tLe Gcots pedlars,who thought nothing of 'swarming' as far afield

'land , (where the very word for pedlars is ' szatas' , i , o . Geots )nxtu
v ors'icd themselves throughout all England,und; rcut the country shop
a', lived per.uriously, and in thousands of cases managed to carry out

ip 1 s>nd eventua 1 'ly somc stock of nng 1 ish geld.
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,c.re was legitimate grievance i'or the Englishman in the whole process,
-d ground i'or fear, nt the recoinage in Scotland after the Onion of 1707
nly"2!50,00u of the £411,000 was Scottish coin-rand that is but one ex-
..ole.
broad, England, saw further menace. A born coloniser her self, gradually
ua successfully building up her lands in America,she could look with
ontempt at first on her northern neighbour's luckless settlements:-
uptain Mason's attempted colony in Newfoundland in 1520-Sir V/illi. m
ioxander's charter for IIova Scotia ana the precarious holding of Port
cyal lor four years-the Gape Ere ton colony wrecked by the French, the
u;ker settlement at East New Jersey and the Presbyterian at Stu.rt's
O'.n in South Carolina-all of scant value.
ut she had not bargained for Scottish penetration into her own settle-
cots, or for Scots emigrants being found the most valuable.(SirV/illiam
■ogle wrote thoughtfully,on hearing from Major Banister the view/ that
the Scots rre the best planters"-"it has been often in my mind that
ota feorri ^cotland and Ireland v;e draw too few into our plantations a-
road".A pamphlet,not ten years later,"The Case of Scotsmen residing in
r.gland and the English plantations" estimates the Scots as one-third to
nc-euarter of the colonial population. )lTor did England foresee the ern-
rging of Scots governors,J.P's,Members of the Council. Advances like
ticce w- re bitterly resented, especially in this period,when,for example,

'cots Governor of Hew Jersey was dismissed and only with dif ..iculty
constated, A parliamentary ruling was reruired that the words ' native-
om subject of England" did include Scots.
nd,lastly,there,,signs that the Scots were not only pressing ahead in
"land and in American markets,but were dogged1# bent on improvement
t home. Denis de Aepas' disgusted comment in the seventies had been:-
- never saw a nation on general more ndsty.lazy and least ingenious in
tier of manufacture than they are." Bp the 1680"s attempts were being

ode to set up factories „nd introduce nee. industries. Some woollen fac-
ories w;re already established at Haddington,Bonnington and Ayr- Glasgow
tsrted another. A, silk-winding factory,breweries',bottle-works, a paper
ill a fine cloth factory wereet up. in Act was passed encouraging the
idti use of linen,and the Loyal Burghs followed this up by helping Hich-
Ics Lupin to form v. linen manufacturing company. Linen works w re esfcab-
ixheii in Edinburgh .where a J ernes Young applied for a patent for a wervin

■ pine-that s early as 1696. Capital for these various enterprises was
sinfully to seek,but the B.nk of Scotland was founded in 1695,end,more
jnomic than that,the will to advance was there.
'orther,Scotland was asserting a national policy of its own. "Scotland is
te absolute kingdom",the Scottish Brivy Council had once reminded Englon
r» u commercial dispute. Logically it insisted on its right to continue- t
rsde with Prance,even though that country was at war; with England.
g'lish policy had been a simple- one. The interloping Scot must be penal-
-cc and driven off,her own industries protected by Navigation Acts ensur
• ^English trade with English ships to English colonics,and markets,cor-
oie-s,corporations kept as rigidly English ahd for England as possible,

w- t she did not realise v.as that this forthright • policy was provoking a
-grangereus temper in the north.
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otlar.d from the first had "been sensitive ahout her poverty and com-
rcial inferiority to England. Letters of the Scottish Pr'ivy Council
early as the Union of the Crowns period had shown a touchiness at

e English assumption that only the Scots would benefit from Union,a
uehiness that remained. But she was ? s aware that the only hope of
ttermont lay in sharing English markets and privileges. Her own set- i
ements had not been too fortunate and they continued small. Attempts
found a large trading company had so far failed,as for instance,the

ottfsh Company formed in 1618 for trading with the West and Erst In-
es,Turkey,Creenland-the project that had excited Chamberlain to de-
unce its "large privileges which do directly infringe former grants
d cross the whole course of our traffic." Retaliatory measures against
gland and protection for her own trade had been negative in their
rking. One solution remained-to wrest or. bargain or cajole from Engl
nd the privileges of free trade.
e of the "monstrous concessions" of the Secret Treaty of Csrisbrooke
cl been the sharing of trading and manufacturing rights. The Union pro-
sa'ls of 1668-70 hud that clause again in the forefront. Jarnesii on his
cession had written the Scottish Parliament:-"We have made the opening :

a free trade with England our particular c re.";and Parliament,deplor-
g "the trade of this kingdom--at present exceedingly decayed",ap-
inted a Committee. William of Or.,nge was solicited on the matter
Scottish lords even before his arrival in Brirain. In April of '89

e Scottish Parliament nominated Commissioners to rehew discussion
th England on the topic. Scotland obviously held the whole question
urgent.

gland was unmoved ..nci in policy unmoving. Why'surrender valuable priv-
eges to the grasp of a rival,who had no adequate return to make? If the
ots had their grievances in having trade with their best customers,
Hand and Prance ruined by English wars,the English had theirs.

5 c P.is English stonewalling exasperated northern opinion. Already a mat
resentment had gathered. The '89 suggestion of appointing eormniss-

ners to confer with Scots confreres had been rejected by the English
rliament-to Scots fury. Prom this point on, the'olain-speaking of the
ots became bitter. Uo one challenged the belief which a later pamph-
tecr sumrn rized as "the Politicks of England "-"to render this Kingdom

norable and Potent and Wealthy,Scotland must be kept Weak and Poor and
iitemptible." Another wrote "There is no nation so much hurt in Trade

England as is Scotland.Because we are under their Head,but not of the
eir Politick Body—England gives neither Friendship,free Trade,nor
ivilege to us." The common cry.was "Ic is the Interest of England to
op the Scots low."
a as Scotland began to fee 1 more capable .of expansion,these barriers
came even loss endurable. It was felt a crippling of the nation inter-
tionai j.y. "Our not advancing as our Neighbours grew .h th lessened the-
£ion more in the Eyes of ow neighbours: then our Union with England
Ci st.ing maue thereby in Effect little bettor than a Province of that
Q'-'dcm" E ' ;

W *
cionslism began to be rampant.
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this juncture the Deri en scheme was launched.The "act for the Encour-
nt of Foreign Trade was pasted by the Scottish Parliament in June
in the srine monthe that the Commissi .ners at Eolyrooa r. cre invest-

.ng the atrocities of Olencoe,and feeling on that topic was still
Bad harvests,increasing beggary,drove on the pirn and with a certain
ration Scotland pitted herself commercially against her heightour.

;ale of the venture resolves itself into one of Scottish move end
.sh' counterrnove. The first Act was defeated in England as an infringo-
of English tr.jde with the indies .Scotland passes, the "Act for a Cora-
trrding to Africa and the Indies:the Houses of Lords and Commons

in petitioning the King against it.Lists were opened in London for'
•riters:the House of Commons impeached all directors.English and ~e

Ash and imprisoned the Secretary. Scotland decided to continue the
;e:Lnglish subscribers had withdrawn en bloc.The promoters applied
iTiburgh merchants to support the venture and they agreed to do so to
■xtcnt of £200,000; The English Aesideiit intervened,with orders from
-ing that any treaty with the unauthorized Company agents would be re-
:d as an insult to the Grown. William,petitioned on the matter,announc-
.at his nvrne need, not bo used pre judicially,but Aycaut.the ambassador,
nuec to use the threat to block German support.
•hese checks inflamed the Scots to an extent; incredible in England.
ince the signing of the national Covenant had there been such net*

. ist passion, and determination to persist in this project. 'Lot to
ribe-in the case of • men like the Earl of. Seafield- .was to be traitor
sxpedition must sail,whatever the- opposition. "All our hopes of ever
1

any other than a poor mid inconsiderable people are imbarked with
.wrote Fletcher of 3,-ltoun. it

'irr.t expedition set s. il in July 1698,. In April and Ivlty,' 99,(a second
it ion hod then started)proclaraetions of English governors of all
;:h colonies forbade all intercourse with -cots end all assistance
erris or food. Spain, the next antagonist, challenged the Scottish right
ttle: '.Villiam could not afford to intervene on the Scottish side, and
aloof,vhi'le Spain captured and imprisoned Scots traders. ¥et a
i "6 i 9 H feet WUt.
blows were known at home that summer. In September news came of the
expedition's collapse. Yet a third expedition set out. Scotland en-
v. winter of anxiety, and in addition,of terrible famine-and famine

talked the country for four years now. In London,the House of Lords
eci and voted "That the Settlement of the Scots Colony ■ t Lerien was
fcistent with the good of the Plantation Trade of the Kingdom." William
nueo. his refusal to save the Scots prisoners at Seville' at the cost
tagonizing Spain-refused even to hear the Scots Envoy-refused an
er session of Parliament in which to discuss -L rien.
ring,the Scottish Parliament was of a temper that alarmed Cuesnsberry
postponing its session. Lews of the final failure reached -cotland
ly. The nation was in a ferment. England was bl-med,English policy
illiam. The bitterness and rancour of a century found wild express-
-i-t looks very like '41", said an onlooker .Even the English were aware.
Gcetoh look as if.they were ready for any mischief." wrote Vernon.
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the furious pamphlets that circulated,one,"En Enquiry into the
Eases of the Miscarriage of the Scots Colony at Darien'' had "been burnt

■ order of the House of Commons,far its thesis was that "our disasters
■'•e no v.ay to be remedied but either by a total separation or a closer
niun of the two kingdoms." Such talk was not to be suppressed. England J

bv?on to realise that Scotland meant it, and unat these alternatives had
to'fce faced. The king suggest© ' the matter of Union to the House of M)rd£

nd -these passed a bill to appoint commissioners,with the endorsement
Hut it was a bill of great consequence. Unluckily it was thrown out
-here, either from pique, from hostility to Scotland,or from a desire to
t.barrass still further the King's standing in Scotland. year later,
i'LIiom, in dying, again urged "a firm and entire union'.'-a pious hope,
A no more, however, for Defoe recalled the King's saying:-"1 do not see Jj
temper in either nation that looks like it."

It. I >
fare certainly seemed little temper for it in the notth,though a let¬
ter of liar chraont' s, dating from the end of 1699 states that a legislat¬
ive union "would be very taking here" Scottish pamphlets dwelt rather
tn the record of injustices at English hands. "Ever since our King's
accession to the Crown of England,the English have Always used the Scots j

v the Epe did the Cat's Clutch,to pull the Chestnuts out of the Eire", j :|:d
rote the author of "En Essay upon the Present State of Scotland". j l

'do ■enow that it was a Maxim in some of the late fleigns that it. would n
sever be well till all that part of Scotlandon this side forth were re¬
duced to a Hunting-field." recalled the writer of 'H. Defence of the Set- j
tlemont of the Scots in Dsrien"."V.'c are very well satisfied there is a
.arty in that II at ion who bear ours no good will",he goes on, and,bristl¬
ing still further on the subject of English trade being harmed by Der-
ien,-"being a distinct una independent flation,we are not obliged to
consult their interests,any further thap they consult ours."
-est and recent grievances- are vehemently restated,such as the English
seizure of Scottish ships and seamen as aliens,while the Scots were be¬
ing impressed into the English navy-* a manifest injustice. One we'll-docu \
nested pamphlet sums, up the injustices suffered by Scots in the Colon-
ice:-"C'f late years Ec.tsmen have been very ill-treated in some of the
- Imitations, such of them as were J .P .' s,Members of the Council were
turned out--Scotsmen residing there have been had their goods and ships ; I>j;j
seized and confiscated;in many eases they have been proceeded against
w aliens--.'.nd of late in some of these colonies,no Kativc of Scotland
though never so great a freeholder,is admitted to be a Juror."
dootry followed the same tune:"The Causes of Scotland's Miseries,a Poem" i
-e self-descriptive. Oratory,too,had the semd impetus,and a fiery
tpecch by ->o:rd Belhaven, that nationalist diehard, listed again his count¬
ry's injustices .He denounced the jealous minimizing of her -.art in the
date war, the entire neglect in the Treaty of peace: the "Barbarity and
•inhumanity" of the Pari en colonial proclamations, those "unpardonable
injuries and affronts". The question now,he ended, is what to do TTfor
the Vindication of the independency of our Kingdoma and flation!" -e

Mends a fable which has the obvious threat of a breaking away from
-n gland. j'w:

«•
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:;ot all expression was of this ho the ad e O n e s s, hbT/evor. At least one
•aphlet, "Some Seasonable and iiod'est thoughts regarding .the Scots nan'-.

A:;rpany--by O.K." is a temperate;-"sanely-reasoned survey of Anglo-Scot;
.-..lotions, it exposes the fallacies of English policy,"but calmly, and e
,ven in its conclusion, "that the countries, .would he "better separate if
►heir interests be made inconsistent with and repugnant to one another','
io stated judiciously. Reasonable too is 1'letcher of ;L,ltoun's"First
jitcourse on the Affairs of Scotland", he stresses the unjust treatment
;: Scotland in the late war and peace .livery fifth man in the forces,he
calculates,was either Scottish or Scots-Irish,yet "not one S&ttlB of ad¬
vantage was procured to us by the peace", .and one lesson from ^arien,
be notes,was that English ministers abroad were only English. "We trust-

to the impartiality of such as we judged to be the ministers of dreat
:•!tain,but now w-, are undeceived." Underneath the temperateness.runs a

.wrong current' of. the prevailing Scottish bitterness.

Iho barien had of course its reverberations in England too,but that land
■u not a tithe us vocal over it. It made excellent Exchange and coffee-

bouse talk, as Eel Ward reported, and London and Parliament buzzed with it
A the ouyset. As Burnet said "there was a great deal of noise made of t
thf Scotch Act in both Houses of Parliament in England,by those whose
nip design was to heighten- our distractions." But popular ' comment was

vainly flippant, sometimes cuttingly so. Lard ana Torn Brown have numb eric
Ic-zs sallies. Brown,parodying an1 outlandish1 gazette,has an entry from
Ainburgh: -"We build great matters upon our new colony rt Pari en, and
talk of covering all the Churches in Edinburgh with silver tiles in a
hort time." Or he reports facetiously,"A politician has been heard to
A' that Heaven would chastise the Scots for this new project-- since
.eaven predestined them to tb pedlars; but the Scots kick against the de¬
crees of fate, and instead of pedlars, a title their ancestors accuieecea
in for two thousand years,set up for merchants forsooth. Although they
;'-;Ve cheated King ".Villiam out of an Act of Parliament,! believe they
Ail find it a hard matter with all their craft and cunning to cheat
••--ten." There is mocking advice to "Enquire for the Scotch Talk and
p'U'll buy a good pennyworth in Parien." Ward sketches the habitues of
• a t Scotch Walk as "a kind of been C srrionly Creatures,with reddish
Air and freokly Paces,being very much given to scratching ana shrugging

if they held Lousiness no Shame and the Itch no Scandal; stooping a
-Atle in the shoulders as if their backs lv d boon used to a Pedlar's

. 4 V"- v -s «

•the broadsides promoteu-and the temptation to parody the ^arien Pongs
: Calcdbnins Triumphans that solemnly issued in Scotland must have

km irresistible- the best was "Caledonia, or the Pedlar Turned Acrchanta
- i'regicomedy as it was acted by His majesty's Subjects in the King of
kin's Province of Parien". This was a lengthy satirizing of the r.s.t-

kfiui ambitions;-
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Phil: Caledonius -"A Defence of the Settlement
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Herries?-"A Defence of the Scots abdicating
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"An Enquiry into the Causes of the Miscarriage
answer to above

"A Short Vindication od '"A defence of the Scot:
Abdicating D—" etc



"A sorry poor Rat ion which lies as full iior th
As a great many Lands which are wiser,

CMs resolved to set up for a People of forth,
That the loons Aho.t laughed at her might prize her.

_„s ill luck would have it, it came in her head,
To fling "by her Packs and her -j innen,

And since Times had always in Scotland "been dead,
To clause a new Method to sin in.

Parien was accordingly risked,
For how could she fall who creep'd on the Croomd .

And was level'd with Thistles and Brakes,
Or what Risque could they Run who had nought to he found

But their flecks end their Lice for their Stakes.

Peterson is scurvily attacked,and the Pill characterized as "a Trick
on the Prince"-"that Robbery projected" the signing of the lists is
told with a shrewd humour- the ilobies ~

In duality-Capitals owned they were poor
And perfectly Strangers to Coin.

The actual settlement is hurried through in a half dozen verses,that
scamper callously to 1

Two thirds being dead and another made Slaves
By the Spaniard for fear of his Ore,

They left felling Trees and ceas'd digging Craves,
And crawled to their ships from the Shore.

The first time a Scot ever wished himself home, .

For want of good Air or of Bread;'
And" the last (if he's wise) that he for it will come,

On such a Foo1'c Errand as Trade.

The same hackneyed jests are repeated in the prose skits-in Aesop in
Scotland,for instance,where one .fp^l^c^als with ^srien,and in the
pamphlets that hurtled between "P.hil: S-eot:" of 'hi Defence of the Scots
abdicating Darien",anu infuriated Scots, it is enlightening,by the way,
to see that the English retaliation to Scotland's long list of griev¬
ances was "How much Scotland owes to England—the unnatural Massacres,
daily feuds and bloody little wars-those Barbarities have been quite
turned out of Doors since the.Union"-precisely the average Englishman's
view of Scotland's past. The above pamphlet,with a', vindication of it,
and the Caledonia poem just quoted vexc burnt; by the hangmen.
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;he Darien affair was swept out of London talk "by the lottery craze,
he trouble with France and the like. But one valuable residue was vis-
tie. During the eight to ten years it drew English attention,travel
coords of Scotland,"short accounts",satiric descriptions came pat from
endon presses.
rcnck' s"LTor thorn Memoirs" were published in '94, and a pits ted edition
f Brome:"Mr R.Rogers Travels." Be laon's "Perfect Description of the
coole nd Country of Scotland" v/as reprinted in '#7, and "Sawney the scot"
ot only put on again to titillate a uondon audience,but issued in print
a '98. Kext year Dirk's "Modern account of Scotland" was published in

olio,with Cleveland's "Rebel Scot" added. One edition styled itself "A
ourney to Scot land, giving a Character of that Country/the People and
heir Manners",but it is a rechauffe of Dirk. Appended is "A Description
i Scotland in...a -setter from an Officer in the Army to his Friend in Lone

on",which after a fictitious preface from the officer,on being "brought
o bis prayers that Cod would call us out of the Dingdom and send us to
ay other part of the DorId",-reveals itself as Weldon's account of Scot¬
oma with the "Rebel Scot" added.
fresh.skit appeared:-"Scotland Characterized in a letter written to
.young Centleman to dissuade him from an intended journey thither",

ins tries to outdo its predecessors in bludgeoning satire.Its anonymous
uthor ,E .B. swears that no tittle of intellectual gain can be had in
ie north. "Before I will believe that any man--can ample ate his C'nder-
tanding by Crazing in the Caledonian Forest,I will subscribe to the call-
ig in of the Jews." The accomplishments of the nobles come only f'om
filer lands,"their own affording only Pedantry .Poverty .Brutality, and

ypocrisy". E.B. describes Edinburgh University as he knew it, and damns
t in every respect:-"a Pcducn Physician,a Salamanca Doctor of Divinity,
id a Scotch Master of ..arts are three animals sunk below contempt",
le race -..s a whole is likewise unspeakable. "They are perfidy itself".
Civility is not so much as known in the fbet-eeet Idea."

"Debate's the only fuel of that Ration,
And you'll be hot alone in disputation."

le usual libels against the Scots follow-their dirt,disgusting habits,
warseness,rude stupidity. And lest any counts are not put tellingly

lough in prose ,E.B .repeats them in fifty lines of verse. (1701)
< this he ahd as rival Tom Brown,whose poem "The Highlander" must have
-en penned about the same time.

"From barren Highlands in the fre zing north,
The bonny lad with naked feet stops forth;
With lousy pled his ecabby loins he hides,. .

.'.nd measures out his miles by Spanish strides;
He cocks his bonnet s he proudly stalks
.iid scrubs his mangy ••Knuckles; .at ho walks.

his very breath infects the, whoitfsorne air,
.aid as he travels does the itch transfer,
A curse that heaven has alone decreed,
To plague that barbarous Caledonian breed;
Whose pride and poverty has made ech slave
Crow bold and desperate,which himself calls

i

breve.
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hat extract is typical of the rest ana of the sort of tirade it leurche
,,-ainst Sawney's tobacco-chewing end smoking,squalor and moan frugal¬
ly. Defoe ,joins this galore with his famous contribution in the "Erue-

<orn Englishman" (1701 )
"Scots from £he northern frozen banks of Tay,

■ tilth packs and plods came v/higging all the way,
Thick as the locusts 'which in Egyp£ swarmed,'V
With pride end hungry hopes1completely.armed; •
'71 th native truth,diseases and no money,
Plundered our Canaan of. the milk and honey.
Here they grew quickly lords and gentlemen,
End all their race are true-born Englishmen,

onteinporary with these skits are the serious accounts of Drome and
orcr. The latter's "Short Account of Scotland"was published in 1702, .

rid was trie first really well-in formed, dispassionate account of the
oimtry .Highland and Low land, that.-had yet been published. Puller men-
ion of it should be prefaced by;some tracing of Union;, events,however,
ince it owed its inception to these:-"being the Union of Scotland and
upland we is now grown a considerable subject in every bodies iiouth".
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Villiam'e dying appeal for Union was repeated "by Anne, and this time
loth Lords ana "Commons consented to appoint Commissioners. That v.as d
done in the teeth of Tory diehard opposition.The Earl of Nottingham
and Sir Edward Seymour distinguished themselves in "indecent reflections
on the Scots nation",or as the Parliamentary History records,"the in¬
decent scorn with which Seymour and others treated the Scots". Sey¬
mour's remarks were repeated verbatim by Fletcher in his "..ccount of a
Conversation regarding the right Regulation of Governments." "Yihat a
pother is here about sn union with Scotland, of which all the advantage
v.(. shall have will be no more than what a man gets by marrying a beggar,

louse for his portion"-# sally that ran round the town.(This the Scots
have heard and are very angry about it",noted Vernon.) ..s for Scotland,
"Of late years did not the very scum of our id at ion conquer you?- Here is
a fine cant indeed,independent nationl- that dependence which your nation
ought always to. have upon us as a much greater and more powerful people".

Tovember of 1702 saw the Union Conference begin at YJestminster. once
sore the Scottish commissioners put free trade in the forefront: only
at the price of that would they accept the Act of Settlement. Very re¬
luctantly the English delegates granted it,with the exception of wool; ■
and after another month's session,even granted trade to the plantations.
But the General Election had returned a Tory majority, and Anne's new .

ministers end the English commissioners were alike apathetic. The Con-
fere/ice was eight times adjourned because there was no quorum. In Feb¬
ruary it dragged itself inconclusively to an end.

Bootland seethed with indignation. Four months later her Parliament met.
Blouse by. clause there was built up that summer the Act of Security,
'■'.hereby Scotland swore to choose independently the successor to Anne,
unless the nation's honour and sovereignty-('independency'was the orig¬
inal word) legislation,liberty and trade were secured-"a free communic¬
ation of trade,freedom of navigation and the liberty of the plantations"

increase English uneasiness,the "Scots Plot" was discov. red, that os¬
tensibly revealed the Marquis of Athole in -secret correspondence with the
exiled Stuarts.The affair was a mare's nest,but popular talk magnified
jfc.l'he cry went up of "Perfidious. Scotland". The House of ^ords referred
to it as "The Scottish' Conspiracy",and instituted enquiry,and both label
tme enruiry were hotly resented in the north. At the next meeting of
their Parliament, the -et Bill of Security was once more forced on Anne-
'■o Act of Sup;-ly till it was passed, .mne signed it in August.

gland v;a._ at last alarmed. Humours flow that the scots were buying arms
ond drilling in every parish. "Scotland, is armed and angry. Prance is
u-tchfu i •* nd ready." ran one pamphlet. Alien Parliament met, the ^ords
iiatened to Haver sham* o analysis of the Scottish situation, his warnin -
wssnst " the Apr rx that may set all on fire"- and petitioned to have
q'-o: northern fortresses strengthened! Defoe,recognising this time as

■"v j:C- 1 o o t; a named "tnc ratal period" between ii o lunar i an a and So lunar.,
-nonaged on in.r ley the need of "a settled intelligence"in Scotland,
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apparently the first time such an idea had ever heen mooted to English
statesmen.
The English Parliament.however,rose to more energetic measures. It too
could clap a pistol at her neighbour's head. It did so with the Alien
let,passed at the close of that session,March,1705. By it,all Scots not
resident on England and the colonies,would he held as aliens,all traf¬
fic with Scotland would stop.unless within nine months arrangements for
union went forward.

Scotland took the ultimatum badly. At this unlucky- juncture, camethe
angry outbursts in both countries over the V/orcester casei- an English
Captain and crev:, arrested in the Firth of Forth,were accused of plun¬
dering a Earion ship,and in spite of the evidence being hastily gather¬
ed and unsifted,and in the face of English pleas for mercy,clamorous
Edinburgh mobs saw to their execution. Most obviously,Captain t-.ntt his
Creen and his companions were the victims of anti-English fury,and the
wrath over Earien still smouldering.
Co this fury the threat of the Alien '.ct was fresh fuel. Greg the spy

i wrote that "this boiling nation" was incensed against "Ihe dire decree",
ins. they called it, and reported of the Scottish Parliament "a day wholly
spent in making, angry speeches against the Parliament, of England."
.J. attempt to avoid the alternative failed. Scotland capitulated, .m
address was sent the Queen,protesting against the Alien Act,but nomin¬
ating Commissioners. In reply,England repealed the Act,and final negot¬
iations for union were put in motion.

Che following year( 1706) found the 'Westminster Conference sitting, while
in Shetland talk ran on what type oi Union should be arranged, float talk
'"as typical of the state of mind the country was in,rampant, angrily self-
important, refusing to see that England was dominant now,and that it was
for England alone to callthe tune. From the first,England had declared

, for an incorporating union. The Earl of Mar wrote frankly:-"Your friends
here tell us plainly that they will give us no tame terms—without going
into an entire union.They think all the notions about federal unions and
Terms a mere jest or chimera.-- Llo union hut an incorporating one relish¬
es." Scotland gradually realised the fact. Eke
Che articles of Union were opened tothe Scots Parliament in October,
2nd then published,and for four months debate raged hotly. Popular
opinion was loudly against what seemed a' surrender of the nation's in- *
dependence, its ancient and proud inviolability .The Jacobites and the
Country Party were against it. "Belhaveh is like a madman,roaring against
'he Union".wrote Roxburgh. The Squadrons Volante were doubtful,the rree-
hyterians suspicious, the Carneronians hostile. Possibly the unassertive
•utile classes thought of it flavour ably. But f orn November on, the ad-
5'ci.: co that poured in were vehement against an incorporating union with
-upland •

iglish opinion wes torpid in comparison. -The fury there o\ or the ",'or-
cester case, (when as once before 'no Scot dared to show himself in «ae

;• .rcrts of London' J and the alarm in the .erne summer over the umoured
•ughland Rising in concert with French forces,hed been dispelled when
■uotlend gave in over the Alien ..ct. The English Parliament met in Jtc

1 • Che xour won.hs' struggle of the Bill through the Scottish Par-
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. anient wuw watched,but once ratified there,the English Parliament
ran the Bill through their Committee in a week-"without the repeal
of a word",noted Clerk of Penicuik. Y.'hile Scots mo "be held angry de-
monetr.- tiono, stoned the Commissi,-ncrs and had troops called out against
them, London had neither a mob nor an anti-Union petition, Naturally
the Tory die-hards had been vocal. Belhaven in Scotland poured forth
the the Scottish Parliament his lamentable "Vision"

In England the marl of haversh&m Nottingham vowed with feeling that
"if this Union'did pass,he might justly affirm he had outlived ail t
the laws and the very constitution of England". Haversham was as fun¬
ereal in tone. "A union of so many mismatched Pieces of such jarring
incongruities and ingredients would require a standing army to keep
it together". 'Sir John Packington stigmatised it as "carried on by
corruption and bribery within doors ana by force and violence without",
end when offence was taken at that,said tersely that the Scots them¬
selves declared it so,so why need they protest?

Art these 'last-ditchers' were powerless .to stopUnion. Both Houses
of Parliament had passed the Bill by February. On March 4 the S.ueen
gave her assent, to it,and on the first day of May Union was inaugur¬
ated by a great service in St Paul's. The Luke of Quecnsberry held
a triumphal procession through London. "At no time were Scotsmen more
acceptable to the English than on that day",wrote Clerk of Penicuik.
"I observed a real joy and satisfaction in the Citizens of London,for
they were terribly apprehensive of confusions from Scotland in case
the Union had not taken nlace".

(That picture of London's delight over the Union certainly needed the
explanation of a 'terrible apprehension' added. For,looking back over
these years from 1700 on,with a view to gathering English reactions,
one tiling is plain, that Engined had no strong desire for Union, except
for its ensuring of safety and security f om FranceScotland
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■hot picture of London's delight over the Union certainly needed the
exolsnation of a 'terrible apprehension' attached. Per looking hack
at this period from 1700 on with a view to tracing the English react
ions,one thing emerges plainly,that England had no strong desire for
Union,except for its ensuring of safety and security from France.
Scotland frankly reviled England and the English.The latter reciproc¬
ated the feeling with vigour. The Union was no climax to a period of
increasing brotherly friendship. The years preceding.it were thick

• ith brickbats,anti-Scot and anti-English.

But the English attitude to Scotland was markedly different from that
of Scotland to England. Darien had roused a sharp attention in mer¬
chant circles in the south end a great deal of popular talk. Events
since had kept that interest spasmodically alert from year to year;
the Union proposals of 1700 and 1701,the Bill of Security and the Scots

- lot in 1700, the let of Security in 1704, the Worcester case and the
rumoured Highland Hi sing of 1705, the Westminster Conference in 1706.
Yet in the very middle of that period,when.news of the drawing-up of
the Bill of Security was reaching London,parley wrote to Carstairs:-
"1 think it very unfit for any one here to meddle with Scotch affairs .

vhich are so much out of the way of our comprehending.We hhve had the
e. me speech printed twice in the .Flying Fust besides abstracts of ..ops'
of Parliament and clauses; and yet 1 don't find one person'Who pre¬
tends to understand the proceedings. To say the truth,very few speak
at all about them; and those who do, f I clo not mean: any; ministers of
. tetc)speak with too little concern;less than^they do•of the king of
Eve en and the role. 1 think this is not right,for though Englishmen
ray not meddle about their affair's,! cannot hut have a seal for a
nation so full of good and learned men,who have in all ages given such
proofs of their.learning and courage."
disregarding the last sop,it is a staggering statement from the lead¬
ing strteman of England. But where is there reason for doubting it?
Era old contemptuous indifference to Scotland,trenched by a wide ignor
mice vug the status cuo still. It altered only temporarily when some
sensational occurrence in the north fil-lippd interest or some political

commercial move fanned England's negative dislike to active.

-here is proof in two' groups of writing, in the anti-Scot, anti-Union
Pwbphlots, and in Lefoe•' s Leviev.

rontras t the Union pamphlets 'Of Scots and English writers The' former
re fundamentally serdnus and master-packed,even in cases where they

rro angrily airing grievances or at/ angrily ironical over The deduc¬
ing of Scotland by .Inns','and nnexing it to England as a Province",
uchind them is a realization of the matter c. urgent,almost deeper:tely

(1' '.■•ending grave d cloher at ion. It is not suggested that the En--'
pamphlets vorc flippant,but, excepting for the moment Lefoe's work,

:n.ny offered thinking that was purely frivolous.
e.-.umplc^; ijieoi j air fax's "On the Uni ting of . cot land and EnTasd"
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the plea,"lot us no more scruple the calling ourselves English,
ts, forget .. our envy, check no longer the growth of her umpire as
have hitherto detracted from her fame."-advice solemnly•offered

jo bland rabidly nationalist. similarly,the author of "Vulpone" cries:
) will be guarantee, that their quota of Parliament men will not
i with any of our future managers and princes to pull down our 9
•tituticn as they have done their own?":ana" 1 can never think
Hagna Charta,Origina*l Contract end Claim of night safe with such

. dian s".

specious and shallow talk was general. The average English pamph-*
ser showed no awareness of an altering Scotland that; demanded a 4s?
ih consideration, and a grip of the new information that was circul-
lg. Por writing about her,the old cliches and prejudices sufficed,
i over the popular squibs of Brown and Ward,or the plays of a dram-
it like Parouhar, and it is hard not to feel ■ that the 'Englishman
3cobland and the Scottish entirely in terms of "second-rate jokes,

gentleman* s estate overrun "by the itch and Scots "-"as little to em-
7 their leisure hours as a Lord TreacurerPin Scotland"-.* bogus lett.r
lews from Scotland reporting "he have no:t -had these ten years so
nirable a summer as now, so that 'we don' t doubt: that our sloes
L ripen, and the Kirk has appointed a General- Thanksgiving for it'.'-
ruel jibe of Brov/n's since it was made in the terrible-famine years,
jest of Scotland as hell,and the Scot at home in hell was the

aonest-Brorn' s 'Letters from the. Bead" described sixteen Scotch
*ds sunning themselves above Styx, "all wind-bound for: want, of the
ly rhinoand a. meeting there with "a puritanical Seripturiun,a
*y Scotchman", typically in hot debatevitli a "termagant Sigh-?Iyer"
later denouncing sourly a village feast. Dr Staggins,the deceased

s Husieian was there-"his business is to compose Scotch tunes
Lucifer's bagpiper": and Hell's porter announced to Lucifer "Here

: troop of Scots that swear and stare to get in,and beg they may b
skulk into some cold corner of hell,which they would not know

i their own country above". Scotland served well for burlesque,
. it figures in Peacliffe's "Ovid's Travesties"-"There liapning a

;11ion in Scot land—Ulysses wont Voluntier"-etc: And the Highlander
of course,constant game,from Brown's long,abusive poem to P„rquhar's

.ng hits like "Kcd the landlady hut a Highland Piper to join with
i, she might set up for a Collection of r.loncters. "and ".algebra?Pis
:ountry in Christendom,unless it he some place in the Highlands
Scotland. "
•he Union was taken a. main topic.it was apt to be treated in the
lion of uhe broadside, "Pears for Plums,or a. Conference between a C
in or and an Or.,nge V/ench". The latter, maid of Had em Scotia,tries
-cl'l pears "oddly overripe,but to the taste, she urges, "of all who
tc Honour end Antiquity". The gardiner scoffs;-"Hn antient Bent lew
:n indeed!-her antiquity resembles something the antiquity of my
diet, that is threadbare." He magnanimously offers service in "my

'
s ik mi ly, where thou shan't bo : s c servant but a Comma to our

' end her Children-only he a good girle."
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good-nature,, patronizing tone was-again, excepting Defoe- Eng¬
lish opinion at its highest. Whatever the -Scots might argue or Defoe
reach about the benefits Scotland might bestow on England,the latter

remained amuse*, ly sceptical.- Incidentally, there was justification.
Deputation and recruits are the only two things which Scotland can
ive to a king of England",Secretary Johnston had written in 1693.

3ut England was blind to any reputation;and;had already helped herself
liberally to recruits fox' the Army and Eavy. ' The only other benefit
v.ob the visionary "lucrative fishing trade" which might be developed,
and which remained visionary longs after the Union.
Trans appeals the self-interest, '"divine Commodity' thus lost their
point. Eaturally,then,England felt no urgency about Union,until fear
or some national affront jolted her out of her passivity,
is one instance of the•latter,the Worcester case called out over
thirty pamphlets between the two nations,and English Abuse was virule
out,of the type of "An English Ointment for the Scotch konge". Brown
was outdone by the author of "A Trip lately to Scotland,with a True
Character of the Country and People—with iieroarks on the late Barbar¬
ous Execution of Captain Green—and several others."-this a savage
and exhaustive defamation of the country,scot and lot. Its five hun-
iredlines of unrelieved abuse are to the effect that

The Land's a Besart and the People dull:
A place that harbours Vice it should expel. . '
Aeligion without Charity or Leal,
faith without morals,Christians without Grace,
Truth without Friebus,Justice without a Face,
Lien without Cense, and women without kanners—
Allegiance droops;all things are in Confusion.
This is the Country and its Constitution".

im eing abuse such as this turns ludicrous.however,as when the scot
described s

False as the Syrens'; lewd attracting smile,
And treacherous as the weeping Crocodile.

or the 'land'
"-that barren wilderness,

Ehich 'Cain did first in banishment possess.
An open-mouthed asylum that receives
Your broken Debtors and your fugitives,
A sure Aetreat for iiebols : nd for Thieves.
A greedy,dark,degenerate place of Sin,
For th' Universe to shoot her Aubbish in.

■re rankling hate shows in an "Elegy on Captain Green: -

0 Sco11 and
, still recorded for thy Wrougs,

Bene of all English hearts and English"Tongue:
Henceforth,thou b mb roue Eat ion,be accurst,
Of a e alms the poorest, and of -en the T'orst.
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A race of Pedlars,that would Merchants tarn,
And with Joynt Stocks provoke their neighbours' Scorn,
Alio still mast with their -Darien schemes upbraid
nroj ee tors horn to Steal no. not to Trade.
May Feuds intestine Punish this thy Crime,
And hunger rage within thy Barren Clime.

and that is only the closing malediction.

Pear horn of the Scots Plot,and the tain of the highlands arming
;gain roused Ehglish remark,hut it was either in terms'of maligning
'perfidious Scotland" or deploring ineffectively "The distracted
state of that kingdom, find from such states of alarm, the country
aould subside into the usual inimical disregard,.

i'hat comes out strikingly "in Defoe's work. His writing as a whole
belongs to another chapter, sufficient to say here,that Defoe,when
one of liar ley1 s secret agents,urged on him the necessity for a defin-"
ite news-service from Scotland, "A. thing strangely neglected there",
and was sent north in the most difficult pre-Union years. His orders
acre to report on and further Union, and the latter task'led him to
■vrifce six essay's "Towards Removing national pre.indices against Union"
and to devote two-thirds of his nonaon paper,"The neview" to the top¬
ic. Both news-sheet and essays evince most plainly th-.-t Defoe was
.urling his pro-Scotland arguments .-gainst a sheer wall of English
prejudice. He hhd c handful of truths ah'out the land to give, truths
le confesses he had never known until he visited it,some of them sim¬
ple as "Those who fancy there is nothing to he' had here hut wild men
and ragged mountains,storms,snows,tnd poverty end barrenness are
quite mistaken"-but these he has to keep reiterating. If these were
obviously unwelcome and disbelieved,much more so his economic teach¬
ing, ps,for instance,of the viciousness of the•policy that a prosper-
us Zngl-nd demanded an impoverished Scotland.

from time to time he lapsed into half-defient,half-disgruntled aool-
)gy for his repetitions.He knew his audience."Hothing but Union,Union
ways one now that wants diversion:! am quite tired of it ana we hope
'tis as good as over now". Yet he returned doggedly to the attack,
me result of his vehemence was a falling-off in his paper's circul¬
ation. "Union,Union,no thing hut Union for four months together glut-
tee their fancy,end palled the modishness of the Town's Humour,and so
.he poor Peviev. lost its Faculty of pleasing you",he admitted in the

"■•reface t'o Volume 4(1707) An undeserved penalty was the eounter-att -
•ck from north slid south, whimsically enough,the one occasion on
•hich these attacks gladly concurred was in .jeering at the poem he
launched a .bare two men- 'us after he rn a arrived in scot /and, "Cale-
lonia, a room in Honour of the scots and the Scottish Action".

•'itle and topic were certainly surprising,the first venture of tHe
ort from an englishman. In the dedication,Defoe talked of ... stranger
ioming- to Sc,t land, "filled with those formidable ideas which the eue
iu.'i.mcs oi uhfc A.ation nave ignorantly and maliciou,.ly formed in him"
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and finding " such pen feet surprizes tna u lie is apt to cuouii 6 /<ne uh—
ijc this be sco J_o.iior no" « nc c uhau this a utempt^ at exto sling
icotlond is perfectly new,that he has the honour to he "the first
ir.an that ever. attempted to rescue Scotland 'out of the Jaws of Slan¬
der and that drove of her Character and the gulf in which all the
Ire at Actions of her nobility and Gentry ore too much "buried "-all
illuminating remarks,though questionably true.
The Preface repeats "his aim,not party purposes but a "Debt of Justice
to the Scots Nation".
The Poem in its three parts deals with, first, Scotland' s poverty, clime,
ate and Kighl- naers,the last condoned as at least superior to

--"The savage Madagascar Moors,
Campecho Indians, or Circassian Boors";

tecond,the Scottish race,with their "manly surliness" end "awful frown"
"polite in manners as the iears revolve",

"And if they can exceed in doing well, .

•Tis in a little,little Too Much Zeal."
third,Scotland's ancient and great families ana contemporary culture,
the highest eulogies being heaped on Colvil,Haddington,Boyl of Glasgow
"Apollo's Nursery thrives"u\Vit blooms"-there are"Epicks thick"-"strong
:Ieroicks"-"lyricks and Pastorals"-"Panegyrics"-

"Strong Sciences in Pleasing Order stand,
■V/ith Borders of Philosophy on either hand".

But Scotland is cursed by Sloth and Poverty,and.hence a closing app¬
ro! to

"Y/ake,Scotland, from thy long lethargic dream,
Seem what thou art,..nd be what thou shalt seem."

The oem is as appreciative as were Taylor's sonnets on the highlands
a century before,and unluckily js suspect,for a private letter of the

1 poet's to Hurley confesses it mere wiiy propaganda. ''I era writeing a
•To em in praise of Z cot lend, you'will say that is an odd. Subject to bear
a Panegyric,but my end will be answered. 1 make Ihem believe I wu come

( away from England, and resolve if ye Union goes on to settle in Scot¬
land ,and all conduces to perswade them a am a friend of their country

1 confess,Sir,doeing all this without any 'Instruecions or the least
hint of your approbations".

-a some quarters, its insincerity .aid its tone of p tronage were re-
' -eiited, and attacks like the "Equiv; lent for Defoe" were made. In Eng¬

land V." rd made abusive retalicti.n through his "Hudibras uedivivus",
jfliich jeered at

) --"that only Northern Paradise,
w'hich overflov;s vvith Scabs and ^ico,
find not with lvsliious Milk end honey,
For Pood is there as scarce as Money.
Yet 0 how blest is Caledonia,
Nlicre Vertue decs all- Vice repel,
Did none but Saints ..nd sinners dwell,
V/hose pious Seeds I'll not rehearse
In such memorializing Verse,
' C uu s c it's a s a cr c d T a s k v. e lmo w,
Becoming none but D 1 Fee.

/
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V/f.rd rented through'the old accusations against the Scots:-the King-
eel ling-

"0 cursed Scots I who lor the cake
Of dross could ra? ke yourselves so black
And stain your Country with an -ction
That bears so Hellish a. Complexion
A matchless Villisnjf compounded
Of all the wicked., damned, confounded
Evils e'er done by dump or Roundhead.
Th' Infernals blush for Scotland's sake,-
To think that a perfidious Race, ■ ■

So false, so b rb? rously base, ■
Should all the sinful World Exceed
In such an execrable Deed,
So complicated of all Evils,
That it outdid the very Devil's;
For in their Treachery might be seen,
All that v;as infamous in men,
Feighnou Religion,Holy Fraud,
Rebellion,Treason,Built of Blood,
Per jury, Flattery, Avar ice, '
Perfidiousness and Cowardice,
injustice.Cruelty and Fear,
And all the Ills that could appear-

a a- ssage which brought on V/f.rd i'in.ng and the pillory.

The lesser English skits against Union are sc .rcely worth regarding.
They vs. re smuggled into print in spite of Anne' s "Order against any
seditious discourse or i»ibel,or laying V/* gers or Asking Policies of
assurance relating to the s...id Union". Defoe talke; of "All the
S tyre, Sarcasms, despicable Proverbs and 2J. tional V/it tic isms wc please
ourselves with",but his list of'matter written on the English side
only goes as far as "The Ptreble of the Foxes and the ilonkeys' , a
manuscript which 1 suppose nobody durst print, and which if it had,at*
ought to have been called 'The Shortest Way with the Scots', and sever
al other tracts About reducing Scotland by Arms and the like". Pro-

' bably : rnong the last was "The Scotch Patriot Unmasked" by Attwood,who
was p Ircady in prominence as an ;nti-Scot controversialist

The cautious satirist avoided the topic of union,and used the ever-
reedy ammunition .of Scotland's past history or present squalors.

vDrake's "Historia Anglo-Scotica" chose to libel the former,and did
oo vith such venom that it was ordered to bb burnt by the hangman.
The "Scotland Characterized"skit proved popular enough to reprint

'under a different heading-"A Description of Scotland and its Inhabit
oats', and a third with, the signature E.3.

i



;.;ecially interesting w».re two small experiments towards drawing
Scotland into the lingliah novel. Defoe's was one,his "ConsolidatorTj
like part of Mackenzie' e "..retina" of forty years previous, an all¬

egorical treatment of Scottish and English parties, the I!o lunarians
.md Solunarians. Defoe is cautiously complimentary to "both sides,
hie northern men are hold, terrible,numerous and brave to the last
)egree,but poor,and by the encroachments of their neighbours grow¬
ing poorer every day.'!, ,

.'he other and more novel venture is anonymous,a matter for regret
.ince the author might claim the credit of having written the first

lovel of Scotland.

it appeared in 1706:"Ike Scotch Rogue,or the Life and actions of
)onala Its. cdonr.ld, a Highland Scot", and war garnished with v frontis¬
piece of a youth in Scots costume,that is.bonnet,tartan trews and
in arsenal of weapons,targe,broadsword,pistols ana daggers. "And
■hy a Scots Rogue?".began the preface boldly."! say,why not a Scots
togue as well as an English Rogue,2 punish Rogue,Irish Rogue? bar-
'cn as the Soil of that Country is in other respects,'tis fruitful
mough in this Commodity". He disclaimed any intention of affronting
-hat "Ancient kingdom of Scot land", but slyly continued to harp on
.he theme of "Scotland may as well put in for her shere_.of ' em as
ray other country." "If ■ Rogue be one that lives by his V/its and
.0 out to his Shifts--mony there have little else to live by!"
'.o to uhe talc of'this bluff Highland Rogue,one that with his Ceng
.boat him has made a considerable figure in vis own Country'. I'he
uh-title supplies a summary;-"Delating his being found in the High
ay and carried home by Curtegh Macdoneld to his V/ife,and how he was

>rought up by them: His Early Waggeries, and Villian ies when he came
:o liner Years: His Love Intrigues and how many Fortunes he went thor
iT;,and the Miseries that he endur' d:His Extraordinary Wit and Courage
•lid hov he extricated himself out of divers Eif.iculties into which
As Rogueries had brought him;'The Whole being very Pleasant ana Di-

'erting. "
-ever v.ere the last two epithets less appropriate. The "Scotch -vogue"
.s a hackneyed,coarse and third-rate picaresque,written in imitation
'f ?The English Rogue" and its fel sows, and very probably by a ^ondon
Lack. A national "colour" is roughly slapped on,however..Donald,found
t ..rdneglts, atuends a school at skyralEin, ana then the University of

-bordeen. "Here 1 was put to learning the English Di'lcct for my bet te
•ccompliEhrncnt", but proved better at games like "Cat and Doug,..iaing
lie Hurley-Kucket,ploying at Kyles .ad D^ras and Speng-bodlc."
is adventures befall him in hrechin,Montrose,Renfrew,Aberdeen,Edin-
>urgh,-}iis routes of- travel between those are into Eligible-end in the
met town he is 'locked in the Tolbooth and later exercises as a sold¬
er on the Lanka of Loath.
he recounting of his stale "Waggeries rnd Villianies" is in n Eng-
•ish touched up with such phrases as Londoners then as now labelled
couch;-"! ken the led"-"lt gar'd me greet"-"Aw the deeli"etcetera,
vt with a spice of cleverness,the author made use of two things,
ome^collection of Ceo ts proverbs,(he sprinkles these in,one to everynird page or so )and an Edinburgh broadside,"The Exercise of the scot
nig Coon",a ffrcical parody of a Scots''Captain exercising his men;-
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Y:-ur Spt-v-n Kaund to ,/our Lluckle Vlhuniard,Mon." "Step your kuckle
.huniard intul the moo of Your x<sng Soon" and so on.
-lose- Scottish names are thrown in,Dovglas Oreighton,Donald Macduff
and the like,and an occasional reference to something peculiarly
Scottish,such as the keeping of the Cowrie Conspiracy anniversary.
3ut there is no attempt at drawing Highland character,or Highland
.nciccnt. The "dang" referred to inthe preface never materializes,
oonald" s first love is "a young shepherdess" In short,the "Scotchness
:f the tale is .. very cheap and thin veneer over the familiar stuff

, of ell picarescue-a series of sharp-wit tricks and salacious anecdotes.

;til1,it is a first effort at setting a novel in Scotland. ?or the
first time,the Highlander holds the stage and becomes particularized,
no l-.nger- "Hedshanks" or "the Highlander", "but Donald Ida c donaid of Ard

. r.eglas. That advance was imitated, too . The "Scots Observator" invented
Alexander M.cdonald of Inverlochy.Defoe's "Second-Sighted Highlander

»• to Archibald Aacdonold of Inverlocky .Hepburn" s "Tat let "had visits
j from "my illustrious relative,Sir Donald I.Iacdonala of the isles"-* all
these the creations of the next five years.
;Le"Scotch Aogue" must have caught public fancy,or at least have found
Lome Edgar V/allace public, for Swift five years later was remarking:-
"it may be disputed perhaps whether the Irish or Scotch rogue has -pass¬
ed the most editions". A second part,not so Scottici'zcd,was printed
in 1723, the same year as Defoe1 s "High land .vogue". Part I might be at¬
tributed to Defoe were it not so hackneyed in incident.

Aov. precisely in tune with popular opinion was this first presentat¬
ion of the Scot in the novel as rogue,and particularly of the Highland¬
er as rogue. An understood 'connotation pejoratif' clung line a taint
to many things Scottish,a Scots jig,the Scottish spur ya Covenanter etc
snd this seemed to determine too,the drawing of Scots character.Look
beck on the characters in drama. Practically all are knaves,from the
foots,priest,Caconos,kings like James(in Jeorge-a-Creene )and Davia(in
-iv.c.rd 111) to the cadging soldier of "Thierry .-. nd Theodorct" , the mount¬
ebank of "The Distracted State" ,Jocky,Hilly,Polly nci Scerefool of"The
■cots lAggaries" .Lord Hares ton in "The Hitimp", Sawney of "Sawney the Scot"
-tnerc is bCci-s ee i.y an exception outside- Shakespeare and Bromc and the
Aiknown J.VI. and John Banns. Even Defoe, who ..proclaimed himself so deter
nnedly a lover of Scotland,quarried from it as fiction only rogues end
oceonci-sighted Highlanders.

-c.t the rehabilitation of the Scot begins during- this. very period , par tfy
C-S result of the country's growing importance,partly because of the in¬
creasing pamphlet information about it. The latter has its value.
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.ne storminess in the north had had one excellent effect,-that it stim-
i::ted from 1700 on the issue of lively travel sketches and concise

nc-Counts of the country, ,'ono n'g the former were Broxne' s Travels,printed
in 1700,ana with additions in 1702;and "Scotland Characterized" in 1701
and 1705. ■

,'notlier "Journall" survives,which though not printed air the time is
m.aded "horth of England and Scotland in 1704" and allows a glimpse
of Scotland through English eyes. It was none too gay a sight,with de-

. :>.yed towns and those squalid poverty-striaken villages that horrified
the southerner so much. But this traveller found Leith* and Clasgow 11-
flourishing, and as for, Edinburgh:-"How help me,Art,to describe this
nighty city! "-an unheard invocation, seemingly, since it proceeds a bald
recount of a city aswarm with beggars.
.ne thing was early forced on his notice."I found the people eomonly
flown up with a strange prejudice to the English in general" He was
civilly used,however,end imputed that to the subjection of the people
to the nobility,an evil he thought prevalent-. ."Though the people of
'tis country are poor they are proud and seem to have a spir-itt for
dory and hansome things-were not the meaner! sort so kept under by the
jreat men" , . - —
lie traversed only the Lowlands, and even these in dread,believing them
"the Scotch Highlands". "The wildest country I ever yett travelled into,
i did not know how 1 might he besett," he wrote,and ruefully recorded
oil his perils and miseries, ho one could resist an unsympathetic
chuckle,though,at a crowning misadventure,when,lost in a storm,he tried
to waken the people ina small town by smashing their windows,only to
And that not a single house possessed a pane of glass!
ho ends like Pepys:-"So to my joy on English ground,and hope I shall
never go into such a country again. 1 had heard much talk of it,ana
had a mind to see it for variety,and indeed it was so to me,for 1 thank
:',y lod I never saw such another"-and he appends two lines of Cleveland
»'.s grace.

• wore diverting traveller and alerter eyewitness v;as Joseph Taylor of
the Ift.ee e# Seurt Inner Temple,who went north in the following year,
-im account is to unstudied and candid, so much in the key of table-talk
thct it gives the living 'feel' of he times, "we had a grefct deale of
cause to leave our Countrey with regret,upon account of the discourage¬
ments we received from everybody,even upon the borders of Scotland,and
cy what 1 could gather from the discourse of all persons 1 conversed
tth.l concluded I was going into the most Barbarous Countrey in the we

world. Every one reckon'd our Journey extremely dangerous,and told us
tvould be difficult to escape with our lives,much less without the dis¬

temper of. the Countrey. Yet notwithstanding we resolved to proceed,ana
stand by one another to the "last."
i:- this mood of desperate derring-do, they penetrated to Edinburgh, and
hound there nothing worse than a "barren mountain"(Arthur Seat),and a
earli ancnt in debate over proceeding to Union,"with many hard rcfleet-
^ns^upon the English". Yet,on the Act being carried,"several Lords and'■'lament men embraced us with all the outward marks of love and kind-
ficss,and seem• d mightily pleased at what was. done, and told us v;e should
J0v Oe.no more English and scotch but Britons."

n Vlsitin? Boith,whcrc Captain Jrern had been executed five months earl



<; p.rlier- ('hnurder • d purely for the lubre of his ship"4said Taylor voic-
111 ? -,n- xbjl opinion / they "were cautioned not to speak anything there
in relation to Captain oreen,farien are the Succession", farien feel¬
ing was still hot, end Forbes of fisb'lair's "Pill for the Pork-eaters" .

v.as called.after them by hoys in the streets."Its very observable",
wrote Taylor, "that the children who can but just speak seem to have a
r, stunall Antipathy against the English." Considering the strain of
having to guard theat tongues and their nationality so constantly,it
is surprising that he and his friends could admire whole-heartedly the
highland dress, for instance,or the "very diverting" Scottish, songs,One
of which "Fy let us all to the Bridal!" he copied down. .lie found littl
else to admire.A first admiration for the Castle he disavowed later,
mad agreed with "the English Captain who said Scotland had only eight
commandments,for they have nothing to covet not nothing to steale".
''The boa character it lyes under discourages most Gentlemen from tra¬
velling thither",he said,and analysed the causes "which makes their
Country so much despis'd by the English. These are as ever "the nasti-
ness of the Inhrbitants"streets dirty", "not above one house of Office-
in ".he town", "lodgings as nasty", "the itch so common amongst them"-and
his own discovery (but it too was an old accusation J"As the Scotch are
nasty,so 1 found them as prophane and vitious as other' people,no fcv. i til-
stand ing all the pretended Sanctity of their Xirk".■
Che most enlightening .incident as regards English and Scottish feelings
was a minute one at the end of their tour, hear Carlisle,the inn-keeper
'a true Scot by his proud look",offered them the fuke of Hamilton's
health, Taylor and his friends refused,"for now we began to think of
liberty of Conscience".

"The other traveller of that year, the author of Trip to Scotland with
a True Character of the Country and People" was in warm accord with the
''-ortli of England and Scotland" writer on the prevalence of beggars, and
corroborates all Taylor has to say on Scottish- hypocrisy",uncleanliness
aiid pride. "Hearing much talk of Scotland's Plots ^nd Pride",had induc¬
ed him to pay the land a visit.But he found the Scot

"Selfish,ill-natur'd,'ever prone to prate,
Puft up with vanity and self-conceit,
Ho Constitution of a Government,
Could ever cure his Talent-Discontent.--
His Principles are Sccptick and Prophane;
His actions not so politick as Vain,
lie's very niggardly, inclined to save,
and honest when he cannot be a Hnave.

te has had more quotation th n ho deserves, vis some re lief, the steady
A"ose account by Drome was reissued in the same year, and also the in¬
formative "Shott (AeeeHRt ef) but true Account .of the Mobility and A cares
'• atatives of the Ancient Aealm and Kingdom of Scotland.
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Better than these .however , was an earlier work," A Short Account of S
Scotland,"being a description of the ilature of that kingdom,and what
the Gone titution of it is in Church and-5 bate.wherein also some not¬
ice is taken of their chief cities ■ nd royal "boroughs." This was "by
the 'Rev: T .Iviorer, on Episcopalian chaplain of a regiment stationed .in
Glasgow/ at the "devolution period. Morer apologises for the account
being imperfect , only "such as a Traveller in Time of Y/ar might attain
to." On the contrary,it was easily the best account of the country
.yet circulated.
It is a systematic little dissertation,beginning with the fundament¬
als of race,dealing with the Highlands,(their ancient inhabitants,
their present system,religion,raids,dress,opinion of the Lowlenders),
and Low "lands, (races, language, education, dress ) ,'with Scots i griculture,
end manufactures,and then with roads and conveyances,houses,coinage
and the rest. To that are added appendices on the Civil and Church
government,(the latter traced the history of the ".deformed Church"
from the deformation on,and gave a full account of present-day Church
services), nd descriptions of the towns-and iviorer renew the chief from
personal experience.
ilhe second e. ition.if not also' the first,has further Sir George IIcc-
kenzie' s "king's or Cueen's Supremacy in Scotland",the Scotch Liturgy
of I OS 7,and a table of the national revenue and Expenses.
•hat is specially admirable in iiorer, apart from this extensive nd

sound scope,is the dispassionateness of his survey. Except that as Ep¬
iscopalian he has to stigmatize the "wild Ouineroniens", md lament
Glasgow1s being "the Lest of Eanaticisra and the most ?i cticus Town in
all that Hingdom".hekeeps his pen from what were called "national re¬
flections". His temperate remarks on Scots character are his own,and
acute. "They are great critics in pronunciation,ana often upbraid us
for not giving every word its due sound",he.notes;or he sees the High¬
lander's contempt for the Low lander:-"They look on themselves as a
Surer dace and cannot affect 'em." He has a liking ,"fortunately,for
the chance detail that ho himself has noticed, so that the account is
lightened by little vivid notes of,for example,the rarity of chimneys,
the burning of peat,the fondness for the "snush-box",or,the exact num¬
ber of horse-oosts.
In consequence,the English reader would gain from Lorer a correctly-in
formed,wide and unbiassed view of Scotland,diversified with crisp,read¬
able details about it.

Eored had issued has account,he said,because the Union of Scotland and
England had become matter of widespread talk.
is soon as the Union had taken place,two other writers hastily revised
their works to include a dose iption of Scotland. Guy Iviiege reissued
his "Present State of Great Britain and Ireland with such addition, "lis,
plain, the Publick expected no less from the late compleate'u Union".
-iege had the advantage over Hirer that he could and did draw on a num¬
ber of Scottish works,the majority of them recent,pamphlets of oir
^corge Mackenzie and kidpath,the collections of Sir James Lalrymple
end James Anderson,martin's and Wallace's works on the isles. The result
is a well-documented guide, to contemporary Scotland .with very valuable
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uention of her scholars, and'her scientific progres
is still reliance on Buchanan,still mention of marvels,hut as off-set
lo that,an occasional noting of a "beautiful prospect",or group of
economic facts from Spruel.a Scots economist, Hiege appends lists of
cart kings,of the present nobles,M.P.1s,advocates,chief officials,etc.
and outlines the ecclesiastical government and the military forces,and
civil government-sin short produces an excellent little handbook.

John Chsmberloyne foliowed.suit in his "Present State of Gre&t Britain"
Be opens with that pronouncement about Scotland that Clarendon,Harley,
jefoe had already made in different tones:-"Though Scotland be a part
of the Island of Great Britain--yet very few even of our most Inquisit¬
ive hen have a just Idea of the Condition of that Country,and many Parts
of Africa and the Indies, (to our shams - be it spoken )are better known
than a region which is contiguous to our own".
He states his authorities and again one notes the increasing work of
Scottish writers themselves, "hind and timely assistance" came from
Sir James and Sir David Dalrymple,Seton of Pitmedden,James Anderson,
.Jexander Cunningham and others,-"gentlemen too well-known"—

•Since Chamberlayne produced his book for "Hen of Business",it took
form as a concise manual,writ ten staccato-fashion.facts to the fore¬
front. Ee found room,however,for mention of some Scottish literature,
Douglas's translation of Virgil,and "The Cherry and the Slae":(iiege
had referred to Fordun's M.S.)for an admiring "Character of the People,
for a very long chapter on religion,for notes of schools and bursars,
recent additions to the Advocates Library.names of professors,etc: and
for incidental suggestions for improving the country,-a topic few Eng¬
lish writers could ever resist.
He admits in conclusion that he had collected his facts "without any
Knowledge of ray own to assist me",but that detracts less than one would
imagine from the value of the book. One year later, Iliege issued a Sup¬
plement dealing v.ith Porch Britain and the ■ Doe them and Western isles,
'nick rounded off this group of topographical books.

hie group is small,amd Miege had been accused of plagiarizing from Cham¬
berlayne, as Defoe later was to plagiarise from him. But their work had
distinct effect. The previous seventeenth century accounts of Scotland-

i- i'ter Camden* s )leave the generic impression of being satiric, two-thirds-
libellous , irresponsible statements about the land. The eighteenth,
century work, on the contrary, leaves the rough impression of tours, anti-
A*arian 'progress es1 , letter-records,-some skittish,most of them serious,
iCscly to assess justly and to appreciate where that was possible. The
turning- joint was the work of Eorer,i,iiege and Chamber layne. Lot that
-Hey intoned any 'Abracadabra '.The alteration was due largely to the
•;cv> 'relationship effected by the Union,widening interests and the grow

facility end taste for travel. Yet their work paver the way to~allAiese linos of progress, and both marked and made permanent a change of
-•titude to, and a new recognition of Scotland.
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The reactions on Scots literature of this period of-antagonist
end rampancy were far-reaching.

The fundamental seriousness of the Union pamphlets has already heen
mentioned. Scarcely one hut turned hack from the immediate question
of harien or Uniqn to review English treatment, of Ecotland since
the Union of the Croons.Two facts were evident,first,that the nation
was withdrawing itself aggrievedly from T-ng land-even while realis¬
ing bitterly that the path of future progress lay through rongland-
and secondly that it was taking stock of its position.

loth movements .were nationalistic-never more doggedly so. The ad¬
vance on the home-front,so to speak,that had begun in the 80's was
pressed on. hew printing presses "were set up .newspapers launched,
Scots history ana antiquities studies further,new national and liter¬
ary projects voiced, fortunately,English lead and models were not
despised. In antiquarian ana language study,the impetus came from
Englisji scholars,the newspapers were on English lines,-and a project
like the Society for the Reformation of manners was a parallel to
a similar English society established earlier. Again,although his¬
torical writing was a perpetual source of contention-"the English
writters take ail occasions to Insult our Historians".wrote Sihhald
to Uodrow, scientific studies continued to draw/ their devotees to¬
gether .

But the list of new ventures just given is misleading if it gives
the.impression of a widespread and effective advance. The will to •

advance was most vigorous,hut the land was still distracted by dis¬
sensions and disheartened by poverty and the consciousness of an
"engulphing Union". Men who might have been literati were engrossed
in political tract-writing,Fletcher of Saltoun,8eton of Pitmedaen,
Clerk of Penicuik,for example. Progress had to be forced in the
teeth of difficulties.

-he struggle for a free press-to take one difficult y—was a losing
buttle for years. James Watson in his "Memorial" (171,5) avers that
when he set -up his press in ' ia "the .jrt of Printing in Scotland \
V/as very nigh lost in this part of the island". 'The chief crippling
at .this stage was the drastic censorship of the Privy Council.
'iThen the enterprising James Donaldson proposed to found an Edin¬
burgh Gazette,and bring the Scottish capital into line with the i-ng
lish and Irish,the Council insisted that all copies must be examin¬
ed before being sold,and then,some months later,that censorship be
exerted before printing. This was a hopeless handicap on the ^ccts
,]ournalist ,v;ho had to fall back on foreign news or very innocuous
reporting .Donaldson swore that lie "never midled viuh matters which
he had cause to believe would not be acceptable",but even so,his
paper had a career of struggle and lapses and restarts.

Yet new printing presses were set up;Watsob's in 195,Jaffray* s in
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)5,John Aeid,junior,in "'99 M.Simpson in 1700 ,John Spotiswood in '06
John Moncur in 1707. They $mde slow/leeway;.A good deal of illicit
printing went on.The Town Council cautioned and hound- over'the print¬
ers and crushed that. English competition was severe;they claimed
Shst "the Printers of Scotland had a dependence on those of England
ind could not reprint any hook here without the.ir Licence and Per-
aission" .Watson,Kerr and Maclver petitioned against their being pros¬
ecuted -for reprinting an English pamphlet: the Privy Council refused
;he petition ana ordered. arrest. Hence any chance of Scottish gain
ihrough the absence of a Copyright Act was frustrated. In the follow*
big year Fletcher protested in Parliament against the restrictions
)f the Town Council, But no real improvement took place until the
ibolition of the Scottish Piiivy Council in 1708, and unluckily for
jcots the year following saw the passing of the Copyright ^ct,which
Left the northern printers very much the losers.

laturally all this meant the mental impoverishment of the reading
nib "lie. Aldis's List of Books printed in Scotland before 1700 shows
• bare half-dozen of literary value-Dryden,William Penn's"Pruits of

Solitude", Cotton Mather's "Memorable Providences"- The 1705 petition
if Watson and the others speaks of "Vast numbers and quantities of
Looks relating tothe affairs of Scotland are daily imported from
Dig land", but exaggeration w,.s necessary for their case.

.t intensified,too,the struggles of the journalists and authors.
Jocxburn1 s ambitious"Bibliotheca Universalis" failed.Watson" s "Hist¬
ory of the Works of the Learned1/ reprint, a s imilar effort of elev¬
en years after,continued for about eight numbers and then failed.
Other reprints,the Paris Gazette,and the Haarlem Courant were tried

L native effort,^dam Boig's Edinburgh Courant had a life of three
ionsiiBjan Edinburgh Plying Post two years later ran for two months,
'o Scotland's credit .however, failure was no deterrent, -attempts con-
Anued.

'here seemed a ferment of thought .National critics like Fletcher ana
Leton diagnosed Scotland's backwardness frankly as "partly through
'ur own fault", a nd as due to Scots lack of enter prise, and in this
• turdy frame of mind thought out ana urged improvements .Fletcher in
As "Second Discourse on the affairs of Scotland"inland his"Speech on
he State of the Lation" attache the problems of beggary-(200,000
leggars is his estimate! ) of the undeveloped Highlands, and thieving

Aghianders,of Scots place-seek'.ng in England,of Scotland', s'poverty
md ill-state in general, -h the same time he insisted-(to Sir Ed-
urd Seymour's angry incredulity) on setting his own country"on an
icgaal footing with England and the rest of the world!"
'bat was typical of the national temper. Hodges,the noted pamphlet¬
eer ,shows the extreme of that in "A Letter from Mr Hodges at London"
r Wiiich he lamented that "Scotland excels in nothing,and no nation
n Europe labours under so many and so great national Disadvantages•ad Inconveniences—which it is in their own Power to help "-a fam-xisr gambit-and proposed therefore tha national erecting of "An

■cademy of Varr and Universal Learning". He develops this in a glow



of imagination-"all the most valuable Sciences"-"the method of vies-
ant I)ivereion"-"the best Masters in Europe", and ends confidently: -

"Though this will be undoubtedly the noblest Establishment of that
find,both for Gran&ure and Pleasure as well as profite that ever was
in the VJorld.yet it shall no ways exceed the capacity of Scotland to
accomplish it"
This was mere bubble-blowing,and grandiose.Met in the same years
John Law of rauriston, once again din Scotland,was working out far¬
sight ed but sound schemes for his land,ana publishing them.He issued
a plan for a Council of Trade.(I70I) Three years later came Ms"Mon¬
ey and Trade" with proposals for reforming the currency and credit
systems of the nation.The proposals were too advanced,however,the
country being yet too retarded to profit by them.

something of that same nationalist zeal was at the root of two valu¬
able publishing ventures;for Mosman is believed to have started the
reprinting of Buchanan in I70l-a work unfinished,and in the same year
a very handsome edition of John Forbes' writings was prepared by Lr
George Garden end dedicated to Queen Anne.

lost activity was to be seen in that group of scholars-difficult to
classify as their interests were historical,antiquarian,linguistic,
and generally scientific-that included Mbbald, and k,odrow,the eccles¬
iastic historian and letter-writer,James Anderson,historical resear¬
cher and controversialist,Sir James Dalrymple,antiquarian and histdr
isn, scientists like Sutherland and Sunningham,topographers like Hal-
lace,Martin,Adair.Wodrow's letters make an excellent mirror.They
show Lhuyd,the eminent Welsh scholar,in close touch with the Scottish
scholars,and Mcolson likewise: and an interesting correspondence
kept with Scots at work or publishing in London,Martin,for instance,
f idpath, "a considerable scholar". They document the new interest in
Gaelic,spoken of elsewhere,and the increasing interest in the anti¬
quarian and psychical 'treasure trove1 of the Highlands. °ne letter
from Sibbald mentions that "A Club of Antiquaries meet here once a
week; they are such as are versed: in our records" .This was the club
that decided to have an inventory of all Scottish published MSS.

from that same group came most of the effective pamphlets of the ti.^e
Anderson's reply to Mtwocd, for instance,Sibbald s Liberty and In
dependence of the kingdom and Church of Scotland -seerted" ,-widpaths
or .Fletcher's "An Historical Account of the Ancient nights and Power
of the Parliament of Scotland"- England was now realising through
these that Scot land demanded recognition.

ft was being acceded that recognition by '.scholars abroad..! letter of
leibnitz to Roxburgh, written in a 70S, says;: -"The Scotch prove clearly
enough that their genius can quite kee^- pace with that of the English
Though the names he mentions- are those 'of.-the mathematicians,his re-
raam was not evoked by those Mone. T'lure- seemed, in short, to be some
jus c if i cat ion for cho poem that was pi" in ted m- the -following year,
"The 'True Scots Genius Hevivirig".
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if Defoe's "Caledonia" were to "be "believed,that revival included
poetry, for it dilates on "the Epicks thick", "the strong Keroicks",
"Lyricks, 1 astor als, P anegyr icks " - " a thriving Apollo's nursery".But
apart from naddington,^efoe is suspiciously silent about names.

glance backward over the rather sorry show of verse for the pre¬
ss. ing twenty years,does however reveal an important little feat¬
ure. Vliether because of the spur of patriotism or because blessed
by a natural* smeddum', the poets are using the u0ric again, or writ¬
ing of their own land, with Francis Bempill and the elder Penri-
cuik,Samuel Colville and William Cleland a flavour of race comes
sack into verse again, i'o.the first, two of the most lively of Loots
poems are ascribed,"Maggie Lauder" and "The Blythesome Bridall",
racy stuff in the. real tradition that links the-poet with the Robert
Sewpill of "Habbie Simson" and "Sanny Briggs" fame. Colville,too,
with the same gusto in his writing,and a similar love of helter-skel- p
ter rhyming pours his satire into the mould of Butler's "Hudibras",
but keeps the native tang. Cleland can write an excellent English

'lyric like "Hollow,my fancie",but more excitingly he sounds the note
of the full Boots Kenasence of forty years later--

i For I am very apt to think ' *
There's als much Vertue.Sonce and Pith
In Annan or the water of Hith,
Which quietly slips by Dumfries 1
Als any water in all Greece.
For there and several other places
About mill-dams and green brae-faces
Both elrich Elfs and Brownies stayed
And green-gowned Fairies daune'd and play&d.--

And surely there is a foretaste of Hamsay and Burns in an opening
like: -

When Saturn shakes his frostie feathers
When Hussia Garments are rough leathers,
V.lien Dutch Dames over stoves do chatter,
When Men dry-shoo'a traverse the water,
Ere trouts begin to move their finn.es,
While Fans give place to black dog-skins)—

Die elder -Per; Pennicuik,beginning his career with a conventional
ver&e-translation of Ovid,was to carry on this tradition into the new
century, and an avowed lover of the Doric himself, to see -'warns ay adapt
end win English admiration for it. But when thuscentury ended.no more
could be claimed .than thfct the vernacular had thrown out a "green and
sappy sucker"

By Defoe's time.however.Pennicuik the bbder,the ^arl of Haddington,
Bitcairne .Hamilton of Gilbertficld would be the main tally of poets,

j Dieir record is not remarkable .Haddington' s verses were "light pieces
°f immodesty".Pitcairne's polished and elegant but in latin,the'best
°f Pennicuik's not yet written,and Hamilton's very scanty-scarcely atotal, to deserve "genius reviving'; in poetry at least.



p,.t one venture had a touch of genius in its incept ion,fot it was pre¬
lude to the real revival of Scots verse, "That was V/atson's "Choice
Collection of Comic and Serious Scots Poems both Ancient and. Modern

;.y Several Hands"-part 'I of which was printed in 1706. "ho gathered
the verse is uncertain-John Spottiswood has heen suggested-hut from
the preface "the Frequency of Publishing' Collections of Miscellany
.oems in our neighbouring Kingd'om" was the determinant, it was claim-

v.ith some pride as "Phe first of its Nature which has been publish¬
ed in our own Native Scots Dialect",and most hopefully as only the fir
T collection, the next to be i.asued in the following. November,
lert I made a pleasant introduction to scots poetry .'it offered some
excellent earlier verse','Chr ist1 s Mirk on the Green", some six of Mont-
.oaerie'.s poems,Polemo-Miadinia by nrummond,and along with that,viv¬
acious contemporary work like "She iiper of Milbarchan"-"S annyBriggs"
The 3lythesome bedding""She Last Lying Lords of Bonny Heck">an& be-
cide that racy dialect,Liteairne' s elegant1 xiing ana Queen of Pairy'
Tea and'Cleland1s 'Hollow,my fancle".
It is hard to say what reception it had.No mention of it survives.A
second part was published in 1709, a third in 1713, when Part I was re¬
printed with a few changes. Lid it have any circulation in England,is
the important point? - -
But circulating in England or no,at least the publication of anthol¬
ogies had started,a unique development for Seotlsnd.

indrama.two small sighs of -progress are to be seen; the first that in
PM2- Pitcairne had the temerity to launcli a satiric comedy against
the Assembly. This skit"She assembly" is too rough and abusive a cud¬
gelling to rank high as drama.Half the characters are labelled:-Lady
Bigot,Lord Whig-ridden,Mr Timothy Turbulent,or as in his "Sollerators
tmd Con-to Iterators, a Comedy" given actual names') Mr John Spalding, cler
Que main plot of Lady Bigot and her daughters and neicesQwith their
v.ooers, Till and Prank, is

_ poor .But for the first time that comedy is
-et in Edinburgh, at the Cross,the Bull Tavern,Lady Murray's Yards etc
dud Pitcairne knows his ..assembly and its types.He sketches in lively
Bashion the hubbubs over "Whether ye will plant the Mirk of Scotland
or the Mirk of England first"j-and his Aberdonian ruling Aider with
•Ms "Pat hae they deen?",and the pithy Scots repartee of the boatmen
on a later scene show what Pitcairne might have done,had he given his
sit full rein,and been less obsessed by the need to bludgeon the Pres-
T'ter ians.
Hue prologue to it had pessimistically said:-

Our Northern Country seldom tastes of Lit,
The too cold Clime is justly blames for it.--
Sis a long while since any Play'hath been .

Except Hope-dancing in our Nation seen--
nnd had' acquiesced in the belief that

the Scottish Tit,
Is only given to Censure,not to Mr it.

•Mu certainly a «cots comedy of any wit was to continue the rarest
things.

a Writer to the Signet,.Alexander Fyfe, is found attempting an opera
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th.ugh not a Scottish one. "The Aoyal Martyr'/Eing Charles I" was
dedicated to the hue en in 1705.It was a sprawling five-act heroic
tragedy in jog-trot couplets. Like Savonarola Brown's,the play was
stufied with every possible character,the ^oyal family,English and
Scottish dukes,Oliver Cromwell, and even.pointlessly, a -^ady Buccleuch,
who appears in one scene only to give heroic counsel to the Queen,
it can never have been acted,but fyfe reprinted it again in ^-707,
end in 1712 tried a second edition withthe part of -^ady Buccleuch
omitted.

Possibly fyfe may have been spurred on by a fellow-Scot's success-
in London at this time, for -"avid Craufurd,with poetry and two com¬
edies to his credit,(to the first of which farquhar had supplied a
prologue) was making a name for himself.
Craufurd and Thomas Scott-there were probably others-were ranking
themselves among the English dramatists,and Scott's plays.'The Hock
Carriage" and "The Unhappy kindness" are indistinguishable from the
ruck of third-rate English plays. The first introduces "Within a
Furlong of Edinburgh Town" -but the Scotch song featured in most
plays. A Scotticism or two--"I'm thinking,Sirs— " is surer sign o
of the author's race.
Craufurd drops a few Scotticisms too,ana his "Love at Firfcfc Sight"
is entirely in the English convention . But "Courtship a la mode",
the comedy acted in 1700,brings in "Wullie Beetlfehead,a Scotlaund-
Ean",a farcical foetman to Captain •■Bellairs. Wullie is another »->aw
nej,impudent,coarse-tongued.bragging,with nothing to do but clown
it on the stage,bandy repartee of the roughest,and court the maid,
in one respect only is lie an advance on Sawney,and shows his ^cots
creation:his talk and his opinions are more genuinely Scottish.
Freelove tells him he must forget Scotland and "learn our .accent".
"itfau.Kau", says Wullie, "Ise do aus our Heast J oho an does, pray for yer
reformation in good bred Scots, mus for yer accent,Sur,I speak as -:
Father uudaum spauke before me" freelove remarks:-"Then Adam spoke

Scotch?" Wullie:-"G-oad,aun chat he did". Similarly he rebuffs a ser¬
vant who corrects him:-"Waud ye learn au Gentleman geud Manners? We
Scotlaund-i.ien are au Gentlemen when we come tea England".
His tales of the'minister's wife',and of mass-John who preached a

m pear on one text,his boasts of having a "brau estate in Scotland",
are all in the hackneyed tradition. But his talk has the brusque
freshness of actual Scots talk of a kindrthat is,when one translates
the printer's spelling. "I'll gar ye au loup lime Hinmonts",he says,
or "Iiaud yer Shafts together "-"Hear ye me, jo,how wad ye like me for
per goodmanY-"He's stanning sighing in the causy"-"The aeel be fain
o per wheedling Snout". He has two1fat' scraps of scene flung him,
»-ne .n which he be; to off three Englishman, and the final one when he
cries:-"! wull gee au Scot'laun ^ance-baut x vaunt a piper" .Bell.air
colls for violins and ^ullie with a shout of "Play up thaun,f idlers,

■ aun bo haung'd tea ye,aun let me hea au verroy bonny Dpring".

-part from the fresher talk,ho ruts in,Craufurd made no attempt to
alter the fixed outline of the ' buf i'ooh-Scot' ,nor does he try to por-

any other "cots character.x"erhajbs the accepted apprenticeship -



ox the Scots writer,perhaps the native ineptness in drama,account
for the curious fact that even in fchis new century the more varied
creation of Scots character on the stage was the to "be the work fir¬
st of English dramatists,not Scottish.

\
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I.
/

*

3y on ironic owing of the pendulum, the lowland .Hcot to-day talcs
infinite pride in identifying himself what is most distinctively
•Scottish with vhat is distinctively highland. He would have other
nations' think of Scotland as v laid whose roots are in mountain

-id heather,whosq people come from the ancient untamed clans,whose
romance and whose history are 1 in iced with Highland chief and Jac¬
obite hieing. Highland scenery .music ,ree.ls, the pipes and the tartan
the dishes of haggis, porridge,unquebaugli, these .he insists are typ¬
ically dcottish. ...

it is an ironic pvidc,and a sentimental one,since it dates from
the decay of what was tin impugnah ly Highland. That decay was a cen- .

tnry and a half pgo. Glance at the lowlander' s - attitude to the High
1 .nds before that time, ile romance or heroics warmed his estimate.
He v.'i s as vehement as theEnglishman in condemning them as a "blot
•.•a his country,and their inhabitants -as uncivilised savages,most
'i v/hom would be better deported.
..nineteenth end twentieth''century appreciation of the High! nds,

r,3 liking for the Highlander .had therefore to' be jettisoned holus-
bolus in reverting to the seventeenth. The Highlands then were no
source of general interest or attraction to the Englishman! no asset
of colour or picturesqueness to 1 cot land. The question of -why linger
land felt no glamour about the Highlands,and no heightened interest
■in she nortli as a consel-uence, is ludicrous in face of the actualityj. '

11 •

Hiose actikalities are best seen from the angle of an English travel¬
ler. His phrase was not"from Land's .End to John•o' Groats".but only
"irom the. Mount in Oornwall to Berviclc Stairs". Beyond Berwick
ft airs lay the barren land and small ancient toons of Scotland.Be-
.. ■■--.id thcse-l'Ut that s almost beyond the pale of civilisation- lay
the highlands.
by dream of cm lor in,g thorn? if- he rode north, this town-bred English

traveller, it was not as a holiday escape f oia towns .which v. ere the
cherished entires of life,, but to survey that northern civilisation

towns. He turned his horse's heed from
;from these westwards to Glasgow,then -south again

might'take the coast-road north to Aberdeen. But
e the. towns., and the sight-seeing to be done there

streets.universities and libraries. Prom the.main
had a ppearing gi nee at - villages and fields-an ap-
lly-but the scenery that won his appreciation was
par e or. of some pretty lake,never of mountains.

rem the east coast road northwards,he saw the lev cr-
IIighland ranges. But when Low-land travel called

orv. i c.i-c to xu.inulix*
-j- r\ 1 .
'•» V ill s own land.
II he '

r 6 11 -J. ~ Q tj j i 1
<J. 1. . . Jg ' / t his goals v
j £ hx). iluingc. and s

he paced he
h.Ile d glance,'uoua
'• > f of his host's
Sr ok j itir ling or f

i*o r x
ut11ne of the
he endurance
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ij j. do and the pe

•" - J-
■ • .' J Ij
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-. eother,he n.-;
d where e*ven

-. onus, squalid cxiange—nouses, c deserted toil

nils and discomforts of horse-back travel in incle-
tunally avoided the suicidal policy of pressing ini
bad -roads and miser b io inns were non-clistent.'
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jofoe said of 'crossing to the Hebrides:-"V/as it likely any person
, hose business wee meer Curiosity end Diversion should-run the bis¬

que of such e hazardous Passage where there was so little worth Ob¬
servation to bo .found?'"
Ir.leuu he were a very bough and dogged traveller,the reasons for not
•enetratiiig into the Highlands were overwhelming. Little was known

■ 1 :hem,and though of that lit tie half was alluringly fantastic,half
grinly d terring. Had he consulted books,Boorae,who traversed Hc-

:«tland in 15.6 would inform him that the Highlanders wore like wild
.Irish,rude and unruannered, very poor .boasters ana liars,haters of Lng-
lishren,yet hardy,strong end good musicians. Harrison's "Description
oi cot land would have given him some note of towns, lakes and rivers
out only in one meagre chapter "the V/est from fxran to Skye", ana
: .raid have left the' impression of the Highlands as olio country of
marvels,of f.rgyll's "terrible beast",and the fourteen foot bones of
kittle Jo3:n,and the;floating isles of Loch Lomond. ( In the face of

' these accounts,the relief of HondoIph,the Lnglish ambassador,at es¬
caping the journey of iu'ary, Queen of Scots, to the Highlands, is under¬
standable . "-.o ibany as take their journey into Lrgyll ore preparing
.heir Highland ■ apparel",he wrote to Cecil, "flic -writer framed him¬
self as near ag he could in outer shape to have been -like unto the
-•est, but received some comfort from him to return into —ngland,which
does him more go^d than any pleasure he should have tauon in a saff¬
ron shirt or a Highland plaid.") ,

/Camden would offer him fuller informalion,though no first-hand know-
lodge. Still,he tapped there matter from Buchanan,Leslie,Fordun as
veil as from modern Scots like Chambers,and would learn that the •

Highlanders were "rude and warlicke,ready to- fight, querulous and mis-
ehecvous--nimble of foot,high-minded,inbread and nuzzeled in warlie :
exercises or robberies rather,and upon a deadly fued and hatred most
forward and desperate to take revenge". Their garb,"apparailed Irish
iikc" was described;their being"divided by certain kinreds which
they tcrme clannes". "They commit such cruel outrages,what wiuh robb¬
ing, spoiling and killing,that their savage"cruelty hath forced a law
to be enacted--"
Camden.well criticised by Scots scholars, and emended by Sir J .Dr-lrym.
pic in 1695,continued to be used as a standard authority throughout
the century,and it is that type and level of information one must
aocet as the mental kit of the traveller going north.

lend of marvels, end a land of robbers-that was his rough idea of
sic jii inlands.

learsay expanded both ideas. It was a lend of witchcraft, and of sur-
viv; It; one would e/s ect nowhere else, a. terra incognita; it w-s a den
of Banditti and itch-infested two-footed wolves. To travel there
memt croesong mountains,phenomena of terror to the average southron
"2nd utfing oneself "at the mo coy of a barbarous country", as kirk
aid, sojourning among "popish" thieves-:,who spoke an a'lion tongue.

■-a reward of it all could be '-no more: than the sight of Ps cue lid hi rh-
ppcl huts or brut el mountain,with possibly the views of some battle-
•Ci t la, or tnc aouutful hospitality of, a: Highland chief.
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2v.o convictions .rooted uncritically "but firmly in the seventeenth
entury mind,have to be realised by the twentieth century one,the
ioreyute of the Highlander and the appallingly backward state of
is country. .

he modern reader of 17th century satire is inclined at first to
rest the constant jibe of 'barbarian' as a joke,tali of the itch
o another and a poorer one;wrath at Highland reiving and clan re-
enge as a dull insensitiveness to a row ntio side of Highland life
no so on. But as the charges are corroborated seriously from this
ource and that,the reality of them begins to penetrate.

•fi English eyes, the'Highlander v. as a barbarian, a Pict, a creature
nlf-civilised. His,'early nickname was Hedchanks,first flung at him
v the Low lander to judge from a letter of John Elder ,8. Highl.-.'nd
riest to Henry VIII,explaining "wherefor they call us in Scotland
edclsh ,-nks, and in jerr dra.ee1 s dominion©—rogherfootido dcottes"
hash in Lenten 3tuff derives it from "their immoderate reunching
o the redshanks or red herrings I )
e ".as naturally grouped with other semi-civilised or discredited
soole; : ' ; f. ■; a- ■ . . '• a ■

"1 v;ili> rather wed a most perfidious "Hadshank,'
.i noted Jew or some mechanic.k slave."

aid c hundred years later,Defoe' is found; trying to raise the estim'a'
te of the Highlander by arguing his superiority to" " '

11

--the savage Li an ag as car.Epors•
Campeche Indians'-.'or Circassian Boors.

ly 3unyen ever dared be visionary enough to write

Highland-- er s and v.'i Id Irish can agree,
My pilgrim should familiar with them be.

n.liarity was a dream. England saw the Highlanders on masse once,
en they marched south with the army of 164C. Comment was mostly
host, "fhey are the nakedest fellows,the Highlanders,that ever I
v.." .. pamphlet described in some detail these "Highlanders common
called led shanks with their plaides cast over their shoulders",

lookers must have regarded their use rather as one did the billett
L" of French negro troops in Germany, as legitimate perhaps, and ne-
s: ary but a very repellent necessity. k seasoned soldier like Cap-
in Curleton had admiration for their physicue-"tall,swinging fcl-
"'&"-und thf ir temper-"they are all gentlemen and proud- enough to

hags-;-the meanest tenacious of his honour.'fhey scorn to be e cra¬
ne ed but by oar of their own family or clan", lnjtwo qualities they
v. supremo, being "hardy to endure hunger,cold and hardships, aha won
vfn 1 ly sv.ift of foot". He found the ir "antique" dress ludicrous,
over. "Jhosc feliows looked when drawn out like a regiment of mer

ui'tws,ready for Bartholomew Fair." Others laughed at those "an¬
te! instruments of gaLtantry,bills,bores and arrows".

>-"<■ y Ley were, no liming was felt. Lnd one recalls how ruthiesthe fugitive groups of them wore exterminated after "Worcester.
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o !i'i e reflection of that/ beyond-humanity idea survives in a "book like
'•fiorogr apliia,o-r r. Survey of Uev/castle-on-T.yne" , which harps constant¬
ly on the barbarousnesc of their "Peides,ot Deadly Feides.a word so
oerbarous that 1 cannot express it in any other tongue".-"They run
together Clangs (as they term it) or Dames, and in an inhuman and bar-
borous manner fight and kill one another"—"This heathenish and bloody
custom-"-"such barbarous and Unchristian kit-demeanours and Fightings"
-tut v.-ords fail the v.niter.

The epithet Medshanks gradually fell into disuse,but Highlander or Saw¬
ney carried on the stigma, when the Civil "ar turned -satire against
the Scot,the taunt of Highlander,connoting the most repulsive type the
country possessed,was found the most telling abuse. "Sawney the Scot"
buffooned it in belted plaid and tottail truis. Brown's Highlander was
scant to scathe the Scot in general. "The Scotch uogue" was of course
highland. If any Scot were attacked.Highland was the damning . epithet-
.'.rluthbot, for instance,was satirised in Breval's "Confederates" by a
frontispiece drawing of him in Highland dress,and by a reference to his
"Highland face";and in the "Martiniod" as "the Highland loon". In the
innumerable jibes in this century and the next.Highland is synonymous
vith. treacherous ,and knavish.
'Vetch his presentation on the stage. Habbeth carefully avoids stressing
anything Highland.The re is only one touch,a hint that Highland dress
was worn, for Malcolm says to boss:-"My country-man,and yet 1 -enow him
not",as he sees Macduff approach.-a recognition obviously rising from
distinctive garb, ilo comic Highlander appeared on the Elizabethah stage,
for Hcywood's- "Jockey",who begs the return of his land from Billy
Irime of Clendale.is probably of the Border CI end file, not of the .Heb¬
ridesn .

?ke masque and anti-masque,with their cult of the outre and fantastic
it una him fit stuff for their drolleries or antic dancing, scots gen¬
tlemen danced in "Irish mantles" to the bagpipes. In|o meoruerc.de for
'••He keen, certain Scotchmen came in vith a sword-dance, and performed
it elencly". Ford's mas cue had "4-v.ilde Irish and 4 Scotch Antiekeo,
ncco rclingly habit ed" .

'-id-century saw the Highlander figuring on the stage as comic butt and
rogue,and even as that a patched-up conception. Wright's portrait of

• •ccb in the part ol Sawney shows him in a tartan of red, yellow and
cluck.Sawney must lu.ve been, as Franck says seriously of the Earl of

wnren,"born promiscuously" in Scotland,as his talk is the usual Dov--
isnd dialect, but he is called "Highlander", and "Hberdem" ,and maund¬
ers of "lie eland ladies " and uses the idiom "his aunsol".
It the end of he century .David Cruufurd brings a boots footman, W'ullic-
leo 11 ohe ad " , into his "Oour tshi|i a la. Mode". There -is no reference to
tighleno birth,but ■•ul ie wears \ lu t iuuey calls: -"that an tick Jarb I
love to sec the fellow in,it puts me in mind of the old World";and
hi this fitting garb he plays 'the part that Oraufurd describes as "a

iowru'ight, ignorant Clown".The kilt was seemingly a stock comic "prop" .

End the Highlander a joke.

o challenge to this English derogation)
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V.

.iO challenge to this Bnglish derogation,no attempt at rectifying-it
ce roe- fro in the Lov lander. Set a Scot to castigate a ^cot,cnd Alexander
Montgomery and Dunbar had already had malicious exits - on the ■High¬
lander. Broadsides, carried on the practice,and iron the seventies on
Presbyterian fury eve/.' the "Highland Host",and V.'hig hatred of the'
Jacobite give it edge and mordancy.Cleland in "The Highland Host"
end Colville in "The Hhigs' Supplication,or the Scotch Hudibras" di¬
vert theme, elves v. ip 11 some abusive"!ly ting", as does the author of "The
Highland Heforinotion" The pamphleteers abetted. "They brought down f
from the L'ild Highlands a Host of Savages upon the Vies tern Shires",
.rote "A Hind Let Loose", "more terrible than lurks or Tartars, men
t.ho feared not God or regarded man." The author of "A true Jrrrat¬
ion" calls them "a crew of barbarous and savage men of another lang¬
uage and custom and of no religion".
.'.iter the Montrose-,and I>urLdee risings,mocking ballads circulated,some
in imitation of Highland accent and "Ohonories".
The Gloneoe tragedy drew the comment of "^s for the Glenco-men,they
here civ ays counted a people given to rapine and plunder (or corners
as ve call it) and much- of a piece with your highwaymen- in England".

The Lowland dislike of the Highlander was understandable. His raids
v. ere .a c o n s t; -ht tn e 11 Ci C C CO b il c farmer and villager -nd even to the
townsman. His blackleg work in being used to bat-ten 'on and plunder
the convent icier s of the west, and his part of pav-n in Jacobite sch¬
emes made him dangerous. ..nd,basic irritation,lie refused, to be assim¬
ilated, and made no contribution to national progress.
'.hat the Lowl. nder really desired was thci translation of the High¬
lander into the LovTander-and nothing less. Aa 'he was ,he was dead¬
weight. Fletcher of Saltoun put it:-"There cannot be a proper reform¬
ation while Scotland has a people who are all gentlemen only because
they will not work,and who in everything are more contemptible than
the vilest slaves except that they always carry arms". He wrote heat-
e. ly that "three, or four hundred of the most notorious of those vil¬
lains which wc call jockies might be presented to the state of Ven¬
ice to serve in their ga'llies".

VI.

These,the,were the popular English and Lowland opinions' of the High-
lance -and their inhabitants, mad the actuality?

tcott and romance have set such a glamour on the Highlands that it
'nines an effort to see thou here to the buff .Pacts are access bio,
•cvever and fell one story. Seventeenth century Highland life was
'Aeither a matter of pastoral idyll nor of Spartan heroics. It was
primitive,brutal and r<- trrded. Since the land was - undeveloped,need
wrc-ve its men to Lowland plunder and cattle-raid. In the glens c
h.If-savage standard of living prevailed. Adequate schools existed
alp on the eastern fringes. Hcligion had a precarious fou ting.Life
g.deminated

_ by grim famine and the chief whose gallows stood at
rr:! tie gate.Loyalty to that chief was scarcely the gallant vir-

•;c h',f- since been exalted into,but the stern condition of feudal



rn<.re v .s ecsnt promise for the Highl.- nder outside his glen. He was
vr.trained in end contemptuous of the trades of civilised life. The
..calender shunned him. Edinburgh 'Torn G-uard employed him only as the
'.,o: t deterrent' ■ olice force they could use. There were yet no Eirh-
1:nd regiments.The navy conscripted him from mid-century on,hut his
bent nee not 'towards the sea. The array made greater use of him,"but
he v;ss felt d- nger.ous in the mass, and sent abroad. (The early history
of the Highland regiments shows them always disbanded immediately on
their return from Continental service)
in his own land,his life was a matter of stagnant days-(when he was
the 'lazy Highlander1 who shocked the English traveller) broken by
brief sallies of clan warfare or raid. He could be bribed by the pro-
sice of plunder-as his chief could be bought-and those who used him
in rebellion had to reckon on his demoralisation as soon as plunder
'.••as within his grasp.
Government policy made for further demoralisation. It was erratic and
opportunist. James VI trusted to drastic suppression. CharlesI allow¬
ed all control to lapse .Cromwell and Honk harshly subjugated the coun¬
try again and erected forts. Charles 11's reign saw the forts disman¬
tled and a second re lap's e to lawlessness.- J arnes, awake to the tactics-
value of Highland support began the "courting" of the chiefs. Y.'ill-
ioifl' s policy was on opportunist blend of stringency -and pension-Clen-
coc policy and the buying of the chiefs' support. That venality,in¬
cidentally , was known and set further discredit on the Highlands.

- I k

There was no romantic halo round the person of the Highlander. Y.nat
could be said for him was that all these defects,ignorance,a personal
offensiveness of dirt and th zymotic diseases bred in the smoke-fille
primitive huts were to some extent offset by the tall build,natural
pride of carriage and natural civility and self-possessedness that im
pressed the unprejudiced traveller.

VII.

it .s worth r egathe ring a.t this-point what the English traveller saw
end wrote of the Highlands.

Txeir first explorer in this age,John Taylor,has already been quoted.
The intrepidity of has walking penniless from London to the heart of
hu: IIiphi lids, and the uniqueness of his taming part in a Highland hun
iiig and reporting it to London with groat gusto, is still startling.

explained and described indei'a tiguably. "Eor once in the year, which
-a the whole month of „ugust,and sometimes part of September,many of
hie nobility and gentry of the kingdom for their pleasure doe come in
to these hi-hi nd countries to hunt, whore'' they do conform thornselves
po tile habits of Highland men"-and so forth.
j.s should be the or.. J it of first discovering. the High! nds as a 1 ego

paradise',by virtue of his two; sonnets-.. But his prose tells a

(~" en i'iiUuias 11c tale, esgecic.',lly of - j:.g horrors of- mountain travel.
'oi;eh str&nge wyes over mountains and rooms':, 1 ; am sure 1. never saw an
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tint wight fellow them"; the way over mount Lkecne "so uneven,stony
;nd full of bogges, quagmires end long heath"/he soys in accents of h
horror; and the reel Londoner speaks in; "I; was the space of two cayes
ifter before 1 saw either House, Cornefi'eld goi* nab it at ion for any
oreature bet Lecro,V.'ilae Hors-us,!Volvcs ;and • such-like creatures,which

.■ de me doubt that i should never have- seen a house againei " For a
tendon audience, too,he tries to'make real the! Highland scenery. The
"Tree of Idsrr" , for instance, "is a large County all composed of such
mountains that ohootcrs Hill,da&shill,Higligate nill--( and he calls
over all the hills a Londoner might ..snow)are but"ioi'ehills in compar¬
ison". V.'ith this ineffectual effort, and the remark-that snow always t*
covers these Mount tains, he leaves Highland-scenery.'
He makes a grateful ,effort to rectify some English ideas of the High¬
lands ,however,by insisting on the "good Scottish ale",the "bountifull

• ntertainme nt of guests", abundance of game, and the Larl of iviarr's " •
"great store of fir-trees"-which he admits "sounds like te a lye to
an unbe 1 eevel'".
Lie caveat about Taylor's praise is that his experience was scarcely
a direct contact with the Highlands and the ordinary Highlander. He
wet the lairtor,naturally,. noted their "Irish"., slept for a miserable
night in one of their huts and suffered from "Irish inusquetaes";but
His real touch - was with the Highland nobles. a.

Hid Jonsen sec the Loch Lomond he planned a pastoral for? ^'jid was he
inspired by the beauty of it,'pristine and unsullied?
-t is a tempting belief,but he is as likely to have been 'stimulated!
waly by talk and hearsay of its marvels. Drumrnond sent him "that map
oi.' Inc-hmerrinoch ,which may by your book be in de most famous". Ho use
of it is joiown.

-free other chance travellers left their impress .ons of the north,
souther,business man,had his eye as much on mason end joiner work as
on 'this fair lough",and "that pretty park",and restricts his praise
io the safety of travel and the civility met with.
were ton confined himself to the Little Tour,as the 18 th century call

it,but he saw the Highlander in Ldinburgh,and jots down intcrest-
■' iiy a description of their kilts:-"a kind of loose flap gcrment hang-
nig loose'about their breach, their knows bare"; and with admiration he
'.scribed- their wearers as "proper,person&ble,vell-complectioned men,

oid of able men (sic); the very gentlemen in their blue-caps and plaids'.'
-o notes,too,in perfect credence,all the marvels told of Loch Lomond.

■ nc passing remark of his,is that he bought "The itinerary of Lcot-
n'.nd end Ireland"; ;-:n interesting light on that elusive problem of
road guides to o cot lend. Lone but 3rere ton mentions such an itinerary
gki the earliest Lngiish guide one can trace is F.Kolyoke's "Aider1 s
-uctionarie" of 1.640, the earliest Scottish "L Description of the Lost
•.omsrkuble High ays and Fairs" (Ldinburgh 1711)

* 0 7f; rs after Lrcrcton published his travels,.archbishop Li.ua created
•- •••..cluing oi. a sensation by journeying in his coach to Dunbl -no ana
-J-rJirjp-. ^Lut his diary entry is a torso "my dangerous and cruel jour-
-, coosing part oi the Highlands by coach ',which wa s a wonder there"
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gap in exploration, comes hero, liontrcse'e rising drev? —nglish at ten-
tion'to the Highlands,bufc in the news reports these remain only a
vf.-uc hack-cloth to the military exploits. Thomas May,writing up the
.'.uooign,gots no nearer realism than' "the craggy mountains of htholia".
'wugh.roody places","he fled to his craggy retreats".-further emphasis

. hnglish ignorance of the land.

. a i y ignoran oo vvas partly dispersed when the English soldier entered th
.1 mlands in the armies of Cromvell and honk. Some of the comments have
'•etn quoted,typical ones such sumru ries . s "the people generally speck
ioioh,go only with plads about their middle,—their- houses only earth

nu Tur£es"or -"ieut-General Deane* s depressed-"This is a dismall place"
"Cut of Christendom",,was 'the feeing of one who writes 'of "This remote-
toss of place,muffled up from the "breathings of our English air".

"he English soldiers hated the campaign, the unknown and inclement coxm-
k-y,the semi-savage guerilla- warfare of their foes. The Highlander made
x demoralising enemy. His weapons were more primitive,and distinctly
yhnitive his tactics of ambush, wild charge, sudden retreat. The nev.s-

•"itore repeat the .army grumbles 'at the ir foes "having s'c great an advan¬
tage. oh the Mountains'*, or "playing a skulking •gamei*..'-..
Tention of the Highlanders in'Mercurius Holi ticus' or hJercurius Zlenticus'
a' The 5c o ten Occur "fences is mainly vindic tive, at its mildest "these wild

. ooyle",more frequently "the Highland locusts", "the bastard. Diets",
/•lis brutall generation" ,""the barbarous cruelty and the late perficbi
xus dealings of che Highlanders","these base .nd beggarly, v.i'ld beast's•

It is rare to find any well-informed • repo'rt-
U", Her cur ius Poll ticus • was exceptional. It had a capable correspond
it ctually in the north,who occasionally plumped jut a thin passage"

. military movements with o little description. "I cannot present;,,,.-.'
hi. x ith anything, of worth or weight from .these western Highlands,whc'r'c
: little notable but what io also notorious and fbomin bit.Here are
ni'e of Impregnable Carlsons,vis high and Inaccessible Hocks and Mount
ins not to be stormed or taken by battery.The inhabitants are savage
'well, covetous and treacherous;the men are frond of. their Trousoe,
-11ed pladcs and bonnets,as a Spaniard—Their women ere pure Indian
ap/lexions ,unparallele; for Deformity; their habitations - re line so
■v inaccessible Charnel-houses,for nasty noysoomnesses". Or he com

mas on the Highland chiefs-"Des peredoes, they irnow no other way of
'•'o scouting their private ends, but by disturbing- the Pub like s often

•'.hey fancie a favourable orrortunity".u - v

".glish exasperation came now and then tc a climax with tense a "for
H.'s sake, let's do something" mood. \,or cur ins Geotieus'summed up the
. fill' nun's as "a pestiferous Hurdrn wheresoever they come "-"the coun-
V f i.'o.anu by such heathenish usage". A. correspondent in itercur ius?

: liuieus urges Parliament to dec lore the land conquered, onu"Hi :e it
Commonvn alth' t Demesne", knother vowfcs it would be "a work ef
■'"t ell a>. po i.icy" to rid Hie land .or all captureo rsi wi j_ ndt rs.

••hem to the giants tions."Here they will do nothing but rob,burn
• : u..L kj li. C j- £ k!> 0 j t sj ix Cf\ 0 X li b C: V-1?/|T •
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Jhc laaid once conquered .English dread died down, and with it English
Elbe-rest. Yet the Commonwealth and Protectorate did more for the High
lands than was ohvioua at the time. It was not that the direct exper¬
iences of the Army resulted in ranch. fShe army mind is not often cur-

us or experiencing,and it was civilian poets who song'Cromwell's
conquests )Hor aid the economic survey of i'ueker, invaluable for the
•est of Scotland,supply metre than generalisations about "the old
icotts or wild Irish" y living formerly "by plains, downeright robbery
md stealing"; the western Highlands 'destitute of all trade,"being a
ccuntrey, stored with cat tell, craggie-hills and ro-ckes"; the "Highlander 2
generally "affected with clothe and a lazy vagrancyof attendeing and
lollowoing bheyr hoards up and downs in theyr pas bur,age".
But the military measures shore away some of the lawlessness and
proved that the country could "be .traversed and tamed, fhe supremacy
jf the Commonwealth ,too,had the excellent side-issue of driving
Vcclc Ocots lords to the refuge , of their own estates,as well as send¬
ing some English lords and gentlemen as fugitives into «cotlf-nd*not
re petty a matter as it appears,when one recalls Viscount farbat
"confyned to abyde in the north of Scotland "by the English usurpers"
supplying the Hoyal Society*in Restoration days with little parcels

:f information acquired then,or the case of diehard Franck whose wan-
n rings ther e- were in some sort a self-chosen exile","begun in 1656.

Branch's account of the Highl nds is a farrago of ecstasies and sud¬
den maledictions. A ho en. angler, he was in warm agreement' with Camden
stout Argyllshire being "all mangled with fishful posies",and recount
0- enthusiastically the s norting. possibilities of the country. In his"
namblings through "these eminent High Highlands','and visits to the
wots now becoming known• as "to be done",Loch Loraond, {'what little 1.1 edi
terrenean is this?")Baleuidder,Badenoch,Lochaber etc, he is quick to
appreciate the parts of fertile beauty. He might be given the credit
of pioneer in the aesthetic appreciation of the Highlands,-because of
lis machany sonnet,his praise of noch Hess 'and of "the flourishing
fields of Linbyre and Innerary which few Englishmen have made discov¬
ery of",were it not that his eulogies seem scrolled merely as elegant
ovabesques in prose,end his admiration stops short at the mountains
'rating ornament and destitute of cultivation ". and he shares with
the next traveLlery-irk,a detestation of the Highlander.

- - J- _ li. skirted round the highlands on his way north to Orkney,surveying
slum vibh a mind as-full of prepossess ions as Dr Johnson's.

hod no eye for scenery,and dismisses it curtly 7ith such a remark
"He roue upon a high mountain near the road,from whence v/r. discerno

any great hills,and some of them almost covered with snow". Hut with,
a half-jocular contempt,befitting the civilised Englishman,he details
fie alien and odd ways of the benighted Highl; nder.
;'oe jumble of comments is biassed but vivid.lie h d seen the gallows
"ifuofe the Laird of Heidi-urn1 s' House;had bfeen told bhat"n..ne dure pass
■no Highlands without a guard of ten or twelve at the least" and that
; -g fir-woods at'the end of Loch Hess were aswarm with rogv.es> hud heard
hnat str.ngc Butcheries have been committed on their Feuds,some of

leR He in Agitation* at this day,vis Argilc with the Haelenes and
*• cLonnels about Aula Island vhich has already cost much blood""Ho
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,.2 had gathered talee of second, sight, attended a Highland church ser¬
vice ,stayed with northern hosts. On all these he discourses,flinging

own remarks like "the Highland-r struts like a peacock"-"they cannot
i.ke too much of one of their own name"-"the if a Highlander "be injur-

1 those of his own name must defend him"-"the llohility show themsc-lv-
very great "before strangers"-"at your departure,you must drink a

...gha Doras (sie^ and have my lord's Bagpiper strut ahout you" .The
fiefs treated thei? tenants "worse thrn daily Slaves".The Highland

hnguage, like the kilt, was "beyond description.
":ese seem common places to quote. They were anything "but hackneyed to
rk English friends. They were the first steps ih the making of a pop-
kr out fairly authentic picture of the Highl nder.-

I.

mth his account nd branch's reflect a changing attitude ahout the se
north.Since the Lnglish army's presence there,a good deal of the moon-
fain e of marvels has paled. Wen is'rancic offers a rational explanation
of two of those he refers to. marvels are-no longer the prime attract¬
ion, though they ere still half-believed. Instead ■ historical and anti-.r.
rxarian sights are becoming matter of interest, franck notes the battle-
Lie'JLus of Montrose and Cromwell, the "birthplace of the H....rl of lev en, and
retells a' couple of historical anedcIofces;Kirlc has almost exactly the
came, with an early legend like that of the Prentice Pillar of Hoslin.

in part this was a natural result of the recent warfare-equivalent to
die present-day visiting of the battlefields and the belated writing of
or experiences, in part it was the result of the broadening knowledge

• f the Highlands. By the time franok was rambling north,the first efforts
•t accurate ucotc topography were in print,namely the maps of Timothy
•'ont, (who "had visite I all the isl nds inhabited for the most part by
wrbereus and uncivilised people" )and Sir H.Gordon of -S traloch,which
"*.ud been published in Blaeu* o ilieuwe Atlas, vol: £. This was a great cd-
•knee on Camden and Speed and the five maps" of Peter Acer. The found¬
ations of sound study of the Highl nds were now laid.

Ptrfcher,raemhers of the Hoy?-1 Society had now begun the sane investigat
ion of natural phenomena there, tides,rocks, echoes, and a chance paper
-a Highland hush .nary or some such topic. This was of more value than
■0 first appears,for it had three curiously diverse resuits.One was to
ping some authentic knowledge of the Highlands to English scholars,and

• interest thorn in the land.The second was to clear away come of the
■had litter of the marvel Lous .The last, ironically enough, was to revive
f-a feed a more credulous interest in the marvellous there,this time in

supernatural and second sight. Mackenzie of Tarbat' s very .first con
k'ibutions were "several letters containing obsei'V; tions of remarkable
rrticul rs in the Highland:-;: and promising more"; John Hebe:tor sent a
rnuscript on vitch-c: aft; Hir Hobert Gordon "remarks on strange phonom

• c in noch Hess" ..kirk, a. Pelxow, i;. seen procuring, talcs of second . sight
'j- bjs journey north.Tc-.rbat sup lie.. ..ubrey with matter for his "Accur-He .xcount of second-sighted Men in Scotland" in his Misce 1'm nies (id)
- circling outward ox this interec t,i>r Hiexes,»-ord Hery,Pepys,Claren-

smith, C.. la my and others has he on mentioned. It is worth notinr-
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in viev: of that distant flowering in ^ollfn' s"Ode on the ►superstit¬
ions of the Highlands" that though demonology<;s-: was as much an Eng¬
lish study,with llanvil and the like at work,yet second sight link-
el itse If in the English ,mind with the Highlands and Islands. The

• citings of V/chster, dine lair, Kirk inclined to emphasise that.Kirk
v.8S of Kberfoyle,drew from his own district,and wrote of the fjidhe
cifcsuh'iing' sometimes the tartan and plaid of the .Highlander.Aubrey's
letters hid examples f oin an Inverness minister and a gentleman of
Strathspey. '.Then pamphlets on second sight begin to appear, the anon¬
ymous one of 1700,John Eraser's in 1702,and his "Superstitions,Cus¬
toms etc of she Highlanders..(1702), it is the far,north and the isles
that are indelibly tinged in men's minds by this!supernatural.

lie a sense, there was nothing new in that. i'he distinctive atmosphere
of Macbeth a hundred years before was of the uncanny:

"

lamentinga heard i' th' air; strange ac .-earns of death;
End prophesying with accents terrible,"--

and it had its caoine of women.

But the imaginative fineness of its use there w s unique.Elsewhere
Scotland had a cruder handling as the land of witches,and by mid-cen¬
tury that had sunk to Sawney jokes about "Scotch wutches".
Cow the writings of accredited Scots scholars like Professor Sinclair
f liasgov; University and Hobert Kirk, and the pamphlets of 1'elfair

gave standing to this new interest in the psychic. Second sight was
discussed , chal ;.enged, argued,until within ten ye rs even the Cockney
.new of it and linked it- with the Highlander. ' V

"'I

One Scots author,at the close of the century did more. Martin Martin,
" scholar of Hebridean birth,a man of University education and travel
in'H'oreign Places", published in. 1698-an 'account of a "Voyage to St Ei
Hilda".This was founded on his own journey a year before,and in a sim¬
ile,usually mauter-of-iact style,he tells of the island and its people
;ith all the minutiae of their life. But somehow there keeps break¬
ing in on this bare veracity a strain of the romantic and ideal. The
subtitle hacl claimed for them "beauty and singular chastity", and "a
fenius for poetry, j.uilo Cilia CiwZTio-^21.0, ".Martin struck that note strong¬
ly in his conclusion, "i'he inhabitants of St kilda arc much happier
ths n the generality of mankind,being almost the only peo ple in the
ov'ld who fee1 the sweetness of true' liberty .'.That the condition of

the people in the golden age is feigned by the poets to be, that theirs
H'uly js?; 1 mi an in inuoce.ncy .nd simplicity, purity,mutual love and
cordial friendship;free from solicitous cares and anxious covet_us-
-•'.os, from envy,deceit and dicsimnl- bion; from ambition _.nd pride and
Hie com. oquoucc s that attend them. They are altogether ignorant of
h'K, vices of foreigners, and governed by the dictates of reason and
onristianity—They live by the munificence of Heaven,and h vo no cc-

upon one anqther ,but such a. arc purely suggested by justice
--"Ui ben eve lence" .

rises from v subntfatum of sound everyday detail , as much about
nierr food as of their mourning for Mac 1 cod or the "wsulking" of cloth

^ i•'. k.o11. or a £ ri..e ejii..nt- css .second signu is . esorictcd to tv o
• or.!, res; and onry with. unconscious art,- think,uocs. he picture thinwc
K-c tic ally-"the ambieht white mir ts of the hills" ? nd the like.
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give years later, (1703 )his wore famous"iO)escripCion of the. Western
isles of Scotland" appeared.
.'•ere uhe uncommon, the unique and the uncanny are deliberately
brought to the front. He "begins on a low note.-"The isles ore "but
little :mown or considered,yet not a few among their, have a 21 atur el
Beauty.fhe inhabitants, though 1 chine knov.-lebge of letters are seem
ro "be "better versed in I he Bock of nature" He will describe them
.-.imply,with "no M ntonness in -nngudge".
Tut" a glance at the chapter-headings shows o "gousty" blend of fact
sad marvel and legend, of past end present, seen and unse.n:-
'fhe Isle Blade a.Brecuented by a monstrous Y.liale.A ,Superstitious
Custom for a fair Y.'ind.fhc Monk Ogorgon.The four used. by Birds and
hen round fable-Boot."
Couth Uist, Soil, Corn, Lakes ,Old Berts. Amber gr.eese found here.frost
hill Pish. A II stive 130 Years old.Stone Kairns.Supcratitions of the
i; stives".

do the plain facts abrout the Isles^and these arc not pampered with-7
are mixed with accounts of ancient traditions,rueer superstitions,
'tall"stories of plagues or cures,mention of strange antiquities,

heathen temples,cairns,ceremonies of ancient Druids,rite's of a young
chieftain,Beltdue feasts,drinking customs and so oh. Gaelic names
are given wherever possible;Gaelic .iiSS listed; a Gaelic -prayer quot¬
ed and words like sheeling,quern,birlin,that outline island life.
Just before a matt or - o f- f-a ct chapter on the economic possibilities \
of the area,he' gives a thirty-rfive page account of the second sight,
very full and well instanced. His most suggestive writing is here,
surely the raw stuff of Gollins's inspiration is in "These Spirits
us'd also to form Sounds in Che Lir,resembling those of a Harp,Pipe
Crowing ox c Cock,or the Grinding of 'ucrnsjand sometimes they have
heard Voices in she Air by Bight, sing-lag Irish Songs—"and in sim¬
ilar passages .

she two small books had a favourable reception and were popular
enough to be rcprinted.The "Western Isles" attracted special atten't
ion,and the "History of the works of the Lcarned",(an early book-
review) spent two numbers quoting- liberally from it.
•'■hat have these books on the Isles to do with the Highlands, it may
be asked? Ho 1'ng'lish reader could possibly im gine the account of
"golden-age" Life in at Hilda fitted Loehaber,or accept without
guffaws the idea of "singular beauty and chastity" being Highland.
But that geographical distinction between Highlands end Islands
ruite so rigid in southern mind's? These two books began the invest¬
ing of the isles with glamour,a glamour that endured for a -century
at 1-est;and,elusive in its straying as a haar, that glamour fell
confurooly,vaguely on the Highland or and his second sight as rc 11.

.11 through the century,the Highlander had been regarded neither
as serious literary "copy",nor as romantic. The best of him has
been v.n mown, the worst s. borrier to his being .known better.

» ith this romance-Couch of second sight,of peculiar custom, and
strange links with ay.st civilisation,he begins bo be rehabilitated

so. a lev. years ne even c-ntcrc serious Iraglieh liter; ture-.
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.'actors in these closing years f the century were making slow¬
ly lot' hie rehabilitation .

alioX

The growing power of Jacobitism was making the highlands more ur¬
gently a problem."! am convinced of their bad inclinations to this
Government" v- s Gerstarea' commonplace.A Committee anent the 2oc.ce
of the Highlands returned a significantly long list 01 suggestions,

(in 169b) Hevd was felt for more information, though rather with an
eye to- "'.'."hat h-ve v. c to fear from them?",as Defoe subtitled a later
pamphlet.
.\t the alarm over the Scots Plot in 170b,Sir J mes Maclean's "hecount
of he Barnes of .Chieftains in the Highlands, and o'f lie numbers of
ken thoy' v.ore to raise" was 'put before the House of .uords. InHdin-
burgh,a "Memorial concerning the Disorders of the Highlands" appear
e in the came year,with the warning: "If ever Popery here is a
force;if an Invasion—here is Resistance;if there be any Domestick
Troubles—here are Banditti--" brandished as en incentive to reform.
The writer deals with the evil ways of hie Highlander:-"Thift end
aobbery are esteemed only a Hunting and not a Crime;Hevenge and Mur¬
der counted a GalLentrie,Idleness a piece of Honour,and blind Obed¬
ience to Chiefs or Branches taxes off any other-Influence,either of
Religion or the Civil Government". He blames the Government for "lit¬
tle or no. notice taken of chat vast Countrey", save appointing a Com
mission of Justiciary and keeping garrisons in some places. There
re "vest advantages" "from economic development,he points out.But

first the Highlander is to be redeemed by "Humane Measures",and so
he urges the erection of schools,payment of preacheas etc.
XIII.

'That pamphlet indicates the second factor making for Highland reform,
the .increased attention and work of -uovland scholars and ministers
in that surge of nationalism that moved Scotland from che eighties
on.

Mention has been amdc of the topographical worm on the Is line, and
northern coast by the two b'allaccs, t.dair ,Mackaile , Brand and martin.
Gibbald's ppper of ru.eriec for his. ..atlas drew out more information,
.ntiguarian research drew still mere .The study of the early races',

and early religions,of Piets,Sco ta; Druids, :of the early Church,end
01 ecomrn remains led to first-hand investigation bp Cibbald,Hicol-
son,xihuyd and others. Ihuyd! s cueries show a blend cf all the inter -

ests;-"what account of eecond sight?;vhat: Irish Grammar?what acc¬
ount of customs of tin Ki,;hlanders?\.'hat knojm of their Bardi,^octici .

Senseiones?-oi their artificial Mounts,of old MSS and charters,of
precious stones, coins,rings'-what of elf*-arrows?

valuable side of this was? the study-for the first time-of Gaelic,
the Irish language a- it was: still called. Gibbal'd and 'fed row were
encouraged to it by the help it ould give into their research into

,f rrly Scottish history, .is the former vrote:-"1 could wish you would
see .to gctt a Grammar of the Irish tongue, and send it to us; it were
vorthyour pains to learn that lunguaugc,it might be of use in.ro-

ic\ ^ng oui an t i cult i e s " - and later:-"! hope you will prosecute
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i
, our study of th'et Irish and Saxon languages". But iihuyd' s "Archae -
ologica Britannica".with Gaelic as only one of its/vocabularies,
lhows that the movement ..as larger in scope. .s a matter of fact.it
seems part of that revival of etymological study,of the northern
languages specially, which I>r Hie ices and his contemporaries started

j at Oxford in the late eighties. Hickes' Anglo-Saxon Grammar v:as
fore-runner to similar works,grammars, thesauri, and .jiglo-Saxon texts
by Benson,Tanner .Gibson,hav.'linson,fhuaites and 2lstob. This gave im
t.atma to the study of early Scottish texts; "Gilliam de L' Isle , an
earlier .jiglo-Loxon student,had found that by reading Douglas,he
'got more knowledge of that I sought(ie.Anglo-Saxon) than by any ott¬
er". Gov.1 Gibson edits the "Polemo-Middinia" and "Christ's Kirk on

/the Green" as "a1sort of exercise towards a Knowledge of the .nglo-
3axon".
In the wake of this enthusiasm for language study came the study of
Gaelic. Lhuyd's "Archaeologies Britannica" had included "A Brief In¬
troduction to•the Irish or Ancient Scetish Language" The compliment¬
ary verses that prefaced the book point to Acobtish enthusiasm,for
they include not only Latin poems by J .Keill, .uidrew Brazier and Col¬
in Campbell,but Gaelic ones from Gaelic scholare, ministers in the
Highland s and Islands.One of them writes1-(translated from the Gae¬
lic)

"Thou hast awaked the Celtic from the tomb,
That our past life her records might illume,—

thy silent words unfold;
To future ages what our sires had b^cn,
Ghile others say: "A Gaelic race hath been!"

This study of the language coincides with a troubled interest in it
taken by the Church,which at this tmae was concerning itself about
the north, and instituting a Commission to the north of Lcotlund(l7Us)
The Church looked on it with disfavour,as at the root of the High¬
land problem-the factor what kept the Highlander from religious in¬
struction, from Bibles , nd Catechisms,and that Kept him and his folk
apart. But what policy to pursue was a difficult question,and for
twenty years had erratic solutions. Kirkvood,eager for the re1ig- -
ious instruction of the people through their own language induced
Girhobert Boyle to extend his printing of Bibles for American Ind¬
ians to include Gaelic copies for the equally pitiable savages of
the Highlands! Previously only a 0 techism and fifty swims had
-iji printed in Gaelic. Kirk of Aberfoyle now super intended a Gaelic

Bible,and added a vocabulary of the language labor inserted by Ki-
coleon n the "Scottish Historical Library".
Br om 1690 to 1705-6, these Bibles were being dispatched north. By Tlx
latter year, lirkwood had a second scheme on foot,for "Bibliotheeks"
in the Highlands , one! throughout Kngland and Leo tit nd, contributions
of books and money were asked for. The L .P .0 .K., founded in 169 9 h.r;d
establishes a Loots co. respondent in 170,: . Through its inter« .. t -
'

w: of forts, ..nne, in '..ho year after Union, issued a further ■ -1 To
funds for erecting libraries, schools an-l churches in the Ki'hLnds.

■ Ti this missionary work had its antagonists,or at t«.ast its o gon-
ono,. in olicy. -..irkwocd came early j nto conflict with those vho
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i. .
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i» Jcneral Iconic in 1660 had verses to the tunc of "The Highlanders Her;
... nt" .

These v.ere only airs. Songs "begin to find place in collections too,
how ever, or are issued separately:-"Up in the Morning Marly",far in-

» stance,is printed in Hilton1s "Catch that Catch Can" end Charles
Cross printed words and-music of two of Francis Sempill's songs,"Che
raise snd loot me in",and probably "The Blithesome Bridall" before
i o 0 J •

^

to I ...r it is genuine Scots music that I? lay ford and the others were
handling. But when one picks up the song and poem collections of the

. seventies,say, "-The Westminster Drollery,Parts 1 and 11','or "Mock Songs
and Joking Poems", tnd the plays of the same age,D'Urfey*s in espec¬
ial, it is to find as a "new Scotch song",stuff like: - '

Sit tha doon be me,mine awn sweet joy,
Thouse quite kill me.suedst thou prove coy.

.

. Suedst thou prove coy ,-nd not loove me,
Whore soil I fiend siice a eon as thee.

or

Billy ta'ld her with many a greene,
Ise cannot follow Sibby for meerter and steane.

lid this is the type of 'Scotch song' that flourished for the next
fifty years. Thomas D'Urfay was the chief culprit-composer,although
even Prior tried an occasional one. T.Cross engraved them in quantit-

■ ies. '..'ell-known musicians ,Dr Blow, even. Purcell .wrote the music for
them, They became on essential part of..a, young lady's accomplishments -
for Clara in "The Scourers" complains bitterly of being always yaught

(."a Scotch Song more hideous end barbarous :than an Irish Cronan". The
seal of Hoyel approval was set .when as D.'Ifr fey .proudly reports Char-
Its himself sang his (ie D'Urfey's) songs, with him.
This popularity is almost incomprehensible. The appeal of the songs
was of the crudest. The major ity tela of Jenny,woced by Jockey,or
Moggie deserted by 3awney; end '.they are either sentimental or indecent
balderdash. The language was a .-.far rag <5 ofhackneyea Scots phrases:-
•bonny lad'-"gong to the Hirk":-"shrmc faw thy lugge'f(usually fearsome
ly misspelt,as "Jenn'eyshall ween gang away bit") arid sudden lapses
into M.nglish:-

Bonny Jockey.Blith and Cay,
Said to Jenny making Hay,

let's sit a little,dear,and prattle,'tis a sultry day.

Pert end'there a Scottish town or place Is referred to.Edinburgh in
"'Pithin a Fur 1 ng of lid enbo rough Town" and "Pretty mete of itdchbrough"
"-Piggen Hater" in tinother,Yarrow in a late one of D'Urfey' s; and occas¬
ionally there are echoes or actual refrains from Scots songs-"It'a
fanny,Uo.rmy,Benny 0". But in the main the songs are of ^ngiish con-

Pren. ..plains their popularity for fifty years? (Paid their vogue
••ortant since it out traditions of later songs)

~P-c clue is in the very crudeness that condemns th< r. how. For x.ondon
audiences they were some;thing of a "return to nature", to the rustic.

s o j. tills ton v, jadea town- taste by their sketches of a coarse halt
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country-mating. Besides, popular stage end. drawing-roon song has al¬
ways Been an affair of slip-slop exaggeration, awe thes'e Scotch songs
'..Lose pathos ran to the maudlin, and whose humour to the "bawdy, , ere
pecfec; tly occeptcb 1 c-.
The flavour of Scots tune,too,was relished as fresh. Dryden spoke of
'the rude sweetness of a Scotch tune--v.-hich is natural and pleasing
though not perfect", Those tunes by English composers were sometimes
of a watered-down flavour,but the compromise commended itself,at
least to such a one as Peoys,who heard. Mrs TInipp sing "her little
Scotch song of B rbary Ellen"-"in perfect pleasure",but introduced
at one of -Lauderdale' o supper-parties to genuine.Scots violin mtisic-
the tunes,"se vera! and the best of their country,as they seemed to
esteem them"-"Lord,the strangest ayre that ever 1 heard in my life,
and all of one cast I"

They were issued in ouantities with titles almost similar:-"The scot¬
ch Looing"-"The Scotch heading"-The Scotchlasse"s Constancy"-"The
Scotch Lad' s IJoan"-"Sswney will noir he my love again"-"Jockey was a
clawdey lad"-".amorous Jockey and Yielding Jenny" and so on.
Practically all D'Urfey's pi -ys include one or two,and so do Mrs Aph-
ra Bchn's. Steele's "Funeral" had "A Scotch Air" written for it. Each
volume of "Pilis to 'Purge Melancholy", issuing from 1608-1720 had a .

large collection of them,as had L'Urfey's own collections of songs
published between '8.1 and '85.

.ft the height of this craze, Playford risked the publication of "A
' Collection of Original Scotch 'Junes,(full of the Highland humours)

for the Violin"-the first collection of purely Scots airs. These had
the Scots titles attached,usually in unrecdgniaable fashion, as "The
corners of Largo"-"Leal stick the Minster "-""Lick a Lol'iis"-"uappat
the -Vidow my lcdy"-"For old 'long Dine,my Joe"-but the music was gen¬
uine.
It proved popular too. A second edition was called for in 1701,ana
during the next few years.two other music 'publishers,John Young and
John Hare borrowed practically the same title,to head their similar
collections. The music seems to h vebeen admitted as a little ludi¬
crous, or at least bizarre. Young heads his as "comicall and diverting'
-a the year of Playford's collection,a Bartholomew Pair droll was -
'The Comical Humours of the Enchanted Scotchman,or Jockey and the
Three Pitches".

...long with this "Highland" music,Scots ballads and some genuine Scot,.
• oongs were being -published.
It is impossible to trace the- whole of these,for they were mixed un¬
critically with the artificial. Thackeray,the bookseller Js lists of
ballads in stock in '85 h .ve"Johnny .Armstrong", and "The Lord of Lorn"
vide by side with "Scwney and Jockey", Lev; Scotch Jig" and "'.Then
t ohnry mot Jenny on a Summer's Lay", and these with "The Scotch Cor ant'
cud ""hen first the Scottish Ears began", But it is interesting to
discover L'Urfey helping himself from J olmForbes' s "Cantus Go nr.. nd
.uncles", that valuable- early .Tb era eon collection of Scots air; , (re-

1 Tainted in '66 and '8?J and to find Hat Thompson's "Choice Collection:)f 180 Loyal Gongs", include "Bike a Life as ".'.illy had".
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There is evidence,though,that a taste for real Scots music was grow¬
ing'. Dr Barney points to the fact that Br 3low cultivated the "Scots
tylc" f 'om the*"ballads of "Amphion ...nglicus" on; "the union of Scots

selody with the English is conspicuous", pure ell v. as meanwhile set-
Sing music to D'Urfey's songs and plays from '66 on.

, ;i,. t nud this to u.0 v.. i on ohe Hi 'hlands? rt nad two linus.
7.rst.it brought music of 'Highland humour " into popularity, it was
regarded generally perhaps as 'vie "eh',and was laughed at now end ag-
■ in as Brown did in describing Dr'StEggins in Hell -composing Scotch
times for Lucifer's bagpiper. But it offered i'nglish. teste one dis¬
tinctive pseudo-Highland contribution it could and did enjoy.
The second linn is the more important. These scotch songs came to be
used politically. A parody with a political import would be made-or
a frank rewriting of the ballad to fit some event'. Thus,during the
stormy years from 1680 on,references to the Highlander and to High--
land rising are slip:eel in. The "Tv.a bonny lads were 3avney and Jock¬
ey" song was refashioned as "Three bonny Lads were Sawney Cloud,
.'Tamil ton/And .jidrew Crier thb Captain that led 'em on", and dealt
with the .jcgyle Hieing.
T. group appeared at Dundee's Hising, among them "Jockey's • Escape from
bonny Dundee" , v ith- its' unusual praising of "Jockey the Laird and
Jandy the Man". Another in eulogy,was "The Scotch Virago",as "sung
to the Queen":-

>

Valiant Jockey's marched away,
To fight the foe with brave Mackay.

Still another,"The Honest Highlander's Hew Health to the Queen",ad¬
dresses "Hriend Sawney",an epithet designed to sugar the pill of ad¬
vice against rebellion.
The novelty of all these is the praise of the Highlander,and even
though that sprang from ulterior motives,it is praise.

Come knowledge,a touch of romance about the Land,a wearing of the
tartan, a liking for a Highland tune end; a -Scotch song.,and some small
praise-these arc definite advances.; d: ' y k •
The Highlander is not yet literary copy,hot ycr discovered . .. weight
of ignorance about him has still to be'; removed. To expect a do bached
literary sketching of him is,line ...lic-e's king,to cry "Jury,consider
your verdict!." "before the case opens.
But at least there is promise/of thfcse interests growing; the super-
natiiral nd the Scotch song -continue their popularity, the antiguar-,
inn research and -Do a lie discovery are carried further. In these, hope
of eighteenth century attraction to the Highlands, lies.
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If the reactions in English literature for the century were to "be
guaged solely by the body of work about Scotland produced,the sum
total mightbe listed as:-

In drama,one fine play by Shakespeare,and three historical plays1one
possibly by a Scot) centring boldly on national figures-"The Tragedy
of Grov/ry"-"The ValiantScot"-".ilbion's Que ens"; some stock parts in
historical plays;a general contribution to the stage of sketches in
national'humours',Scots jokes,songs,dances,and a dash of the wilder
supernatural; a handful of semi-political satire or farcical comedies
a passing taste for a fresh northern-Scottish type of heroine.

In verse,a large amount of satire,some of it like Cleveland's.Miltons
Lryden's trenchant and polished-the greater part of it a topical hel¬
ter-skelter of broadside, skit and lampoon; some descriptive verse writ¬
ten directly about the land by Jonson,Drayton,Taylor,Pranck,for exam¬
ple, and isolated memorable lines by iii Iton, Donne; a vogue for 'Scotch
songs' and for Scottish ballads,prelude to a better 'cult;some convent¬
ional eulogistic poetryjand a very little patriotic.
In prose, the Union pamphlets of Bacon and •oaville.the volumes of his¬
torians and cosmographers,Camden,Speed,Milton,Keylyn,Clarendon etc:ana
of countless memoir-writers;an enormous number of tracts.mostly relig¬
ious and of the Civil War period;a dozen travel accounts;a quantity
of antiquarian and scientific papers;and some vivacious journalism,
filliped by political animus.

It is a motley show,and a disappointing one. Co little of it is first
rate,so much of it struck off in some heat of national exasperation,
or meant only as catch-penny patter. The best of it sets no permanent
standard;Macbeth,for instance,is unequalled and unimitated;Cleveland
has no rival for a hundred years. The most wide-awake literary inter¬
est comes at the beginning of the century , and the best work..it the
end,the product is chiefly satire,none too fresh. Two-thirds of what
appeared sprang from ulterior me lives political rnotives.lt appeared
capriciously,as events aictated-a disastrous dependence. It came spor¬
adically .The :e seem no sequences,no progressive understanding of and
handling of the "matter" of !;he country.
And if one wishes to be thoroughly pessimistic,the century has assur¬
edly left Ccotlcnd in such ill fame as keeps English interest "at the
stave's end"."The bod character it lyes under discourages most Centle
men from travelling hither".wrote Taylor as anew century began.

-iccept for the moment this depressing tally,
kore-half-consciously-was expected.Derhaps it is the effect of a Ccott-
logged imagination that the modern reader.looking back on these hun¬
dred years of Scottish history,coloured wmth Border fight.Highland
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ruid.Gowrie Conspiracy,Civil Car,Highland Rising,Jacobite intrigue,
witch-burning,torture,the "Hilling Time", expects something romantic
to emerge.Romantic is,of course,a dangerous word to use,for though
it was in circulation the cult of "a romantic eye" was a matter of
the next century,not this. -But not even an imaginative response, say,
to what was distinctively racial,far less to what was alien,tartly
un-English,emerges,ekcept in one or two cases.

Turn over the satiric prints of the time. For practically all that
deal with Scotland the one woodcut is made to serve,a bonneted figure
with ^cots fall and with thick staff in hand. Chat was felt adequate.
The same holds good of literature.
The events of the century had "set" an almost'indelibly bad impress¬
ion of the Scot in the majority of English minds.The historians and -
memoir-writers, in four cases out of five,had averred that the ->cot was
dissimulating,crafty,canting,venal,self-complacent.cowardly,dishonour-

i able'.Holies wrote of "The goodness , piety, wisdom, and moderation of out
brethern of Scotland","a wise people,lovers of order and firm to the
Monarchy",but he was using the praise as a stick to beat the independ¬
ents with.
Travellers had found some traits to admire,but unluckily no two agreed
as to which, when Brereton declared "the greatest part of the acots
very honest",one recalls -ooorde's "trust yow no Skoffc"; "and zealously
religious",continues Brereton,and one recalls heldon s and Hfrke's "no
Service-book--nor .Decency nor Order in their divine Or rather contum¬
elious Service." On the other hand they concurred happily in finding
them poor.parsimonious and lazy,and most of them uncivil,boastful,ir¬
religious .

In this discredit,what poet would tilt so wildly against popular opin¬
ion as to sing the virtues of Scotland and its race,or what dramatist
set a Scot on the stage as young hero. Today the Jew is rarely made
hero, except in a Galsworthy 1 problem" play .A "Potash ana Perlmutter*
part,where he is 'hit off' to popular laughter,is the acceptable one.
So,though Scottish names graced the stage,"tribes of Bruce",said ^ry-
aen satirically,the Scot trod it only in the one drab role,-a crude
Harry Lauder type, bonnet, kilt and staff- to be greeted with ' guffaws.
a. Scots dramatist, like Oraufurd, improved his idiom a little.But so far
as one can trace from Genest,there were no prominent °cots actors who
might have added touches of veracity or even of variety to this stock
humour,nor even a Macklin to draw from his recollections of -cots he -
had known. Bondon asked for no more,of course. Audiences carped only
if the dialect went beyond the known dozen words of "pidgin-Scotch",
with no sense of incongruity -ooggett wrote of Aston,the actor:-"Though
ignorant of the Scottish dialect,he made an excellent Sauny".

The sketching of national character,then,made practically no advance
during the century.The only advance is that satire cut possibly a lit¬
tle nearer to the quick,as the two peoples came to know each other mire
shrewdly.By virtue of form,Cleveland's,at mid-century,is best,but the
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actual travellers to the north,Eirke or E.B.of 'hi Trip to Scotland"
learnt sharper cuts and picked out the national foibles more malic¬
iously. Occasionally,a serious traveller like nay or ^orer noted
some genuine trait of national character-"they cannot endure to hear
their countrymen or country spoken against",or "they are great crit¬
ics in pronunciation"-and these promise some progress in linning a
little more accurately the stranger Scot.

To revert for a moment to that badge of a Scot,his dialect,the Eng¬
lishman regarded it either as a broad joke or as a curiosity.
Serious consideration of it Was slight.Harrison had written of it

' almost as a foreign language,"the Scotish--a toong very like unto
ours",but when lames and his courtiers brought the contemporary
form of it south,its closeness to English was realised.Dekker spoke

y of it as "the quick Scottish dialect,sister to the English".Bacon,
statesmanlike,saw its future,"the enriching of one language" rather

I than "a continuance of two". But though it clung- to the tongues of
James and the older Scots,-(ana the "unhappy tone"of the Scot was
never lost) it was dropped for literary purposes and probably smear¬
ed over in talk. Ho English critic,however,felt it worth discussion

The early dramatists amuse-, themselves with it as a piece of spicy
ridicule,as Jonson did.In prose Hash thought it inexpressibly comic
to tell his herring story in a lingo of-"fra thence ne sarry taile
of a herring they caud gripe".
The first travellers north found it novel enough to make short glos-
aries of,as Eowther and Brereton,-(by mid-century it is Gaelic words
the travellers are gathering)and the latter even appraised its rich-
es-"significancy in pathetic speeches" and "innumerable proverbs ana
by-words"-a notable discovery.
In the same years the "northern Lass" cult brought it on to the stage
again,where it was heard in the bardic chorus of "Fuimus i'roies" and
from Scots Peggy of "The Valiant Scot".
But the events of the Civil Viar swamped it in the discredit of the
whole nation. There is one glimpse of Secretary "indebank painfully
"translating" the messages of the Scottish Privy Council-its survive
al in state documents in the north is somehow unexpected-.3ut it be¬
comes from then on the familiar medium for doggerel skits against
the race, ana for satiric broadsides, lampoons of Y/arict on, Lauder dale
Burnet,and so on. The travellers enjoyed mimicking it,ana Franck and
Eirke attempt an anecdote or two.
whether writer or printer was to blame,the dialect always reads exec¬
rably .Eirke1s Berwick bellman announced "a fauthfill broothir lawtli
dipawrtid out of thes prisant varld". The Scotch song blend was worse
es has been quoted;and there it could be clapped between lines like;-
"She triumphs in a proud disdain".
The dialect fell farther,for sharing that connotation pejoratif of
many things -cottish.it became slang for cursing and indecent talk.
At a time when its reputation was at its nadir,one striking defence

* of it came from Sir George Mackenzie,then at the height of his legal
fame,and a voice to be. listened to. He was concerned primarily Wdth
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vindicating its use for pleading,but his impetuosity carries him be¬
yond. "our pronunciation is like ourselves,firy,abrupt,sprightly and
bold." "Hor can i enough admire v«hy some of the wanton -"nglish un¬
dervalue so much our idiom,since that of our gentry differs little
from theirs;nor do our commons speak so rudely as these of Yorkshire;
as for the words wherein the difference lyes,ours are for the most
part old French ..words. Sometimes our firy temper has made us for
hast express several words into one.--2heir fie.the English) lang¬
uage is invented by Courtiers and may be softer,but ours by learned
men and men of businesse and so must be more massie and significant;
ana for our pronunciation,beside what i have said .formerly of its be
ing more fitted to the complexion of our people then the English ac-(
cent is;i cannot but remember them that the Scots are thought the
Nation under Heaven who do with most ease learn to pronounce best,the
French, Spanish and other Horruign -languages, ana all nations acknow¬
ledge that they speak the -satin with the most intelligible accent.--
I say not this to asperse the English, they are a Hat ion I honour, but
to reprove the petulancy and mallice of some amongst them who think
they do their country good service when they reproach ours".
So unusual a plea to an xnglish audience is one s excuse far quoting
it at such length. Inspite of it,and in spite of'the scholarly inter
est in old "cots shown by some of the philologers,(William -n'lsle
found it "more hard than nigh or -sow -Outch)no -cnglish writer of re¬
pute showed any serious intenest in the -Sorie. 1

Hut in the latter half of the century the popularity of the ^cotcli
song brought the dialect into favour again,probably still as a "pretty
odd" taste.It seems however to have trained that more discriminating
liking that faylor,for instance,shows,when he copies down "The Elythe
some Hrydall" with its racy voeahulaty,and that was ready to greet
Ramsay's first verses in the next century.

Enough has been said of those chief barriers to literary interest,
English ignorance and prejudice,and Scottish disrepute, ferhaps it
is dangerous to seek illustration of that from individual cases;but
the contrast between Jonson's enthusiastic journey on foot to the
north at the beginning of the century,returning full of literary pro¬
jects,and Eepys1 visit towards the end,with his curt dismissal of
the entire people in one sentence*-"There is so universal a rooted
nastiness hangs about the person of every scot (man or woman) that
renders the finest show they can make nauseous,even among those of
the first quality" seems significant.

The other obvious reasons for a lack of literary handling of ^cot-
land need not be laboured,the censorship that could see political
spectres' in a play;the sharp party warfare that incited the scribb¬
ler to ypetuai/C ohe old liocls; and u hat loss uangable foe,the tem¬
per of the age.Contrast for -a moment the eighteenth century's explor¬
ation of one rusuic and the outre,(its Hapland love songs and kewgate
operas Jits interest in scenery and cult of the romantic and discuss
.ion of race, and one sees how much more attuned it was to what "cot-

land
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had distinctively to offer.
But in this inclement age,one other charge told heavily against the
nation,and turned aside much of that possible attention ox the best
v.riters:-the charge of intellectual inferiority.The educated English
man was convinced there was no such thing as Lj'cottish wit.The jibe
is frequent

i "The aViuses dwell not in thy Northern .iir
.hid Poetry's an Itch not catching there."

or-
" Apollo 'twas said,

Would in no wise allow of any Beotch wit"-
or-

j "We send the traces and the ^uses forth,
To civilise and to instruct the Uorth.-"

or-

,, "Apollo may enlighten them,or else
In Scottish Grot they may conceald themselves ."

I. It is rare to strike such a recognition of a Scot as "that noble wit
_

of Scot land,Sir George Mackenzie",and difficult to think of others
to whom it could have been ap lied. For the accusation was just,on
the whole. Scotland had not yet its fine reputation for learning.
Parish-school education was not at its best until tightened up by
the 1696 Act.The famous medical school of Edinburgh was founded be¬
fore the century closed,but the real renascence of Edinburgh and Giar
gow Universities did not show till the twenties and thirties of the
next cehtury. The libels of E.B.on a 'Scotch master of Arts' are not
to be taken seriously:(it was only three years later that oarstares
principal ship drew many English students to Edinburgh) But -Wr Calamy,

h scrupulous critic, visited all the Scottish Universities in i-7G9,and
declared:-"If they have not among them many scholars of the first
rank,they, yet have army of a middle size,who have a competent share
of khowledge"-a damning with faint praise that is only a gentler
phrasing of Johnson's later dictum.
The conviction of inferiority found support from the side of liter¬
ature. In Scotland there was no literary class.There were groups of
scholars,keen,eclectic in interest,with published work to 'their cred¬
it,but a group of draraatists?-of poets? dor could the nation chow .

more than three or four dramatists supplied to London,and these third
rate, and of poets Drurnmond alone not among the minors.

England barely knew of Scottish literature,of course. The English lit
erary critic is best criterion of what was known,and to search the
works of Elizabethan and Caroline critics,the collections of Ehillip^
Winstanley ,-^angbaine is to discover with a shock that Ecots writers
arescarcely known even by name. T}ie .Elizabethans knew of James and
Buchanan-some thing has already been said of that. Bolton,Peacham,

"7 Drayton,xleyno Id,Tuttenham,Alexander .Buckling,Wdther extend the know¬
ledge to Drummond, Alexander ana Barclay of' -urgenis' fame, and rucklinglaughingly to'wurrey'.probably William Murray,Earl of Bysart. nGyiynswept together Boethius,Major.Buchanan,Jambs VI,Eapier of ^erchistonJohn Barclay•sendor,John Skene and Br John Maxwell".
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i Phillips' work was billed "Theatrum Boetarum -nglicanoruri" and that
probably accounts for no °cots poet being named. fiie had edited and

% praised Lrummond ^ Winstanley' s dives of the Most ?enous English -^ oet^
.mentions Ggilby.Langbaine's "Dramatic Poets" lists'Bhilotus',that ear
ly Boots comedy,J.W.of "The ValiantScot".Lodowick Garlell,and Alexan¬
der, of whom he says naively:-"as the author has already pleaded his
Country, so he* ought to be excus'd by all English Critics" Btray refer
ences crop upirke alluding to the"3bridgment of the ^cotch Chronicle"
(Monypennie's?)Dryaen preferring Duehanan "to all the historians
that ever wrote in Britain",Bepys amassing theMaitland collections
of GCcbs verse,"The affair of ye Wuecn of Bcots.",a Scottish calendar
and a^urvey of the Scotch Brayer Book^oece's History,and -oalfour's
practiques,an early law book. But.it is doubtful if English knowledge
during the century went further than Buchanan and James .D.ummond
and possibly urquhart,the translation work of Ogirby and -audi. rdale,
individual books like 1Argenis' and 'Aretine',tracts on the super¬
natural by oihclair or Eirk,Colville's ^udibras,and the trash of
aachary Boyd.
Half of that ignorance ds justifiable, -oven in the eighteenth cen¬
tury the Scottish writers are wrestling with the difficulties of
written English,while Sheridan instructs them'in a passable spoxen
English.J-n this earlier period,the verse of a poet like -^ennicuik
(senior) and still more the fugitive verse in general shows a botch
ing of Scots and English,and the letters of men of "Odrow's stand¬
ing are unconsciously full of Scotticisms. To any English writer,
that was enough to put an author beyond the pale.

I

So much for the negative side of -rigland s literary contact with
the north.
nut did Scotland fail entirely to fertilise the -English imagination,
or even to impinge on the literary consciousness of the south?

Granted that the land's wilder scenery was unknown,unappreciated.
Slezer hade certainly offered mountain landscapes as. backgrounds in
his engravings,but mountains were still an offence to good taste.^
print of the 'Memorable Battle fought at -illyCrankie'-does not eves
introduce Highland dress.Ho painter had yet set the Highlands on
canvas-that came a half-century later. Mystery lingered round the
Hebrides and the far north,but only there.
The -nglish idea of the land,as a whole,was Justice Bhallqw's:-"Bar¬
ren, barren, barren, beggars all,beggars all,air John-marry,good air".

But the essential difference did impinge on English consciousness.
1^ it was alien to the roots, x 19th century poet could cry:-

What would the world be,once bereft
of wet and of wildness? Let them be left.

U net them be left,wildness and wet,
Long live the weeds and the wilderness yet".
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entury had no such liking and no such desire,"but it already
cctlana as "mildness and w:et"-"the weeds' and the wilderness"

a soil which "bred strange growths,where primitive perils,
atrocities,the uncanny-be they hocus-pocus or not-coula be

ed,incredible in another country,credible in this,
gh lands' had their lure of second-sight, the isles that 'golden
1amour of at ^ilua.^ven the Lowlands,to judge from the °cotch
picturing of a blowsy 'kail-yard' wooing and mating had that

ate rusticity of thatch" that no Devonshire could rival.

dranted,again,that the imglish writers never thought of the lawless
or tragic events of the north as rich in 'copy', "hen Kirke noted
the feud betw:een argyle and the tiacleens -and Macdonalds,or Brome
told of the Clan Chat tan-Clan Kay fight at lerth.it was as deplor¬
able survival of "their Barbarous Customs".Kercurius Boliticus end¬
ed its report of witch-burning with the heartfelt comment:-"here is
enough for reasonable man to lament upon".
And after all,was not the cheap English satire of Jockey,fleeing
from a land of famine and cold,Billy the cadging pedlar or the hang
er-on at court,Sawney the coarse-tongued servant bragging still of
his standing in his own land,and 'Meast-John' with his cant,nearer
the actual Scotland of the age than the modern °cot would like to
admit? Scott chose to illumine parts of that century,and these are
felt now as romantic;large part of it he left "penny plain"-the Par¬
liament, the leading worthies o.f the church,the Ceneral assembly in
action,Cromwell's conquests ana so: on. Let I7th century Scotland
was stamped by Privy Council and General assembly,as it was marked
by dolourous Calvinism,poverty: and'-farnine-none of them romantic
things.
Yet that allowed,there: is evidence that England did begin to find
an encrusting of romance round some of the nation's great figures.
Stuart romance had of course begun With the person of ^ary,Queen of
Scots. Langbaine in the.80's said:-"most historians of those times
have written her story.--Kay,even 'Writers of• -mm-nces have thought
her story an ornament to their work,witness the Princess Cioria,
where pact 11 of her story rctaled and she pourtray'a as Einerva,
Queen of iiysia". The Drench romancers had written even more of her,
and Banks built a play round her fate. But the Jacobite side of at li¬
ar t romance,if it may be called so,had one foundation established
too.The aikonbasilike with its fifty editions had done much to sanct¬
ify Charles,and the Montrose and Dundee risings had increased that
atmosphere of tragic loyalty. Kantrose s glorification came rapidly,
thanks to his own verse,to -isha't's history.and Cordon's "Britain's
Distemper". At his obseqtu.es honorary in 1660 a pamphlet was issued,
and eulogies in verse and prose.Constantly he is referred to in such
a phrase as ''the illustrious and truly valiant Montrose" .Burnet sug¬
gested "he lived as in a romance",and though that was harshly meant
it fitted the idea of him already forming.Similarly with Dundee,mem¬
orable poems and ballads 'starred' his name.Both were too close'to
contemporary life to make fictional use of,but from the remarks of
'h0Be travellers who visited their battle-fields in the

01 kh» there was clearly some enshrining of their memory.
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Earlier heroic characters were recollected by some of those travel¬
lers ,Wallace, the "Lenowned Champion of Scotlcnd",says Brome.and
Bruce, and tales of Balliol and Cumin ahd Be Boune are quoted. iloth-
ing of that as yet enters literature,however.Only the Stunrts and
those unfortunate leaders in their cause had a growing romantic
attitude shown them.

Lastly,one corrective to this sketch of England's literary interest
in Scotland has to he added.To keep a just perspective,trace the par¬
allel anglish interest in.kales. Scotland had nu unique attention in
this century-(though J-8th century "elsh scholars admitted it had in
the next) Che parallel of dislike and satire,travel account and ex¬
ploitation of national 'humours' ana is extraordinarily close, There
was "The Valiant Welshman" to partner the "Valiant Scot";Taylor s
Tour to '.'ales'as well as his tour to Scotland.The Civil 'Car brought
abundance of "elsh satires, as well as ->00 ttish, and similar jibes at
language and diet.The satiric"Trip to "ales" by B.3. was predecessor
to his Trip to Scotland".Welsh proverbs were collected as well as
Scots .Correspondence was begun between English and V<elsh antiquarians
from Commonwealth times on-Tas between and English and Scottish)
The Welsh uoguefound place in picaresques like "The Welsh'Traveller"
and "The Life and Beath of Sheffrey morgan". J-n ^"eighteenth cen¬
tury the parallel is even closer.

Both nations.it may be said in conclusion,were beginning to be 'felt'
but not expressed,as having distinctive possibilities.The actuality
cf each was written of in dislike and contempt,but an undercurrent
of "attractions" in each case promised the literary discovery pro¬
per of the 18th century.
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In any record of Anglo-Scottish, r- lations at the opening of the
eighteenth century, and in tho.t particular record of England's slow
realisation of Scotland,one man of letters played an outstanding
part, Defoe.

, ho other writer was half so cognizant of Scottish affairs,devoted
half so much paper,or made a tithe of his effort towards arousing
a general awareness of Scotland and a respect for it. Allow that
much of his wotA was paid propaganda,and"that it has little or no
permanent literary value .-allow further^was scantly interested in
Scotland other than politically and commercially. Yet these liter¬
ary honours are due him that he was the first English writer to
compose a long panegyric on the land and people,to present movingly
and dramatically the tale of the Scots persecution,and to introduce
the country's first romantic rogue,Aoh hoy.
•He himself would probably have disparaged these claims, and preferred
to be known as the first Englishman to use tract and poem and period¬
ical for a thorough "boosting"ef Scotland-if the Americanism may pass-
a'boosting' political in origin,its aim the English acceptance od a
new economic policy towards Scotland. For twenty years he 'lime¬
lighted' the country,sometimes exaggeratedly but sincerely,sometimes
tongue in cheek. But always he thrust Scottish religious and polit¬
ical history,Scottish commerce and agriculture,the Scots' welfare
and the Scots rogue upon English attention.
Even his personal relations with the land were Exceptional. He paid
it cl least six visits,made long stays in Edinburgh,was in intimate
touch with Parliament and Deneral assembly,stayed with ana advised
the Duke of <~uecnsberry and travelled as far north as John o' uroats.
As novel was the writing that resulted,for while Pepys travelled in¬
to Scotland,and in later days Steele and ^aron Hill-all three men
of letter s-none were inspired to write about the country .while jJe-
foe has to his credit two substantial historical works.pamphlets
innumerable,a handful of poems,three tales dealing with the land or
its characters,a scries of almanacks expl iting the second-aighted
Highlander , and some vigorous,: journalism .'

His connection with Scotland is worth tracing in some detail,for
nothing makes more vivid the relations between the two countries,
the feeling between Scot and Englishman at this period.

His was no case of au unique prepossession for the land. His first
J- mention of it was the satiric fleer in "The True-born Englishman"

its biting lines on the
treacherous Boot,

By hunger,theft and rapine hither brought,"
and on the accession of James:-

The royal branch from Pictland did succeed,
With troops of Scots and Sc^bs from Horth-by-lweed."
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are barely atoned tor by the sop of
liven Scotland, too ,her elder glory shows,
Her Gordons,hamiltons and her Monros,
Douglas.Mackay and Grahams,names well-known
Long before ancient -^ngland knew her own."

It was -kike's touch with the ^cot/Gilliam £ at or son, air eady financ¬
ial adviser ana secret service agent to Earley,that brought him into
Harley's favour in 1703. Possibly at the letter's suggestion,possibly
roused'to interest in Scotland by Peterson,there issued shortly after
the first batch of his pamphlets about the land:-"the Shortest bay to
Peace and Union"-"T'he Liberty of Episcopalian Dissnnters in Scotland
--represented--"and "Peace without Union".
In the next year.nefoe having established a secret intelligence sys¬
tem in England was advising Parley to adopt a similar system in ^cot-
land:-"a th.'.ng strangely neglected there--without doubt the principal
occasion of the present misunderstandings between the two kingdoms".
His "Consolidator" allegory of Dngiand and Scotland steered a tactful
middle course between the conflicting claims, and offers a c.ompliment
or two to Scotland. The same tact is in his review's reporting of the
Gorcestbc case.-he will have no -hasty "Censuring .of the Justice of a
Hation",chd raps nnglish knuckles over the "immoderate neat and Re¬
sentment". hut as a sugar-plum for an anti-Scot London,he slips in a
chimney-sweep's abusive reply to a Scot's letter.

By 1706 he was definitely committed to Scottish affairs,and in that s
spring engages on his first a wo "iussays -^t removing national Prejudice
against a Union with Scotland". In the May number of the heview he
talked of "employing this work to remove the vulgar obstruct ions",but
postpones that plan. The essays were issued. In September Parley sent
him his marching-orders for Scotland. The Scots Parliament was to meet
in October. Defoe was to find out and prevent measures against the Un¬
ion,and promote the project in talk,writing,answering objections,etc.
..bove all,"You are to use the utmost caution that it may not be suppos
ed you are employed by any person in England,but that you camethere
on your own business and out of love for the country."

Defoe reached Edinburgh in September 1706,and remained there until De¬
cember of the following year-seeing the Union debated and passed,and
the dangerous months of reaction safely negotiated, his own part in it
all can be pieced together from his letters to H&rley,and his articles
in the heview-if one allows liberally for Defoe's flamboyant romancing
about himself.

H s first impressions were of raging anti-Union mobs. "Certainly a
Sco s rabble is the worfct of its kind",he wrote Parley. The Scots in
general he found "the steadiest unsettled people I ever met with-they
mean well but are blinded in their politics and obstinate in opinion"
later:-"There is an entire harmony in this country,consisting in uni¬
versal discords". But in the heview,he suavely urges England towards
Union. "1 shall sing you a Song of Peace and Union,and introduce the
serious Subject as merrily as I eon. " So to:-
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" Unhappy Englishmen,at last he wise,
ho more your proper happiness despise.--" .

.i month later, "The Hirk are aw wood,pardon the Scotticism", is his
aside to Harley. "The very word Parliament is grown terrible here".
But he himself has been applied, to as a financial expert to assist
the Parliamentary committee determining the Equivalent."I believe I
I shall have the honour to draw a scheme of their demands out for
them". He is exceeding instructions, too, in "v/riteing a poem in praise
of Scotland"-"an odd Subject to bear a Panegyric",but "all ^conduces
to persuade them 1 am a friend of their country",and withxeclat he
dedicates his "Caledonia" to the luxe of Cueensberry.
In the Heview meanwhile he is dragging out English objections to
the Union and noisily exposing them; the Englishman is illogical;
the fear that Scotland will encroach on our trade "is a vulgar error;
so gross that 'it really discovers itself to be a malicious charge";
Scots have manufactures enough of their own;there will be no pouring
cf "her Shoals of People";their Poor cannot outwork us or underwork
us;Sc otland might be reduced by force,but how fatal a policy;as to
fear of Jacobitism,"go into Scotland and enquire what remembrance
the People there justly entertain of the Cruelties of some of that
Family"I the Stuarts). Church fears are similarly argued away,and the
anti-Union pamphlet og Hodges analysed and laughed out of court.
All the while Defoe conceals his being in Scotland,until at the end
of Hovember that is no longer feasible. He and Pater son are then at¬
tending meetings of the Assembly:-"I diseuss converse^Presbyterian,
Episcopalian-Dissenter.Papist,Hon-juror"-and are still on the commit¬
tee discussing terme of trade settlement. "To the merchants,! am
about to settle here in trade,with the lawyers 1 want to purchase a
house.To-day I am going into partnership with an M.P.in a glass-house
tomorrow with another in a salt-work;with the Glasgow mutineers I am
to be a fish-merchant,with the Aberdeen men a woollen,and with the
Perth and Western men a linen manufacturer, and 'still at the end of
all discourse the Union is the essential,and I am all to everyone
that I may gain some. Again I am in the morning at the Committee,in
the afternoon at the Assembly. 1 am privy to all their folly,I wish
1 could not call it knavery.and am entirely confided in."

He was at least amassing a great amount of knowledge, through "our
itinerant.Pierce",who travelled the Lowlands and the west,(as Defoe
planned to canvas the west and north) he gathered and printed in the
review first-hand information on the Glasgow tumults and the burning
of the Union articles at Dumfries,and' prints there,too,his "Shott set¬
ter to the Glasgow Men". And while that information was being pressed
on England,the Edinburgh presses were putting out his Third and Four¬
th "assays at uemovmg national Pr e judices" ,his Glasgow letter, and his
"Vision"poem,a skit on Eelhaven's sensational 'vision speech in Par¬
liament. J-'hat year ended with the uneasy report td j£arley:-"Pt will
be either a Union or all confusion in a few weeks more.--I have re¬
moved my lodgings for I have been openly threatened to be the first
sacrifice".

January of ±70'7 was the crioical month. The question of his future
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arose "between Kim and narley."I confess x nave had an uneasy post
here",he wrote,yet he determined to stay. "I could wish you will
please to settle me here after the union. Perhaps'1 might do her
Majesty a service of one sort while I was in an office of a differ¬
ent face"-a typically Defoe suggestion.
His efforts over Onion redoubled. By the end of the month the fifth
and sixth "Essays at Removing National prejudices" had "been sent out
and an advertisement that there was ""being, prepared for the Publiek
a compleat History of the whole Ail air of this Union". "Caledonia"
was announced in the Heview as "wrote as well to do Justice to that
ahus'd Country as to let some Gentlemen in England know the Boots
are a'Hat ion worth Uniting with".
To account for his continued stay in Scotland*-"I give out I am go¬
ing to write the History of the Union in folio,and have got warrants
and "begun subscription for it. Then 1 treat-with the Commission to
make them a new version of the Psalms. By these things 1 effectually
amuse them and I am perfectly unsuspected, Then I am setting weavers
to work to make linen,and 1 talk of manufactures and employing the
poor,by which trifles 1 serve the great end,vix,a concealment".

On his English readers he urged in three successive numbers of his
paper the jalue of Scotland ana of Union with it', begins tiltingly
"But,pray, entiemen,what can you expect out of Scotland? Poor,barren
Scotland,where you fancy there is nothing to be had but wild Men end
ragged Mountains,Storms,Snows.Poverty and Barrenness.Very well,Gen¬
tlemen, ana what if you should be mistaken now,and r shduld tell you
that Scotland is quite another Country than you imagine,and not so
ill worth uniting with as you think;that it is a noble Country,fruit¬
ful in Soil,healthy Air,seated for Trade,full of manufactures by
land,and a Treasure great as the Indies at their Door by Sea—That
the Poverty of Scotland and the Fruitfulness of England is owing not
to mere difference of Climate ana the nature of the Soil,but to the
Errors of Time and the Misery of their Constitution.--Liberty and
Trade have made the one rich,Tyranny the other poor'.'
He goes on to sketch the nation s unbounded possibilities.
The next number,opening with the news that the Union is at last con
eluded in Scotland,takes as familiar text once more;-"Scotland is a
Hat ion worth uniting with". "1 must confess when first I s w that
Country where by Heports I expected nothing but Barbarism and Barren
ness.l was under two unaccountable Surprizes.First that we should
live so near it, and have such wrong and ridiculous J-deus of a Count¬
ry which it was so easie to be undeceived about:It would really be
a Satyr upon England herself to- record here the strange nomsntick
accounts that have been brought out,of cCotland,about the Barrenness
of the Country,the inhospitable Clime,the undocible People,their ^an
nor of Living,their Mannagement in their Houses,their despicable Pov
erty and the like", and,more honestly than his propaganda pen usually
allowed,he admitted Scotland "a noor Country,an unimproved,bar sen
Country",yet counters that with what he knew would really influence
Brs readers' ideas,the tale of Hodges and another being paid -1000
-lOi cncir writings, and that of ladies at an ndinburgh assembly wear¬
ing £5000 in jewels.
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in hhe Miscellanea published with the Review he deals for two mon¬
ths entirely with Scots topics; reports a dialogue he'd heard "be¬
tween a Jacobite and an anti-Union Presbyterian,invents a series
of these between Jacobite and Gamoronian,crams in a >-cots anecdote
or two,and in two numbers continues to describe the actualities of
the country, As grand finale,he pens "On the Approaching Union of
the two Kingdoms", 'dor let any Man charge the Dulness of my Verse
on the Coldness'of the Climate,and say they cannot be good because
they are made in 0cot land.The Inspirations of the north are every
bay ec.ual to those of the Couth, and the Muses, are as apt to Harmony
there as in any other Part of Britain", Shere follows the doubtfully
inspired paean:-

Peace from the north dawns like the Rising Pay.
--He11,Prance ana Home in vain oppose their Power.--

England no more shall meanly learn to fly
-md Bannocbourn shall sink in History;
Scotland no more shall Hanks of Drent invade,
.jad Plodden Pdelds be in Oblivion laid.

end much more in the same strain.
^ week after he quotes his complaining publisher:-"Nothing but Union
Union,--you will tire all the Town with the Union,they want a little
Diversion"; Defoe mercifully announces "a Aecess of that Affair".

He continues to be well occupied in. Scotland however. "I act the old
part of Cardinal A_chelieu",he wrote with gusto."I have my spies and
my pensioners in every place,and 1 confess 'tis the easiest thing in
the world to hire people here to betray their friends, I have spies
in the Commission,in the Parliament,in the Assembly,and under pre¬
tence of writing my history 1 have everything told me". Thanks to
this,he revealed to Godolphin the Scots plan of running in cargoes
of wine cheap after the Union,offered him "a tun of the best claret"
and warmly assures his Review readers that rumours of such scots pra¬
ctice are quite wild!

During March,he purrs approval of Union going through in England so
easily."The Spirit of Union and the freaty cf Union joyn together".
On the 29th, "I have the Pleasure just while I arn writing these ^ines
to hear the Guns proclaiming the happy Conjunction from Edinburgh
Castle".

Defoe knew only too well that that meant no relaxation of his effort-
He had conciliatory projects ready:-a news-sheet-"A Review of the
Trade and Improvement of Britain",whose aim would be "to talk to you
of the Improvements of Trade,Land,navigation,Manufactures etc for the
Publick Advantage of Scotland";and an essay to move England "to en¬
gage Scotland with all the ^cts of Kindness ana all the advantages
>.hich can be desires in -Reason; and to move Scotland to entertain no
Jealousies--fhis with an -squallity of Arguments on both Sides with¬
out Partiallity or Affection" *
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In the March Review he reiterates his doctrine of "the Employing
and Improving of Scotland is cur Concern"-"les:ened .prosperity in
Scotland means the same in England"-"to employ Scotland is to em¬
ploy England"-ana a doctrine so new demanded reiteration. Ee driven
it in "by talk of what he himself is doing in the north:-"nor am I
an idle Spectator here.l have tola Scotland of Improvements in trade,
Health and Shipping--and I am doubly pleased with this,that I am
like to "be one of the first men that shall, give them the Pleasure
of the Experiment--I am now contracting for English merchants for
Scots Salt to the value of above £10,000 per annum-I have now above
100 poor families at work by my Procuring and Directions ior raak.ng
„ uch Sorts of Linen and in such Mann.eh as never was made here before"

Eow far these projects were actual it is hard,now to say. Defoe,lake
.isron Eili later had an alert eye to business, ana both knew; Scotland
unexplored land commerciallyP Though Defoe unscrupulously exaggerat
ed Scotland's present state-"-full of Manufactures by Land"etc. he
was neither visionary nor fool where a commercial investment was
concerned,and mightwell have embarked on Scottish sche mes. Eis "Tour
through Scotland" letters show how genuinely his mind was preoccup¬
ied with the economic possibilities of the country.

Eis letters in May,June and July report him visiting the chief Scots
towns,with union propaganda as his aim. "1 am traveling through the
towns and disputing with the rigid and refractory clergy",he says;-
"To dine on Wednesday,' with the Presbytery of Dunfermline, and the
next week with that of St Andrews'.' Ee went on to Glasgow and Stirling,
All his persuasiveness was needed. The whole nation was in a ferment,
furious over the

I

J ua;.as-money',over the Customs officials,over the
'unfairness' of the English Parliament. Defoe was alarmed."! never
saw a nation so universally wild,and so readily embracing everything
'that may exasperate them. They are ripe for every mischief".

hone of his travels were alluded to in the review,but scraps of talk
with Scots were given,chiefly to soothe English clamourabout"the Sc¬
ottish Frauds",(the wine-runnung affair t And it is significant that
from Marchfwith one break)to November he has to handle Scottish mat¬
ters in every numb er.
once more he sends south unique information,such as an account of
the Dingwall riots.

for his Eistory of
of it finished"

He finds time ::.or "numaging among old Eecorda"
the Lnion,which he can now advertise as "greet part oi it i:
But he complains in his Review of "Scurrilous Eeproaches concerning
my being in Scot land",and from September on he is renewing his pleas
to Ecrley to return south."The best way to make me truly useful is
to have me be eight months here and three months in London each year"
Hurley acquiesced. On January 1,1708 Defoe set foot in London again
the first of his remarkable "bouts" with Scotland over.

ml



His furlough was brief. ^ month later,rumours of a Jacobite invas¬
ion went round London,and by the 20th of February Defoe was again
in Edinburgh. Unluckily the letters to Parley are very scanty now,
as on the latter's resignation Defoe had been allowed to transfer
his services to Godolphin,and letters to him ana to Sunderland are
civ be—*in~ cues. The Preview is sole sruids. ^efoe is silent there"*

« — - — -» -

uO w n e a r e c. e n t ai. w a s -i. ^n o — c o t- rana . j.n u a— jiui c « c Oc*w£, ^6
plays the diplomatist, he will only deal with the temper of the nat¬
ion in an "^enigma or Allegory",which proves to be a longish poem
representing that land as "a Widow, Soy and ^ainty,i>old ana Strong"
married to a rich husband she did not love,and pursuec by a rival
she once had loved. Ihe next number adds the wey,and analyses the
attitude to the Invasion of the four parties in Scot land.She next
begins the actual reporting of events. He defends the loyalty of the
Scots throughout."Ho man has concerned himself more than the author
of this paper to clear up the Suspicions entbrtained among us in
England of the Presbyterians joining v.ith the French and falling in
with the Jacobite interest".

Letters from the north are inserted weekly. One little sketch,a dia¬
logue between Mr nehearsal and a "caudee" of .Edinburgh is a sally
into dialect,-and though Defoe could ring down a Scots proverb-"it&
hard to ding out o' the Flesh what's bred i' the Banes",he rarely
attempts dialect.

The Invasion alarm died,Defoe laughing it out of his paper with a
bunch of comic anecdotes of incidents in the west.
But during the rest of that year Scotland continued to occupy artic¬
les,though less constantly than before. Belhaven"s death drew recol¬
lections and a eulogy from Defoe,who; had mercilessly bantered him in
verse. M©ie seriously, he b eg an. - printing an "Abridgment of the State
of the Dhurch Affairs in Scotland". His first important pamphlet on
those to pics:-"An Historical 'Account of the Bitter; Sufferings and
Melancholy Circumstances of the Episcopal Church in Scotland" had al¬
ready been printed.
The "Abridgment " appeared from August to Eovembc-r. It was broken b„
another of those illuminating 'digressions' about the nation:- "1
have been lately in Scotland,and if I am not come away 1 am there
still--in Scotland where whatever you may think here,corn grows as
we have,and they cut ib down as we do"-- So to some satirical jibes
at the Englishman's ideas."I print this only for the Admonition of
those people who think Scotland a Desert,a wast howling Wilderness,
a Place of Wild Folks,that live in the Mountains,live they know not
how and feed upon they know not what,and not at all like other Parts
of the World". But the lend,he argues,lacks only the English luxury.
'The Countrymen are worse nuehandmen and better Christi ns than ours
and they have both more knowledge and more practice of aelihion am¬
ong the poor than we have." He illustrates it by contrasting mngland
rural education,where one third of the people cannot read or write,
with Scotland's where the poorest have their children taught and in¬
structed .
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This recognition'of a side of progress that the country could legit¬
imately pride itself on since the 1696 ixCt was as novel in ^nglish
journalism as it was to the English mind.
A coujhle of monthe later Deofe points out another contrast in ^cot-
land's favour,in commenting on the plunder of a wreck at Deal,and
the salvage of one in Scotland-"in our northern Barbarous Country of
Scotland,as some that know it not,are fond of calling it".
He informs his readers,too,of the ruined Scottish harvest,of the
state of the "a^rk and ignorant Highlands",and once more of GCots
trade.

Probably he returned to -Sondon that winter,but it cannot be verified.
The following year began with the issue of his "History of the Cn-
ion" from Edinburgh, and with the: pamphlet on the Episcopalian-Dis¬
senters, "The Beots Narrative Examined".
His Heview had the pleased report of "the Bequest of some Gentlemen
in Scot land,who have by their own voluntary Subscript inns encouraged
the Reprinting it at Edinburgh,since the Baper has been received by
our Brethern of North Britain as so profitable,so honest and so need
ful a Work".
With this extended circulation he renamed his pro-Scot advocacy,with
a half-avuncular scolding:-"You seem now united to Scotland,but not
cue Jot more united to the Scots Nation. I can give you but too many
Instances of it". After full admonition,he cnds,"It lies upon England
to convince the sCots that when they opposed it (the Union) they stood
in their own light;and thisAcan only be done by endeavouring to ass¬
ist them in Trade,encourage."them in Improvements,support them in their
just Liberties, and taking off their ancient Chains of -Bondage. And if
this be omitted,you must expect to be. told of it by this 'Author,as
long as he has a Tongue to speak or a Hand to write".

That July an unwary London letberwriter drew from him a defence of the
nation still more vigorous. The writer had suggested that the unwanted
Palatine immigrants be sent to Scotland,"where they sh uld never want
Hunger,Cold,Lis- ase,barren nands and Smoaky Ccbbihs"-no unusual jibe.
Defoe fell on him. "To hear our People speak of Scotland or of the Sc¬
ottish Affairs or People would ^rnke a Stranger think that this same
Place was some remote Country in the East Indies or about Madagascar,
the North-West Passage,the South Seas or some where unfrequented,where
very few people ever came. Learned Gentlemen of this Party will ask if
there is any mutton or Beef or anjf such thing . s milk in Scotland. The
Highlanders they tame to be a Sort of Monsters and Cc.k if they live up
on Hoots and the Bark of the Trees. Never was more wild Notions in the
Heads of our People here of the Caribbees in the Gulf of Florida. Hay,
one but the other day,who is a Man of Letters and a Man of History ser¬
iously and for real Information asked me what Sort of Speech the oeots
Tongue was,for that he had never met with any Books of it. Another ask
ed me as seriously.being a Merchant,where the Scots fetch'd their Corn
before the union,and what they had to buy it with". Exasperatedly he
declares:-"There is not in the whole World two Nations that stand so

near,have so much Concern with and Interest in each other,that know so
little of one another as these two".
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For the enlightenment of this col.seal ignorance,he repeats his fam
iliar points:- Scotland is not barren,only uncultivatea,ana sufferi
ing from poverty^ and the tyrannous system of tenures.Viands,150 mil¬
es north of Edinburgh are as rich a,. Middlesex or -o-ertford". With
the Parthian shot that the immigrants would be happier in Scotland
th n in England since the Scots are superior in courtesy,he leaves
the letter-writ er-i-but not the .topic of Scots agriculture, through¬
out that month and' the next he discusses its improvement,not with
the uninterested Englishgbut-novel point-with "You Gentlemen of Scot
"land", at whom he wags an admonitory finger. He discusses with them
their deficient stock,ignorant methods,want of markets,and impolitic
tenures.while pointing for the south the usual moral "to enrich Scot
land is to enrich burst Ives". He writes as if from personal direct
study of his own,a thing 'almost certain as he advised CueensbeEEy on
agriculture in hus estates.

He was in Scotland by August. He began touring the Horth-East and West
and with one of his rare glimpses of his surroundings writes in Oct¬
ober:-"! am writing this Paper in Scotland where I can look out of my
Window and see the Fields standing full of the Shocks of Corn".

From this tour he returned to tackle the reporting of the Greenshiels
case,and the Heviews in November,December and January (1710) deal most
ly with Scottish religious toleration and innovations.
It seems likely that he .was in -Edinburgh for much of that winter, f'he.
Town Council authorised him in February to print the "Scots Courant".
His plo.ee must have been by how a fairly eminent one there. Indicat¬
ive is his endorsement of the newly-elected Town Council list, sent to
Earley:-"all but two my very particular acquaintance".
In England he was being accepted by the ministry as a^ authority on
the country-Godolphin, to judge from a letter of -^efoe s,had at one
point offered him the post of Commissioner of Excises-He sent Harley
in 1710 a long pamphlet of "Proposals for.Scotland". This was the es¬
sence- of Defoe's Scottish economics."I lay it down ac a foundation
principle that it is the great interest of England to study and pro¬
mote the prosperity and increase of Scotland". Then follow his propos
als,strikingly long-sighted and wise,for ship-building yards in the
Forth,a Forth andClyde Canal,fisheries-development,for instance,and
wide-spread for they ranged from manufactures,navigation and foreign
commerce to agriculture and the employment of the poor.
Harley consulted him on the choice of a Commissioner for the Assembly
and Defoe constantly primed him with news gained by his secret intel-
igence scheme. He was inclined to over-do his authoritative standing:-
he has "particular papers just arrived" or "I long impatiently to re¬
present to you some very material things relating to Scotland".

Though there are refharks dating from 1710,1711,1712 the Review had
much less matter about Scotland in that period. Defoe was still pass¬
ing between the two countries. In October 1710 he received once more
directions for "Management in Scotland", and arrived there by i.ovember
Put his secret service work becomes more tortuous to follow,for he
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He reports,for instance,"two vile ill-natured pamphlets have fallen
into my hands,the'Scots At 1 ant is1 full of invective against the Cueen
and Government-and "Atalantis Major"-"a hitter invective against the
Duke of Argyll,the Earl of Mar and the election of the Peers.it's cer
tainly written by some Englishman ana 1 have some guess at the man".
Piquant remark,since the latter pamphlet was almost certainly his own,
and was printed "in Olr eeky" a month later.

K ; |j
He remained in the north from November 1710 to February 1711 and made
a short visit to the borders and the south.(In the preface to his Tour
he claimed With pride to. have "viewed the north part of England ana the
south part of Scotland five several times over" ) .But except when par
ticularly "noisy" matters like the Greenshiels case or "the alarm
lately raised upon the coast of Scotland (June 1710) were on the
tapis,the Heview was silent on the land. B-e admits in January l7Ik
"It is long since I ahve concerned myself in this paper with anything
relating to the Affairs of Scotland,and 1 should not have done it
now,had it not been absolutely necessary"

Some monthe later.however,the menace of Jaeobitism rouses him.The
first of a series of fighting articles appears in the review,an att¬
ack on the Highland Superiorities. He must awaken the Government to
the evils of those,he says,"for if ever the present Establishment
receives any fatal Blow it must be from thence". The following year
had pamphlets on further Jacobite issues:-"Hannibal at the Gates",
and others,and again in the Heview he strikes the authorative note:-

"I have often been asked by the Heads of our Administration in Eng-
land.as well past as present,if there w s no way to r<duce these Su¬
periorities in Scotland,to destroy the Vassalage of the People and
to sat them entirely free?And I have always answered in the negative"

He had not anandonned the topic of Union altogether. His "History of
the Union" in folio was published in the same month-for the first time
in England-and the Heview emphasised its' issue by an article oh "The
Unalterableness of the Union".

.mother venture followed,slight in. itself,but interesting as showing
Defoe beginning to view Sept land as quarry for his popular 'copy".
A year before (Aprill71I) he had spun.a tale in the Aeview of pick¬
ing up in Newcastle 'a pamphlet-"British Visions", said to be by one
who "has come out of the Hills in Scotland",and ;"£alks of second
sight". He now reports another pamphlet by this some Highlander,"The
Highland Visions or the Scots Hew Prophecy"."The Highlander had for
many years b eon known to have strangely foretold several things",
roth pamphlets are,of course,the usual type of gulling almanac,full
of vague forecasts glorified by the name of "prophetic observations"
A year after,a third of the scries appeared,"The Second-sighted nigh
lander,by the famous Scots Highlander". By the 1715 number, .we foe is
thoroughly enjoying the 1 blarney' of "Archibald ^ac-Honaid of anv er-
locky being possest of the sublime illumination hereditary from many
.ancestors, that superior gift by v.hich a more intense •-'igh.t of things
to come is communicated" describing his visions."Led by this Hay of
Super natural night it was that at midnight the first day of -the month
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of January--standing on the highest Pinnacle of the fountain Aphlec
in one of the floating Islands of the miracjilous Lough Loman--turn-
ing myself towards the Splended Lawn 1 seemed to discover ivar with
his armed hundreds riding furiously across the world' -So to the "bath
etic conclusion of worthless forecasts.

these pamphlets were mere diversions,sottises. 1711 and 1712 h&awere
proving difficult; years for the Union. Pot only wis Jacobitism growi
ing.but commercial and Presbyterian antagonism to the ^nion was he-
coming implacable,for reasons already traced.elsewhere. The climax
came in 1713 when political and ecclesiastical grievances added to
popular ones lime the Malt Tax led to a demand for the dissolution
of Union.

At this point Lefoe put out his "Union and Po Union'Jsubtitled "An
Enquiry into the Grievances of the Scots". It has a very frank ad¬
mission of the failure of the Union to bring about any warmth of am¬
ity between the two nations.Indeed there had been a "decay of Af ect
ion",and Lefoe traces carefully the Scots' grievances. He quotes the
type of talk heard in the north". -England was treacherous and false'-
a breaker of treaties-the Parliament'was partial against Scotlend-
the Scots members being few were oppressed and outvoted1ana so on.
Lefoe pleads vigorously for the removal;of thesee grievances.

A year later he had to renew his championship,Swift's stinging indict
rnent of the Scots in his "Public Spirit of the IThigs" provoking his (
"Scots Uation and Union Vindicated".
Aha in he constituted himself the mouthpiece for ^cots opinion.Swift
had compared the country to -a penniless wench inveigling rich England
into marriage; Scotland might more truly claim:-"Lid 1 not long deny
you? Lid you not throng me with vows of" using me kindly?-Lid you not
promise to employ my poor Servants--Lid you not add a thousand Chim¬
eras of imaginary Advantages? " As to birth-"I have as truly noble
Blood in my Veins us you". England had sought the Union.She,if any,
must have gained by it,"for as to Scotland,we hear yet little of it".
Scotland v;us not so low and poor as to lack other suitors; "Whenever
ye think well to break the Union,°cot land will not deny you";but if
it is broken England will be the greater loser;there will be no secur
ity against the Pretender,and the dangers of independence will be unt
tola. As for Swift's libels on the nobility of the north, Lefoe has
eulogies to cancel these,and a general "All the World courts them,are
fond of them". The accusation of the ^cots carrying bullion-cut of the
country,is answered ingenuously with "Why else should all Pstions ar¬
ound us increase in wealth and commerce, and Scotland, only decline and
languish?"He ends with further praise of the land's military glories.

The 'lb Hebellion broke out a year after.For Lefoe's part.no help from
letters or review is available.Loth had ceased. A host of pam; hlcts
cre accredited to him,dating from 1715 ana 1716,but they defy verific¬
ation and are astonishingly diverse.(These are considered in the chap¬ter dealing with the 'lb). What strikes the explorer of them is the
versatility q£ disguise,for if the tracts are his he writes now as a
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Cuaker,sounding a"trumpet in,the north",now as a rebel in the Camp
at Perth,now as "one clergyman to another",now as "a Country V/hig
to his London friend";ana his versatility of principle,for his"View
of the Scots Bebellion" is full of the type of ignorant discredit¬
ing of Scotland he had attached so often in his review. Evidently
Defoe like Steele felt it diplomatic to "be sound, convent ional Y.nig
while the Rebellion lasted. He wielded his pen to effect.however,
'and produced exposures of "traitorous manifestos" and J acobit-e mis¬
deeds and the like.

After 1716 his writings on Scotland thin out. One ends his first-
class piece of work ends his political and ecclesiastical writing,
the "Memoirs of the Church of Scotland". This is matter of value.
Two years "before Oldmixon in his "Memoirs of Borth Britain" had ur¬
ged and praised the zeal of the Presbyterians,spoken of the cruelt¬
ies committed against them,the ill-deeds of Sir James Turner,the
butchery by thousands at Bothwell Brig.
Defoe had promised his readers in the Review of March 1711 "a b_ack
liar tyro logy, a horrid Account of Barbarities, Cold Blood Murders,Cru-
clties—wrought on the Presbyterians"- Bow he produces it,but a mcv
ing yet spirited account of their suf ierings,v. ith quotations from
manuscripts and Scobs authorities,stories at first-hand,a vindicat¬
ion of their risings and a reasoned appeal for their not being stig
matisee as rebels.
The third book is a piece of most effective writing. Lefoe was exact
ly the man for the task.He had a gift of dramatic terse narrative,an
expert touch in making vivid and actual a person or scene,the jour¬
nalist's gift of "writing-up" an incident,and at his v;orst the lik¬
ing for"a part to tear a cat in". Here he had scope for all four.As
motif he quoted and reeuotcd "They wander'd about in Sheepskins and
Goatskins,in Bens end Caves of the Earth being destitute,afflicted,
torrriented"until this dirge pervades movingly the whole book.He offers
his English readers passionate defence,actual documents,first-hand ac
counts "repeated as near as possible in the very words",sketches of
men like Claverhonse and Balziel,Cameron and Eackston of Hathillet,
(setting their outlines for writers ever since Hales of the martyrs,
and occasionally even a snatch of comic dialogue as effective relief.
Hemember he was near enough to the times to tap living witnesses as
he swears he did in the case of Sharp's murder;and he knew the scenes
of many of the events-the drowning of bhe Solway martyrs,for example,
or the rescue at the Enterkin Bass. All gave force to his telling.

Granted that the vindication is written too exhaustingly at the pitch
of his voice, and that his sympathetic repetitions of "thei.e poor peo
pie" "their barbarous and inhumane treatment" weary; and further that
it evoked little comment when it appeared in i717,Scotland preferring
her own religious historians,England too indifferent in general still
to religious troubles of the north even to demand a second edition.
Yet as Cadell hhs cl imed some parts of the book "need scarcely shrink
from a comparison with some of the most picturesque passages in the f
first "Talcs of my_ Landlord".
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In the year these. Memoirs were printed,Defoe,at his usual game of not
letting his right hand know what his left hand was doing,was earning
Tory pay and writing for whig journals. One group of articles to Mists
Journal and Mercurius Politicus is interesting ,for he is reporting
the doings of 'that arch robber Bob hoi". The subject was immensely
to his liking,fir he oould embroider those "accounts from the high¬
lands" until they made ^obin Hood tales look colourless.
a11 this work he,gathered up six years later,when he added to his
sketches of rogues like Cartouche,Jack Sheppard and Jonathan Wild
"The High j end Rogue or the Memorable Actions' of the celebrated Aob-
ert Macgregor;commonly called nob Roy--Introduced with the Relation
of the Unequalled Villainies of the Clan of the Kacgregors several y
years past.The whole impartially digested from the Memorandums of an>(
mthentick Scotch mS."

He had already tried the semi-fictitious sketch of a Scot,in his "His
pory of the Life and Adventures of Mr Duncan Cappbell". The actual
deaf-mute London knew/ was fat'ted out with a half-Highland,half-Lapland
parentage.presentee as a child living-vaguely-"in the Western Islands"
and wearing "a little Bonnet and Plaid"--"that kind of Dress which is
truly Antique and Heroick".Then after his father's part in Hngyle's
Rising, the ohild was brought to Edinburgh "to play marbles at the ^tos
But after that solitary stroke of actuality,he is transferred to Lon
don. Tor Campbell's "talent of the second-sight Defoe cuoted liberal
ly from Martin's "Description of the Western Isles",a book he had al
ready used for local colour in describing the life of his hero's father
in Shetland.
fortunately Defoe had more matter -for Rob Roy,and with great gusto he
proceeded to set it out with embellishments,first,of course,insisting
that only a plain and truthful tale is to be to Id. "It is not a romant-r
ic tale--Horth Britain had wanted no proof of his Existence,nor has
his fame been unheard-of in England and other parts of Europe". He has
extracted his matter from certain papers,but these were "so insuffer¬
able in Stile and Disorder"that it was impossible to quote a single
line-another familiar gambit of the author's.
mi introductory history of the Clan Macgregor is given,blood-curdling
in the extreme,^specially in the tale of the Battle of Lleafruin and
its barbarities. Rob xioy is then described,"^ Man of a Prodigious oise
Strength and of such an uncommon Stature that he approaches even to a
Gigantic Size. He wears a Beard above a Root long and not only his Pace
but his whole Body is cover'd over with Red Hair."
In the same Jack the Giant-killer vein,his refuge at Craigroyston is
described:-"on the Borders of Loch Lamuad Lomond,and inviron'd with
stupendous high Mountains and Rocks of a prodigious Magnitude"-"moch-
lomand is a pleasant fresh-water Lake,famous for two things,a float¬
ing island,Pish without Pins and being often tempestuous when th( air
is calm". In this fit setting,Rob Roy's adventures ate retold. Defoe,
notice,makes no attempt to make a figure of heroic valour out of him.
Rob's profession "was Plunder and Violence".In the ' 15','he was active
in nothing serviceable to the rebels,nor signalized himself by any¬
thing but running away with the booty" Years only"made him notorious
for robberies and itebellion" .

Yet Defoe cannot resist working up the tale of his capture in the



Defoe also made an early use of Scotland for
picaresque, in "bringing his tv/o 'Jacks' to Lain-
burgh.in his "History and Remarkable Life of the
Truly Honorable Colonel Joe que, vulgarly called Uol
Jack" 173.1 But he has only one High Street in¬
cident of hangman and public flogging to record
vividly-the rest is conventional.
One other 'rogue' story is also Scots.namely the

"„ccount of the Conduct and. Proceedings of John
Gov/, the Pirate" 1725
"The Second-sighted Highlander,the Friendly Demon;
or the Generous Apparition " 1726, is a further bv.

worthless essay in the -'Pruncan Campbell' vein.
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Scott vein:-xiob turns at bay: IT.ind am I then betrayed?Kas a luan Ox ?
your . uulity such a mercenary Saul as to forfeit his Word,his faith,
his Honour and all for a pitiful'.reward?" So fictitious, dialogues,ana
scenes of Hob "diverting the Company v. ith comical old Songs and pleas¬
ant Stories of his own Adventures" are added. .Regretfully,1 think,
Defoe leaves "this famous Scotch-Robber without a final death-scene

wants nothing but the ccount of his -oeath,which v;e have
not•yet received certain Advice of".

One last work on Scotland deserves a brief mention here,the third
volume of his "four thro' the Whole Island of Great Britain".which
was ublishcd in 1727. This account of Scotland in letter form was
not the record of a specially undertaken tour.Defoe seems to have Mr
made a rechauffe of earlier travels and a journey he must have made
about 1718 or 1719. Possibly he felt flacky and Matthew Duncan in
their tours were poaching on his preserves by describing the country
an which he was an authority. Preface and introduction criticise ad¬
versely the accounts of these travellers,and promise instead the plac¬
ing of Scotland "in a true light'.'
Wh<

v

travel journals. But nothing more completely summarises Defoe
of his usual advoc-
posit ion, reminiscences

iav ho has- to say of it is best dealt with later al.ng-v.ith the oth-
er'

and Scotland', for the tour is an erratic mixture
acy of Scotland, a sharp noting of its .economic
plain and coloured,and an irrepressible penny-dreadful-ing of the
Highlands.
Contrast the original six letters with the later revised and extended
versions made by others,and Defoe's attitude to the land stands out
in striking clarity.The later accounts note houses of Druidesses,Ro¬
man remains,connections with Macbeth,quote Piteairne,talkof "this
most romantic Wood". Dot a word of that is in Defoe's own letters,
lie had no romantic vapours in his mind where Scotland was concerned.
Once he began:-"Our Scotch riters tell us a Story of a Battle be¬
tween Coi'lus and Fergus--but those Scots Legends 1 shall say nothing
to". He travelled to
sight of "hills blac..
aber district were both

s c an
: and

Legends
"the Face of lndustry"chiefly,and hated
frightful".The north Highl nds and the .

the
-och

Mountains
Hebrides w

were

id unpas
: inane.

'a frightful Gountry,full of hidi.us aesart
jbble" .while the mere thought of crossing to the

n

hy

His interest in Scotland,one feels,was bred only by his political and
economic preoccupations. He showed no awareness of oe.ts literature,
other than of two poems,Golville' s'T/higs* Supplication",and Dromond's
"Polemo-MidGinia" (£ind that he tliinxs Oolville's) He gave no sign of
liking the country,in spite of his text being the invariable"Scotland
is a Country worth uniting with"♦ When he praises Scots courtesy or
the piety or education of its people,was it in admiration,or as a mor¬
al object lesson to Hngland,with a political motive attached? He drew
no pictures of-Llinburgh life.no realistic sketches of See ts characters,
iiis "cauaee" or "old country-woman" are puppets who speak to order.
Steele'd delight in the 'humours' of the caudees he entertained has
no counteroart in Defoe.

t D

r

jni

Hhy then it may. be asked have Defoe's relations with Scotland been de¬
scribed in such detail.Is he not too untrustworthy,too "slippery" a
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writer to deduce anything from?
The claims to he made for him are as diverse as his \vork.
Undoubtedly he brought Scotland into English literature and into re¬
putable English journalism to an extent never before achieved.How¬
ever insincere or wrong his writing,however ulterior in motive,he
praised the country and forced that praise on English attention.
laid his standing and vogue ensured almost certainly that attention.

.4*

^igain.his tracts and Aeview drilled into London some elementary
facts about Scotland. That -these were mostly economic was all to the
good.A sound basis of commercial recognition and good-feeling was a
primary step towards any fruitful contact between the two nations.
Leffe's economic doctrine was precisely the axe needed to clear away
the barrier of that evil 17th century doctrine of commercial alien-
ism-and... more it.hewed foundations for a new and valuable co-operat¬
ion .

Again,whether poorly or no,he brought into English literature the
second-sighted Highlander and the Highland desperado,and the Coven¬
anters with their martyrs and persecutions.

.xpart from these gifts to the readers of the day,Defoe gives the pre
send day reader,through the Heview and pribate letters,a more vivid
and actual conception of these times of Union struggle than can be
had elsewhere. The actualities of English and Scottish opinion are
revealed. Defoe was shifty,but he could express most frankly what Sc
otlana felt,and must have been listened to as no Scots writer would
have be.en. He spoke too for the common Englishman, and is mouthpiece
for his blunt fears ana ignorances about the north. Howhere else do
one get the mental bedrock of Anglo-Scottish relations so surely.
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CILiPTEii XI. Epilogue to the Union. • 1707-1715.

I.The Poets on the Union
II.deception of the Union in England and Scotland
III. Continued dissatisfaction in the north.

,IV. The Dissolution Bill. Swift's pamphlet.
Y.Scots in Queen Anne society.
VI. Closer contacts in literature.
VII. The per iodical and Scotland, ^atler.aSpectacor
VIII. English lead to "cots journalism.
IX. Young Scotland and English influence.
X. Advance of Scots "biography and editing.
XI. Increasing alliance in matters literary.
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firmer Union of Policy with less Union of Affection had hardly "been
own in the whole world".wrote a disillusioned Defoe,six years after
ion. It was a fact he must have known only too well "before that event,
idence of it was plentiful enough then. It is the explanation of the
ucity of real literature dealing with Scotland in this pre-Union
riod.
e joining with Scotland was looked on as an unpleasant political :-s
a sure, disliked popularly, ( if rather lethargically,) ana resented com-
rcislly.Certainly it was felt no matter for cultured interest or
ulf for literature.
at note was taken of the nat ion, "beyond Defoe's "Caledonia", and his
mphlets and journalism,"beyond the "Scotch Rogue" and a half-dozen
its, the abuse of Tom Brown and lied V; rd, and an informative pamphlet
ch as Aorer' ::?
arendon's history was published at this time,(I701) and its oversow¬
ing anti-Scot bias was barely commented on. Sir Philip Warwick's
moirs, us • contemptuously anti-Scot, received a similar reception.Who
ulu trouble to vindicate Scotland?

e actual Union was celebrated almost entirely by formal writing. The
ess occupied itself printing the addresses of congratulation. Only
fcer a lapse of time did the Tory Examiner dare to publish a satiric
xplanation' of the Union;- "England,being bounded on the Worth by a
or mountainous People called Scots,who wore vassals to that Country,\
d the English Prime minister being largely bribed,obtained the "ueen's
nsent for the Scots to arm and exercise themselves;end they,finding
cy were now in a condition to be troublesome,began to insist upon
rms and threaten'd upon every occasion to join with the Drench.-Upon
ich the Prime Minister,who began to be in Pain for hid Head,set on
v. t a Treaty to Unite the two kingdoms .which he had the good Duck to
ing to pass;and from that time,valu'd himself as Author of a most
orious Union,which indeed was grown of absolute Necessity by his
rruption."
ose might have been Swift's words:it was exactly the charge he re-
ve in "The Public Spirit of the Whigs". His sentiments in verse
rmonized.for he scribbled a short lampoon on the Union:-

"The Queen has lately lost s. pert
. Of her Entirely-English heart,

Dor want of which,by way of botch,
She pieced it up again with Scotch.
Bless'd revolution! which creates
Divided hearts,united states!
See how the double nation lies,
Dixe a rich coat with skirts of frize:
As if a man in making posies,
Should bundle thistles up with roses.

■ Who ever yet a union caw
Of kingdoms without faith or law?
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Henceforward let no statesman dare
A kingdom to a ship compare;
lest he should call our commonweal
h vessel with a double keel:
V.'hich, ,iust like ours,new-rigg'd ana raann'd,
.nd got about a league from land,
By change of wind bo "leeward side,
The pilot anew not how to guide,
go tossing faction will oerwhelm
Our crazy,double-bottomed realm.

Swift shot this bolt alone. Prom most of tliefpoets came conventional
tributes, from Sheffield, Ponton and others. .» Ivlr Vernon dedicated a pom—
-pous poem to Granby,one of the Oomrcissioners, "to persuade the Subjects
to an Union of Affections"; but he :drew. a tactless picture of English .

bishops welcoming for conversion's sake "the stubborn Scot",which can
only have r-minded the Scots of the |

-Welcomes little fishes in,with gently smiling jaws.
Howe distinguished himself by producing both an eighteen line allegory
in verse,and a passage about it in his-Saxon play "The Aoyal Convert".

Ethelinda, a -British lady in-i-t, foretells Anne'"s reign and the Union.

"-her chief glory shall he to unite.—
Picts,Saxons, Angles shall no more be known, 1
But Britain be the ncblo name alone.
With joy their ancient hate they shall forego,
While discord hides her baleful head below-*-
kuspicious Heaven on all her days shall smile,
And with eternal Union bless her British Isle.

But the reason for Howe's liberal attention probably was that he was
aiming at that Secretaryship to the Duke of ^ueensberry which he after¬
wards enjoyed from 1709-1711.

"Howe no advantages could hit on,
Till verse he left and wrote Z-Iorth Briton."

commented I»ady Uinchelsea shrewishly.
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I

II.

The Union, it hJas "been said,was !I n heroic attempt to disregard as
far as possible, the differ encos of interests .habits and nationality
which had grown tip between the two States". It liaa been both desir¬
ed and un&esired in both countries. Taylor.passing north to Edin-

.burgh two years before Union,tells of an old countrywoman accosting
him with the anxious question of Mwhat was done in d <rr 1 ianient?"and
calling down blessings on him for his hopeful news. But Boots pamph¬
leteers drew a di fferent picture. "I hear few spesiren fdr't but a

* v/heen chapmen and pedlars that fancy they'll get Croud in Goupens";
or "In a corner of the street,one mat see a Presbyterian minister,a

3 Popish Priest and an Episcopal Prelate all agreeing together in their
discourse against the Union,but upon quite different Views and cont
tradictory Persons."
Gimil'.rly in England, "Too many amongst us have- conceived such an »v

V .'version tot the Scotch that there is hardly any reconciling them
to an Union", said the author of "A Discourse upon an Union--" Yet
the general rejoicing which inaugurated it there was equally unde¬
niable. \ • •— -

.Seafield had signed Scotland's fate with the jibe that this was "the
end o' an arid sang". Ho one w.s so fantastically hopeful as to
imagine that the Union would be the end of all ill-feeling. Defoe
was bidden to remain in Edinburgh where his pen was still needed.
His articles for his "Review" in London were monitory sermons on
"the present Duty of either nation to one another in our new and
united Capacity". That this continuing propaganda was necessary,
his own later reports show. Before a year had passed,he was writing
to Barley from Edinburgh,of the attitude of "this miserable nation"
to the Union. "How shallow it lyes in: the Affection Of the people
"how little of the out-'of-hurriour princ.ip.ie, is removed by it"-"hov;
blind,how prejudiced and how much averse-to English government a
large party even of our friends arc here;"
sine months later,ho turns on his English re, dors:-"You seem now
united to Scot land,but not one Jot more united to the Scots Ration.
I can give you but too many instances of it".
By 1715 the very title of hi en pamphlet, "-Union and Ho Union" reveals <
how emitters stand, and his analysis is candid. "A firmer peliey Union
of Policy with less Union of Affections has hardly been known in
the' hole 'world.It will not, 1. 'believe , be' of fer ed ox* suggested that
there is any visible Increase of Good Will,Charity, or Love of neigh¬
bourhood between the Hations since the finishing the Transactions
of the late Treaty of Union". The same pamphlet groups the reasons f
for this "decay of Affection" under Matters of Religion,of State and
of Property,overweighty headings for the'succession of magnified
irritations that soured the post-Union years.

ycotland was the more to blame, tuny a parish had'kept the Day of
Union,A.y I,as .one of penance and fasting. Edinburgh's mobs,airayj
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Kthe measure,were again and again in riot. The delay in paying the
equivalent was a grievance. Its arrival v;as hailed "by flung stones
end cries ofvJuda's-moneyThe merchants cavilled at only one fourth
of it being p;id in bullion. They had already been in outcry against
the English Par i i inent .which, frustrating a design of theirs forlmak-
ing a profit by cargo-runncmg before the 1st of May, h~d seemed 'to
condone an equally doubtful piece of English sharp practice later.
Greater grievance ;• till was the arrival of English tax-g- therers for
the Customs and Excise.. "Our merchants are much alarmed "-"Our people
are in an unaccountable ferment".report contemporary letters. These
English excisemen were bitterly execrated.Lockh;.r.t called them "the

i very scum and canaIlia of that country,and quoted with sour relish
the English landlady's accounting for the disappearance of the high¬
waymen, "They are all gone to your bountry to get places".

The first session of the united Parliament,v;hich met in October ana
decreed the abolition of the Scottish Privy Council,did little to
smooth matters, As much against Union as the mobs and the commercial
classes were the Jacobites,and these were becoming more daring in
their eeleb demonstrations,so "uppish that he durst hardly look them
in the face",wrote the Earl of Leven.
xeason and proof of that came as early as February,when rumours went

.round xondon of%a projected invasion from Prance. Lockhart has it tk
that in Scotland there was nothing but prayers for a lucky voyage-a
manifest exaggeration. But Leven informed Mar:-"By my letters from
Scotland a understand there is a great ferment there,and particularly
in the west country,and that the Jacobites are very uppish".
English alarm may be guessed from the fact that General 2tc.nh.ope
made a motion in the House of Lords to bring in a Bill to dissolve
the c1ans in Scotland.
The fleet sailed on the I7th of March. By May the affair was over,Eng
land calm again,and Jacobites north and south subdued. The taking of
She Scots prisoners bo London was resented,and there-was angry talk
of influencing the elecbiuiid. The popular post-mortem on the whole
project laid the blame in large port at England's door,or at least
on the English ministry. It was to blame for neglecting Scotland's
proper defence,starving her of funds and forces. "Lever a country
more destitute and defenceless than we are.nar have we so much as a

3. tre-e-ury or any money for incident charges",wrote the Lord Advocate
t o II „r.

In parliament,the Scots M.P.'s denounced the invasion as warmly as the
English,and the Kirk at home had held a Lay of Solemn Thanksgiving for
its defeat. Yet there was some popular English outcry of the >;ffair be¬
ing Scottish,and hooting of the Scots prisoners led through London.
The north was indignant in consequence. The "Scots Observator" wrote
"Car Country is abus'd here upon that Head in a Barb rous M.-nner,par¬
ticularly by the Bamphleteers and Publick "writers- who to please the
English make us- a Back of Hebels and Devils".
Hi is was propably repeated on the projection of a second Jacobite in-
ycoion in ± tj.0, ..jien Gspoain. was Dasy. intriguing in the Highlands nd
uefoe dealt with news of "The Alarm lately raised uoon the Coast of
Ceo Viand" (June. 1710 ) ,,

Ogilvie
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111.

The years 170tf-1710-1711-1712 showed- no improvement in Ucotlandfs
attitude to ?:nylend. No concrete gain from Union was -visible. f There
v.-as little for"fifty years) The fooling grew of "being ""bubbled" over
it,as Dockhart put it. The English excisemen were more than ever re¬
sented, and smuggling- became universal, and even something of a pat¬
riotic virtue. Merchants talked openly'of the impossibility of gett- (

ing fair play commercially from a Psrlir-intnt in England.
That distrust was unluckily increased by a series of measures meant
to benefit both countries,that in their actual"working involved eith¬
er loss or disproportionately ."small gain to Scotland. The I71J. Nets,'
affecting linen,Scotland1s staple commodity,and'Highland timber, were
particularly unfortunate. Parliamentary debates over the duty on lin¬
en led to the angriest of talk on both sides. Earley is reported to
have said, "Have not we bought the Scots, and may, we not claim the right
to tax them? For what end,pray,did we give the Equivalent?" Manley
said that"whstever was or may be the laws of Scotland yet now she
was subject to the lew sovereignty of England,she must be ruled by
English laws".

This Sort of dangerous remark inflamed Scottish nationalism. A month
later tacobitism made a scandalous flourish in Edinburgh,when the
august Faculty of Advocates was offered and accepted a medal of the
Pr- tender. England was alarmed,particularly since the Jecobites at
London "triumphed upon it so much", as Oldmixon wrote, A, pamphlet was
circulated, "The Scotch Medal .Decipher1 d" .

• •

The House of Lords meanwhile,by its decision over the Scots Peerage
Case was creating further matter for resentment. It was voted that
no Scots peer should by right of an English title become a member of

1 the House of Lords. The Scots peers had angrily seceded,but after
some secret diplomacy were induced bo stomach the measure."The Scots
Peers are all boughted ('buchted* ) again," Yiodrov contemptuously put
it.Their vacillating part was stormily attacked in the north,and as

t Scot in London declared "it afforded a handle to re present them an
this place as a pack of despicable,spiritless creatures,who might be
nicked and cuffed at pleasure". They were urged to stand by their
rights and privileges. "Y/e know how much some afleeb to have the Union
rendered more and more complete as they* e term it,by lessening the
power and credit of our judicatories and abolishing everything that
derives its origin from the Scottish constitution."
Defoe made the 'heats' in Scotland worse by publishing surreptitious-

* ly there his "Northern Atlantis" skit on some of tlic peers.

These .grievances were aggravated by ecclesiastical troubles. Presby¬
terian! am was being further alienated, .ji Episcopalian minister,dree

* shields,had been punished for liturgical practices. He appealed to the
House of nords,and was upheld by them. The case,dragged out by its
various appeals,made much telk-dreenshields becoming "The Scots Sach-
over ell" , and a storm-centre in Mirk , politics. .ji Affair of Dresbytcr-ian rabbling at Old Deer increased the outcry; the withdrawing of
tne monopoly of Bible-printing from the Anderson family,and the giv¬ing it to a non-Presbyterian printer did likewise, .x climax,the
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Act of Toleration (Feb:1712) and the Patronage Aat (AprilI7l2) seem¬
ed to establish, the supremacy of Episcopacy. The Presbyte'rian party
v.t.s in dismay at what Onion had brought it to.

.it the end of 1711 the Earl of Liar averred that "the English as most
of the Scots are,seem to be weary of the Union.' During the next
year it was being widely admitted that the Union was a failure.The
Earl of 1 slay'a. let ters show the bitterness felt by the Scots_ M.P .' s
"it being very plain that no party here has our country much at heafct"

,'ne wrote, and again, "1 knew very well that our English friends would ne
never be our champions but when at the same time they were their own,
and promoted theuir own interest as well as ours'."
Similarly Mar.in his "Legacy to his Son", said "V/hen I found that we con
tinued,(notwithstanding of the Union) to be ill-treated anu conditions
not keept or explained away,I became as much .for haveing the Union
broke as ever I had been earnest for its having been made".
Defoe wrote doggedly in his "Aeview" on "the Unalterableness of the
Union",but he has to chronicle Jacobite riots against it,or to defend
the Scots from the cry of'Scots treachery" that vent up when Dutch
troops abroad,that had a Scots brigade as auxiliary,unexpectedly surr¬
endered .

1713 was the critical year. A commercial measure,to levy an equal duty
on Halt in all three countries,was received by Scotland as the crown¬
ing oppression. Aiots were general,the whole nation turbulent.
"A gret gum and coldness betwixt the two nations",reported Lockhsrt,
and described with zest how he and Abercromby used the matter as delib¬
erate propaganda'to undo the Union. "The ruine of our country* was so in¬
evitable" was his conviction. Harley.hearing of his caballing among the
Ccots Ll.P.'s summoned him, and told him angrily-"we were driving toe far
and too fast,and wou'd bring down an old house about our ears." Bromley
Speaker of the House of Commons,and some others attacked him in the sam
manner.Bromley saying "he was not very fond of the Union in all re¬
spects,but since there were some advantages to England from it,and
that they had catcht hold of Scotland,they would keep her fast."
But the Ocots M.P.'s had irate constituencies urging them forward.
In J.-ne came the culmination,when the Earl of Seaficld put forward
a Bill for the repeal of the Union.

The debates in the House of Lords drew out possibly the extremes of
Scottish and English opinion,yet some guage of public opinion can be
made from them. The Earl of Findlater alluded to recent grievances,
tht dissolution of the Privy Council, the forcing of the English lav;
of Treason on'Lcotland,the decision of the Scots Peerage C ue and the
Halt Tax. He said that the Union had not "those good effects as were
expected and hoped from it",but ho trusted that separation v.oula se¬
cure "an entire unity and good correspondence end between the t\ o
kingdoms". Other scots lords said practically the same. "If the Inion
were not dissolved,their country would be .he most miserable under
Heaven"-"They were aware the animosities between the two nations were
much greater now tlv n before the Union, if the 'Union' were dissolved
the two nations would be like to be bet tor'friends."
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"The English Peers seemed pretty indifferent whether the Union was
dissolved or not", Cclarny noted. Three of theru made attacks on Lcot
land.Lords Lorth and drey making jests on Scots poverty,the Earl of
Peter"borough using the hackneyed metaphor of she Union as a marriage
to argue that the lady shouldjnot sue for divorce "the rather "because
she /qhd very much mended her 'fortune "by the match".he declared the
Scots a people who could never "be satisfied,who desired all the ad¬
vantages of being united with En.gl_.nd.while paying nothing for their
goodwill;who had more money from England than all their estates a-
mounted to in their own country".

After all this blustering talk,the Bill was defeated,though only by *
the narrow margin of four votes, iiocfcharl swore that its defeat was
due to some of the Scots themselves,who surreptitiously let it be
Known that they vu-re voting for the repeal only to save their faces
at home. Thr t belief was fairly current.A staunch Presbyterian like •
Wodrov held it. .aid it i's noticeable that by these years, the attit¬
ude of a presbyterian stalwart and that of a Jacobite was practically
identical. "The Union I reckon to be our great and principal burden"
"The Union, the mother of all our taxes"-Wodrow's remarks, but parallel¬
ed by a score of Lockhart's.

1Y.

After the defeat of the Bill,a sullen quiet fell. England knew that
the matter was not solved. Apprehensive talk of what Jacobitism might
dare became frequent. There was a feeling of strain •nd tension.

At this juncture,and with the best of motives,Uteele issued his psm-
i phlet,"The Crisis",praising the Union,pointing out that it could nev¬

er be broken peaceably,that war was the only and evil alternative.
The rcfore"it becomes the Englishman in Generosity to be more partic¬
ularly careful in preserving this Union". The Scottish representation
in Parliament was small. lie deplored "the impotence in which so umny
wise and able men of the Scottish nation left themselves" And there
was more in the same vein.
The pamphlet evoke, an explosion of Tory wrath from Swift. In "The

v Public spirit of the Whigs" he retaliated with the most savage attaex
on Icotland since Clarendon. The trend- of it was "1 defy any mortal
to name- one single advantage that England could ever expect from such
a Union". 'He called it "a project for which there could not possibly
be assigned the leafet reason or necessity". The earlier overtures by
James I had been"rejected with indignation and contempt by the English
how degenerate _nd corrupt soever she court and Parliament aight then
were, they would not give err: to so infamous a- proposal" The present
Union he declared forced on England by Godolphin's bad management, and
the danger of leaving the north inhabited by a fierce northern people
in arms. "It would probably have cost us a war of 'a year or two to
reduce the roots". Instead England was now forced to endure the evils
of* Union,end he adduced the venality and rapacity of the Lcots peers.



Steele had praised Scotland's "numerous nobility" .Swift o ri'ers a
cutting parallel of "I imagine a person of quality prevailed on to
marry a woman much his inferior,one without a groat to her fortune,
and her friends arguing she was as good as her husband because.she
brought him as numerous a family of relations and servants as she .

found in his house." He jeers at Scots pretensions,objects to the
privileges and precedence of the nobles, and the pensions and employ¬
ments they now hold, and has a final half-veiled attac'jt on Argyll and
I slay,who had pretended to want the repeal of Union,but"have since
gathered more money than ever any Scotchmen who had not travelled
could form any idea of."

This stinging pamphlet,anonymously launched,was clearly as much
evoked by Swift's anti-YUiiggism,as by his hatred of Scotland. But
the clamour against it was led by Argyll and the Scots lords,who
complained directly to the ruern.
Meanwhile,Defoe,who had constituted himself advocate for Scotland
on all occasions,drafted a defence,"The Scots nation and Union Vin¬
dicated from The deflections cast on them—"( a tract more fully
quoted in the chapter on Defoe) He brandished his usual principle,
"Scotland,being by #he Union,become a Part of- ourselves,he that
stabbs Scotland may legally be said to wound himself" "Y.'e should
be Dicer in an .Affront offered to Scotland by how much more frankly
they have by the Union given themselves as it were .into our Htnds"
He then came to gr.,ps with Swift's accusations, and as far as poss¬
ible refuted these. He admitted that Union had meant little gain,-....
but surely more to lingland than to Scotland. The breaking of it
would mean distinct loss.however,and he cited the dangers. In con¬
clusion he eulogised the fine military traditions and record of
the Scots nobility,and offered the whole as a handsome amende hon
oracle.
Yet the Swift pamphlet triumphantly ran to a fifth-edition.'Obvious¬
ly its sentiments were well appreciated.

Allowance has to be made .however,for its being a succes de scan-
dale. It is not sugrested that all England felt as anti-Scot as

• w —*

D'wll 0 •

Por,while Scotland continued to be inflamed against England after
the Union,England was much less vociferous.
Union had barely affected national life or progress there. Conse¬
quently the only heed given the north was when either of the two
bugbears.Highland rising or commercial profit-making stirred Ikig-
1ich fears and dislike.
Jacobite alarms were frequent end troubling,because of the ignor¬
ance of Highland strength, .a Oldmiwon complained,thcTorics would
have lingland believe "that North Britain is a nation of Jacobites"
Iioiyje the dread that found vent in hills and talk about breaking
the vassalage of the clans,in hooting the 1708 prisoners,and in
rumour of "terrible racket's" in the north.
Commercial jealousy was still .prevalent,too,from the outcry over
the "notorious- frauds" of the cs•■go-runr.i.ng scheme of 1707 to the
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en Bill and Halt Tax ye-T!
lianient saw no sinking of national distinctions, file Scots de-
red themselves cain

Bromley the Up cm he
Tvpr: r, -i -f-i'pi-ont iat ed against, their interests neglected,

prejudiced against them. They withdrew into
lic;ue,an& voted generally en bloc. The same tactics were true of

PC ore-'1 the Scotch Brigade" ,Kervey nicknamed them. The English
ented this national grouping and bloc voting, (usually for the «ov-

ment'), and more v as ^soiue malicious s txrising ox it.

.throughout the nation, as c 'whole, there did begin with the Union
lurring of sharp national differentiation. Church and'party pol¬
os dominated Sooiety and literature,so that the groupings of Tory
g,Jacobite,Kenovcrien(later labels) were the ones that primarily
nted. Under these,not above,came the subdivisions,English,Scots.

London's social world,Scots were prominent,not merely in scientif-
circlee,as in earlier years,but in letters and art as well,
e of the Scottish nobles were generous patrons of both English
Scots writers.Argyle,for example,was patron to niliigrew and

was at first friendly to Swift, later aided Thomson, ana. was•xe>

he first to
rctt actor.

pronounce the
Hamilton and

up. i\

Beggars' Ope:. _ .

wonsherry were
suec es s,and £ &r-
.Imost as 'we 11-wro¬

th e former with "some taste of learning",the latter Defoe's"pat-
,to whom he dedicated "Caledonia" and the "History of the Union".
Earl of, Cromartie,the liarl of Keifort and the Duke of Cordon all

corned themselves with belles-lettres, as Mscky avouched, and the
Is of Kid diet on and Hoxburghw"lfamir ed „for their learning and breed"

ir

rht-
;ir
i-

|i|n
.ihy

position raised the scandalous discredit, of some o-f the other
lords, poverty-bound in London, existing like one on the profits,
ambling table,or like Sir John Unclean,on the charity of the
The Easter of ::inclair records his disgust over these:-"! was
cy wanted a £100 to nay their debts,and earrie thorn-down to

fcl nd. Ey lodi he. concerned; 1 was to see those who pretended

rn.
b 4-i.
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trie ancient scots
Oatire used thorn

■lev; Atlantis" with

Uobilltie reduced to beg one igush
ko iVl L ■

u n e m: srly
Llanley did, for instance

:rl of Dysart and other!

to recall cue en .sine society to .Oil -11 G. „ .1 0 L. thnot
:c Scottish friends of Pop© '.'and Swift.

net must ahve been the most maligned man of the dry,attacked by
i c i c;

in A

a and cle

English,i

u: ' c o t ; una English,m prose ana verse,m

epigram and broadside,-a.t 'least twenty oppon-
firmly entrenched as Bishop of Car-

;nt! noted author,; nc peecues in the He oi nord uiC.1 OC

influence,too,were Oarstares and Secretary Johnston. : fi
liI
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Joimcton,politics abandoned, was settled at Pwickenham,
"humour and pleasantry" oi his still attracting good company thith¬
er. "He is in mightily with H-: rley" .Uodrow writes of him in x7iQ,end
late: ir.. e Keen

and the gr'eote
novel co• ny.

s a very grc
st courtiers

■t rana"-"He frequently has
with him". For Loxburgh's

poo 1
son,this v;

the vits.fahutlihot held high place. His
r once the hackneyed term slits. He had

. imong
ic,-for
wards the close of
he' is dining with. Hep
ice are already known
erne tidal essay of his

^ J" 01

ic al
-* -> y* vr

v 9

en C

career acm ocen meteor
-u^p, settled in London to-

:he century. Creech mentions him in Icy of '98
rs in dune. His scholarship- end medical or act-

In the first years of the Lev; cc;
is -published. By I7C3 he is in' at

is elected Pel row o.f the Loyal Society.^
is made Physician Extraordinary to sunne. Corres¬

pondence of ' he next years shows him in touch with Lord Peteroo,rci:gh
Cir Hans Cloane.Lr Hie be s and Lr Chariot t end Lavid Jregory. By 1710,
uho year he was made Pel. ov; of .he Loyal College of Physicians,he is
spoken of as having greet, influence at Court-"he
from fencington".wrote Viscount Uentworth.
His reputation "Vjl o V. l> & OS tahlished dur inp his.

, ucn. A "j e ar 1 at c r ) 11 e
e; liter still ho

of Physic
is hardly a

t

o mc-nt

f-riendsIiiJ v. ith
Swift,whom He. met in 1711, and with Pope, in 1715.
in these years he v;as delighting London with his "Lav/ is a Bottom lea
Pit" (the 'first part of the "History of John Bull") and its cent invent
ion,"John Bull still in his Senses". 2he latter held -fche first good-
natured -fun ah out the Union, if the "Sermon pre celled--at the Her cat

■oss of Ldin'burrh" had been • hutlino t j,he had been then
oppressed Scot lend tenjtime

cynic
O !

he Crowns,than over they will he sole1 to so
erliaments"— "Many of our nobility and
t London,;, few to govern,some to oppress,

about Union, though for it;--"England he.
'more since the Union of on

after the Union oi Hie two
gentry ar e novy con'tinually
many to com >1;: in, and all fo r strife-, ana .contention". If these evils
were already present,then better accept ^tlnion.aha its trade benefit

"boast of our Sovereignty na ■Ve f 1712)
m
i

"J.ohn-Bull" he -puts .the whole m-iatttof (hilariduely;Peg* c(Scot¬
land'a) admitting s tnrchilythat Jqhnf England) has "the honour to be
my brotherher reception of the proposals ho tame her into his- house-
"Che huffed and stormed like . he Livii" . d'Shc little I h . ve is free, •

•ly.--X
his ends,

and I con call it ray awn; heme's home, let it; be never so
don him wool enough,.he c mlcL neber ; abide me, and then he

•is

ir

bht-
t ir

« i-
3fen

ne'll e'en use. me as he lidhhefore. fell h'ira he may e'en gang hi; He'

h
, e

Paid as flippantly Lrbuthnot "-laughs at: the post-Union qua
lads haying "greet stomachs ".and constantly begging drink-money

els,Peg's

.'hough this skit of
'ocular rno..-a-much at

and John Bull is only a poke,-dashed off'

e(
Pitcairne must have written '.assembly ",

the ironic detachment of -both writers io. worth remark. That detach¬
ment of a 'loot from over-earnestness where his nation's aid airs arc

concerned, is novel, and it ic" what Olive Bell would define at civil-
i sod.It 3 s, of coucs e, Ihe mood o f 1'ho w it.

rc-aime,. ith his wide scholar ship, his famous library,his Contin¬
ental experience,his touch with English schol; ma 'etc,-ana nr-
buthnot,transplanted entirely to Kngland,were examples now
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&who lisd passed beyond a narrow nationalism. They were coniorain
English standards, a a easily as their yens to a polished. English. A
torch ox' significance falls on the fact that England ,v hich had hurl¬
ed nicknames at the foot for a century,had now a Scot retaliating
v, i t li' <1 o hnBu11'

Arbuthnot wrote no thing-.eulogistic of Scotland, or even particularly
Scottish, and he laughed at Gaelic as having ''the nearest similarit¬
ies of sound and pronunciation " to the Houhynym language. Certain¬
ly he kept in touch with Seats friends,and occasionally draws Swift1
attention to a Scottish booh, like liar tin'c St Mild-a'. .-hid satirists
underline his race: - "a pus s ling, plodding, or at ing, "pedant Scot"- or

A grating S'cribblc-r Ivhoee untuned lis says,
Mix the Scotch Thistle with the English Bays.

Yet he identified himself .entirely with London.

ito other Scot was accepted as admiringly, at. least not in London.
..broad,John Law was beginning to gain that international reputation
as napoleon of Finance through his Bank of Paris and his Mississippi
schemes. Financier and economist,he w s being given by France the op
portunities his .own land denied him, as later was Adam .Smith, for his
"..eel Mi of Jat ions ".
In London/Lillian Peterson was the leading' financial adviser to God-
olphin and H Mr ley,he and Gregory- calculating the.Equivalent. his
part in Parien was forgotten in;his prestige as founder of the Bank
of England. at ;; : ; P
Gregory,too ,was in his 'heydey of, fame, us professor at Oxford, as auth¬
or and contributor of papers to .the Loyal Society.

Better known generally use the London group of Scots doctors,who
came south in the opening years of the century, practised, brilliant¬
ly in she Qity and at Court,wrote as brilliantly their medical treat
iocs,and in four cases out of five,amassed fortunes. Their success
was one reason for the influx Thomson wrote'scornfully of later,the
Scots surgeons who "come- here like flocks of vultures every day".

.jiiong these first' lights' were Sir David Hamilton, one of the gueen's
physicians and an F.n.C.P.,the lending practitioner of midwifery in
London, ana according to Kunk' s "Col l ege of Physicians'1 .making a for¬
tune of £80,000;and Br William Oockburn,who began as naval surgeon,
settled in London about 1710,became Swift's trusted doctor,"honest
Dr Cockburn",a medical writer of very high credit,and the maker of a
fortune also. Br James Douglas as another noted obstetrician end a
r e a t anat omist. P o p e' s ehanee c o up let-

There all the learn'd shall at the labour stand,
And Douglas lend his soft obstetric hend-

Ateps one record of him, and perhaps Y.b'lpo le' s mirth over his amazing
c c1 ; octio n o f editions o f Rorace.
his rrrrgoon brother,Dt John Douglas,a controversialist of some note,

. ir j: home a Burnet, and host known of all possibly, Br George Ghcyne,
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of Ion.?-enduring reputation as eminent physician and me'"icol v.riter,
"but vhorn one ccnncdts more with Lyttleton and ^ichmrdcor. the novel¬
ist, and with Br Johnson's pruise-these are three of a list that
ecu.Id "be easily lengthehed.

Scarcely one of these was doctor only,and none was a nonentity._
Cockburn,Douglas, Arbuthnot ,.Cheyne were men of pith,humour ,wide in¬
terests and in*the case of Cheyne and Douglas with just that dash
of eccentricity that made them London 'characters'.Queen Anne society
certainly gained in flavour from this northern admixture.

To the credit they added to Scotland came further credit,through
from the world of art, through the. promise of two'notable young archi¬
tects,James Gibbs and C ; lin Campbell.Their best work was done in th
reign of George I,and will be noticed;in a later chapter. But both,
destined to become famous,were now launching themselves,and like true
Scots using the aid of fellow-countrymen. Gibbs ingenuously asks Har-

, ley for his patronage,"which I am sure will oblige very much my lord
liar and all my friends". Possibly through that,Gibbs is given one of
the new London churches,and his St Mcry le Strand begins to rise in
1714. •-

Scotland has a strong contingent,then,in London society. Partly
because of this,party through the natural increase of intercourse
after the Union-ana the missionary we? value of forty Members of
Parliament counted-literary relations became closer.

It is seen in a variety of ways. Co-operative work is frequent;
i Scots contribute to Collier's Dictionary and its su element;Earley

has a "noble and generous design of publishing Pordun and his Con-
* tinuator"-"a real and engaging mark of his affection to this Dat-
v ion";the "Miscellanea Antiqua"includes three old Scots tracts;cor¬

respondence between scholars and notable divines is marked,that f
Bishop Sage and Dr Dodwell.of Alexander Cunningham ana Earley.of
Eeill and Uewton.of Calamy and Carstares suggesting themselves.Dr

i Calamy's tour in Scotland is a triumphal procession in the Univers¬
ity towns;it is rivalled by Bishop .Sage*s lionizing in Bath ana
tendon. Complimentary verses cross the Borders.Piteairne writes in
eulogy of Dewton.His work is appreciated in England-Prior imitat¬
ing one of his poems.^earne copying one into his aaary. His death
is felt a loss by Ehglish men of letters as well as by Scots.Hep-

i> burn fitly dedicates his "Dissertatio" on him to Addison.

iS the reverse side of this gradual amalgamation,satire makes com-
7 mon foe of Scot and Englishman alike. Mrs Manley's .Atlantis"
t swept both nations for victims to libel. "Bibliotheca",a poem
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ascribed to Dr William ^ing,castigated tlie translators Ogilby and
Lauderdale, and of course Burnet. "The Darlement of £irdes,an anon¬
ymous political jibe was aimed at some of the Boots peers.
In satire,too,the quickness of Scots imitation shows up very plain
ly.and there is a tossing to and fro of the ball of satire,*rs ^an
ley's "Hew Atlantis",for esample being.followed by a "Scots Atalan
tis", that Hepburn's "Tatler" takes note of,and by a "Northern Ata-
lantis".while in the thick of that,Defoe slyly issues an "ntalant-
is Major.printed in Olreeky".

Imitation was almost as quick in another branch of writing,however,
This is the age above all of the Tatler and the Spectator.
How far this new type of periodical took note of the north,and how
far it influenced,"even helped to create a reading publie and a lit¬
erary group there,are points worth considereding .
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Vil.

The credit of "presenting" Scotland goes first not to these,"but to
Defoe,whose "review of the .offairs of France and of ell Lurogn--with
an entertaining" Part in every Sheet "being ..dvice from the Scandal
Gltih" (1704-5) "broTight in mention of Scotland and at least one let¬
ter from a Scot. His 'Aeviev; of the State of the English Hat ion"
rent further?for it dealt constantly vith Scottish matters,adverted-
soothingly on "that nation's excellent points,attacked a Scots pamph¬
leteer like Hodges,incorporated "A Short Letter to the Glasgow hen" .
-in fact made itself as acceptable reading north of Tweed as south;
and it is evident that it "became so. The Prefac-e to the 5th voirme
nor called "A Acvielv of the State of the Br it: eh Hat ion" mentioned
the re no s t he had had from some Scots gentlemen to have the Aeviev
printed at Edinburgh. Th.it vac done. From S5th Larch, 1709 it was re¬
printed three times a reek in hdinhnrgh,and 'published in all the
principal towns and cities of Sectland-or so the advertisement said,
the publication extending to Northumberland and Westmorland,and to
Belfast,OarrickfBBgiiB and Londonderry, (swift's pamphlets recall
how thickly the Scots had. settled in north Ireland)
At that point,Beofe reiterated his policy, "oince this.paper extends
itself to iicotlcnd, as well as to England,being_reprinted there.it
ought end shall -always have a port of it dedicated to their advent-,
ugee as veil as satisfaction."
This kind of romise was not new,for there had been Cccttish reprints
cf Lnglish papers as-early as the forties,and windy protestations
in -these of dealing v.-ith «bottich interests. But actually to redeem
this circulation pledge,was distinctly novel. Defoe stood by his
word during the rest of that year, lie published matter of special
importance to Lcdtland,such as his series of articles on -cattish
agriculture for the instruction of "Ton Gentlemen of Scotland",or
those on the Jacobite lip is copalien Interest in Scotland since the
Union. lie informs London of the extension of the -3.P.G.II. into Scot¬
land, and prints a report to the General' Assembly of the. Presbyter-
icn Co rami sion on the Islands. A chance line or two:-"1 am writing
this Paper in Scotland where 1 can look out of my T.'indow and see th
Fields standing full of the Shocks- of 'Corn"- even gives a breath of
the northern air.
But next year found him occuoyidg the Acviev with Hnglioh nnd for¬
eign matters almost exclusively,and ohly in late November is there
a return to "Coming lately into Scotland and Discoursing there--"
In the following January be says fr an kly: - "It is. a long tire since
I 'hvo concerned myself in this x eg er with anything relating to the
•affairs of Scotland, and 1 should not have done so now.h' d it not

b'en absolutely necessary". In spite of thie unpromising start,the
paper revives its "attention to the north, and. Defoe is once more om¬
niscient on all Scottish matters,from the herrinr-fishery and the
frIsenecs of the latest Scots pamphlet to the Old Dner rahblinc and
the prob1 em of the Ilir-h.l-rd Lu priorities. He even scolds the l>^- :
lish news-writers for their reflect:-"! cannot but think it strarre
th. t not one of our lews',rite^s have thought it worth while to tell
you that the General assembly of the Church of ; cot land is nor- sit¬
ting". .aw..in and again,he reprints reports from "my letters from
-co t l,nd " y ith a malicious ;'oy in scttinc hie own dot: i led account-
.'-■-ien oy ride vith "fir I-oct-bov" c" -ore mP,-r-r(, r(ir.c.
V" Irme 9 is the last; tbe kevir*. died in J Who.' 7
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C

Be for it'c eased .the ^etler and ^occtatoi- had begun,and one half ex¬
pects on nicking these up to find Scotland figuring as much there,
lifter all was -tcele not the- country* c champion in 'The drisis'j'a
year or two later,had he not then taken up the cudgels oven on email
points, advocating, for ins lance, that the terms -ipnglond and -nglish dc
replaced hp ^reat ^ritain and ^ritich? ('The impudent est thine in the
world'1 /-rote -c, ift, and concerted with Trior aid itowe a punitive skit
of "i«r South-British and '..illiam iTcrth-Britain, two gentlemen 'who
before you ordered it otherwise were known by the names of Air Bnglish
and Air Vim Scott" ,who .having dined on Ilorth British collops, end watdh-
ed Children nlaying Ilorth British hoppers,took coach to x.orth-Britain*■

i *■
yard—amd so on.'

To one's surprise,Scotland is barely mentioned in the pages of either
paper. Chance references occur.naturally. "ddison has a jest over the
'bagpipe* style of talker,dull,he. vy,tedious, story-tellers."Bene have
observed that the dorthorn parts of this island are more particularly
fruitful in Bagpipes",he slyly inserts. Cn the topic of national im¬
pudence , -teele condemns Scottish with English. Occasionally a "saying
among the Ccotch" is used,or a remark like "in the remote parts of
Scotland they have second sight". But only twice is Scotland given
prominence of my sort:-
In the i'atler of ^arch 17I*o ,-teels adds a po ct suf'ipt '• - "The letter
from Osiris of Edinburgh is received,and the performance of his pro¬
mise earnestly desired";and the following number announces1"The Cen¬
sor ,h-ving lately intelligence that the ancient Simplicity in the
dress and manners of that sort of this island called Bcotland begins
to.decay,and that there ore at this time in the good town of Edinburgh
Beaux,Tops and Coxcombs,his late correspondent from that place is

desired to send up their names and characters with all expedition,
that this-may be proceeded against accordingly,and proper officers
named to take in their canes,snuff-boxes and all other useless- necess¬
aries commonly worn by such offenders." Unfortunately,the topic
dropped,and the unknown Osiris wrote no.further. '
The only other Boots contributors are the authors of a heavily alleg¬
oric dream,which ves printed in Bo: 514 of the Spectator.(Oct: 1712 /
-'y then, Defoe had popularised the second-sighted Highlander, so this
convchtional dream,which is now thought to be the joint production
of --lex: Dunlop,the Brook Brofer.ror- at Biasgov; University and a Air
i.lcntgomery,was prefaced by':- "1 shall add a Bream which cones to me
from -cotland by one who declares-.himself■ of that country, and for all
I know may be second-sighted--"

'..hen -j.de! iron announced, hid. '.design of givinm up the spectator, he dis¬
covered,he says, "some cf the most outlying-Parts, of this kingdom alt-
armed upon .this Occasion,h-.ving received'"^c-ttcrs tc expostulate with'
me about it, from several oaf my headers: of the remotest Boroughs of
treat Britain; among which I- am very well pleased with u setter dated
.from Berv:jck-u -on-Tweed"-
But with that the tally of "Scottish -ftOtice cease's.

'hat r;: la ins the discrepancy between the Review* c full mention.and
the Tat let's and the Spectator's scanty one? The latter papers had a
Vccttish circulation too.The Tatler was reprinted at Edinburgh;the
-pectator war ro-d even in distent Uerthchire; there was no cuestion
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of a lack of Scottish readers, even though the number of correspond¬
ents be few. The solution comes whem one turns back to Defoe's pap¬
er and realises that he "wrote up" Scotland only as a journalist-
politician, and only because the country was news politically. Scot¬
land in the sense of Scottish life,society,character was not news,
was only vaguely known,and was negligible. Deofe scarcely locked at
the country save as a,propagandist or economist, ^e drew no sketch¬
es of Scots life for their own uniqueness. His Edinburgh 'caudee1,
his Jacobite,his Carneronian,has'old wife in the country" .White,the
Edinburgh hangman,all point some political tale, that mention of
the cornfields is used purely as opening to a talk on Scots crops.
Apart from one or two early letters aha his recollections of nord
Belhaven.he rarely discusses Scottish personalities.never describes
Edinburgh society or the lights of the General assembly.Much of that
might admittedly have been dangerous,but -Oefoe goes to the other ex¬
treme, writes almo.st entirely in vacuo,1 a voice from the north",

The Tatler and the Spectator were primarily social papers,with no
political inducements to focus on the distant north. They sprang
from the developed,self-conscious society of London,dealt with the -

interests ana the foibles only of that society,one narrow in its lim¬
its. In Scotland,a society of similar standards was only beginning
to develop,as Osiris's letter proves.But of what interest was that
to juondon's Coquetillas or Y/ill Honeycombs? i

Addison and Steele were both to pay a fuller attention to" Scotland
when the "15 Rebellion broke out; Steele went north afterv:ards as
one of the Commissioners of the forfeited Estates . Prior to that,
neither makes any attempt to cater for or deal with the land.

VIII.

Hothing illustrates the drift of literary relations so well,however,
as this matter of English journals and their place in Scotland.

Before Union,Scotland was fed almost entirely by English and Contin¬
ental news-sheets and reprints,to the disgust of patriots:-"Scotland
served with Lews at Third and Fourth Band .grumbled one ec itorial.
How and again an Edinburgh paper would struggle into existence,solic¬
it support,lapse into wretched printing,peter out,and restart again.
James Donaldson and Adam Boig.the prime movers,spent half their en¬
ergy fighting aech other,the other half fighting nnglis£ competition

'Yet sonmehow,there appeared the Edinburgh Gazette.Edinburgh Flying B,
]Post.Edinburgh Courant Revicwed-all short-lived-the Edinburgh Gazette
J(a restart) The Scots Postman or ^ew Edinburgh Gazette,a continuation
tof it,and The Edinburgh Plying Post-both precariously h nging on.

Then Defoe's Review began its reprint in March of 1709,and that seems
to have been a successful venture. It p.-ved the way to the rapid dcvel-
el^prnents oi the following year. 1710 found Defoe invited by the
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Edinburgh Town Council to print the Edinburgh Courant. Whether he
did so,or did so for more than two numbers,all that survive,is still
doubtful. In that some month,James Muirheaa began The Scots Courant,
successful enough to run for ten years. More interesting even was a
north or Northern Tatler,a bi-wickly,printed by John Heid for Samuel
Qolvil. Though for that,Chalmers' Life of Euddiman is the sole auth¬
ority,and no copy of it survives.it appears a very likely venture,
for che English Tat let,already running a year,was being reprinted
weekly in Edinburgh by James Watson and was also issued piratically
and legitimately in volume form by September 1710. At the same time,
the Examiner was being reprinted.later,when the original Tatler stop¬
ped, the London continuations have northern reprint.

So Scotland's reading public is now amalgamating with England's. A
random recollection of Stewart of Dalguise makes that vivid:- "Eare
as the intercourse was between the capital ana the Highlands of Scot"
land yet did the Spectator soon find its way regularly to that part
of the kingdom. Mr Stewart of Dalguise.a gentmeman of Perthshire--
has informed us that when as usual in that country the gentlemen met
after Church on Sunday to discuss the news of the week,the Spectators
were read as regularly as the Journal.He informe us also that he knew
the perusal of them to be general through the country".
The Tatler too runs from London to the north.
Still better sign,Scotland now begins the creation of Tatlers of her
own. For even if Chalmers' report of a North Tatler of 17IU be inacc¬
urate, a second imitation,the Tatler of Donald Macstaff of the North'
survives-ra-venture of January I7IT.

This paper of Eobert Hepburn's is no great journalism,though its place
in che history of che Scots press is important. Its real value.however
is the ingenuous mirror it mikes of the outlook of young Scotland,or
at least of young Edinburgh.
For note that Mr Bickerstaff had barely said farewe11,before -oonald
Macstaff was drawing in the editorial chair. His paper was frankly to
be in close imitation of the Eondon Tatler,whose demise he laments.His
too is"to give the Town some small diversion by drawing some Pictures
of the Vices nd Follies of Mankind";'his measures to be "those already,
laid down by the British Censor". He hopes too for the support of "the -
Lien of Wit and Pleasure about' the Town". But,from his opening editor¬
ial,he declares that he will concentrate especially on Scotland. "It
is evident that Mr Bickerstaff took very little notice of this part of
our Island.For which Season,though the greatest Part of my inflections
shall be general,yet I am resolved to take a particular Care and In¬
spection of the Cooa Town of Edinburgh,and of che natives of these Wn-
c'uitivated Mountains, from whence the Family of che Mac staffs origin¬
ally came."
One correspondent enthusiastically approves this policy,regrets that
Steele had ceased,but hopes that "if anybody continues that useful Pap
or ,it may be a Scotsman".

So a quaintly Scotticized Tatler was launched. Instead of a London Tat¬
ler and his sister,there was nonald MacStaff and his sister,of the Mac
Staffs of Clenscander,a Town of Lochaber in Scot land",and of Edinburgh.
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In place of Sir Roger de Coverley was "my illustrious Relative,Sir
Donald Macdonald of the Isles"-"a true Scotsman". Where Sir Roger
was the patriotic English squire par excellence,Sir Donald "seems to
be angry with me for not sufficiently maintaining the manly Character
of a bold undaunted Highland-Man." "Go on and prosper,and remember
you are a Scotsman" is his message, as comic humours,are four worthy
knights from the Highlands,who,ghillie in attendance,visit the Tatler
to argue their descent and their precedence. Lastly,in place of -Lon¬
don rendezvous,"The header may expeat from UacClurg's Coffee-house,
Reflections on bits and Politicians;from the Jews' Chocolate house,
Remarks on the Beaux and the ladies; from the Exchange Co:fee-house
Observations on Citizens,Woud-be Wits and Woud-be Politicianstfrom his
own apartment all Sorts of Miscellaneous Subjects".

But into this native setting,Hepburn introduces Philinaas and John
Cool-Strifes and the like,a Female Court of Wit,and some slavish im¬
itations of Tom Brown's "Dialogues of the Deaa"-all perfectly English
in fashion.And his main essay is commonly in Steele's tone and style,
on topics such as Eloquence,the relation of Barents and Ghildren-
Even in reviewing books,it is Cervantes or Montaighe that he chooses,
and only once Sir George Mackenzie.
To do him; justice,he can break a Scottish lance -occasionally, for "our
old Highland Songs", for inst ..nee. "The masters (at a concert/) did might¬
ily offend me because they refused to play a Scots-Tune". Gnce'he satir
ises the English incomer-"hed Rullface -*ondon" ,who. "had got' an in¬
vitation to come to your Country to get a considerable Post"-"I'm een
as arrant a Scoundrel as any". Shall he stay at home,or "make a flashy
..ppearance with you for a while, and then sneak off?',' Once he takes
note of Edinburgh's contemporary pamphlets.Timander s "Scots .rtalantis"

This rather haphazard compromise held together for only forty num¬
bers. i'rom the first Helburn had admitted his task difficult. A.
Business of this Ilature nrnst needs be the zore une'a.y to a Scotch¬
man who cannot be supposed to be so much master of the English lang¬
uage as in it to express his Thoughts with all .he Force and Beauty
the Propriety and Easiness of a Dative Tongue". He adas-interesting
light-"! have often been at a Loss to think what should be the Reas¬
on why Scotsmen take so little care ,to recommend themselves to the
Publick by their Writings.I am confident it is not so much for V.ant
of Genius as of a Language to exoress (their Thoughts--! am sure that
if we f^hd a just Sense of-the Beauties- and E tenancies of the English
Language,we should be at more Pains to acquire it than at present we
are. 'Tis a pity that so many -"earned and ingenious men as are at
preseit among us should live so obscurely in the World and Want thei
Applause and Esteem they so justly deserve".

In the number of May,3U.Hepburn announced briefly:-"I am resolved to
Act no longer in Quality of Censor'.' Rumour had it that he ofienaed
by his satire.He said himself•-"It is impossible for a Scotsman to -
discharge so difficult an Office in this Place where every Character
1 draw is either presently known,or misapplied". A letter he had from
Steele reiers sympathetically to"The Inconveniency of Writing in aPlace whose there are so few proper Objects of Humour ana raillery,
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r.nd oo few Candid- and impartial Judges of your ^ucubrat'ions". The
effort of elegant English was no doubt a strain.But the real diffi¬
culty v;es, as Steels saw, the_ lack of a mature, civLtured, tolerant soc¬
iety. There were beginnings*-"Archimedes.Urbanus,Strephon and all the
ether Lien cf Tifit and Learning in this Eat ion", says a letter-writer
largely; but the sophisticated,the civilised temper was a thing not
to be attained in general for half a century yet.

'

iepburn ends his paper light-heartedly. "1 am informed to ray agreeabl
Surprize that my Paper is reprinted at -SQndon"-and Steele had express¬
es his approval of it-two brilliant feathers in Hepburn's cap.
2v,o years later, when the paper was issued in volume form, a Latin poem
to Steels prefaced it. (an English poem to him had appeared in number
11) Luring these years,he hod been busy on the works of Sir Ceorge
Eackenzie, and then of Pitcairne,and his dissertation on the latter
v; s dedicated to Addison.
All shows the contemporary bent of the young aspirant to letters in
Scotland.
.Is parallel, turn to the A&sy Club, the first of Edinburgh's famous lit¬
erary groups, founded in JL7I2 with Allan uamsay as its leading light."
Its members,choosing eminent litterateurs as imaginary patrons,choose
English authors.Bickerstaff, (Ramsay*s choice) Rochester,Tom Brown,
L'EstrangejEewton,Sir Thomas Heywocd. Its secretary,G.Buchanan wrote

i to ..daison:-"The first thing that induced us to join in a society was
the reading of your Spectators,where it is frequently recommended,and
the better to make us acquainted with such fine thoughts we have oh-
scrvea as one of our fundamental laws,that one or more of the Spectat¬
ors shall be read at every Meeting". And his tone,as he praises -Edis¬
on,"ana begs him to lay down rules and methods for thedr Club,has all
the fervid homage of a disciple*-"him who has a profunde respect for
jou and your -incomparable writeings",he subscribes himself.

But examples of this could be multiplied, from 1/odrow, from Ramsay* s
early verse, and so forth. Sufficient to sum up., that from 17IC on, the
influence of Addison and Steele is potent among the younger Boots wei
writers

A .

ihese younger men-and X1epburn died in his early twenties- were the
outriders,however,and in advance of the main body of Scottish letters
The eight years between the Union ana the '15 Rising see the elder
men still spurring along in dogged nationalist brigade. Sibbala ana

lhis circle are engrossed in antiquarian work,the two Urawfords,^eorge
> and Thomas on Scottish History.The foundations of Scottish biography

are being laid, if rather inaccurately .Sibbald has an "Account of V/rit
iers Ancient and Modern,who deal with Scotland".(Eicolson had chuckled
over fictitious historians being raked up "pretty solemnly" by Sir
Ceorge Mackenzie) ueorge Mackenzie,(not the scholar just named) issu¬
ed

^ in 1700 his first volume of "Lives and Characters of the ^ost Emin
t cnofe writers o.f the Scottish Ration". Dr Patrick Abercrombie followed
this by "The Martial ntchievements of the Scots Eation"-the patriotic
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wing of both those titles is noticeable.

These works sprang from an energetic co-operation between printers
and scholars,for by now the presses of Watson and ^osman.of Pree-
bairn and Ruddiman were in splendid activity.
They were enthusiastically planning the editing of Scots classics.
About 1707 Freebairn undertook to teprint Douglas's "Aeneid",and a
Aecn group, Sibbald ,Pitcairne,xiicolson,Sage lent their help. Sage
wrote the 1 life'.Ruddiman drew up a valuable glossary,"serving for
a dictionary to the old Scottish language",and in 1710 this first
scholarly work on old loots was issued.
■Watsonjmeanwhile.had published his "Choice Collection of—Scots Poems,
Ancient and Modern,Part II",a poorer anthology, than the first,seven¬
teenth century poems mostly,hy Ayton,Mackenzie.Drummond,Lithgow,var¬
ied hy a handful of sixteenth century ones,and had then begun an ed¬
ition of Drummond of Hawthornden,Sage and Ruddimsn directing. It was
brought out in 1711,another achievement of value.
I7II was a year of striking activity,with the volumes of Abercromby
and Mackenzie,Hepburn's Tatler.and Watson's third ana last volume of
the "Choice Collection". That last book came nearer to the value of
the first volume.haphazard mixture though it was,with Montgomerie's
"Flyting" ranged beside lyrics of Ayton and Montrose,and these be¬
side "Rob's Jock cam to. woo our Jennie",and "3;l.w,my Babe". It was
marked:-"The end of he first "Volume",but though a second edition of
•Part II came out in I7I3,no second Volume appeared.
More serious work was on foot. Watson was drawing up his "History of
the Art of Printing".which he published in I713 with its interesting
preface on printing in Scotland..Huddiman was undertaking an edition
of Buchanan,the editing of whom Mosman had begun in 1701 but had aban¬
don .ed. To this present edition -vuddiman brought erudition and expert
ness of the first rank,and produced a monumental two volume edition.
Unfortunately it came out in he year 1715 when work of this kind was
checked by the Jacobite rising.

That event,and Sibbald'a rctiral from active life,and the deaths of
Sage.Pitcairne,Abercromby aithinafew years of each other,broke up this
remarkable group. Literary progress suffered badly by its disruption,
which came at the worst of times. For what these enthusiasts had been
doing was nothing less than preparing the way for a renascence of Scot
tish literature.
-i rebirth of Scottish culture and scholarship began in the eighties of
the previous century,with its scientists,historians,doc ors reviving
intellectual life and incidentally Scotland's reputation.That stage
of mathematical,scientific,medical study-(the narrower side of schol¬
arship ) and of painstaking historical and antiquarian research passed
gradually into a broader ond nf more liberal intellectual venture,

^ow 'with the reprinting of a Scotsauthor of international fame like
Buchanan,of^scholarly note like Douglas,of contemporary Dnglish admir¬ation like Drummond,younger Scotland made the stimulating discovery
of possessing-a high literary tradition,a native craft,a raey dialect
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rich in possibilities. Douglas,Drumwond.Wat son' s Collection-these
not only offered the young Soot models,and inspired ana^spurred him
to imitation:they supplied the fundamental dynamic for Scotland's
advance in literature,namely,a literary background,and a literary
confidence to create.

Jo claim that,is not to deny the undoubted impetus gained from the
English writers.
An English venes.r lies over Edinburgh society.1 Osiris' and his com¬
peers of Hepburn's Tatier show circles there aping the wits and beaux
uf London, cultivating the same affectations and. jargon, at their best
discussing the same topics. Steele,Addison and'Rochester are favour¬
ed writers. .1 random collection of elegies ana epitaphs that survives
poems dating from 1708 oh,are all sedulously English,in the common
conventions:-"Pastora's Lament lor Adonds".,and so on.
The two stimuli,^cots and English,were .able to act contemporaneously
however.

XI.

In conclusion,two illustrations of the increasing rapprochement in
matters literary may be added. The first is the increased guickness

with which any Scots author of 'sensational' work reaches a hearing
and discussion in London. Lockhart's "Memoirs" of 1714,Crawford's
faked memoits,and the anonymous "Memoirs of the'Lord Viscount Dundee"
can be cited. ( I7l4)

The second is the curiously novel appearance on the -L ndon stage of
a Scottish gentleman as hero. Mrs Centlivre's comedy,"The Wonder;A
Woman keeps a Secret" aha the temerity not only to do so,but to add
a moderately self-respecting Scots footman as comic embroiler of the
plot. ( 17141
The author set the scene earefuliy safely in Portugal,and of course
avoided everything political. Colonel Britton,"a gentleman of a good
estate,of excellent principles and strict honour",introduces himself
as "an honest North Briton,by birth", he is.however,the usual man-
about;- town and heiress-hunter. _ joke or two on "How deliciously a
man lives here without fear of the Stool of hepentance",and the intro
duction of his footman,dibby,as in Highland dress-"Which for the hon¬
our of Scotland 1 make all my servants wear "-is evidently fell? as
strong a flavour as is bearable from one of the heroes,
dibby,on the othere hand,is a working up of the usual stock comic-Scot
who had never left the London boards for long.("Sawney the Scot" had
oecn restaged in 1708)
Gibby's first entrance suggests the worsty:for a couple of dull remarks
are greeted with "KaiHai a comical fellow!" But his part develops sur¬
prisingly. Unlike Sawney,he is not superimposed on the play,but takes
an essential part,through confusing the -two heir esses. Neither is he
sot and butt,but a staunch follower, .aim,an of. his fists and of his. own
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opinions. He nates "a leear", and knocks down-uissardo for his lies.
He stands no insults. _ja Englishman calls him a "Scotch Hascal"-
"sorne Highland Monster,! suppose",and is knocked down with "Y/ha's
the batter Man,novr^Sir?" The end of the play brings him the reward
of the maid-servant1s hand.
But even more unexpected than this rehabilitation of character is
the sound Scots dialect. How Mrs Centlivre achieved it,is mysterious,
here other plays employing dialect parts at the time,or was she help¬
er by.some scot? "Geud troth,she's no' kenspecklel" says Gibby.or
"heel ha my Sol,Gar,gin ye get no your Carich for that Lye now",or
"1 think our Scotsmen the greatest Peuls to leave their wecl-favoured
honest Women at Heam to rin walloping after a Pack of Gyrcarlings
here". The Colonel is "the Laird". A Scots proverb comes pat:"Mony
een spiers the gat they ken right wecl",as do phrases like 'foregath-
e ed' , "sculdudrie", "veel enough" . His '.jokes are the well-worn ones
still.remarks about "this Wutch",and his longing for a ruling elder,
or the K.rk's Treasurer, his welcome of a "dram"; and he ends the play
by inviting inis to "dance the Heel of Bogye with me"-a repetition
of Wullie's finale in "Courtship-a-la-Mode"

So far as one'can trace,this is the first play of"contemporary man¬
ners to meke present a Scots gentleman in a leading role.
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V/ith something of - that earnest romantic fervour in which America
hallows the Pilgrim Fathers, the prosent-day Scot regards the '15
and 145 Rebellions. J eat at them, and 1 we are not amused' . a? resent
them for the hundredth time in fult panoply of romance,irince Char-,
lie a figure of tragic charm,the clans of heroic fidelity,the red¬
coats brutal and overwhelming,and fit homage has been done.
Fifty years ago, Charlie-over- the-V.'at erism was -laughed at, in the hope
of laughing it out of existence. To-day the Jacobite novels of a
Cambridge history1 don fill the book-chop windows. That other sweet-
stuff of Scottish fiction,the hail-yard novel,has- found ruthless .

Celtics among Scots themselves,Douglas in "The House with the Green
Sjui'g bcrs"of fering a savage truth in glace of maudlin sentiment .But
Jacobitism is left with all its trappings,both fine and shoddy,undis¬
turbed.
Ironically,lingland as well as Scotland shares that romantic enshrin¬
ing of the rebellions. To most iinglitg readers,they are. Scottish his
tory. A historical novel about Scotland must deal viTih-them-v;hat el¬
se could it deal with? The Scots songs they know'apart from those of
Burns, are Jacobite songs. Prince Charlie is romantic hero, par ejj.ee 11
ence.

f

Ho one would deny that the '45 at least had its glamour; the '15 is a
more doubtful affair. Scrape away Scott's bright colours,and the more
glowing modern ones, and the original is a. much drabber picture. It
has features,part grim,part silly,long since painted out; for the Pope
is in prominence and the Highlander is precisely war-Britain's idea,
of the Hun. Clan fidelity is in less evidence than clan plunder and
desertion: liar is as much laughing-stock as i,Areh-T„raytorand Bon-
don .swinge from an ignorant terror of the? Highlander to a meanly tri¬
umphant .jeering over the trials and executions.

Co any conception of the '15 as ^rfjlT&nkpus sally of the Scots Jacob¬
ites, with the clans marching into*a" focus of picturesrue interest
and romantic dread,has to be revised. To English,-and Scottish-con¬
temporaries , it was coldly ana prosaically an "unnatural" rebellion,
engineered by political and religious partieSjJacobites,pests as muc •
English as Scottish.Its aim was to restore a Popish ruler;its leaders
were renegades like Mar and Bolingbroke;and aBong its instruments,
but only one group of several were these "miserable Banditti',the Sc¬
ots II.ghlcnders. The last point is most clear in addresses and news-
sheets of the time. London's loyal address spoke only of "Hon-rcsist4
ing Rebels ,Pascivc-Qbe';ience Rioters, Abjuring Jacobites and Frenchi¬
fied Englishmen" ;Glt"lmixon of "a parcel of North-Country Jockeys and
Fox-hunters,and a rabble of Scotch Highlanders.

There was little glamour about the affair. The Pretender dejected
rather than inspired his sup.ortem;his landing only envenomed public
opinion against the Preston prisoners, and of ecte.. nothing. There was

pirated -"e ying cause" atmosphere. Only one chronicler of it , the

jp.&2*^?vv - -ittg
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i Zing's evidence tnrn-coat .Patten, gives admiring sketches of come of
the young Highland chiefs, and suggests valiant adventure. The -London
mob worked up a sentimental feeling about several of the handsome
prisoners like Bottair and Basil Hamilton,and unexpectedly the. dour
Mackintosh of Borlura was popular enough to have "ballads spun round
him. But the rebellion on the whole!;as regarded prosaically.

..bungled and chaotic affair it was, ana brief, ^ar gathered his forc¬
es in i.uguct, Horthumberland and the Borders rose in September and Oc
tober.ln November Preston .and Sheriffmuir were.fought,and by December
the prisoners were being filed through" London. In'the first week of
January the pretender landed,to strut his little hour of -proclamat¬
ions and huzsas.He and Mar were in flight within a month.2he hunting
down of the clans,and the trials dragged from February to Hay.The
Public Thanksgiving was held in June.One year covers it all. The Lon¬
don Gazette's mention runs from Jxily, 1715, to JuneI7I6.

To judge from the press of the day,the rebellion passed in a noisy
confusion of rumours and chaotic feeling. Ho one could calculate the
extent of Jacobite disaffection,and no two agreed on the strength of

* the clans. It. is ludicrous to find the Postmaster" of Scotland reckon
ing the rebels at 2600,while Defoe estimates "25,000 rebellious". The

■Highlander in arms was an unknown nuantity. "Two things are much the
Inquiry of our People",wrote Defoe,"what these Highlanders are and
what their numbers be." "Hothing is more extravagantly remote than
the accounts of this Hatter are from Truth and from one another,one
side magnifying and the other side undervaluing the Highlanders and
the Power they niajr be supposed to raise." "
Further, the rising in the Highlands was reported belated ly- (news corn
monly took six days to come through)and with the usual vagueness of
place. Har's hunting at .fboyne, the "disputing some passes near Inver¬
ness", "the camp at Stirling","The design on Edinburgh Castle"-these
are the most definite references^ and are followed by "the clans are
run to the mountains", 02: "retire to their Hills and Hoods". The Low¬
land rising was described too with dif.iculty:"Moffat.which is a moun
teinous country" and so on.
This vagueness extended to the leaders of the rebels themselves.Har"s
letters show that. "I know so little of tire Situation of your Affairs"
lie wrote Henmure, and to Forster:-"In the ignorance I am in-of your
Affairs besouth the Liver".
.rid to this confusion,the revulsions of feeling.The London mob,thanks
to both "hig and Tory propaganda,dreaded the Highlander.Defoe wrote

i of many "so terrified and all&rmed at thes Highlanders', as if they were
all Hi ants of the Sons of ..jiak, the most terrible Fellows in the World"

H ..ddison had the same jibes."The rabble Wkfe instruct ed to look upon
them as so many Giants and Saracens"' Londoners in consequence must have-
pictured a wild swarming of ferocious and enthusiastic Highlanders:to
War's standards.
Tot a bare three weeks after the report of. the Aboyne gathering,the {.
-endon press made a brillicnt"scoop"'by printing an intercepted letter'
from j:.a.r to his Bailiff at Zildrumrie. They publishea first^Har's re¬
sounding proclamation, then os. mocking coda the'private letter: -
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"Jocke.Ye was in the right not to comb with the ICO men ye sent up
to-Hight,when I expected 4 times the number; it is a pretty 'tiling
thvt my men should be only refractory; is not this the thing we are
about which they have been wishing these" 26 years,and now when it is
come and the king and country's cause at stake,will they for ever sit
still and see all perish? I have used gentle means too long If they
come not forth with their best Arms 1 will send a Party immediately
to burn what they shall miss taking,and they ma£ believe this not only
a Threat,but by all that's sacred I'll put it into execution".
English dread of the fire-eating clansmen must have vanished for a
while in laughter. ...

..gain, the relief • in anti-^acobite England over the defeat of the re¬
bels is seen by the reception given the' prisoners in .uondon. "The Hob
insulted them terribly" .wrote Lacly Gov/per in her diary.Memorably big
crowds turned out to jeer derisively."Bating some circumstances of
pomp and magnificence, it revived the idea of. the triumph of ancient
Lome",said Bldmixon,complacently. But a month later,the Pretender ar¬
rived.Fear and anger sprang up once more.The prisoners were more bit¬
terly -proceeded against ..Another month "later, and again a bouleversement,
when the Pretender1s 'flight signalised the end. of.Jacobite hopes.

Jrury Lanfesreef Lane's roof shook to the applause of "The Cobler of
Preston". "Lo t a Lord that v.; s loyal but what met with the greatest
Acclamations",entered Lady Cowper.

One great drawback to finding unvarnished English opinion is the fact
that the 'newspapers dared not comment as they would. The London Gaz¬
ette .stuffed itself out with loyal addresses and proclamations. The
Tag" type of paper like "Kobin's Last Shift",which attached impudent
remarks to its snippets of news,confined itself to "this is very good
news". The papers had frankly to admit .moreover, tha^t they were unable
to sift truth from rumour."The Historical and Monthly Mercury" would
say-"As our Accounts fcornscotland are very imperfect,we shall fore¬
bear any remarks thereupon till we arc better informed"or "Our acc¬
ounts from Edinburgh are so imperfect and generally so false".Lesser
papers constantly' have-"'.';e can't give a true Account of it".

It is worth following one or two papers in their reporting of the re¬
bellion.
The London ^asotto could give no definite news of the outbreak of the
rising until its issue' of September 13-17. Previous to that,the sur¬
est accounts came from Brussels.Then .letters from Dundee and Perth,
Stirling,Edinburgh and Berwick report the rebels movements briefly.

How and again the ill deeds of the .Highlanders are written up-their
plundering of vil rages and "horrid outrages"."They begin to show the
Acre Pits that attend a Popish and arbitrary Government".But their con
dition and strength was decried as early as October.Hiphlr nd prisoners
arc 'poor.miserable wretches"."They appear to bo exceedingly dispirit¬

ed arid their Lumber daily lease ns by Desertion". Further report of
ooscr t,ion of "pact of the Highland Foo t" follows, and the entry into
.■.-upland of the rest "with groat Precipetion and Disorder"extremely
i; • I i :j xi c d and b u t i nd i ff cr c n11y ar i:. o d " .
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ihcriffmvir had a verbatim report from Stirling,and an Edinburgh ex-
»reor, that "the dragoons drove the Webels before them with great

; w fiber for two milea".Colonel Harrison rent south from the field
i in. ort to V.hitcholl, f nd that \ aw published.
!he x roeton victory had,of course,do tailed description.( ht this point
;he "..hig press made great play with lampoons and prints of a Jacob-
■te ' pugg",an instrument of torture i. The Pretender's diort appear¬
ance '..as loss remarked on than one would expect, and his flight dealt
i bh half- face 11 ous'ly.

!uriovsly enough,with the dispersal of the c Lans,the reports from
;he llighl-nds become much more detailed end d* finite• The clans are
! istinguished,and Cadopan* s march even mapped out:-"by the Blare of
.thol to Woven in Badenoch and from thence into Clengary's and Clan
Luna Id's Country'-vi th mention of'Capoch's Men, the / "Muc&onalds in
;he Islands", "the Game runs". probably news-writers' were with the for¬
es and. newsrunning safe. /

•y the beginning of May, the rebels are subdued and after mention of
die Public Thanksgiving news of the rebellion,and of Scotland peters
>ub in bne uazetue.
'hat paper was temperate and typical in its reporting. The "Historic
il and Monthly Mercury was more vehement.over "the horrid Besigns of
;he Conspirators" .Mar is "this new Luxeraburgh"; /'they hhve had- the in¬
solence to proclaim the Pretender "-"that Webel'iJious Solemnity the
Joronation" .It was exultant over Preston:-"Thucj this great Webe|lion
;no i[us shed in a Moment". '

.t is 'inaccurate, of -course, to talk of "English opinion" on the affair
?h re was Whig' opinion, and it was alike on both sides of 'the Borders;
md so with J acobite. IIo national discredit foil in any l.rge meas¬
ure on Scotland,otherthan on the Highlanders,and even there the fact
;hat the largest clan and the greatest chief,nrgyle,were for the Gov-
. ••n.'i'cnt, split attack. Edinburgh forme' its loyal associations within
: few weeks of the fis t news,and one declaration referred to "a Pre
;cnder educated in all the Maxims of Popish "bigotry and Prench tyranny
;omes against us with an army of Irish cut-throats"-
kssurances of loyalty came as chick from the. north as from the south
If Whig England was id a'.Hied,.so v. a Scotland. Prgy-le had sent a "very
;orrible account" wrote i;he .Duchess of Marlborough,and Mord Cowper
In a letter to the ding at the start,has to reassure him that "The
icot.ch magnify their Banger something".
Jertainly the fact that Jacobibism was stronger in Scotland and the
•cbellion lasted longer there,counted against the country. But Jacob
Ltism,nob the Highl..nder was the chief foe. The two pic ye staged for
;heir popular anbi-MebelLion str.ices , "The ilon-Juror" , and "The Cooler
)f Pros ton" satirised English Jacobites,nut Scottish.In the scores
)f sermons preached on the rebellion, (and sermons were the "biggest
mop in rebel Lion Liter- ture ) Jacobite politics and the Wo in en Cs.t|i-
)!ic menace are the points harped on.

It certain • times, there .(.re national rifts in these party amalgamat¬
ions .The Boots and -.nglish Jacobites pi:lied badly together when they •

loined comp? ny in Err;landi • .uar role broke out in camp before Preston
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The "Co fcs forces had tlio stigma of the Highland desertions against
their name.; the English had the meagreness of their •numbers. "ihe 2cc-

i rc t History of the. He-he Is in Hew/gate" avers "The Hoots prisoners in
particular damn' d the English 'Tories for a Pack, of deceitful, coward¬
ly Dogs,whom they would never trust any more".The end of the rebell¬
ion found English Jacobitism a weaker force,and decidedly less in
co-operation with Scottish Jacobitism.
These were not serious national cleavages.however, and at no point
was Scotland made the isolated target of blame for the rebellion.

Ho satiric onslaught occurred,as when the Scots army marched into
England in 1641. Satire fell on individuals, the Pretender,liar ,3ol-
ingbroke.Forster.Mackintosh,and it v;as scanty and very poor.
From the greatest authors,the affair drew little of value. Swift,in
Ireland,ignored it. Addison rnd Steele both ran propagandist news-
sheets against it,but the former gives the impression of being out
of his element at the task,the latter,of disliking it heartily-and
both papers are consequently third-rate.
malison's "Free-holder" ran for 55 numbers,from-.December 1715-June

1716,and its circulation .extended to Scotland, its first number an¬
nounced ,"bliile many of my gallant countrymen are employed in pursu¬
ing rebels--! shall labour to improve those victories,to the good
of ray fel'lov/-subjects by carrying on our successes over the minds
of men";end its first piece of propaganda was to extol the net for ^

the commuting-for money the vassal service in the Kighlrn&s:-"the
king is not willing to have a single slave in his dominions".
In subsequent numbers,Addison offered alternately serious argument
and facetious quips,sometimes on the same topic as when he laughs .

at the mob's dread Of the Highlander-"very much surprised to find
that every one of them had hot with his broadsword-mowed down at
least a squadron of the king's forces";yet creates a bogey as great
five numbers later:-"Should such a fierce ana rapacious host of men
as that which is now in the Highlands fall down into our Country,
how would their march be distinguished, by ravage and devastation!"
more effective were the mild skits at the rebels' expense:-the "Mem
oirs of one of our late Preston heroes",(from the point when "we
unanimously agreed to rebel first and to find out reasons for it
afterwards".)and the "History of the Pretender's reign digested into
annals" , which ends ironically "i'his year, containing the battles
which he fought in Scotland and the towns which he took^--"
In only one number does he give,or purport to give rather,a contrib¬
ution from "cotlcnd,by retailing "a very remarkable vision of a
Highland 3cor-second-sighted Sawney","a tale transmitted to me by a
student at Glasgow". It is a farcical "guying". Sawney,"going out
one morning very '-early -to steal a ehe.e-p"— is "seised on the sudden
with a fit of second-sight". In it he sees "the Temple of HcbelLion
with a standard streaming in the northern wind,and embroidered with
a mixture of thist les and f J ov/er-de-luces." Allured by the sound of
pipes,ho joins the a amy of those building this temple of ice-sees i
its late of Perjury,and its courtyard statue of "Aapine.in the garb
°J a Highlander '. Put s lowly the "Tun. of religion,Loyalty, Valour
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rises,and the whole melts 'away. It was a neat though hackneyed.little
sermon.hut far "belov; Addison's level.

The same must be said of Steele's writing. Steele had shown in the
"Crisis" a pro-Scot "bias, and after the '15 was suspected of favour¬
ing too much lenity to the rebels, but during it,he vv.rs safely em--
bus cue. On the Outbreak,he issued. "A Letter from the iiarl of liar to
the Ling" .with a, commentary exposing liar's hypocrisy in avowing loy¬
alty to George,"while intriguing with the Pretender,
in January,he began issuing a weekly "Town Talk,in a Series of mett
ers to a Lady in the Country",and into it inserted further articles
against the Are tender and those "deluded Zealots'"', the now imprison¬
ed rebels. But Steele lias nothing distinctive to say., i'he 1 *5 is to
him "an undisciplined Multitude and an inn.olent Invader",and his
'"Briti.h Subjcct-'s .jiswer to the Pretender's Declaration" . is vigour-
ous but commonplace. His work,such as it was,was rewarded in June
by his appointment as one of Seven Commissioners on the Forfeited
"r ofcfpQ 'kJ HUUOU •

Lefoe'e work was far more'valuable,and was huge in bulk.To the '15
year alone,belong twenty-nine to thirty pamphlets,some twenty of *
them almost certainly his,and dealing with every-phase of af1 airs.
"Treason Detected"-"! Letter from a Country Whig "-'"Eire Fears of Ihe
Pretender turned into the Fears of Debauchery"-"The Second-sighted
Highlander"-"Bold Advice,or Proposals for the Entire Looting-out of
Jacobitism in Beeat Britain"-"! View of the Scots Rebellion"- "The
Traitorous and Foolish Manifesto of the Scots Rebels1'-"! Trumpet
blown in the E"orth"-"A True Account of the Proceedings at Perth"-
(the list,like the titles,has to be shortened).
Some of these are tub-thumping addresses for the mob.But a pamphlet
such as 'A View of the Scots Rebellion" was meant as an authorftpve
tract,and was evidently found so,as part of it was reprinted in Lub¬
lin as "Aii Historical Account of the Highlanders .describing their -

Country.Division into Clans,Manner of Living and Fighting,their Hab¬
it, Arms and Government under their Lairds— with some Enquiries,
'.That we have to fear from them, and what is the proper est Method to
take with them".
The preface to it gives a glimpse of Londoners at the outbreak of
the rebellion:-"Our eyes are at this time wholly turn'd upon Scot¬
land, and the Discourse of the Town is so engrossed by hhe daily Ac¬
counts of the desperate Resolution of the Highland Clans—that - scarce'
anything else is talked of." But they know nothing of their enemy.
Defoe therefore sketches the Highlanders and their clan system:-
"rude and barbarous"-knowing "no laws or government but the absolute
will of their chief"-"this patriarchal tyranny". He tells of their'

ft
manner of life in their villages-"thin and remote from one another ,

their hunting and clan-fights. "They are the best undisciplined Sol
diers that can be in the "forId", and he describes, their mode of attack
and success at "Lilly Cronkey"» very detailed explanation of their
dress is given,the uses the plaid can he put to,the fittingness of
a 11 11 i o a c o osbOr i e s- a n o v o '1 c x plan a t ion. H e pra isc s t h e ir phye i qy e,
but rates their character low;-"rather desperate than bold,and rather
furious than.couragious;they have one temper—that they are merciless
bcj borous unci bloouy, no generous 11y,no tcue Gallantry of ^.ind apvon' *• l' *-■ <UX
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3 "An Acct of the battle of Shariffmure by a ii-igh-
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am ong tliorn" * The meanor sort "may well "be ke tiled wild men, fcJr they
act the brutal 2 art to Perfection, being ;voratious, cruel, insolent and
■unmerciful in their Prosperity, and basely ..Servile or Sullen if they
bre subdued".
uefoo ends with a depreciation of their outmoded way of attach,and
an e!. t iruot e o f the i r numb era. in the. fir Id ,1b; 000-12,000. " And shall
there terrific a,whole ilatioii.?" He suggests three lines of military-
barrier be drawn across Scotland,the Highlanders hemmed within them,
and reduced by starvation. k

It is a confidently-written little tract,that one'might ascribe to
some veteran who had fought the Highlander,wore it not obviously pen
ned to soothe Whig fears by taking as text:-"The .ncient Terror of
these Highlanders is entirely vanished", And Defoe,who knew better,,
harps constantly on the barbarity of the people.

This pamphlet,however,and the anonymous "A®count of the Loch Lcmond
' wxpedition" are unirue in their vivid "front-line" touches about the
Highlanders.

The clans,as,has been said,were partly dreaded,partly hated for their
disaffection and the grip of "Popery" on them,partly pitied for the
tyranny they endured as vassals. But their share in the rebel'ion won
them no popular admiration,such as the novelists have since given
them. Their desertions were too well-known,their sacking ana burning

.ana levying Of taxes. „,s for valour in battle, even fellow-Scots allow.,
ed them none:-"I was ever of opinion that two lines of Highlandmen

% wore a jeast".wrote one leader, arguing that if the first line was beat
en,the second fled,if the first victorious,the second broke to plunder,
kur admitted the same. It was borne out by F,heriffmuir,which was turn
ed to ridicule almost at once,not only in broadsides in verse,but in

J prose mimicries of the Highlnder. "'Then her Ha in Sell was picden gang
to M.r's army,she was tald tat te Business was well-contrived,tat tere
v.as nae doubt of setting king Shoems on te trdne",begins one of these.

That the clan Campbell was loyal counted little,since Argyle was dis¬
liked • *
3o Lngland jeered 'wholefhear belly at the Highlanders:-"the aa^ed half

* naked,Branny Pogans",according to th< writer of a "Letter from a Quak¬
er"; "the Pagans who descended from the high Mountains of Scotland,aid
.loyed the Devil under Comm. nd of ohe Macintosh,who may be compared
to Beeli.ebub, the Cod of wkron".

( Mcintosh was node s. capego at on other attacks; the "Gobler of Preston"
ot; the play of. that name with a shout of "Huzza,huzza, H Mac ken-•
tosh, o Mac ken tosh, there is something now so couragious as it were in
the very Sound of his Lame.You are sure he wears Y/hiskers, at, soon as
you hear him mentioned". Yet he enjoyed a sort of illicit Hhig pop
ul'.ri ty, too , this dour Scot with his "brood Scotch" tongue, and his. ca¬

fe cope from. prison was celebrated, by "Brigadier Mcintosh's Farewell to
the Highlands", vhich goes' to the sc&timent of: -

Mcintosh is a valiant Soldier,
he carried a musket on his choulcler,
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(Joel: your Pistole , druis your rep per,
cl awn you,Foot or, for you' re a traitor."

She chief satire of the Highlander and the '15 is in a couple of
"tragi-comical" farces, "She hurl of Mar Mrrr1 a,v/ith the Humours of
Jockey the Highlander",and "The Pretender's Flight";or a Kodk-Coron-
etion,-. ith the humour:, of the Facetious -Larry St John".
These are "both of the type on unacted political comedy,and arc titled
•u by Mr Philips. (nn advertisement of "The Maid's the Mistress" as¬
cribes- them to Mr Sevell.')
.Both are extraordinary concoctions,meant evidently to "be taken ser¬
iously , inc the rally to "Honour,Liberty and George" is veil-under¬
lined,but presenting a ludicrous jumble of characters and things Sc¬
ottish. "The Marl of Mar Earr'd" introduces all the Scots leaders,Liar, .

Hamilton,Gordon,Tuleibardine.Mackintosh,"Marl Marshal",vith_ twenty of
Mar's vassals,a "Company of Highland Mads and Lasses".Jounee,Jemmy,
Peggy,3.naney,Harry etc,a Wizard with second-sight,a Scotch Parson and
the Highland armyI
it purports to. trace events from Mar's proclamation to his capture
end execution after a battle unnamed. There is no plot,only a series
of scenes: -the proclamation,with a protesting Provost ordered to d cat li¬
the Highland lads and lasses taking sides-the quarrels among Scots lords
in camp-a scene in the "Baillioship of iCildrumrnie"v;ith "Jocke" end
an Englishman,Standfast ..trying te each to gain the people to his side-
u mountainous part of Scotland,and two Scots officers consulting a
wizard of the hills-a scene before bat tie,Hamilton urging that false
reports of victory be substituted for the news of defeat in the south-.,
another,showing Sauny deserting to the victorious Lrgyle-and a final
one,Mar and Hamilton,beaten,are led off to execution,with priests in
si cti en&anc & •

The prologue introduced the )lay flippantly,with talk ofi-
Tall Highlander s-aih, Ladies J -Lusty Fellows,
Tis pitty Men like these deserve the'Gal lows.-

bat the main characters of Mar and Hamilton are presented with all
the frightfulness Plilips can command. The vizard sees Mar in his vis¬
ions. as Deformity:-and

Hypocrisy sat smiling on its Brow,
■ *

• '.Thile Guilt a fair reflecting Mirror held
It tore a Heap of Monuments and Acts,
That witness'd foul Corruption,broken Vows
..nd endless Perjuries of Bankrupt Conscience."

Hamilton is equally villainous:-
Dost talk of Conscience, Friend?
Where hast thou learnt that damn'd Fanatick Cant?"

and inhuman:- •

1 would have chopped your Barons,Ear Is and Dukes,
dipped out their Hearts and .toss' d them in whe air,
The Sport of Children; and your common Bands
Chuuld have been burnt.--

Floods of earnest dcc.amation are poured over them.finally:-
Y.'licn for .1 ust George,vidtorious -:rgy 1 e c'traws,
And Britains fight for Liberty and Laws.

(sic )
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Mixed with this are scenes of buffoonery with the Highland •'clowns','
who are merely the stock Soots rogues,as knavish in their loyalty
as in thc.ir talk.The dialect is more addled than usual, in an effort
to mimic the Highland accent:("What bebde strange coil at Perth-town,
lee gang twenty" Moil vithoutcn Shoon to knaw—ne cm I tal at last')
Put some of the hits are fresh,as:Satiny's reckoning of the rebel for¬
ces as ''Aw the Macks o' the Highlands, 100 loen of one name, aw very big
and tell,but the Deil a Shirt or a Shune among aw the Company or
Peggy's "Hen ye iiaister Hamilton o' G1 engardin,he-',c 14th Cousin to
Mai.ster Hamilton o' Castletoun,v.ha's within nine kindred o' Laird Ham¬
ilton of Dalnacoba.wha's fourth Cousin to Colonel Hamilton o'Tullioch,
wha''s i' the first Decree to General Hamilton that'feeght i' Pl.nders,
an1 this Hamilton o' G1engardin said to me ten days agon

Mid-way betwech the serious and the farcical is the 'Vizard. Kacklean
end HiIson go to him half-jestingly,but the seer is meant to be taken
as romantic and suite solemn figure,with his four visions,foretelling
the rebellion and its failure. He appears with strange talk:- "Last
night the Moon looked P:.le,l slept hut little,and some imperfect Shad¬
ows skimm"d before my Lyes. At one precisely,1 took my stand upon the
Highest Part of all the Mountain,end there 1 viewed the Moon again.
Thousands of bloody Drops stain'd her fair feusfsee Light"-ctd. But as
the dramatist is unclear about second sight,his seer speaks in some
confusion of "Lightly .Glances", and things seen in"Morpiing Slumber" ana
he has sudden Macbeth-like starts of "Ha.Sol-""/hat-.againIHe makes
his exit with :-

This day,some Brother Vizards of the Hills,
Meet to compare their^Visions at my ceil,

but reappears as the half-comic speaker of the epilogue:-
But we,with sober Draughts, of Gruel fed,
Ho wild illusion of the Senses are&d.—
Had fraytor Mars been bless'd .with Second Sight,
He ne'er had ventur'd with Mrgyie to Fight.

It is absurd to rtgard the part very seriously,for Philips or Sewe11
probqbly borrowed the suggestion and details from Defoe's "Second-
sighted' Highlander". Yet it has been described fairly fuljy,since
it is the first.sign of the popular pre-occupation with second-sight
entering the drama. Curiously,it was not imitated there until Cum¬
berland s period,a'half-century later,when "Duncan,a Scottish Seer"
enters tragic drama. 1

The sequel to the "Marl of Mar Marr'd" followed, cl. se -on the events
it dealt with,the Pretender's flight. This force is a sorrier affair
than the first.The butts of it are the Pretender and Bolingbroke',
but libels, about these running short, the three acts have to be pad¬
dled out with the amours of two French nuns and their abuse of Scot¬
land. There is even less plot than before. The same characters are
portrayed,Hamilton,reviling the pretender because of his pusillan¬
imity,Mar ready to desert,Mackenzie and V/ilson,now ragged and penni¬
less and with the jail in prospect. Only Morischal remains faithful.
The Pretender is scoffed at from the Prologue on:-

double,'- himsical, fantastic Thing,
.. real Coxcomb bulla v/oud-be king'.

Ml $1 '
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In a Council-room scene,he alienates his Lords by fearing to take
oath lest he offend the Pope,and Hamilton throws off allegiance to
"The puny,puling wretch, a Priest-rid Boy". Great play had been made
of the youth's weeping over the evacuation of Perth:in the play'this
is of course exaggerated and tears constant,his final weeping being
over a vision in which his father shad appeared to him with the warn
ing:-"0 fly,my Child,from fatal Scotland flyl".
Bolingbrolcewhile, is sketched as libertine- end hypocritefv;ith one
oration on the revival of Scotland's glories,but with more of "dall-
iaunce.and faif langage" to the nuns.
The part of loyalist and general moraliser is given again to an Eng¬
lish soldier,Captain Smith,who cans a Jacobite song with a Hanover¬
ian, adds ironic sotto voces to a long speech of the Pre tender,Kins
the hahd of a loyal Scots lady,Laetitia,and appends the pious wish:-

nd may all Politicks that come frora 3ome,
Fall like this last,and meet an equal doom..

Neither p'luy is more than a thing of shreds and patches, a rough
dramatisation of news-sheet and coffee-house .joke.But they have this
value,that they do give the popular hotch-potch conception of the
Scottish side of the rebellion,a conception of course as foolishly'
untrue as,say,the medley of bugle-calls,marching songs and cannon-
fire that a brass-band presents as. "a day in the life of a soldier".

Legitimate come y paid no attention to Scotland,even when in the "
11 on-Juror" the English side of the rebellion was well-satirised.
Charles,the reformed Jacobite youth,was identified in the "key" as
son to "the Luke of A l",but th<. re is no proof.
"The Cobler of Preston" has no Scottish jibes beyond those at Mack¬
intosh and the Pretender.
This lack of stage s* tire is surprising,'since Lddison laughed over

i "the whole neighbourhood of Drury Lane- Theatre very often shakes
with the loyalty of the audience". One reason possibly was the
strong undercurrent of Jacobite sympathy.
It showed in the feeling for clemency in punishing the prisoners.
•As one indignant whig wrote:-"'.'.hen first the Rebellion was quelled,
and the Gentlemen Prisoners expected to have suffered to b Man,we

1 all know what a mighty Clamour for-Mercy was then raised ". There -
was furious paper warfare on the topic. Only six of all the prison

ers led through London were hanged,and the junketings in Newgate,the
visits and "wire-pulling" of those in -high' office,and the pardons
and escapes were a public scandal. So not only v s anti-rebellion •
satire- modified,but there was even a circulation of Jacobite poems

j and songs. Newgate prisoners "got a poor Fidler into the Yard,and
'made him play Tunes adapted to their Treasonable Ballads",and among

the latter was, no doubt that jotted down by He erne five years befo c
"He's o'er the seas and far aw a' " .ft er the executions , the Tory
press tried to rouse public indignation by tracts like the 'netter
from a Gentleman in Preston" to his Friend in the Ling's Gamp at
Perth",which eulogises the four Scots officers executed after Pres¬
ton. Oilier appeals were oj the type of :-
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"jfrec-bora Britons, since a Tyrant reigns,
^csert your Liber by,shake off your chains." —

•r's camp had its own press,ana issued similar propaganda

Yet naturally the bulk of current .aid subsequent comment on the '15
was anti-Jacobite.There wore amusing lampoons,like the "Letter from

* Mr Forstar to his .Grace,the Earl of Marand bitter ones like the
j "Dialogue be two en a whig and a Jacobite upon the late rebellion".

Iriverse,Tiekell wrote cicriep little skit: - "An Imitation of the Pro-'
;hesy of Hereus",picturing Mar met on "Perth*,13 bleak hills" by

All aged wizard six feet high,
kith bristled hair and visage blighted,
hall-eyed,bare-haunclied and second-sighted-

who foretells the defeat of the rebellion:-,
lhat boots thy high-born host of beggars, '
Mac-Loans,iiac-kenzies and Mac-gregors,
kith popish cut-throats,perjur1d ruffians,
And Foster's troop of raggaxauffins. —

He praises the pro-HanoVerian chief's, Sutherland, I slay, Athol, Argyle-
Three moons thy Jemmy shall command,

hsTith Highland sceptre in his hand, —
Too good for his pretended birth,
Then down shall fall this King of Perth.

Another of his poems,"An Epistle from a Lady in England to a pen tie
nan at Avignon" uses' an .ddisoniah irony to laugh out of court the
female enthusiasm for the Pretender's cause;but he ends on the ser¬
ious note of:-

Since H: wen appoints this- favour' d. race to reign,
.Did blood had drenched the Scottish fields in vain,
Prostrate before the victor's mercy bend.-

i Settle was sn equally loyal versifier-in his .''nebel Li-.ni Display'd-
an Heroic Poem". Most of that v... s cJnvehtional and dull: -

Lo.a Rebellious Band late rose in Arms,
And where but in Britannia's -gloomy north.
From .kmc and Hell this hideous Cloud broke forth.-

I'll- 'Kighl. riders were "the Caledonian Out Iav;s "-
I'hat branded Slave-born luce,those Mountain Herd's,
Of blind Devotes to their Commanding Lairds--

Aov:c has much the same language in his "Ode for the Lev; Year", and i
the poei'.is that celebrated nrgy'lo* s victorious return to London arc
full of "therugged he be is of the iforth"-" the perjured liuffi no of
the Highlands" or

The Diets Tin tamed, penurious and strong,
Always a stubborn and rapacious throng-

Cnc poet worked out with painful solemnity a ..Long simile beginning
"Do a rude Flock of Shagay Coats--"

-•».*■ i • .■. ..1
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One cuestion remains.Did the ' 15 effect any change in the relation,
between England and Scotland that reacted on literature? V/as there
for instance any residue of romance to bring Scotland more vivid?
into English consciousness? Or was. there dislike,alienation ?

So far as one can purine, the '15 was not felt peculiarly enough. Scot¬
tish to'effect any change in England's attitude. Once the rising
vac cueahed.news of Scotland lapsed.
The one exception was the Highlands. England had discussed them,
feared them, suffered from them, satirised them.. The '15 made them
the most pressing domestic "problem. .is soon as' warfare ended,the .

business of trials and forfeited estates and Highland settlement
engrossed statesmen and lawyers. A group of tract's appeared, such as
the "Memorial anent the true state of-the Highlands" sccribed to

of Culloden.and the "Memoir'refiu
' ascribed to Lord Lovat..
list the evils of Highland way

rding the of• Dun can 3" o rb e s

the Highlands'
Both of these list the evils of Highland ways and life,ana urge the
abolition of the heritable jurisdictions,the extension of schools
and the encouragement of trade. The second writer (very doubtfplly
Lovat) gives,he says,"all manner of fact"."I was born and bred in
the Highlands, and h ve lived there most of my time "'/and he goes
further in ,the exposing of Highland conditions.- —
England,therefore,made one gain- from the rebellion,a wider snow-
ledge of the Highlander. The best and the worst were said, liar in
his diary found only one fault with them.The Master o,f 'Sinclair had
fought with them and abhorred them:-"What does an Irocueer,a Eegro,
a Laplander,a Scots Western Highlander,yea,a Highlandman think of?-..,
is it not. hunting,fishing,stealing,plundering and revenging them¬
selves? A horse is ane animal! who thinks of eating,drinking,sleep¬
ing ,running and returning to his stable.You need not add much to it
to form that of a Highlandman" and so on.
Incidentallyranother gain in information came by way of the squab¬
bling over clemency for the prisoners. The more violent Whigs ful¬
minated against showing mercy, arguing that none was shown in the
Scottish persecutions of thirty and forty years before.In support
of that, several .tracts brought to light these earlier events, stress.
ing.es in the "Dialogue between a \7hig and a Jacobite" the deitils
of cruelty and oppression.
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did likewise.at* the head of his regiment. He emphasises that "the
Highlanders in Scotland are,of all men in the World the soonest
vfought u.on to follow their headers or Chiefs into the Field,hav¬
ing a wonderful Veneration for their Lords and Chieftains" he in¬
serts the Earl of Mar's "Hournal" ,v;ith its "1 "believe it will he f©
found that no iTation in our Circumstances,or so destitute of all
ind of succour from Abroad,ever made so brave a Strugle for restor

ing their Prince and Country to their just Lights".
These arc small and random points,yet wittingly or unwittingly Pat¬
ten's marshalling of them does rouse a feeling of romantic venture.

Peter Hue's "History of the Late Aebellion"©another '»'hig account-
selected from a1news-sheet the first of what one might call "the
Scott touches" , for lie writes:-"lt was told by some of the Hebe Is,
Pry'd' at Liverpole,that'they were forced into that Serviee by a
Cross-Stick,commonly called a Fiery Cross,with Blood on one end and
Fire on the other;the Person that Carry'd it from House to House as¬
suring them that unless they repair'd immediately to Mar's Camp,that
was to be their Fate". (1710)

But whether contemporaries thought these touches romantic is very
doubtful. It was ten years later before Lockh&rt'has his phrase about
the Highlanders being "the only remains of the true old Scots blood
and spiVit", and he cancels that seeming praise by calling them "a
cunning, subtle race."- '
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CHAPTER 13. The nenasence of Scots Verse<

a.

b.

1. Aevival:double stimuli and .divergent 'pull*.
H.Hamsay as determinant.
III. His work:its English and Scottish sides.
IV. His contemporaries,ana contemporary Edinburgh.
V. The cult of the 'ancient'ana the"patriotic*.
VI.The scope of Henasence-English recognition.
VII.deception of Hamsuy"s work in England-his'plac-
VIII.An estimate of his contribution. ing1 .

I.The Scots 'plantation' in London:
artists.publishers,journalists etc.

II.The influx of the poets: Thomson,Mitchell,Hcllet

,.~v. :y.



1. The younger Dr PennicuikjJ-Preface to 1721 volume.
2.Edward Young:-verses in "Lugubres Cantus" 1719.
3 .Hume.-preface to 1720 Miscellany.
4.The younger Dr Pennicuik-"Poeras". "Streams from

Helicon"i72l

5.Henry Guthrie's "Memoirs of Scotch Affairs"l637-49.
6.George Crawford "Memoirs of ..ffairs of Scotland"

1709.
Thomas Crawford's "Hotes and Chservations on

Buchanan's History of Scotland.1708
George -"ochhart' s "Memoirs concerning the -ffairs

of Scotland" 1714.
David Crawford ' s "Memoirs of -ffairs of Scotland.1706

7.Sibhald's "Account of C'rittrs ancient and Modern who
deal with Scotland" 171©.

Mackenzie's "Lives and Characters of the ^ost Emin¬
ent Writers of the Scottish Lration.I708 1711.

P. Ahercromhy' s "Martial achievements of the Scots
Hation" 1711

8. "The northern 2 at let" printed "by John iZeid for
Samuel Colvil. .j-prii 1710. >

Cl.dinburgh Gazette or ^cots Postman" .Marc^ 1714-
March 1715.
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The Renasence of Scots Poetry- and Allan Ramsay.
1.

In any renasence it is difficult to .trace the embryo. In this of
Scots verse,it is especially so. nt one point,the first years of the
century,there seems only s chaos of Latin,English,Scots and Scots-
English verse,that promises everything or nothing. Yet within a doz¬
en years the chaos is resolving itself,and there .are excited hails
of

.

i Low Heaven shines and we in Arts advance—
and

v Edina's Bards begin to raise their Head.--
of

j Our Youth—begin of late to show a noble genius.
and

,, • Poetry in our native country--now rises from her Rubbish

In between,roughly from 1707-1715comes' an amazing confusion and pro¬
fusion of effort. The country is still too agitated by Union sequels
and exacerbated by England for creative work to be fostered;but emul-
ously the nationalists are busied with Scots history and memoirs (as

i for example Bishop Guthrie,George and Thomas and David Crawford),with,
tScots biography,as Sibbald,Mackenzie and Abercromby,with reprinting
rthe older Scots writers.Lyndsay in 1709,12,16.Douglas in I7IO,Drum-

mond of Hawthornden in 1711.Buchanan in 1715,Wallace and Bruce in 1714
and I7I5,and with gathering in miscellany form ancient and modern
Scots poetry in Watson 's Collections of 1706,1709,1711.
English periodicals,the Review,Tatler.Spectator.Examiner are circule
ating in Scotland,some of them reprinted there.Scots are launching a

^northern Tatler,and an Edinburgh-Gazette to parallel the London and
fthe Dublin Gazettes. The first literary clubs are starting. An Edin¬
burgh society is developing rapidly,and beginning to take stock of
it s eIf.

In the "stour"of this,the Scots poets are at work,the elder Alexander
Pennicuik,from 1682 on,Hamilton of Gilbertfield from 1706.Robertson
of Strusn before I7I3,the younger Alexander Pennicuik,Joseph Mitchell
Robert Smith of Glenshoe by 1714;and James Thomson engaged on school¬
boy verses,and Ramsay,the greatest name,discovering his Muse v.*as "nei-
ther sweer nor dorty".

As yet nothing could have been prophesied with certainty of their work.
The same poet will show good and bad,English and Scots-English verse,
slavish imitation and a healthy dash of independence. The elder Penni¬
cuik writes in a mixture of the two languages,sings "aula Reekie",
pens verses on ana to Scots notabilities,and yet cm compose an elegy
in most conventional English. Hamilton of Gilbertfield has the talent
to write "The Last Dying Words of Bonny Heck", and "V/illie was a ".Vuntm
Lag",and the mystery of writing nothing else of value until his epis¬
tles to Ramsay in 1719. Mitchell is busy over a correct English pas¬

toral
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on Aatho.the younger Pennicuik over "Britannia Triumphans"-in 4 Parts
Thomson is writing pastorals too JThirsis and Corydon' and the like,
and some laboured descriptive verse,"Morning in the Country".Robert¬
son of Struan writes circumspect English 1 addresses' ,and lyrics and
pastorals "To Cele'stia' ,' To Strephon'.(Ho sign yet of Scott's favour¬
ite quotation

For cruel love has gartan"d low my leg,
And clad 'my hurdies in a plilabeg. )

This inchoation has its obvious cause. Thanks to the closer touch be¬
tween the two countries, there is pouring in f 'om the south the stim¬
ulus of a flourishing English literature,a polished drama,elegant ver¬
se,urbane and witty essays,-the whole a revelation to the apprentice
north.
Yet the north itself is alive ana astir,keenly cherishing its own lit¬
erary work,beginning to feel its own power to create.Once before a
like impact of English literature on Scotland had occurred,when the
work of Sidney and the Elizabethan sonneteers and lyrists had moved
to enthusiasm James VI's court. Then it had created no problem;the
court poets transplanted to England had forthright.ly put. aside Scots
poetry and set themselves to the assiduous imitation of ■'-nglish.
That solution was impossible now.
The stormy record of English and Scottish relations had left Scotland
-and Edinburgh in particulai-too "touchy" to play sedulous ape to Eng
land,even in literature. The feeling was-'Excellent model-but can we
not do as well?' "It is but reasonable we should have our Turn of
Writing and ^ensuring as well as others",as the Macstaff Tatler's cor
respondent put it.

Consequently there was clash between the two enthusiasms,and for the
poets a 'rugging' in different directions.
The pull of the Scots tradition was strong, already the distinctive
forms and topics and style of the native verse-craft had been re-app¬
earing. Cleland had early struck the Burns note of

We'll sing auld Ooila's plains and fells
when he declared

Ho Muses' help I will implore
For 1 was nev'r at nesbos shore--
My feet ne'er filed that brooky hill
Where ancient poets drank their fill-

ana turned to the "Vertue,Sonce and Pith"
in funan and the water of Hith
Which quietly slips by Dumfries--

The younger Pennicuik,welcoming his namesake in a paean on Scotland's
past poets,slowed that glowing pride in his land's'makars' that is
Dunbar's and Burns'. • -

Seraphick Songs flow from Buchannan's fuill
Too great for Man, almost for .angels' Skill.
The Admired Drummond dropt celestial Mines
Of 7;it in which a Boundless Fancy shines.
Immortal Douglas in his Hermit Cell
Drunk with the Streams of Heliconian Well,
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Heeling-with Raptures in a Rapid Strain
Virgil translates, and "brightens'up his Fame.
Stirling and Maitland leave immortal names,

t let's read the'Muses' Welcome to ling James',
Where Constellations of "bright Wits appear,
Who fill the Soul with Knowledge,Charm the Ear.—

The elder Pennicuik had written a rough verse-tale or two of cottar
life,like "The Mock Marriage of Cantwalls",a 'flyting',that Scots
amusement that hod never gone out of fashion,and had resuscitated

J two older Scots poems "by 'Peter Many'. He had defended, too, the use
of the vernacular:-"For have 1 ,my Lord," he writes in the preface
to his poems,"affected altogether the English idiom. 1 love not pea¬

santry,nor do 1 reckon that Lialect preferable to our ov.n"-
In that same vernacular,the old attractive forms like the "bob-wheel
were being refingered,and excellent matter written:the "Habbie Sim
eon" and "Sanny Briggs" elegies could hold their own with anything
of Ramsay's in that vein. Ana those little iaEosyncraoies of topic
and style,that the reader recognizes in Ferguson,Burns and claims
as peculiarly Scottish-the facetious elegy,for example,the 'last
words' animal poem,the liking for a:helter-skelter ranting

i Some with snapwarks, some with' b.owes, ;
Xlere charging troops of 1'oops : and Ewes
Trumpets sounded:Skeens were glancing,
Some were Tonald Cowper dancing-- ,

or the sketching of a face in a bare line:-
i> Y/ith this rose up a good old Qannie,

A pluffie*cheek" d. bed-Bearded Mannie,-
native touches,all of them,were in evidence.

F.or the young poet, this living expressive speech was his own, and at
his command,while English was a matter of laborious acquisition.(As

rHepburn had argued earnestly Latin and Oreek were painstakingly
learnt,then why not English?)
As further pull towards the Scots tradition was the infectious nat¬
ionalist 2eal of the elder Scots writers and scholars,and the stim¬
ulus of the vernacular poetry Watson was publishing. Recall how Ram-
say.reading Hamilton's "Bonny Heck" declared that "Emulation did me
pierce",and began enthusiastically to practise the Loric.

On the other hand,English literature was a revelation,an exciting
new world,a superior world,the centre of intellectual life,the ob¬
vious path for the ambitious-a dozen.metaphors might be used. The
choice was before the young poet-English or Scottish.literature,
forms, language,-which v:as he to devote his literary gifts to?

Again and again the conflict shows. Occasionally a writer would
speak of it.The elder Pennicuik,for instance,refused to give up scots

t-for English,though the latter"is now turned modish,being the general
language of the court--and the richer Kingdom of England". A snobbert.
about the vernacular made the clash worse. Mitchell,who chose English

1 scofied at "our Trans-Tweedale Poets" who "pursue the vulgar Rhime"and he included uamsay. '
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;t two points,the -course of relations "between Scotland and England
effected the literary temper.
The 1713-14" period of crisis over Malt Tax and Union swung some, of •=
the younger group hotly against Engl, nd.Witness the Easy Club,founded,
its secretary recorded,at the suggestion of Mr Spectator,and at first
esteeming the English writers as all in all. Yet it was its English
devotee,Buchsnnan,who,in a fiery meeting of November 1713 "represented
ing whatS.cotland had suffered,what we now in a more Inglorious manner
do,arelike to suffer,(sic/by the Perfidy,pride and hatred of nngland"
proposed that ^cots author-patrons be substituted for English."It
would be an honnourable article in the Constitution of a Qlub of Scots
Eien--to pay a Dutifull Mespect to the heroes and authors of their Own
Nation"., and "a Mean to Maintain in us Love to our Native Ccuntrey which

i we see dayly decaying,and animate us to projects for her interest.
Scots blood was fire,and flaming fir'd itself
In other breasts which kindly took ye Blaze. "

Buchannan concluded that the proposal was "Unanimously lesolvea in
v.arm expressions by each ','and the English writers jettisoned in favour
of Napier,Cawain Douglas,Colvill end Michael Scot,with later addition
of Boece,J?itcairne ana Tippermaloch.
At the '15,again,a sharpened national self-consciousness had its effect

a An M.S.poem to the Easy Club,"The Lamentation" proves Hamsay troubled
over "these drurnbly times", and patriotically moved:-

Should.we not sigh to hear our Mother groan,
Now when her sides are torn v/ith civil broils,
And her brave blood in dreadfull madness boils.—

It is in relation to this conflict,and precisely in the years of decis¬
ion that Lamsay takes his place.

Opinion on Allan hamsay has been apt to take one of two extremes;either
he has been held as overvalued in his own age,too much of his verse a
tasteless compromise between Scots and Ehglish.his vernacular slip-shod
beside that of Eergusson or Burns;or he has been exalted as the creator
of the Scottish henasence of Poetry,a pioneer and a solitary genius.
His true place was given him by his Edinburgh contemporaries,and was•
neither the inflated respect of the later 'Gentle Shepherd' cult of him
nor ;he modern neglect and absence of editions.
He was not pioneer so much as determinant,his solution of this conflict
affecting not only fellow-poets,but shaping the future of Scots verse
in England.

decall that he came to Edinburgh in the turbulently <mti-English years,
before Union,and as a nineteen-year old aporentice(in 1704-5) would take
a lively interest in the national alarums end excursions. His first eff¬
orts at writing wore made in the period of nationalist work,already de¬
scribed,end V. at son's' Choice Collection' must have been early in his hands
This nationalist ardour and activity undoubtedly stirred him,and his
early "Elegy on Maggy Johnstnn".written in I7-U or 1712 has evidently a
keen practice of Scots verse behind it. But-the earliest of his verse 4
that survives is an -English ode, correct and dull, sedulously echoing the
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English poets, and proving. in every line the most pertinacious study
of their work.
Obviously,-then, Ramsay's literary self-cducation and his enthusiasms
were divided "between north and south:his ambition was divided.His
first work, taking, it as a whole, reflects the opposing ' ruggings* ,

and indecision and compromise.

i* He writes a poem"'Do the Memory of Dr Pitcairne' , and prefaces it with
a quotation from Gawin Douglas;but the poem is entirely English. He

(v.'rites a 'Herio-comical' poem of an Edinburgh beau, claiming "This
City,as narrow as it is,is the Scene of many adventures which may be
proper Subject for both Poet and Philosopher";but idea and style are
clearly inspired by "The Rape of the Lock" His first1 standard babbie'
elegies include one on John Cowper.a worthy still alive,ana Swift's
'roasting' of Partridge,the almanac-maker,is'the model.His first col

flection of Scots songs is almost entirely English:
If she admire a martial mind,
I'll sheathe my limbs in armour.

And passing to a review of his later work.it was English literature
that gave him his guiding lines.n significant detail was his prefer-
ence for prefatory mottoes from English poetssPrior,Dryden,Tom Brown
Rochester were his texts,so to speak.So his subjects were and forms
were almost without exception those most flourishing in English verse

'Ambrose and John Philips,Pope and Gay had all written pastoralsRamsay
writesjhis, "Hichy ana Sandy", "Pat de and Roger" , "The Gentle Shepherd".
Gay and Pope and Somerville had written didactics on Wine or Sports or
Pame:Ramsay hymns Content and Health. Pope's Odes and Epistles,Ambrose

ckell" s.Phillips,Somerville1 s were admired: Ramsay practises the ode
; nd epistle also.The tele and the classical imitation were popular-the
"Rape of the Lock" is paralleled by "The morning Interview".Prior's
Imitation of Horace" by Ramsay's similar imitation.The tales of Ambrose

tPhillips and Prior,the fables of Gay have as equivalent Ramsay's Tales
and Collected Fables;, and the song-collections of D'Urfey ana of Phi 11-

7 ips 'Ramsay" s' Tea-table Miscellany' and'Evergreen'.

But though he us'ed these moulds,his filling of them, after the first
half-dozen poems was markedly Scottish. He had said a word for Edinburgh
in his'Morning Interview'.He goes further in'Edina's Address to the
Country',which describes with pride its clubs,its concepts mid its

«-future. 'Tartana' ho dedicates 'to the Scots ladies',and praises both
the plaids and their wearers,the first time the tartan has been iden¬
tified with Scotland as a whole ana regarded with pride.One line in
it gives a glimpse of Highland scenery: -

Beneath a Fir-tree in Glentanar's Groves.
In such fashion Scottish detail and sentiment impregnate the work'.Eng
lish in form as it was.

-h the some time half his energy goes into purely Scottish production.
His 'Maggy Johnston'', John Cow per' and' Lucky V/ood' elegies bring huge pop¬
ularity to.the standart Habbic once more. To the vogue of Scots songs
he^odds a first book of eleven "Scots Songs",but unluckily with theirtitles alone deserving the adjective;and a second group of songs of more
genuine flavour.
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And,more important effort,while Pope ana Prior have been imitating
Chancer,he-has issued a reprint of "Christ's Kirk o,n the Green",with

i a second Canto of his own.

Though he has nob yet openly declared for the Scots tradition,his
choice has obviously been made.His contemporary,Mitchell,who,from a
London clique,jeered at him as one who

* Intent on Cash,pursues the vulgar Khime,
Twould break his Stock o'er common Vogue to risel
Above our hemisphere there's nought but hungry,Skies.

realized that his success in Edinburgh was established by 1718,and
urged him to

Aeform the taste of Caledonia's Brood:
Your Way must take,as easiest understood.
By small degrees,the Language will'refine,
fill Sterling English in our Lumbers shine.-

advice which Ramsay wisely ignored. His decision taken,he used the
vernacular as and when he chose, -it first he had kept it for things
in a Jan Steen vein,and English for his more circumspect verse.He
ended by making the very gods and goddesses talk braid Scots, .^.s he
used it,he became surer of its value. In the preface to the "Ever-

• green",he turned on those writers who,"shew them the most Elegant
HThoughts in a Scots press,they as disdainfully as stupidly condemn it

as barbarous". In a later preface to his collected poems,he declared
his use of it as "notonly inclination" and "the desire of my best and

i wisest friends",but due to "its good imagery,just similes,the pronun¬
ciation liquid and sonorous and much fuller than the English",and above
all "our own native Words,of eminent Significancy,makes our Tongue by
far the completest".

Accordingly the distinctively Scots strength of his verse increases
in the years that follow (1720-25 )when his reputation v as spreading in

Ho England. He tries another Scots pastoral "Meggy and Jenny",and a
7pastoral masque on the Hamilton marriage,and then collects his fables
'ana tales. Among the latter,"The Three Bonnets" is really a play in
the rough style already common in the Doric.Another Edinburgh poem,

io"The Pair assembly" appears. Then come the two remarkablb collections
uthe first two volumes of "The Tea-Table Miscellany" and "The Evergreen"
<Hhe former an excellent gathering of Scotland's wealth of songs,old

and recent, fwi'th the counterfeit coin of some.'poor "Sawney" stuff Jthe
latter of the older verse and ballad,chosen mostly from the ^annatyne
M.S. To clinch his fame,his best Scots work,"The Gentle Shepherd"
was published in 1725.

The climax of Hamsay's career as poet- comes there. The later editions
of his work only buttress his repute. ;

iii-g poetry was being greeted in England by I7l9,wos reprinted there
piratically and honestly in 1720,ana.by the next year,his quarto vol¬
ume of "Poems" was being subscribed for there,with the names of Pope,
Gbeele, Arbiithnot, Gay, Eat'on Hill, Lavage . Smibert,Bftrchet prominent on
the list. .Already eclogues of him he d teen sent north, and a liking for
even a cult of-vernacular verse begun in London.•The reception end in
lluence of his work there-important point-will be reverted to later.
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But Ramsay's verse alone did not make the Henasenee. What of his con¬
temporaries meanwhile?

In 1715,"before Ramsay hod half a dozen poems to his name,the elder
Pennicuik had published a group of poems as appendix to his descript¬
ion of Tweedd&le. They are fairly poor stuff, that give the lie direct
to the puff of

--glory of our time,
Parnassus prince,protector of our rhyme,

and they hove plagiarized lines from Sedley ana Rochester. But his
themes,such as the contrast between the country and "auld Reekie",and
his 'flyting" and tales like "The Tragedy of Greybeard" are Scots
enough to make him link between his contemporaries Cleland and Sempill
and the younger school.

The work of that younger school is unfortunately difficult to trace
now. A periodical,one miscellany and mention of others/the prefaces
in a volume of verse,incidental references in letters of the tine-
these,pieced together,point to a time of energetic experiments.The
periodical,"The Mercury or the northern Reformer" by Buncan Tatler,
Esq: ".begun in I7I7,is a second eager attempt to.found a Scottish
Tatler. The editor announces that he finds "Ignorance,Impoliteness,
Error,Immorality etc flourishing in the very Metrapolitan of the Land".
"The End and Purpose then of this Paper is to Instruct,Rectify ana
deform the Horth Country". Buncan Tatler,like Hepburn.models his per¬
iodical on Steele's,with papers from different cofiee-houses.But there
is the typical bravura of the young Scot of the day in the list of
subjects he will deal with:"Love,Gallantry,Pleasure,Poetry,Music,Physyk,
Tainting,Learning and Conversation,Breeding and Behaviour".A hot re¬
tort is given to Mr Englified who "told myself that if it was done by
a Scotsman it could not be well done.--as if home Manufactory could -
have no value,and as if Scotland could not produce a good Writer."
Edinburgh is the best of centres,he claims:"this town is the Scene of
so many Adventures,and remarkable for Passages both of action ana Bis
course" (phrases borrowed brazenly from Ramsay).
In spite of this parade,the seven numbers are disappointing reading-
a facetious tone,conventional articles on eloquence,rtputation and
the like,letters from Inverness ana-Edinburgh,but signed Hathaniel
Humble or Celia.a censoring that goes no further than hoop-petticoats
ana dandyism-a poor score in short.

It lapsed, and no more Scottish 'fathers were projected. But that year
saw greet excitement in Edinburgh over Steele's first visit there.To
judge from the number of welcoming verses.Ramsay"s.Mitchell"s,Harvey"s,
Pennicuik* s,it gave a real fillip to Scots letters.
Steele had come as one of the seven Commissioners on forfeited Estat¬
es, and stayed less than three a month. But in the: following summer he
leased a house in Edinburgh: "for six months; and two years after ho was
again in Edinburgh in September and October.
from all signs he had the most pleasant of experiences. "You cannot
imagine the civilities and honours I had done me there,and never lay
letter,ate or drank better,or conversed with men of better sense than
there . Glimpses of his stays exist,conferences with Presbyterian
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ministers,a dinner to the town caddies,(Shiel reports him vowing they
would form a fine comedy of native humours) enquiries about second

icif?ht. In all probability he met Ramsay,fdr the letter's verse is
full of references to "Kind Richy Spec,a Friend to a' distressed"(and
Steele was not only kept in touch with Ramsay's verse by James Ander¬
son,but sunscribed for double volumes of his poems) As for the town's
younger poets

See on Edina's streets the noving Throng
Gaze joyful as thou walkst.and softly wish along.(sic)

Their tone was
To thy dear Rarne,what Trophies con we raise,
Eow paint thy ^erit in our Gothick nays?

That poetaster.Earvey,is fairly typical of the Anglophiles among the
* young writers.He prefaced his collected work with talk of "Polite T/rit

ing--so little known or esteemed amongst us,--the Bon Goute neglected
or rather ridiculed by our Nation'.', and confined himself to verses care
fully English, to pastorals of bhloe and -^eonore.and es.ays headed "In
Imitation of the Spectator".

A much more fervid Anglophile was Joseph Mitchell,who produced a first
book of verse,"Lugubres Cantus" by himself and John Calender in I7l9.
The actual poetry is not worth mention:the two young Scots are writing
pastoral eclogues, lyrics "in imitation of Mr Pope", odes to Isaac V/atts
and the like.But by some curious chance.Phillips and "Sight-Thoughts"
Young subscribe commendatory verses, and both sqoeak emphatically of Sc¬
otland's progress in poetry. Phillips refers to the stigma of "lack of
Wit"- so often applied to the nation:-

Govern'd by some fatal Providence,
They baffle Nature's Gifts of Wit and Sense"

as now past. Young goes further:-
Our fendee-fe Hopes and fond Endeavours now succeed,
Edina's Bards begin to raise their Head,
Avouch whate'er they please to write and claim
What we must yield,-an equal Right to Fame.

Commendatory verses have to be largely discounted,but the fact that
English poets are becoming'aware of Scottish efforts is important.
"Lugubres Cantus" was published in London. Were they aware of poetry
published in Edinburgh?

There the new clubs were nursing 'wits1,encouraging verse-writing ana
in some cases arranging for the printing of it.
The Easy Club called out Ramsay's first verses;an Athenian Club had -e
some hand in the publication of "Lugubres Cantus" and in that of a
"Scots Miscellany" "The Fair Intellectual Club" wrote poems,some of
which were printed in an Edinburgh Miscellany of 1720. .n Edinburgh
Miscellany of an earlier date, 1718-19,is spoken of too,and may possibly
have been a third collection. One group published five translations of
a norace epistle by different Boots. Tradition has it that ^amsay was e
encouraged in,ana eventually read the "Gentle Shepherd" to the Lor thy
Club.
Of'all this output,one example is sufficient to show the drift of Scots
verse,the "Edinburgh Miscellany" of 1720.
It was printed by James McEuen,that progressive and experienced printer
from ^ondon,who had started the "Edinburgh Evening Courant" two years

before.
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A foreword Toy VA.C. (probably Will Crawford, the author of ' Tweedside'
and something of a literary critic ) ushers in ninety poems,the best
of them "by young People at School or College".Of the ninety,not a
scrap is in dialect.The writers,who include Thomson,Mallet.Robertson
of Struan,Henry Hume,David Craufurd,Arbuckle,and Callenaer.as well
as earlier poets,are occupied on pastorals,especially pastoral eleg¬
ies, translations of Horace's Odes,didactic poems,vers de societe and
epistles to Pope and .iddison, in every case in painstaking English.
Almost nothing has any native flavour,Struan1s "Farewell to the Her¬
mitage" or the boy Thomson's "Of a Country Life" perhaps the strongr-
est. A Mr Hepburn writes in the Harvey and Mitchell strain of exil¬
ed- from- intellectual-London:

Me to Edina my hard fate confines--
Why are my Countrymen such Foes to verse—
Why Wit and Genius are in vain poured down?-—

and is answered by J.C.of the floreat Edina school:
Edinc yields not to Augusta yet,
For Learning,Sense,Integrity and Wit.-
Succeeding Ages,wond'ring shall behold
Our Poets famous as our Soldiers bold.-
Alreaay they express a generous Flame
And look with Rapture at the Poet's Name.
I think I see the sprightly Youths inspir'd.--

But it is evident that the English tradition,be the poet in London
or Edinburgh,is supreme with this group,ana one is prepared for that
exodus from the north which had begun with Mitchell,which drew Mal¬
let three years later,Thomson another two years later.

Apart from these Anglophiles stand two poets.neither great,yet with
a contribution to make to the vernacular .The first, is Ramsay's imita
ator,the younger Pennicuik. He has a touching faith that-"Poetry in

3 our land native Country--now rises--is manumitted from her Slavery,
nay,she hath stole down to Men of Lower Rank and tramples upon the
Neck of proohane Pedantry".But his verse is an undecided welter of
all styles and forms. He writes heavy moralising English matter,"A
Morning Lalk to Atthur Seat",for example,and a racy Doric poem in
standard Habbie-"The Merry Wives of Musselburgh". From that level
he can drop to a collection of "Merry Tales for the Long flights of
Winter",coarse stuff in a mixture of Scots and English,or rise to a
correct English tale "The Fair Maid of Dumblain". He hen write pomp¬
ously "On the Ruins of Wallace's Tree",and dash off a Beggar's Opera
sketch of the marriage of a tramp and gipsy "below fair Peebles on
the River's Side";or conventional English pastorals side by side
with novel Scots themes such as "The Cryes of the Clans" or "The Cur¬
se of the Clan McPherson";or flytings at unknown acquaintances with
the terse admirably-phrased epitaph on Marjory Scot of Dunkeld that
the English magazines reprinted.
Admittedly Pennicuik had not Ramsay's talent,but still less had he
the latter's success in synthesis.In his work the effect of the di¬
vergent pull of English and Scots has been disastrous.With every en¬
thusiasm for boots poetry,as that early eulogy of the "makars" showed
nis o■ n talent was wasted in a dissipation of effort.
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,• Ucston,that curious figure of a professor of philosophy out in the
'15 and hunted as a fugitive after Sheriffmuir,is a minor satirist
and burlesque tale-teller in a rough home-spun fashion.His "Knaght
of the Kirk",his best work,had a London edition,by some chance,and
one wonders if Collins read his breathless rhymings on

1 Familiar s, brownies,water-kelpies,
.aid all the other hellish whelpies,
Hobgoblins,ghosts and fairy legions-
Meg Mulloch and the second sight,
Elf-torches glimmering in the night
And ignes fatui,these fires • .

That lead men into bogs or mires,
The will o' wisps,and fairy darts
That shoot our cattle thro' the'hearts—

The rest of.his work is the usual confusion of correct English ver¬
ses and tales in the normal mixed Scots,as in his "Old Mother Grim*s

iTales"

One detail, common to the poetry of all these native bnrds is worth
noting.All,whether in fun or earnest,have some tale purporting to be-
or actually-from-old manuscripts .Kamsay Y/atson*s Collections had re¬
vived interest in the older Scots verse,and the elder Penn&cuik has
his Peter Many poems, "from an old M.S . ','Hamsay his "Christ's Kirk on
the Green" and "Evergreen" anthology. In 1719 came the sensational
"discovery" of the ballad of Hardyknute,with its tale of being found
in an abbey vault .'Chen doubts were cast on the truth of that tale,
poems began to be headed jocularly "found in an old manuscript",as
Meston's "Mother Grim's Tales" were,or Eennicuik1s "Tale of a Muir-
Cock written originally in the Celtick Language,—and carefully pre¬
served by a M.S.belonging to the Pluscardin Monks".
But serious interest in the revival of Old poetry continued,and Ham¬
ilton of Bangour,like Kamsay,began to imitate the older Scots ballad.
His beautiful "Braes of Yarrow" was headed "In Imitation of the -an¬

cient Scottish Manner".

j Hamilton is another poet who made his own compromise in this unsettled
period,a solution not unlike Lrummond of Hawthornden*s. Though Edin¬
burgh-centred and Hamsay's friend he rejected the vernacular after
the first Yarrow poem,and wrote only in a polished English. In this
period he has only his Tea-Table Miscellany songs to his credit,-(the
great popularity of 'Yarrow* cancels that * only1, however ) but he is en-

t, gaged on a great Scottish poem in twelve books, "The Maid of Gallow-
shiels". This was never finished.What survives.written in precise Lng
lish,creates Scots characters,the Maid,a Piper and a Fiddler,and has
a Scottish background-the first attempt at a Scots work on such a

j.scale. Another unfinished effort of his was a version of Bruce.After
its abandonment,he concentrates on urbane little verses on Edinburgh
society,or writes patriotically on the Battle of ^laasmuir or on "The

'Thistle".

In passing.mention might be made of the.significant flourishing of ¥-
versions or reprints of Bruce and Wallace matter.Patrick Gordon re¬

printed
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the "Famous History of Robert the Bruco" in 1718.Hamilton of Gilbert
field paraphrased Wallace,and Pennicuik the younger has a poem on him.

i Harvey produced a "Life of Hobert Bruce",ana later a "Bruciad">Gab-
triel Hesbit a play,"Caledon1s Tears or Wallace,a Tragedy";John 31air
ja verse Wallace. Only the -nglo-Scots,Pallet and Thomson and Mitchel
*are scant in any patriotic references to the national heroes.

These last three poets.it has been said, are all in -^ondon by the end
of 1725,and are launched or launching into literary circles there.
Their work falls to be dealt with later,Here they find mention only
because they too have chosen which tradition they will adhere to.In
Edinburgh, there remains with Hamsay the younger pennicuik.n-amilton
of Bangour and Hamilton of Gilbertfield,and a group of minor song¬
writers ,contributors to the Tea-Table Miscellany.
And no gap is quite so complete as that between,say, ^amsay and Thom¬
son, or between Hamsay and Mallet,whom "I never catched even in a Scot¬
ch accent",as Johnson said.

In brief summary,then,how far has this Scots renasence extended?

A group of writers has emerged,poets that include Hamsay,Thomson,Mall¬
et .Mitchell , the two Hamiltons,the two Pennicuiks,Hobertson of Struan,
Meston and Harvey,some early critics like Henry Hume and Grawford,some
journalists. They emerge now,partly through the stimulus of the per¬
meating English culture,partly through the widening sweep of the reviv
al of oCots scholarship,partly by the goad of national -emulation of
England,and by the sharpened self-consciousness of Edinburgh society
after the 'lo.(Because their emergence is so closely bound up> with
and moulded by the ielations between the two countries,their work has
been treated in such detail.)
Luring 1715-1725 the best of Hamsay's work,and examples of the verse of
all the rest are published.Typical vernacular verse,ancient Scots poems
collections of the finest of old Scots songs,modern 'Scotch songs',
Scots ballads,pastorals in dialect,and■English verse on Scots subjects,
that is part of the output.
.Ji extraordinary diversity is shown, as. result of the double tradit¬
ion in the literary education of the young Scots.
nationalism inspires work in braid Scots,in original song,epistle,
verse,tale,comic elegy.namsay,the younger Pennicuik and Hamilton of
Gilbcrtfield all produce delightful :poems in -standard nabbic.The
first and second write Loric pastorals and pastoral masques,-even
Mitchell has an attempt at the masque,as Thomson has at the'Babbie1
stanza. Harns'ay and PennicuikMhave tales and fables in the Boric, and
the two Hamiltons join them in producing songs. Hamsay and viilbert-

*field exchange epistles in the vernacular,and narasay even uses it
for didactic verse.

nationalism leads too-(thokgh it is not the sole dynamic)to the study
and reprint of classic Scots verse. The Bannatyne M.S. was in Hamsay's
hands as early as I7l6,and his printing from it begins with "Christ's
Mirk on the Green". The increasing knowledge of that older verse in¬

spires imitation of it,notably in L'ardlaw1 s Hardyknute,Bangour' o
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Braes of Yarrow' and Ramsay's "The ViSion"-with offshoots in the
case of Mallet's "William and Margaret",and Ramsay's retouching of
"The Led Harlaw" and the "Battle of the Aeid Swire".
Lastly the current of ordinary native verse bears along a great am¬
ount of work in the ordinary spoken tongue of the CGot,a half-slip¬
shod Scots-English,-ostensibly English,one might say,but sprinkled
with Scots words and idioms and rhymes. Both the Pennicuiks,Meston,

i Smith of Wiensheo produce in this, easy, facetious verse, tales and bur¬
lesques.

on the other hand,the English influence leads the.poets to practise
the writing of verse after the models' of the admired leading poets
of the south,and produces the compromise of Scottish subjects treate
cd in English form and vocabulary, ^his was the most popular solut¬
ion, :.s it brought them into line with -English poets,yet gave them
scope for patriotic themes.The weak point was that it was for the
most part disregarded by the English. It contributed,however.tales
with Scottish settings like Pennicuik's'Fair Maid of Dumblain',£an-
gour's 'Maid of Gallowshiels'.Mitchell's "Battle of Otterburn',and
later Pallet's 'Amyntor and Theodora'.It gave,too,descriptions of
Scots scenes or Edinburgh life.Hamsay1s 'The Battel' and 'Tartana'
Mitchell's 'To Aaron Hill' and 'Hatho' ,'Bangour' s ' Assembly' poems,
and his epistles in imitation of Horace,Arbuckle' s ' G-lotta' .Penni¬
cuik' s 'Description of the Gave of Hawthornden',-and as later yield
Thomson s infrequent passages on Scotland in his 'Seasons'. Lastly
it gave-the patriotic bombast of lives of Wallace ana Bruce ana the

jcontemporary heroic flights such as Struan 's epitaphs on Jacobite
chiefs. Much else was inspired by the English -fnf luence, but now mer¬
cifully lost are the countless elegies,pastorals,translations and
didactic verse,only distinguishable from English by its stiffness
and the unintentional Scotticisms.

As background to this literary activity is an ' Edina' ,being shrilly
hymned as a rival to ^ondon. It is .however 4 a capital stirring intell¬
ectually and becoming ambitious socially, its assemblies and concerts
and clubs enrich end spread national culture,and the claim is being
enthusiastically made of a revival of Scots wit.The town is preening
itself on its Athenian Club,dedicated to culture,its Eankenion with

'later lights like Colin Maclaurin and Sir Andrew Mitchell,a classics-
* study society formed by Euddiman.a Grotesque Club of the University,a
fair intellectual Club and small social clubs such as the T»acy and the
Worthy. .

As sign of its new status,the town has new journalist projects."The
Northern Reformer" and the"Edinburgh Evening Courant" have been al¬
ready named.Two years later,the "Caledonian Mercury" comes into being,
with a woodcut emphasising by its thistles and royal Standard its title.
('The woodcut and the advertisements prove to be the only Scottish parts
of the paper.however.until the days of the '45)

In prose proper, less advance shows. V/odrow is occupied on-his "History
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i of the Sufferings of the Church of Scotland",Semple on a History of
v J cotland before the Union,Alexander Gordon,the antiquary on his "It
j inerarium Septentrionale".In drama,there is less still,for though
Pibcairne's ''Babell" was reprinted at London in 1720 and ^itchell
was working at his "Fate of King ' lames I" , the nearest approach to
original creative work in it is the dramatic tale in dialogue by
hamsay and 1ennicuik,their pastorals.particularly those on the Ham¬
ilton nuptials,and as main achievement "The Gentle Shepherd", The
lasb was not given a performance.however.until a private one was ar¬
ranged in 1729.The town as yet allowed no encouragement to this side
of literature.

one promising feature of the whole movement is the fact that here and
there,parts of it are bean^ obtruded on English notice, nondon pub¬
lished or reprints Lamsay s "Content",his "nichy and Sandy","Patie
and hoger"South Sea poem'Scots Songs' the Hamilton masque,the I'ea-Table
miscellany, and a pirated "Hew Miscellany of Scots Songs", ana finally
of course his oollected'Poems'and his 'Gentle Shepherd'.
It publishes, too the' Hugubres Cantus' .Pennicuik's "Streams of Heli-

v con", a volTime of Sco ts Proverbs by James Kelly,and.Meston's "Knight
of the Kirk" (as it had done its prototype Colvill's' Scots Hudibras'.

London publication is not infallible proof of London interest.U'ere
the Hnglish writers fully aware of the °cots Henasence,and,in the
improving relations between the two countries was (English literature
finding any gain from this new northern literature?

.is regards awareness, ^he verses of Young and Phillips might be cited,
but until one is sure that these were not solicited puffs,they are
doubtful proof. The reception of ^amsay" s. work il a safer criterion.

The record of that begins with a warmly admiring epistle from Josiah
Burchet,Seeretary of the Admiralty and a naval historian.

Hail,Horthern Hard!thou Fav'rite of the Line!
sent at the close of l7l9,showing he had read the poet's work before
any of it was printed in England. The year after, the London reprints
begin,but Curll ignores the fine vernacular stuff and chooses "Con¬
tent", a didactic poem,which has only a Scotticism or two to mark it
out from a hundred other English poems. Lintott seizes on "nichy and
Sandy"then,and after a pirated version,prints a proper copy,with "the

Chonourable Mr Burohet's English version of it"-a needed aid. This is
again issued in a small anthology of English poems.vith the 1 Explan¬
ation" of H-u.rch.et added. Close on its heels comes "Patie and Hoger",
with an 1 Imitation',that is,an English version,by Hurchet and a pre-

fcface by a new admirer,Hr George Sewell. 2he latter,a poet and dramat¬
ist of sorts,but chiefly a literary puff-writer .hails the -poem as a
"true and just Pastoral"."The Scotticisms,which perhaps may offend
some overnice 2kr,give new Life and Grace to the Poetry and become
their Places as well as the (Doric -Dialect of Theocritus"

7Other admirers appear in ..mthony Hammond and Charles Beckinghsm.both
young men of "promise.
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Theophilus Cibber adapts his "Gentle Shepherd" for a London,u.audionee
, ana stages it in 1730.In the year after,a London two-volume^o£ his
works is issued, and a Dublin one follows.Both are substantial proof
of his popularity. By then he had the praise of Somerville,the trib¬
ute of plates dedicated to him b# Hogarth,and possibly the approval

vof Pope for his pastorals-fbut a rejected couplet in the 'Epistle to
jlr Lrbut lino t' had, contemptuously placed him "among the ragged race
that write".

"I bade 'em all good will and wished 'em luck,
To Allen Hamsay and to Stephen Duck." )

He was probably known personally to Steele and _rbuthnot-his refer-
t rnces are intimate-and had been visited by Gay and by Lord Oxford,

the last a signal honour. He was reprinted as no other Scots poet
ever had been,and his name was known as no other vernacular poet's
was. In spite of that,his standing is curiously uncertain. Y/hen one
of his satirists , John Cowper,wrote:-

^ Sooner shall Ghina yield to earthen ware,
Than English bards let Scots torment their ear,
Vino think their rustic jargon to explain,
For ancc is once,lang long and twa is twain.—

he touched precisely the point which makes the English praise of
Herns ay suspect. His vernacular was not fully understood by five out
of six English readers. For everything there had to be "an ■"xplan-
ation of the Scotch words used",or complete Glossary of all the
Scotch words",and copious annotations even of 'Auld weekie' or 'John
o' Groat's House'. When Gibber put "Patie anu Hoger",a version of
the "Gentle Shepherd" on the London stage,he changed it "into the
English dialect.without which it would not have been intelligible to
our auditors"-an Anglicizing that was still needed fifty years later,
when stage versions were again attempted.
In Aamsay's favour,admit telly,was a cult at the time of the most outre
in dialect. Yorkshire,Somersetshire,Cumberland were -seriously or joc¬
ularly drawn on for pastorals,ana ^ondon literary circles regarded
this uncouth Scots as some might an Epstein xima or a Spencer resurr¬
ection, appreciable quite apart from entire comprehension. Beckingham's
experience was the normal:-

- j.i.t first thy numbers did uncouth appear,
And shocked th' affected niceness of the ear,
Through Prejudice's eye each page 1 see,
Though all were beauties,none were so to me.
Yet shamed at last,whilst all thy genius own—
Careful I read theego'er and o'er again,
At length the usefyl search requites my pain.--

So a catching the sense at six removes was no bar to the admiration
of dialect poetry,and gay,for example, felt no incongruity in asking
Hamsay "to explain to him many of thegScotish expressions of the "Gen

b tie Shepherd" which he would communicate to Pope,who v.as a great ud-
i?!ircr o f thv b gatoral" *

Beckingham wrote that "all thy genius town"? i believe the number of
English readers who took. A amis ay seriously was comparatively small. ^e .

was a "popular" poet, and the.pad j ec t ;ive 'damned; himl among the writers
of repute. Quotation of him Pin the bigger London magazines is very "
w cant j, * 0Jlc Jj0n<i0n Magazine mid the Gentlemen" s quote only three poems
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in a range of twenty years f 'om his first collected' work,
if -London evaluation was influenced "by the opinions of Scots there,
it would find Pallet very contemptuous of his fellow-poet.Hams ay

i "wrote himself into some kind, of fame and a great deal of money" he
said in a letter. Fergus Bruce,an Edinburgh correspondent to the

i "Plain Dealer" referred to him as "Our .ALlan Aamsay.a living Versif¬
ier in the Old Style",a remark which recalls the satire of him:-

Scots Damsay press"d hard and sturdily vaunted
He'd fight for the laurel before he would want it.
But risit -gpollo and cry'd "Peace,there,Old Stile,

j Your wit is obscure to one half of the isle I"
Imitation of him in Ingland is very rare,even on the plane of an
artificial cult, one critic said-"There is not sufficient Pre¬
cedent Icr our Poets reviving--this eld Dau.gU.o-ge,grown downright

* Obsolete here", bene magazine readers contend in turning a neat epi
gram of his into a. at in. Oosiah --eigh or ualph, the Cumberland poet,
writes a pastoral on Pope's death-"In imitation of -PLIan U£iosay".A

s' Caledonian iOiscellany", printed in' -"on&on for a Newcastle .publisher -
"at the request of some admirers of poetry written with ^ase and El
egance in the north British Dialect" includes some 25 of his poems.
But all that notice comes in the forties. For twenty years,almost no
mention is accorded.

In cultured and critical circles,then,he is either ignored,or he is
'cultivated' as a provincial genius in this most 'ultimate' of dia¬
lects, ana hold-by virtue of his "Gentle .Shephera"-a rustic poet of
"rural Strains".

k "Truth and Simplicity unletter'd shine-"
or again:

n "His thoughts ne'er soar'd above the crook or cot".
But with a number of English uncritical readers,he is accepted much
more heartily as,first,the gatherer of the Scotch songs they lake,
and secondly as a jocular Habelaisian humorist. V« as not a" Scotch
tale' synonymous with a broad or an indecent one? So on the second
score,he is accepted as the "Scots Hogarth"-"arch Allan",as one ad¬
mirer puts it,and noted for what Pinkerton later called his "con-

gvivial buffoonery"

England thus placed him uncertainly and diversely,and it is safer
to calculate what he offered English litcrature,than how his work,
actively influenced it.
glie just claim for him would be that he was the first Scots poet
to bring Scottish 'race',and life and dialect into English notice,
and to secure for it recognition/some admiration ana some liking.
In "The Gentle Shepherd",in his pastorals and songs and fables he
drew the nowland cottar-life,actual and natural and vivid,as no eng¬
lishman had yet seen it. "The Gentle Shepherd" al.ne.with all its
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artificialities,held incomparable pictures:-"a flowrie howm"-"a
trottin' burnie"~"a snug thack-house,with its peat-stack"-

A green kail-yaird;a little fount
tihere water poplin' springs.-

a cottage interior-(and the LCots genius for the 'domestic' note
could have been realised here)

A' is clean: a clear peat-ingle
Glances amidst the floor;

The green horn spunes,beech-luggies mingle
On skelfs foregainst the door.

Farmer talk, country dress and habits and fare and 'superstitions
v/ere reproduced. Admittedly the plot is romantic,the characters not
a little so,but the .'feel' of the bien,douce cottar life is most
actual.
The songs offered further little sketches,and with the details ox
living,a presentation of Scots ch meter and sentiment,infinitely
above the 'Scotch song' level ling lend had ^known. his "Tea-Table Kisc
ellany" whose popularity was as great in Lngland as in Scotland,run¬
ning to twelve editions in a few years,brought to English ken choice
songs like "V.'aly ,"aly", "The Yellow-haired laddie", "The Gaber lunzie
Man", "The Auld Wife beyont the Fire", "Ye Hielands and ye Lawlanas",
"aare billy drawn'd in Yarrow","Johnny Faa" and countless others.

.jid this new knowledge of Scottish life was available not only for
the reader and singer but for the playgoer,for the "Gentle Shepherd"
though Inglished,was marked a "Scotch Ballad-Opera",and evidently
aroused sufficient interest to lead Mitchell to try an opera of ^igh
land life in the pear following. It was unusual matter for the Lon¬
don boards.
For pastoral and song and stage it was a new,fresh element,a folk-el
eiaent hitherto lacking,and of influence in freeing these from the
artificially rustic on the one hand and the narrowly urban on the
other.

Lowland Scottish life is not all that Hamsay contributed, ^e trump¬
eted 'Caledonian' and things Caledonian,and forced on English attent¬
ion a new aspect of the neglected country. "Scottish" could stir ani¬
mosities still:'Caledonian' was acceptably vague,and it poetized the
unwelcome r<alities."^y Caledonian reed",sang Hamsay,and "ye Cale¬
donian beauties". Under this generic term,he synthesized Highlands
and Rowlands,identified tartan and plaid with the country as a whole,
put among Lowland songs "Lochaber no more","The Highland Laddie","The
Highland Lassie",and a song "to the tune of Cha mi ma chattle",and
side by side with the kindly Lowland scenery wrote of "northern moun
tains clad wi' snow"-"black,heath'ry mountains","mountains clad wi*
purple bloom"-and "wild shores where tumbling billows break".

Lad though to Hnglish readers the essentially Scottish in Hamsay
must have 'struck hone' very confusedly;yet his verse offered them
Sc-ts topics,Scots (Scots) characteristics in plenty. Luoh that Fer_
gusson and Burns were later to:. .give,he now. gives, less pithily one
Has to grant,but the more palatable to an.' English audience for that-
the satire of the kirk official, the praise of Scots",drink and i»din-
burgh "howf fs", the 'witches and- war locks': element and talk of bogles
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I'hellycoat and bea'sts elf-shot,the 'high jinks' and grotescguerie,the
local and national patriotism.His preface to the "evergreen" had harp
ei on "our own valleys"-"our own hills"^a note that was re-struck in
dedicating his collection of proverbs ,,J-o the Tenantry of Scotland".

third of his services to English literature was his publication of
the finest collection of the older Scots verse yet issued. de offerdd
sixty to seventy poems from the Bannatyne M.S.introduced with a warm
commendation.The collection was pure gold,most of it; Dunbar ,-uenryson,
Montgomery, Scott, J ernes I.Sempill were represented, old. ballads like
those of Jd-arlaw and the ^eid-Squair,with some picturesque frauds,Hardy
/mute and his o n' "Vision" included. English critics let it pass un¬
marked. It created no furore,found no reprint until 1758. But Percy pos
sessed it,and Danghorne had it in his hands when he defended Scotland i
in ihe stormy sixties.

Better known and of real influence in England were the volumes of the
"lea-Table Miscellany" Through these Hamsay offerd in place of the de¬
based and wretched 'Scotch song' that had fljurishea since James I's (
time the genuine lyric. Unfortunately,his greatest weakness,his uncrit-'
ical,compromising standards invalidate this service', for he himself could
write the D'Urfey type of song-with its little sly indecencies,and the
artificial Hochester-Prior type,and he swept these into the collections
along with the old native song;and contemporary fine things such as
V.'erena my hert licht", "Leader Ilaughs and Harrow", and "The Braes of Yar-
row". Yet the miscellany did drive out the debased types before long,
/morose Phillips.for instance,who had been printing collections of bal¬
lads, and representing the Scots ballad mainly by "Sawney" songs,sudden¬
ly announced in the third volume that he had found "a far better coll¬
ection" and printed fourteen from the "Tea-table Miscellany".

last contribution of Hamsay was the obvious one,that he circulated and
made ..nown in the south the Scots dialect-. He had been slow in his own
use of it,but he grew daring enough in it to translate Steele and Tope
end Prior into Hichy,Sandy and Matt,to address a Scots ode to the Soc¬
iety of British -ntinuaries,and to defend it forthrightly in three of
his works. Whatever England thought of it,there was the vernacular de¬
lightedly kicking its heels in Dngijx£ pastures.

'•'.hat chance these unique contributions of his had of impinging on Eng¬
lish literature,was helped by one thing,Hamsay's own happy complacency.
'VMle contemporaries apologise for:-

A northern Muse,born near the-freezing Sea,
ou criticise pessimistically

Our Scottish swains--
Shibboleth still confess'd the native strain,

warns ay laughs to derision the English picture of a
j --caula Scotioh bard,

T.7ith broae and bannocks poorly fed."
end 'cocked his crest' over his native town and tongue and nation.
v ■ --shaw them the frozen north

Can tow'ring minds wi' heavenly heat bring forth,
Minds that can mount wi' an uncommon wing,
And frae black,heath'ry-headed mountains sing,-
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II.

Lamsay chose to remain in Edinburgh,his success as a vernacular poet
a thorn in the flesh to Anglophiles there. But the impulse of half
his contemporaries was to make for London and the centre of letters.

Already that city had its'plantation* of Scottish intellectuals and
artists,many of them referred to in a previous chapter. Scots earle
and members of Parliament, such as the ^arl of /jrgyle.Lord Binning,
Lord Marchmont,Sir -ddrew Mitchell struck roots there,and their pre¬
sence encouraged the immigration of ambitious young Mots.

farther encouragement was the success of fellow-countrymen there,not
only in medecine and scholarship .but as artist's, authors, journalists ,

printers. For example, J amies Gibbs the architect, was at the height of
his fameabout the year 1720—the architect most in vogue" said
Walpole)-designer of ^ondon churches, and later of King's College, Cam¬
bridge and the Hadcliffe Library,Oxford, and in the late tv/enties pro¬
ducing an applauded "Book of architecture". A fellow-architect was
Colin Campbell,patronised by Lord Burlington,designer of large coun¬
try houses like Mereworth and T.7anstead,of important London buildings
like Polls House, and aqrpointed architect to the Prince of Wales in
1725,by v.hich time he had issued his impressive three volume "Vit-
■ruvius Britannicus" . William Aikman, the painter,one of Medina's pup¬
ils,was encouraged by Argyle to settle in London,and from 1723 on was
in touch there with Mr -iobert Walpoie and Lord Burlington, and mix¬
ing with the literary London Scots. Srnihert, Scotland" s other- paint¬
er of note,was also there from 1720-28,a member of the "Virtuosi of
London",pointer of Bishop Berkeley,and successful.

in the publishing world,some well-known ^cots businesses had been
founded, lames McEuen, editor of the "Edinburgh Evening C our .ant" wrote
to uodrow in j-721 of "opening shop att London".Two famous publishers
follow,John Milan and -undrew Mllar,the first of whom,nee Macmillan,
established himself by 1726,and the second had by 1729 hung out Buch¬
anan's Head at his famous Strand shop, .at the same time,Alexander Gor
Jon,(better known as antiquary) went into partnership with Wilcox in
the Strand. Something of the policy and efi'ect of these a an be guagea
irom'booklists of Millar;-a 1730 one, for instance, includes .saderson's
"Collections",Buchanan's Works,G .Crawford's-"Lives and Characters of
the Most Eminent Men of the Scottish Hation",Wesbitt's "Heraldry",Wod
row's "History of the Sufferings of the Church of Scotland";a 1737
one includes the most important works of Thomson,Hamsay ana Mallet,
and books by Sir George Mackenzie,Huddiman,H.Millar and Alexander Mal¬
colm.

By the twenties,too,some of the best known of the Scots lexicographers
or at their worst hack-writ<rs,and some noted journalists were settl¬
ed there. Thomas Gordon's "Independent Whig" had been the sensation
of 1719-20,a pamphlet run into a weekly paper,and,collectea in one
volume,passing to seven editions within fifteen years, -^eeidedly His
'Catoj s Letters",.in collaboration with Brenchard, were almost as pop¬

ular .
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.Decidedly,Gordon was of note, ^alpole is said to have taien him in¬
to pay in 1723 to silence him.
Of the hack-wr it ers, Archibald Bower, of later notoriety, was in non-
don by 1726,and in the thirties publishing his review,the "Historia

iLiteraria",and employed by the "Universal History" proprietors; Rob¬
ert Shiels had come south as a journeyman printer in the twenties,
and was to be known later by his work on Griffiths' Lives of the
foets and Johnson's Dictionary;Dr John Campbell,in n0ndon^by 1713,

iv.as engaged on military history; Andrew Heed,in London by 1720,on a
periodical "She -Present State of the Hepublic ef Lett ers"; William
Guthrie settling in the city in 1730.

7/ith hopes of similar success,therefore, the young Scots tutor or
'scribbler' with a tragedy in his pocket begins to make his way

B
southwards to London too. II

j One of the first was Joseph Mitchell,a divinity student and tutor
in Edinburgh, until the scandal of having written a play,ana the aefc
sire to advance by his poetry,sent him to London.There he courted
the patronage of the Larls of Lauderdale and Stair,and through the
latter gained a sinecure from Sir Robert V/alpole. Prom 1719 on,he
published verse,most of it adulatory toadying to'Lalpole,Steele and
Aaron Kill.(He became known as 'Y/alpole's poet' ) Hill allowed him
to stage a short playlet "fhe Fatal Extravagance" as his own,but

♦Mitchell had his own efforts,a "Fate of James I".untraceable if ev¬
er finished,and a tragedy unnamed that he tried to present in 1722
and 1724. He ingratiated himself into literary circles in London.
Aaron Hill,with a weakness for proclaiming 'genius' on little pro¬
vocation, encouraged Mitchell. On occasion he returned to Edinburgh,
but only to lament to Hill the degraded state of letters there.

i "Thus Clark and Her write Palinodes and bonnets,
Adapted to the Genius of Blue Bonnets,
While Hamilton and Pennycuik compose
To the same tune a Sort of jingling Prose.
Ev'n Poet Ramsay, in Parnassus fara'd,
The common-Gutherum of the Muses named!

--Intent on Cash pursues the vulgar Khime--
As he despised the vernacular,he naturally set himself above Ramsay,
and in a"Second Petition* to V/alpole, asked to be given the Poet-Laur

teateehip of Scotland!
But when imitation of Ramsay was profitable,he turned out first a

7Very tasteless Scots pastoral, "1'he Doleful Swains", and five years
later an imitation of sorts of the 'Scotch ballad-opera'of "Patde
and Roger",the ballad-opera of "The Highland Fair,or The Union of

sthe Clans".

As an unusual sally at introducing Highland matter to the tendon stage
the opera is worth notice.
It began with a needed 'clearing of the air' between Gritic and Poet.

• Critic:- "A Scotch Gpera,ha,ha,hal"
Poet:- "'.Thy not,Sir,'tis as well as an English,French or

Italian one. Yet it is not the Dialect,but the Mus¬
tek,Manners and dresses of the Country from which
it takes its title."

Critic:- "But 'tis such a novelty!"

;{}!!
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2 Genest called it "a very pleasing piece" however-
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The Poet then defends it because of its moral purpose,to expose"the
badness and Misery of Family Feuds". But why set the scene so far
north,asks the critic? "\7ou' a not the lowlands of'Scotland have fur¬
nished you richer Materials?" The Poet replies:-"But not have given
ne so just an Occasion to show the ancient Temper,Spirit,Manners,
and Dresses of my Countrymen-which I hop'd would not be a disagree¬
able Representation in this Place".
The temerity of identifying himself with the Highlander,and of pre¬
senting him on a London stage makes one admire Mitchell,but the opera
itself^is en extraordinarily weak affair,ridiculous where it was
meant to be comic. The scene is "A Fair on the Braes.between the
Highlands and lowlands of Scotland";the main characters a Highland
chief ana his son aiid daughter and "old Vassal", a Braes Laird with
his son and attendant,and•the Captain and Sergeant of an independent
Company. The plot is feeble,the reconciliation of the Chief and ^aird,
and the quarrels and matings of the younger people.As much attention
goes to moral diatribes on the sins of "blind Obedience and Submiss¬
ion from their Vassals", ana to praise of Lalpole's scheme of Inaepend
ent Companies. But Mitchell exploits as best he can the 'Highland1
vein. A dance 'in the Highland manner1 begins and ends the play.Pipers
usher in the chief nd his retinue .There is a -dumb-shew parade of
so-called Highland ceremonial,of which pinches of snuff and a Bards
rehearsing of genealogies form part. A comic character grows eloq¬
uent about Aqua-vitae;the numerous Mnglish songs(no dialect is used)
are to Scots tunes,

i How nondon received this Highland novelty.Fielding tells,with some
exaggeration."A certain comic author produced a piece on Drury nane
stage called "The(Highland Fair",in which he intended to display the
comical humours o'f the Highlander; the audience,who had for three
nights together sat staring at each other,scarce knowing what to make
of the entertainment, on the fourth joined in an unanimous exploding
laugh.This they had continued through an act,when the author,who un¬
happily mistook the peals of laughter which he had heard for applause
went up to Mr WiIks,and with an air of triumph said:"Deal o my sal,
Sare.they begin to_ tauk the humour at last"
Afxer that fourth night,the piece was dropped,and Mitchell made no
further appearance either as poet or dramatist.His verse had been col¬
lected two years previously, and subscribed for by the greatest, by-
Pope ,Swift,etcetera..But Pope's first draft of the Dunciad had-held
his name.and that spems now his proper place.

The next two venturers south,matter more, in 1723,David Malloch arriv
ed inlondon.a young Highland tutor to the sons of the Duke of Montrose
He had watched Mitchell's success,had heard,he writes,that he was
"in a very fair character at London,valued by several of the great¬
est wits",and emboldened by that and by the publication of fourof
his oems in the "Edinburgh Miscellany" of 1720, came south with as
literary cargo/nob a play but a ballad.
In August of 1724,^aron Hill,after acclaiming .in his "Plain Dealer"
a meretricious poem of Mitchell's, says he has discovered "a Viork
that deserves to live for ever"-"a plain and noble Masterpiece "-
"so powerfully filled with that blood-curdling chilling Influence
of Mature working on our Passions.--I never met it stronger in Hom¬
er himself",-and prints "William and Margaret".The following number



i All is dread Silence here,and undisturb's,
Save whet the Y/ind sighs, ana the wailing Owl
Screams solitary to the mournful Ho on,
Glimmering her western Hay thro1 yonder Isle
whore the sad Spirit walks with shadovy Foot
His wonted Hound,or lingers o'er his Grave.--

or

Proud Greatness,too,the Tyranny of power,
The Grace of Beauty and the Force of Youth,
And Harne and Place are here-far ever lost!
Here humbled in the Bust forgotten lies
Whom Wealth and outward Beauty ^oin'd to raise
Conspicuous--

"Ihe Excursionupiub: a 1728

2 "Elegy on James Therburn"- Sir H.llicolas 'edition of
works.

V
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announced:"The Author is alive,and a Morth Briton.i congratulate
his country.—" Mallet was thus launched.
hithin the year he had met hill and Young and probably Savage,and
next summer was welcoming Thomson on his arrival,and constituting
himself critic end encourager of "The Seasons".
Mallet's own votk is not worth noting ih detail,but the position he
took in London letters is interesting, he sloughed entirely his nor¬
thern accent, and* St ecvens noted that he was disliked by Spots,-al¬
though he befriended Thomson and Falconer. He cultivated English lit¬
terateurs ,grew intimate with Bope_and nyttleton,Chesterfield,3oling-
broke,Young,wrote plays entirely English,and only- en occasional Eng¬
lish song to a Scots tune. Once he dealt with a Scottish subject,
when in "Lmyntor and Theodora" he concocted a romantic tale of St Mil-
da,but that was an agreeably fashionable exercise,and with no more
realism than Martin's "Description" could supply.
Lpart from that,Mallet gave nothing radically Scottish to Lnglish lit¬
erature. But he brought from the north the one lyric of value he had.
Before he left Edinburgh,he had been an Hamsay's circle,and almost
certainly with that enthusiastic group, amassing ballads and songs for
the first volume of the Tea-Table Miscellany, Ramsay's poem to him on
his departure mentions "'Lillian and Margaret". From the centre, there¬
fore,of this 'Boots activity,comes the ballad that not only made his
name but exerted an amazingly potent influence on the romantic trend
of the century.
other 'race' gift than that,he had none, unless the skill in gloomy
description which he shows in "The Excursion",(and which is extraord¬
inarily like a motif for Biair and ^ray) shows that northern attract¬
ion for the "kindred Llooms- ^o-genial E0rrors" of landscape,that one
.marks in the poetry of Thomson,Blair ,Home,iViacpherson.

Mallet is the one poet of this period to show 110 sign of the diverg¬
ent pull of Scottish and -English. Thomson comes close in this,but his
youthful vcrscsof Roxburgh and Edinburgh days are Scottish in some re¬
spects, for the rural scenes are clearly drawn from those he knew.The
herd in his plaid sets the fallen clods back on the-^sheepfold, the
fisherman casts his "artificial flee"(sic ^ on Tweedside. Ee admires
and imitates Aamsay;his poem on Beauty mentions "x'artana",

Which has already von immortal praise,
Most sweetly sung in Milan Hamsay's lays.

His poem "On the Hoop" is an obvious attempt to rival that.Even an
effort at the facetious standard L-abble elegy survives,the only dia¬
lect Thomson used in verse,and poor at best:-

For had the carl but been aware
That aeVth meagre,who none doth spare,
T'attempt sic things should ever dare,

Ms stop his pipe,
He might have come to flee or skare,

The greedy gipe.

Those few Scottish marks vanish when in J-725 Thomson settled in xon-

i°n,as tutor with xord ^inning. For this new English society he had
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already a poem partly written.That autumn in London,with the recoil-1,
ection of his native scenery- possibly Sharpened by home-sickness,he
worked at his poem,"Winter"/putting into the -acceptable -English dress
of descriptive verse a series of nature scenes.half-imaginary,half-
observed in his own land. He"-chose the wildest season,the one felt
with most force in the thatched cottage of his own Borders.But though
the cottage and the storm,tha frost and the winter skies,above all the
feel of the broad spacious countryside are derived from his Border life
he never once lets slip a Scots name or word. Hike Mallet,he probab¬
ly held it a self-betrayal that would bar his advance in Hnglish
letters.

The tale of Thomson's acceptance in -London's literary circles and his
rise to established honour there within ten years,is a familiar one,
and not pertinent here. Only one side of it is of concern.
It was the °cots publisher,Millan,induced,it is said,by Mallet,who
first gave him his chance by printing "Winter",and the other "cot,-m-
drew Millar,who subsequently printed most of his verse and plays. Hut
apart from a proposed dedication of "Summer" to nord-Binning, a natur¬
al acquaintance with fellow-Scots, Mikman,Ivlallet, Armstrong,Paterson,
the patronage of Binning and of Sir uidrew Mitchell,and the support
of his plays by fellow-Scots,Thomson threw in hi's lot entirely with
England. It is typical that he never-returned to HCotland,though he
wrote once of doing so. His intimate friends were English,Sill,Lyttle
ton,Pope,Dennis,Rundle-,Quin,Shensione. To the end of his life he re-
teined a Scots accent,but it is curious that references to him and th
eulogies after his death never mention his nationality. Undoubtedly
Thomson is the first Scottish poet to take unchallenged-or more pos-
itively-to take with English admiration a high place in English
poetry.

He aid so through what may he called an .mglicization of his genius.
Thomson's gift for nature description was as much the product of his
3order youth,as Wordsworth's was of the -^ake District .The practice
of it was Scots:hiccaltoun,Armstrong and Mallet were all working at
nature poems in the same years (-1725-26 ) The expression and the decor
ation was acquired,and was English. That shows clearest in his first
work,"Winter",where he is not afraid to use even the natural homely
phrases,"the drizzly Eight","the louring Sky","the chapt mountain",
the thatched cottage where

The hollow chimney howls,
The Windows rattle,and the Hinges creak.

Later editions 'refined' that to the pallid sky and the rude-mountain
ana excised the cottage,and Thomson's constant tendency was to emas¬
culate and to generalise until he had produced something faultlessly
English in content and atmosphere.
Johnson put his finger on the matter when he said of "Lhe Scasons"-
"Enese poems,with which I was acquainted at their first appearance 1
have since found altered and enlarged by subsequent revisals.as the
author supposed his judgment to grow more exact.—I'hey are,1 think,improved in general;yet 1 know not whether they have not lost part of
-hat Temple colls their race;a word,which,applied to wines in its
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i orimitive sense,mfeans the flavour of the soil".

Thomson,conscious of no 1 running1 of national traditions.never dreamt
of troubling over the matter, he felt it diplomatic not to stress

► Scotland.He never named it in "Winter";in "Summer" he wrote of fweed
I cs "pure Parent-Stream",and for nine lines praised the SCots nation:

Wapt.I might.sing thy Caledonian Cons,
A gallant,warlike unsuhrnitting Bacel
nor less in -learning versed, soon as he took
Before the Cothic ^age his Western Plight;
Wise in the Council,at the Banquet gay;
The Pride of Honour "burning in their Breasts,
And Clory not to their own Healms confin'd,
But into foreign Countries shooting far,
As over Hurope hursts the Boreal Morn.

In a second edition,he excised this,and substituted the lovely but
i, empty flourish of

Par seen the heights of heathy Cheviot blase,
And Thule bellows thro' her utmost Isles.

In "Spring" he is silent again,but in a second edition expands "the
green Sea" into

Utmost Hilda's shore,whose lonely race
design the setting sun to Indian worlds. *

(In'Britannia'comes a scant mention of
--where loud the northern main 1

Howls thro' the fractured Caledonian isles,
in "Autumn" he reverts again to

-the naked melancholy isles
Of farthest i'hule,and th" Atlantic surge
Pours in among the stormy Hebrides,

and picking up again the rejected "Summer" eulogy,elaborates it to
twenty lines,and reinserts it. But the compliments to Argyle and For
bes that follow.show'a motive other than patriotic.
It is an important passage.however,-England offered for the first
time a "romantic view" of the north:-

the Muse
Sees Caledonia in romantic view.
Her airy mountains,from the waving main
Invested with a keen diffusive sky,
Breathing the soul acute:her forests huge
Incult, robust and' tall,by nature's hand
Planted of old;her asure lakes between
Poured out extensive,and of.watery wealth
Pull;winding deep and green her fertile vales;
With many a cool translucent brimming flood
Washed lovely from the fweed—

On two other occasions he mentioned Scotland,echoing Buchanan in
1 four lines in "Liberty"

- - the lofty Scot,
To hardship tam'd,active in arts and arms,
Fired with a restless,an impatient flame
That leads him raptured where ambition calls.
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end returning in. "She Castle of Indolence" to the Hebrides,with the
familiar lines describing the second sight fantasies of the lonely
i hepherd.
In none of these quotations ,how ever, is the actual material fresh or
particularly realistic. Milton had invented magic lines about the Ar¬
cades and Hebrides;Henry More ana more recently -mbrose Phillips had
written of Thule;Po"pe could refer to "Orca" a stormy steep". Mere
Thomson's lines^more than a derivative of Martin? The description of
Caledonia is noticeably general, ana might have come from a poet v/ho
had never entered Scotland. Thomson has no' merit as a singer of an
actual Scotland, a poet of localised description.

Yet he brought into -English literature one distinctive thing. Bred
amid the fine sweeping hill scenery of the Scottish Lowlands,he poss¬
essed a knowledge and love of it that,however.generalised and touch-
cci-up in expression,he did transmit to Hnglish poetry, in those first
days in London he had praised Mallet's "Mountain Shower" because it
v;u& "simple wild Mature". Seventeen years later, that was still his
criterion;he wrote to Lyttleton of "the great simple Country". Under
all the decorations,that was the essential aim in his verse,and its
essential effect was to restore a hasis of reality,integrity,purity,
call it what, one will,to nature description. His-boyhood had given
him a knowledge of actual sights,"the roving mists" that "smoak along
the hilly country"-of wide skies,of sounds of water,of birds and their
habits,of country smells,-"the smell of aairy"-of country lore like
the signs of approaching storm,of farm occupations. He tampers with
these,admittedly,rejecting often the first natural phrase or detail
ior something more sumptuous,replacing "the guiltless cottage" "by
"the castled cliff,the venerable tower"^he elaborates ana convention¬
alises. Hut integrally a part of his verse is genuine liking,and ob¬
servation bred by his own land.

That was half of his contribution. The other was more consciously
made. In the second edition of "Hinder" in 1726,writing of the draw¬
ing of landscapes by ancient and modern poets,he said:"The wild ro¬
mantic country was their delight". It was his own. Hnowing a wild
scenery,a countryside already colled by Addison romantic,he chose to
make all scenery romantically wilder. Bo Scotland has a sea that al-
v"' ys "furious foams", or "pours in" or "howls". His mountains are "a
roarontic Mountain -Forrest-crowned";his groves are the haunts of "an¬
ient Bards",where

» A thousand Shapes or glide athwart the Busk
Or-stalk majestic on.--

nis streams- /

Where the dim umbrage o'er the falling Stream
Koamntic hongs

nis western islands
Hesign the setting sun to Indian worlds.

appropriately when Joseph Warton praises the "Castle of Indolence",
-c is fea? as "that exquisite piece of wild and romantic imagery"

through that imagination,too,he emphasised the remote ana lonelyand
*-£ supernatural, and helped to make these a new taste fHis lonely
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tower had "the -yelling ghost":his valley was
- sunk and unfrequented,where

.it fall of eve,the fairy people throng.

-Then too,they say,through all the "burdened air
Long groans are heard,shrill sounds and distant sighs
That uttered by the demon of the night
Earn the devoted wretch of woe ana death.

.h,d when, attracted the Ly the Hebrides,he wrote the unforgettable I
lines on the 'shepherd of the Hebrid Isles' ,he gave English liter-
eture its first imaginative flight about Scotland,in that century.

If the Scottish strain of Thomson1s influence on English literature
would seem to have no articulate patriotic impulse behind it,that
commended it the more to his London readers. Tor as satiric thrusts
from time to time recall,England ana Scotland were not yet in such
amity as to forget nationalities altogether. Somerville,in an 'Epis¬
tle to Mr Thomson' reminded him that' word-coinages

--rarely,very rarely will succeed
When minted on the other side the Tweed.

Swift wrote of "one Thomson,a Scotchman".
Should a Scots poet have claimed more than English readers were pre¬
pared to grant,his Jate would have been that of the author of 'Wilban-
ia",a remarkable poem that its unknown Scots author must have been
writing while Thomson was revising his "Seasons". It was printed in
London in 1717,with the advertisement that "the fine spirit of poetry
which it breathes,its classic air,but above all the noble enthusiasm
he discovers for his country,cannot fail to amke it agreeable"-epi¬
thets exactly fit. It was a glowing and lovely paean on Scotland,
written with dignity and a classic beauty that transforms the convent
ionalisms and the stiffly Latinised style. A joy and pride in commem¬
orating his land s past and present lights up the whole poem. He in¬
vokes sonorously-his "loved Albania"

--whether on high Lunebin,thou
Guardest the steep and iron-bolted rock,
V/here trusted lie the monarchy's last gems--
Or if along the well-contested ground,
The warlike Border-land,thou marchest proud:
In Teviotdale,where many a shepherd dwells,
By lovely-winding Tweed,or Cheviot brown;-

He glories in its unconnuered past:.
Hail:land of bowmenlseed of those who scorned
To stoop the neck to wide imperial wome-
Hail!state unconquered by the fire of warl-

and picturesquely describes its natural beauties of river,lake and
-'iill, the purple heath, the untold riches of gome. In one passage-finer
than Thomson's "Hebrid Isles" one-he recalls the legend of the "ghost
ly hunting" of the thanes of loss:-

There oft is heard at midnight or at noon,
Beginning faint,but rising still more loud
.aid nearer,voice of hunters and of hounds
And horns hoarso-winded.blowing far and keen—
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— the "broken cry of deer
Mangled by throttling dogs,the shouts of men,
And hoofs thick beating on the hollow hill.-

?rom the.Highlands he passes to the Islands,from "western mountain
lone"-*

1 dare the deep,though winter storms
Hage fierce,and round me mad Corbrepho roar,
Wafted with love to see Columba's isles. '.

Co to a fervent naming of the isles: f
There view I winged Sky and ^ewes long,--
/nd talk at once delighted and appalled ' " . (

By the. pale moon,with utmost Hirta' s seers ■
Of beckoning ghosts,and shadowy men that bode
Sore death—

snd a final dedication: ;b V
Thus,Caledonia,many-hilled! to thee
End and beginning of my ardent song,
I tune the Druid's lyre.—

Its young author of twenty-four having died,a friend edited it,added
a dedication to General Hade,and in some fashion brought it to the
notice, of Aaron Hill, an obvious patron since he had travelled in Scot¬
land and was known as friend of Thomson,Mallet and Mitchell. A pass¬
age,the only commonplace lines in the poem,a praising of the Boots
youth,was published in the Gentleman's Magazine (March 1767).In the
following number,Hill addressed a poem to the editor of Albania,whose
lines on Wade he praised.He then turned in attack on the poet of "Al¬
bania": his patriotism was unpalatable;

"--partial birth misled the patriot praise"
his claims were absurd. Hill grants that

--the Muse had warm'd his.youthful song,
Bold were his notes! and. his ideas strong.
But--

end the qualifications are many.
Bo other heed was taken of the poem,and the first beautiful verse on
Scotland dropped into an oblivion from which it was only rescued by
a Scot fifty years after.

English taste-in the present relationship between the two countries
it was unwarrantable in its claims and therefore unpalatable.lt was
obviously premature..
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CHAPTER 14. English cognizance: Scottish Progress
jt

a. I.English writers in the north,Steele,Hill,Burt.
II .English poets' recognition of Scots v oric:-

Swift,Pope,Phillips,Young,Hill, Savage",Gay, etc.
III.'fhe vogue of the Scots song, and its influence.
IV.The early travel-tour,and travel-letter.
V. English Magazines and their attention to Scotland.

h. I.She neutralization of the dialect revival.
II. English dominance in Scottish society ana letters.
III. English hent of the poets.
IV. Retrospect. - . •
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j!he Jcot had penetrated into the arcana of English poetry,-important
corollary to the closer relations between the two countries,
that,me nwiiile.of England's penetration northwards,her mental and
literary discovery of Scotland?

ly good fortune, gome . .ft er-effects of the '15 v,'< re the means of bring
ing several valuable visitors north,and through them of breeding new
Lnglish interests in the country.
The first was the matter of Forfeited Estates. Steele,as ode of the
Commissioners,was thre times in Edinburgh on business involved. He
made the acquaintance of Professor Scott -..nd J ernes Anderson,biblio¬
phile ■nd antiquarian,and in all probability of Hamsay. He encourag¬
ed one writer to issue a pamphlet on second-sight,bought copies of Ham
say's and Mitchell's works,dabbled in church matters,was diverted by
the town caddies,effected one or two good turns for scots friends,
declared himself v;r 11- leased with his Edinburgh entertainmc-nt-but
produced nothing about it or the land.

In London commercial circles.meanwhile,where a certain vogue for re¬
mote projects was strong,a company,the York building Company.purchas
od in 1719 some of these Scots estates, -'■'here had "long been talk of
fortunes and uses to be made of ^cots timber-(Pepys had canvassed it-
surveyors had once been sent northJln 1714-15,Aaron Hill,like Defoe
en astute business man as v.ell as writer,had offered a poem on "The
•leech Tree" to Her ley,urging the utilization 'of Ccots woods, -uill
had already been in partnership with a Coot,fir Hobcrt Montgomery,in
another project,and now on the York building Company's purchase was
ready with a scheme for"importing timber,masts,marble and other com¬
modities of the natural growth of Scotland".The transfer negotiations
v-cnt on from 1719-35. in the summer of 1726,Hill set out for Speyside
to investigate the purchase.
-he coach and six,tremendous novelty in the north,bowled through -s&in
ourgh and Inverness. Deterred possibly by Mitchell's account of the
former town's poor and mercenary poet's,and 'Thomson1 s of "depressed
merit" and "the rags of language",he seems to have made no contact
with worthies there, rutumn and winter were spent in the north.in the
following March,Thomson is deploring his absence still,but lill was
then ..returning to itondon.A year later,1728,he was again in the north,
actively supervising a great scheme of timber-cut ting in "The Coldcn
droves' of .fbernethy", as he fancifully headed a letter .'This time'Aber¬
deen and Inverness offered him the freedom of their cities,he was en¬
tertained by the Duchess of Cordon,and much was made of him. Either
on this visit or the previous one,he wrote an unusual lyric:-"Donald
end Dome; by a Highlander to his Mistress.From a literal Translation
of the Original".

ht is the first English attempt at a poem even purporting to be a
daelic translation,and wofchh note because of that,but it is fairly
cert'inly c 'fake' of Hill's own. .j. craze at the time for'artless'
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Lepland love songs had infected Phillips,Hill and Mrs Rove, and all
had been furbishing verses on ' Orr'a Moor and the'like. Thomson,
in a letter to Hill had spoken of1Skor-urran's snowy Top'. A third
inspiration had been Martin's book on the Isles. Hence

Come Let us climb Skorr-urran's snowy top;
Cold as it seems.it is less cold than you:

Thin thro' the snow these lambs its heath-twigs crop,
'Your snow,more hostile,starves and freezes too.

What tho' I lov'd of late in Skye':s fair isle,
And blush'a and bow'a and shrank'from Henza's eye-

and so on in conventional sentiments,and with "local colour" whip¬
ped from Martin's pages:

^sk why these herds beneath us rush so fast
On the brown sea-ware's stranded heaps to feed?---

or

Mark with what tuneful haste Sheleila flows,
To mix its wid'ning stream in Donnan's lake!-

His only other travel verses on Scotland were epigrams cut on the
glass of inn-windows,of the type of - —

Scotlanaithy weather's like a modish wifel
Thy winds and rains forever are at strife.—

So termagant a while her thunder tries, t
And when she can no linger scold-she cries,

lie visited Edinburgh again in 1736, possibly on *ork Building Com¬
pany business still,as Highland timber had been abanaonaed for
Lothian mines-(commercial concerns still had fantastic ideas of
marble quarries and gold mines in the north)-but his opinion of
the land remained:-

Bleak are thy hills,0 Horth.and wild thy plains,
Thy lymphs unsoften'd and untaught thy Siva ins.—

The "kind Inspirer and Candid Observer",as Thomson called him,paid
one unexpected tribute in later years/however,when in one lyric he
compered Scotland favourably with England,and in another found a
quality to praise.

—England,thy'sister,is a gay coquet,
'.Thorn art enlivens, and temptations whet.— "
Scotland comes after like an unripe fair,
Who sighs with envy at a sister's air,
Thoughtless how soon she'll grow to have her day,
And be the toast when t'other's charms decay.

But Hill had far more concern with Scotland than travel and epi¬
grams. His liaisons between Scottish and English literature'will
be returned to.

khe sale of forfeited estates was only one port of the problem of
settling the Highlands, The short-lived Glenshiel rising of 1719
bad shown the need for further action. (That rising,incidentally,
nad stirred London for a while. "The Mountains of Scotland have
engrossed the Talk of the Tss-n- -h-e Town and the Pens of the Writer
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i io much that the Forked Hill of iretce is silent",complained Gilaon.
Dennib produced a play meant to parallel the Jacobite invader-"The

, invader of his Country"-with a prologue declaring its aim:-
-hhen Britain's Hebel Sons of late

Comhin'd with Foreign Foes t'invade the State-
he show to-night,such Treasons to prevent,
That their Guilt's followed by their Punishment,
That Heaven's the Huardian of our Hightful Cause—

But the Coriolanus parallel was over-strained,and the play badly
received. London relished more a reprint of Kirke's libellous "Hod-
em Account of Scotland",and a jocular lampoon in verse "The Vict¬
ory of Glenshiel in Scotland")
The Highlands continued to command attention even after the Glen-
chiel quietus,for the papers were full of the notorious."mischiefs"
of Hob Hoy. The 'Loch Lomond Expedition' pamphlet of 1715 had told
of the Glan Gregor.the Hebellion histories of Patten and Hay dealt
with Hob's part. Lei'oe had kept nondon papers supplied with his do-

3-ings in 1717.^ false report of his death in 1721 led to a poem by
uamsay:-a standard Habbie lament,beginning

0 Badenoch and hoods of .Dthol-
being printed in the St James Post. Two.years later,Defoe's life of
him appeared,and with it,"The Scotch Hogue.Fart II",obvious sops to
public interest in these turbulent regions.

In 1724 General hade was sent north to inspect the state of the high
lands,inquire into recent robberies,examine the workings of the 1716
Disarming Let and find how far Lovat's "Memorial" and its solutions
could be utilised. From July on,hade traversed the country and gath¬
ered facts,military,psychological,economic on the Highlanders. His
suggestions for reform were put before the King in uhe following Apr¬
il, and the first constructive English reforms than begun,with road
and bridge building and the formation of Highland Companies of sold¬
iers. A further Disarming net was passed; a further report from*hade
was presented to. the Government in 1727.

•

xll that activity drew attention to the north,as well as fc&king thith¬
er military and engineering officials. One valuable observer was

''Captain Burt, appointed by the Treasury a receiver and collector (from
midsummer 1725)of uhe rents of an unsold residue of the Forfeited
Estates. His well-known letters v/ill he considered with those of
the travellers. They were being written now,in 1728-29,to a friend,
fictitious or real,with an interest in the Highlands.
Though these were left unpublished-a- ...matter of real regret-hade's
reports induced a little spate of pamphlets about the country.A-

f "History of the Kingdom of Scot land",and a "Description of the King
dom of Scotland" were launched in the wake of his first- report,and

(-some 'rogue' accounts, and Mary, Queen of Scots tales followed.
•Then in 1729-50 six Independent Companies led by Highland officers
were formed-and the formation of Highl nd regism nts "was then and af¬
ter a topic of heated debate'in England-there was an acute enough in
tercet in the Highlands to encourage the opportunist Mitchell to

Istage "The Highland Fair" with its absurd propaganda.
And steadily during these years the road-making went o'n,and steadily
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the voting of supplies of money for them provoked acrid talk in
Parliament."I cannot see what made such a design 60 absolutely ne¬
cessary" , grumbled a typical opponent, and compeared aggrievedly the
meagre amounts drawn from Scotland by taxes with the £10,000 already
spent on roads. Walpole had to persuade the House to continue road-
making and Independent Companies by recalling the invasions. 'The re¬
collection was, sufficient. -The Highlands were still held dangerous
soil.
from time to time Verses on Hade's great scheme were published,that
show that the undertaking was felt to have an epic touch. Some ais-
tichs from the Edinburgh Evening Courant were reprinted in the Gen-
tleman's Magazine.Its completion in 1707 was hailed by a number of
poems.VTelstead had one Ode,an anonymous writer another;a Scots poet
a third and the editor of "Albania" a fourth.. The last flung a Prank
Brangwyn glamour over the v.ork:-

Then shall astonished armies,,marching high
O'er causeway'd mountains that invadd the sky,
Climb the rais'd arch that sweeps its distant throw,
Cross tumbling floods,which-roar unheard below,
Gaze from the cliff's cut edge,through midway air,
And trembling.wonder at their safety thereI
Pierce fenny deeps with firm unsinking tread,
ilnd o'er drained desarts wholesome empire spread.

i

Apart from the settlement of the Highlands,two perennial grievances
in Parliament inclined to keep relations 'on edge' between the two
countries. The lesser was the smallness of Scotland's contribution
to the national exchequer."Beggars all,beggars all,Sir John",thought
England. The greater was the slavish subservience of the Scottish re
pnesentatives to the Government. After the Malt ?ax riots of 1725,
dalpole overthrew the Squadrone Volante,.abolished the Secretary of
State and ruled Scotland through .argyle and Islay and Duncan Porbes.
Through them the Parliamentary peers were chosen to a man, said oppon¬
ents,-with fair justice- and venality was alleged. In spite of Scot¬
tish protest in 1733 and 1734,that malpractice continued. Presentment
expressed itself in epigrams that the magazines nicked up and print¬
ed.

Thy countrymen,good Charles,are still the same;.
They murder'd once thy body,now thy fame.
By venal Scots thou to the block wast led,
Betray'd when living,and bely'd when dead.
All peace bo to thy soul,much injur'd prince,
The sires sold thee,their sons their country since.

The coming to London by boat of Hie Scots'M.P.s produced one that end
ed: -

And Scotsmen in great George's reign
YTill tempt the Treacherous Sea for gain.

n third begins bluntly:-
Unhappy England,s ti11 in '41,
By Scotland art thou doom'd to be undone.
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On three occasions,England was alarmed over Scottish matters.in the
Salt lax riots of 1725, in the Porteous affair of 17,-'6, and in the
sensational desertion of a Highland regiment in 1743. But none of
these led to much writing on Scotland,though the Porteous Hiots-g
had a Backwash of furious talk in Parliament ober the Pains and Pen
allies Bill-fiord Hervey "the only man almost in the- ^ing" s service
that did not talk and act as if Scotland was to "be torn te pieces
for the transaction")-the fullest reporting in the London papers,and
broadsheets of the type of "1 Surprising Conversation of a Highland¬
er who has the second sight--with an Indian Bramin about Captain
John Porteous'.'

denasence or no,the leading mnglish poets in this age gave no more
literary attention to Scotland than did their predecessors.

The London circles in which Pope and Swift moved were full of Scots,
and both poets were on terms of intimacy with many.

i Swift wrote .of .rrgyle at first:-"I love that Duke "mightily"; of the
juke of Hamilton:"I loved him very well". His best friend,Arbuthnot,
was a Scot,as were his banker and his doctor,Cairnes and Cockburn.
In the list he made of "men of distinction and my friends" he was
proiid to place the Pari of H-ar, the Larl of Orkney and -erbuthnot.
Yet Swift was incapable of forming any opinion of Scotland,not dis¬
torted by political "prejudice. The unbiassed references he makes are
few;once he praised

' -"Scottish bards of highest fame,
Wise Hawthornden and Stirling's lord."

jOnee he praised Scottish education in his "Hssay on Modern Education"
end once he called them "a brave people and defenders of their lib-

forties",a remark inspired more by annoyance with Ireland,however.

Par more frequent were the jibes,a cutting analysis of Scots conver
cation,passing hits in verse at "the pedlar Scot",or

* -Deny their country like a Scot,
Though by their idiom and grimace
They soon betray their native place.-

fThree books drove him to vent some of that rancour against the race
»that obsessed him.
Clarendon's "History of the .Rebellion" was the first.It was too mild
for Swift.He annotated in fury*-"The cursed,hellish,villainy,treach¬
ery, treasons of the Scots were the chief grounds and causes of that
execrable rebellion".Clarendon had called Scotland the wilderness of
England's garden;Swift,"the dunghillI" 'The former had written of the
lack of curiosity about Scotland;Swift,"Should Bridewell news be in
any *azette?"Of the selling of Charles,he said-"that infamy is in
the scurvy nature of a Scot" Only Montrose was "a perfect hero,wholly
un-Scotified"."All hrgyles-cursed hell-hounds for ever1.'-all Highland¬
ers, 'rank Scottish thieves", wont his verdict. Down the margins he iotted "cursed,hellish Scots"-"Scotch dogs"-cursed Scots for ever" withinexhaustible virulence.
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Burnet's "History of My 0v;n limes" roused him afresh. Burnet was
"treacherous villain",his history more properly to he called-"A Hist¬
ory of Scotland during the Author's lime with some Digressions re¬
lating to Lngland,-for 1 helieve two-thirds of it relate only to that
beggarly nation and their insignificant hrangles and factions", in
the"same "Short Remarks" he tore the author to pieces,"the worst qual- I
ified for a historian that ever I met with.His style is rough,full of
improprieties, in expression often Scotch.--His observations mean and
trite ana very often false—the most partial of all writers-"
His annotations are not so anger-stung as those to Clarendon,however;
and the same is true of his marginal notes in the "Memoirs of the Bee |
ret Services of John Mecky",although he proves as fertile in abusive
epithets there for almost all the Scottish peeVs Macky praises,
whatever the complete tally of causes for Swift's antipathy to Scotland \
oe-and among them are the 'imperfect sympathy' at its most imperfect,
party rancour,the dislike and contempt felt for many Scots he came
into contact with,his later hatred of Argyle.the smarting belief that
his- ov.n frustrated career had suffered by po . itical faction influenc¬
ed by Scots- he remained an unrelenting hater to the end.One of his
last pamphlets,"The Story of the Injured Lady" .published during the
'45 rebellion, described Scotland, 1 the lady', with all his command of
stinging abuse. She is tall,lean,ill-shaped,bad-breathed,of a natural
sluttishness,with no reputation either for virtue,honesty,truth or
manners,her common conversation a scolding and cursing,her life poor
and beggarly,the scraping of maintenance by pilfering wherever she
comes".Her house is frequented by a company of rogues,thieves and pick
pockets;(Highlanders)her religion is of the most rank and virulent
kind.As to her attitude to Lngland-"she still beareth him an invinc¬
ible hatred,and revileth him to her face,and raileth at him in all
companies" .

kith this typical language about the. country,Swift ceases to take
further interest in it.

, Pope could abuse Sco ts on occasion, as he did Burnet-(whom he parod¬
ied hilariously in the "Memoirs of P.P.Clerk of this Parish".which
"might be titled 'the importance of a man to himself'").Hidpath,

% "To Dulness.Hidpath is as dear as Mist"
and Mitchell and Hamsay,though he revoked the lines on them.
Among his closest friends .however ,were -iTbuthnot .Mallet .Thomson,Dr
Gheyne.Lord Marchmont,Alexander Cunningham the M.P.,and his eulogies

jof these and of ncgyle outweigh his jests about "Scoto" and his pen¬
sion,or the Scots patriotism that will, even extend to fighting for

♦ "Christ's Hick on the Green".
Hallet,"whom I love and esteem",and Thomson and Aikmon he stood
staunchly by, attending the first nights of several of their plays,
and offering Thomson suggestions for his revisions of "The Seasons".

Act,if he ever mentions Scotland,it is with a curious sense of its
Remoteness. Once,sighing for a complete seclusion from life,he wrote

Auarchmont--"I do sincerely wish myself in Scotland or the forests"-
^a remark paralleled though in laughing mood by Swift's excuse to GayJ in Ldinburgh: -"Y/ho could write to you in Scotland?"
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Yet where Swift and Dope were too London-centred to respond to the
alien and unknown Scotland,some of the lesser men were free-lance |
enough to do So.

ii-Ebrose Phillips, since his visit to Denmark in 1709 had shown an in¬
terest in northern literature that led him to write an 'Epistle from
Copenhagen,a translation from a Danish skald,some Lappish translat¬
ions , and, coming nearer home,to start a poem on Thule. in London again
by 1719,he accorded a recognition of Soots letters when he praised
in Lugubres Cantus Mitchell's attempts "his rugged land to civilise"
pour years later it is believed to he he who published a volume "A
Collection of Old Ballads" to which he added "a few old Scotch songs".
These are "Gilderoy","Bonny Dundee",and four "Jocky and Moggy" spec¬
imens. A second volume held some versions of genuine songs,hut Eng-
lished;-"The Lass with the Golden Hair", "The Spinning 7.rheel"and ano¬
ther fifteen pseudo-Scots ones. For the third volume,however,he was
astute enough to m. ke his choice from the "Tea-Table Miscellany",a
sign that he continued to he aware of Scots work.

His contemporary,the poet,dramatist,and literary patron,Hill,was by
then doing his unique service to Scottish letters.. -His efforts were
e curious agglomeration.
Between 1720 ana 1740 he was enthusiastically establishing three of.
the Scots poets in London's literary circles,urging them on nng*notice.
The "Lugubres Cantus" acclaimed by Phillips and Young brought Mitchell
to his notice. "I am never more delighted than when 1 meet with an
Opportunity to unveil obscure Merit and produce it into Hot ice",averr¬
ed Hill,and Mitchell had a fluent and adulatory pen to commend him.
Mithin a year their friendship was strong enough for Kill to be w
ing a poem at the request of-Mitchell,and for the latter to be stag¬
ing as his own a play of Kill's. For that play,Hill wrote prologue
and epilogue,the first a eulogy of reviving Scotland:-

Brave and long-fam'd in arms,her warlike race
"The Have trod the fields of death,with dauntless grace-
Fatal . ■ How fir'd by rising arts,she grasps the hays,
L;etr e- .Jld her old cant, like falling stocks, decays i
vagance". Her long-lost Muse new-lights her ancient flame,

And our scene blazes with recover'd fame.
On Mitchell's visit to Scotland about 1723,he wrote to Hill,listing
satirically the poets there. In the following year,Hill's paper,"The
Plain Dealer" had five most unusual numbers dealing with Scottish
poems or topics, the first time on English paper had given such att¬
ention to the north.
Phe first,after praising "the charming majestick nakedness" of ear¬
lier poetry and of "our good old ballads",finds it in "a poem by a -

young Scots Gentleman",a vapid ode by Mitchell,and in "a plain and
noble Masterpiece",Mallet's "VAilliom and Margaret". Neither poet in
named,hut both are hailed as recovering for English verse "venerable
undress'd Nature". Ten numbers later,h'e announces that the poet of''••illiara and Margaret" is a North Briton, and he attain hails'his'gen-
ins' with a flourish.
In ohe same number he states that an Edinburgh writer 'Fergus £rut>p'

promised a correspondence from there, and after c^oting^rW s
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letter frem these, fin which Bruce 'describes the welcome given Hill's
paper by "our politest people") repeats his pleasure at "the Event
of this Northern Correspondence"."For 1 have retained from my Infan¬
cy a hind of affectionate Partiality for the generous Bravery ana
gallant Plainness of our Brothers beyond Tweed'.' He distributes com¬
pliments lavishly,and draws attention to the fact that since the be¬
ginning of the century "the. Muses and the traces have very visibly
fixed ana seated themselves

, in their learned' Seminaries.Their rising
Youth of both Sexes seem to"-vie with one another injs warm and gener¬
ous Emulation which shall most adorn their own; and soonest match the
Elegance of other, even the politest Hat ions".' He. cites two of the
Edinburgh clubs .and quotes one of the poems of a 'member.
A month later another letter by Bruce is inserted, a summary of the.
"Advantages and-'Disadvantage's of our good Town", and after another
month,a third letter admitting that many of the Plain Dealer's read*
ers in the north hove taken'offence at his remarks. In spite of that
he continues his survey of the town,and says interestingly:-"As the
Correspondence ' and Communication between the now- United Hingdoms has
in a gret Measure improved and also refined our language in a very
sensible manner"-(he excepts accent and pronunciation as "hardly to
be naturalized without much Time and continual Converse" )so it has
polished the Baste, the Air and the. Fashions of both Gentlemen and
Ladies of my Country.-When I look into the v-ritings of Mr Brummond
of Hawthornden,Sir Leorge Mackenzie,the Earl of Lauderdale,Bishop
Burnet,Mr Fletcher of • Saltoun--my Countrymen are not 'so very far in¬
ferior as that Critioks should d-preciate our Pretensions to the
Language". Hill,possibly alarmed at the idea of a wavering Scott¬
ish circulation,adds to this many suave compliments on the learning
of the Boots peers,and other inappropriate remarks,diplomatic in aim
Bruce had no more letters published,and after praising two further
poems of Mitchell's,the Plain Dealer's educative articles on Scots
literature and society stop.
That was in November 1724. By then Mallet was in London,ana already
in Hill's graces. A year after,Thomson arrived.He did not meet -^ill
at once,but a poem of the latter's "To Mr James Thompson (sic)on his
asking my ..dvice to what Patron he should address his Poem called
""inter",suggests a correspondence. The success of that poem drew a
most flattering letter from Hill,however,and a meeting followed.

Brom that point Hill 'cultivates' all three poets,supplies,for example
a prologue and epilogue to Mallet's "Eurydice",greets Thomson's "Lib¬
erty" with "I shall never think be able to think of a loveliness in
moral,a frankness in social,or a penetration in political life to
v.hich you have not in this inimitable masterpiece both of language
and genius,given a force and a delicacy which few shall be born with
a capacity to feel,and none ever with a capacity to exceed".

it v.as scarcely in these tones that he criticised in the following
Jcar the unknown dead poet of "-.Albania", and it is that entire lack
°f discrimination that invalidates the striking claims that at first
sight one believes can be made for him.
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..draittecily he was the first to_ proclaim to Mngland the new Scottish
,-cuius and its contribution to English literature. He was the first
to welcome and extol the newcomers from the H&inburgh school,to
praise enthusiastically that force in nature-description that Thom¬
son genuinely did possess, and to draw admiration to the "ballad of "Wil-
1 iam and Margaret".
3y virtue of that* remarkable little pastiche, too, of "Donald and Borna"
which appeared thirty years before any Ossian cult,he can claim cred¬
it as pioneer of a pseudo-Gaelic cult.

Vet each claim has its weakness. He acclaimed Thomson rapturously.it
is true,but the same praises were heaped on Mitchell.His appreciation
was as wayward as it was extravagant. I "Liberty" was found superior to
"'.'•"inter", for example) It sprang in good part not from a highly intell
igent criticism,nuick to recognize new spirit,new genius,but from a
love of literary patronage and a mutual-admiration cult among Mallet,
Mitchell,Hill and at first Thomson. What he really admired was not
the racial but the Anglicized side of their art,or as in "William ana
Targaret" the compromise-ballad. He could write "Ronald and Dorna",
but had no liking for the actual Highlands;they were "golden groves"
only in the money sense,and1Skorr-urran*s snowy top*was offset by the
commoner mention of "thy bleak hills"-"thy dusky moors"-"wild thy
plains". In Catherine Mansfield's phrase,one begins by presenting
hill with a bouquet and then taking it back flower by flower.

ine other poet had the penetration to greet Scottish • ork,for lavage
printed verse by Riccaltoun and iVial i et in his 1726 Miscellany/it was
an (arly appearance for an English Miscellany. Hvyden's and the six
volumes ,of Bodsley' s hold only work by.,.Thornson. j He acclaimed the
'flight Mallet and Thomson in his "••anderer",too.
^ostly,iay showed one Scottish contribution in his work that was novel,
Tor his "Beggar's bpera" owed something-in its return to reality ,

-nd in its exploring of a new milieu to the lead set by Hamsay* s "Gen-
-le shepherd" .Gay had Mrbuthnot as friend, the -^uke of vue< ngberry and
'-he Huke of Mrgyle as patrons, and a stay of some months in Edinburgh
UHi the acquaintance of ^ernsuy .But except for touches of dialect , in
"I'he uhepherd" s Week", and talk of Biowzybeus singing of ' Taffey Welsh
-nd «av,ney BCot",Gay made no. literary use of Scotland,
yfly one thing Scottish he admired and used,-and the gain came from
•"lis "cots friends- the Scottish airs.These he utilised for the songs
of all his operas. ; -p ;i

that he w s not alone, and it is of value to note what had happened'..
10 the wretched "Scotch song." of twenty years; before.-
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The century had openecL.it will "be recalled,with the "Collection of
Original Scotch Tunes (full of the Highland humours published with
great success "by Playford and Toung and Hare. At the same time the
finer song-writers like Dr Blow ana,to a lesser extent Purcell,were
using genuine Scots melody for English songs,as well as turning out
the popular 'Scotch song'.'Phis vogue of genuine music-artificial
lyric,continued,until a purification came from the north itself.

*

In Edinburgh, instrumental ant^- vocal music had flourished as early
ea the 90's of the previous century. A St Cecilia's Day programme
of 1695 shows music by Coots composers being rendered by a large
orchestra,the majority of whose members were titled Coots. uf that
orchestra, one boy Y-'illifm Thompson,migrated some years later to Lon¬
don,became a singer and singing-master there, and had extraordinary-
success in performing Scottish songs. By then,that is in the second
decade of the new century,a Scottish society -had established itself
in the capital, and in drawing-rooms there the genuine songs were t
being sung,Lady Orizel B'aillie's daughter, to give one instance, fam¬
ed as "swe' t-tongued Murray" for her renderings. Thompson's popul¬
arity grew,until,as Tytler of boodhouselee avouches,he was often
invited to Court,and being patronized by Queen Caroline taught the
princesses the old songs, in 1722 a benefit concert was arranged
for I'hompeon as a mark of recognition.

Two years later,Harasay-issued at Edinburgh his first volume of the
"Tea-Table Miscellany" of songs,and its success was instantaneous.
They were,of course.without music.in less than a year Thompson had
out a collection of fifty of the "best Scotch Songs set to Musick",
the first collection of genuine Coots songs set to genuine Scots
melodies. This,the "Orpheus Caledonius" by name,included "The Bush
aboon Traouoir","The Broom of Cowdenknowes","Y/aly,waly","0*er Bogie",
"Doun the Burn,Davie", "Py let us all to the Bridal", "Auld Eang Sine"
"Y/erena ma he art licht" ,'Tveedside" etcetera, evidently a mixture of
old and modern,and with the words chiefly from Hamsay's "Tea-Table
Miscellany". The volume had a subscription list of notabilities,a
dedication to the Queen Princess ox bales,-and an excellent sale,
light years after,it was reissued in two volumes,with fifty addit¬
ional songs.

Thanks to ^amsay and Thompson the ocots song enjoyed an unparallel¬
ed vogue. Seventy of the Tea-Table Miscellany" songs were set to -
music by Alexander Stuart a year after Thompson's "Orpheus",that is
1726. The lyrics themselves were reprinted piratically in England
in 1727 as "A Hew Miscellany of Scots Sangs",were borrowed from
without acknowledgment by Ambrose Ehillips for his third volume of
Old Ballads, and by V/atts for his "Musical Miscellany" of 1710, and by
the compiler of "A Complete Collection of Old and Hew,English and
Scotch *-»ongs. (1765 ).
In Edinburgh f-> rther collections of °cots tunes were published by
Id am Graig(l730) and Alexander Munrpef .1730 ) ,by Alexander ^aillie,-
"Mirs for the Flute"(1735)-the list 'ill.a: fairly continuous one.
A dancing-master there,a composer and- publisher of musicames Os¬
wald, went south to London ih 1741,and in the following year published
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c two-voihume"Qollection of Curious Soots Tunes".(1742) These were
v.cll received, and dWald became noted as a composer of the fashion¬
able Scots song,his reputation reaching its height when in 1759 he
published "The Caledonian Pocket Companion".
But the forties saw the greatest output -of collections.English pub¬
lishers taking up the issue of'Original Scotch Songs',as Walsh's of
1742,of "Caledonian Country Dances", of a British Musical Miscell¬
any of Celebrated English and Scotch Songs,and of innumerable gath¬
erings of the lyrics. "The irresistible power of. the Scots musick is
now so universally recognized' through England".noted the Scots Mag¬
azine for 1759."The Merry Companion or Universal Somgster"of 1742
said in its preface:-It was judged proper to assign the first place
to the Scots Songs on Account of the General Esteem they are in,not
only for the Elegance and Simplicity of their Thought and Diction,
but the Agreeable Airs to which they are commonly sung'.' It therefore
printed sixty-four of Aamsay's. John Parry's "Ancdent British Music"
of the some year.exploring a slightly different tract of music-country,
covered English,Welsh,and Scotch Airs. Osborn's popular collections,
"The Lark", "The xlobin" , "The Linnet", "The Linnet", "The Thrush" of
1742-1749.numbered among several hundreds of English songs,almost a
hundred Scots,of which the most popular seem to have been good things
like "My Jo,Janet","The pawky-auld carle","Doun the Burn,Davie","Tweed
side","Leader Haughs and Yarrow".
These well-produced song-books had-, as cheap equivalents the 'Garlands'
of three,four or six songs,in which the proper Scots song also found
a place,though the pseudo-Scots was swept in indiscriminately also.
A little later,the 'Songsters' and'Concerts' came on to the market,
"The Yauxhall Concert","The Mary'bone Concert","The Warblers","The
Summer's Amusement" and the like,these belonging chiefly to the fif¬
ties and sixties.(kanelagh was only laid out in 1744,ana neither it
nor Vauxhali employed vocalists till after 1745) They proved the re¬
pertoires of the pleasure-garden singers full of Scots songs,as well
ns cf English imitations of them. Arne was engaged by then as compos¬
er if songs,and Dr Burney says that many 'of his ballads were profess¬
ed imitations of the Scots style,while "in his other songs,he fre¬
quently dropped into it perhaps without design",-a striking prdof of
the strength of this taste.

The taste had not only this amazingly long life,-strictly speaking it
never died out,-but it was surprisingly pervasive.
In Edinburgh a 'Scots Cantate'.the music by Bocchi.the dialect lib¬
retto by ^amsay had been issued in 1726. In London,Gay set the songs
of the "Beggar's Opera" to ocots airs,and its furore established the
use of these melodies on the stage.In the ensuing craze for ballad
opera,they were constantly used. Bay's "Polly" included nine,his "Ach
illes" four.Yielding's "Intriguing Chambermaid" three and so on. In
opera proper,where the 'Scots snap' became a common characteristic,
even the Italian singers felt the challenge of their popularity,and
adopted them as a "draw". Burney has a tale of "Aoselinda" being put
on,with "The -^ass of Petie's Mill" as first air,"which Monteelli con¬
descended to sing,end Veracini to set parts and ritornels to".Further,
they became part of the repertoires of the leading Italian singers
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end were used "by leading composers .Geminiani, for example, setting
Gcots songs to music of his own. In the sixties ,5?endueci and Sig-
nora Corri were singing airs and lyrics with undiminished success.

This rapid sketching of a musical vogue is less a digression than
it seems. Its valuable reaction on Scots literature is,of course,
obvious, it ehooursged the writing of song lyrics,particularly those
in dialect; it suggested the collecting of Highland songs that "began
in the fifties;and it directly started Oeorge fhomson-and through
him,Burns-on the task of gathering older lyrics. It was Tenducci's
singing of the native songs that inspired Thomson."He it was who in¬
oculated me"-uI conceived the idea of collecting all our "best melod¬
ies and songs and of obtaining accompaniments to them". Hence the
movement that drew such excellent matter from Burns.
Cn the English side,the vogue had varying influences.tint in sum were
as valuable, it made a bond between Scots literature and Bnglish peo¬
ple; it even linked the two literatures,for Hngiish poets practised
the "Scotch song",and William Thompson,for one,could write lyrics of
glens'and1 bagpipes'. It gave a lead to the publishing of English and
Scottish verses side by side. The comparison of English ana Scottish
music, constantly made in essays by .xrbuthnot, Errastrong, Beat tie for ex¬
ample, taught a little race psychologyan important gain. 1'he popular
ity of the songs,bound with that of the Scottish country dances and
'Scotch step' that flourished in the thirties,made always welcome
one thing Scottish. Lastly and chiafly.it kept alive a liking for the
spmple dialect lyric,a liking that commended the Scots dialect,and
paved the way to an acceptance of Burns' verse.

In these years of peace,and of a mild half-political interest in the
Highlands,one other tasks had the chance and the stimulus to extend
its scope to Scotland:that was the taste for the travel tour and the
travel letter.

It was not pleasure travel alone that brought Scotland her'chiels
amang ye takin' notes'. Steele and Hill in the twenties came on Govern¬
ment and commercial business,as did Captain Burt. Willaim Stukely and
Alexander.Gordon,John Loveday and Boger Gale were bent on antiquarian
research. Whitefield and .Wesley in 17.41 and 1751 came for religious
purposes.Gay in 1729,Lady Oxford in 1745 for sdcial reasons. Only
Hacky end Defoe,Lord Oxford and Holmes,the President of St John's Col¬
lege,Oxford, and Dr William King come more or less for travel's sake.

A burst of noisy publicity was prelude,one of those familiar English-
versus-Scottish outbursts that in this case followed the 1719 invas¬
ion. Xirke's satire on Scotland had been reprinted;Iviisson's "memoirs
and Observations in his Travels over England,with some .Tccount of

icotlnd and Irelnd" had appeared,and Misson,blithely admitting "1
filled my Bote Book with all they told me" was full of unreliable ana
obsolete information,discreditable to modern 'Scotland; a second skit '
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a followed: "The Comical Pilgrim,o-f '^ravels of a Cyhick Philosopher','
ir. which 'The Comical Pilgrim's Pilgrimage info Scotland" resurrected
the worst abuse by Y/eldon.Kirkc and Cleveland, and added tawdry jibes
on the Scots recking of brimstone,their shirts "excellent Furniture
for a finder Box",their"dread to be civilised",their "pious cheats",
•„ith such old jokes as "Y/hen the Beasts enter'd the ..rk by pairs,I
order how uoah coupled the Scots".

In addition to these these had been "partial" handling of the country
* by English historians,and a cutting remark from Br Stukely on Scots
scholars compiling their ancient history "from invention and uncertain
reports".

A perfervid Scot, J .".'.therefore decided "to Confute the Ignorant as well
as Malicious Misrepresentations of the demies of my Native Country','
and published a "History of the kingdom of Scotland",with an"Account
of the Hebellion in Scotland",and a "Description of the kingdom of
Scotland and the Isles". Phis was published in Dublin in 1722, and with
additions in 1724. ironically it was entitled.'by an impartial Hand'
Nothing was more fervidly Jacobite and nationalistic. Everything Sc¬
ottish was hotly defended,the full'list of monarchs,Mary,Queen of
Scots,and England furiously blamed for the Covenanting•troubles,Glen*
coe.the Darien Scheme. ..s for the land's present posit ion, J .XI. was
eulogistic beyond all English oredulity:-"all the Seas about Scotland
are wonderfullt Stored with most kinds of Excellent -Fishes"-!loins—
•"ith most kind of Drains,Herbs, and Fruits--Many of its Mpuntamns not
only lined with valuable Mines--but cover'd over with numerous Flocks,
great Droves of Cattle"—etc. He supplied in moderate terms an account

of clans,and a description of the government,laws,courts and the rest.

/In the year it appeared,a Matthew Duncan,(pseudonym or not)had pub¬
lished a "Journey through Scotland",and in the following year,John

Ulacky.the secret service agent, issued his "Journey through Scotland
in Familiar Letters". (A vogue for such journies was then prevalent!)
Ihis,too,was a glorification of the country,though a more temperate
one than J.Y/'s.lt was dedicated to the nobility of the land and paid
an excessive attention to their seats.(Burt said it might better be

''called "A Journey to the Herald's Office and the Scats of the Mobil¬
ity of. Uorth Britain") Phe towns were made much of. Edinburgh had
'The stateliest Street in the LorId",Glasgow was "the beautifullest
little City I had seen in Britain".Dundee ana Aberdeen had both "a
great face of i'rade",Stirling and Aberdeen their flourishes of cul¬
ture, "consorts of musick" and so on. He admits the decay of the Fife-
shire towns,and the villainy of the Highlanders,-"as wild as they
can be represented".Otherwise all is praise.
From 18th century travellers,one expects more;an attention to scenery
a knowledge of Scots writers and authorities,some noting of psychol¬
ogical differences of race,personal observations and thought 'about
it end about'.
In Macky there is little of the first.Mountain landscape is"coarse",
out the cult of the lake and water-fall 'prospect' has begun.Macky
notes two familiar views,and with more novelty finds "a komantick
neat on the Lake Loch-Prool". He quotes"Linton,an old Scots poet",end. Dalrymple's additions to Camden; refers to For dun and to Sir Deo-
rge Mackenzie,and uses Martin freely for his account of the Isles.
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vne original scene he depicted,the Highland fair at Crieff,ana drew
one interesting comparison "between the two nations- in their proced¬
ure lor debt, hut on the whole,Macky's work,after the first vivac¬
ious letter,taided to be fairly harrow in scope,snobbish and nation¬
ally complacent.

It and its predecessor jarred on Defoe.-as doubtless on other Eng¬
lish readers. He issued three years later the third volume of his
'Tour through the whole Island of Great Britain",prefaced with frank
talk of Scots "who have complimented their Country at the Expense of
their Senses as well as their Sincerity"-"The World shall for once
h; ar what Account an Englishman shall give of Scotland,who has had
Occasion to see most of it,and to make critical Enquiries into what
he has not seen".

, .

Defoe's three Letters are a patchwork,bits' of past travel eking out
notes of a tour undertaken between the Rebellion and I719,ana the
pattern is diverting and original.In many things Defoe was obtuse;
he "won't run to History much",he announces;wild landscape is an eye¬
sore of'black and frightful Sfe-pe Kills","Rocks and Steeps","this A
frightful Country";the Hebrides can hold nothing of note;and'so his
vision narrows. A born journalist .however,his eye- caught this detail
and that,he jotted down an!,opinion or a comparison as he went, and
rude himself constantly ther. English interpreter-in light vein-of Scot
land. • ,

llmost his first note,for example,was that the first town on the nor¬
thern side of the Borders was entirely Scottish,while on the southern
side, the English towns were 'penetrated1 by Scots,aid even the Scots
style of houses adopted. From that topic,he passes to inns,gales,soil,
fir-trees,Scots enclosure,Saddington's factories,solan geese,-a jypic
nl .conglomeration, full of vivacious if hasty comment, and rung down in
Defoe's authoritative tone.
In this•fashion,he dealt with the country. The first letter described
the 'tour from the Borders to Edinburgh and the towns along the forth,
lie had nothing new to pffer here, laughed at Holyrood's Rings' portraits,
noted Edinburgh's prosperity and its notable men,Balfour,Sibbald,the
late Pitcairhe. The second letter dealt with the '..est from Carlisle
to Glasgow and Stirling, and worked in the report of- a fie Id-convent¬
icle he had once seen,a eulogy of Glasgow's beauty and prosperity,end
£ long tale of a Border hill climb.undertaken in ludicrous terror.(An
illuminating 'footnote' to the contemporary attitude to the out-of-
aoorsj V/ith the third letter he"enter.ed the true and real Caledonia",
hut his route was-only through fife, to Perth, and thence by the caster-
-hires to Inverness. He commented on a bad reception at Montrose,"be¬
cause we were Englishmen-not because of the rebellion and the forfeit¬
ure of estates, but on account of the Union which they almost unIvors
clly exclaimed against." Of the Northern Highlands,he declared:-"Our
geographers seem at a Loss in the Description.-They arc obliged to
iill it, up with'Hills and Mountains, as they do thd inner Parts of
Airic-a with Lyons and Elephants for want of knowing what, else to place
"here".He inveighs- against this, describes the • country and praises the
mobility. So to John o' Groat's House'where we set our Horses' feet
into the Sea". In these parts he "could understand nothing of what

Pt°Ple said, any more than if we had foe en in Morocco", and he speaks

4" V • ♦
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in c shocked hush of the state of religion there. Even worse was "all
•.tit mountainous,"barren and frightful Country called.'Eoquahre—indeed,
frightful Country,full of hidious desart Mountains and unpassahle.—

,.-:rc the Highland Robbers,such as the famous Hob Hoy find such Retreats'.'
Irosdalbin, w® th its "f ierce, fighting and furious Mind of Men" was lit-
■ io better. Here,however,he is obviously falling back-on Camden,his

n stores of knojvledge petering out.
Mis account was acceptable enough to be reprinted constantly in later
;csrs.v.ith additions, by other writers, for some editions by Richardson;

• r.d it is educative to watch the trend of that 'touching-up*,the visits
*.o 'a most romantic wood'.or to natural cascades; the, references to Druid-
t. .'os and Roman remains and Macbeth; the quotation of Martin ana of
'.reatises of second-sight; in short the gradual 'romanticizing' of Scot
'.and. But with Defoe in 1727 that had. not even .begun. His assessment
:i the country was the severely practical one.She "will afford a great
Variety to the Observer and to the Pen of the Itinerate", but since the
Virion "she appears no more but as a Province or at best a Dominion".

ionsciously or unconsciously he achieves one curious thing,for he in-
ikefcs the reader with a sense of the adventure of touring Scotland.His
v.-ry exaggerations are seductive-"the frightful and"impassable Preci-
|ice"of Edinburgh Castle,the'tremendous,and horrendous,heaven-defend-

velocity of a Scots gale, the "frightfullest pass"ofEnterkin.L-e touch
to up vividly every little adventure of his own,and:suggests further;
ravel through the northern Highlands best done caravan-fashion with

'•o.ats,forinstance )and offers the romantic comparisons of Morocco and t
'•to like. Phis colouring loses nothing from its contrast with the econ-

: ic background,for Defoe'e account of coal-mines,of the finding of ore
•a the mountains,of a project like the Forth and Clyde canal all have
j.^ething of the same romantic glow,eonjuring up for English readers a

hrre incognita,commercially as well as geographically,and excitingly
s-oessible. * , . '

Several times Defoe had referred to the '15 rebellion, and he had visit-
Perth and the field of Sheriffmuir,and meditated suitably on "that

'noble of Highlanders" .That the scenes had become an attraction is evi-
•nt from the tours of other travellers. Lord Oxford,on a journey to

-vpplin House in' 1725 rode to see Pfc'rth, "which ■ I was chiefly induced to
account of the fame it obtained in this part of the world in 1715"

,or rather the chaplain ho kept the journal,shows two other attract-
•vud being found luring, for "an Irs catch" was noted down, and translat-

irom Gaelic into Scots,and in Edinburgh there were appreciative vis-
'co Ramsay, and to -^uddiman in the advocates' Library.

9
9

scholarly interests were beginning to count more, (partly because
: activity of the Society of Antiquaries,revived in 1717 and flcu-
wiiiiu- under Gale and Stukely).partly as consequence of two bo:ks,a

.u-fint of Martin's "Description, of the Y/esterh Isles" in 1716, and- Dr
••Mcciy' s "Account ef a Roman Temple and other antiquities near Graham'
"--'^in Scotland"(1720).F^r the effect of the fprst,glance at John To-

s copy,bought in 1720. He thought Martin's subject of the first
stance:-Those Islands afford a great number of Materials for exer-
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ruing the talent's of the ablest antiquarians .mathematicians, natural
-hilosophers and-men of letters",he wrote on the flyleaf .Mart in's
tent was therefore drastically scrutinized,corrected,copiously annot-
r.ted and then forwarded to Viscount Molesworth for a similar handling
■jath" are impatient of Martin's second sight account, ana foland,with a
mov/letge of Gaelic and a study of the Druids .riddles Martin's anti¬
quarian lore "badly.
„fcukely,a scholar in close touch with Scottish antiquaries,was tracing
..osan remains in Scotland that summer (1720 ), and hishook gave an impet-
u. to research in the north.Ilis preface had expressed concern "that
Hie Scotch Hat ion, where there were so many good Scholars, "oh mid "be so
negligent in' investigating Homan antiquities. This, sentence fired M-lex-
:...lcr Gordon,writer and publisher and antiquary,to devote himself to
'.hst study, and in 1727 he brought out his "Itinerarium Septentrionale:
;r a Journey over the greatest Part of Scotland",a-book that became the
vt,de me cum of homan antiquaries of that century.
-to effect can be guaged from the -travellers it brought north. John
Uveday.Hearne's antiquarian friend,paid an eighteen weeks visit in
17J2,bearing messages from Hearne to Huddiman. Loveday examined indefat-
k-uably old buildings and pictures .visit ed the universities, finding
.. inburgh adorned by Simson and Hutcheaon. He had an eye for non-schol
utic things; too, for he noted that the 3c „ ts "withf'ye utmost Ereedom
ium the Union", and "all remember ye Darien affair and ye Massacre of
lltncoe"; and he commented on "cots dress,physique,Sabbath-observances,
renunciation, ana the terrible rural housing that always shocked south

■:rners-"mud Cots cover'a with Turf".Once he refers to "our romantic
route",but that was possibly one of the later revisions he-made in his
text .like the sketch'of thp writer Penniezuik.
-oveday returned satisfied:-"The Scots were agreeable to Me; they seem
jood-natured, and are a lively active sort of people."-a very unusual
testimonial.
Soger Gale, a more eminent antiquary, went north seven ye.ars later, and
differed violently from -loveday' s opinion. The Scot'tish universities
ure "but a poor ;thing";Edinburgh's insanitary state was insufferable;

to the land"a great face of poverty and pride reigns through the
hole"."He were splendidly entertained,but I think I shall hardly take

* journey of pleasure to i•: again, -'e saw everything that was -remark¬
able', found them much shorj of our expectations and the eulogiums be¬
stowed upon them voy. the'netives".. That solitary compliment of hospit-- »
»llty had been paid by Dr King on his visit to the Scots capital three •
.ours previously; "entertained with the greatest politeness and delic-'<
toy",he reported, and found a novel condonation of the town's mslodor-

state by arguing it was no worse,than Paris. The opinions of cilri
q>e next visitor of note, and of Dr Holmes who did 'the little tour' in-

foil,,wing yeaz», and paid special attention to-Glasgow and Edinburgh;
diversities .unluckily do not surviv.e.

*
... n ,

*<2stly,before the '45 once more cut off the Highlands and travel thith
". they were being explored in- one' new. direction,medicinally. The Low-

;dd spas such as Moffat were already known,but Highland centres for '
,^-ine air" and -for "whey- d-r inking % w er e becoming advocated. Sir John
-d-rk, for example .mode special journeys to Dalguise.and an account of

' 6110,1 in g42 t0 "the wet ohGrinins, views"-" 'tis perfectly
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ronantick". Among Scots ,evidently,an appreciation of the Highlands
had begun. :• '

In England,meanwhile,two "books had been published, one by John ^rans-
i ham "The World in Miniature,or the Entertaining Traveller",one "by
lanuel Gonzales,"A Voyage to Great Britain",both purporting to deal

hvith Scot land, Highlands ana Lowlands .But "both descriptions were
"'grown downright Obsolete", as the otitic said of Scots dialect,ana
hove as well a suspicious similarity,and obviously were not by gen¬
uine travellers. -

Of the remaining travellers,Whitefield in '41 had-an eye only to the
reception of his preaching,lady Oxford only to the works of art in
the aristocratic houses she visited,and .ikenside, the poet,only to the j
dolsurs of the climate:-

Eut lo!on this deserted coast
How faint the light,how chill the air I

1 Lo I armed'with whirlwind,hail and frost
Fierce Winter desolates the year.

That tally of travellers and their records is not.yet a large one.
(Aid mention of the most important letters,Burt's,postponed till their
year of publication) But the influence of both men and books is
worth taking into account.Hew points of view in regard to Scotland
and the Highlands are emerging. The first "romantics'" are being
dropped,though generally about lake and valley scenery ana 'pros¬
pects' .Some interest is taken in the Gaelic;there is talk of1Cale¬
donia J the battle-scenes of the '15 are a source of attraction; the
Highlands and isles are being recognised as fruitful ground for an
tiquarian work;and to the biassed eulogies of Scots such as Wallace
and M-acky are being added the dispassionate accounts of Lefoe and
Loveday.. "11 concur - in instructing England-if she chooses to be in¬
structed!-

But if the above list suggests misleadingly a wide-spread English
interest in the noijfth.a corrective is to be had by scanning the Eng¬
lish magazines for the period.

%

If the Gentleman's. Magazine.begun in 1731,or the London Magazine of
17oZ on,be any criterion of the attention of the English reading pub-
then the attention given Scotland was small.
Their readers would gain no inkling of any poetical activity in the
north,for no articles dealt with Scots letters,and poems_by Scots
number at most two out of sixty,in the yearfe 'poetical Miscellanies'.
In the years of the Porteous Hic^ts.and the Bill of Pains and Penalt¬
ies, the number is a little higher;but there is less note of Scottish
literature in the ton years' issues of these magazines,than in the
five numbers of Hill's "Plain Dealer".
Of Scots poets printed, the score is ro.ughly this: -

•uancey has his poem "To Duncan Forbes" on the playhouse, and his "Daph
nil
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_r.a Thirsis" with its compliments to "Pleasing Phillips,tunefu* Tick-
> ell" printed in the Gentleman's Magazine,probably '"because both are
of obvious interest to English readers.The London Magazine prints
Vcith Laces" .Cnco an English "Democritus" drops a passing eulogy^ -

V.lio in Pope and -rch Allan no he' uties can find,
End swear mighty Sv.ift is no friend to mankind.-

lut the editor fannotates apologetically-"-Han Aamsay.a peculiar Fav-
-vrite of the Author's". Lelph s pastoral on Pope's death is the only
imitation of Earnsay to he found. The "cots poets writing in English
ere given more space. Thomson has a song,two extracts from longer
poems, one from a play;Mallet by his "Birls of Inner-may", the xlikman
epitaph and an extract from a play;Mitchell two poems,Armstrong one;
lord -0inning one or two songs,Pennicuik his Epitaph on Margery Scott.
"Obertson of ^truan his "uooking-Glass",Poyse his "Loch ^ian"and "xhe
irospect".That represents the total for the two magazines for a per¬

iled of 13-14 years. To these may he added about twenty poems by anon¬
ymous Scots,usualiy laborious blank verse by "a young gentleman of 14"
j.. topics like "On Ghiviot Hills", or "Verses to the Memory of Sir L'ili-
iam Wallace"; but on occasion including the extract from "Albania" ana
two dialect -poems.

dozen poems by English poets deal with Scotland- miscellaneously, and
comprise satirical epigrams on the M.p.s or Burnet,topical verses as
"On Captain Forrester's Travelling to the Highlands of Scotland",eul¬
ogies on the Luke of rrgyle.a descriptive "Epistle from Scotland" by
"Caroline",a flattering description of the Castle of Edinburgh.Twice
a "Scotch Tale" in rhyme is inserted,"Sauney the Scot",and "The Merry
Monarch",both as diverting buffoonery, jest as the weekly papers v/ould
occasionally ihake merry over a "Copy of a better written in the Scotch

dialect" .

■ hat guided the English editors'- choice of "cots matter is incalculable
of course when any events in the north were attracting a ttention,
the election of Leers and the Scots Leerage Till,or the Porteous hi-
ots and the Bill of Pains ana Penalties,there was a mustering of Sc¬
ottish matter.At other times,months of complete ignoring might be
followed by some insufferable paean fr'omja Scot: -

T —Ev'ry station yields to Scotsmen's praise,
Theirs is t#he luurel wreath, and theirs the bays;
To them the senate yields,to them the fair,
First in the field,and foremost at the bar.-

i'he only explanation of that is as Tine correspondent writes:-"1 know
you have many readers in that country".
Quotation from the Scots papers is rare,-as was natural since the "Fly-

ling Lo&t" listing the newspapers circulating in London cited under
-cots Lews-one,the "Caledonian Mercury".(Compare it with the eight
under Lutch Lews) The Gentleman's Magazine reprinted three numbers

7°i' the Edinburgh "Aeveur", a month after'the Edinburgh issue,but these
v;tre entirely English in matter, and style.
Lae" thrust1 of Scots contributors:-"Please to insert in your next the
following Epita-Jh on or John Harvey,--of'Robert the Lruce,a Poem' "
"be possible attention attracted by their sporadic rhapsodies over

f Vihile .plac' d on Grampian".s lofty brow 1 stand,
V.hat solemn Prospects strike on every hand--

or what airy prospects!what romantic views!
°aese were the most hopeful g ins in magazine work.
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Cnce,with .a fine eloquence,Ramsay wrote of the "good old Boards" of
too bland:-"Their Poetry is the Product of their own Country.—Their

i images are native,and their Landskips domestick;copied from those
fields and Meadows we every Day behold.The Morning rises (in the
Poet's Description) as she does in the Scottish Horizon, he are not
carried to Greece or Italy for a Shade,a Stream or a Breeze.The Grov¬
es rise in our own Valleys;the Rivers flow from our own Fountains,
end the hinds blow upon our own Hills".
Ramsay flung that as a challenge to his own Scots contemporaries,"our
Bymncrs to the Spring and Makers of Pastorals".

His own record,when he ceased in the early thirties to write verse,
is of work inspired by that enthusiasm for "our own Valleys", "our
ov.n Hills".
He had revived with success the Gcots vernacular,rescued the older
courtly Scots literature,and the older folk-ballad,given a load to t
the modern imitation of both,and shown how any and every English
form might be'made pipe for a Scottish Muse.
Vith real enthusiasm he had set before his fellow-poets the models of
Dunbar.Henryson,Montgomery,Scott.admittedly he tampered with these,
chose.not always, the best from the Bannatyne M.S.,but the Rabelaisian
stuff as well,and. slipped in frauds of his own,even .additional verses
to Dunbar.But he knew that the verse he printed could be a vital in¬
spiration to Scots literature,and he commended it as such.
While he appreciated that classic poetry,he saw astutely the possibil¬
ities of the Scots song,real and artificial,and his "Tea-Table Miscel
lany" was accordingly•gathered. Gathered for profit they may have been
but again Ramsay did his native literature a service,for the old folk¬
song and the modern imitation,the modern lyric in Scots and in Eng¬
lish were all stimulated,and a group of lyric writers encouraged,
Crawford,Halket,Hamilton of Bangour,Lord Binning,Lady Anne Mackenzie
and many more.
Above all,Ramsay reinstated for Scotland its vernacular as a medium
for poetry that could win admiration south of the Tweed as well as
north; and he sang Scotland as., no previous poet had ever attempted to
do. f

t

-Aomsay's success at the time, in triumphantly entering English liters
ature and as triumphantly giving a patriotic jLeod to Scottish,was due
to that versatility and fluency that has now damaged his fame.Thanks
to that versatility he made his own working synthesis,practised post
and present Scots styles,wrote Scots and English,sang Highland and
Lowland, town humours and cottar life.- Had his contemporaries been able
to follow suit,this Renusence of Scots literature would have contin-
u o d.
Soots poetry uid continue,but little of it through Ramsay's inspirat -
ion,or through that of the "Evergreen"fThe latter volume was not re¬
printed for many years,and was not mentioned by English writers for
forty. The imitation of the older, literature dropped after a while,e.
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end there was a gap of twenty years even in the printing of the old¬
er poets hitherto fairly ,regularly brought out.^ho' further explorat¬
ion of the Bannatyne M(.3 or any similar M.S.w-asA made.no more ballads
v.hether genuine or ' Hardylmutes' brought sensationally to light. All
progress on that side of the movement was'- stultified, Ramsay was- en¬
thusiastically applauded for his verse .and its renown: -

i Gie me the muse that ca1s past ages bach,
An' shaws"proud southern songsters their mistak,
That frae their

_ Thames; can fetch the laurel wnorth,
Ari' big Parnassus on the Birth of Forth. -

Yet, amazingly,after Ramsay's r-etiral as poet,the dialect almost dis¬
appears. Of the poets busy and" prominent during the next fifteen years,
Bengour ,dilbertf ield,xlobertsdn of Struan,Harvey, at "buckle, Boyse, Arrrv-
utrong ana Biair-scsrcely one uses it. It was hustled out of the cap¬
ital and out'of literary circles.it rarely found place in any period
ical; the Boots Magazine, for instance,prints only six poems in the
sixteen years from 1740-56,and of these two are Ramsay's. ho master
hand touched the Boric again until Bergusson appeared in 1773.

•i-n the first half of the I7th century,the vernacular had 'gone to
earth'.This time it went landwards,and was kept alive by the country
poets. A contemporary of Ramsay" s,Alexander llicol,declared "Bright
xuasay's first collections" his first and constant inspiration,and
followed him in writing the Scots tale,epistle,pastoral,song,elegy,
end in adding a fourth canto to "Christ's Kirk on the Green",this
during the years from 1739-66. Another poem inspired by "Christ's
Kirk" was "The Monymusk Christmas Ba'ing",written by John Skinner
about 1740. Inlidinburgh Thomas Blair wrote one excellent hit of dia¬
lect in his "Gibbie and Wattie".which was given a place in the Cale¬
donian Miscellany.In Aberdeenshirs a trio of poets in 'broad Buchans'
appeared,Francis Douglas writing his "Rural Tale" about 1741,Robert
ana William Forbes their "Ajox his Speech to the Grecian Knabs" and
"The Dominie Deposed" about 1748 and 1747 respectively.
Some five ye^es later,Alexander Ross is writing his dream in imitate
ion of the "Cherry and the Slae",ana with Ross's "Helenore" one comes
in clear sight of Bergusson and Burns.*
But these links,from Ramsay to Burns ore dangerously slight.The strong-
est was not the ambitious vernacular tale like "D-elenore",hut the song.
The town poets preferred to cultivate the English song;the country pro¬
duced "Logie o' Buchan", "The Rock and the T/ee Pickle Tow", "Tulloch-*
gorum"and the like.

t
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Se-onv;hile the capital,."both in its society and its literature, showed
'

the English ascendancy .There wee.-,of course,the solid substructure
of ^cots achievement. The University,for example,whs rising into
fame with the brilliant MacLatzrin as the Mathematics Professor,and
v.ith its remarkable medical side , Monro , professor of Anatomy .Preston
of Botany and Then Alston. In 1731-2 the Medical Society was founded
which,famous by 1736,extended its scope to philosophy and literature
end became the Philosophical Society of 1739. Similarly clubs such
as that for the study of Scottish history,founded in 1724,dr a soc-

, iety suchas that for the Encouragement of Scottish Agriculture were
native ventures.

i^uddiman published an anthology of latin verse,the "Selecta Poemata','
prefaced by a brief defence of Scots scholarship against some derog¬
atory remarks by Burman.He printed too Anderson's "Collections relat

Jing to the History of Mary,Queen of Scots",and his greater work,the
E'Selectus Liplomatum". ^auaer edited a two volume collection of sacr-
2od verse "Poetarum Scotorum Muaae Sacra" .Fletcher' s works ana Pit-
ecirne's were published in 1737 and 1740 respectively,though the lat
ter by English editors. Only the reprinting of the Scottish classics
is markedly neglected between Hamsay's editing in the late twenties
and that of the Eoulis brothers in the late forties. Instead of the
plain reissues of Blind Harry and the Brus,Hamilton of Givbertfield
and John Harvey have tluir ornate Englished versions in circulation.

\ .

do the social facades .that went up were very much on English lines.
Edinburgh society had its'beaux'and its'fair sex',the one led by its
Beat; Forrester, the "Great Polite" as Johnson called him, the other
with hts Fergusias and Hamillas sung by Hamsay and Hamilton of Bang-

Eour.and by Frecbairn in his "Eloge d'Ecosse et des dames Ecossaises"
The youngsters of good family began to be sent to Eton, as Sir «J ohn
Clerk's son'was., or like the young 'Jupiter' Carlyle to be taught "to

4recd English with just pronunciation and a very tolerable accent,an
accomplishment which in those days was very rare".'The town had its
weekly concerts and Italian singers and operas.As early as 1722 a Mr
Gordon had published proposals for establishing a Pastoral °pera in
Edinburgh,and by 1725 a "musick opera"-was drawing audiences.
In 1728 the Musical Society of St Mary's Chapel was instituted,and
by then Edinburgh had sent south Thomson to make a name for himself,
"ithin ten years it could boast of other Scots composers,Oswald,Lord•
Colville and Gilliam MacGibbon.
Similarly in art,the School of St Luke-for the -Encouragement of Paint¬
ing had been established in 1729,and while London drew away .likman
and Smibert,Gibbs and Campbell, there remained John Alexander the paint
er.A first exhibition of pictures was held in 1734. Thus music and art
could claim a certain flourishing,thanks to the stimulus of southern
exampie.
The Assemblies were another cultural venture. Further the town had its
first circulating library,with "all the villainous,prophane and obscene
books-as printed in London"-so the irate Y/odrow; and to his indignat-

' ion "the English Players,Comedians,Strollers come down to fill up
our Cup of Sin". Of these ,.ston and his Company of players had been
snatching since 1725 such'seasons'as they could in the teeth of Town
Council and Church opposition,but by 1728 success had made them dar-
-ng, and -'odrow reports talk of building a theatre .Four years later



Aaiflsay felt a sufficient "backing to urge that still more strongly.
That theatre,opened in 1736, lasted only till the following year,
rhen a Parliamentary measure crushed it; but four years after, the reg¬
ulation was avoided by plays being given as part of concert programm¬
es, so that from 1742 on Edinburgh had its London plays served to it.

Tnglish influence-',however, did not mean an entire slavishness of imit¬
ation.Of the new periodicals being started,two or three,the "Eeveur"
of 1737-38,the/Patriot" of 1740., and "The Letters of the Critical Club"
sight admittedly have been" written by Londoners, except for an occas¬
ional letter or poem.But other s, the"Eccho , or Edinburgh weekly Journal"
of 1730-34, "The Thistle" of 1734, "The Scots Magazine" of 1739 on have
all something of a Scottish self-centredness. The Eccho's first numbers
. how that racial snobbery seen in the 1707-15 period, that acceptance
of the English standards as immeasurably superior,for carping letters
tak "Is not this place a little too narrow?" and similar questions.
i'ct the"Eccholike the "Thistle" and "The Scots Magazine"did take up
Ccots topics,publish Scots poems and quote on occasion a. letter in
braid Scots. The "Eccho's" correspondence shows too a growing concern
over those things in which Scotland was behind England,from lesser
points,Scotticisms,the opposition to drama,national-roughness of man¬
ners, to urgent problems,the support of home industries,provision for
the poor. The "Thistle",more political in aim,ran its' articles under
the signatures of 'Sir William Wallace' and later Sir John de Graham,
discussed Scottish agriculture and the national Constitution,and pub¬
lished poems by Boyse. The Scots Magazine,the biggest effort of the
time,was meant to satisfy a northern demand for a magazine of the scope
of the "Gentleman's and tV "London",and at the same time "to encour-
cge Scotland's sons in an- earnest exertion of their talents", and to
five "the Caledonian Muse"-"a publick Echo to her song". In'actual
feet, the magazine was very little different in format' and style from
its London prototypes. Its town news preceding L;ndOn news,and its
^ondon letter were the main differences.lt printed poems by Scots,but
those were either indistinguishable from English verses- or were very
often reprints from the Eondon papers.

lhat last point reveals clearly the trend of the young Scots .writers.
...ore and more of the. younger men are regarding London as their liter¬
acy Eecca,ahd sending their work direct to London papers.It is under¬
standable. The periodicals have enthusiastic reference to the success
of'kr Thomson'or of'Mr Mallet', their first nights desoribed or compli¬
mentary verses quoted. The late twenties,the thirties and the forties

58w Arbuthnot,Thomson.Mallet at the height of their success;Arbuthnot
phosen in 1727 to deliver the Harvey Oration,and intimate with Boling-
croke ,Chesterfield,Peterbor ough ,Pult ency, Lady Mary Wort ley Montagu;
Thomson's poems and ploys received with unbounded admiration not only
['J the older established men such as Pope,but by the younger, Col ..ins,
'Pay;Mallet1s plays also acclaimed,and his social and literary stand-
Wig as high as Thomson's.Bobh were friends of the chief poet of she
.tors.Pope,and of the greatest literary patron,Lyttleton. More,both
-ere patronised by the Prinde of wales and were in receipt of pensions
-°'.i him.Shenscone has a story of his tailor crying: — "Lord,Sir^i have
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, cecn the Prince 'of Wales and all his nobles walking "by the river's
;.icle'.'-the latter Thomson and Mallet!
The same period,saw too , collect ed volumes ox Mitchell's and Hams ay's

worse issued, and the-ir dramas on the stage.There was very little
satire to deter them'.lvlitchell had "been attacked with a

j • Back,scribbler,to thy Caledonian plains-
Cold as thy genius.barren as thy brains*--

-Then.peaceably betimes resign thy quill,
Scotland to British power is subject still.-

ballet v/as "a Scotch pedlar in wit" according, to Theobald.
Johnson had one passing "jibe in his "London":-1

• For who would leave unbrib'd Hibernia's land,
Or change the rocks of Scotland for the Strand?
There none are swept by sudden fate away,
But all whom hunger spares,with age decay.—

But these were negligible attacks,in comparison with those of a lat¬
er day,and the Scottish contingent in London was powerful. Bote,as
one instance,a report of the first night of'Mustaphai "The pit was
"before five o'clock filled with Gentlemen who made a very polite
ippearance,and were mostly of the Scots nation" That was a repetitr
ion of Thomson's first nights-.The Scots "claque" was already notor¬
ious.

These very years of London1 conquest were the years when the more
brilliant group of younger Scots were at the University,and conse¬
quently most alive to those successes .Smollett,Home .Robert son, Adara
Ferguson,Granger , iAdam Smith, Y7ilkie all realised where the prises in
the literary world were to be won.So too did -rrmstrong, in London by
35,with verse ready for a publisher,Hume there with his first pam¬
phlet in 1737,Smollett there with his tragedy in 1739.

Lnd undoubtedly those successes determined the English bent of those
poets remaining in Scotland. Gilbertfield,who had racily spun his

poric epistles and his Scots songs,had turned to rewriting'Wallace'
in a conventional English,which he called^"a rendering more intell¬
igible". John Harvey similarly turned the Brus into"anEpick -poem ", in
which it is dif icu.lt to recognise:-

1 How rings th.'Ll'arm along the northern Coasts,
Liid rush to .war", the Caledonian Hosts.
Brora Skye.Pomona's Isle and Caithness Strand,
Three thousand Targets glitter o'er the Band.—

us the prelude to Bannockburn.
7 Hamilton of Bangour,too,has no more use for farrow,but writes Milton-
' ic Odes to Fancy,or poems "in the Manner of Mr Gay".If he deals with

darns ay it is to place him
—on the flower-blushing bank of Tweed

Or Clyde or fay's smooth,winding stream--
Thcse very phrases are typical of the most popular practice among
Scottish .poets now,the description of Scottish scenery in a convent¬
ional English style,.and with an Englishing of names.Lrbuckle and Boyse

jversifiers both but of influence among their contemporaries were busy
writing of "Glotta" or of Grampian'prospects', and Boyse specialising
in ornate descriptions of the estates of the nobility.This kind of
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insipid description'had a value of sorts,for it introduced Scottish
scenery to English readers in the most palatable form,it pictured
it romantically,and at its best it gave "Albania".

The performance of English plays-most direct of influences- and the
opening of an Edinburgh theatre had their effects on dramatic wotk.
?orbes of Disbla-ir published his "Xantippe,or the Scolding Wife",

idone from Erasmus,Alexander Gordon a comedy "Lupone.or the Inquis¬
itor" , J .Baillie a'biographic drama of the Prince of Orange, "The Pat
jriot",and William Lyon a farce adapted from Vahbrugh, "The Wrangling
i,Lovers"-all four plays closely following English lines.
But two odd efforts,belonging to the year 1733 when talk of a town
playhouse Was enthusiastic,seem to be attempts at national work,at
a national tragedy at least, and a town comedy.' Gabriel lesbit's

f'Caledon's Tears; or Wallace, a tragedy" tries to dramatise the "Cal¬
amities of Scotland" from -the death of Alexander 111 to that of Wal¬
lace, with the help of an amazing caste that includes Ahymer the Pro¬
phet ,Bellona the Goddess of War,Caledon the Genius of Scotland,Si¬
bylla the Queen of Genii .English ana Scottish ki.ngs and "Worthies",
and Glarona Braidfoot, the wife of V/allacel The dramatist built with
these a stiff heroic tragedy,classic in style,fervently patriotic
in tone.Like an earlier Strufct he crammed it with antiquarian and 1
historical details,and even packed the pages with footnotes,while
keeping incongruously all the symbolic 'byplay of Belioiaa, Caledon
end the rest. The play is clearly unactable,a bookish and patriotic
rash breaking out of antiquarianism,but its appearance is a 'point¬
er' as to contemporary ambitions'.
'Written at the same time, although not published until five years

plater was a comedy, "The Disappointed Gallant,or Buckram in ..rmour,
a new Ballad Opera" acted at the Bew Edinburgh Theatre. I'his was a
farce,lifeless in its plot,but aiming at being a native comedy.fhe
dramatist,Adam Thomson,offers the'modest excuse,that

With Pain he sees the Muse neglected here,
Shunning"to charm,not daring to appear.—

The scene is laid in and about Edinburgh,end along with the leading
characters of Sir Aobert and Lady Careless are Scots characters,
oandy Buckram,a tailor,and Jean his wife,and Mally,a lady's maid.
But every part is in English,and even the six Scots airs used have
English words set to thcjn.The epilogue hod a vigorous appeal to fel¬
low-Scots to produce their own drama: -

Shall Caledonians thus to others bend,
* And on the bounty of their Muse depend?

Exert yourselves to wipe off the Disgrace,
Hor hold in Poetry a second place.

Thomson's conception was clearly of an English drama,however,disting¬
uished only by name and place from what was set out on London boards
Though the "Gentle Shepherd" had been staged in Edinburgh four years
before,no poet had foilswed its lead.Fifty years wore to elapse be¬
fore a "Geots pastoral comedy,in imitation of the "Gentle Shepherd""

7'Cs ventured,namely James Hhireff1s "Jamie and Bess ".
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;he '45 Rebellion might be used-arbitrarily perhaps^ as break and as
chance for retrospect.

2he thirty years that have passed since the '15 have been a time of
comparative peace between the two countries,though of sullen dissat¬
isfaction on the part of Scotland.*
the northern notion has been still resentful over Union. A Glasgow
pamphlet of 1722 erven revived the petition for dissolving it.

"We are ruled by Eings but we never see them:
We have a Parliament and a Privy Counail.but they sit in a for¬

eign country,whose Friendship we never -felt.
We have a vast many taxes but no trade.
We have seas but we dare.not fish in them .

We have a Mint but no money coined.,—-.and so on
Icfoe and Loveday both testified to the fee-ling'against the Union be¬
ing still bitter,and the causes of that are .obvious. ITo benefits as
yd bulked large.1'he travellers' accounts-of the decayed state of the
?ifeshire towns are a shock. Glasgow's prosperity is only now beginn4
ingjthe east coast towns not yet.

• Limner,would you expose L.lbhnia1 s .Pate,
Draw then a Palace in a ruin'd State, f'-pi¬
let ties and Briars.--

wrote Robertson of Struan. d

Cn the English side,there had been alarm over Jacobite invasion,Malt
fax Riots,and the Porteous affair,and constant exacerbation over the
deadweight of the controlled (Englice bought)Scots representation in .
Parliament.

Put over these reefs the tide of common national interests had "been
steadily ebbing in. London is regarded now; as commercial and literary
centre.English literature is the Parnassus for the Scat. England has
accepted without unfair discrimination the 'advent of the beots poet
and dramatist,and has read-and in some quarters liked-and admired the
foots dialect.
x first vernacular collection has "been published in England, "Phe Uaie-

»Ionian Miscellany" , with poems by Ramsay, the younger P ennicuik, Phomas
Blair and Josiah Ralph;and the advertisement to it spoke of ease and
elegance and purity in the dialect,as if these were now appreciated.
English literary biographers have "begun including the Scots.Four dram -
jatists,for example,find place in Wiles Jacob's"Poetical Register".
English anthologies and miscellanies print a very occasional poem by

"u Scofc,Rayward,for instance,a passage of Lyndsay in his "British Muse"
-iut these were rare occurences..rpart from Ramsay,none of the purely
Scottish work made any impression on English literature. What did
gradually and imperceptibly begin to affect and -alter English liter¬
ature wore the racial qualities in the work of Thomson and Pallet,
&nd just before the end of the period Blair, and in those imitation
ballads such as'Rardyknute' and' William raid luargaret'.
■R to the reaction on Scots literature,the spread of English culture,
the^ spur of English example have affected potently northern culture,
^ociety,letters.But nationalistic feeling and native renosence have3np'uiling crosswise, and the first enthusiastic revival of dialectCi °£ old^r poetry has been neutralized. '
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The '45 and the "beginnings of Highland Homance.

"i here insert a saying of the Jacobites abroad",wrote General Wade
in his 1727 "Heport relating to the Highlands"."They always owned
that their. grea/test Hopes were from the Highlands of Scotland,and
when it was said that these Hopes were vain,--their .mswer was 'We
have-- a. Standing Army of 12000 Highlanders as Hesolute.as well-armed
ana as much under Command as the Hegular Forces you so much depend on'

This was the second occasion of plain-speaking from Wade to the Ming
and the English Ministry. Three years before,his first report had
broadcast the most pressing facts about the clans:-ana it is a measure
of the scantness of English attention that most of that information
had already been offered by Defoe,J.W. and otherB ana had evidently
aropoed out of notice. The first report had summarised trenchantly the
menace of the clans to civil peace."Their Motions of Virtue and Vice a
are very different from the more civilised Hart of Mankind. They think
it a most sublime Virtue to pay a Servile and Abject Obedience to the
Commands of. their Chieftains.--The Virtue next to-this,the Love they
bear to their Clans"--The rule of the chiefs was "an Arbitrary and n-rv..

x tyr¬
annical Power". After these and other elementary facts on Highland arms
and methods of fighting,on "Black-Meal", "Tascal-Money," and the use of
the fiery Cross,Wade reviewed the military situation there in the event
of v,ar;x2000 J acobites,better armed than ever before, in spite of the
1716 Act,outnumbered the pro-Government clans by a clear 2000,and in
their impassable country have an easy advantage over English forces.

This report had its results:. Lockhart tells-very partially,of course-
of the English Ministry reeolving either to extirpate the Highlanders
or to compel them to be of a less warlike disposition,and thus intro¬
ducing the severe Bill for Disarming the Highlanders."Hot so much as
one Scotsman had the honestie and courage to appear in behalf of their
oppressed countriemen",said Lockhart,and declared the Highlands treat¬
ed by Wade as if "ane open enemy had bein in the fields".
That was gross misrepresentation. Wade was drastic in disarming the
clansmen ana in suppressing depredations,but he saw to it that certain
Jacobite chiefs-ana Hob Hoy-received the Ming's Pardon,end he person¬
ally cultivated friendly terms with others. His measures of road and b
bridge-building,the increase of Highland Companies,the appointment of
Commissioners of the Beace were all.aimed at a peaceful solution of the
Highland problem.

ihat 1727 report,however,showed him still uneasy about Highland disaff¬
ection. He had reason;in July of that year the Pretender was asking
tockhart "whither my going to the Highlands of Scotland might not be
found proper". So far as one can tell,Wade's second report provoked no
action from the English ministry,and he was alone in his desire to "mak
siccar" by any further measures. The Highland Hanoverian chiefs were
confident of peaceful settlement: English opinion equally so.In the
'vouse of Commons there was talk of too much money being spent on Highlanc

V • .
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roads."These Highlanders were indeed made to appear terrible,"but bei
' ing-known were found but men". Why, thon, it . was asked;waste money on

troops for an area already disarmed?
lade carried on his road and bridge building until 1735-96,and even

^planned theerection of a market-town "to ciifciiLise the Highlanders".
Before that could be carried out,he had been relieved of his command, (

and had left Scotland.(1740) With that,any statesmanlike interest in
the Highlands lapsed. :

i'hree years after,the startling incident of the Highland Hegiment's
desertion throws a sudden glare of light on English feeling. The mat¬
ter v/as trivial enough.. Lord Sempill's regiment,raised as its men be¬
lieved for Highland service,had been marched to, London,reviewed there
by royalty and in excited curiosity by "the greatest number of spect¬
ators ever renown on such an oecasi n".On being told that they were to
be sent to the Continental wars,they quietly disbanded and took to the
open country in an attempt to reach Scotland again. For a day or two
they-could not be traced,and the London mob squealed in panic. An Eng¬
lish regiment then found them and forced a capitulation. The leading
deserters were shot. --

Comment throughout had been wfld. "Nothing but the flight of the High¬
landers talked of in town",reported one writer."Some of their hot-head"

. ed countrymen were for comparing it with the retreat of the ten thou¬
sand Creeks through Persia". The majority of Londoners,how/ever,had been
.panic-stricken, and showed their relief in praising to excess the leader
of the English regirnent.-

* That doughty hero,Captain Ball,
Who quell'd our rebel northern foes,
And stifled faction e'er it rose.

I'he incident revealed most clearly an English ignorance and terror of
fthe Highlander still existing. One anonymous London "writer tried to re-

mosy matters by an account of the Highlands, and began frankly:-"V/hen
the Highlanders walked the streets here—there was more staring at them
than ever was seen at the Mottocca embassador's(sic ) attendance or even
at the Indian chiefs. The amazement expressed by our mob was not great¬
er than the surprize of these poor creatures; and if we thought their
dress and language barbarous, they had just the same opinion of our inann
ers".He admitted the people different from southerners: "Yet methinks it
is pretty strange that lying at so small a distance w:e should be so lit¬
tle acquainted as to wherein that difference consists'.' He then dealt
t'ith the country and its conditions of life, the Highlander at home and
in England,("strangers and far from being beloved"/and after a ration¬
al explanation of uhe deserters' motives in the recent affair,pled for
tneir pardon,"as unfortunate men,as strangers,as people bewitched with
the love of black heaths and barren mountains"-the last note exactly
that of a Scots poem printed in the Gentleman's Magazine:-

Ye think our Highlands,bleak and bare,
'

, 0' Phebus' bounty ha'nae share--
But much mistaen ye little xen
Each bonny strath and verdant glen--
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Ihese,then,were the .preambles to the '45 Rebellion,that
Ir.d most telling impact of the Highlands on England.

.trongest

The course of the rebellion,-the landing of the Chevalier in the T/est
crn Highlands,the march south,the victory at Prestonpans and triumph¬
ant occupation of Edinburgh,the march into England and retreat at ±>er-
ty.the battles of Palkirk and Culloden,the flight of the Chevalier
and Cumberland'
recording.
.tS to England's

suppression of the Highlands-is too familiar to need

reactions,much that applies to the '15 apolies to the
'45. Now as then,London was at first in alarm,and the wildest of ru¬
mours were circulated ana swallowed;while the country as a whole seem¬
ed as ignorant and as much the prey to mob cries and anger and panic
to thirty years before. Ho advance in knowledge of the Higlmlnds.no
naner grasp of the situation-that is the first impression given by a
reading of the contemporary newspapers.
Hut unlike the '15, the •'4 5 had a character of its own that stamped it
self on English consciousness. It was,of course,a more serious affair,
and the early victory at G-ladcmuir and the advance i s fair as Derby
created a heart-felt terror that choked all the facetious sallies of
the '15 days. It had a more tense focus,for the m; in factors were the
Highlanders, incalculable and dreaded, and the young. Chevalier de St Ceo-
rge,unknown but at once cynosure. xt ahd a far clearer and mone detail
e-d reporting, once the first panics were over, and a consequent vividness
the ' 15 never had. -bad thanks partly to that fuller and more dramatic
Journalism,-and it came from the Scottish side as well as the English-
thanks partly to the popular appeal of the Chevalier,and to the more
moving appeal of the fate of B'almer&no and Kilmarnock,the rising touch¬
ed qticklj- and sharply the English imagination.
Iroof comes from glimpses in the 'letters and memoirs of cultured onlook-

ofera like Y/alpole,Dr Car lyle .Hervey, Clover , Cray, in' the writers of the* hit
tories' that came out very soon after the rebellion, in the articles and
correspondence of the -newspapers, and in the popular tracts and poems,
come traceable, some only. Known from the magazines' book-lists.

IS
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-he suddenness of its outbreak was a shock to England, as late as the
end of August,the news-sheet 'Old Engl., nd* could write complacently, "••The
mtion of an Invasion will probably vanish into Smoke". Within twelve
ays that complacency was shattered,and England filled with consternat¬

ion at the news that was corning through. "The clans will not rise for thi
government; the Dukes of Argyle and Athol are come post to town,not hav¬
ing been able to raise a man;I look.upon Scotland as gone" wrote Horace
•alpole."Hut all this is not the worst! Notice came yesterday that there
•;re 10,000 men,30 transports and ten men of war at Dunkirk.Against this
;0rce we have-1 don't know what-scarce fears!"
p-e general dread was that all Scotland was for the Stuart cause
Caledonian mercury' never calls them uhe rebels" was the ominous

! -/• mor © alanine a preoccupation as with the advancing Highlanders.
--geiish opinion_ about them was chaotic. The mob swung between the '15
'oh- -° c°nc®Ption Che age-long abuse of them. Broadside scribblersout "loyal songs" that revived the old
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-0 brother Sawney", began the most popular ,v;hich vowed that
Court,Country ana City
Against a Banditti,

Twang ' era,we'11 hang 'em and hang 'em up all.
mother declared

Prom barren Caledonian lands,
'There famine- uncontroul'd commands,
The rebel clans in search of prey-
Come over the hills and far away
Regardless whether wrong or right,
For booty not for fame they fight,
Banditti-like,they storm,they slay, ,

They plunder,rob and run away. * •

And a third:-
The Blue-cap Lads
In bonnet Rags and Plaids,

Whom .light Divine bewitches,
Forsaking their Home,
prom the Highlands are come,

In quest of Shoes and Breeches.
The same abuse fell at once on the young Pretender, and mock odes on
his landing were circulated- ' - . — »

J
Huch of that . as. bravado, and was suddenly checked by the news of the
Highlanders' victory at Gladsmuir. The Government's attempts to keep
ruck that news, and the absence of the sound w ell-detailed reports of
the Caledonian ^ercury now suppressed,led to the credence of the most
alarming accounts. Reports like the 'Craftsman's' of "a ragged hungry
rabble of iahoos of.-Scotch- Highlanders" were suddenly discountenanced,
TVe are sadly conviijc.-ed* that they are not. such raw ragamuffins as they
fere represented".wrote Walpole. The first easy abuse was replaced by
::.ore bitter. . .• .

,

Satire sharpened further in the months of tension that followed. Invas¬
ion of England was expected,and the preparations to meet that stabilis¬
ed English feelings for a time. "Sure.banditti can never conquer a king¬
dom" was the belief,and'something of that cockahoop spirit found vent
in the October and November sallies against Charles Edward and his "rag
,'ed rout of Highland beggars"."A crew of naked half-starved Rebels issu
Rig from the Dens and Caverns, of the Horth". There poured out: -"A Trip
to Scotland or a Hue and Gry after the Young Chevalier"-"The Highland
invasion,a baliad"-"The Baffled Hero,an Heroick Poem"-"The Perkinade"-
'The Rebel Scot"-"The Rebels in a Panick".With these came reprints of
•".istories of the '15 Rebellion, and more usefully three or four letters
R.d newspaper articles exonerating pro-Government Scotland. "A Scots Gen¬
tleman at Berwick was "Surprised to hear that England asserts that al¬
most all the inhabitants of Scotland and especially the Citizens of Ed¬
inburgh were disaffected Persons",ana refuted the charge. An 'Old Eng¬
land' essayist made a large apology for Scot land:-"If ever any people
"•erited generous compassion, that people does"; ana Fielding, in his first
number of "The True Patriot" ddplorea "that indiscriminate Censure which
-"-ne are apt to vent on the whole Body of the Scottish nation", and ais-
k-guished the loyal lowlanders from "the savage Inhabitants of Wilds

fountains,who are almost a distinct Body from the rest of their Ooun
-(a discrimination only now penetrating English minds)
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But v.hen the actual advance into England hegan,the satire became an¬
grier. "The Highlander Delineated",choosing as motto

The sable Squadrons darken all the plain,
Inflamed with Hopes of Spoil and lawless Love of Gain.

iVus printed to "undeceive" England as to "this Northern Army of rav¬
enous Mountaineers" It collected from Buchanan,Camden,and Drummond
the most derogatory passages about them,and added Tom Brown's derisi(
ive verses on "The Highlander" and two of the popular anti-Sawney
songs.The press put out accounts of Highland atrocities and plunder-
end even men like Ualpole accepted these. Fielding,with scare-monger
relish,invented a nightmare of victorious Highlanders plundering and
raping,and quoted.a Perth correspondent's description of them as "the
greatest devils out of hell".

As the advance continued unchecked.English consternation grew.Humour
reached ouch a pit.ch bhat Fielding filled his "True Patriot" with a
weekly sop of reassuring jibes. A Penrith letter reported "Phe High¬
landers are a shabby,ill-looking Generation,and have nothing Formid¬
able in them but their Meagre Hungry Looks and their Filthiness" Field- :
ing declared the idea of 'London being attacked "merely chimerical,nixt i
of Panic and Ignorance",and to laugh away fear began a weekly 'Apocry¬
phal History of the Rebellion" Even-when the rebels were at Manchester
he wrote-"Vie have only a few ragged Ruffians to deal with"-and kept
the Government flag flying.
Derby was the crisis. T/alpole reveals the relief in London at the re¬
treat. "We dread them no longer'.' He shows too the anger that was the re¬
sidue of that panic.London had now a rooted hatred for the rebels who
had threatened her so alarmingly,and it was that hatred,a "Highlander-
phobia"-if the te'rm may be coined-that kept the '45 from being 'passed
over' as the '15- had been.

Prom the Derby re.treat to the battle of Gulioden.a matter of three mon- !j
ths, England was quiescent. "What a despicable affair,a rebellion upon
the defensive"wrote Walpole,and expressed national feelings.English
newspapers could ihock now at the vanishing clansmen, .i Derby corres¬
pondent described the town's experience of them:-"Go many fiends turn'd
out of hell--Under their pladds nothing but a various sort of butcher
ing weapons to be seen.-Their dialect seemed to me as if an herd of
hottentots.wild monkies--or vagrant gipsies had been jabbering,scream¬
ing and howling together"
Cumberland's march north renewed confidence too, and "The True Patriot" }!
amused itself with another account of victorious -Highlanders,this time
in broad farce. Some of the tawdriest of skits came out,such as "The
Highlanders Salivated"-by "Sukie Stitchwell of the Midnight Glub" Along jj
■yith these were laboured magazine efforts-"On the Retreat of the Rebels jin the vein of

"To darn rebellion's native seat repair,
There brood o'er Treason in that tainted air."

ine defeat at Falkirk reduced these high spitits however,and not till
the news of Culloden reached London did London recover equanimity. The
city's joy was beyond bounds."The town is blazing round me as I write,
7>:ith fire-works ana illuminations "not ed Walpole. That night it was dang-'
enous for a Scots accent to be heard in the streets."London all over
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Iy.'cs in a perfect uproar of joy"
In the theatres,'patriotic prologues were the order of the day.Theo:
Cither furnished one for "The Honours of the Army".Walpole one for
Tamerlane:-

Chains,real Chains our Heroes had in view,
And scenes of mimic dungeons chang'd to true.
An equal fate the Stage of Britain dreaded,
Had home's young missionary Spark succeeded

v;as its tenor. The anti-J acohite and Perkin U^rheck plays had "been
resurrected. Sadlers Wells prepared. "Strephon s Return,or the British
Hero" At New Wells the programme concluded "with an exact view of our
lallant Army under the Command of their Glorious Hero passing the Riv¬
er Spey.givingthe Rebels Battle,and gaining a Complete Victory near

vCulloden House,with the Horse in Pursuit of the Pretender"

During March,April and May the 'Glorious Rero' was subjugating the High
lands,and in the pause in movements,the first reflective articles
about the rebellion reached the magazines. These were half-retro-

3spective."Why in the name of heaven did we persist in the fatal er¬
ror of aespisinglthem! " said one writer on the rebels.Another drove (,
in the fact that "We were scared out of our wits by 7000-8000 Ruff¬

ians" .j. third considered "why the Highlands are the centre of every
/rebellion" Most of them suggested drastic punishment of the rebels.

The latter topic grew in importance as the prisoners began to be <
crowded into London.By June they were assembled. "People are making

'parties of pleasure,which you xnow is the English genius,to hear
their trials. The Scotch,which you know is the Scotch genius,are
loud in censuring the Luke for his severities in the Highlands" One
figure had strangely dropped from notice,the young Chevalier.Re was
being blithely satirised:-

Shall Charley.fall,and shall no Grub Street lay,
In doleful: doggrel mourn his sad mishap?--

•but during July and-.August nothing was known of his wanderings in
the west,and it was September before "it begins to be believed that
the Pretender's Son is got to Prance"

After Cumberland's return,however.popular attention rivetted itself
on the trials. These formed a curious turning-point in English feel¬
ings about the rebellion. Up to this point,the actualities in all
their gross and harsh representation in the London press,and the war
emotions at their worst had dominated English minds.The rebels were
an undistinguished and impersonal mass-"the Highlanders"-and as such
to be damned. Their leaders were barely known more than by name:

Charles,Tullibardin and Perth,
v/as one ball ad-refrain.Only Lovat was notorious, a cunning old fox.
Low London saw dad after day the actual rebels in court,heard "Donald
Maddonald, aged 25, of the Macdonalds of -^eppocli"summoned, and some fair-
haired boy tell his story,read in the papers the short life-sketches
of o theirs,graphically written,and came to admit that the clansmen were
not ruthless banditti, fit only for extirpation. 'There was no entire
slewing-round of opinion,naturally,but there was a sufficient sympathy
Tor appeals to be made such as that in the General Evening Post of July"net us endeavour to reform those miserable wretches"
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[further.most of the English papers printed a letter from an -^nglish-
::jan in Fort Augustus: -"7/e see a good many letters here from London t
that treat these people with the oporobious name of. savages .which is
a term which I think they don't deserve, for excepting what relates
to the Rebellion,I can see nothing in their behaviour worse than oth¬
er people,and I am sorry to say in many respects better,bringing rank
to rank,and I only wish some fair measure was pursued,the better to
understand their mprals and dispositions by a friendly intercourse,
which I hope when the rebellion is over,will be worth thinking on".

(duly ' : 6.)
In two cases, sympathy becHsae so strong as to be outspoken. Kilmarnock
and Balmerino captured English admiration and pity to an amazing degree.
Walpole's letters show how moved the spectators were."The greatest
end most melancholy scene 1 ever yet saw!the most solemn and fine"-he
draws the trial-scene. "Then came old Balmerino,treading with the air
of a general-the most natural eld brave old fellow I ever .saw"-"the
old hero" Other memoirists concur.uray was moved. The memorable lines
on the deaths of the two.lords:-

Pitied by.gentle hearts Kilmarnock died,
The brave.Balmerino,were on thy side,--

have been imputed to Johnson. Certainly,with 'their fate,a new strain
of sentiment, was felt about the rebellion. _

Lovat by this time was also in London,met on his way thither hy Hogaruh
and drawn counting the Highland clans on his fingers. This grim Durer-
esque sketch-the perfect warlock he was whispered in Scotland to be-
on joyed a tremendous vogue,and by the time the old villain's trial be-
nan.he was'already the topic of London's grimmest anecdotes. Kilmar¬
nock and Balmerino had moved English sympathy and imagination; Lovat .

pricked the imagination. He talked romantically and dramatically. "Je ^
neurs pour ma patrie et ne m'en soucie guere",he told Lord Ilchester.
He desired to die'by the Maiden,and to be buried in the ancestral tomb
in Scotland.His will provided money for "all the pipers from John o'
Iroats to Edinburgh" to play before the corpse.Re was sure the good
old women of his country would sing a coronach before him.'hind then
there will be old crying and clapping of hands, for 1 am one of the
greatest chiefs in the Highlands". Every detail of these floridities
found its way into'print-illustrated by Hogarth's portrait of hiqj,a
drawing of the Maiden, and here ana there a char act er-sketch or poem,
dray had heard of his sleeping in prison-"at his head lie two Highland
~oaen,at his feet two Highland men" An.Er.se ballad was read at his trial ;
fo the London mob he was the incarnation of the ruthless Highland
chief that rumour had fed them on;but these picturesque details began
so throw round both himself and the Highlands a grim fantastic gleme
cur. Popular imagination was touched', and though no more than that, the
touch was vivid because it .came from firect seeing and hearing,
sovat finally stamped in the impression., he had made by dying "extreme
ely well,without passion,affectation,buffoonery or timidity".
-is execution did not take place till April A747,but as early as -the
previous* October the popular- accounts of the lives and deathd of Ral
serino and Kilmarnock had been joined by "The Life,Adventures ana
;suny and great Vicissitudes 'of Fortune of Simon,Lord Lovat". In the
^rne month or a little later there followed "The Book of Lamentationscf Simon,Prince of the Tribe of Lovat","Memoirs of the Life of Lord
^ovat", "Genuine Memoirs of uhe Life of Eraser of Lovat", and "A Free
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■k.amen of a modern romance entitled Memoirs of ^ord Lovat".
:ynclironising with., these, the magazines had ".ai he count, of the Young
pretender's Escape after the Battle of Culloden",well-written,precis
tly detailed with mention of Highland names and places,telling of the
aid given the fugitive by "one Miss Macdonald", and full of graphic
touches of the prince lying all night upon the moor,or "to keep up the
apicits of the people,he sang them a Highland song"

It is at this point that the romanticizing of the rebellion distinctly
begins,and begins with the figure of the foung Pretender. Until this,
viily some flying broadsides and Jacobite songs had dared praise him in
England, and these had been shouted down by the satires, The latter came

'out in prose and verse, in dialogue and ballad. "Jack English" made fun
»of Young Chevalier de Quixote; an Italian and an Englishman discussed him;'
jS "Hue and Cry" was printed: "Hun away from their Master at Home two
;;ojing Lurchers of the right Italian breed-supoosedto be on the Hunt
;or Prey in the North"; a Biblical skit appeared: "The Chronicles of Ch¬
arles, the Young Man",that began "Ana it came to pass in the eighth mon
th that the Young Man landed at Ivloidart in the Wilderness of Lochaber"; |i
Ballads dealt with "young Pompey"-"the Boy"-"Charles"r-"the young Gen¬
tleman"-© ft en ironically as

"The Pope sends us over a bonny brisk lad
Who to court English favour wears a Scotch Plaid."

.in the theatre,Pord's "Perkin Warbeck" had been put on at' Goodman's
Fields,fa verse Perkinade had already been printed )while Macklin and
Zl'derton were both hurrying to a finish plays on the same theme for
Irury Lane and Covent Garden. The former staged his, "Henry the VII or
the Popish Impostor" but as he had written up his own part of Huntly
es chief role,"Perkin" escaped with little attention.

•■oticeable,however is the fact that the Pretender was .never taken eith¬
er very seriously or very vindictively,and that the satire of him was
* n 'olio i££iin 0*oocL~"jQSG00.• ii is Manifesto was printed and duly reprinted . |;
m "The Pretended Prince of Wales's Manifesto — dissected,Anatomized
snd exposed to Hidicule; but from the Edinburgh period on,mention of,
rim was largely a matter of scoffs at his having landed among "wild
••■en and savages" or of having won the adoration of the Edinburgh lad¬
ies. After Prestonpans,Palkirk and Oulloden he was libelled as having
eeen safely in the rear during battle."One does not hear the Boy's per¬
sonal valour cried up",Walpole remarked.
•ns remark was made early in the rebellion,however. When Charles held
court at Holyrood and charmed Scottish followers to him a popular ador¬
ation of him began in the north, ... collection of poems was made at Edin¬
burgh and published-a long soaring'Ode to his Hoyal Highness J various
birthday odes,poems on ihe victory at Gladsmuir and verses of welcome.
W -he time he marched into England .popular fanc£ there had been suffi¬
ciently captured to make the wearing of plaid breast-knots and ribbons

'popular, and the Chester Journal pointed a vivacious poem of Byrom's,
f- Genuine Dialogue between a Gentlewoman at Derby and her Maid Jenny"
■evealing the mistress,under her scoldings of the maid's admiration,-s eager to see and as ready to adore the Chevalier.



Tier Culloden,mention of the Chevalier dropped,as has been said.Cum-
hcrl'.na's ruthless subjugation of the Highlands was prominent in the
r.c'vs of the day.. Scottish clamour over his atrocities was loud, and an
s^ual to public sympathy began. Smollett's "Tears of Scotland",writ-
:en it was aaid on the night London learnt of Culloden.was published
rmdnyroously, and had " such a run of approbation". "A Letter from a Gen
lemon at London to a friend at Bath" reported instances of cruelties

to rebels in the Highlands and ashed that an enquiry should be held.
'The Groans of ^Scotland", a prose tract, lament ed in Biblical style over
'forlorn Caledonia". "Castle Lrummond is a Heap of Hubbish-Strathallan
is a Deaart;fraserdale and Castle-Louny are Monuments of the Folly of
their Owners;Achnacarry and the Seats of the Camerons are laid in Ash-
fi ^ff

So a sympathetic attitude was created,and consequently when the first
reports of Charles' adventures in the Highlands come through,they were
rushed into the papers,and followed almost immediately by romantic and
admiring embroideries of them in the form of popular chronicles.

The first newspaper reports of October-December 1746 had themselves a
strong appeal to the imagination. The scene of adventure was the u±orar
country and'the Isles, and the latter,Skye ,Uist .Benbecula had already a
-tumour in English eyes. Vivid and picturesque 'details abounaed-"seven
lays in the glens of Morar",or "went over the great hill of Morar in a
tatter'd Highland habit end was joyfully received by Macdonald at the
head of his men". .. 1

fae first of the romantic chronicles, "Ascanius, or the Young Adventurer,
6 Irue History",and "Alexis:or the Young Adventurer,a Hovel" did their
beet to empurple these actualities.
their authors took refuge behind allegory,ana so could praise without
■litigation or remorse of voice the heroic Ascanius or ^lexis. Of "the
intrepid prince" "enough already has the world heard of his Story to
excite Compassion in the generous: Breast" But the chronicler of Ascan.it
its promises "truth undisguised". There follow:s an account of the hero
'of fearless soul",and of his "heroic; Behaviour when traversing the
;nld and lonely Desart,climbing the craggy Hock or exploring the dark
•iecesses of the Subterraneous Cavern"; of his "faithful Lochiel",of the
t&llant Macdbnald who delivered a message with his dying breath to!his
'beloved master", and of Highlanders "every-Man of whom would spend their
ip£t Drop of Blood to defend him". Asoanius-' elegant and eloquent
speeches are given in full, and are in the tone of "The Life of the Mean
fctt of my Followers is as; •dear to me as my own,nor shall one be sacri-
-oced by being left behind if 1 can help it". Flora ^acdonala has an eq-
tally romantic turn of* phrase:-"Over yonder blue Hills indeed,I believe
•he Passage is open to Ourrada",and the like,and her part is expanded

a full heroine role. The romance-for it is no less-ends with the Chev
slier's landing in France, and with two appendices of letters, characters
:-l his supporters, and a refutation of the tale of Jenny Cameron,the so-
-alled Prince's mistress.
•lexis" declared itself a pastoral novel. The hero,of "graceful end unee
-tmmon mien" is"a Shepherd of the Fisrt Hank",who had formed "Loble ana

generous resigns". "Lever was there a "Scheme of more Disinterestedness"4 Enterprise of greater Danger".The events of the rebellion are then
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dashed through in a few pages,ending in Cumberland "riding triumphant¬
ly in gore",and the Highland adventures begun. "They-eat the brown
Crust and drink the cold Stream. 'The urass and the Heath is their Bed,
end the hard Stone their Pillow". ..lexis meets Heroica.a young Shep¬
herdess, "a blooming nymph",and thanks to her and to Clarinda escape
is planned.But just at this romantic zenith-fAlexis had sung "several
pretty pastorals",) the M.S. breaks off.

These first essays in "novelette" were very popular. ..scanius had "a
prodigious run",having been excellently "puffed" by the arrest of.the
bookseller. The following year,which began with the feeling over nov¬
el's trial,and ended with a surge of Jacobitism that alarmed the Gov¬
ernment saw more chronicles. "The Wanderer or Surprising Escape" pro¬
fessed to e Harrative founded on True Pacts" ,writt en by one who, t
though Hanoverian, "felt admiration and pity for the unfortunate ^outh,
es did many others". His account imitates *^lexis;the Wanderer meets
Porcia and sails to the isles of Lugubra ana Carkeuria where his "un¬
happy Enterprize" finishes.

Three attempts were made to get back to some degree of truth and real¬
ity. \ . " ... ■-

I "The Young Chevalier" was published as the work of a Scots gentleman,
personally acquainted with the Prince,one whose "Style and Diction ware
to .purely Horth-British" as to be "too obscure to the English reader"
without translation into English.In spite of that, the account sounds
truthful. Small details of Culiod<n are given,credible remarks by the
Prince,references to the animosities between the clans,and the place n-
names and routes are identifiable. The absurd stories of Flora ^acdon-
ald are aenied:no brilliant lady but "a simple modest Girl"; ana roman¬
tic flourishes are eschewed.
Similarly, a pamphlet-"Aeneas and his tun Sons" subtitled itself true j
Portrait".The prologuehit off a typical coffee-house scene;a Cit,"after
reading some accounts of the Indefatiguable Vigilance of'that young ad¬
venturer, his marching on foot and voluntarily sharing all Hardships
y.ith the meanest of his Followers, cries "Aded! these madcap Highlanders
have an active young fellow at their Head.--He have no despicable Enemy
to deal with".Exaggerated hearsay of the young Pretender is too rife,
says the author,and his own pages,sketching character and appearance,
disclaim for him any signal bravery or remarkable beauty,and end that
his fete is "of no further Importance than unless further attempts to
disturb us and thq.t mild and just government of that family7 of ■u-anover~-

Eome of the early narratives of the rebellion,meanwhile,were issuing
the usual sarcastic accounts of the'Chevalier,and the 'scurrilous in¬
vectives' complained of by the author of "The Wanderer". Michael Hugh

>-es' "plain narrative" , for example, descr bes his experiences in the
Hanoverian army,and jibes at the "rebellious vermin",and at their lead
er s part at Gulloden-"in the ^ear pretty safe,three mile from the But
tel"."The Book of the Lamentations of Charles,the Y-.ung Man" v.as in the

} came.vein. Discreditable chronicles of Jenny Cameron/the Edinburgh mil,-
finer and reputed prince's mistress appeared."The Eife of Jenny Cameron",
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•'The Life and adventures of Jenny Cameron". The magazines printed pi
plates of the Chevalier,Flora Macdonald and'. Jenny Cameron.

i 3j the time the first histories v;ere written, an unvarnished descript-
.0n of the Chevalier's part in the rising was almost impossible to
•find.The rebellion itself was "already differently represented by aiff- (,

rent sorts of People". But Alexander Henderson's "Edinburgh History
of the late Rebellion" drew from his own memory ana the coihumns of
the Caledonian Mercury a description of the prince's entry into Edin -
burgh and his appearance then. It dissipated any 'clan' glamour,too,
for Benderson,with a Whig and Lowland dislike for the rebels,calls
them "choice Highland desperadoes",and summarises the 'faithful &ae-
donalds' as "very poor and addicted to Theft and Robbery",and the
clans generally as "mostly Papists" and "drowned, in Ignorance". Hen¬
derson stops with (Jul To den, but the'young Chevalier' pamphlet bound
up with a iater edition may have been his attempt to give the truth
about the flight.
Samuel Boyse's "Impartial History of the Late Rebellion".published ufc
.•.ceding in 1748, aimed similarly at truth, and attacked the popular ro-
r.ances. "The Particulars which adorn these kind of composed Relations
(cooked up only to feast the present Cravings of Hovelty)are more pro
per for Romance than an History". He wrote as Hanoverian,but the dram-
itic chronicler-or the sentimental Boot-kept breaking in,with the re-
suit that his account is "twopence coloured". He has purple patches
describing the chevalier's triumphal return to Edinburgh after Alaas-
rcuir.or the Highland hut "cover'd with green Sods and Boughs so that
it rather resembled the habitation of a Shepherd than a Prince"jof
the dragoons "destroying the rebellious Clans',' "carrying Eire and Be-
tolation as they passed"-"Thus vure this fierce People subdued,whom a
neither the Romans nor Saxons could reduce". He dismisses the Cheval¬
ier ''s flight with "All we certainly know is that after four months'
shifting from place to place"--he escaped. 3ut a foothote adds the ap¬
peal to emotion:-"Nothing could be a greater Proof of the Fidelity
end Devotion of these infatuated and deluded People to his Cause than
that neither the vast Reward of £30,000 offered,nor the known Danger
they were liable to in concealing him should ever induce one of these
ketches to betray him".

1 James Ray-,the Cumberland volunteer,gave the Chevalier shorter shrift,
ae is "the Mock Prince","the Young Pretender",and after a rapid sketch
of his dress,bearing and accent,passes on to his own adventures with
the army.

Ho accounts once more attempt to get events into a sane perspective,
k John Burton of York,with the methods and doggeaness of a modern war
correspondent had been spending most of 1748 in ferreting out from
those actually concerned the details of the Prince's escape. These he
<ct out as ".i genuine and True Account of the most miraculous Escape
tf the Young Chevalier,by an Eng1ishman"-Its preface attacks fictions
Whe Ascsnius end states his own unimpcachablef?) sources."! have on-

favoured to tell in their own Words as near as 1 could without alter-
kg their Sense and Meaning" The narrative that' follows is as pros tic
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n a police-court.report,and as choked with corroborative facts.Here
;nd there Burton 'writes up' a little,puts a dialogue into "broad Scots
emphasizes the loyalty of the Highlanders or "his be.lov.ed Lochiel",
ma sums up with a list of the Prince's adventures,-five times nearly
•jrov.ncd ,nine times pursued, six. miraculous escapes and so on-its bald-
r.css a little ludicrous, as it is in his whole narrative, and yet telli
leg. v (
text year, "A Plain,Authentic^, and faithful Narrative of the several
.nssgges of the Young Chevalier from Culleden-;-to Prance" appeared in
ioiidon,under the signature of.'PMlalethes,believed to be Forbes. It
tided little new material,but. out of Burton's reports from honald Hac-
donald,Flora ivlacdonald.Edward" Burk,Hingsburgh end the others,he built
n vigorous,'actual1 narrative that se£ the outlines of the adventures
:or all future storyPhila^ethes' had a natural gift for a phrase,
and a weakness for an oesasional flourish.Hence the Chevalier "betakes
himself now like a roe to the mountains", or "was glad to shelter from
the winds and the waves",or "slept that night with the heath foe a pil¬
low",or "starting from sleep--cried 'Ah,poor England,poor England!1"
Scenes are graphically imagined:-' the long strides of the great tawdry
r.oaen' who was'the Chevalier in disguisejor the cutting of the lock of
hair; or his appearance at Athnasual-"He was barefooted,had a long beard
a dirty shirt,an old black Kelt coat,a plaid and a philabeg,with a pis
tol and durk:but cheerful withal." His talk is natural^ and unaffected,
end as naturally Forbes uses native words in his tale,and sheilings and
tothies,claymore and durk and philoheg form a gain in local colour. He
f.nds with no peroration,but with two remarks made of the. Prince by men

had known him, and the quiet expression of their admiration is most
effective.

"■'ith these accounts, then, and the circulation of Jacobite songs,the '45
"pmcnce begins. Some characters are yet in the rough; little is made of
•he Highland chiefs,for instance;some now prominent,like Jenny Cameron
end 0' Sullivan are later erased; Flora ilacdonald'e is still a shadowy
eigure of romance. (Epigrams ana Latin poems ere dedicated to her,hut
;kr actual stay in the 'Tower was barely remarked by London)
List romance was to grow in Jacobite songs ana Gaelic poems and oral le¬
gend, but after this first group of novelettes and narratives,the drab
-nets of the Prince's life at foreign and Catholic courts stopped any
i'erther fiction about him. Half a century passed befope glamour gathered
ngain round his unhappy venture.

& is absurd' to leave the impression of the rebellion ending in a romant-
c haze.however. These chronicles wore only one by-product,though a novel
ne.
!le rising had drawn out ballads ;.nd songs end satires, journalistic ac¬
hats ana narratives of the rebellion,informative pamphlets about the
^fhUnds,histories and collections of original documents,poems and

^age prologues and plays,controversial pamphlets on the settlement of
':;a Highlands, and an abundant reprint of earlier literature about the
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i'I5,&nd tracts on'Scotland generally.
The first effect of,that rebellion literature-as of the rebellion it
lelf-v.as to beat a fierce light upon the Highlands and the Highland¬
ers.Ihc serious and concerned interest of nngland was a thing unpre¬
cedented. The country had been thoroughly alarmed,and though by '47
one historian declared "some still retian the Terror impress'd by the
March of the Rebels to Derby--and others affect to treat it as a mere
Bugbear.as a Haw Head and Bloody Bones",there was one topic that over
rid all others in newspapers and magizines-"What is to be done with
the Highlands?"
Even in the opening months letters and articles had issued on the sub-
ject."A Letter from a Gentleman at Edinburgh to his' Correspondent at
London" fulminated against "the besotted ignorant Papists",the High¬
landers, and offered from his own travel-observations an account of "a
People under no Government,no Law nor of no Religion". He had the
v.orst to say:-"Falseness and Poverty,Ignorance and Superstition great
ly prevail;everywhere "miserable Vassals ina Slavish Dependence to
Popish Chieftains";he saw some possibilities,for the menhad "a natur¬
ally quick genius",the fisheries might be developed,S.P.O.K.work con¬
tinued, the better clans used as war-fodder abroad:none of these fresh
proposals. The author of "The Edinburgh Packet Opened" put forward
emigration and the development of trade as necessary.A third Scottish
pamphlet,"Superiorities Displayed,or Scotland's Grievance",a reprint

»• of a 1716 publication dealt too with the vexed question of the hered¬
itary . jurisdictions, but most competently prefaced that With a resume
of laws enacted for the Highlands,recent abuses such as the Highland
Host,and the legal difficulties involved in the settlement of the
country. The author,obviously a lawyer,urged the abolition of the en¬
tire feudal basis of highland life.
In London a fourth pamphlet appeared:-"An Enquiry into the Causes of

i the late Rebel, ion and the proper Methods for preventing the like ^is
fortune for the Future" This was a remarkably dispassionate and sane
analysis of the rising,that goes on to state the favourable and unfav¬
ourable sides of the warlike Highland spirit,the loyalty to their
chiefs end its value,and argues quietly against the abolition of the
Highland garb,and tellingly for reform through trade and education.

But the magazine articles were far below that level,virulent over the
Highlander, drastic over remedies. "r>et us reform these miserable wret¬
ches,-!- mean the banditti that harbour in most of the -highlands of Sc¬
otland, that nurseyy of rapine and violence.where rebellion is always
hatching end brooding her cursed offspring",said the General Evening
Tost,and urged wholesale impressing into the forces."What noble fleets
might be manned! What an army of brave men!" The Westminster Journal d
disagreed:-"The hearts of these people like the Pocky Highlands they
inhabit are a soil that will not bear any culture" Therefore "trans¬
plant the Highlander to .jnerica or other people to the Highlands" .But
"pity the common Highlanders who are but little removed from the state
of Hature",and at all costs dissolve vassalage. On that last point Eng
lish opinion was at one;the roots of rebellion they believed to be in
clanship and hereditary jurisdictions.These must be eradicated once
and for all
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discussion became more heated in the months when the remedial legis¬
lation for the Highlands was passing through Parliament. Every type
of informative.pamphlet was circulated.Even poems said'thedr feeble
ssy:-

"To seize the broadsword and proscribe the plad,
avails but little while the heart is bad.
But use the hand and cultivate the mind,
.ma Highland Jacks true Britons we may find."

One outstanding pamphlet was in reply to "Superiorities Display'd",
"An Essay upon Feudal Holdings,Superiorities and Hereditary Juris¬
dictions in Scotland".believed to be by the Scots lawyer,Lord Bankton
This tried to impress on English minds that the basis of clanship was
not the slavish dependence on the chief-mischievous as that was- but
the connections of blood and neighbourhood,and that the hereditary
jurisdictions were neither the cause of the rebellion nor safely to
be abolished. He suggested as better reforms the opening-up of the
country and the spread of education.
That reasoned appeal came out at an untimely moment. The Disarming Act
with its heavy penalties and drastic proscription of Highland dress,
bagpipes etc: had gone through,and after it a Wardholding "ct.both rous¬
ing Jacobite heats.-The Hereditable Jurisdictions Bill began to be
hotly debated during the spring and summer of *47,and brought out bit¬
ing attacks on the Highlanders, lord Chesterfield was typical in his
standpoint:-"Were I to direct,! would have a short Act of Earliament
for the transporting to the West Indies every man concerned in the re¬
bellion, and give a reward for every one that should be apprehended
ana brought to transportation. This■1 think would be a better way than
hanging some of the rascals,and letting the others go home for another

'rebellion".
by the autumn there was an amazing resurgence of Jacobitism that star¬
tled the Government.Chevalier romances were streaming out,Jacobite sons
v.ere brazenly sung,ballads made heroes of English Jacobites like Col¬
onel Towneley and Jemmy Dawson. In London,there was a flaunting of the
plaid in society.In Parliament,discussion brought out Jacobite die-hard
trumpetings. The.Gentleman's Magazine printed by request Belhaven's
Vision' speech of 1706,and an admiring letter about the Chevalier tak¬
en from the Caledonian Mercury. So outspoken was feeling in Scotland
that a new "British Magazine,or London and Edinburgh Intelligencer"

- s star ted, dissociating itself bluntly from its disaffected contem-
poraryv .,the Scots Magazine. Its editor announced:-"They mean to ad¬
vance the interests of their country,and that they can never do by pro¬
pagating Jacobite stories,tales,pamphlets, and puffs". In London,a new
paper started a direct attack on "this dangerous spirit of' Jacobitism"
and this "Jacohite Journal by John Trott-Plaid,Esquire" bore as illus¬
tration a Jacohite and his wife, tartan-garbed, led by a sly JLesuit.

The Hereditable Jurisdictions Bin went through,only three Scottish
nobles dissenting. Press attention to the Highlands broadened to plans
for extended trade and the planting of industries there. Passages of

>Mar tin's "Description of the Western Isles" were reprinted,apropos of
) fishery schemes. There were "Proposals for Putting the People of that
(.Country into the Hot-Bed of Trade and Manufactures" j'The Jacobites Jour

nal
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iroached a plan fop settling colonies in the highlands: 10.000 acres
->,cre to "be bought, fifty townships planted,flax-growing and fishery to
U- made staple occupations'. The Gentleman's ^agazihe,which had been
running a series of travel-artcdles and surveys, announced that the ne
jext would be a survey made in Scotland, And by the end df '48,re¬
union topics were gradually lost sight of in a general but fairly
alert interest in the north.

::o far as Lnglish literature was concerned,the '45 Was a slow-detonat-
ing mine in the unknown quarry that was the Highlands. The first de-
•onntion threw up only the rubble of conventional verse. "On the Pre¬
tender's Son .sanding in Scotland":"Ode on Liberty": "The Alarm,a Poem":
'-n the Aebels1 Flight": "Lovat's G^ost": "Ode to the Duke of Lumber4
i'.nd". Do realistic touches are-felt necessary. Cumberland's march in¬
to the Highlands is

Now o'er the high and shaggy Hilis, •
Now b'er the low and humble vales,
O'er the braes beset with thonn, '—
And rocks the trav"ler's foot that scorn,

Bonny Laddiegioyal Laddie.

vUliodcn was a matter, of.
The barb'rous foe they soon o'ertake,
Tho' Spey's swift current flow'd between,
And now the northern islands shake
.ma echo with the martial din.

hue best of this topical verse was struck out by Scots poets in the
;'eel heat of feeling, as was Smollett's "Tears of Caledonia", or Hamil¬
ton's "On Gallia's shores".

.'.iter this light matter,came the 'heavier things in four-wheelers' , the
corabastic odes end epic poerns. Nothing in the first group is worth rust
'ng: the odes"for the year I74-"having only the tritest conventionalit¬
ies about the rising.The second group is a meagre one. As Ealpole de-
t-ored laughingly to his friend Conway, it was unfashionable to form
oems from actual history; "otherwise your campaign in Scotland,rolled-

c^t and well be-epithehed would make a pompous work and make one's for¬
tunes". Yet the inevitable "Hebellion: a Poem in five books" appeared.
^ was strongly Whig in sentiment.hackneyed in expression. The High-
umds were "liountains where perpetual Winter reigns", and where

The traitrous Scots proclaim him as their -^ord,
And in his Cause they draw the vengeful Sword.

*ue clans are vaguely listed; the Scots towns send recruits-
Next -iberdecn her traitrous Sons sends forth,
To join these hardy Huffians of tho North.
Their Aage for Plunder and their .xrms the same,
Which proves the barbrous Line age whence they came.

;°nny Cameron is brought in, in all seriousness, as a war-like Amasdn, "the
p-meronian Maid",who counsels the Chev&lfficr., ahd fights at Culloden.The
-■tterhcro is of course subordinate in interest to the Luxe of Cumber-
-od, whose victory at Culloden ends the; pbero. This ' epick' was being
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7,ritten.it appears-, in '49, and. has one glimmer of interest that oouth-
cy is alleged to have revised it many years later,with a view to its
publication in 1799.

in the drama,the rebellion produced no plays of note. Iviacklin1 s'warp¬
ing'of aenry Vll into some parallel was ludicrous,and the prologues
of Vialpole and Qibber negligible. "Entertainments" made use of "The
Hival Highlanders" and "The Scots Biggaries" But the only influence
in drama of any lasting effect was the encouragement given to sketches

i0f national 'humours'. Macklin put on a farce, "The Humours of the Army"
in which on irish, a Brehch and a Y/elsh comic character were joined by
a HacHyland or Colonel Hyland;and this,after a short gap,had a series

>of successors,in most of which Highland SCots figured.

Trose gained only by the narratives and histories ana the brief novel¬
ette chronicle. Some of the cheapest of the former hove' tin ir value,
for they hold lively sketches of the Scots army or of Scotland. Micha-. 1
Hughes,for example,stationed at Inverness,drew "our Highland fair" there,
and the chaffering between Highlander and military merchant. The short
histories had thedr informative details about the north and its men,of
the type of "they always move by daybreak or sooner if the moon shines"
(.idmittedly,these are trivialities,but in such fashion the stuff of fut¬
ure fiction was amassed) ' >

Boyse and Hay added ful i er accounts of the clans, i'he former emphasized
exaggeratedly the tyranny of the 'Lairds of the Isles',and gave instan¬
ces of the deadly feuds still prevalent,as he avowed. "The same blind
Devotion,the same barbarity and biggtted attachment to the Religion and
Customs of their ancestors.whose Language and Dress they superstitiously
retain,and the same Disposition to Hapine and Sloth".^et he agreed with
the author of the 'hjnple Disquisition",who had declared that the High¬
landers "have Spirits made for better things",and ends on the notei-"He
formed by Laws and improved by Manners,the Highlanders, so long the Dis¬
grace and Terror of Britain,would in process of Time become her Orna¬
ment and Defence".
Hay's "Complete History" professed to give not only the course of the
rebellion,but a full description of the Highlands he traversed with the
-knoverian army. He has thumb-nail accounts of the towns,jibes at the
Highl, nd dirt end poverty, extracts from Buchanan, from Ualrymple's addit¬
ions to Camden and from Macky's Tour,and as opinion of his own,a thor¬
ough townsman's hatred of his bleak northern billets."Inviron'd with
twack barren Mountains, cover' a with Snow and Streams of Later rolling
down them,the Sight of which is Sufficient to give a well-bred Dog the
Vapours,and occasioned Lumbers to fall sick daily,as well in their minds

Bodies".

The '45,like the '15,had one valuable sequel,in that it sent Englishmen
Hi vsr ious capacities into the Highlands, .miong these government offic
ials.a surveyor of forfeited estates,Bruce by name,spent I749-5C in ex-
luring the land and clans m ohe most distant northern and western



r re as, ana sent back a report,more minute in its survey than eny that
r.!.d yet come south. Bruce was a sturdy Whig and had no liking for the
•iirhlander, go that although he promised "nothing from me hut the plain
:rubh",he was inclined to report what he had expented to report. Still
r.caave the most d tailed account, county by county,of the clans in each
Heir reputation,physique,way of living,conditions of tenure.possibil¬
ities of development 'and so on. Nothing is left in the abstract, though
;*,e is inclined to use a swashing summary of the type of :-"The McRaea
re re till twenty years ago little better than Heathens in their Brinc-
iples.and almost as unclean as Hottentots in their V/ay of living".In t
the Isles"the Common People are little better than Slaves or Beggars"
He dealt drastically in realities onlyrhe laughed at the "Ridiculous
Htories of the antiquity ana Grandeur of the Macaonalds", and would say
of clans:-"more than half of them are pitifull half-starved Creatures
:f a low Dwarfish Stature",or "five parishes speak -anglish after the
Scotch Dialect, and the other five a corrupt kind of Irish". But uncon¬
sciously his account had a romantic side,for he reported old tales of
vendetta, or "a Maxim with the Macleans never to turn their Backs upon
ua Bnerny though ever so unequal in Numbers,but either to Conquer or
Hall upon the Spot"; or tell of the people of Glenmoristoii practising
a Charm to make them invulnerable in the rising. His business.however,
vss to observe and to make practical suggestions,-and he did both. He
advocated a severe "bridling by Garrisons of the Disaffected and Sav¬
age",but drew out a lengthy list of "Means to Civilise" as well, a list
that covered reforms of tenure, of policing,of trade ,of, religion,poor ?
relief and civil education, •'•'he cost of such work might be £5^00 a year,

■i fraction of vhat Britain spent on colonies"of nat half the Importance
of Civilizing ana Improving this part of Britain itself that has been so
long a Nuisance and Reproach to the Nation".
lov, far that report was circulated or acted on is unknown,but it was an
invaluable marshalling of facts.

-'he '45's r'eal reaction on literature is not to be computed in terms
•H this tract or that gobbet of information .however. What the rebellion

I est vitally did was to bring the Highlands ando Islands into the dynam-
1 ic current of -English literary interest. Or to change the metaphor,the

'irst period of alarm,the general Highlander-phobia,English anger,the
-urge of sympathy over the executions of the rebel lords,the hunting of
Inarles.the urgent discussion of what the state of the Highlands was
"nd might be-all these had ploughed and harrowed the soil, and v.-hat seeds
H suggestion about the North were dropped now had a chance of bearing
'ife.

q-'o poems owed their appearance to the post-rebellion ferment of talk
scout the Highlands and Islands. Mallet,who had nursed for tome years

plan of a tragedy set in St Kilda.now drafted it as a long poem,
I '-nd launched it on the crest of interest in 1747. "Amyntor and Theodora"1 • es full of romantic bombast about the Hebrides:-
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Par in the watry waste,where his broad wave
Prom world' to world the vast Atlantic rolls
On from the puny shores of Labrador
To frozen Thule east,her airy height
Aloft to heaven,remotest Ailda lifts;
Last of the sea-girt Hebrides,that Jjuard
In filial train Britannia'a parent coast.
Thrice happy land--
Beyond Ambition's walk,where never War—

end so to a verse paraphrase of Martin. It_vas admired by contempor¬
aries,and the magazines printed eulogies. Lven.Lr Johnson,who dislik¬
ed Mallet,praised it,possibly because of the attraction of its is¬
land settings,diluted martin as these were.

iv.o years later,a poem of real beauty came into being, Collihs' "Ode
on the Popular Superstitions of the Highlands". In one sense,any link
ing of that first exquisite expression of Highland glamour with the
'45 seems forced. Its origins lie in the poet's own imagination,in
the suggestions of Martin,probably in talk with Thomson,who had al¬
ready written of Hebridean psychic lore,and more certainly in talk
with John Home,who visited the poet in the autumn of 1749. But some¬
thing, T think, was owing to the current talk of the north and the sur
vival of superstition there,the newspaper quotations from Martin and
the constant deploring of the Highlands as a country strangely out¬
side the pale of normal life. Collins was not too unworldly a recluse
to be above the influence of these,so that one origin in the '45 may
fairly be claimed.

.mother writer was certainly wotldly and astute enough to seize the
opportunity of popular interest to publish his Scottish tragedy,
v.hich was set in the Highlands. Smollett's "Aegicide.or James I of
Scotland" had been long hawked round the theatres. How there was some
chance for its scones-'a convent at Perth',its use,though very con¬
ventionally , of Highland nobles like Athol and Angus,its mention of
"savage clans", "vig'rous mountaineers"

"the clans that lurk
Behind the adjacent hills--"

its desperadoes like Crime and Cattan.and its speeches in the style of
"V.'ee-p, Caledonia,weep! "

Other signs of this literary interest in the Highlands crop up.
.'.n obvious one was Br John Campbell's attempt , "The Highland Centle-
Kan's Magazine", issued in January 17-51, with a frontispiece of a tar-
tan-plaided,bonneted figure. The author sketched his life,from his
oirth "in one of the most remote corners of the Highlands" to his com¬
ing to London,and promised his readers a full account of his native
country in his second issue. That issue appeared as a tract "A Pull
and Particular Description of the Highlands of Scotland,its Situation
and Products .Manners and Customs", and .was a most fervid panegyric on
ni blends and Highlander:"as brave a People as any Hation in the Unive
verse.—They are all Centlemen--entire Strangers to every mean and a is
honourable Action'.' The native garb was "the most heroic and majestic
aabit ever wore'".'Ho nation in the world pooduces Men of more bright
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natural Parts"-as refined as the most polite Nation" Their "bravery,
oyalty,hospitality, courtesy are. all hymned, ^ondon,however, seems to

have been diffident about desiring a third number,.ana Campbell's ven ,

ture ceased.

The '45 exerted a most potent influence on Gaelic literature. xlhe he¬
p-innings of interest in Gaelic study with antiquaries like Lluyd,Sib-
bald.Wodrow,and of Gaelic publication for religious purposes by Boyle
and Kirkwood have already been noted.
These were nipped back for "a time by the deaths-of Lluyd and Sibbald
and by the '15. The 1720's showed antiquarian interest flourishing eg
again,and much talk of Druids and of'Celtick Religion ana Literature!
John Toland began about 1721 a "History of the Druids, containing an
Account of the Ancient Celtic Religion and Literature",and though his
death intervened after the first letter,that fragment has reference to
Celtic bards still to be found in the Highlands.
A confused attention in general was given Gaelic. Travellers like Gor¬
don and Lord Oxford amused themselves writing down tags of Gaelic verse .

tut rather as oddities than for any literary value. At the same time
Tennicuik has a sarcastic heading of a tale-"wr.itten originally in the
Ccltick language: by the famous Mythologist,Alaster Macalamore": and poss¬
ibly now Aaron Hill was writing his"Ronald and Dorna.--by a Highlander'.'

Then any mention of literature was swamped by the wordy controversies
over Scottish antiquities that went on in the thirties. Linguistic theor¬
ies, some of them far-fetched,were debated,and philology triumphed at

'the expense of literature.fflnnes's "Critical^Essay on the Ancient Inhab¬
itants of t'he northern Parts of Britain or Scotland" had an appendix
of "ancient M.S.Pieces",but these were mostly Latin fragments and scrap
of ?ordun,and only a list of early kings was in Gaelic.Malcolm announc¬

ed "Specimens of the Ancient Scottish or Caledonian Celtick",but these
•■ere word-lists. (Malcolm, it may be noted,did Gaelic one service, in that
bis persistent canvassing of Edinburgh societies and Gaelic scholars in
support of a plan for reprinting an amended version of Lluyd's Gaelic
Dictionary kept the study before public notice)
A reflection of this semi-antiquarian interest is seen unexpectedly in
a^paper like the Grub Street Journal,which runs from April to September
°f 1756 a hot controversy over the antiquities of Scotland.

-Hterary vagaries.meanwhile,still kept the Druids and their lays to the
tore. Stukely's book on Druidism and Stonehenge,published in 1740,led

jto increased mention of them in.verse and drama. Darton placed them in
Nona's woods'.'Vest' s 'sage Druids' were

Fetched by my summons from the western Isles,--
From stormy Scotland.'--

-te latter was a natural connection,since the Druidic remains in Scot¬
land had been spoken and written of.
ppe stepjfurther was inevitable. xf remains still existed in Scotland,

/[•pat of the ancient bardic verse? Lluyd's question: "Ghat is known of
•neir Bardi, poetici, Seneciones?" was again'in the air.Was an older lit¬
erature still, in existence? Did Gaelic hold any fragments of it?
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By the forties, the first collecting of Gaelic poems was "beginning,,
for Alexander Re a of Caithness later claimed that in 1759 he and a
friend "entered into a project-of collecting these old poems";ana be
fore the '45 Parquharson,a Soman Catholic missionary in Strathglass
was doing similar work, ho modern Gaelic verse was looked for,ana ne
none was in print,the only recent publications being a"Confession of
Faith','and a "Galick and Eng ish Vocabulary" by Alexander Macdonald-. ('41)
At this point the '45 intervened. London,instructed from this side ■
and that on the Highlanders' and their peculiarities,heard sufficient¬
ly about the Gaelic,in some cases heard it spoken. Adam Ferguson's-
"Sermon preached in the Ersh Language" was published in London(l746)
A translation of an Erse ballad by Lovat had to" be read at his trial.
The Chevalier could sing to his fellow fugitives songs in their own
tongue. Was it as an eddy of this,and of the cult of "artless gems"
from Lapland or Greenland,that Conway,7/alpole' s friend,in Scotland
with his regiment,produced a poem which he declared was from the High¬
land or by a Highlander?
Only one other response is known. John Home,fresh from his service in
the '45 and his escape from Castle Loune,brought to Collins' ear old
legends as well as superstitions,and most probably talk of the undis¬
covered ancient literature he later declared he had-heard much of and
was avid to read. Collins' imagination stirred' st the thought of:-

Ev'n yet preserved--
Taught by the father to the listening son
Strange lays.-- /

and pictured the old Runic bards listening to
The choral dirge that mourns some chieftain brave.

Beyond that sensitive appreciation,English interest was as yet unpro¬
ductive.

But in the same years, 1748-49-50, the work of two '-'cots was signalising
£ new era;for Jerome Stone had begun the study of ^aelic at the advice
of. his University Professor,and was to become one of the pioneers in
the collecting of ancient and modern Gaelic verse;and the Highland
bard,Alexander Macdonald,was gathering his own poems ana planning an
anthology of Gaelic poetry.
Macdonald's "Poems" published in 175P were epoch-making in the histoty
of Gaelic literature. They mark a renasence of Gaelic poetry,for with¬
in a few years not only he but kacCodrum.MacXellar.Buchanan and luacln-
tyre are writing verse. They mark a revolution in Highland ways,for
-itherto no verse had been printed. They matk a new literary confid-
cnce:Macdonald in his preface offers the poems to "those versed in this
ancient and comprehensive language",and "to raise in others a desire to
iearn something of it,if they can be brought to think that it may poss¬
ibly contain in its bosom the charms of poetry and rhetoric",and "to be
speak support for a greater collection of poems of the same sort"
He adds praise of "the Celtick nation" and its language,and inveighs ug
ainst the fact that "this language alone should remain in a state not
only of tot al abandon—but this people and this language should be alone

•persecuted and intolerated".
in spite of that his first poem is an eloquent hymning of "The Resurr¬
ection of the Old ocofctish Tongue".That was followed by Songs to the
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frince", a "Song of the Clans", "The Proud Plaid" (a eulogy of the native
dress )"In Praise of Macrimmon's Pipe" some satires on the Campbells
and various nature i'oeras.
to ardent was the Jacobitism of these poems that the volume was order¬
ed fco be burnt by the hangman.That stimulated an illicit sale,with such
success that the poems were partially reprinted in 1764. Mackellar,Buch
anan and Maclntyre -were thus emboldened to publish their work too, in
1752,1767 and 1768 respectively.
Unluckily,nothing came of Iviaedonald1 s plan of an anthology.
i'.'.hetiier or no stone read of it, and it is extremely likely that he did,
he was engaged in the same and subsequent years-I750-56-in collecting
iaelic verse, ancient Ossianic ballads, and such modern .poems "as are re¬
markable on account of their beauty or the interesting nature of their
subject".He was writing a treatise too,enquiring into the origins of th
language.He was upholding its importance philologically in the columns
of the Scots Magazine by calling Johnson to account for neglecting it
in the derivations in his Dictionary. Most important, of all,he brought
to public notice the existence of a body of ancient Scottish verse.Prom
junkeId.November 1755,he addressed a letter to the Scots Magazine:-
"Those who have any tolerable acquaintance with the Irish language must
k ow that there are a great number of poetical compositions in it,and
some of them of very great antiquity.whose merit entitles them to an ex
eruption from that unfortunate neglect or rather abhorrence to which ign¬
orance has subjected that emphatic and venerable language in which they
were composed"(a repetition of Macdonald) "Several of these performances
for sublimity of sentiment.nervousness of expression and high-spirited
metaphors are hardly to be emailed among the chief productions of the
most cultivated nations.Others breath such tenderness and simplicity"—
on which he dilated.He then offered."an old tale translated from the
Irish.1 Albin,the daughter of Mey*" His translation was long,convent¬
ionally phrased,and provoked no comment from the magazine readers.But
it was invaluable pioneer work. With a shock one finds Stone's epitaph
printed in the same monthly six numbers later.
Is it stretching the lung arm of coincidence too far to suggest that
young James Macpherson was in Edinburgh that winter1(1755-56)and had in
all probability a keen eye on the magazines he was soon bombarding with
his own poetry,he read Stone's letter and his 1^lbin and Mey",caught his
enthusiasm,and in the verse started that summer on his return to the
highlands,let his imagination draw its own pictures of ancient time
and heroic youths. '
But with the publication of that work,"The Highlander" in 1758,a new
chapter opens. •

One other1 postscript' to the- '45 remains to be ment .ioned, for to it one
owes the first Highland landscapes painted from nature by English ar¬
tists.

llt need hardly be said that-though the contemporary prints of the rebel¬
lion were full of cuts of Highlanders,led by the Hope or plundering a
country town or fleeing after Qulloden.and of the Pretender surround¬
ed by Scots beauties or grouped with Flora ^acdonald and Jenny Cameron
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'.here was neither knowledge nor drawing of highland background,beyond
the outline of a river in the Culloden battle scene,
kit the rebellion brought to Scotland two artists,Thomas and ?>aul
Hunaby .whose work was destined to be famous.The elder,Thomas,was al¬
ready known te as an excellent draughtsman and had thus been appoint¬
ed secretary and draughtsman to the■Duke of Cumberland. In his retinue
he went to Scotland in January 1746,and saw the campaign through. He
made a sketch of Culloden fight,that was sent south to Windsor Castle,
and two detailed drawings of Fort Augustus,Loch Hess, and one of Fort
T'illiam with the English encampment. In. subject matter,these were works
of no great novelty.There was already a fashion for "draughts of Xillie
oi'onkie and landscapes of Olencoe" ,as suitable adornments for gentle¬
men's parlours. These were never drawn from the actual scene,however,
end Sandby's accurate.highly-finished drawings set a new standard.

Probably through Thomas's influence ,his brother Paul,then a youth of
twenty-one,secured the post of draughtsman in the survey of the High-
lends begun in '46. He was already in Scotland,for among the specimens
of work submitted in. applying for the post were two drawings of Edin¬
burgh Cc'stle. He had bean showing a Hogarthian appreciation of Edinburgh
town types,too,for folios of his have sketches in Indian ink and cole
our of a fishwife,a pedlar,fiddler,blind beggar.street sweeper,piper,
hawker and so on,ana little groups of street-corner loungers,strutting
Highlanders,shawled women and babies,a street seller at her stall,a
-cone at the docks,and beggars innumerable. ae drew too the High Street,
a cartoon of Halfour's Coffee-House,the scene at Young's execution,
rebel Highlanders under arrest, a caricature of a Highland -^aird maki
ing his will. It is,I think, the first time an -nnglish artist set him¬
self to the sketching of Scots types from the life, ana though Hogarti.
would have been the best commentator-(hehad used Charteris ana Lovat)
Sandbyfs eye was shrewd ana amused enough. fie hit off the thttered
and grotesque swarms to the life.Once he amused himself with a draw¬
ing of a Scots washerwoman,petticoats kilted up for treading,an ob¬
ject of English disgust from time immemorial.This he chose for the
first time to insist as attractive,and drew a Juno-esque figure,whose
Pine limbs and billowy clothes recall some Inigo Jones sketch for a
etage goddess.

He must have explored the countryside as well, for his "V/ell near Brou-
£hton", and "Tree at Drumlsnrig" are early work, Of six small landscapes
issued in '48 the majority suggest Eowland scenes,and were in accord
'•ith the popular tastes for' river and waterfall views.

Prom '46 to '51 Sanubjr is known to have been employed on survey-work
in the Highlands. After that no later stay of his is referred to by
His biographer. If these six years were all,then the land must have
Spen an extraordinary inspiration, for in later years he issued many
fetches of the romantic scenery una antiquities of the country. A
H'oivp of ten views "etched on the spot" were published in '50. Eight
iglio views of Edinburgh,Eeith,Bothv.ell,Dumbarton and Stirling follow

in 1?5I. He exhibited five"Views in Scot land",three of the 'Lynns
Clyde' one a "Waterfall in the Tummel near Killiecrankie".

Jtring the 60's and 70's Sandby was at the height of his fame,his-repNation made as^a romantic landscape painter since that picture of
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jnowdon ana Gray'.s Bard, exhibited in 1761. In '78 his views were col
iected'as "The Virtuosi's Museum". By then the vogue for Highland
tours was flourishing, and probably creating a demand for the work he
could present,and had already supplied as illustration for Pennant's
lour. He therefore gathered the early viewsof the falls of Clyde and
rumitel.the Druinlanrig and Bothwell and Edinburgh Castle scenes, and
tided four views of Ben Lomond and its surroundings, and views of Btua
sfcaffnage Castle^ of Kilcarn Castle on Bocih Awe, of country seats at
lillin,Apoin,Strathtay,and of Port William,Port George and of ruins
at Dunfermline,Stirling and Glasgow.
Die majority of these express only the limited appreciation of the
ere,the acknowledged romantic claims of cascades and ruined castles,
for example; but some chow a more advanced taste: "A View up Strathtay"
"Drumlanrig with a Distant Prospect of the Mountains of Galway in Scot
lend". One has to grant that details of trees or loch must have been
inserted from memory and imagination,and Bandby had a liking for pict*
uresque foreground sketches of kilted Highlanders IS full arsenal,or
drinking a deoch an aoruis at a cottage door or dancing a reel to a
piper"splaying. But these facts do no£ invalidate the important claim
that Sandby was the first to draw from- life Highland scenery and the
. lder landscapes of mountain and loch,to render these impressively,
and to bring ..them to the admiration of Hnglish readers.
So in the primary impetus of '45 activity,the landscape painting of
-cotland has its origin.
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CHATTER 16."The Scotch Yoke,or English Resentment:a lew Song".

a. The i'irst English attacks.and their significance..
Causes of English animosity:-

- political,social,literary 'interloping*.
- the national stigmas,donnishness etc.

Expression in satire,in farce,squib,etc.

h. The Renasence of Scots letters.-
Adverse effects of English abuse.
Reception of the work of Home and Hume.

. c. Amicable relations: signs ana effects of these.



I. November 1746

2 December 1746.
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Die '45 Rebellion had "barely been suppressed,when a London paper
I "Old England,or the Broadbottom Journal" printed one of those art¬
icles that seemed framed in malice prepense to embroil English and
2cots. Its author,"fretine" made the occasion of attach the appoint
.cent of additional judges, and after a blunt-"! should be sorry to
see a Scotchman upon an English Bench of Justice",extended his att¬
ack to the whole race,"being intimately acquainted with the dispos¬
ition of these people,who are extremely national,proud ana poor,
restless and overbearing in their temper,and insufferably insolent
in their manners",. "They have poured upon us like swarms of locusts,
into every scene of life.The army abounds with them'*--divinity is
not without them:--and law begins to abound with their dissonant not¬
es and ragged ^ualityiPhysic has them plentifully.And where anything
is to be got,you may find Scotsmen convened,like hounds over a carr¬
ion,or flies in the shambles".
Jhe late rebellion,ne"continuesiji?/as due to "the innate animosity
cgcinst us; as. well in the brutal ignorance of the-barbarous Highland
er,as in the politer treachery of the fal*se Lowlander". ".a Scot is a
natural,hereditary Jacobite,and incurable by Acts of Lenity,Generos¬
ity and Friendly Dealing". How then was England to protect herself?
Ane Scots were too many to extirpate;were they transplanted it would
be difficult to repeople the country;the rebuilding of a an bound¬
ary wall was impracticable.The only solution was a national boycott.

'Then must they keep within their own barren Confines,-fdr 1 see no
occasion we have for them in the several Sciences and gainful profess
ions here". He urges a debarring of Scots from office in the -.rmy ("an
Lnglishman ought not to he put under the Dominion of a Scot") and a
boycott of all Scots doctors,churchmen and lawyers.'

The magazines reprinted this article,usually with a word of deprec¬
ation,but with a shrewd estimate of its "sales" value,for the senti¬
ments were not unpopular-(the attack was thought to be a 'clubbed'
performance) and it had garnishings of Cleveland and titillating li¬
bels on Soots lawyers.
It created the expected-clamour. Of the replies,one,believed to be by

x'.Villiam Murray,Earl of Mansfield,had most prominence: "The Thistle: a
dispassionate Exarnen of the Prejudice of Englishmen in general to the
Scotch Hation"-and particularly of a late arrogant insult offered to
oil Scotchmen by a Modern English Journalist". _iS a debaiing-hall ri¬
poste it was effective,but it neither analysed the causes of English
Prejudice, nor attempted to-clear Scotland's reputation, except of the
stigma of J acobitism. That the Scots were venal and corrupt he pract¬
ically admitted,but blamed the English seducers;and in tu quo rue vein
he dealt with the other points of attack."The English,you say,are
sick of the Scots: 1 may venture is O G c sure you that the Scots are very
sick of the Union,and you may judge if they have any great Goust to
Die Union-makers".for the influx of Scots into the professions,he
erguec it as gain,and recognised as such by "the present Statesmen at
-he Helm".whose.impartiality on this subject distinguished them "from
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too many of thedr English fellow-subjecta"
Other Scots replies were in the tone'of "3coto-Br it annus' s

"The base invectives of thy spiteful -pen
Make no impression on my Countrymen.—

English writers,entering the fray,allowed "we ought not to charge
the rebellion upon them as a notional affair",but otherwise inclined
to support Are tine.
Although "The Thistle" was followed by "The hose",which tried to min
imize the attack by declaring it "a design of our enemies to set one
part of the nation against the other",sluice-gates of feeling were
open by then and abuse of the Scot poured out. The London Eggazine
printed "The Diabolical ^ourant or the Hellish Intelligencer",a coarse
satire on Pope and Jacobites and Scots. The news-sheets were full of
petty libels about Scottish torture-machines and the like. This con¬
tinued till May, (p months from Aretine" s article,when "fhe Umpire",a
"serio-comical dissertation on "Old England","The Thistle" ana"The h
sose" concluded the matter.

This acrid little paper-war may seem trivial,but it is not merely a
chance cheap-press "stunt". It has a Significant place as the first
of that series of rancid anti-Scot outbursts that culminated in the
notorio.us explosions of Wilkes,Churchill,Junius 'arid ^ason,in the
sixties and seventies.
ihe "Horth Briton" attacks,for example,are apt to be singled out as
exceptional,a sudden virulence temporarily spoiling the settled amity
octween Scotland and England. The facts porove the contrary,that they
were only an unusually blatant expression of what was a commonplace
in Anglo-Scottish relations still,namely a fundamental disruptive
animosity.

Scratch the surface of that smooth veneer of 'Union'rand one comes
on antagonism.Even in mid-eighteenth century,Scots' still talked bit-,
tcrly of the Union,and hnglishmen of the interloping Scot. The Eng¬
lish dislike only bursts out sporadically,but it is not a sporadic
emotion. Whenever there was a matter for popular division,that dis¬
like found quick vent-ana applause; and division was made over matters
as diverse and irrelevant as Scots antiquities and the Porteous Hiots,
'-:he Battle of Fontenoy or the '45 rebellion. In-e each of these cases
immediate attack swept on to "reflections on the Scottish nation"-
one need only cite Bishop Sherlock's -speech after the Porteous affair
or Swift's "Story of an Injured Lady". Further,such attack was always
condoned,and the satire of a Clarendon or a Swift thought excusable
and natural,while the praise of a Defoe or a Horace V/alpole was held
auspicious ora to he derided

Ihe causes of this English anomosity were in part those already analy¬
sed, the residue of past events,the differences in national psychologyend status.But since the anti-Scot outbursts grow more and not less"
frequent even after the settlement of the '45^obviously other causes
were rankling.
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These were a tangle of grievances,conscious or unconscious,or at
least inarticulate.

Chief of the conscious grievances were the political ones.There
was the "bad political reputation of the Scottish representatives
in Parliament .The "King's list" of Scots peers had "been notorious,
and the last packed election of these at Holyrood had to "be fenced
with troops .Bribery was known,"but the attempt to prove it had fail"
ed. The flagrant selection and venality of Scots members was equ¬
ally notorious.Burnet declared that Ministers "laid it down for a
maxim'not to be departed from,to look carefully to elections in
Scotland that the members returned from there might be in an entire
dependence on them,aid be either Whigs or Tories as they should

xshift sides". Montesquieu had noted:-"II y a des membres eccossois
qui n'ont cue deux cents livres sterling pour' leur voix.et la vende
cat a ce prix". An English M.P.in the forties had said bluntly:"The
for ty-^ five Scottish representatives in the House always voted as
they were directed" They incurred the scorn of their own countrymen
by-refusing time and again to make any patriotic stand.They raised
so protests,for example,over the drastic Disarming Act.Marchmont

*■ even praised in Parliament the Highland severities of Cumberland
after Culluden. Only the division over the Porteoiis Hiots and the
Pains and Penalties Bill/hgadnstj) which the Scots members in the Com¬
mons vo'ied^and Mrgyle attacked in the nords, disproved that charge
of subserviency to the Government,and one "break-away" could not
alter the accepted stigma of "Scots brigade".
After the 145,and particularly during the Newcastle ministry,that
pro-Government voting continued. By the mid-fifties,a vicious cir¬
cle had been formed;English animosity drove the Scots to vote 1 nat¬
ionally 1;further animosity was felt thereby and expressed.
Aggravating causes of dislike were the pre-eminent positions of the
second and third Dukes of xrgyle and the caballing imputed to them.
"-Lob Hoy and Archie his man",the ballads christened Walpole and Ar-
g'yle.When the Forfeited Estates ..co t of 1752 was passed, annexing
the estates to the Grown,and allocating the money to Scottish servi
ices.it was suspected as an astute move by wrgyle to gain Jacobite
sup port.
Further,the stigma of Jacobitism wtd still attached to the-scots,
and English members continued to see Jacobite sympathies and intrig¬
uing where there were none.The sheriff-deputes ap,ointed temporarily
by Government after the' '45 to regulate the Highlands were re-appoint
cd for fifteen years,any change obviously being dreaded. A year af-

) ter 3helburne was still assuring Parliament "all Scotland was enthus¬
iastically d-voted to the exiled family,with a very few exceptions".
The Scots member who previously declared there were more Jacobites
in Middlesex than in the Highlands was a voice unlistened to. Count¬
less instances of the MngiiGh belief can be quoted. The career of a
lawyer like Mansfield was seriously harmed by the ineradicable sucpic
ion that he was Jacobite. When the English Militia Bill was discuss¬
ed in 1756 Townshend suggested a similar measure for Scotland.In
vain.In the ..ct passed Scotland was expressly excluded; the country
was still regarded as dangerous.
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An addition there w:.s dangerous gossip of Scots pensions innumerable,
of sums•spent on' secret service work in the north, and on doles to
Scots peers.In getting to the truth of these charges,the recent re-

I searches of L.B.Namier have been invaluable, for his statistics shov;
that during the Newcastle regime from 1754-60 the sums spent on Scot¬
land for election 'purchases' were a fraction of the total paid out.
At the '54 decbion,£1800 went to Scotland out of a total efDr Eng¬
land and Scotland of £22,000. In the 1757-60 period,smjsof £500 for
Perth Burghs,£500 for the Orkneys were spent,in each case less than
the usual sums spent on English towns. Certainly Government bought
openly in Scobland;-it did the same in Cornwall and Devonshire.Only
racial dislikes threw limelight oh the one scene, of transaction, and
left the othere obscure. As regards pensions, the ."aristocratic dole"
as Namier calls it, went to six Scots peers, and to precisely twice as

■many English. The hired and pensioned journalists included two Scots
duthrie and Mallet,the anti-Jacobite spies three;but the amounts paid
to these and to two Scottish officials were comparatively small. So
one charge of the' anti-Scots is now unexpectedly refuted. Then, it
need hardly be added it was tenaciously believed.

A major grievance was irrefutable,and was the chief thorn in the Eng
lish flesh. That was the intrusion of Scots into every branch of off¬
icial and professional life in. London,and their"success there.

7he fifties witnessed a steady capturing of high Government office
and army rank. The decade opened with a protest from Pelham:-"There
were at least as &py Erskines and Dalrymples preferred as of any
English name". Bco^re six years had passed,a Scot,the Earl of Bute,
was the recognised favourite of the Prince and Princess of "ales.and
in 1756 was at the head of the Prince's establishment;William Murray,
brilliant orator and lawyer,had become attorney General ana Lord ^ans
field,and for some months of '57 Chancellor of the Exchequer;Sir Gil¬
bert Elliot was Lord of ndmitalty;its First Secretary,John Cleveland,
a scot;Sir Andrew Mitchell was Ambassador to Prussia;Oswald of Dunni-
keir a Commissioner of Trade;Lord Dupplin was right-hand man to New¬
castle; Lord Marchmont and his brother Hume Campbell!; the latter famed
for his oratory) in high standing until their withdrawal to Scots posts,
.kid the Prince of Wales stood patron to Scots like Thomson and Mal-

Jlet.to the architect Campbell,and now to Allan Aemsay the painter.

Ahis resented'climbing'was as evident outside Parliament and politics
-as 'Aretine' had complained. For a realistic glimpse of how matters
stood,recall Smollett's Roderick Random arriving in London.Aory,typic¬
al, said Smollett,of "many other needy Scotch surgeons",and his friend
Strap at once seek fellow-countrymen.The tobacconist,at the sign of
the Highlander,was a Scot;Mr Cringer ,M.P .was a Scot,his lev<- e attend¬
ed by a great many young fellows,whim I formerly knew in Scotland";
hr Concordance,teacher of languages.whose English accent was so arti¬
ficial as to be incomprehensible,was a Scot;and a young fellow-surgeon
inevitably so.The Navy Of,ice complained of "such a swarm of Scotch
surgeons—that the Commissioners are afraid of be'.ng torn in piece's"
■^ony was frankly told:-"You Scotchmen have overspread us of late as
°n° loovists did Egypt".Similarly Melopoyn tells him that hackwork
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•'was a mere drug,tha-t branch of literature, being overstocked by an
inundation of authors from North Britain"

.

Jhat sketch of the 'northemp-enetration" was perfectly true to life.
But it aid not go far enough. London found Scots among its leading
tankers,lawyers,doctors and merchants,and the Scottish tutor and
gardener were already a commonplace. Names can be quoted,bankers
like Barclay,Goutts,Andrew Drumrnond and Campbell of the Strand;doc¬
tors like Clephane , Smel'lie, the two Fordyces ('Jilliam and GeorgeO,
the two Hunters,(John and William) Macaulay,Armstrong,Cheyne,Grang-
er-menas noted in society and in lettered circles as in medecine;
merchants such as Richard Oswald,(who from being Contractor of Sup¬
plies to the Army rose to being Chief Commissioner of the Peace Ne¬
gotiations afetr the American War) and Alexander Hume,an M.p.and a
Director of the East India Company.
Hume Campbell and V/illaim Murray had already made their reputations
at the English Bar. London society regarded Murray as one of its et
stars, and welcomed Sir Andrew Mitchell,Oswald of Dunnikeir and Sir
Harry Erskine.

'There the Scots told remarkably .however, was in letters, restrict
the field,first,to those in London, The fifties find-Mallet still
in high standing,the doyen for young Soots like Hume to approach.
His works have been published,and he is believed to be preparing a
life of Marlborough. Smollett has 1 arrived'."Roderick Random" made
his name .Peregrine Pickle and I'erdinand, Count Fathom have establish
ed him. In 1756 Hamilton enlists him for his "Critical Review/", and
from then on,he and a small group of fellow-Scots become the "Scotch

I Tribunal" so angrily satirised by Shebbeere and Earburton.His "Hist¬
ory of England" is a 'best-seller1 of 1757-running to 20,000 copies.
His Chelsea house is a centre of the town's literary celebrities,
Johnson,Goldsmith,Garrick,Sterne and the rest.
Among these t.o lesser Scots are -finding a place, .Armstrong,who has
been trying didactic verse,essays by "Launcelot Temple" and a drama,
and Grainger,contributor to Dodsley's Collections and a reviewer of
poetry,drama and medical books for the 'Monthly Review'.

'without portfolio' in London society,but acknowledged and given rank
(willingly and unwillingly)in English letters,were the famous Edin¬

burgh group. Hume had found a London audience as early as 1748:-"My
bookseller informed me that my former publications were beginning to
be the subject of conversation','that the sale of them was gradually in
creasing"-.His "Political Discourses" were successful from their first
issue.Phree volumes of his "History of England" came out during the fif¬
ties, and if two of these exacerbated English opinion,they at least
■"ere admitted to he work of eminence. Robertson's "History of Scotland"

Has the litbrary triumph of 1759."To acquire such a flood of approbat¬
ion for writing on a.subject in itself so unpopular in this country is
neither a common nor a contemptible conquest".
orama and poetry too had been invadi d by this northern group. Home's
"Douglas" had been acted in London in 1757,and had drawn Dray's compli¬

ment:-"The author seems to rat to have retrieved the true language ofthe stage".His ".4gis" hod followed ■ in 1758.
AU ycrse,Blair's "Grave" was by now steadily running through new editions
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,1753,53,56, and its issue once with Gray's. Elegy . shows the place it
i y taking. Spence was acclaiming a rustic.genius in the poet Black-

Keck,and publishing a -^ife and ah edition of his poems. 7/ilkie,scar¬
cely the "Scottish Homer" that Hume would have him,had yet.won high

.cruise for his "Epigoniad"
;,;,d in philosophy,Karnes had issued his "Essay on the Erincilpes of Mo

Awl and Natural Religion, and ^dam Smith his admired "Theory of Moral
4„ontiments".

Ada to this flourishing of the Scot as historian,philosopher, aramat-
ht, poet, the Scot as pamphleteer and hack-historian, as editor of rnon-
: lies and of daily papers,asfpublisher and "Maecenas'of literature".
Aollett's picture of an inundation of the race in Grub Street appears
:orredt. On a level above these were the successful hackwriters and
,'ournalists: -Br John Campbell with his amazing output in the forties
ox histories,teavels and 1 lives';Johnson's assistants on his Diction¬
ary,Hobert Shiels and Alexander Macbean.the former with the greater p
rcrt of Gibber's 'Lives of the Poets' to his ere it; the Heverend Alex¬
ander Mickle of Bayle's Dictionary;Andrew. Heid and Dr Alexander Husse
ell with a record of periodical and abridgment work,Thomas Gordon,dy¬
ing in 1750 with an unfinished "History of England";.Yi"illiam Guthrie w

' ith a four volume'History of England' and a sound pensionl-and the
iaposter ..Archibald Bower, engaged during the fifties on a four volume
History of the Popes",but after his exposure by Douglas in 1756 dis¬
appearing from reputable ken.
Ao to the printers,the famous four,Millar and Millan,Strahan and Murr
uy were already established.names and work too familiar to need men¬
tion.

Hat,in rough,was the surprisingly large extent of hhe Scottish inter
loping in literature. . ....

lore, too, as in politics.it was not only the fact of eminence that
paused dislike,but the means of gaining it. \'/hen Goldsmith, in one of
-is essays,was pibking out one quality'for each nation, the levity of
dance, the pride of England,for Scotland'he chose the 'national part¬
iality' .

Jut v as en old charge,and made the more frequently as the power of
Scottish patronage increased in the fifties, ana especially under Bute
ui the sixties. >

'Clannishness"always had existed. It was natural that when a group of
• ring Scots like Mitchell,Mallet,Thomson,Murdoch,.Paterson, .jrmstrong
-waived for the conquest of London, there should be an interchange of
keful introductions, and a good deal of mutual admiration, their plays
Humpcted by some fellow-Scot in the Gentleman's or the London Magaz-
he.ond their poems dedicated to the Scots lords whose patronage had
encouraged them. A cert aim amount of that was excusable in face of the
kndon temper.It was a small factor in gaining'success,often having
me unfortunate effect of provoking adverse English criticism,and dt
mmpcred with the value set on poems less than one might expect.Only
-•diet's eminence was an obviously false one, and it is unwarrantable
*? ascribe that to clannish 'cheating'.(The position of English poets
aie Hill and Lyttleton was equally false)
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_Xid apart from the first help given through introductions or influ-
.. .ce with a publisher, the work of Thomson,or of Hume, for example ow¬
ed nothing to this clannishness.Indeed,in the majority of cases,Thorn-
ion' s, Aobertson' s.Beattie's,English patrons did more to proclaim and
advance Scots work than ^cots did.

'.mere national partiality did show itself a menace and an injustice
r/as in regard to stage successes. A play was hailed as brilliant, com¬
plained Egglish critics,because the author had "a numerous Party",and

, the house had been packed with "Scots with tuneful hhnds and raeerry
feet". Disgruntled pamphlets about this abuse of patronage,-(Bute1s
bringing of the Prince of Ylales to Home's first nights roused great

«ire)and this nationalist 'claque* came out after Thomson's "Sophonisba"
■nd after "Tanere'd and Sigismunda", attacked by Benjamin Victor; after
Icllet's "Mustapha", suspected of owing its success to the political

i llusions to the ning and Prince of Y.'a'les,and aftdr "Elvira", disliked
»

. "offering incense to Lord Bute".
.he result was that by the sixties nothing Scottish or known to he hy
i Scot was given an entirely impartial hearing in the theatres,with
the possible exception of"Douglas",and even there Jackson's proposal
to act the young,Douglas in genuine Scottish costume and sword from
Cullod.. n was vetoed at once. Home's "Tivine" was damned as sorm as the
identity of the author was known.Ho dramatization of Ossian was success
ill in the larger London theatres, and only in the form of dramatic poem
or pantomime did the matter of Ossian have a hearing in two of the less
er theatres.Delap's "Captives", an Ossianic play, as late as 1786 was
laughed from the stage.
(But the caveat has to he made that there were other prejudices at work
here,the chief being Bute's ascendancy and the fact of his close intim¬
acy with and advancement of Home and Macpherson. )

Complaints of clannishness came justifiably from drub Street.
Hi ere the struggle for existence hod always been acute enough without
the aggravating influx of "needy Horth Britons".Their national talent £
lor amassing ana purveying book knowledge brought them the prizes of
the dictionary and 'universal history' work. And again and again instan¬
ces crop up of Scots put in charge of such enterprises at once hiring
other Scots. Carlyle has a passing illustration of this in his tale of
Captain Cheap, who, returning from Anson's famous voyage, was asked by Lord
mason to find someone to write the account. "Captain Cheap had a precii-
-eetion for his countrymen,and having heard of Guthrie
(incidentally, it is Dr Carlyle who gives the vividest sketches of the
clannish^csr centres of Scottish society in London;the British Coffee
•muse at Charing Cross, "where so many of our countrymen assembled
Icily"(a communication to all the Scots peers could be sent thither
in one envelope, said Y.'alpolel JBorrest's Coffee House or Tavern in the
same district, a Strand coffee-house whore a club of Scots officers
At,and the general social rendezvous of the 'Scotch Lancing ..ssembly"
if the Aing's Arms Tavern,Cheapside. )
*oe seme advancement of the SCot by the Scot held good in the newspaper
;rtd Aeview and Magazine world.Archibald Hamilton chose Smollett to edit
■;iS "Critical Aeview" .Millar offered Hume similar work. London saw or it
-cisrn becoming too much a matter of Scots critics, and shehbearefs "The
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Occasional Critic,or the Decrees of the Scotch Tribunal in the Crit¬
ical Review Re judged" summed up English exasperation."It is known",
i.c shouts, "you are a Cabal of refugee Scotchmen,v;ho style yourselves
Physicians;who from innate Hate have combined to depreciate the Pro¬
ductions of all Englishmen and Irish Physicians and Writers,and se-c
from innate Prejudice and Favour to exalt those of your own Country¬
men,and keep Stupidity in Countenance".
fhe charge of national bias in criticism became common talk."You wall

is ay the Reviewers are partial to Scotch people".writes Shenstone. It
r;as common belief as well, and the consequent English reaction seen in

• remark such as Mason"s,-in congratulating Beattie on his "Essay on
Truth":-"I will freely own to you that the very idea of a Scotchman

i-attacking Mr Hume prejudiced me so much in favour (of the Essay) that I
should have approved it,if instead of being a masterpiece.it had only
been a moderate performance".
fhe truth about this charge of biassed criticism is difficult to sift,
dhebbeare., in his "Decrees -of the Scotch Tribunal rejudged—".quoted
definite instances of Smollett praising recent Scottish books,and
disparaging English ones;and-the Critical Review continued to be at¬
tacked on that score,onessatirist claiming:-

j In vain VIit and Learning assert their just, claim,
\ "Your Wit' is Burlesque, ana your Learning is tame."

But tip them a Fee, or enlist in their Clan,
Then 'tis "Pine! Bravo!Glorious! Lye,this is the man."
Be the stuff what it will,to the Skies they extoll it,
Ivlacpher son's Ycr se-Prose , or a Story by Smollett. "-

Yet if the pages of the Review have their lavish praises of Robert¬
son's ' History of Scotland1, for example , or Karnes"'Essays'of 1750,
they have too the most acid criticism of Home's "Douglas",and some

i cutting jibes by Smollett at Scots hack-translators,ana at "the
Breed of Authors produced in Scotland".
The excessine eulogies of Scots writers,the talk ol Home as the 3c-

/.ottish Shakespeare,Wilkie as 'the Scottish Homer,Meston'our Scot'tis
Butler'.Beattie the Scottish Socrates,eulogies that really made mis¬
chief and convinced Englishmen that the Scots were incapable of san¬
ely impartial criticism,were the work of Scots at home,not in Lon¬
don. Ho distinction was drawn,however;and that Grainger could write
scathingly of Home's plays,Erskine and Bowwell write strictures on
Mallet's.Lord Dreghorn psrody"Douglas" in "The Philosopher's Opera",
and Smollett be impartial did not redeem Scots reputation.

Smollett had no pro-Scot obsession.
In his original work,his place is with the English novelists,not
Scots."Roderick Random" certainly had a Scot as hero,but his creatdr
prefaces this with laborious reasons in excuse of the oddity of the
choice.In the rest of his novels,Scots figure no more prominently
than English,and his supreme creation for the English novel was not
the Loot but the British seaman. In "Humphrey. Clinker",part novel,
part travel book,he made his only national contribution,for he brou¬
ght his English travellers into Geotland,and through the argumentat¬
ive Captain Lismahago vindicated Scotland against some of the tra¬
ditional sarcasms and charges. He sketched,too,various types f nat¬ional character and characteristic,discussed these,toured'and dis¬

cussed
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the Highlands,described national customs at first hand,and so on.
But he dexterously kept throughout a via media,retailed jokes at
Boots expense,dealt caustically with national failings,and caricat¬
ured Scots aha in abundance, Those caricatures figured in his plays
also,for the "Reprisal" farce held the happiest of all Highlander

I'grotesques',Maclaymore and Donald the piper.
It is Smollett's, very levelheadedness in this handling of Scotland
that most sitikes one.If he has his moments of pro-Jacobite glam¬
our over 'Caledonia',and the exiles \ ho "indulge their longing eyes

lwith a prospect of the white cliffs of .Jibion,v/hich they must never
.nore approach",he also draws one of these very exiles,Maclaymore, in
broadest farce,pedantic,heavy-witted,vain,exactly the butt relished
by a Lodon audience. If "Humphrey Clinker" holds unprecedented
praise of Scotland,there was the counterbalance of "Roderick Random"
where dory and Strap are gulled in London to full English s-* tisfacti
ion.And more bntingly than any Englishman iSmollett satirises actual
Boots types, like that voluble old impostor Ivlicklewhimmen,or draws
unsparingly the actual Scots peasant,"lean,lank,hard-featured,sallow,
soiled and shabby".
Whether it was discretion,or.-profit or justice that dictated this
levelheadedness,it is a feature of his criticism-as well,as has

l be en said.In political journalism,his "History of; an ..torn" makes
as free with Bute and Mansfield as with Pitt or Wilkes.

-.s regards political work,however,the perennial grievance was of
• Scots pens being used for Government propaganda and for adulation
of. the ruling Ministers .Undoubtedly Smollett's,Mallet's ana Guth¬
rie's.were. Mallet was particularly opprobrious,writing flatteries

♦of Bute-fas in "Truth in Hhyme")at a time when Bute was most hated,
'..nether his pllys had or had not an ulterior motive, they were cred¬
ited with one,"Elvira's,for instance,"to daub over with panegyric
the character of a minister".So Y/alpole v/rojre of "Humphrey Clinker"
that it was "a party novel,written by that profligate hireling,Smol¬
lett, to vindicate the ^cots and cry down juries".

*

One other© factor of discredit of the Scot was literary. Three time~
within fifty years,there were exposures of Scots for■literary"fakes",

for forgeries.Craufurd"s "Memoirs" were the first,in the early ye;rs
4 of the century /Gilliam Lamder was the second,and even Johnson was
deceived into sup lying,a preface to his alleged exposure of Milton's

7borrowings.The third was Bower,proved an impostor in 1757,tenyears
after his work had appeared.These three cases-and the minor frauds
of Hardyknute and "V ision",and later of "William and Margaret"
wight be added-seem trivial matters,but they were remembered,ana tun -

doubtedly influenced opinion when the genuineness of Cesian came to
be questioned. Johnson,'caught' once,was deeply suspicious. Ritson
calmly deduced from "the distinguished honour which your native coun

y'tryfie Scotland )hcs acquired by literary imposition upon her neigh¬
bours" a national obliquity oven in ballad-gathering.The old stigmaof "Scotch news","a Scotch historian" persisted thus in the fornfof
a a cots literary discoverer.
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rhc Scot "ubiquitous and the Scot clannish,the Scots thruster ana the
Scots toady,the literary hireling and the literary impostor-these
Made a formidable element in English dislike.
Add one other,less disreputable. "Is it not strange".wrote Hume in'59,
that we should really be the people most distinguished for literature
in Europe"-and Hume's "we" was crousely Scottish.

i1hat flaunt of his was exceptional, and not the Scots rule; but the know
ic.ige that it could be made was an irrit'ant in England, The Scottish
Uaa in such studies as philosophy, aesthetics, and history had to be
acknowledged by this dccade. The northern Universities were drawing
Inglish students in great numbers.^he printing press of the Eoulises
could rival any English press in its choice editions.England felt by
now that just as the steadily rising prosperity of the Scottish towns
v.as challenging her trade supremacy, so the developing ' universities,
edeieties and culture of Aberdeen,Glasgow,Edinburgh were challenging
her intellectual and cultural supremacy. That there need be no quest¬
ion of rivalry,competition,challenge was not popularly realised in the
-outh. A jealous nationalism in many- quarters there resented sans rees
oning the success of this "lesser breed".Hor were these quarters all
./rub Street'ones. .mti-Scot dislike was prominent in men of the stand¬
ing of Swift and Johnson, or of Y/arburton and Hurd.as well as of Sheb-
beare.
Cnc passing sign of it was the sharp criticism made ;of Yfalpole's pre-

licce to the second volume of his "Catalogue of Hoyal and Noble .Authors
in it he had spoken of Scotland as "the most accomplished Nation in
Zurope"-almost Hume's words. At onoe he was taxed with insincerity,
even by Scots, and sniped at by English critics,Y/iIkes reviving the
punishment four years later by an attack in the "North Briton".

Snglish cislike had its reactions in literature. '
ihe broadside was no l.-nger an effective pillory for the Scot.The com
edy and farce,the squib and an occasional novel took its place as a
vent for satire, and it is in these that the uncouth "cot is constant¬
ly hit off in the years from 1755-56 on.

Three types of Scot wore favourite butts. The first was the tutor,bv
now as typical a product of Scotland as the pedlar had been a cen¬
tury before.To satirise him was incidentally to cut at the profess¬
ion that practically all the Scots writers at one time or another
belonged to —Elitche 11,Thomson,Mallet,Hume, Smith,Ferguson,Macpherson.

iJne squib,"The Boar-leaders" described the gawky Scots tutor,"one of
the moot awkward and ridiculous figures that cam be imagined",who

j''knows no more of life than his pupil" .Shebbeure's "Lydia" had dedic¬
ated .a satiric chapter to;"Scotch And; Swiss Bear-leaders".Eoote pre¬
sented them in a more sinister light-*arid a more ridiculous-v.hen he

^created Macruthen of his play "The .'Englishmen returned from Basis",
old Srab,before meeting him,guesses; ho is- "some nc.dy ^ighl; nder, (
hth the pride of a Herman baron,the poverty of a French marquis,the
Ecldress of a Swiss soldier, ana the learning of lan academy usher".
-.Ecruthen's first entry is farcical.He hatTbeeh robbed of all his
possessions.Ehat were they? "Buchanan's History,Lauder against Milton,
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ana two pound of high-dried Glasgow". He claims a "meeghty alterat¬
ion for geud" in his pupil,thanks to himself,but on hearing that
Crab is executor,proposes that "we contrive to make a houd of the
young baronet",to defraud him,in short,of his inheritance. Crab is
indignant in attacking this dishonesty."Maister Crab",begins lLacruth
en pompously,"! am of a nation-" "Of known honour and integrity:I
allow it"is Grab's satiric silencer.
The second bui;t was the stock one of the Scot unconscious of his ac¬
cent, and offering himself as teacher of Bnglish.as orator,actor or

,eecretary to a minister of state..Murphy's farce,"The Apprentice"
shows the 'Spouting Club' being plagued by a 'Scot who having played
"vi muckle applause in Ldenburgh in the Reegiceede" insists on giv¬
ing the company "a touch of Macbeeth".Silenced after two lines of
execrable pronunciation,he stumps off "to my friend the bookseller,
where I'll translate Cornelius Tacitus or Grotius de Jure Belli".

Foote used almost the same scheme for his
i thin sketch "The Orators".Here an 'Oratory Professor' calls on Don¬

ald Macdonald to give the audience "a proof of your skill".Donald's
voluble harangue on the value of oratory to all from "that arch-chiel
the Deevel hirnsel" downwards is of course a preposterous display
of broad Scots;and though he declares himself a match for his in¬
terrupters "in a fair argumentation",he is finally driven out. Jhe
real point of the sketch lay,however,in its caricature of Sheridan,
who had been giving lectures on elocution in Edinburgh in the prev¬
ious year,and who was said popularly to be 'coach' to Bute.
That this feeble topic for fun should have been perennially welcome
on the London stage is unaccountable.Foote,two years before,gave a

) realistic little curtain-raiser to his comedy "A'he Minors". ne and
three friends,calling at a rehearsal,discuss possible characters.
Smart offers "a damned fine original—an aunt,just come from the
IJorth,with the true Newcastle burr in her throat".On Foote cavill¬
ing at this,Canker says "Give us then a national portrait:a Scotch¬
man or an Irishman".Foote strikes a righteous attitude:-"If you

mean merely the dialect of the two countries,! can't think it eitk
er a subject of satire or humour;it is an accidental unhappiness.

Low affectation 1 take to be the true and comic object",and he cites
"If a.Uorth Briton,struck with a scheme of reformation,should advan¬
ce- from the banks of the Tweed to teach the Hnglish the true pronun¬
ciation of their own language,he would,I think,merit your laughter.
But if you mean that the blunders of a few peasants,or the partial
principles of a single scoundrel are to stand as characteristjcal
marks of a whole country,your pride may produce a laugh,but believe
me it is at the expense of .your understanding".
Ulterior motives wre behind that harangue .however, for Foote had in
view the susceptibilities of a Scottish audience-(he had extended
his tours to Scotland in'59-60)and the Irish one to which this play
was first given;and the reference to "a single scoundrel" is a well
timed sop to Irish and Scottish opinion outraged the year before by
Mae national caricatures in Macklin's "Love a la Mode".

The third type of Scots butt was as one would expect the -cots sur-
♦ geon.3hebbeare,in his man-o-war scenes in "lydia^or Filial Piety"

meres play with an Irish lieutenant , V/elsh 'chaplain*and °cotch sur-* "
goon,
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Handy Macpherson.^he lost is a product of Edinburgh's Medical School,
'the first school for medecine i'the v/oorld";his examinations passed
oy the influence of Ducal "recommendations" that his persevering
toadyism has gained.He is typically argumentative,pedantic and nation
ally vain,given to quoting Mr Maclaurin or to contending that the Sc¬
ottish notion had produced more men of genius than any other.Shebbeorc
caricatures Macpherson goodnaturedly for the most part:-Macpherson
gravely pronouncing against mortality in a case of scalding by hot soup
"I ken ther's na mare than what anatomists call the epidermis,cuticle
scarf-skin or the like of that,which has been impregnated wi the ig¬
neous or fiery particles: these" may possibly rise into some sna vesic¬
les of water by the morn;but neither 1 nor the College of Edinburgh e
shall take upon us to deceede that thing without too much precipitat¬
ion". But he uses the authe lieutenant Brobit as English mouthpiece
from time to time to check Macpherson and his national pretensions.
"Preferring yourselves to all Englishmen even in England itself is th
reason why v;e have taken some little care to examine ana expose the
methods by which you have attempted to advance yourselves in the opin
iojj of the world.To put Scotland on a level with England as productive
ox men of learning or genius in arts,sciences,polite literature would
he to know nothing of what you are saying".

Here one may interject that the "best farcical sketches of Scots of the
day were the work not of an English writer hut of a Scot,Smollett,ana
it is a sign of the mental subservience that still characterized north¬
ern writers in England that Strap and Maclaymore are cut precisely to
the conventional English measurements. The lajrter,being a Highlander,
must strut,chew tobacco,boast his family,and suddenly swear amity with
another on finding "we may he coozens seventeen times removed";being a
dcot he must quote Latin, lay down the law on every topic, speak a pedant-j;
ic Scots,drink his'tasse' of whisky,and succumb to the flattery of "a
notion equally renowned for learning and valour".Strap in the same way |
is the sdlemn,simple-hearted and very green young' Scot,with a broad ac¬
cent, a pride in his latin, and a very easily-chocked piety. 1 card-sharp, j!;
on's blarney about the Scots being "a very brave people--all very well-
educated—and for honesty--"makes Strap1s eyes swim in tears.
"•lot Smollett could and did add to these set characteristics was what
had hitherto been 1 anting,the saving grace of abundant realistic detail |j,and idiom. Maclaymore was created to divert the gallery, and there is a
cheap Harry Lauderism in his talk of "a "bonny lass--in the braes of
lochaber,ray yellow-hair1d deary that wont to meet me amang the heather"
•hut in part he is good enough to be a Scott creation.If even the first
ccene be taken,with Macphlaymore's laboured pronunciamentos on the tak¬
ing of a small pleasure-boat:-"Ye ken in ancient times the victor teuk
the spolia opirna; and in my country to this very day we follow the aula
Practice peculum praedas agere.But then ye maun tak notice "or a fur¬
ther Baron Bradwardine touch:-"Dissentio—I tak instruments in ^our
haund against Captain Champignon,wha has incarcerate the English leddy,
contrair to the law of nature and nations"-there is a vigour and freshft
hfcSB,even if it is as rough as the Qanongate Scots of the dialogue."Youjnd 1 man ha our kail through the reek"or"he's a gowk and a gcuky to et
^,e that".or "I'm nae sac midge but ye micht a seen me in your porri
-age".
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Smpllett and Murphy .^'oote and ^eed and the race of les..er farce-
writers flew at the small game of unimportant ^cots,and their plays
aroused no comment.Macklin,however,the Irish player ana playwright,
whose anti-Scot animus is "believed to "be a legacy of his schooldays

, created a sensation "by satirising in"Love a la Mode" "a proud haughty
Caledonian knight",and did so with emphasis and a telling command
of the ludicrous. Sir Mrcjiy MacSarcasm,one of four absurd suitors
of an heiress,i& described by others as "the common Pasuuin of the
town;his abomonable Scots accent,his grotesque visage almost buried
in snuff,the roll of his eyes and twist of his mouth—his manners
altogether -something so caricaturely risible in it""his tongue
spares neither sex nor age:his insolence of family and licentious¬
ness of wit--his avarice—his pride-" Sir Erchy enters to illustrate
unconsciously all these charges.He is a sneering-tongued mischief-
maker and fortune-hunter,whose malice is allowed to be a personal vice,
tut whose- other defects'are underlined as national-.He is made to par¬
ade a snobbish pride of family,and obtusely to insult Miss Charlotte
the lady he courts.
There is practically no plot in the two acts; Charlotte,besieged by
her suitors,finds them withdraw on the report of her poverty,among
the first being Sit itchy, all the dukes and dignitaries of the Mac-
Sarcasm clan "proheobiting my contaminating the blood of MacSarcasm
wi' anything sprung frai a hogshead". Yet Sir Erchy1s part isfrankly
cmusing.lt reads well,probably better in one respect than its stag¬
ing, as the spelling shows the accent was overdone.London relished it

t hugely,and even George II "is so pleased with the Scotch character,
(which is no compliment to that nation )that he has sent for a copy
of the piece to read".

One caveat hits to be made about this group of Scots satires. If the
Scot, was pilloried, so too were the Irishman and Welshman,but with
these distinctions,that the Scots attack was much the most frequent,
and was full of recognizable jibes at personalities or recent events.
Bute,for example,was already being glanced at,and Smollett,and the
accents of the Scottish lawyers known in England, Grant -the,t

Scots were apt to see further insults where possibly none were
J intended.One such.havihg seen "love a la Mode" attacked it furious¬
ly as"a gross affront to -North Britain". Why "impose all the scoun-
drelism of the piece upon Scots shoulders?" He saw "covert sneers
against the brave Highlanders before Quebec",and a definite mischief-
making in the fact that the original play "fhe Brave irishman" had
no Scots part in it,and that Sir mrchy and-the malicious misrepres¬
entation of national characteristics' had been deliberately added.
Hie Monthly Ecview took "this simple Scot" to task,and pointed out
that every country had been represented by some simpleton or scound¬
rel. "And why not a North Briton for once at least?". Considering that
skits on that race were staged practically every year from 1756-1781
the "for once" is a little ingenuous.
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jO ££r only one side of .uiglo-Scot tish; relations has "been surveyed,
the reverse side.3ub even at-the risk os setting it in a false per¬
spective, this animus against Scotland and the expression of it has
to be analysed separately,for though it is not yet at that virul- . U
ence it was to^attain in he sixties,it was already having a potent
end distorting influence on-Scots literature..

hhajr of that literature, and'," its reaction to the impact of this anti-
3cot prejudice? ' * ■

Recall the state of Scottish life after the *45. The rebellion had
been in great part a stimulating shock to -uowland Scotland, and valu¬
able to the country as a whole,Tin spite of the toll in death,banish
.nent and highland troubles)in its dynamic after-effects.
*ts immediate effect had been to cuicken national self-consciousness
and national life.Edinburgh,which had temporarily gloried in a court,
remained the centre of a vigorous Jacobite society,not too depressed
after defeat becausn of the romantic glamour that had so soon stir-
rounded the-cause, f'hat defeat had been followed by a coalesence of
the nation,sympathy with the Highland persecution making a first
strong bond between Highland and uowlhnd. -^ut such sympathy aid not
prevent Whig Scotland ^i'rom exulting over the clearance of the path of
progress.With peace assured,and the Highlands finally settled,there
v.cs every chance to reform and improve, and to strain after prosper¬
ity.
Before mid-century that prosperity was beginning to show,in the Clyde
and east coast ports most clearly.Scotland was stimulated by the pro¬
mise of a commercial future.Industrial progress was already propell¬
ing the advance of towns such as Uiasgow.In it,and, in the other larg¬
er towns,a vigorous intellectual life was developing.

ihat intellectual burgeoning was rooted partly in the earlier revival
of the Universities,partly in the conditions of the time, fhe group
of brilliant younger men emerged under the kindliest of circumstances
*iraes had already been propitious for them.Host ^of them,Home, ...dam Smith,
lob ortson,Garlyle.Ferguson,Hugh Blair,Smollett,Crainger.Biacklock,
lilkie had been born in the intellectual stir of the twenties.Ihey
tad gleaned the best from the revived Universities,at a time when a
"eamrkable roll-call of Scottish professors could have been made,
uun lop, Sims on and Hutcheson at Glasgow,Gerard,Blacky,ell and Her at
iber&een.Haclaurin.-^onro , St evenson, Sir John Pringle at Hdinburgh.
in matters literary,they had been fired in their University vears by
the ^ondon successes of Thomson and his contemporaries.(Hume s resol¬
ution for 1715 included "to regard every object as contemptible ex¬
cept the improvement of my talents in literature".Hobertson was head
ing every common-place book of his from 17b5 on-"vita sine litf.ris

uorsiest",and doggedly practising English through translation.)-he 45 came for moot of them just before they settled into their
adopted professions,and meant a vital enlarging of their experiences
uad sympathies..
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These younger men influenced and accelerated intellectual progress,
.iobertson and ^arlyle and their contemporaries "began to rouse the
Church to a more liberal policy and outlook.The Universities felt
the influence as those like -dam Smith and Hugh -"lair passed back
into them as lecturers or professors.Most of all,the intellectual
life of the towns' benefit- ed. In Glasgow,Aberdeen,Edinburgh similar
groups and societies appealed,not merely the earlier narrow cliques
of beaux and wits,but a stirring democracy that drew on the rising
merchant classes as well as on the professional,and that kept in sane
touch with town activities. Typical,for example,was Glasgow Univers
ity that had within its own demesne James Watt in.his own workshop,
Foulis at his printing press,rooms set apart for an Academy of De¬
sign, Wilson helped to begin his type-foundry,and evening lactures
given to working .'men; or as a second example, Edinburgh's Select Soc¬
iety,whose aim was intellectual,but which set itself to promote the
arts.manufactures and crafts by the award of annual prizes.

In the stimulus of this,a second Renasence of letters began.
Circumstances were propitious.There was a literary confidence that
was new,a confidence born of a variety of causes,the knowledge of
success in England and an increasing attention being paid there to
Scottish work,the fact that the home Universities'were intellect¬
ually leading in various studies,and the born elan of the younger
group, who drew mentally from both Edinburgh and R&in London.
There was no repetition of that turning-south that had stultified
the earlier revival/The polarization to London was still strong: it
was a seat "in the English Parnassus" towards which Hume fought his
way:it was to London that Home took his plays,and Robertson his "His
tory".Hut three factors militated against these identifying them¬
selves wholly with England,the national self-consciousness evoked
by the '45, the English animus, charges of Jacobitisin and general hold
ing of the Loot at arm's length,ana the fact that Scotland could now
offer adequate careers and cultural life.
x'hat last po nt was of importance.Taking Edinburgh alone,the town
employed in or around it Hume ana Adam Smith,Robertson and Garlyle,
Home and Lilkie and Ferguson,-in the University,the advocates lib¬
rary or the U}yurch. .Its law-courts had Lords-Barnes and -^era Hailes,
Hilton and -uchinleck,and Wedderburn,Orosbie,Hrskine. and countless
others, liaisons with London were.kept by Sir Gilbert Elliot and
lord Marchmont,Dr Carlyle.Sir Harry Efekine etcetera, -ma the temper
of the capital,as well as its many-sided progress is seen from the

'advances made yearly,the resuscitation of the Philosophical Society,
* the -"-ccount of a Scheme for enlarging .and improving the city of Ed-
' inburgh, "The History of Edinburgh":, the foundation of the Select Sob¬
riety, the "Edinburgh Review'".,the production of "Douglas",the "Edin-
t burgh Magazine"—Had so to ithe years when Smollett could cull the
7 town "a hotbed of genius".;;".

-hat was true of the capital was true on a lesser scale of Glasgow
and "bordcen,both of which had its men of note,its vigorous societ¬
ies, 'Glasgow its Political Economy Club, Aberdeen its Philosophical
Society)its newspapers,its printing presses,its literary and mental
life.
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■But it is not pertinent to trace the course of this second ^enasence
of literature in full. What concerns is rather the line it took,and
the curious reaction shown to linglioh feeling.
For the one,the surest guide is the output of the printing loesses;
for the other, the work and careers of two or three of the most promi
inent of the Scots writers.

fhe striking feature in "book-publication from the post-Hebellion
years to 1754-55, (vhen the work of the younger men begihs to bulk) is
'.he strong Scottishness dictating the matter chosen.There was an unus
ual issue,firstly,of braid Scots.An edition of "The Cherry ana the
Clae" came out in .'46,a miscellany of Ralph's dialect poems, (quite
..cottish in sound ana spelling Jin '47, and in the following year, a sim

•liar miscellany of "Poems in the Scottish Dialect".That was made up of¬
ten famous poems,ranging from "Christ's kirk" ana "Hobjrne ana Eakyne"
*.o the TLabbie Simson and Sannie Briggs elegies. These came from the
Too lis press,which was paying unusual attention to older "cots poetry,
printing,for example,old ballads like "hdom o Gordon" in broadsheet,
publishing.three poems from Watson's Collection as "Three.Boots Poems"
os well as carrying on the issue of contemporary Doric verse,-the tenth
edition of "The Gentle Shepherd". , ...

ft the same time,dialect verse was coming from the Edinburgh presses.-
"A Complete Collection of all the Poems wrote by that famous end learn¬
ed poet,Alexander Pennicuik;To which is annexed some curious Poems by
other worthy Sands .Part' I" appeared about l750;Sicol's' "Sural Mice" v. it
its preponderance of vernacular elegies,epistles.pastorals and tales in

Jl
. 11
lit!
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.m nationalist in source was the editing of othere Scots poets.^dam
Tmith prepared for the press an edition of Hamilton of Bangour,which
was printed endrissued in '48 and '49.Blair was printed in Edinburgh:
..obertcon of Strum's verse came out as "Poems on "Various Subjects
end Occasions":iAacdonaId, the Jacobite bard,brought -out his Gaelic po¬
ems,and had them burnt as too inflammatory! -Lt marked a novel attit¬
ude to things Highland,however,when poems on "The Proud Plaid","The
Praise of Macrimmon's Pipe","The Song of the Clans" could be publish¬
ed ;t all in Edinburgh,and have a reprint in Glasgow

-he same trend of self-development is seen in other towns.Aberdeen,
'Inch had started on' "Ab« rdeen Journal" in 1746,had Francis Douglas
at work from 1750, and printed some of the 'broad Buchans' verse of the
two Forbeses.Dumfries had started' a town journal too .Edinburgh put out
its own history of the Hebellim.lt,too, started new literary papers.In
1755 the Edinburgh Heview appeared,its aim to serve as critical tribun¬
al for Scots literature,by reviewing chiefly the books of value printed
in Scotland.Its preface referred candidly to the backwardness of the
nation in the previous century,end hopefully to the present promise,es¬
pecially of the Scots printing presses.The Heview hoped to incite its
readers "to a more eager pursuit of learning,to distinguish themselves,
-nd to do honour to their country".But a letter from Adam Smith in the
-econd volume administered a cold douche to this enthusiasm."I am afraid

will find it impossible,--while you confine yourselves almost en-
"iBely to an acc >unt of the books published in Scotland.This country

I j 33^£ 1 1 "* •-
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shich is "but just "beginning to attempt figuring in the learned world,
produces as yet so few works of reputation"- His prophecy was too
true and that volume was the Jast. '
"The Hdinhurgh Magazine,begun in 1757,had a better fate.William und-
dinna madaged to carry it on until 1762, and until then it -existed as
a rninor"Scots 'Magazine".
•hat worthy magazine was flourishing.It showed the same nationalist
bent as the printing presses>by inserting from time to time some of
the "Evergreen" poems, "the Wife of Auchtermuchty", "The Vision", on one
occasion a new Aamsay poem in the vernacular.Stone's modernization of
levin Douglas's "Description"'of a May Morning" found place.Hatriotic
verses:-"To the Memory of Wallace" and the like,figured in the pages,
and after Home's "Douglas" a flock of poems to Caledonia on her ris¬
ing fame:-

"Thy sons,thine ancient sons,once more arise."
end on her literary genius,"Scotus" marshalling Buchanan,Johnston,
Thomson,Biacklock anu H0me.
The paper drew,from the fifties on,the verse of Blacklock,Falconer,
Home.Ogilvie,Maclaurin,Beattie and Meikle.and aired a certain complac
ency in its native poets.

as result of those three factors in the relit ions between Scotland
end England, the line Of the former's literary development is funda¬
mentally a nationalistic one.±t is not narrowly so.However intimately
grouped the leading men of the time are in narrow Edinburgh or in a
llasgow not yet full-grown,there was nothing parochial about the chief
studies,or the chief interests and enthusiasms.If one takes again Main
burgh's Select Society as microcosm,it was typical in its range of in¬
terests ,(moral and social philospphy,political economy literature,eloc
ntion)in its combination of theoretical .and practical,(its committee
i'or encouraging craftsmanship of all kinds grew into "The Edinburgh So
ciefcy for Encouraging Arts and Sciences,Manufactures and Agriculture
in Scotlshd)in its democratic membership of advocates,clergy,doctors,
country gentlemen,architects,and merchants, and in its high-spitited
belief in itself."The Select Society has grown to be a national concern','
wrote Hume."All the world are ambitious of a place amongst us".

This literary activity,then,is nationalistic without being either
narrow or distorted by a seiise of inferiority,-two new notes,
further,the work of the younger men shows an equipoise of interest,
yn the one hand,Scottish matter-ranging from the old ballad to Scots
history-suggests itself as subjection the other English standards of
style and taste dictate the treatment.

.phat was the reception on Ens:land of work that came direct from that?
fp to this point-and by '56 all the younger men have published vital
'"•ork,England had exerted the usual influence, set the standards and ac
claimed such work as conformed and was 'acceptable.But 1755-56-57-ar
bitrary as it may seem to fasten on two years as a psychological turn¬
ing-point-marked a change in Anglo-Scottish relations that came to ef¬
fect literature, lb can first be illustrated concretely.
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Young Smollett,"brought up in Wallace country, and writing, it is believ
c" an early poem on the nationlhero,took south with hdm to London a
Ycottish historical play, "The kegicide.or James 1 of Scotland, a Trag¬
edy". Its reception is nnown.lt was refused point-blank by London man¬
agers.! note o,f Garrick's survives: - "I have a play with me, sent to me
by my Lord Chesterfield,and wrote by one Smollett.It' s a Scotch story
--it won't do." 'The lesson from that, f the unaccept ability of '-'cots
history as interesting drama-stuff Jseems. to have been learnt by other
iondon-Scot dramatists .The titles of their plays, are witness:-"Armin-
lus", "Sampson", "Arsdnoe", "Herminius and nspasia", "Appius", "The Ycrced
Larriage" etcetera.

V.'ith Home' s"Louglas" comes a new test, of -^oddon's response to the "mat
ter" of Scotland.
lis earlier career as. dramatist will be remembered .His first play, "Agis",
c laboured-and jejune work of his imitative years,was in the prevail*
ing English fashion. It was taken to London,shown to Oswald,by him to
Tilt,and in spite of this patronage rejected.lyttleton refused to re_d
it,uarrick to stage it.Home wrote that lie had weeded out "some Scott¬
icisms or vulgarities,as they were termed"-a significant spronym-but
Snglish criticism had remained adverse."The genius "of this nation is
really a little gross",he wrote pettishly,"their intellectuals boggy".

leftfre heturning to Scotland,he met Collins.Huch-has been made of the
fact that Home was the direct or indirect inspirer of the unique "High
lend Superstitions" ode. Home gained certainly as much from Collins,
not only in the direct counsel

"The native legends of thy land rehearse,
To such adapt thy lyre,and suit thy powerful verse."

but in realising from his delighted and- moved response to the talk of
Highland bards and ballads the possible literary value of these.
Jithin the year of his return,he was working at "Douglas",whose basis
f'&s a ballad with the Highland setting of Carronside.
But Home was no reckless innovator.Mitchell1s attempt at a Highland op
ere had* made him the laughing-stock of London.Only the pseudo-Highland
flavoured the romantic gallimaufry of "Douglas".The Douglas name had
as romantic an appeal to an English .audience *es a loots, thanks to the
popularity of the'ballad.The rest was left pic tunesquely vague;Carron¬
side- and

Ye woods and wilds,whose melancholy gloom,
Accord with my soul's sadness,

a castle-with knights,who repel the Dane or do to the Crusades,a con¬
ventionally romantic Lady Barnard or Hando^ph and her confidante Anna,
Here and there the matter of Scotland is woven in however.wart of it
the genuine,the jewels with the Douglas heart,for instance,mention of
John of jjorn, of the Grampian Hills,Edina' a Tow or' Tiviot' s pleasant
banks','amazing Bass';and part of it the crtificialised Scottish,the
--ighl; nd caterers described as '"a band of fierce Barberi; ns from the
ni lis", the water-relpie, as "the angry spit it of the water" ,i!orval' s
Springing by the mysterious hermit of the "deep cave. Beneath a mount-
sin's. brow", the .name of Glenalvon,reference to "the hollow glynn".



1. quoted "by the Ehglish satirist of "he «*ont-
agnard Parvenu" in 1763-so .probably J?enjtine.

2.Hume 1 s Dedication of his "Pour Dissertations"
to Home was written Jen 1757,a month after the
Edinburgh production,and was sent south.
It was suppressed by him in the first 600 copies,
but not in the others,and the London papers seize
on it.

3 "A letter to David Hume !on the Tragedy of Douglas
1757.
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The play was taken bo London in 1755, and once again Home met with
refusal1. Wire-pulling' recommenced .Bute, on familiar terms with Home,
to judge from his intimate little notes,exerted himself with 2owns

] end and v/ith derrick.Lord Milton introduced Home to the Duke of Ar
gyle.There was checkmate. Home's Scottish circle was indignant at
the refusal, and it was v/ith something of a flare of national tem¬
per that an Edinburgh production was arranged.The'play was fitted
.out with patriotic flourishes:-"Taken from, an Ancient Scots Story,
end writ by a Gentleman of Scot land" - "B e two en the Acts—Select -Piec¬
es of Old Scots Musick--"; and. a prologue 'comparing Caledonia to .Ath¬
ens, and presenting Douglas as; "the hero of your native land".

The ovation the play received,, at Edinburgh is evidence of the nation
elist heat of the time.It wash less the drama that pleased than the f
fact that a Scots,, dramatist of quality had emerged."Whaur* s your Wul

i lie Shakespeare^?, as preciseIJhEdinburgh' s feeling.
The sensational reports that reached London,and Hume's extravagant

j,comparison to Shakespeare "without his unhappy barbarism" made a dan
gerous introduction to the London performance at last arranged.Lon¬
don critics were only too prepared to decry "this"aurora borealis of

j.tragedy that had so leng corruscated over us from the north".
The play was put on at CovenJ Garden on March I'5, f 1757 ) .ran for three
successive nights,and then,with a break for benefit performances,for
other six nights that season.Its reception was mixed."A most numerous
ana splendid Audi one e" , said the London Chronicle, of the first night,
patronised by Hoyalty.But the same paper showed the driftmof opinion
on the play.Its reports of the first two nights were full of praise;
then came mention of Hume's dedicatory letter to Home with its extra¬
vagancies ,and a change of tone occurred,an accusation that it had rais
ed "an Expectation—which has not been entirely grat„ified"-v.hich"Wili.
explain why Douglas has not been .received with the same Warmth"-
"Well.but not greatly received or followed",was 'Tate Wilkinson's re¬
collection, and Genest and Murphy agree that it started badly and was
spoiled by the obese Barry in a "puckered satin shape" playing the
stripling Horval.
The critics varied,but the leading Heviews,the Monthly and the Crit¬
ical censured the play most acidly .Goldsmith, in the former, sg/oke of
its "peculiar disadvantages" in being "obtruded upon us as the con¬
summate picture of perfection and standard of taste",and declared
scathingly "Let candour allow this writer mediocrity now;his future
productions may probably entitle him to higher applause" Smollett,in
the latter,said brusquely "the author of Douglas is as far from Shak¬
espeare 'and Ctway as London is from Edinburgh,or the banks of the
Avon from the river Tweed",and dwelt at length on the play's short¬
comings in plot,character and diction.He,too,ended on the flattening
note of "if the author is careful to improve that genius for dramatic
writing which is visible in this essay,we have reason to expect--"

...Ci the lesser critics, one ino"]Letter to David Humeho n the Tragedy of
Douglas" carped at an unknown Scots word like 'glynn',and the grating
name of C^rron,and so on,and vowed that "your national judgment had
been run on here,and your critical stocks reduced almost to bankrupt¬

cy" .



1. A E Gilson's "John Home'/ Yale 1916.

2. Of two unfinished tragedies found among Home's
papers one was called*-"Aiina,or the Liaid of
Yarrow", its scene laid on the "cottish "borders,
at the time of the Crusades of St Louis.

3. 1760

i
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Another, in the preface to a skit on the play,"fhe Philosopher's Op¬
era" imputed all the eulogies to a cabal,"the influence of a party;
end counselled "a stand against that unhappy "barbarism which the ca
oal is endeavouring to establish--geniuses-by the courtesy of Scot¬
land alone".
i]ie drama was published in London at the end of March.Six weeks lat^
er Sheridan offered it an Irish performance.lt ran for three nights
tut on the third t 'faction' was made up against it,ana the run col
lapsed.1t \ / Si S Li I? amends for this that Sheridan forwarded to Bute a

l gold medal for his countryman,the author of"Douglas",
it seems, in short,that -the play enjoyed a sensational first and se¬
cond night,much talk in the papers,(very much because of the action
against it of the Scots Church) a brief run,and then comparative ob
livion ante until its revival with Mrs Barry, as Lady Randolph.From

■ that revival in the seventies.it really dates its popularity. But it
undoubtedly lapsed in the stormy sixties,and was not even reprinted,
except in the early "Dramatick Yi'orks" edition of 1760.

After 'the performance of "Douglas",Home and his patrons were deter¬
mined to see "Agis" produced.Derrick,convicted.of having misjudged
"Douglas",accepted and staged it.It had the advantage of fine acting,
of two striking musical effects by Dr Boyse.and the strong-and for
the Londoner infuriating-support of Scots patronage and audience,
on that last rock,Home's reputation career as a playwright was des¬
tined to be wrecked."Agis" was put on in February of 1758,and Bute's
unpopularity was already great. Bute "dragged the Prince of Wales
twice to its performance",said Grainger,thrice,said popular pamph¬
lets, and a fourth appearance was only prevented by newspaper clamour
London resented this national 'log-rolling'. After a run of eleven
nights,the play was taken off.
Alien "The Siege of Aquileia" was performed two years later, anger at
the Scottish patronage was still more openly expressed,and a satire,

3 "A Fragment found in the Ruins of Aquileia'" satirised Scotland and
its crew of poets, from 'Lpigoniad' V/ilkie.who "draws a cart,a plough
a harrow",to Home,represented as toady to Bute:-

7/ith B--e in state I visit Hew,
Then damn rne,Sir, pray what are you?

"Another piece was to have been quickened this winter".wrote the sat
itist of "le Montagnard Parvenu" in 1763,"but the bard ana the Maec-

ienas upon the general prevailing eatisfeetie dissatisfaction,thought
it not safe to hazard it".
And when Home did risk a staging of a fourth play,"Rivine,or the Fat¬
al Discovery",it will be recalled that he had to do so anonymously-
so strong was English animus.

i
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\s a second illustration of the literary warpings caused "by these in
icrnational relations, the career of Hume can "be cited.

"Uy love of literary fame,my ruling passion", said'Hume of himself,
and gave the clue to his career.From his twenties,he devoted himself
arduously to the writing of English,and for what that meant,recall
Seattle's "Y/e whyo live in Scotland are obliged to study English from
books like, a dead language .which we understand "but cannot speak.—I

•ve spent some years in labouring to acquire the art of giving a ver
nncular cast to the English we write".
lis first work,the "Treatise of Human Hature" he took to London,and
with the help of Oswald of Lunnikeir had it published there.It was un
marked.
He hud been introduced to Eutler.however,and his next book of essays,
recommended by Butler,hod a better reception.In 1746 he was in London

.again.There is no sign of his feeling any anti-Scot annoyance.He seems
most occupied in turning over "my historical projects'.' Gordon had in
the previous year announced himself "engaged on the History of Eng¬
land", and Guthrie's History of Eng-and" had begun issue tno years be
fore.Against these he may have measured himself.In 1748,he writes to
Oswald:-"! have long had an intention,in my riper years,of composing
some history".
Hie success of his "political Discourses" of I7a2 was an encouragement.
3y that year,his survey of the field of English letter,s and the bent
of his own talents have led to one decision,.to undertake the history
of England."There is no post of honour in the English Parnassus more
vacant than that of history",he writes Clephane.Line months later:-

I advance in my work,the more I am convinced that the Hfst-"The more

ory of England has never yet hecn written".
major

I
undertaking of his lifetime,and to itTo he embarked on the

'bent up all his powers'
The reception,or rather the angry assailing of the'first and third
volumes of that work is familiar history now."I thought that l was
the only historian that had at once neglected present power,interest

le cry of popular prejudices.Miserable was my disond cuthority, and
eppointment; 1 was assailed by one. cry of reproach, disapprobation,
and even aetestation;English,Scots,and J-rish.V/hig and Tory—patriot

their rage against the man who had presumed
to shed a generous tear for the fate of Charles I"-"i7hat was still
Bore mortifying, the book seemed to sink into oblivion". Of the second
volume he wrote'.-"This performance happened to give less displeasure

ana courtiet united in

to the Y/higs,and was better received".Of the third:-"The clamour ag-
w as

« TT

almost e<;Ual to that against the nibtoryamst this performance
of tiie two first Stuarts- -

These remarks belong to the embittered period of the ".Autobiography",
and have to be slightly discounted.But the fact was clear,that as hit
torian his work was attacked and refused.Unwisely his first volume
nod chosen the reigns of James I and Charles I, and had
ior the letter king,In an English Tory in this time of „aie , ^
oe that would have been anathema.from a Scot it was felt a brazen and
insulting Jacobite flaunt.Hurd condemned as pernicious "his bigotry
lo the Stuaf't family".Scot and Jacobite-dangerous
nnrne's criteria of "Impartiality and
in the outcry against hi:

shown sympathy

o pinions.

is combination, and
Eloquence" were loot sight of.

ft -~■ ■
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It was a "blow" to Hume.Ee had talcen endless, pains to make himself the
snglish historian, ho reference in any volume "betrayed his national¬
ity, no first-hand description even of a historic site he knew.Scott¬
icisms had "been weeded out "by application to xieid and to Pallet.Yet
he had been betrayed by the popular charge made against his nation,
Jacobibisra.
Although he made no attack on England,he showed a touchiness.Before
his first volume had been issued he wrote "1 may perhaps be in Lon¬
don for good and all in a year or two".A year after it,he declined
filler's offer of the control of a London weekly,and writing to Lr
Clephane spoke acidly about"we people in the country, (for such you
Londoners esteem our city)"-
It had a reflex action in his criticism.From this time on,the value
he sets on Scots work is excessively high.In the case o-f Home's "Doug
las"it had already been so, for his friendshipwith home was close.
But the vindication of "bougies" against the nondon critics,the as¬
cribing to Home of "the true theatrical genius of Shakespeare and
Otway,refined from the unhappy barbarism of the one,and the licent¬
iousness of the other", the praise of Y/ilkie's "Epigoniad", "that won
aerful production full of sublimity and genius"-"the second epic
poem in our language", the comparison with Milton,.and the general
scattering of enconiums like "the Scottish Homer",the bouquets to
"the people most distinguished for literature in ■aurope"-these spring
part-unconsciously as a rejoinder to English prejudice and censure.

successive years found his aversion to England gripping his mind al
Host to obsession,until by the sixties and seventies he had as root
ed a dislike for the englishman as Johnson for the Scot.That belongs
to a later chapter,however.

A'he early careers of Home and Hume are only two instances of the
adverse reaction on Scots literature of the international relations.
English dislike and prejudices were not potent enough to cripple
Scots literature,but it could and did deflect it from the strongly
national.



"If 1 had not "been in the Highl no a of Scotland,
1 might he of their mind who think the inhabit¬
ants of xaris and Versailles the only polite peo
pie in the world, it is truly wonderful to see
persons of every sex and age,who never travelled
beyond the nearest mountain,possess themselves
perfectly, perform acts of kindness with an aspect
of dighity.and a perfect discernment of what is
proper to oblige" (and further eulogy)

ritten between X748-I75o (Laing MSi

1750
V
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But a solid proportion of Scottish work,meanwhile,was placidly un¬
affected "by these jarring relations.
hie new national interests were being further explored and discuss¬
ed.Instances of that have been given, '^here was Ferguson praising t

i the Highlander,Home talking of Highland superstitions and bardic
leys,and writing a drama based on a Scottish ballad,"Gil Morrice".
Jaelic poems were being published;in Struan's volume a translation

lof a modern Gaelic Ijnric.in the Scots Magazine,Stone calling attent
ion to the undiscovered wealth of ancient Gaelic verse,and offering

•a translation. A year later,young James Macpherson, teaching in the
Highlands at Huthven,-

hemote from life and cursed by fate unkind,
To struggle on the hill with northern wind,

-The hut,the heathy wild,the barren fold,
The rattling hail,the north-descended cold
Is all my portion.-

is creating "The Hunter",a verse tale based on a three-parts-fict¬
itious Highland history,with a yo ng Highland hero,Donald,warring
against the Saxons.It is very dilutedly Highl nd,-though the quot¬
ation above showed Macpherson drawing from reality for an occasion
al picture.His next venture,"The Highlander",begun in the follow¬
ing year,dares a little more.The hero is again a young, Highland
chieftain, -^Ip in, fighting like Home's Aandolph against Scotland's
invaders,in this case the Horwegians.
Tor subsidiary characters,scenes and machinery,however,Macpherson's
fertile imagination expands first all Home's hints,draws from his
own hearing of Gaelic legend and the like and then embodies at last
the popular pseudo-romantic ideas of the Highlands past and present
Alpin is thus like Horval "brought up in mountains and from councils
far ".He has. fought Highland caterans:- >

Once .i.ebudae's chief--
Swept our mountains with his pilfering band.-
All day they drove our cattle to the sea.—

He has answered the clan .summons,one of
A hundred youths who from the sounding wood
On tow'ring mountain--
Obe£ the bagpipe's voice.

But Alpin lives in a Highland past,of ancient kings whose palaces
rise on heath and mountain,a land of sable wood' and aged oaks,cav¬
erns,wild sea and whirlwind,peopled by 'plaiaed warriors',bards.her¬
mits, and "the stalking figures of the dead".
The plot is pure Home:the colour a mixture of the actual in namefas
'hull's sea-girt isle' )and the pseudo-antique. Yet Highlands and High
lender are the focus of interest,and so at last these come picturesqu
ely into Scots literature. "The Highlander" was-printed in 1758.

ilone of the other poets were creating work so definitely Scottish.A
fashion for landscape-description was eliciting romantic views of the
land,however.This had started as early as the thirties,as had in some
degree that pseudo-picturesque dfessing-up of Scots history.fane work
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of Boyse for the one and of Hamilton and Harvey for the other majr
be cited).Hut as it continues,the romantic note is increasingly
stressed;Armstrong,for example,singing his native liddes&ale:-

liddal:till now,except in Horic lays--
' Unknown in song;though not a purer stream

through woods more flowery,more romantic groves
Ho lis towards the western main.—

A daring poet here and there emphasizes 'the wild*;magazine poems
are headed "The Gave;written in the Highlands of Scotland",or "Sol¬
itude; written in a "beautiful wild recess near -k'ort Augustus". But
commoner were conventional stanzas ahout 'Atho'iia1 or 'Taia' s sil¬
ver-branching stream' , that Andrew Erskine pillories in satirising
the poet who

y If he describes some Caledonian scene,
The tall pines flourish in eternal green.
Still wild and savage rise her rugged hills,

- Black and discoloured rush her snowfea rills.
At the same time.Erskine can write enthusiastically to Boswell from

j. his Western Highland seat of Hew Tarbat,"frem nowhere will you meet
with ouch fine ingredients for poetical description".Obviously,the
literary values of Highland scenery were now realised.

Edinburgh's poets were more occupied on purely town topics,but on
two interesting lines. Boswell s "Evening Walk in the Abbey Church
of Holyrood",Mei|zle' s"0n Passing through the Parliament Close of
Edinburgh at Midnight" are trying to express the historic glamour
of the town,and the latter does so strikingly in some of its lines.
In another direction,Erskine's "Town Eclogues",John Maclaurin's and
Boswell's verses,slight as they all are,are sketching the town types
^amsay had already done the Hogarthian characters,and the "slicht
wcemen",Hamilton of Bongour the "Assembly fair"' and the better comp¬
any of the taverns.Erskine adds the chairmen,the booksellers and the
like-another gain in Scots literary exploration,and'a carrying on of
o tradition until Eergusson's day.

A glance,lastly,at the prose of the time shows the ACots in general
absorbed either in work in moral philosophy or in history,the two
familiar Scottish bents. And while Hume is concentrating on produc¬
ing a "History of England" better than any English writer could ach¬
ieve, Aobertson is confidently at work on a'History of Scotland',in¬
tended too for Aondon publication. "A History of Scotland" is no very
enticing title,his -"ondon publisher .Millar wrote, "a subject in itself
oo unpopular in this country'.'- Hobertson" s was an entire success,
chiming beautifully with Bngllsh opinion,and thus lauded by Chester¬
field, "alpole,^arburton,S-arrick; in short, "received by the world with
such unbounded applause"-that a second edition was called for within
o few months of its publication in February 17591

Ihat lively-and unexpected-appreciation of a Scottish History should
ce remembered as counterbalance to the ill reception of Hume,
ft is not isolated appreciation of Coots work.Although the literary
compliments of ^alpole,Chesterfield or ^arrick are al ays too gg.1-
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to be credited,genuine signs of English, interest during the fifties
are visible.
In 1753 Thomas Warton collected for an Edinburgh firm ,,J-'he Union; or
Select Scottish and English go ems", in which English poems by Y/arton,
dray,Collins.Mason and Akenside were arranged beside Dunbar s thistle
and the dose, and two other old Scots poems,Hardykni te', "Phe ^ears of
Scotland",and some minor verse of Smollett and Mallet. ihe preface
prided itself an this novel variety,-"the Intermixture of poems both
Scotch and English";-"from it we have an opportunity of forming a
comparison and estimate of the taste and genius of the two different
nations in their poetical compositions".
it was an inexplicable venture,the more so from Yfarton* d disguising
of himself as a 'gentleman of -berdecn'.But the sche^me,which was in
part barton's,(for the preface has the kernel of his later remarks
in his "History of Poetry") was of distinct Value,in setting a pre¬
cedent of "Intermixture",in■suggesting the comparison of national
genius in literature,and in bringing the older Scots verse to English
notice.
.''Ihe Thistle and the Hose", it must he granted, and 'Hardyknute" were
introduced a little apologetically."Ifc is hoped that the ancient Sc¬
ottish poems will make no disagreeable figure%_4wt some of the lead
ing English" literati must have hailed them appreciatively.warton cer
tainly .'did,for he wrote of

Hardyknute,a baron bold,
In Scotland' s martial days of old"-

end Hardyknute in English and Scottish orthography was passing through
many editions.
Ihe Scots ballads were a growingly strong magnbt of interest,
dray,only a few ^earu later.rapturously discovered the original "Cil
lor rice" of "Douglas" . "It is' divine" .Bo him,Hardyknute was "the poem
which I always admired and still admire". .Among the scholars,Francis
Tawkes had modernized Savin Douglas's "Description of May",with the
unusual praise,"Phis Description of H&y 'is extremely picturesque and
elegant,and esteemed by gentlemen whose good taste and learning are
Indisputable,to be one of the most splendid d- scriptions of that mon
th that has appeared in print",and with the surprising reception that
it ran to a third edition by 1754,when "A Description of Y.'inter" was
published.
Ahis English interest in ballad and older Boots.verse grew steadily,
though its enthusiasts were few in number. It forged a new internat¬
ional link,too.bringing together scholars in the joint work of coll¬
ecting an d editing.
one other sign of attention to Boots literature is the volume which
yalpole added to his "Catalogue of Hoyal and Hoble Authors",and which
ne headed "Boots Authors".He admitted "1 am not enough versed in them
to do justice ",end certainly the list that followed was miserably
incorrect and inadequate. Btill.it held mention of "i'he Evergreen",
(though V/alpole had evidently never read it )of Drumrnond,whom he had
'fead.and of five or six authors. Possibly the need to make acceptable
in some fashion this meagre list,induced in part the prefatory eulogy
°f "the most accomplished ilation in Europe".
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lo end the record of amity in these years,tv;o other instances might
be chosen.Dyttleton,a literary dictator whose words were of conse¬
quence , ended his "Dialogues of the Dead" with a sermon in little,
addressed to the two nations, ^his last dialogue,thought by D'alpole
the finest,was between the Earl of Douglas and the Duke of .irgyle.
Douglas is the patriotic Scot,who"adores the Memory of those Pat¬
riots who died'in asserting the Independence of our Grown",ana won¬
ders at the present alliance with England.-i.rgyle. points out "the In
finite Benefits that have attended the_ Union",and speaks glowingly
of Scotland's recent progress:-"every image of Eural Wealth"-"such
talents in all Branches of literature", "he is now a bad Scotchman
who is not a good Englishman,and he is a bad Englishman who is not
a good Scotchman" is the triumphant conclusion.
xi similar homily is in the Critical Review' s acclamation© of "fhe
principles of Equity" of Lord Eames,then regarded as the leading
Scots critic. "It is with real satisfaction we behold the rapid pro
gress our neighbours of -North Britain are making to the highest pin
nacle of glory in arras and in letters. It increases our satisfaction
when we perceive that their generous" efforts excite no mean jealous¬
ies,no narrow prejudfces,to damp the rising spitit of loyalty and
learning;and that those very persons who once denied them every kind
of merit are now the foremost in twining garlands of ivy and laurel
to adorn their temples .-^ong may this -.harmony, arising from congenial
sentiments,continue.—Be it our care to avoid all national attach¬
ments, to pay to each the just tribute of his merit."

Excellent moralisers both,but they must have been only too aware of
the anti-Scot tempest even then brewing.
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"Great things are done when men and mountains meet";and to pervert
Blalce in a prosaic illustration,one such direct meeting seems at
first sight to have been the needful magic that linked the '45 and

• Scott. Bcffre it happeneqL, there was the loathed actuality of the
'45 and England's Highland and Jacobite hatreds;after it,a novel,
"Waverley,or 'Tis Sixty Years Since",dealing romantically with that
very rebellion,has a wildly enthusiastic reading in England. Between,
Englishmen and ^cots mountains meet, ^he Highlands are settled,are
opened up,are acclaimed'romantick',and then 'picturesque',rouse Eng
lish imagination,foster an appetite for romance,and when "the hour
and the man are baith come",Scott and hid Highland poetry and his
novels emerge, The line of development seems blatantly natural.

It is onljs on examining the weak point in the causation,namely the
length of time the whole .process takes-ffor 'romanticks* are flying

i in ^ddison's time,and "The Lady of the lake" is a hundred years lat¬
er )that the process appears far less direct and simple. If the rough
record of tours,accounts of tours,travel letters.books and pamphlets
about the Highlands,poeins and phaytings descriptive of thegi,novels
and plays that mention them is amassed for the period.no steadily
cumulative interest is- traceable. The fifties spill oter with the mat
ter end mention of the Highl.nds and the Isles;the sixties are cur¬
iously empty but for Ossian. Events that one expects .to have a provoc
ative influence on English tours,if not on English literature,-the

'^publishing of Ossian, for example^or the Thurot raiding of the Isles-
ibring little or belated response. There is notable pioneering by Eng¬
lishmen in the fifties,when Highland landscape was drawn by one,by
another warmly admired,by a third made the stuff of a novel.The six¬
ties show a very poor following-up of thht,and the only use of the
Highlands a satiric one. Above all,the romantic and the picturesque
are not the instantaneous magnets, to Scotland one might expect,

.Poets declared themselves entaptured by wild and melancholy sceneo,
-Yet let me choose some pine-topt precipice,
Abrupt and shaggy, or some black heath-

tut they shrank from ungarnished actualities. The romantic was look
ed for either in the entirely imaginary,"the wild and romantic imag-

Scry of the Castle of Indolence".wrote Warton,or in one or two fashion
able aspects of landscape,the cascade,the country house at a lake side,
the choicely-planted wood. Mountains were barbarous excresences that

•drove English travellers to shudder like Burt:-"Of all the Views,I
think the most horrid is to look at the Hills from -^ast to V/esty-for
than the eye penetrates far among them,and sees more particularly
their stupendous hulk, frightful Irregularity, and horrid Gloom";or t .

ignore them like A o.\?eockq.' ho admired and dcscrib. d Loch Lomond,but
v.'us blind to Bon Lomond; to grumble at them like Br Johns on:-"Who c; n
bike the Highlands";or like Gilpin to re-compose them nearer to his
heart's do oil'e. To find them stirring the traveller's imagination or
sense of "beauty "is a rare thing until well into the seventies.Gray
una Locock s.gvc an early lead to apprecistion,but that appreciation
ieveloped erratically.
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i-nd lastly, though ^amsay and Thomson might paint "Caledonia in roman
tic view",the articulate linking of Scottish scenery with the roman¬
tic and poetic was a belated matter. Walpole spoke for English opin¬
ion in general,when,on receiving from Conway a poem written in the
highlands,he said bluntly:-"Scotland is the last place on earth I
should have thought of for turning anybody poet".

.M

Yet when that v as written,-in 1746-the travel-exploration of Britain's
hill and lake country-movement fraught with such consequences for -cot
lend and literature? was being urged, "ihe Gentleman s Magazine",re-flect-
Pae ing the inter,est /prints "A Journey up to Cross'Pell Mountain", for
hose "whose.genius inclines them to the description of romantic seen
cs".She following year has a fairly frequent mention of Irish and Del
till tours, and an "Extract of a Journey to Edinburgh" • At the close of
that year, an "Essay oh Pravelling®in Britain" commended the nev; tafcte
and pointed out the beauties of lakeland scenery.
Ine u cib te W CIS still rare,even among educated men. in '46,"A Journey
thro' Part of England and-Scotland along with the Army under the Com-
:..rnd of the Duke of Cumberland" was published in London, and this,be¬
lieved to bexby one of the Army doctors, gives a -sound idea of the aver
me Englishman s point of view.He and his fellows dreaded entering Scot
lend."We are going into Scotland,but with heavy hearts.Phey tell us at
Berwick what terrible living we shall have there.which J soon after
Bound to be too true" .Enter ing the Highlands was many degrees worse. "Y/e
beg en to ascend these mighty and dreadful Mountains called the Highlands
vhich we always had in view,and which we as often dreaded to ascend".Un¬
luckily the traversing of these was done in a cold spring and wet summer
tome features of the scenery could be appraised with pleasure-"agreeable
Yirr Woods","the most wonderful Cascade",the "charming prospect"of Eoch
Jess,and "the most romantick Winter Appearance of a frost-bound Stream".
~ut to see "quite a Highland Prospect" from Inverness,"nothing but irreg
ular Mountains and Valleys, and the far ther you look they are still larg¬
er" was depressing,and the doctor talks -morosely of "rusty-looking rocky
•■ouabains", "a Aiage of most terrible barren woody Mountains", "the most
iceolete and barren part of the world".'
•he letters were seemingly welcomed, for there was "so great a Demand for ,

Pis Work" as to necessitate a reprint in the following year.Ihat suggest^
iome interest in his account or an appreciation' of its tone-either
Reason important.Por while he wrote observantly,commenting now on the
Battle of Prestonpons,now on the looks of Scotswomen,here on develop*

industries,there on Highland children,he wrote temperately,admir¬
ing where he cou'ld, and describing the Highlander without animus. Jho
Aghlandsr-phobia was to be less of a barrier to exploration than one

Id expect.1 V U J

-nat dispassionateness was,with three exceptions,the rule from now on
Pie anonymous M.S.of 1750,(Bruce*s?Jwas one,for its tone was that of
- die-hard*colonial of fifty years ago on some obnoxious 'nigger'prob
-sm.During the Bute outbursts of '62 a scurrilous "JohnEnglish* s Ira¬
kis "was sent out,reviving the Weldon-Kirke type of account .And the
Pird exception was clearly £>r Johnson.

apart from these, the Highlands were calmly reviewed.

• i
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The travellers who ' in traduced' and interpreted wild' r Scotland to the
south are worth tracing .Their reasons for travel,the "bent of their in¬
terest a, their comments, their questions,.'their quotations, individual as
these naturally are,make a rough record of English taste and its re¬
sponse to the genuinely Scottish.
jr diehard Pococke.having travelled in the hast,wrote:-"I shall not de
.pise even Scotland and the Orkney Isles,where I enpect to meet with
something curious at least in relation, to their customs and manners",
ja Gosta,Foreign Secretary to the Royal Society,agreed that the count¬
ry was "full of curious things",hub added prayer's, for his preservation^-
in the autumn of 147.Poeockpaid a first visit,going no farther north
than Edinburgh,Stirling and Glasgow.The primary lure of the land for
him was antiquarian. He studied Camden and Buchanan,Martin and Cordon,
leioc and Macky.Primed with.these,he returned three years latey.to tour
the Borders, trace the Roman Wall, and decipher inscriptions .The -low¬
land scenery won his admiration,and he wrote of "a glorious view","a
very beautiful prospect","a fine vale","one of the most beautiful
spots I ever beheld".
fit is significant that the record of his third tour,ten years later
roes a little further in its nature appreciation,"a romentick glyn",
"a most charming roinsntick country",-just as Smollett, in his Roderick
iandom of the late forties has nothing to Say of the Highland surround
ings of his hero,bub in Humphrey Clinker of the seventies describes
Highland scenes with a fluent pen.'

'.Vith Pococke's second tour,(July, 1750 ) the English . investigation of the
north in that decade begins.Pour or five' factors were at work in bring
ing English travellers into Scotland,or arousing English attention,
lucre were the letters and presence of the officers and regiments stat
ioned at Port George and ^ort Augustus.There was the problem of the de
veloprnent of the Isles.There were the - friendly invitations that drew
'.Hikes and Home to Inverary.Pa^grave. and Stonehewer to Glamis.and so on.
There were the pamphlets and maps of the Isles,the issue of Burt's
getters, and the fantastic work of^Amory,the issue of views by Sandby.
Mostly,there was the work of the Scots on the Highlands.

Got all of these had any permanent 'opening-up' effects. It is inter¬
esting to have Wolfe"s comments on Glasgow or Inverness society,or to
*'uid the impressions of Captain Barlow of the Buf fs, sent to the outer
Hebrides to search for arms:-"a poor .wretched People,-meer Slaves to
'idlence and Oppression",but they are as slight in value as the poems
••Titten from Port George and Port Augustus,which invariable began with
-erne such complaint as: -

"Prom the:..e loud walls, and this ungrateful shore, ■

Prom whence the Muses never sung betftffre."
or

"Fancy,GhiId of southern skies,
Averse the sullen region flies."

Gimilarly, the visits produced verses like Home's to J-nvc.rary,or Frana-
Hn's Lowland "Joys of PrestonfieId,adieu",but only in Palgrave's case
I'fis there an important passing-dn of interest, and possibly *ray was

laughing v;Hen he replied; "I congratulate you on your new accuaint"uce with the savage, the rude and the tremendous."
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But permanent gain came from the hooks of the early, years .In the wake of
Silk of Highland end Isles development,the schemes of fishery stat¬
ions etcetera,Murdoch Mackenzie, expert Orcadian surveyor,put out his

, "Crcades.or a Geographical and Hydrographical survey of the urkney
ana nev/is Islands, in C maps".This was reliable work,with finely detail
od maps,a brief account of the people,and useful developments suggest

tod. One sequel Was a scanty and insignificant "Voyage to Shetland,the
Orkneys and the Western Isles of Scotland",® specious title. A better

/,oc-quel was the issue at lost of the "Letters from a Gentleman in the
Jorth of Scotland",Burt' s.

rhese were greeted by the Monthly Heview with:-"Though no very high
. entertainment can be expected from any account of the Highlands of Sc
otland,yet. the perusal of these letters has been accompanied with some
degree of pleasure". It pointed out that they give "a just idea of the
uncultivated inhabitants of the northern part of the island",hut that
the Highlands have improved since,"the uncouth savage"now in process
of becoming a useful member of society; and with that it quoted, a lav¬
ish fourteen'pages from the letters.
it is regrettable that these were not ublished • at., their time of writ¬
ing-. (1728-29"and 1716-37 ) They were excellent reading,became popular

t enough to reprint(in England,Holland and Germany!)and in spite of the
Review's warning were accepted by uncritical English readers as a pic¬
ture of Highlnd life. Admittedly, a great deal that Bur't had to say was
still fresh and true to life there,but the "uncouth savage" touches,
the accounts of the "abject submission" of clansipen,of the strong be¬
lief in witchcraft (he described the Dornoch witch-burning of 1-727 )must
have confirmed English ideas of a state of primitiveness still exist¬
ent there,a deterrent to the traveller.
Eie letters may unconsciously have deterred in another fashion,for they
convey more vividly than had ever yet been done,the essential alien-
ness of the Highlander,and his country,and drove that home by the rough
illustrations of them and their villages.Burt had no patience with
the marvellous.but he had a sharp eye for the peculiar,and gave acc¬
ounts of a Highland hunt,a chief's retinue,a Bard singing a Highland
song, a coronach,cloth-waulking,the Fiery Gross,black-mail,the Gaelic
alphabet, a Highland rent-roll,the "Trowze" and "QueIt" and the like,
and used terms such as shealing, slielty,bothy, tocher, strath,ghillies,
ouern,tliigging,bannock,skeanocles. He had the courage to tilt against
established opinions,'of Highland laziness and of Highland hospitality
ue reverted constantly to the scenery,too,and it is amusing to notice
cot, he is plagued hp the attraction of -them, it, an unpermis sable fcbetel -
"I believe 1 am the first who ever attempted a minute description of
sny such Mountains"-"a disogreehhle Subject",he admits."The clearer
the Lay,the more rude and pffensive they are to the sight"."To cast
°ne's Eye from an Eminence towards a Group of them-the whole of a dis
-el gloomy Brown drawing upon a dirty Purple" was an infliction,"most
of all disagreeable when the Heath is in Bloom". He tries to justify
these mountains as pasture land and cl-ud-bteakers,but is puzzled that
"the Deformity of the Hills—makes the Natives conceive of their naked
Straths and Glens as of the most .beautiful Objects in Nature", and more
pszled when he finds "I have been well enough pleased to see them again

my return from England". ° '
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/Meanwhile, a reprint of ^ar tin's St Xil&a had "been reissued, end here
again it has to "be deplored that the authority on the Isles was still
Martin. The effect of his romantic gallimaufry is'seen at its worst in
a book of the following year,the eccentric John Amory's "Memoirs of

t Several Ladies". Amory is not to be taken seriously, one admits, or Mar¬
tin to be blamed for the extravaganza of Mrs Benlow's voyage to the
Western Isles.But Martin had set the outlines of 'Golden ..ge' simplic¬
ities and of strange survivals,and Amory consequently lets his imagin¬
ation run riot,lie ana his ladies visit Troda, Lewis, St Hilda,Gealpa and
a host of fictitious isles-that-like-to-be-visited.On Troda they found
flamingoes and a nunnery;beyond the Flaman Isles a vast rock whose one
valley smelt like a spice^island,and held the cave of Alvaraz Duroure
the Solitary, the lover of Belviderajin Lewis many of the natives v.ere
bards,and one centenarian had twenty volumes of her own works;the tra¬
vellers vvere"nature-struck". there with "the .charming horror" of the
bills;on the Green Island were caves like vast Gothic cathedrals,a"
deep romantic glin",the cell of Morchar the Carmelite,and a sorority
of illustrious recluses living in "charming summer vills";on Scalpa,
"an amazing frightful rock" they had Irish songs sung them. Everywhere
existed the life idyllic."Their whole life is that simplicity the poet^-
have feigned of golden ages",said Amory,boldly plagiarizing from Martin,

3 Why Amory,who had travelled in the Highlands,should have spun the
crazy pattern of these Memoirs is half-incomprehensible. But were they
so fantastic to a public that depended on Martin, and to whom the lsl< s
were still not part of the common world?

Amory is of course unique. The usual type of reference in the novel
of the time can be seen in two of the same year. Aichardson*s "Sir

* Charles Grandison" offers a stereotyped compliment to the nation from
uir Charles himself:-"In all the.countries I have been in,l never
saw finer women than I have seen in Scotland,ana in very few nations
though six times as large,greater numbers of them". Shebbeare's "Lydia"
at the other extre me has a coarse tale of "a young laird,Sandy Mac-
pherson.and s bonny lassie,Jenny,and a Mess John",that makes one won
der of Scotland made itself-or was made by England-the home of the
surviving fabliau.

The last factor in making a bid for English attention to the highlands
is the work of the Scots on them.
Its. bulk is fairly large and very varied,when Campbell's "Highland

* Gentleman's Magazine",MacdonaId's Poems,Stone's translation of Ocs-
9 ionic ballad,Home's "Bouglas".Macpherson's "Hunter" and "Highl ndor"
* Smollett's Maelaymore and Lonald(of the "Aeprisal)"Maitland's "Hist¬
ory and Antiquities of Scotland" are recalled;and such diverse mat-

;; ters as the "lan Breck case, Armstrong's analysis of Highland and -sow
'i land music,Joseph Mac dona Id's collecting cf Highland songs ,Aamsay's
5 painting of the Macleod in his plaid and trews,and that Rowland but
hill and loch landscape painting of Auncdman and "'avid Allan.

Yet however large and varied thot work drew very little response from
England that one can trace. Goldsmith,a medical student at Edinburgh,
spent a month in '53 visiting the '-.Highlands,but remarks in his later
essays on Highland music,or the: greater purity of the 'Celtic' .in the
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western isles are hardly lively to have come from his own experience
Other notable visitors were Smollett and Craineger?but the latter's
true opinion of the Highlands is a mystery,as he could write of "my
beloved mountains" and yet of once existing-"! could not call it liv
ing" among th.ein.Ei3 only expression about them is in conventional
verse on 'The Hymph of Pitke.thly V/aters",and "An Epistle from an Off
icer at Port William in Lochabar to nord L- in London". Bpence and
Lodsley made "a1 journey of curiousity" into Scotland in 1756,but as
Spence confessed to ohenstone,v,horn they vainly tried to induce to
come with them,"l wenthfrom you to Scotland as, 1 fear too many people
do,with an expectation of scarce seeing anything there worth seeing",
i'hey were pleasantly disappointed to find after "a barren,bleak count
ry"in the south,Edinburgh's "open country,well cultivated,ana in a no
ble view".

As yet,none of these journeys of Englishmen hove been undertaken eith
er from aesthetic motives,or from an interest in the Highlands purely
So any aesthetic appreciation of the Highlands in English poetry or n
novel or play is in consequence still a novelty. Warton has one refer
ence to

—the soft marge of silver lay,
x v Or n ar thy brook,0 sylvan Jed.
but that was a conventional tribute to Thomson.

The only traveller yet who even kept full notes of his tours with the
intention of publishing them was Pococke. His third tour and its re¬
cord are worth remarking.They show all his interests in Scotland,and
as he was a well-read and opien-minded tourist,they make a just summ¬
ary of what in Scotland made any appeal to the cultured gentleman of
the day.
The land's main attraction for him was its antiquarian treasure-trove,
en inditemenb in that study having come from that literary forgery,
diehard of Cirencester's antient Map of -Aoman Britain which had been
published in 1757. Consequently his journal and is full of archeolog
ioal notes,inscriptions,derivations,the examination of old buildings
and ruins,and his tour expcecsly includes Mull,Icolmkili,and Orkney.
Then thure was the attraction of the main towns,now regarded as worth
visiting,for Clasgow was prosperous;Aberdeen "a most agreeable place",
and Perth linked with the south by "the finest turn-pike road in all
Britain". Obvious interest was the historical one;Macbeth,the Earl of
Montrose,Clencoe "famous for the massacre",the point where the Pretend
er's standard was set up,the site of Culloden. A leaser interest was
the Highlander,but his peculiarities were intriguing."The inhabitants
of Terre I are great natural geniuses,especially for Poetry(though
exceeded by those of Skye);'and a letter of Matt in Macpherson report¬
ed him "fond to enquire into everything that ascertained and threw
light on the second sight".Aastly,there was the attraction of the
scenery,which drew him to Loch Lomond,to Inverary.to note "beautiful
romantick vales" round Crieff,and to see the famous view from Stir¬
ling: "very fine,though much intermixed with heath"
What is markedly missing in'Pococke is any ap preciation of the wilder
scenery,(his ideal is a cultivated champaign with plantations,his fav
ourite view that of valley and lake) and any sign of a literary in¬terest attaching to the country.
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He had read or 'mew. of Scopgal's classic,of Goudal's "book on Mary, t
Queen of Scots, of Sir George Mackenzie's work and Gilbert Burnet's,
end he met the fellow-antiquary,Sir David Balrymple.But no poetry
about Scotland is ever mentioned, and though he travelled through the
country from April to September,1760,when Macphehson's Fragments from
the Brse were making their stir,and talked with Balrymple who had sent
them to IYslpole,not a remark showed either'knowledge of or interest
in them.

l-ie Ossian controversy of the sixties is of minor concern in this chap¬
ter, except for the obviuos question that it raises;if Macpherson's
Ossian brought the Highlands into the very stuff of poetry for Con¬
tinental readers,and if it Was received,as it was at first,with
great enthusiasm in England,why was there not the seemingly natural
consequence of Highland travel? "These mountain monotones",Wordsworth
lies said, "took the heart of Europe with a new emotion, ana prepared it
for that passion for mountains which has since possessed it". Yet
the only'travels' that appeared for ten years after were the abusive
"John English's travels through Scot land",that the Monthly Heview
rightly summed up as:-"Of all the dull ana stupid trash,—this surely
is the dullest and most stupid,as it is also the "filthiest and meanest".

To raise the question is to forget several considerations,however.
The two obvious ones are the ill-odour of the Scots and so of Scot¬
land during the Bute regime,a matter to be dealt with la£er,and the
deterrence of highland travel.^hose first English tourists to the
Highlands were practically all seasoned travellers.Aaron Hill had
visited the near East,so too had Bococke;Defoe had traversed England
for years.Pennant Cornwall,Ireland and the Continent.The unseasoned
traveller,such as Dodsley and Spence found even the lowlands hard.
The Highlands were popularly held a perilous and exhausting venture-
And the Scottish poets gave no lead in •' literary'" travel.Before Mac¬
pherson was known,Home"had been long wishing for a person who could
make him acquainted with ancient Highland poetry",but beyond visit¬
ing Inverary,Home never traversed the north.^fter Ossian appeared,
Home,Blair.Beattie and others hailed it with delight,but the research
for originals was left to Macpherson .The barrier of the Sadie, and
that of ignorance of and unwillingness to face the Highl nds were eq¬
ually formidable, lastly,one has to allow for a fairly slow emergence
from so novel an impact,of the traveller of sensibility or of senti
raent.

An exceptionally early example of each can be cited. Uithin five
years of the 'Erse Fragments',Gray was in the Highlands,his imagin¬
ation creating "the sullen countenances of Fingal and all his family"
in the wild rock-masses he sees. He was on no deliberate Ossianic
pilgrimage,only a prosaic visit- to the Thane of Glarais,but the two
short tours have a particular value. Gray's mind had already been
responding to "heathenism",as he called it,and the reading of ocsian
had wrought a curious imaginative 'release',attuning it to,maw.ng it
receptive of what the Ossian country had to give .Bo the actual con¬
tact was an illuminating experience,that drewthe first appreciation
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that can be called modern, the first literary and romantic response
to Highland scenery and glamour.

<
Ihct may seem en excessive claim for those unpublished jottings he
made.In August of '64,he did the'little tour'.Dumfries,the Falls of
C 1yde, Glasgois, Doch Lomond, St irling,Edinburgh, He lro se, B erwick, ana jot
ted down phrasejo.li tie more, about what he had seon;Gorr Ho Lynn in
"a landscape- of woods and rocks,worthy the hand of BoutDssin";Bonning
ton Lynn,with above it "a beautiful quiet pastoral scene",Loch Lom¬
ond's "exquisite Landscape",Hawthornden's romantic situation,Edin¬
burgh Castle's "noble view".
In the following* year, he awain caine to Edinburgh, "not - sorry to have
seen that most picturesque?at a distance) and nastiest(when near) of
all capital cities",(the first time a 'picturesque* was bestowed on
Ldihburgh) Hrom there Lord Strathmore took him north to Glarnis, and
the view from it enthralled him.He heard the Highlanders "singing Hr
se songs all day long";in his expeditions he saw a heath "fit for an
assembly of witches"; surveyed "that monstrous creature of God,3he-
Lhallian",and Ben-y-more that "looks down on the tomb of Fingsl".On
one occasion,"we walked for miles,--partly in fear,partly to admire
the beauty of the country.-As evening came on,we approached the Fas^
of Gillikrankie.-Close by it,rises a hill covered with oak,with grot
esque masses of rock staring from among their trunks like the sullen
countenances of Fingal and all his family,frowning on, the little mor
tals of modern days".Here was a new note in Highland travel.
On his return he is found writing to Beattie f r a History of Second
Sight,and s History of Witches.He is summing up to friends what the
Highlands had been to him."Since I saw the A]lrJis,I have seen nothing
sublime till now"."I am returned from Scotland charmed with my exped
ition;it is of the Highlands 1 speak;the Lowlands are worth seeing
once,but the mountains are ecstatic,and ought to be visited in pil¬
grimage once a year .Hone but these, monstrous creatures of God know
how to join so much beauty with so; much (horror" .The one thing he is
not doing,unfor tunately, is putting his. * discovery* of the Scottish m
mountains into any literary form."What a pity 1 cannot draw or de¬
scribe",he wrote,and though the enthusiastic letters quoted above are
far more expansive than his wont, and' show him finding outlet in a (
poetical prose,he created neither:poetry nor prose account to mark '
this new attitude to the Highlands.

Is one of the earliest of the "sentimental travellers" there was'the
las bleu,Mrs Hontsgu,touring the Highlands a year af£er Cray's visit,
I devotee of "the Bard A<iacpher son", and she and her coterie given to
oosisnic rites,("we had the feast of shells,and drank out of a naut¬
ilus to the immortal memory of Ossian" )she writes,as one would ex¬
pect:-"We cary Cssian's Booms with us,as we shall sec some of the
classic ground".An excited letter is dated from Inverary:-"I have been
Hi Cssian's land" Another deals copiously with a visit to Glencoe.
"We entered the Highlands.It is not within the compass of proce.hord
ly of poetry,to describe the sublime beauties that here opened upon
us",but the "vast hoar mountains" are raptly drawn.
Edinburgh evokes raptures too.In Holyrood,"I could not help sighing
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for the "beauteous H-ary";and "The Castle of Edinburgh is
n

a most ro¬

mantic thing, and brings to one's mind the Castles- of lasso and Ar-
iosto.in which giants are lodged and captive knights imprisoned"
Che hhd a grip of actualities.however,and after a visit to Glasgow
could controvert Churchill and his "Prophecy of Famine".

That poem reca,lls what was happening meantime, ihe literary scuffl-
ings over 0<
when Wilkes

;sian had become something of on international melee
Churchill began their attacks on Bute and his '3

rp -
and CO u

eh menace*. The noise of that was deafening for about five years,
from 1761-66,and was loud for twenty.During the first period,the ob
loquy thrown on Scotland checked any general taste for travelling
thither.Charchill'e picture of the land and race in his Prophecy

^credit sof Famine" revived all the old dis
/'Far as the eye could reach,no tree was seen,

Earth clad in russet, scorned the lively green.
The plague of locusts they secure defy,
For in three hours,a grasshopper must die.
Ho living'thing,whate'-er its food,feeds there,
But the camejheon who can feed on air.
Ho birds/except as birds of passage,flew,
Ho bee was known to hum.no dove to coo.—
liebellion* s spring,which through the country ran,
Furnished with bitter draughts the steady clan.

And Famine,by her children always known,
As xeroud as poor,here fix* a her native throne.

Whether that spirited mockery influenced reasonable men or not.it
must have damped any attempt to write romantically of the highlands
or even to recommend travel thither.

Yet never had Scotland held such brilliant society to repay visiting
'At the High Cross of Edinburgh I can take fifty men of genius by
uhe hand", said .jnyat.the French traveller; and -^-arnes was at Monboddo,
Beattie at Aberdeen,Adam Smith at Hirkcaldy,and Glasgow had its Cull
en,its Houlis and its Watt.Edinburgh Hume,Home.Robertson,Blair.Fer¬
guson, Wilkie,Carlyle. And since correspondence between these and the
intellectual lights of the south was close,and the passing of Scots
writers to and from Loddon a familiar thing,there naturally contin¬
ued a fair amount of English visiting of Scotland.
Smollett, made a literary pilgrimage to Bg-;nburgh,Clasgow and the High¬
lands in 1766,the matter of which he wove into "Humphrey Clinker",but
aid not get into print until 1771,when Pennant's tour had forestalled
it. If Smollett is expressing his views Qtf his actual travel year,and
it is the year after Cray's,then the latter*s imaginative response to
the Highlands wi not left unique. For Smollett'

u'romantic meditations in
of Morven,where Fingal and hi,
reel an enthusiastic pleasure,ion wont to tread, and hear the wind whistle
end so on.

through the bending grass"
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s travellers have their
ssian's country."These are the lonely hills

heroes enjoyed, the. same pastime.--I
when I survey the brown heath that Css-
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The wilder Highland landscape has its first liberal praise.The dis¬
tant view of mountains is no longer a horror but "line a vast fan¬
tastic vision in the clouds".At hand they make "a most stupendous
appearance of savage nature"."^11 is sublimity,silence and solitude".
The view of the Hebrides is "one of the most- ravishing in the whole
world".At Loch-Lomond,"everything here is romantic",and the Loch ac
claimed superior in beauty to the Swiss and Italian lakes.Hven the
heather is admired.Only "the Highlander is not yet picturesque,though
his customs are,and a recital of some of these and of tales of second
sight is given.But "the poor Highlanders,seen to disadvantage,since
deprived of their ancient garb,and even debar1a the use of their strip
ed stuff—prized by them above all the velvets.brocards and tissues
of Lurope and Asia",are only objects of pathos.
Smollett pays the Highlands one unusual tribute, a poem, the"Ode to Lea¬
ven Later".True,branch had done so a hundred years before,but it was
a neglected and negligible affair.Smollett1s,reprinted quickly in the
magazines,made a new precedent.

It is possible that '"Humphrey Clinkerabused by some as a'party1 novel,
and attacked by others because he had offered in it what he thought
evidence of Oasian authenticity,might have done little to commend
the Highlands and their exploration,had it not been preceded by the
enthusiastic "A Tour in Scotland" by Thomas Pennant.
Pennant's motives.for visiting the country were mixed fbut the chief
"were scientific and antiquarian .His "Zoology of *reat Britain" was
to be as extensive in scope as possible."Struck,therefore,with the r ^

reflection of having never seen Scotland,! instantly ordered ray bag¬
gage to be got ready,and in a reasonable time found myself on the
banks of the Tweed". At the same time,he was perfectly aware of the
probable gain of publishing "a candid account" of Scotland,in years
when the Scottish reputation was being bandied about,and declared as
an aim "to conciliate 'the affections;;of'/the; two nations so wickedly
end studiously set at variance'.' The •latter object,unfortunately,
makes his constant eulogies of the north,more than a little suspect.

whether his readers were suspicious- or no';his pages must have come a.,
a revelation to them. Pennant had & natural • gift as a writer of tra-(,
vels.Lrant that he was shallow,(Inter-fluent,uncritical:but he was ob¬
servant , tolerant, catholic in; his interests .A-fertile imagination at
once dramatized every historic scene .His pen was '.aa ready on scenery
as on people,on trade as on; -poetry,on: past as on "prese\t.He hit eas¬
ily on the expressive phrase;-"a deep glen shagged with brushwood",
"the black joyless mo .-r of Goldingham" ;He had a sense of humour .He
was well-read,and could quote'appositely.An eye for colour noted.for
chc first time the Bay's pellucidness,"like that of brown crystal",or
"the melancholy green of the picturesque pine".A taste for the pictwv
csque. noted views such as that from cite of the cliff arches below Bun
bar Castle, "a most, picturesque view of the Bass Isle,with the. sun set
ting in full splendour".Above all,he had no compunctions in scattering
panegyrics, and bad as- the'ethics of that were, it .did good in arresting
Bnglish attention. His public must have been startled by his cries of"
';stu/pendous,,,;hnagbificent", "august", jjmost romantic's and a little beooxcd at. i Hiding uhem applied to Scottish scenes.

t
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prom the opening pages,Pennant drew Scotland "in romantic view"9.and
most floridly. Edinburgh, for example, is transformed "by his sweeping
pen; "its "boldness and grandeur of situation "beyond any I had ever s
seen",its houses "almost aerial",and with a "look of magnificence";
Arthur's Seat and the Crags are "a romantic ana wild scene of broken
rocks and vast precipices .In the gardens of Heriot's "the ^cotch
poets often laid their comedies".Calton hill is "where--witches and
sorcerers in less enlightened times were burnt,and where at festive
seasons the gallants held their tilts and tournaments.At one of these
the Earl of Murray made the first impression 011 the susceptible heart
of Eary 3tuart"--and the tale is told.
Ihat "taste of his quality" holds characteristics of his whole "lour"
All his landscapes have an exaggerated 'Gothick' sweep;the entrance
to the Highlands is "awefully magnificent";Balloch has "great catar¬
rets", and ".a darksome chasm beneath";Bog of Geith has "lofty and ma¬
jestic towers and turrets that storm the air";on the western coast
the tide "rolled in with solemn majesty". Where chance offers,he col
ours the scenery, with romantic episode; the trees of ^och Leven are
"co-cval with Mary,under whose shade she may have sat,expecting her
escape,at length effected by the enamoured Douglas";the isles of loch
Lomond were "worthy of the retreat of Afraida,and which Binaldo him¬
self would have quitted with a sigh";of Praoch-Elen,"the Hesperides
of the Highlands" he tells a.tale "as sung in the Erse ballads".

•He makes the fullest romantic use of past history, and even of High!
land history,drawing from the recently published "History of the Eguds
of the Clans",but is drastically prosaic on all the recent events,
the Glencoe Massacre,Hob Hoy and the '45. He refers to,and at times
quotes what Loots writers were known,printing a poem from the "lelit
iae Poetcrura 3coborum",a verse of "The Bonny Earl o' Moray",two pages
of sir David lyndsay, for example; and: from contemporary writers draw¬
ing descriptions or facts,or referring to the work of Urquhart,Hobert
eon of Dtruan.'Mr BoEwell' and others.

Ihese features of Pennant's record are not so much new,as for the first
time given full scope, and that roundly end without excuse. And for t
the first time,all the controversial topics,such as the nation's hack
v.xrdness, and its causes and remedies, the niggling details of squalor
,the traditional English disgusts and the sarcasms,are deliberately
pushed out of the foreground.The result is that an extraordinarily
cl.iffe.rent Scotland is seen to fill the picture.
lennant was by no means just on unscrupulous romantic.The Scotland he
saw was an improving Scot land.He could criticise sharply,such things
?b the wretched Highland housing,"shocking to humanity","the disgrace
of north Britain",and speak bluntly of indolent and proud Highlanders
and their plain women.But these counted less that talk of their "mot-
ly dresses",clan war-cries,creaghs,coronachs.belief in the banshee,
v/ar-customs; ana these details in their turn were given not more im¬
portance than accounts of ^ede's roads,of .emigration,of the beauties
of the Highland lakes.

Miis first tour had occupied most of l769r.In his"literary xiife" he
wrote;- "This year was a very; active .one ;for ;me.I had the hardiness to
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venture on a journey to the remotest part of North Britain,a country
almost as little known to its. southern brethern as Kamschatka. I
brought home a favourable account of the land". Within a year he had
issued his "four".Of its reception,he continued'--"A candid account
of that country was such a novelty,that the impression was instantly
bought up, and in the next year, another was printed and as soon sold'.'

Having tasted, success,he planned a more extensive tour, and in prepsr
afcion circulated in Scotland the list of queries,already issued in
England by he Bociety of Antiquaries,queries topographical,antiquar
ian,social,agricultural,etc:.In August of the same year (1772) he
was again in the north,again recording copiously as he made his way
towards the Hebrides.
Three notable travellers were already there,Banks',Solander and Bind,
visiting the northern and western islands,and making drawings of them
Pennant had a small 'staff' .with him,Griffiths to make sketches,
lightfoot for botanical notes,and John Sturart of Killin to help him
with the unknown Gaelic;and it is illuminating to find that he packed
for the islesmen what a traveller of yesterday might have for the
remoter Fiji islands,"rubbans and other trifles".
The Hebrides^was the special goal,but he carefully, visited the most
romantic parts in the lowlands.wrote of moss-troopers and Johnnie
Armstrong,of Helen of Kirkconnel lea,and of Bruce and the Comyn.Ee
went on bo Glasgow,where he was feted and given the freedom of the
city,revisited loch Lomond,and then set sail for the isles.
Almost at once he turns fingalion in his references,discovers tra¬
ditions of the hero in Arran,describes fingal' s Cave. But w.ith that ""--,
he mingles humanitarian discourses on the lot of the present-day
islesmen,"a set of people worn down with poverty,their habitations
scenes of misery: their inmates lean,withered, dusky said smoke-dried"
The picturesque kept 'breaking in'.however.His great discovery was
Staffa."Compared to this,what are the cathedrals or the palaces built
by men!" fingal's Cave is "the most magnificent scene that has ever
been described by travellers".
Skye won no grefct admiration from him-he thought the mountains dis¬
coloured! But the Coolins recall an Ossianic quotation,aha the trea
sures oflunvegan the story of flora Macdonald, and that of the IJac-
rirunon pipers.for utilibyfs sake several pages of economic analysis
are inserted.
Then came a further sca-voyage along the Sutherland coast,with the
reward of a view of Bundohel-"a spot equalized by few in picturescu
and magnificent scenery",and of'loch-Jurn'.with its "Alpine wildness
cad magnificence". He devotes some pages here to hymning the "sudden
change in morals" of the clans of the far north.Their previous state
he declares that of banditti,led Indians,wild Arabs;now "security and
civilisation possess every part";and in describing the lives of great
chiefs there,he includes Hob Hoy as "another distinguished Hero"iBles..
l^hee,Bottom,how art thou translated)
The voyage ends in an imaginative flight and an exordium.On the edge
of sleep,writes Pennant,he thinks himself again in the Sound of Hull,
on that ancient realm of ianic heroes,and there appears before him
a warrior of "venerable hoarnesa",ussian.^ssian recounts the glories
of the past,and contrasts the present miseries of his people.The decl¬

ine
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has been due to rapacious landlords.He adjures the absentee chiefs
to undertake the reforms so tragically needed.
A second part of the tour now described his crossing of the Highlands
from west to east, and a brief coast tour, with a return via Fifeshire,
and Edinburgh and the Lowland Abbey towns to the Borders. He is less
entertaining here,for feted in every town,he grew anxious to instruct
and to point reform^and reads like Befoe redivivus in consequence.

One invaluable service he did for his Lnglish public was to set out a
surprising amount of book-knowledge about Scotland, ransacked most
of the previous travellers,Taylor.Franck,Hay,Aaron Hill,Pococke,and
most of the contemporary Gaelic topographers,such es Macpherson,Shaw
end lope.He quoted from Lyndsay.Buchanan,Barbour.Wallace,from John¬
ston's Latin poems,from Boyd,Pitcairne,the younger Pennicuik and Ram-
sa£. He knew some of the old ballads, and quoted them.His footnotes
end appendices include ols-.MS3.and Gaelic verse,and articles by modern
.Scots antiquarians. The English public had this -wealth of material giv
en them in accessible form for the first time,and whether light or ser
ious.it was a gain of value. ^One other gain was the illustration of
both'Tours' with landscape and interior scenes.For the first volume
sanuby's views,which had been published in volume form in '65,were avail
able; for the second the Staffa drawings and those of Moses and ^riff-?
iths were used.Side by side with flamboyant landscapes that must have
fired English imagination,were instructive prosaic drawings of interi
iors-"a weaver's cottage in Islay".

'.'/hat Pennant's Tours did for Scotland it is hard to exaggerate.On the
one hand,his plain statements about the prosperity of Lo,viand towns,
the rich countryside of Fife,the excellent roads,the substantial re¬
forms drove in on English attention the fact that Scotland was rapid¬
ly drawing level with her economically,and in national importance,as
v.ell as intellectually.Recognition was thus 'claimed for a modern Scot
lend.
On the other hand,the country was given the utmost 'picturesque' and
romantic values that it had yet received,and the glamour from ballad,
Scottish history and Ossianic writing. The panegyric is to us exagger¬
ated,but every phrase was needed to enforce the land's aesthetic claims.
Enforced they were.The Monthly Review which had declared twenty year.,
before that"no very high entertainment can he expected from any acce
ount of the 'Highlands of Scotland",wrote of Pennant J-"The perusal of
his book is sufficient to excite an earnest desire in his readers to
make the same excursion,and we are verily persuaded that it will pro¬
duce that effect".
lhus Scotland was launched on the very crest of the picturesque cult.
"Whether (Scotland) will thank me or not,I canno.t say",ran Pennant's
ov-n summary, "but for the report I made, and shewing that it might be
visited with safety, it has ever since "been inondee with southern vis¬
itants".

if inondee is e cesvive,there was certainly an influx. Even beffre
cis second tour a contributor to the Gentleman's Magazine was supply¬
ing c. list of inns as fir north as Inverness and Fort George, "for th. se

l
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3. "I cannot but laugh to think of myself roving
among the Hebrides at 6,0."
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•,hom the 'fashionable curiosity may lead, to visit Scotland".A Scottish
jontributor to the "Weekly Magazine", makes a similar remark:-"It is
low the fashion among the English to make a tour into Scotland for
•ome weeks or months,and there is a moral certainty of this fashion

Increasing,as the foolish prejudices against the country ana its in¬
habitants daily decreases".
liber his second tour,practically every year shows the touring of the
Laid "by some eminent visitor. General Paoli and his ambassador were
;here in ' 72,pr Johnson and Boswell in '73.In the same year Percy was
'prevailed on" to visit lnverary, "in which we were exceedingly amused
Indeed" (amused was the fashionable adjective of pr aise ) .Hitson was
manwhiie touring it with an eye to archaelogical and possible ballad
: nds.In the following year, To-pham of the "-setters from Edinburgh"
:oes north; in the next the first of the women travel-writers,M.A.Han-
ay; in the next the Aeverend William Cilpin—and the list can be in¬
definitely extended. "Scotland seems to be daily so much increasing
.n consideration with her sister kingdom,that tours to the Highlands
md voyages to the isles will-possibly become the fashionable routes
if our virtuosi and those who travel for meer amusement .Mr Pennant
las led the way;Pr Johnson has followed; and with such precursors and
■he sanction of such examples,what man of spirit and curiosity will
urebeur to explore these remote parts of our island" So went the die
urn of 1775.

'he "sanction" of Pr Johnson was precisely the need after Pennant.He
undertook the journey to the Isles from purely personal motives, a de-
are so long-rooted "that I scarcely remember how the wish was origin
•lit excited".Yet only he could have influenced' the discovery-of-the-
nghlands movement as he did.Pennant the florid and eulogistic had
iot been uncritically swallowed in the'south, and doubts remained.Had
he Highlands any genuine interest and value? Here was,London's great
let man of letters exploring them.Was travel' ssfe?Here was an out-ana
ut Londoner,sixty years old,on tour.Had Pennant been partial and pro
■cot? Johnson was the supreme Scot-baiter .If he praised-,a seal of ap-
roval would be set. And though London wits laughed over the tour,as,
ohnson did himself,the results were awaited with eager interest.

ohnson on Scotland is too tremendous a Continent to survey,though an
utline ortwo in needed to do justice to Johnson on the Highlands and
ties.One has to recall that he was "the great champion of the English

tries",that his prejudice against Scots was notorious,that he had be-
ane the chief accredited opponent of Macpherson and his Ossian,that h
ad passed scathing judgments.on Soots literati and Scots character
'bat were repeated throughout England and Scotland. He went north not
■0 see Scotland:-"Seeing Scot land,Medaiii, is only seeing a worse England,

b is 'seeing the flower gradually fade away to the naked stalk"-but to
isit the Hebrides, and from his on work and Bosv/ell's. account, it was a
m.rious Hebrides of his own imagination that ho desired and expected to
ind.lt was one born of Martin,whom he had; read very young, and held an
Realised patriarchal life under venerable chiefs,a race of proud inde-

. pendence -
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end military ardour,of unique custom and psychic gift,and manners
of striking natural simplicity.
This wes packed in the hack of his mind,nor ever admitted except in
pert.More typical of the average English ideas,were his preparations
for the tour, the collection of pistols, gunpowder,"bullets, and a cud¬
gel,end stores of snuff and tohacco for the aboriginals.Typically
English too were the prejudices he bore north and corroborated with
delight,beggars, aftenches,bad cooking, absence of trees,Scots pattial •

ity,and the meagren'ess of Scots culture.
But from the first,something of Gray's mental experience was repeat
ea. A natural strain of romance in Johnson reasserted itself in act
ual contact with the land.His first excitements were Lowland ones,.
Inchcolm,Aberbrothick.The sea-built Slaines Castle "with all the
terrific grandeur of the tempestuous Ocean" appealed.Forres was 'el
classic ground'. "Our imaginations were heated".-At ilairn,"l first saw
peat fires and heard the Erse".Once mountainous country was entered,
"upon which perhaps no wheel has ever rolled",his state of mind is
inquiring,receptive and obviously moved. The Falls of Foyer scenery
"strikes the imagination with all the gloom and grandeur of Siberian
solitude".That imaginative impact he tries to minimise byanalysis
and prosaic reasoning,but he hails tham as "the scenes of adventure,
stratagems, surprises, and escapes," and the drift of" his thought to
Erince Charlie's adventures is obvious. Romance,however,is a word
he ranely uses of anything other than accepted themes,-onelittle vai
ley,for example,had "a bank such as a writer of Romance might have
delighted to feign".
The Highlands did not fulfil his romantic expectations.The ancient
Highlander he expected to find was gone,with Highland dress and pride
"A longer journey than to the Highlands must be taken by him whose cur
iosity pants for savage virtues and babbarous virtues grandeur".He
kept that suppressed daydream of Highland feudal life,to delight Bos-
well by talk of buying western isles,and by wearing highland dress,ap¬
preciating pipe music,learning scraps of Erse song,defending the use
of Gaelic and the like.

The Isles on the contrary did not fail in their appeal,although they
were far different from his conception.His summing-up on leaving them
was:-"They have, not many allurements but to the mere lover of naked
nature",but Boswell's account boars out glimpses in his own of his im¬
agination leaping, at experiences there .Aassay,Dunvcgan, Inchkenneth,
lona,all exhilarated. At Raasay he heard with delight Erse songs and
saw Highland dancing."Without is the rough ocean and the rocky land,
the heating billows and the howling storm;within is plenty and eleg¬
ance,beauty and gaiety,the song and the dance.In Raasay if i could
have found an Ulysses,I had fancied a Phoeacia" The violent contrasts
of life there suggested'Gothick romance'."Whatever is imaged in the
wildest tale,if giants,dragons,and enchantment be excepted,would be
ft It by him who,wandering in the mountains without a guide, —should be
carried amidst his terror and uncertainty to the hospitality and eleg¬
ance of Raasay and hunvegon". And a third time he felt-and set down
for English recders-the romantic impact,in Inchkenneth."Romance does
tot often exhibit a scene that strikes the imagination more than this
little desert in these depths of Western obscurity", gnd a fourth at



l."Journcy to the "extern isles" 1775.-

2.13o swell's reoord*~"I had brought with me a greet
bundle of magazines and newspapers in which his

Journey was attached in every mode" 1775.^ife.
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Iona-J'.'V/e were now treading that illustrious. island which was once
the luminary of the Caledonian rcgions"~"That man is little to he

not grow warmer among the ruins of lona"envied--whose piety would

the Isles thsfwillin.
list ened to
well reveal
pretender' s

argument
> morn,John

for
suspension

ion

of disbelief occurred,and he
Oesian.and to tales of second sight.Bos-
list en ing:

&

to Flora Macdonald s tale of the
escape; or-,sleeping( "weel-pleasit") in the bed which iie ■■■

had once occupied,Johnson seeing the wauIking of cloth,having the
poems of alec lean read to himr"and "showing so much of the spitit of
a Highlander"as to strut with broadsword and target and blue bonnet
Only at one point1,when cooped up by storms, did the Londoner show. "I
want to be 011 the mainland, and go on with existence .This is a waste
of life",he told Boswell.The mood was temporary.Ovations in
and Edinburgh pleasantly ended his tour.

Glasgow

He hadalrcedy determined to publish his experiences,and these appear
iqd two years later. Their great value-apart from those points novel

to English readers that have been illustrated-vas their provocatives
ness.His anti-Scot dicta infuriated CCots opinion,of course,and a
paper-warfare broke out,which mode the whole matter of Scottish stand
ing and Scots customs one for popular discussion.Interest in Scot-
lend roused w:s always a benefit,and the later travellers like Kiss
Hanway show that a stimulus had been given.The "Journey" was provoc
c$ive in more valuable ways.however.^t pffered a startling contrast

■ to Pennant.The latter had
ing round Highland and
istic one of storm and
the actuality of Johnson's descriptions ai~e
rareness of any flourishes makes these tell."The
blast,the fall of the shower,the rush of the cat
of
the

left trails of1picturseqpe* glory float-
Island landscape.Johnson leaves the more real
rain.Yet though not one 'picturesque' is used,

arresting,and the very
whistling of the
racts and the roar

the torrent made a nobler chorus of the rough musick of nature
n it had ever been my chance to hear before".
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nd consciously in what they held of peculiar inter-
peculiar romance. For him,the past held glamour,and he express

ed the. romantic view of that "dying past". The feudal glowed in his
imagination."I have the old feudal notions",he once said.The broken
integrity of a people deprived of their ancient hold of the land,of
uiieir arc; their
•onp.t he allowed

■nguage, grief" And che tragedy
^ K*

he saw with
to touch the A4§ edge of the '45.Here he was diplom-

_but Che Hose-shire mountains recalled "the last shelters of net
ional distress",and his tributes to Flora Macdonald,"a name that will
be mentioned in history,--mentioned with honour" are warm.
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from. Edinburgh
Jopham* s "Letters written in the years 1774-75",and Miss Hanway's
"Journey to the Highlands of Scotland" are" instances.. Topham descants
on the country in the Pennant vein:-"V/ere any man of my acquaintance
desirous of seeing the sublime and beautiful in perfection,according
to Mr Burke's definition of them.l would bring him into Scotland.-for
the sublime M would deliver to him all the naked wildness and extended
desolation of the country.—Even the clouds assume a thousand fantast •
ic shapes.Ilor am I surprised at the wild imagination of Ossian body¬
ing them forth into beings of his own creation"—
On the topic 'of Edinburgh he is uncritically eulogistic, and as exagg
erated in his .scale of description as Pennant.Its views are "uncomm¬
only magnificentthat from the Castle "the most picturesque and beau
tiful of any that can be found in Europe". He justly pointed out its
recent progress,however,from its new buildings to its possession of
"several of the most ingenious men in Europe".His letters tried to
cover every side of town life,and are an irritating mixture of common
place and original observation. His sketch of the impoverished loots
student ana his "excessive earnestness" rings true,of the peasant's
"sociability which charms you" doenot. He gives interesting comments
on Edinburgh society,on contemporary Scots artists,on deism being the
"ruling princite", on the- flourishing book-selling trade, on the use
of the vernacular in society,and its diminutives-on a hundred little
topics of that nature. Eacile as these letters are,they make engaging
reading,and put English readers au oourant with Edinburgh life,as few
previous accounts had condescended to do.
Miss Hanway's are much more shallow stuff,tributes to "the Eiysiam of
Caledonia",Dalvey,or to Loch Lomond,"one of those rural and romantic
spots which the Arcadian swains were poetically supposed to enjoy in
the Golden ,.ge". The' sentimental'traveller was finding Scotland a rich
quar it y « *

Before the full spate of "Tours, to the Highlands" comes down in the
eighties and nineties,one other traveller's work is worth separate not
ice, that of the founder of the 'picturesque' cult.
Bilpin was comparatively late in visiting Scotland,turning to it only
after the south had been thoroughly explored.When he did visit it in
'76, the year after Johnson's "Journey',' it was with a diverting blue-
pencilling of his predecessors' raptures. Scotland;lie declared,was full
of land "intirely in a state of nature", and while pure nature .was an
excellent thing,the poverty of objects such as woods injured the beauty
of the Scots landscapes. He allows that the great simplicity df the
scenery is a source of sublimity,but there was great room for "im¬
provement in foregrounds".It was in search of such adornments■that he
saw and announced for the first time as "picturesque appendages" High
land cattle and the Highlander.(His discovery was in that order)
Se surveyed all the recognized beauty spots of the country with a 1 pic
jjjuresque' eye,and denied that quality to Edinburgh, allowed .srthur'c
ucot to be only romantic. He had constantly to lament defects of "square
lilies uric ont raw ted" in some river view, or the "poor composition" of

G'; "mountains thet • required "the drapery of a little wood".His ovn
-ton a eras, ere seen in -the illustrations he made, where he admits "when
- nave? se-.n a line out of place,I hove a greet propensity to correct
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it by one that is more picturesque".In consequence his landscapes
have"a colossal flamboyance,Edinburgh's Horth Bridse'out-doing any
Brangw-yn, and his Highlands a romantic dazzle of towering mountains,
car tie-turrets,and interminable lakes.
Yet along with these aesthetic eccentricities.Gilpin describes sane
ly if over-enthusiastically the "grand style" of Scotland's mountains,
and notes their cpl.urings,appreciates homely details such as fish¬
ing-boats, oertifies;in short,their unique value for the landscape-
painter. He accentuates most,however,the wealth of historic romance
the land possessed."Few countries perhaps on the face of the earth,
o'f such narrow dimensions as Scot land,have been the. scenes of a
greater variety oft, military events.--You can hardly ascend any elev
atea ground,without throwing your eye over the scene of some memory
able action". He seizes every chance of decorating his account with
imaginative descriptions of such scenes:-Border rivers,"each of which
hath run purple to the sea with the blood of our ancestors",Mary,
Queen of Scots,Gowrie House,Killiecrankie,"the Caledonian Thermopyle"
the retreats of Wallace,even Hob Hoy,and Paul Jones are made to add ■
their romance.
But the modernity of that is explained,when the date of Gilpin's ac
count is remembered.lt was not published uhtil 1789,"and b y then
Gilpin could point his remarks on Scots peasant life by the perfect
illustrations from Burns' poems.

After Gilpin,the deluge;but nothing is to be gained by detailing
'•* the later travel accounts of Hill or Sulivan.one an Ossianic resear¬

cher, the other an impostor taking advantage of the populatity of tra
ive1 records,or those of the later group still,Xnox.Wevte,Shaw,Liddel

end Grose,Heron,Lett ice,Skrine. 3y the eighties and nineties,the
poets,Rogers and Campbell,for example,the painters and engravers,and
the novelists are all drawing on the inspiration of the Highlands.

It is to that crowning achievement that the work of the first travel
lers leads. Naturally the praise is not solely theirs,but they focuss
ed in a remarkable way all the passing aesthetic ideas,drew from and
popularised the historical and topographical work of the day,made use
of the landscape painters,quoted the ballads and the older poetry of
Scotland as these came to he better knownymade themselves,in short,
what raigh be called a "clearing-house" of Scottish and interests ee
Bnglish interests as theybtouched the north.
They not only rehabilitated,but they set a high value on Scotland,as
seen in the advancing claims made; Gray would place the Highland mount
a ins after the Alps;Smollett finds the lakes superior to any in Svitz
ex1 land or Italy; Pennant boldly talks of an alpine wildness.or a res em
blance to the Grande Chartreuse,or finds a port "perfectly Virgilian'i

• They broad-nod the scope of appreciation, too, from -the waterfall and ar
tificial plantation to the picturesquely ruined castle and islanded
loch,and then to the grand style of unadorned blue mountain.
And sometimes led by,sometimes leading that appreciation was the en¬
couraged work of the landscape painters.Sandby^publishes a volume of



I.The increasing taste for .pointing Scottish landscc^
has not been traced in full.4
Richard V/ilson,\vho made a reputation with his
Y/elsh mountains from 60 on, exhibited a Scottish lizi

■

scape in 1762. Oeorge Barrett,a very popular paint¬
er, exhibited some Scottish vo'ev/s in ■L769-72.
In Scotland,meanwhile,"other artists talked meat
ana drink,but Runeiman talked landscape".
Thomas Sirtin was painting in the Highlands in
1
96fand J.do Boutherbourg byfore then had been urgi;

the inspiration from the Highlands,Wales etches for
the landscape-painter. v'

2. 1796.1765.
3. 1769-72.
4. 1771
5. 1771-73.
6 1778
7 1783 on.

8. before 88
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sottish landscapes,Barrett draws views of Scotland, Jacoh More ex-
tits in London his "Cora Lynn" and "Dunbar Castle",both greatly
.nired by Reynolds,Runoiman uses d'.coratively Ossianic 'figures,
;enes from ^cots history, and symbolic drawings of scot rivt.rs• in
■e seventiesjCandby collected all his Scottish work,titling the
.ev/s >ith quotations from Pennant, and issued it as "She Virtuosi's
iseum" By the eighties llsn v:as drawing Scottish scenes ana chare

iters,John Clarke making'.fine etchings,Edam de Cardonnel trying to
ireaerve from oblivion the ancient remains of Caledonian splendour"
'his etchings of "The Picturesque .mtiqui ties of Scotland".

; .was through the travellers,too, that the new matter'of the histor
ins and the topographers was popularly spread.To take two examples,
Le "History of the Peuds of the Clans" was drawn on by Pennant and
hnson;and Robertson's"History of Scotland"with its portrait of the
happy Mary,Queen of Scots,was the quarry for the writers who revell

. in romantic history-.This romantic "by-product", so to speak,both

.spired and took inspiration from the poets with their elegies of

.ry, Cue en of Scots,rhapsodies of Loch Leven,end ballads of i'he Craliam,
1 of sir James the Bruce.
ct work of all,the travellers underlined the literary values of
otl:nd; in small Ways by finding highland customs Homeric 0r scenes
,rgilian,Faskally 'fairy groundT or a cave at Lunan 'like a fable
. the Persian Pales';in more obvious ways by quoting Scottish bribe
s and so- drawing attention to the movement for ballad-gathering
at flourished from Percy's Reliques on;in making literary finds of
.eir own, as Pennant did with his sixteenth century poem, "met with
. the library at Taymouth";in quoting Ossian and recreating Cssian-

glories that coloured the hills and seascapes of the best;and most
luable of all in showing the literary inspiration gained for their
n c • '::'v 1 o'-k.Cray and Johnson wrote a warmer,more imaginative p
osc under the stimulus, e.nd though Cray'-s only other activity was a
cetious "Character of the Scotch".Johnson framed two Latin odes from
ye .Smollett proved that the Highlr nd tour was' excellent'matter for
novel,and he too rose to poetry. Such led the way to "Phe northern
ur,a. Poetical Epistle", "Caledonia, a Poem", "Phe Scottish Village",
d similar efforts,that with the Highland character-sketching,and
ghland novels,both to he mentioned later,were the first results in
glish literature of this revealing-of Scottish scenery and life by
e traveller.
c Critical Review supplies the English coda."Itis not a century
ncc the inhabitants of the southern part of this island knew little
se of their northern neighbours than that they were very poor,very
rby;and if a scattered traveller now and then made his way among
e rocks and torrents of so wild a country his complaints of the mis
able accommodation he was obliged to submit to and the little civil
ation of the country repressed all desire to be acquainted with a
ogle whose habits and manner of living the pampered Englishman bask
g on the sunny side of the hedge considered as equally remote from
s own as those of the inhabitants of Kamschatka or Oaffraria.Circum
ances are now altered;the tourist and the tourist-reader have long
en familiarly acquainted with the romantic scenery and picturesque
autics of the sister-country,and the lakes of Ocotlcndhuve been as
ch celebrated as the banks of the Phames!"
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CHAPTER 18. Tho Bute Period.

a. I.Bute's career ana premiership.
II. /nti-Scot charges;press attacks;TJilkes,Churchill.
III.Pro-Scot defence.
IV. Lnglish satire: drama,verse,novel, "ballad, bon mot.
V. Extent.reality and justification of Lnglish attacn.
VI.Phe effect on'Scottish literature:-

-on the work of Rome,Hume,Llacpherson.
VII.Contrast "between the literary discovery of Vales

and that of Scotland.
VIII. Scottish cognizance o f Lnglish rancour:its

influence.
IZ. Ihe 'penalty' for Lnglish literature.

"b. I. Amicable side of .uiglo-Scottish literary work.
II. The Lnglish critics:the study of ballad etc.
III.Lnglish recognition of Scottish prose and poetry.

y



1. Churchill. "The Candidate". 1764.

2. J vat-tracer1 s "Pari ol' Bute".
Hon.Mrs Wortley-!,A Prime Minister and his Sons"
Contemporary memoirs, letters, pamphlets .ballads,

prints etc.

3. "When you affectedly renounced the name of Englieb
man,you were persuaded, to pay a very ill-judged
compliment to one part of grout subjects at the
expense of the othere" Junius.
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The "Pute Period.

— when Bute with foreign hand,
Grown wanton with ambition,scourged the land;
Y/hen ■-'cots.or slaves to Scotsmen, steer'd the helm,
Y/hen peace, inglorious peace, disgraced the realm,
Distrust and general discontent prevailed.—

Dislike of the °cot,a tempest brewing in the fifties,came to a vio¬
lent climax in the first six years of ^eorge iii's- reign.
j?he- storm-centre was John Ifucrt,perl of Bute,who had in English eyes
the triple Gisadventages-some would have said vices-of being a Scot,
of the Stuart race,and with prerogative in his blood ana in his opin
ions. Dislike and libel of him had been evident since first his in¬
timacy with the Princess of Bales and his influence with the Prince
r:ere known,that is,since the early fifties.Both were exaggerated by

rumour,the first to scandal-point,while his influence in forming the
future king's idea of kingship as personal rule,personal grip of the
h.elm was suspected by Yhiggism as being used to promote autocratic,
feudal government,of the worst Stuart brand.
Dn George's accession in October,1760,Bute was recognized as King's

favourite,a precarious eminence,and one doubly so for a Scot.^lhe
promotion to Privy Councillorship and general go-between for Ceorge
ana Newcastle gave him increased influence,ana almost immediately
any pro-Scot move,however small,was set down to racial partiality,
'eorge's opening speech to Parliament had said "i( glory in the name
of Britons" Phere was outcry:why not Englishman? B'he name of Cumber!
land was erased from the* liturgy:Bute's "Jacobite" hatred of "The
Butcher" must he the cause, "ithin a month,popular opinion was strong
enough to laud openly a Br Dempster who preached against "liordecai the
Jew, sitting at the Bang' s gate"-ohvious connotation.'Within three mon¬
ths, a squib, "Phe Scotch Portmanteau opened at- Pork" attacked "our nor¬
thern brethorn—posting to town upon the favour shown to a certain
illustrious countryman of theirs,of late much talked of,in order
to reap benefit from his present influence and interest". Pars Montagu
put it more tersely:"! hear all the Scotch are gone to town from Peers
to Pedlars".
In march of '61,Bute was made Secretary of State for the Northern De¬
partment. ii month later the Duke 0f -rgyle died."The crown of Scotland
too has fallen oh Bute s head",was Balpole's satiric comment. By the

autumn,Bute and a coterie,more English than Scots,and labelled "the
'-ing's friends",wore in frank opposition to Pitt and his policy of war
against Spain.Plie king's support of Bute decided the final tussle be¬
tween the two chiefs Pitt found his call for war unsupported hy the

Cabinet, and resigned, in the weeks that. followe;d,Bute enjoyed little
triumph;for ^ondon rang with cries of "Bp Scotch roguesl no Butes",

and he had to be protected from, mob attaok.l His; policy of '.gaining peace
by scrupulous or un scrupulous alliance; or withdrawal was unpopular,
out thanks to his power in the Tinner Cabinet* and with the king,he
crrove it on.By the spring of ' 6&,Newcastle- found -.liis .-position as Prime
Minister untenable, ahd re signed: i'in Eay,Bute :Wos made ;prime minister.



"Half a century is not sufficient to eradicate
principles confirmed by many centuri-es" said
one of the most temperately-phrased pamphlets,
viz, "Political disquisitions proper for public
Consideration " 1765.

Prussia "basely deserted by the Scottish Prime
Minister of England"-
Terms of peace that "deserved the contempt of
mankind"--these were two charges constsntly

recurrent in political and popular attack.

\



"My father was'not more abused after twenty years than xord Bute
after twenty days",wrote 7/alpole from the centre of action.

That abuse,racial,political and personal in its causes,is worth an
alysis,for^it reveals the surviving prejudices that soured Anglo-
Scottish relations for the next twenty years..
V.liich score was the "blackest against him, it is hard to say. Satire
harped most on? his race, and the ef fects of that. He was a Scot and
a Stuart and opposed to "Oiiggism; the deduction was that he was sec
retly pro-Jacobite,and lampoons represented Jacobites swarming to
Court, aid the Pretender thanking warmly his ."-cousin Bute" for in¬
valuable support.He was a Soot,and had therefore the art of toady¬
ing in perfeetloft.He was parvenu,said Whig aristocrats,and advanc¬
ed through favouritism not ability,thought the Whig commons, he was
a Scot,and therefore politically unscrupulous,and it was alleged
and believed that he had secured his majorities by enormous bribery-
He was a Sco tland therefore ' partial', and consequently the menace of
his fellow-countrymen in office end in literature would grow increas
ingly dangerous.He was a Scot,and therefore a foreigner,and it was
deeply resented that•such should occupy the supreme position of
Prime Minister.
The .dislike had these permanent articulate cause's, and some inartic¬
ulate. English opinion, for example,was predominantly Whig, and Whigg-
ism had ruled for over fifty years,from 1714-60.What it should be
overthrown now and "by a Scot of Highland birth, (when Scotland and re
hellion was still a familiar connotation)brought to the surface that

l national uneasiness and suspicion of the race,a legacy in the mind,
unreasonong but still potent. That tola. Temporary causes aggravated

kthe dislike.His share in Witt's fall was held unforgivable by his op
*-ponents .His w ar policy was unpopular .The advance of Sco ts was laid

to his charge,and the adulation of a Mallet
"He h. Ids a man who trained a li ng to honour
A second only to the Prince he formed"-

felt a vice encouraged by him.

These two last points were made much of,and if a rough estimate of
•Scots in high rank in 1762,and of the position of Scots lawyers and
authors,the two most prominent groups,does reveal an exceptional 'pen
etrotion'.Sir filbert Elliot end James Oswald were Lords of the Treas
ury,the Lord Chief Justice of England was Lord Mansfield,the Queen's
Secretary was Craeme of Worthy,the Archbishop of York was Hay Lrumm-
ond, and Louglas was Bishop of Salisbury.Sir .mdrew Mitchell vs.. still
Ambassador to Berlin.The Commander of the British forces in Portugal
was J^oud Loudoun,of those in Canada,General Murray.Lord Hollo and Col
onel urant were respectively in command in the "indvard Isles and f'lor
ida,and in '63 three other Scots,Murray,urant and Melville were resett
ed as colonic:! governors.In the navy. Lord Colville end Sir James Boug¬
ies were eminent,and Major Monro was making a career in India. Iniess-
er ranks,Loots names abounded,one list of sixteen gazette promotinns,
it was said,including eleven Stuarts and four Mackenzies,-but that
sounds a satiric invention by Wilkes.

Two^Scots lawyers were,distinguished and' opprobrious.Mansfield was novionoub office,but was at the height of his professional fame.He had



I. ChurchillpS "iioscied" March 1761
2 Churchill's "Gotham "1764.



attached himself bo Bute, and libel suggested the commonbond of Jac¬
obite sympathy,a charge perennially raked up against Mansfield.
The other lawyer, * 1

A pert,prim,prater of the northern race,
Guilt in his heart and famine in his face-

was Alexander, V/edderburn,returned to Parliament two years before, and
uncouth,brusque,thrusting his v.ay to the front.

*

In literature,the works causing most note were preponderately those
of Scots.Macpherson1s "Fragments of Erse Poetry" had been printed in
London in April,1761,and in December his "F ngal" .M-acpherson had Bute
patronage, and "Fingal" was the success of the year. Homefs three tra
gedie.s had been published in 1760, and' Home awarded a pension.His pine
was high. Robertson's History was continuing to earn praises,and Bute
had had him appointed a King s Chaplain in Scotland,and had written
him that the King desired "a History of England by your pen". Hume,
in less repute,was publishing in 1761 further volumes of his "Hist¬
ory of England" .and these and Karnes* "Art of Thinking!'.Falconer * s
"Shipwreck" ('62 mallet's "Elvira" and "Truth in Rhyire"('* 62 ) were all
well in the forefront of English notice.
In art,Scots wire prominent.The painter in highest repute at court
v.as Allan Ramsay,who had painted Bute himself in-' 60 .In aristocratic
circles Catherine Head was one of the foremost miniature painters,
commissioned for royal portraits.Robert Adam,the architect,was busy
on important work on,Government buildings in London,,and on gre.it coun
try houses.Robert Hyine,fellow-Scot,had submitted in '60 the winning
design for Bleckfriars Bridge,and in* spite of outcry,his work was go¬
ing up.

% "Turn shore you would,the eye. vith Scots was caught"-
was Churchill's irate summary.

Bute became Prime Minister in May,1762,and for eleven turbulent month
held that post.
From the first he was assailed by abuse."The administration",wrote
V/alpole, "lets lord Bute he abused every day, though he has nob had
time bo do the least wrong". The' knowledge that peace negotiations
were pending added edge to attack,however, and 7/ilkes in the "Forth
Briton" found no lack of material for his venomous pen.In Hovember,
the preliminary articles of peace were signed,ana through Hovember
and December these were vehemently debated in Parliament. Ample
ground now for attack on Bute,for the discrepancy between the terms
offered by Britain and those she was in the strongest of positions
to dictate was so glaring as to provoke the cry of treachery and be¬
trayal. In spite of such cry,the general desire of inarticulate Eng¬
land was for .peace, and thanks more to that than* to Parliamentary or¬
atory or bribery,peace was signed in February.
Bute, though hated more by the Y/higs.wss now stronger in position, and
increased that strength by weeding out of post and preferment members
of the Opposition.The outcry that came from that joined itself to a
general attack on the Budget,which listed a loan of £7,000,000,and a
very little later to that on a measure for levying an excise duty on
oidor.Bute forced through the measures,but the cider duty united the
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I. Satiric prints had the theme:- - .

4ho 1 am out, it's, known .for certain, „
1 prompt em si;ill "behind the curtain

2.Sn thds occasion,he attempted to escape attack t;
a tour abroad. "1 have tried philosophy in vain,
my dear home",he wrote."1 cannot acquire callositj

Letter of l768.huly.

3. ^fter his return attacks were as virulent. lorash
in 1771 Parliament openly invieghed against
the Princess Lov/ager s "rule"-and Bute* s ibfluc:
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)pposition,end he found himself in an untenable posit ion,unsupported
) y his own cabinet, and unpopular beyond endurance.In April,he describ
id his position as "single in a Cabinet of my ov/n forming;no one in
;he House of lords to support me except two peers;both the Secretarie
if State silent,and the Lord Chief Justice,whom 1 brought myse^lf into
iffice voting for rae yet speaking against me-the ground I tread upon
•.o hollow".In that month he resigned.
ifter that a truce in the anti-S.cot warfare might have been expected.
Sut Bute continued to enjoy the King's confidence,and that perturbed.
Lis intervention was constantly expected or suspected."The bugbear Scot
lehind the door cries 'Boh'".Twice his proscription Was demanded.On the
:irst oocaeion,('65)he retired to the country,but returned in the fol
.owing year.In '65 it was again demanded, end in hhe plainest terms in
listed that he should never publicly or privately,directly or indirect
.y take any pert in any Crown business.nis brother and son-in-law
ere at the same time dismissed. Bute had lost by then the confidence
•f the King,but that was not popularly believed,and in the years that
'ollowed any advance of his family, as, for example,his brother's appoint
lent as lord Privy Seal for Scotland in '67,or any chance of his re-
urn to power,as Pitt's resignation in '68,was seized on for alarmist
ittacks against him. The burning of him in efiigy, first done in the

lid-fiftics,and frequent both in Bngland and ,'jnerica during the six-
ies,continued as late as 1771.Hot until his permanent retiral to Hamp
hire in 1780,the year when Mrs ^ontagu reports him receingng fifty
.etters in a day vowing the destruction of his house,would English
pinion allow itself to quieten.

he odium felt and expressed about him amazes the reader still by its
irulence.In February '61,before his first important Secretary of State
hip had been gained,he wrote:-"Most of our best authors are wholly
evoted to me".But before he had well entered the Premiership,the
est of the pamphleteers were wholly against him,and for ten years
he writing of Smollett,murphy of "The ,ruditdr" ,ialrymple,and Macpher
on and the drawing of Hogarth were painfully ineffective against 1'il
es,Churchill,"xnti-Sejanus",Junius,Shaw and Mason.These and a horde
f anonymous ^rub Street authors,with an occasional hack&writer of
etter repute like Almon,kept up a constant volley of satire,
he sharpest came at the beginning.Bute became first lord of the Ireas-
ry at the end CPf May,1762,and a pro-Coveonment paper,"xhe Briton"
as then started,with Smollett in charge, b'i Ike s, aire ady an anonym-
us opponent of the H-ing's Toryism,launched a week later "The lorth
riton".It. began with the ironical pose of being written by a Ccot,
elighted at"the planting of a Scotsman at the head of the ingliah
reasury",at Scotland's contribution of a mere pittance to the cost
f the recent war, at she numbers of •-'cots in high posts abroad, l to
1st those in Jingland would mean transcribing the Court and City le¬
ister) ne defends this "grasp at all places of the highest honour"
nd profit",amused.only at the contrast with'46,when "the very name
f a Scot was grown into hatred and contempt";now"without having giv
n any proof of a change of sentiments on our parts,we find ourselves
are.sed,respected and preferred".So to attacks on the rise of Bute,
ansfield and Soudoun.and the acclaim given'fingall The seventh num¬

ber
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The seventh number, a. second-sight lampoon, "The •'■'ova Scotia intellig¬
encer" shows the sweep of anti-Scot attach,for jibes at -ihrbe,Mansfield
Loudoun are followed by those at home .Lauder, Bower .idacpherson and ham
say. 13y then the ironical has worn thin,and open attach begins, Howell* s
shit on Scotland is resurrected;the ^cots "pension-grabbers" are nam
ed and satirised;the Scots poets,in particular.derided in "The Poetry
Professors" as pressing into England*-

Macpherson leads the flaming van,
laird of the new Fingalian clan,
while achy home brings up the rear
V.'ith new-got pension,neat and clear,
Three hundred English pounds a year,
While sister Heg>our ancient Friend,
Sends Macs and Donalds without end.

As soon as the peace negotiations had given 1'ilhes and his colleague
Churchill a handle for serious political attach,levity dropped.The 34th
number came out with "a list of real,fair and substantial objections
to the administration of this Scot".'They were bluntly set out. "The
first is that he ijs a Scot. In spite of all arguments,i am certain
that reason could never believe that a Scot was fit to'have the mane

agernent of English affairs .There is something in the very thought
which strikes disagreeably even before we are able to account for our
disgust.A Scot hath no more right to preferment in England than a Han
overian or a Hottentot;and though from'the time that the Stuarts of
■vcr-odious memory first mounted the throne the ^eots have over-ran
the land;yet the countenance shown them hath ever been attended with
murmurs and discontent", lute's partiality in the disposal of places
is then attacked in full. After it the attack sweeps on to:T3esides
the objection which lies against the minister from his being a Scot,
from his glaring partiality to that nation and contempt of us;from
his connexions with the old enemies of our constitution,and supercil
ious treatment of the true friends of it,from the doctrines of arbit¬
rary power which seem once more to be walking abroad under his protect
ion,our discontent is well grounded on the late inglorious peace"-
i'he most f lagrantly insolent attack waw in the 44'Ji number, and was
fore-runner to lute's resignation.("1 cannot acquire callosity".wrote
the tormented lute to Home) Wilkes launched into a ldng tirade."The
restless ana turbulent disposition of the Scottish nation before the
union,with their constant attachment to Prance and declared enmity to
England,their repeated perfidies and rebellions since that period,with
their servile behaviour in time of need,and overbearing insolence in
power have justly rendered the very name of Scot hateful to every true
Englishman.The mean arts by which the present minister acquired his pow¬
er, the long and dark schemes of dissimulation which he ran through
for the sake of greatness.with the open and insolent outrages he hath
committed since his accesion <b<b it, — the little capacity which he hath
shewn for business;the inglorious peace which he hath patched up,and
'■•hereby he hath sacrificed the glory and interests of this country to
his own private ambition;his contempt of the English nobles,his gross
Partiality to his own beggarly countrymen;his virulance against all who
'"ill not slavishly comply with his, destructive measures---" and with
merciless stridency he continues to abuse "this proud Scot","this up-
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start Scot",v,ho "lords it uncontrouled over such a nation an this".
The. number ended with the announcement in large type:-"John,Earl of
lute resigned on the Friday following", -ill that remained was for uil
kes to congratulate himself on "his opposition to a single,insolent,
incapable,despotic minister".

- second government paper, "The --uditor", directed "by Murphy had "been
started a week after "The horth Briton".The latter drove "both it and
".he Briton" off the filjed within twe7months. Wilkes had "by then enl
listed the aid of the poet Ohirchill,who had hitherto satirised only
th,e boots of the Critical Review, Smollett and Hamilton, and-in flying-
V.'edderburn.Hoss the actor, and the Highland clans, ^s collaborator
with Wilkes,his satire became more political and more mordant.xn Jan
uary,'6o,at the height of the uproar against Bute's te ids of peace,
"The Prophecy of famine,a Scots Pastoral" appeared,the crowning sat¬
iric achievement of the period.it had nothing of the sngry fury of
V.'ilkes or of the earlier Cleveland.With a polished yet stinging deris
ion,Churchill redrew the familiar satiric outlines of Scotland,barren '
icy and famine-stricken, and the grisly figure of i'amine comforting
the cowering tatterdemalions of a mountain cave there ..England is to
be delivered .into their clutches. - —

Their noblest limbs of council we'll disjoint,
And mo eking, no: ones of our own appoint,
devouring ^'ar, imprisoned in the Uor th, a
Shall at our call in horrid pomp break forth.-

She offers them the "full promise of a better land".
Hers all the toil,and all the profit ours,

this little eclogue,so skilfully pencilled as to extort admiration as
tribute,had as prelude an ironical acknowledgment of what Scotland had
given to England:-

"Faith without fraud,and Stuarts without end."
end the work of the poets,Home,xamsay.^acpherson,wslloch.

Thence simple bards by simple prudence taught,
To this v.ise town by simole patrons brought,
In simple manner,utter simple lays,
And take with simple pensions simple praise,

and a cutting epilogue,an attack on Bute.

its gay and mocking malice delighted Hondon,and it probably did more
to discredit the Scots than the yelping hue and cry of the minor joxir
nalists and the 'Srv.b Street hacks. xhe': volume of sound from these was

deafening. wilkes' "Worth Briton" had-'.;as ally "The Monitor", started in
Esy,1 62, and it had given rise to three other new papers.In addition,
there were rushed out "John English"s Travels through Scotland","In-•
vincible Reasons for the Earl of Bute' s Immediate resignation", ".ja Ep
istle to Lord Bute","The Minister of State","A Serious address to the
Vulgar"," jri Enquiry how far;Lord Bute merits the-exalted Character
given him by the "Briton"','_ii Ode to rord Bute onbthe ■Teace',' "The Fav¬
ourite, a political Episode", "The Leva Highland adventurer", "re Montagn
ard rarvenu", "A Review of -^ord Bute's Administration", "The royal Fav-.

1 ourite.a r0Cm","Lisbal,an hyperborean Tale","The ^cots decree","Ser¬
ious Thoughts on the Ingratitude and Injustice of the opposition ag¬
ainst Bord Bute"(ironical),"The Blessings of Beacc and a Scotch Excise"



1. similar letters "by "^ritannicus"»an occasional trr
of type of "The Appeal of Aeason to the People
of England" i763for ironical peeia like "ihe ilenaot'

2 Pirst proposal in Edinburgh Weekly Journal i76b

3 Peb 1763
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and others innumerfcble.Even more popular v/ere the collections of anti
Bute and anti-Scot ballads and satirical prints. Avo -of these, "I'he
Scots' Scourge,or the -British Antidote to Caledonian Boison",and "Bhe
Butiad.or Political Register".volumes crammed with broadside stuff of
the type of "England's Scotch iriend,by Saraney MacStuart","'i'he ^tate
Cuack", "B'he Haird of the Boot", "Chen Scottish oppression reared up its
damned htadf,and,an occasional neat parody,)and with fifty crude and
often indecent cartoons apiece against the Scots and Bute,had a trem
mendous sale,and pirated imitations.
On one point,all satirists.major or minor,concurred,that there need
be no limits to the vituperation. All sorts of libels were raked up,
and presented in forms old and new.Epigram,broadside,open letter,nam
phlet.mock ode,parody,allegoric tale.political comedy,even picaresque
all were used against the hated "Jack Boot" and his fellow-countrymen.

On the pro-Scot side there is almost nothing to place. x'he "Briton1 s"
sturdy but dull arguings "that a native of Scotland.whose name is St
uart may for all that be a virtuous man and an able minister" 'cut no

(ice',nor did the letters that appeared now and then signed "Scotland"
and the like,or the earnest "forth Briton Extraordinary",ascribed to

, Boswell.Hogarth drew a venomous portrait of V.:ilkes,and one of Church-
j. hill,but that was poor re joinder. in Englishman proposed to make a ee
counter-attack from the north,by a paper "She South -^riton'^and two
numbers of thatythc first largely a tirade against 7/ilkes-appeared.
Phe Critical and the Monthly Reviews entered protests againsf'the Pro¬
phecy of famine",the former acknowledging its merit as a poem,but re
marking sincerely "we take no leasure in the cruel sport";the latter
striking a pose of virtuous distress: "What a scurrilous age do we live
in!What in the name of common sense,of common decency hath occasioned
the literary civil was lately proclaimed?",and after whetting the read¬
er's appetite,quoting liberally from the poem.
Only three essays at retaliation from the, CCots side had any force. "Ro

idondo.or the State Jugglers criticized",published on the heels of the
"Prophecy" tried to chastise Y/ilkes i nd Churchill.it was B-udibrastic
stuff,coarse and only occasionally biting:-

-"When knowledge,courage,sense and worth,
Were first defined by South and forth"-

t A second political squib,"Patriotism,>a farce",satirised the same two,
and -^ord B-ardwiclce, the last speaking for all in "A Scot in favour? 1
hate the very name more than 1 do the devil". Its one amusing jibe is
at Wilkes composing a "forth Briton" with the aid of his Political Diet
ionary,v.-here under Scot came Scottish favour, faction, Jacobites,harpies,
under Despotic.Power.Highland chiefs,tyranny,Stuart,hated name of Stu¬
art, etc:

flhe third effort is rather a vindication than a counterattack, -the poet
Banghorne dedicated an earnest eulogy,"Cenius and Valour,a Pastoral
Poem,written in honour of a Sister-kingdom" to the -^arl of Bute.for
Churchill's frozen landscape he substituted the elegances of "i'wecd's
fair plains",and "Barrow's banks or groves of Endermay";for Jockey and
Sawney,Amyntor and a chorus of shepherds;and these sing Scotland's val*
our,

Witness'd once more by recent heaps of slain,On Canada's wild hills and Iviindcn's plain.
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Feb i764-but first art written in or before

Scots,a fat si race,
Y/hom God in wrath contrived to place
To scourge our crimes and gall our pride,
A constant thorn in Hngland's side
YYhom first our greatness to-oppose,
He in his vengeance marked for foes;
•^hen more to serve his wrathful ends
And more to curse ur marked for friends"-

1764

1764

Sept: 1764.
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and. traced herliterary pest,-James I ,Lunbar,Henryson,Bellenden,Scott,
Yet still the muse's living sounds pervade
Her ancient scenes of Claedonian shade,

and two modern poets are praised,Thomson and Ogilvie,innocuous choice
» .

I' •

How great a novelty it was for an Englishman either to show any know¬
ledge of early Scots poets,or to praise Scots prowess and genius is
seen from the reception of the pastoral,summed up in the Critical He-
view's ouery whether the poem were really by on Englishman.It was cer
tainly a remarkablycourageous poem to have issued then,and deserved
for its courage alone the degree Edinburgh bniversity awarded its au¬
thor.ho ulterior motive was apparent,for Bute,its dedicatee,was by
then "the setting sun",as the Monthly Heview pointed out.

It was not a poem on a popular enough plane.however,to stem the anti-
Scot flood of abuse. Two months after it, the "north Briton" came out
in volume form,and onl„ the Critical Aeviev/,in praising thrA* |
real wit of the pavers challenged their Justice' and their charges,ibc
volumes sold Tell.^Inse tha truseevtien vt kivai ftA k.vth ccath
Briton, in which the Treaty of nubertusecrg was called .'the tvtp-'
doned instance oi ministerial effrontery*,end his arrest without a
warrant,he had been regarded as victimized, and his stocks rose in con
sequence.in the following February he was tried by Mansfield' for lib¬
el, and the latter,by reserving the question of libel for his own de¬
cision secured his conviction.Purther sympathy against1 this 'Scotch
persecution' was thus worked up.

Churchill,meanwhile,had jibes at the nation in every poem he wrote.In
[":he Author" he re-ettacked Smollett and Guthrie;in "Gotham","the Stu
i arts' tyrant race",and denounced violently the four kings.In "The Ghost" :

he made his most virulent attack on Scots impostors,Campbell and Lau
aer.on Scots poets,Mallet, Home and Mac 'hereon,on PatercJon and Mylne
the architects of Blackfriars Bridge,on Mansfield and Bute and all
their suspect race.

Those countrymeh who from the first,
In tumults and rebellion nursed,
Howe'er they wear the mask of art,
Still love a Sturart in their heart.

'

"The Candidate" harper] on the olg grudge:-
Scot with Scot in damned close intrigues,
Against the commonwealth of letters leagues.

I "The Farewell" aired his contempt of 'barren Scotland'.His final poem
7 "Independence" reverted jeeringly to the "prostituted" bards:-

If fashionable grown and fond of power-- ..(
let them dance fairy-like round O.ssion's tomb,
Let them forge lies and histories for Hume,
Let them with Home,the very prince of verse,
Make something like a trage y in Erse;--

-let them plain things obscure,
7/ith phrases strange, and dialect decreed
By Heason never to have passed the Tweed"-

ChmrchilL was dead two months later,and Scotland had lost one of its
most, telling satirieta.He was to the 18th century what Cleveland had

i



1. Garlyle'o "Autobiography"
2. Quoted in ^cots Mag: June '63.

3. horth -British Mag;Set 1763.

4 H.Bleackley's "John V/fiices".

5. See however the charge made in "A Mirror for
the Multitude,or V/ilkcs and his Abettirs" Glasgo?
1770-that W."took up the pen of calumny because
a certain nobleman of Scots extraction was suppoi.
ed to be concerned in preventing this worthy gen¬
tleman from having a lucrative employment under
the government which he had applied for".
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been to the 17tli,and what in lesser degree Cropland was to the Ibth.
Comparing hie sttire v.ith that of Cleveland,he is lope to the latter'.,
Dryden,more suave,trusting more to a scathing irony ana derision,
without Cleveland's clamorous raging,but with a repressed virulence
that was air more effective. Ilis Scots-phobia was a thing acquired;
Scots supremacy,after the stage,was the most fertile field for the
satirist with a living to earn.liis experience in the. literary world
confirmee his dislike,however,and led to those gratuitous thrusts
of malice,such as greasing his little son in Highland costume,and
bidding him say:-"Sir,my father hates the Scotch endndoes it to plag
ue them". the actual stuff of his attacks was not new,but his fer¬
tile imagination and gift of phrase tricked them out for new adrnirat
ion,and the extent of Scots ofience,-increased and become more defin
ite since Cleveland's day-gave him his chance as more versatile sat
itist.

In spite of his malice,there is more laughter behind Churchill's ver
se,than behind Wilkes' prose. The latter,too,had an acquired phobia.

'Student friendships with Scots.,visits to Inverary.a letter as late as
1758:,-"! shall certainly do myself the pleasure of spending great

*-psrt of this summer in Scotland.I love the people for their hospital
ity and friendship,as miuc as I admire them for their strong manly
sense,erudition and excellent taste.1 never was happier than when in
Scotland last,and I shall never be so deficient in gratitude not to

i have the greatest respect for the people and country"-confirm the ev
idence that only party preferment dictated his abuse.One Scot,in a
cool but trenchant letter "to the North Briton" hit off his motives
"You have gained mote by railing at Scotland for one year,than you w
would have got by serving England all your life", lie would have been
the first to admit it, and laughed later with -^eattie over"his pretend

*ed aversion to Scotland". Yet his satire was poisonous in its effect
during the sixties,as a later tracing of its influence on literature
chows.

The "North Briton" was silenced,the 45th number burnt by the hangman,
(that worthy grumbling that he would rather hang twenty North Britons
than burn one!)Churchill was dead.let the tide of anti-Scot satire
swept on.Macklin presented in Dublin in that y.par the most mordant

f stage attack on the °cot that had yet been made,"The True-born Scotch
man", later produced in LondOnas "The Man of the V.'orld".
Sir Pertinax MacSycophant 's part is an exposure of the self-seeking
unprincipled,olace-hunting Scot."jja amicable reesibility of aspect,-
a modest cadence, of body, and a conciliating cooperation of the whole
rnon--this,Sfr, is vhat I never once omitted for these five and thirty
years-let who would be minister". He recalls his own rise in Parlia¬
ment: -"Sir,I bowed and watched and hearkened and ran about-and dangl¬
er upon the then great man till 1 got intill the vary bowels of his
confidence,-and then,Sir,I wriggled and wrought and wriggled-huh-1 got
my snack of the clothing,the foraging,the contracts,the lottery tick
cts.aw the political bonuses-and was nai that bowing to some purpose?"
This course he recommends to hid honest son,Oharles,whose scruples
over conscience and patriotism provoke his father to condemn the one
as an unparliamentary word",the other as vulgar intemperance.His own
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.Chaw's was one of the quoted epigrams against
Bute:- .

The Power of Women,Exemplified in Lord B

Undone "by woman, faithful records tell,
What heroes perished,and what monarchs fell;
Prom fame,from fortune and from glory hurled,
Charles lost a crown and Anthony a world.
B-te,B-te, alono "by female influence reighs
And holds a nation and their; in chains..
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for

political methods are illustrated; a sergeant "A little flattery,mixt
with the finesse of a gilded promise,and a quantum sufficit of the
ourum palpabile";for electioneers,twenty guineas for a periwig,a hat-
"Caw this a "brihe? ainly-generosity on the one side and gratitude on
the other".
Sir Pertinax and his "short system of worldly counsel",and his mono¬
logues of self-exposure are the play.The romance plot of Charles and
his scandal-attached ^onstantia "brings in another Scots character.
Lady Hodolpha Lumber court, a coarse,stupid and loud-tongued snob,given
to talk of "aw the Canaille",and to hymn Edinburgh's refections of

r"collops.haggiss,and a guid swig of whisky punch".She was a type im¬
itated frequently in later ploys, in Foote' s"Maid of B.th','in"The ilabob"

> and in "The Trip to Portsmonth" for instance.
Ivlacklin, like Wilkes end Churchill,had already found anti-Scot satire a
profitable concern.His "Love a la Mode" had run so well,that ^arrick
tried to secure it,and a pirate company eventually took it round the

Jprovinces. "The True-born Scotchman" was a success in Lublin,but it
was too outspoken to take to London then.Hot till '79 did Macklin try
to have it licensed,but he failed.The play was "seasoned too highly
respecting venality". ..fter appeals and some cuts the comedy was pro¬
duced at the end of the season'81, and -^irkman vouches for it being
"represented very often the ensuing season to great houses".
Macklin,as- a centenarian,was still repeating h.s success as Sir Per¬
tinax. The relish for satire of the Ocot was never lost.

I

In verse,Churchill's lead against the oCots poets and critics was
followed by Cuthbert Shaw in his poem "The r«.ace" .^ere were derided

* "the Thnrsites of the critic race","Tremendous Hamilton"
and his Grub Street .band,

Prom ulasgow,Edinburgh,nberdden,
A troop of nairds wi scraps of -satin hung,
Y/ho came to teach *> ohn Bull his mother tongue.
Poor T0hnl v.ho must not .judge whate'er he read,
But wait for sentence from these sons of Tweed.-

Armstrong and Pallet,Smollett,who
To reach thy temple,honour'd Feme,he cry'd,
YThere .where' s an avenue 1 have not tried?-

Macpherson,
-a Highland lad,

r Array'd in brogues and Ciledonion plad4-
cach was in turn the butt for Shaw's wit,such as it was. The poem
was popular enough to run to a second edition within a year.Shortly
after its issue came a reprint of "The Horth Lriton". Its author was
still abroad,but his sentence of outlawry expired in the following
year,-the year when Stuart Mackenzie, Bute's brother .became Lord -Trivy
Seal for Scotland, and anti-Sejanus launched attacks on -^ute as "a man
who had neither abilities nor personal interests nor even personal
courage--a notorious coward,skulking under a petticoat,to make a great
nation the prey of his avarice and ambition". By '68 Wilkes was head
ing again the popular anti^Bute clamour that broke out on Pitt's re¬
signation .'"ilkesite mobs stoned ^ute's house.In the suppression of *
rioting in st George's Fields,a Scots soldier unluckily killed an
Englishman.lmmediately there was furious anti-Scot shoutinp". in theP^ss. second reprint of the "Berth Briton" was called ior]
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In this unlucky-fnshion.no year "brought truce to attack ofi the nor¬
thern nation, and relations between the two countries continued to be
inimical.

'Then Bute was abroad in 1770.Mansfield drew popular odium on himself
by his decisions as regards libels,and by his arbitrary rulings in
the Wilkes trials, ^e was suspected openly of being a more dangerous
supporter of 1 prerogative'exerted through the law,than even Bute.
His opposition to the repeal of the Stamp net gave further ground for
this.In two cases he supported unpopular religious denominations,a
Roman Catholic prosecution,and one of a dissenter Myans.Further,though
he had convicted Wilkes in spite of the flaw of an arrest sans warr¬
ant,he him self saw to it that in "iIkes' absence that flaw was amend
ed. I1 he' latter naturally raised the profitable cry that ^ansfield was
playing fast and loose with .the English laws .'that accusation was re¬
peated by "Junius" in 1770,when Mansfield made his disliked ruling on
libels. Junius summed up his offences in three letters.numbers 51,65,
68,accusing him of partiality in two cases where the criminals were
Scots,and in general impugning both his legal and ministerial record.
"I see through your whole life one uniform plan,to enlarge the power
of the Crown at the expense of the
pole, an eairljr admirer .wrote now of
liberty of the press".
Mansfi&M's odium in Whig quarters
as did that of the Scots peers,for

liberty of the subject". Even Wal-
his"daring attempts--to stifle the

increased during the -merican bar,
all believed firmly in a coercive

m
as

policy; and
lief hill
ed for his part;he
sued his house was

religious Quarters
anathema, ^e

tried Lord George Gordon,and
sacked and burnt.Lot till hi

his support of the -^oman Catholic Re
was attack-

in the riots that en-

retitement from pol¬

e-inducted the Louglas case,and

itics in '84 did he cease to arouse English antipathies.

Ihe trivial to bee individual cases and personal factors are not too
reckoned,for they bulked large in popular opinion.
In one unfortunate respect,one may add,Bute.Mansfield and Loughborough
were alike,in a personal unattractiveness of manner.Bute was haughty

the -sngand cold outside his own group,and inadept in his touch with
lish peers in general;Mansfield was urbane but reserved and al .of,
and Loughborough "a coarse dog", ,jid so bitter was general feeling
that charges once made were rarely dropped.Sir Gilbert Elliot,for ex
ample v.as never
and that counted
Were two of the Ming's most confidential advisors.
Hone of the ^cots men of letters living in London were popular,or es
caped satire, and none csconsed themselves among English poets as Phom
son had done.Boswell was the happiest in his position,and yet few vert

± r his ten-year-old son's .army commission,
against him in the seventies,when he and Mansfield

iorgiven

more constantly twitted.Sir John Bringle.made President of the Royal
Society in 1772,had his share of .iibes.and Sir John Lalrymple brought
a last muster of anti-Scot pamphlets by the issue of his "memoirs" in
'73.He wrote too favourably of James I for Whig tastes,and exposed the
St Germain's intrigues of some of the great Whig families.A h.v.l of ex
ecration went up.Re Walpole wrotei^lt had reopened all the mouths of
clamour";and ho added-"fhe 'Heroic Epistle' arrived in the critical
minute to furnish clamour with Quotations".

L'his last was the satiric "Heroic Epistle to Sir William Chambers",

v«V.
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issued anonymously in February,173,but known now to be by Ualpole's
friend.Mason.lt was an amusing skit on Clambers' new craze for Chin
ese landscape-gardening,but its chief sting was in the incidental
satire of Hume,Home,Bute, "Mac-Oseian",Mallet and Mansfield, r'his was
so well received,running into fifteen editions within two years,that

'Mason continued the sport in "An Heroic Postscript".which had hits
> at "Mac-Homer" again,and at Pringlejan "Ode to Mr Pinchbeck,by Mal-
j colm MaGreggor"(a slant at,Mallet) which satirises Iviacpherson and
H Dalrymple; an "Epistle to -or Shebbeare", again jibing as Mansfield,Dal

rynple,and "the weazel Scot" generally;ana sn"lmitation of Horace",
which attacked Macpherson in passing.
Mason's satires were light but keen,and Hume and Mansfield.Pringle
and Macpherson are made to feel their shrewdness,Hume's "see-saw
Sceptic scruples".Mansfield's "Hang the knave.without a jury",Pringle's
wakening in Hewton's chair,"wonders how the devil he came there",
Macpherson's "gabbling of Erse"-all were popularly quoted.
But Mason's jibes are mild in comparison with the Virulent prose an
notations that IValpole added, The latter,from being an early champ¬
ion of the Scots,and inclined to boast of his connection with the
Campbell family,had now become the rriost bitter of opponents.^e makes
rancid remarks on all the Scots writers;Hume "pensioned by George III
whether for writing for the Stuarts or against Meligion is- uncertain";
Mansfibid's "Inveteracy to the inestimable mode of Trial by Juries
will be known as long as hie name is recorded.nothing(but his coward
ice preserved him from being as criminal as Jefferies";Dalrymple and
Macpherson are "assassins—pensioners of Lord Bute and Lord Mansfield,
debauched from the pay of booksellers,and handed down from the pill¬
ory to wage war on the Laws and Gommonsensc".Even the Adams brothers
have their buildings ..delphi attacked as "a monument of their bad fas
te",and the government lottery in aid,"a notorious Cheat".
But such rancour was by now growing exceptional.Mason's verse was en
tertaining enough for even Scots to enjoy,as many enjoyed "Love a la
Mode"..jid one other satirist has a cool and temperate derision,far
more effective than ''alpole's angry hatred. This v.as the anonymous a
author who on the peg of a Dalrymple remark that the genius of nat¬

ions depends on the national food,strung an ironical "Essay on the
} Meand of Producing Moral Effects from Physical Causes",
its sallies ranged from those against Hume,"by whose writings the hy
pocrisy of religion is effaced from the clergy north of Tweed",to ir
onical repudiations of the Scot-haters' charges;a Scot partial to his
own race?it is almost impossible to keep a Scot in his own country;
Scots inseparably attached to the Stuart family? "rebellion hath been
the principle and practice of the Scottish notionnfor two thousand
years; and so forth. Its main proposal was the Bisection of colleges on
the Border,where all Scots 'immigrants were to be schooled to become
indistinguishable from Englishmen,and when these "nobility,lairds,
gentry,practitioners in physic and surgery,authors,pedlars,gardeners"
had lost their native accent,their passage south as to be permitted
Hie deduction was obvious.

Meanwhile the minor stage comedies were using the Scot as comic matter
almost ad nauseam.The actor and farce-writer,Foote,had twice taken com
Panics on tour into Scotland,and there hod probably ac<;uireH the accent
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ana 'gags'for those ^cottish parts in later comedies,for Donald ^ac-
igregor in that skit on Sheridan and the Select Society, "The Orators,'
for example,for Dolly's part in "The Commissary",-Dolly posing as a

'"broad-speaking Scots heiress,the"l40th lineal descendant from—the
hurl of Glendov/ery", for ^ady Catherine Coldstream in "The Maid of

I Bath" whose father"was so unsaunzy as to gang oot with Charley in the
'45".. Two types become familiar, the uncouth ocots heiress,or coarse-
tongued Scots dowager,seen in the plays quoted,in Lady Lochiel of The

fr'prip to Portsmouth", and in Anstey' s "Hew Bath Guide"-Laay Pandora Mac
/Scurvy;and the Scots doctor,revived, again from seventeenth century
.days but in coarse realistic vein,as Johhny Macpherson in "The Devil
.upon two Sticks",and David kachoof in "The Spleen or. Islington Spa",
ileither sketch is more than rough farce, a collection otE familiar sar¬
casms, in ^acpherson" s case at Scots donnishness ana povertyfana Univ
ersities with Chairs at "sax pund British a year",in Kachoof s at nos
truins called "The Universal Kemedjr.the Grand Specefick", curatine for
"what diseeses-you think the most popular".
.nything in dialect was- still regarded as a bright joke, and so the
lingo passing as such was used often in prologues and epilogues,as in

£"The Constant Lovers","The Englishman an Paris","False Delicacy","The
«Uabob",Colman1s "Occas onal Prelude";ana even Goldsmith intended an
£ epilogue to "She Stoops to Conquer",in which Miss Cctley was to make

a .bid for Scots applause in a Scots di tty:-
Give me my bonny Scot that travels fra the Tweed,--
There are the chiels? -Hi, oh, I well discern, ■'
The smiling looks of each bewitching bairn!-

The novel,fihally,added its satiric quota.
Bute inspired short picaresque tales, some not much ipore than political

* skits such as "Gisbal,an Hyperborean Tale",a Biblical parody,and "De
.Kontagnard Parvenu; or The He:: Highland Adventurer in England" .whose4 subtitle,"His accidental Hise from Obscurity,His Glaring Progress to
Power"etc: shows its drift. "Written in the' spirit of pure Billingsg
gate" was the verdict of the Monthly -^eviev on more than one of these,
and the same can he said of larger efforts,"The True-born Scot" of'64

yend "The Hise and Surprising Ad ventures of Donald KscGregor",the lat
ter of these having as central figure an unscrupulous City broker,but
ending in an overt attack on Bute.

,7The bluntest satire by a novelist" of any reputable standing was that
of Treyysac de Vergy's "The Scotchman",a prose "Man of he World",
in it the self-seeking unprincipled Loot,mcintosh,instructs his son in
the arts of advancement."! have told you the power of gold and not spoke
of those of a noble assurance;as you are a Scotchman T thought it ne
needless.Fortune,which gave riches to England, endowred us with a nat»
ural unblushing physiognomy and a philosophic insensibility for aff¬
ronts/He easily creep into the first places of their government, and
by obeying implicitly ,right or wrong,the ministerial mandates,poss¬
ess the advantages they were born toto enjoy"--
3o as lute as 81 -^ute sets the model for villain.Dodd' s Joseph .uookalb,

T of "The Sisters" is a Scot,starving"amidst the bleak mountains" until
brought to London where "his race seldom failed of good encouragement
there".By his "supple insinuating v; ays "he becomes valet to "that great
scotch nobleman,the corrupt Lord ". His villainous machinations
L're en retailed, and Dodd sees to it that he ends on the gallows.



I .Paralleled b.y the popular jibe that"the Isle of
contributed I3/94 to the revenue,subject to deduct¬
ions"

2. Fitzmaurjce'c Shllburne.

3. Smollett,in h.s "Continuation of the History of
England-vcl: 2.1766. .analyses "the common grudge"
against the 6cot,feljr by.the English,ana ends "in
a word the English people looked upon them with a
evil eye, as interlopers in commerce and coinpetito
for reputation.lt was not without murmuring they
had seen them aspire to the first offices in the
lav/, the army and the nav£;but they were exesperct
ed to find a Scot at the head of the English -?reu
vSury.and the chief administration of the Kingdom
in bis hands.

iters in the opposition revived and retailed
with peculiar virulence all the calumnies ancient
and modern that ever had been uttered against the
Scottish nation; some- of them so gross and cbdurd
that they cou d not possibly obtain credit escept
among the very dregs of the public. They enlarged
upon their craft,dissimulation,deceit and nations
partiality.^hey demonstrated the dangers, they in¬
sisted upon the disgrace of acquiescing under the
government of a H.rth Bfiton.e Stunrt These re-
inforced with feigned circumstances and fdrged
lists of Hor h Britons gratified with pensions,ap
pointed to places or promoted in the service;tilt
at length the .populace were incensed and impelled
even to the verge of insurrection"-
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For twenty years,then,from 1760-1780,sotire against the ^cot flows
practically uninterruptedly,in verse,in pamphlet,on the stage and in
the novel.
It is not a mere pandemonium of "aw the Canaille". In society these
twenty years were the great age of the anti-Scot bon mot. Examples
of these scarcely stand being listed and annotated in cold blood.x'he
best are in Boswell's pages,and record Wilkes ana Johnson,Garrick
and Goldsmith at their wittiest,on "the noblest prospect from Scot¬
land", on "the immense booty which i'hurot carried off by the complete

i plunder of seven Scotch isles:he re-embarked with 3/6",on "it is not
so much to be lamented that Old England is lost,as that the Gcotch
have found it",or Foote's "The Irish take us all in,and the Scots turn
us all out"
It was also the period of the most acid sayings against the Scots,as
witness Wa'lpole's "What a nation is Scotland, in every reign engender¬
ing traitors to the State,and false and pernicious to the kings that
favour it most";SheIburne"s "I can scarce conceive a Scotchman capab-

J-le of liberality and capable of impartiality"-."a sad set of innate,
clod-hearted,impudent rogues";admiral Boscawen's dictum that the Scots
were good soles but "bad upper leather",Johnson's that all Scotland
had been sunk in barbarism before the bnion,/their tables were as coarse
as the feafcfcs of Esquimeaux,and their houses filthy as the cottages
of nottentots". Even the Ling came to write "I doubt all Scots",and
Johnson expressed the same in fifty different ways.
there was a reprint of old satires such as V/eldon* s 'and Cleveland's,
and the raking up of old charges-of selling CharlesI,for instance-and
of old nicknames,like Sawney. English opinion was heated enough to
take seriously,and to listen in Bair 1 lament to,talk of the boycotting
of ^eots as foreigners.The Duke of Bedford argued on that ground the
ineligibility of Forrester as Speaker of the House of Commons,and Wal
pole similarly opposed Sir Gilbert Elliot's candidature.
Jot since Civil War days had there been such a shouting by Lohdnn mobs
of anti-Scot slogans,or such an issue of satiric prints.Dor was this
feeling confined to London.Humphrey Clinker's party found "from Don-
caster northwards all the windows of all the inns are scrawled with
doggrel rhymes in abuse of the Scotch nation".lismafeago's comment was
that a collection of these,under the title of "The Glazier's Triumph
over Sawney the Scot" "wad be a vara agreeable offering to the patriots

J of London and 'Westminster". • ,

So ££r only the adverse side of international relations has been trac
ed,and neither the co-operative work,the southern encouragements,or
the full- list of pro-Scot tributes given* and it may be argued that
it is unwise to consider in isolation this adverse side,as putting it
out of perspective,and crediting it with a seriousness that much of
the s. tire was never meant to be given.
On the score of seriousness, one concession has to he made .'Wilkes, it
is said was askicd by Lord Sheffield why he hated Bute."Hate him'* Hp
such thing!1 hod no dislike to him as a man,and x thought him a good
minister,but it was my gome to attack and abuse him".(if that was so, '



the break with his Scots friends, and the two attempts of wcots to
kill him made the game a costly one) In Churchill's case,the dress
ing of his youngster "to plague the Scotch"' has a childish teasing
malice about it,not a serious 'one.And no one can read Johnson with
out the conviction that Scot-baiting was an intellectual sport with
him,and contempt for the acot innate,but not hatred.,As in earlier
years,too,mnpy paraded a dislike of the Scot affecteoly,as mark of
a mental superiority to a people branded by "a ferocious and disson
ant pronunciation,a most inaccurate and vicious phraseology,--man¬
ners most offensively different".
Yet if a part-acquittal on the grounds of pose or party-necessity
can be made now,was it evident then? Did Scots take the satire as
jest,and disregard it?
That case can hardly be made.Do man had a sharper sense of humour
than Hume,and none shows more the keen hurt of that satire.Scotland
knew of it,was sensitive to it,and flinched over it.
That stammered apology of Boswell1 s, on first meeting Dr Johnson,"^-
do indeed come from Scotland,but I cannot help it",was not made as
an ingratiating jest;the year was 163,and Johnson's prejudice,like
London's,a thing notorious.and while Boswell eventually ceased to
feel kept -at arm's length by that pre judice, other Scots did not, for
Boswell tells of the dinner of'emdnent Scotch literati" he had arr¬

anged for Johnson in '68,(the year when his anti-Scot bias "appear¬
ed remarkably strong" )and at it Hobertson,Blair,Douglas and the oth
ers "hardly opened their lips".

.Any northerner less of a "burr" than Boswell,could never have endur
ed so unreeentfully the anti-Scot atmosphere of London's literary
circles.Johnson,Goldsmith,G-arrick,Wilkes,Mason,V/alpole were all men
who counted in society,and these seized every chance of twitting the
Scots .Wilkes' reasons have been given.Goldsmitji had like Johnson a
born "imperfect sympathy",for as early as his student days in Edin¬
burgh he had grumbled at "this unfruitful country","the same dismal
landscape", and "a Scotchman is one of the Toroudest things alive".
Literary work later brought him foul of Smollett and the Critical He
view.His critiques of Scots books were generally adverse,a civil and
patronising damning,and his "Citizen of the World" has its skit on
"Scotch news".Two oi his poems,"The Haunch of Venison",and "Hetaliat
ion", satirise Macpherson:-

Macpherson write Bombast and call it a style-
ana Scote literary impostors:-

Hew Lauders and Bowers the Tweed shall cross over,—
-Ana Scotchman meet Scotchman and cheat in the dark.-

And on Johnson's circle,some of the best of the sallies againot the
race were his.

Johnson's own dislike defies analysis,for it is S( If-contradic/tory
and crotchety .Li •• e Clarendon,he felt it to his honour to attack; "this
he used to vindicate as a duty",said Heynolds.Boswcll suggested
various reasons:Johnson accepted them all."Old ivir Sheridan says it
was because they sold Charles I?""Then,Sir,old LIr Sheridan has found
ouy a very good reason".Boswell's final summary was:-"If he was
particularly prejudiced against the Scots,it was because they were



more in hie way; because he thought their success in England rather
exceeded the due proportion of their real merit;and because he could
not but see in them that nationality which 1 believe no liberal-mind
ed Scotchamn will deny". Johnson's own dicta bears that out."You
know,Sir,that no Scotchman publishes a book or has a play brought
upon the stage but there are five, hundred people ready to applaud
him";and he criticised Bute for his "undue partiality ti Scotchmen",
although he had subscribed a flattering poem to Mallet's "Jruth in
Rhyme",and had received a pension.
His gruff contempt for the race as a whole,for the country,its learn
ing,its men of letters,(with a few exceptions,Buchanan,Ruddiman etc
of:fset by a particularly hearty dislike of others)rts religion and
its culture existed side by side,howuver,with a liking for the com¬
pany of 3oswell,(no more thorough Scot in London)and the encourage¬
ment of him in all kinds of patriotic work(a history of the '45,one
of James IV and what not^a respect for the Scots booksellers he
dealt with,Millar and Strahen,and for the fibe Scots amanuenses of
his Dictionary,a friendship and lining for Ramsay,Mickle,Beattie and
others,a romantic admiration for the Highland chief of the past and
for the Erse language,a romantic conception of the Hebrides. Yet he
allowed no praise of Scotland to pass unscoffed at in his presence
and led any sarcastic rallies with infinite gusto.
..s for the others,Mason,Y/slpole and the minors,dislike of Scotland
accrued from various sources,the hatred of rule by "the Sing's Friend
the conviction that Scots predominance was fatal tothe English con¬
stitution, since •-'cots "ever intoxicated with the slavish doctrines
of the absolute,independent and unlimited power of the crown",the
Scottish support of a coercive policy towards 7_merica,thc unpopular
legal rulings of Mansfield,the challenge to English literary stand¬
ards of the enthusiastic praising of "Douglas","Ossian" and the rest,
the religious discredit of Deism and of "atheist Hume",and the char¬
ge of impostor levelled at Macpherson.

One question obtrudes itself,that can only be partly answered here,
end partly when the reactions in Scots literature are dealt with.
How ££r was the Scots abuse deserved?
Briefly,the obloquy of Bute was indefensible.He hhd less influence
over the king than was then believed,and made no fatal use of pre¬
rogative .i'hat rule by the "Ming s Friends" was pernieious undoubted¬
ly,but these friends were neither all Scots nor Jacobite-tainted.
His pensioning of Scots writers was a fact,and despicable where it
was done,as in Robertson's case,to gain his pen("I have laid the
foundations for gaining Robertson by employing him for the Ming in
writing the history of England'.')or as in Mallet's as reward of gross
flattery.But as e.cusc it might be recalled that pensions also went
to Sheridan and Johnson,and by past Prime Ministers had never been
awarded with any immaculate integrity.Boswell's naive remark on Sher¬
idan's pension:-"Johnson"should have recollected that Mr Sheridan
taught pronunciation to Mr Alexander Yfedderburne,whose sister was
married to Sit Harry Erskine.an intimate friend of Lord Bute,who wa..
the favourite of the king;and surely the most outrageous Lhig will
not maintain that whatever ought to be the principle in the disposal
of ofjices, s pension ought nover to be grant ed from any bias of coutt

connection".
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may,as regards the last phrase,have been the ruling of the times.
The outcry against Mansfield was almost entirely inde.fensible too,
and in spite of Walpole's jibe he has never been placed beside J^eff
r ies.
The accusation of donnishness and national partiality is,on the
.other hand,true.Bute's intimacy with Macpherson,Home,V/edderburne,
Elliot,and through these with Ramsay and the Adam brothers,the close
grouping of the Scots in Edinburgh and the consequent continuation
of those links in London,the constant signs of Scot advancing ^cot,
Home having Ferguson appointed tutor to Bute's sons,Hume securing
for Smollett the respite of a post abroad,Bute creating a new Scots
office for Robertson,Hamilton employing Smollett on his "Critical Re
view" are all smgns of it..kt Court,Bute appointed a Scot Ring's Phy¬
sician; Ramsay and not Reynolds was the Roiirt painter, Oswald and not
Arne the Cueen's Musician.On his retiral,pensions and posts went to
six of his relatives,and to three Scots colleagues,and Home for one
solicited his Campvere sinecure even after the £300 pension^, and was
granted it.
The military promotion of Scots was also a fact,but a natural conse¬
quence of Scots regiments being put to the fullest use in the wars a
broad,given costly enterprises,and so the rewards of preferment.
And the presence of Scots in high office was undeniable,but with the
exception of Macphcrson there is no proof of undeserved advance,or
of scandalous "misfits".The clamour came from England1s basis of cal
culation,that as Scotland paid only l/40th of the national taxes.it p
ought to have o ly that proportion of the; nation's offices.But "it
would surely be illiberal to maintain that they have not an equal ti
tie with the natives of any other part of his Majesty's dominions"
was the Scots standpoint. V *'
Individual successes,as Mylne's winning of the Blackfriar's Bridge work
or the Adam brothers undertaking the ..delphi buildings, employing 3c
o.ts workmen, and being helped out of financial straits by a govern¬
ment lotterjr-oll topics that roused angry talk in London-were wrongly
imputed to national impartiality.
'There the English had chief ana ample ground for dislike,was in the
tone of Scots in L ndon,especially towards English preferment.As con
crete illustration,recall Boswell's admiring description of how the
rough-voiced and 'pushing' Alexander bedderburn of Edinburgh became
Lord Loughborough of London;the whose account grates,and particularly-
so Bo'swell's triumphant comment:-"This remarkable instance of success¬
ful parts and assidMty—affords animating encouragement bo other gen
tlcmen of x^orth Britain to try their for.tunes in the southern part
of the Island,where they may hope to gratify their utmost ambition"

That note,and the one so prominent in Hume,Smollett,3oswell of a nat
ional complacency,understandable from the Scots side as a avery 'young'
elation over first success,but from the English side upstart and snug,
must have been ex-acerbating for English nerves; so, too, the seeming ar
rogance of Scots criticism,half of it defence of an inferiority leg¬
acy. It leaves one unsurprised that satire should have flourished,•
thriven,and directed itself against Scots advance.
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The fact nee^s no labouring that any ^cots poet intimate with or pen¬
sioned by Bute shared the latter1s unpooularity,and found his work
badly received in consequence by Whig critics and anti-Scot uondon.

*

Home was one such.Bute's patronage was not the main cause for the
bad reception of "Douglas" in London in '57,the over-praise of °cots
critics,the unsuitable casting and other factors contributed. But
Home's silence during the 'roaring sixties' is significant.fie attem¬
pted to stage nothing between "i1hc Siege* of .iquileia" in 1760,which
had been followed by satiric .brickbats like ".i Fragment found in the
Auins of Auuileia",and "The Fatal Discovery",staged anonymously in
1769,and failing as soon as its author was known. Oarlyle's story,
borne out by a letter of nurne,of the latter venture was that Warrick
"had been justly alarmed at the jealousy and dislike which prevailed
at that time against nord Bute and the Scotch,and had advised him to
change the title of "Rivine" into that of "fhe Fatal Discovery",and
had provided a student of Oxford as the author,and wished Home of all
things to remain concealed.—John too soon discovered the secret,and
though the play survived its ndrne nights,yet the house evidently slack
ened after the town heard that John was the author".
Admittedly,had any other Scot been the author of "Rivine",it would stillj? L
have failed,for one residue of the Ossion controversy was that anyt
thing branded as'Erse' wasdiscredited,and"divine".based obviously on
Ossian was greeted at once as "a t~uly Erse performance" and derided.

Home wrote no more plays,and it was distinctly an error in tact of
'Voltaire to introduce his "L'Ecossaise" to England as "par M.Hume".
Home's dramatic talent Was not exhausted'.'Hivine" is far better than
"Agis"or "The Siege",and though it is beneath "Douglas",is looser,
windier and lacks strength of plot,it is full of the new inspiration
from Ossion.He revels in Ossianic backgrounds,and in the seascapes,
bardic lays,songs of death,invocations to "Chosts of my kinsmen slain".
The language is oven more strikingly simple than in "Douglas":-

Wither'd like fhe leaf
Of autumn is my beauty.How 1 stand
On the dim threshold of the house of darkness-

Given encouragement,Home,who had been the first to respond to Mao-
pherson's verse,might have been the first to bring its inspiration
to the English stage.The udverse weight of anti-Scot feeling ruined
that-one cost of the sixties.
"Douglas", after being "almost forgot ten" , "Hot acted fourteen years",-"
was revived by the fine acting of Mrs Barry at the beginning of the
seventies,and started its career of popularity.While she and Mrs Sid
dons played in it,everything but the play was for gotten,and when
Sheridan burlesqued its plot in'"The Critic" he made no mention of
the author.By then plays obviously influenced by dt begin to appear,
Hannah More's "Percy/,Cumberland's "The Carmelite" and so on.But the
gap of twenty years between original and imitation is significant.
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Home was repaid for this frustration as dramatist "by pension and gov
eminent appointment, and no sign of resentment came from the Lothian
farm to which he retired.
Hume suffered far more,in work "discouraged out of existence",in car
eer,in reputation and in mental Lias. Part of that has already teen
described.After the reception given to his last volume of the "Hist¬
ory of England",Ilume had realised that party politics nnd national
antagonisms had wrecked his hopes of fane as a g^rat historian. He
had been in London for five months of "61,felt the anti-Scot rancour,
heard of the Duke of Bedford ordering his son not to read the History,
and other rankling little instances of Whig enmity.He wrote bitterly
to miliar:-"I shall certainly continue my History,--but in this state
of affairs 1 suppose your people of rank and quality would throw the
door in my face because I am a Scotsman". In that year he had "in a
manner abjured all literary occupations"-(Hume,who had for thirty years
sought the 'English Parnassus'I )ana accepted the Secretaryship to Lord
Hertford.

Again anti-Scot animus interfered.Wilkes caused trouble by printing a
letter in the London Evening Post,representing Hertford's embassy as
"totally of Scotch complexion"-.Later,Hertford,on his appointment as
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland,promised Hume the Secretaryship."A splendid
fortune awaits me" wrote Hume.fhree weeks after,he reports:-"On his(ie
Hertford's) arrival at ^ondon.he found the cry so loud against the pco
motion of Scotsmen that he was obliged to give it up'.'
Before that blpw.Hume had already bben contrasting the captious notice
given his work in England,with the respect and admiration of Prance.
As early as 165 he wrote that he would stay in ?aris:-"I feel little
inclined to the factious barbarians of London". It was not a matteron-
ly of personal pique.Hume resented London's failure to recognise Scots
work other than his own,and averred that London taste was "decayed and
depraved". Sometimes personal grudge blended with that."I do not be¬
lieve there is one Englaihman in fifty,who,if he heard I had broke my
neck tonight would be sorry.Some,because I am not a Whig;some,because
I em not a Christian;and all because I am a Scotsman." His corresponds
ent.Sir Gilbert Elliot,had spoken of being an Englishman."Can you ser-
-ously talk of my continuing an Englishman?-Do they not treat with der
ision our pretensions to that name,and with hatred our just pretensions
to surpass and govern them$". 1
In the following year he wrote:-"The rage and prejudice of parties fr
ighten me,and above all this rage against the Scots,which is so dis¬
honourable and indeed so infamous to the English nation.We hear that
it increases every day without the least appearance of provocation
on our part.it had frequently made me resolve newer in my life to set
foot on English ground". From that point onwards,Hume was convinced
that national animus debarred his ever gaining further preferment,or
a reception for his work in England.One letter said "My ambition was
always moderate,and confined entirely to ^enaen Letters.But it has
been my Misfortune to write in the Language of the most stupid and
factious Barbarians in the World,and it is long since I have renounced
all desire of their ..xpprobation"-
Kis tirades against the English grew more, rabid through ut '68,'69,'70
and '72."I hope to see a Public Bankruptcy,the total revolt of America
the Expulsion of the nnglich from the East Indies,the diminution of
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London to less than half--i hope also that some hundreds of Patriots
will make their exit at Tyburn". "Some signal and ruinous Convulsion"
was his wish for "that pernicious people". He lost all sense of pro^o
portion where literary masters were concerned,inveighed furiously ag¬
ainst Adam Smith,for instance,for publishing his "Health of Nations"
in London."How can you so much as entertain a thought of publishing a
book full of reason,sense ana learning to those wicked and abandoned
madmen?" When called on to suggedt a continuator for his own History,
he named four Scots."As to any Englishman,that Nation as so sunk in
Stupidity and Barbarism and Paction that you may as well think of Lap
land for an author" He assured Gibbon,that "your countrymen, for almost
o whole generation have given themselves up to faction,and have totally
neglected all polite letters.I no longer expect any valuable product
ion ever to come from them".
it was a fact that during the seventies there was a barren patch in
English literature,but it was not penetrating and critical survey that
dictated Hurae's evaluation.in his power of critical,as well as of creat
ive work,the sixties had exacted their penalty.

But the chief,poet affected by-after first afleeting-English abuse was
clearly Macpherson. Here anti-Scot animus,seizing on the facts of work
distinctly Scottish,intimacy with Lute,Scots praise,Government post ana
pension combined to distort the reception of his work. Thus a first
inflowing of Celtic spirit,artificial as was its Ossian expression,
was turned awry,end the whole Celtic movement was, retarded by discred¬
it .

It was the most ironical mischance that the first presentation of an¬
cient ^aelic poetry,even in sham form,should have been made at a time
when the decrying of things Scottish:and highland was rampant in Eng¬
land. macdonald's previous "praise of the Celtic tongue,Syone's trans-(
lation in the Seots magazine were almost certainly missed by English
men of letters, and even Mac$h:erson's "Highlander",hybrid between the
patriotic verse of the day,and the later "ossian" was never referred
to by English critics.The "fragments" came as entire noveljy.
fheir first launching was wary.Before any publication was arranged,
Lalrymple sent specimens south to Ualpole for his opinion,and asked h
him to ahow them to Gray, as " a likely person to be charmed" .Y/alpole
reported two months later that "Mr Mason,my Lord Lyttleton and one or
two others whose taste the world allows,are in love with them your Er
se elegies;! cannot say in general they are so much admired".But Gray
was "an enthusiast about these poems", and "grey alone is worth satis¬
fying".
So the first Edinburgh edition came out two months later:"Fragments
of Ancient Poetry,collected in .he Highlands of Scotland,and translat
ed from the G&lic or Erse language". The Gentleman's X- gasine printed
then two fragments,the Annual Register three.Opinion was from the fir
st divided.Gray1s letters show him keenly enthusiastic:"! am so charm
ed--"-"full of nature and noble v.ild imagination"--"I am gone mad about
them"--"I was so struck,so_cxtasie,with their infinite beauty--" "This
man is the very Daemon of G'octry.or he has lighted on a treasure hid
for ages.The belch Poets are also corning to light.--" Obviously a cuick
firing of the ucltic train of interest had begun here.
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On the other hand Walpole was sceptic "both as to authenticity;-"I
could wish too that the authenticity had "been more largely stated",
and as to their "being parts of a heroic poem, "nothing to me can be
more unlike"*fand the magazines had little further mention of them.So
the two camps of sceptics and enthusiasts formed. But interest was
common to both.A second edition had been published almost immediately
after the first in Edinburgh,and in August,Bodsiey reprinted the vol¬
ume in London, the Cent. ernan's Magazine drawing attention to that by
two quotations from it. the-sale of the booklet went well,and was the
cause of a reprint in October.But Oray then wrote-"few admire them,and
almost all take them for fictions".
In that month,Bute came into power 011 the accesion of ^eorge III.
The "Fragments" dropped out of interest during that autumn and winter,
when feeling ran so high that on one occasion the London Exchange was
placarded "Ho Scotch Minister" In the following February,Derrick publi
ished the first of his versifyings,and in ..pril when Macphcrson was in
London negotiating the publication of "Fingal",Dodsley reprinted the
Fragments once more.
"Fingal" provoked the same division of opinion,but more talk."l cannot
believe them genuine",wrote Walpole. "Vfhat! preserved unadulterated by
savages dispersed among mountains and so often driven from their duns,
so asted by wars,civil and foreign!" "For me",write Cray,"I admire
nothing hut Fingal-yet I remain still in doubt-though inclined to be¬
lieve them genuine'. The same split was seen in he Reviews.1he Critic
al was enthusiastic.The Annual Register wrote of"these inestimable re%
licks of the genuine spirit of poetry,recovered from the obscurity of
barbarism,the rust of fifteen hundred years,and the last breath of a
dying language".fa critique thought to be Burke's) The Monthly Review
refused to allow it "excessive admiration",or comparison with -Corner or
Virgil."It looks like the statue of a dwarf beside the colossal Apollo
of Rhodes".But the magazines gave quotations from it,and Boswell in Don
don averred "Fingal has been very warmly received".A 'burlesque "Three
Beautiful and Important Passages omitted- had come out,but that was
offset by admiring versifications.
In ^june,the"Horth Btiton" started, bp to this point,there had been no
personal satire of Macpherson,and little stress put by the sceptics on
the Scottish-ness of the work.From the opening number of the paper,"Fin
£al"' was swept into the current of BCots obloquy."Some choice wits here
have thrown aside Shakespeare and token up Fingal,charmed with the var¬
iety of character and the richness of imagery".When the autumn brought
the first scholastic attacks on the genuineness,-^r Warner's in September
end in Hovember the articles in the Journal des Scavans,Churchill sharp
ened his pen,and in the "Poetry Professors" began the real derision of
Pacpherson.

What is Fingal but genuine Erse,
.Which all sublime sonorous flows
Like hervey's thoughts in drunken prose
Hail,Scotland,Hail,to thee belong
All now1rs,but most the pow'rs of Song,
Whether the rude.unpo ished Erse,
Stalk in the buckram Prose or Verse

An anonymous piece of scurrility,"gisbal,an Hyperborean Tale,translate
from ohe Fragments of Ossian,the Son of Fingal" appeared.The stocks oftecian began to sink.
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In January of '63,Hugh Blair published his admiring "Critical Dissert.
ction",in which he praised the Ossiunic poems for their tenderness shd
sublimity,"the Poetry of the Heart".Again the Reviews were at varian¬
ce, rand Foote's jibe ran round the town that "the booksellers ought to
allow a great discount to the purchasers as the notes required such a
stretch of credit".Any effect Blair's defence might have had was part
counteracted by Churchill!s "Prophecy of famine" of the same month,
which jeered at "great Macphorson",and "That old,new,epic pastoral
Fingal"

Ossian, sublimest, simplest bard of .'all,
TVhom English infidels Macpherson call.

Two months later Macph-erson gave himself into the hands of the enemy.
In the Fingal preface he acknowledged covertly, "the generosity of a
certain noble person".His "femora",an "Ancient Epic .Poem:,ajlrpesred op¬
enly inscribed to Bute, "in Obedience to whose Commands they were trans¬
lated" .

"femora" was r ceived with a fairly general ridicule in London.Cray
dropped into silence.Skits like "Fingal Reclaimed" shot out.Party fact

i ion had its teeth in the poet.Stukely made one appeal against the two
epics being denied a reading "by such a prejudice as party once before-11
The plea was useless. Hume passed through London in September,ana wrote:

''I often hear them rejected with disdain and indignation as a palpable
and impudent forgery" Talk of originals only inspired further jeering,
as Churchill's last tilt:-

r

i Inspired by Truth,our critics go,
To track Pingal in Highland snow;
And form their own and others' creed,
Prom manuscripts they cannot read,

ivlaepherson attempted no more Os;:ian.Bute bestowed a pension and a col
onial scoretaryship,and Macpherson disappeared from London ken for
five years.
The denial of authenticity would not alone have stultified Macpherson's
work.The matter could be neither proved nor disproved, and it was an
element in English irritation that that should be so.But the suspic*
ion of national partiality'forcing' the admiration of the work,of a
"Scotch conspiracy in national falsehood",as Johnson bluntly put it,
and ef the knowledge that Macpherson was a protege of Bute,and ad¬
vance beyond his merits both in position and intimacy,-these combined
to wreck the poet's literary standing.

j

Equally clear sign of the power of London's dislike is the fact that
no imitation of value came from English pens until the worst period
of satire had passed, foreign Poets and scholars eulogised ussian.
Cesarotti published an Italian version in '63,a German version in
prose appeared in '64,and in poetry in '68.Prance was agog over the
work,and Yolteire had to laugh over Scots enthusiasm in one of hid
Dialogues of. the Dietionnaire' 64,where he caricatured a Scot in hot

1 defence of Ossian against a Florentine scholar and an Oxford Profess-
J or. J-n Scotland,Baker staged his "Muse of Ossian",and Michael Bruce,
i "Odrow of Islay,Robert ^ucfsr "lane ,-^wan Cameron, and later fait,Ogilyie
7 .end Richardson were all working over Ossian material.

Against that enthusiastic activity abroad and in the north,England Had
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three
after a long silence ,'twe slight operatic versions performed, one
seven ye'srs Inter,trio twenty years later, the earliest of these,"Oith-
ono" "being promptly damned by the Monthly Review as "on absurd mix¬
ture of the sublime and silly". She fate of home's "Hivine" has been
described.Baker mocked at its heroes,

Who never yet had being,
Or,being,wore no brecches-

snd reported that it ran its nine nights "without reputation,and it
is said.v.ith very inconsiderable emolument to the author".
That trail of derision attached itself in England to all that J^-acpher
son subsequently published under his own name.He 'issued a translation
of the iliad, and 1 London jested over his parading Horner in a plaid and
kilt.Mason was typical in "Pray(in uhe name of critical astonishment)
wfcut can be Macpherson's translation of Homer?Has he Pingel.sed?has ho
lemora-isea him? Homer a la Erse must be a curiosity with a vengeance"
V.'alpole declared that he refused to read "Homer travestied".

But the trouble o-rerHacpherson's Ossian had barely begun, knew preface j
that the poet supplied to the 1773 edition, and the outrageous assertions;!
of Johnson's "Journey-to the Western Isles" anent 'national conspir¬
acies ',1 insolencestubborn audacity1,'guilt' ,opened a bitter and
more strident controversy,that embroiled English and Scottish poets
and scholars for the next thirty years.
It began with the famous interchange of letters between Utohnson and
Kacphc-r son, and widened as irate Scots scholars leapt to the defence
of Gaelic and Oscian.Onc good service was done,in that the whole field
of Gealic letters,post and present,-so far as it was knov.n-was brought
to the notice of the English public. MacBicol,for example,in his "2e-

*-marks on Br Johnson's "Journey—"pointed out w/here Gaelic ESS could
be seen,and cited the bard Macvurich and the living poet Maelntyr-e.

i Clark,the Badenoch surveyor,published "The Wotks of the Caledonian
Bards",a collection of l.ng and short poems in Ossi-nic style. J.H.

* Sulivan'o "Observations on a Tout—"included "a new Erse fragment",
(both Tour and noein were exposed as fakes)Smith of Campbeltown iss-

rued an ambitious work on "Galic Antiquities",to which he added "an
examination of the authenticity of:. O.ssian, and a collection of ancient
Gaelic poems".And Binkerton in the preface to his "Aneient Scottish1

ir Tragic Ballads" sang Osaian's prfigses; "T,7e shall always admire a Ho¬
mer, an Ossian,a Shakespeare". The Heviews foil wed and quoted the
controversy closely,the Monthly converted to belief in Ossian,the
Critical to disbelief.
Shaw,meanwhile,led the opposition with his "Inquiry into the Authen
ticity of Poems ascribed to Ossian",and when this was attacked by
Clark of Edinburgh,Jolmson came to Shaw's aid in tetaliation.
Percy,to embroil matters further,began an acrid correspondence with
Blair and Perguson,accusing them of having deliberately deceived him

about the Ossian discover!, o on his visit to Edinburgh in '63.
English research in the Highlands had begun,and TP Hill,who had been
seeking Gaelic MSS .here in '80,contributed the results to the Gen¬
tleman' s Magazine in '82.his conclusion was that Macpherson had com
piled his Ossian from undeniable Gaelic verse,but that his tamperings
amounted to a mutilation of the originals.
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7/ith this conclusion,the controversy might have ceased,"but unluckily
Pinkerton had now become convinced that ndne-tenths'of Ossian was

idacpherson, and in bhe proeess of this conversion,had also disagreed
violently with Macpherson's glorification of the earliest Celtic civ

iilisation in his "Introduction to the History of Crest Britain", ^o a
fresh basis of controversy was made, 3? inker ton airing a strong anti-Celt

i prejudice in his^preface to "Ancient Scotish Poems", and finding the
j support of vfhit taker in his "General History of the Hritons ..sserted"

They at once provoked o-pposition, and the decade was marked by acrid
writing on the Ceii;ic question, and a good deal of anti-)Celt satire,
the whole distorting and discrediting the Celtic movement.
But for the anti-Scot animus of Johnson,the anti4Celt animus,and the (
root of much of both is in dislike of Hacphersoh and his work,that
Celtic movement would not have suffered as it did.
the last glimpse one sees of/Macpherson in literary affairs is his
standing for the Haureateship;. A typical English comment was the in¬

clusion in a volume of parodies:-"Probationary Odes for the Laureate
ship" of two "in the True Ossianic Sublimity" .purporting to be by
Uacpherson.'fhe laurcateship, it need not be added,was not won by him.
Por twenty, years,he .had been silent as a poet,and for most of them
had been derided as a poet-impostor. —

the best guage of the warping influence of anti-Scot feeling in this
period is to be had in the contrast between the discovery-of-7/ales
movement,if one may label it so,and that of Scotland.
Until mid-century,the developing interest in both countr.es had run
on similar lines;the satiric "Trips to ^orth bales' and the like dy¬
ing out, the investigation of Y/elsh antiquities beginning; an early

f nature poet,Dyer,paralleling the influence of Thomson;a "Welsh Opera"
following the lead of the"Scots Opera";similar discovery of ancient

<- '.Yelsh airs chiming with the Highland music cult.
The fifties brought a similar veering-round of antiquarian and aes¬
thetic attention to -the two countries.Druids and bards wore equally
'located' in .mglesey or the Hebrides .'barton's famous declaration

7 that "the mention of places remarkably romantic,the supposed habitat¬
ion of Druids,bards,wizards,is far more pleasing to the imagination
than the obvious introduction of Cam and lsis",gave critical backing
to poems of Wales and Scotland. Definitely 'romantic"poetry of Wales
emerged first,with Grayls"Bard" and though Sondby had been drawing
Scottish mountains in the fifties,his first great Exhibition mountain
scene was of Snowdon and the Bard,exhibited in '61.

rIn that year a letter of Percy's to the antiquarian Svin Evans has an
interesting comparison of the point at which each country was:-"I
have never met with one native of Wales who could give me any satis¬
factory account of the literary productions of his own country,or
scorned -to have bestowed any attention on its language and antiquities
lot so the Geots;they are everywhere recommending the antiquities of
their country to public notice.vindicating its history,setting off its
poetry,and by dint of constant attention to their grand national con
corn-have prevailed so far as to hove the proper jargon they speak to
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be considered the-most proper language-.for our pastoral poetry.Our
most polite 'ladies affect to lisp out Scottish airs; and in the Senate
itself, .hatever relates to the ^cotish nation is always mentioned
with peculiar respect.Far from "blaming this attention to the Scotch,
I think it is much to their credit"-and he deplores the fact that
the Welsh "have not shewn the same respect to the peculiarities of
their own country".
Percy overstated ,the case.Gray had already written "She V.elsh poets
are also coming to light",and he had seen a discourse on them.fhe
researches of r*van Evans and the Liorrises-"brought ESS and verse into
notice.Unfortunately the discredit of Ossian retarded the acceptance
of early verse of any kind.Percy had to postpone for. three years,from
"61 to '64 the publication of his "Five -^ieces of ^unic Poetry trans
latod from the Islsndic language'^, and then ptrefaced it with "-1-1 would
be as v$in to deny, as it is impolitic perhaps ,to mention that this
attempt"—was a sequel to the Erse fragments.Similarly EvanEvans "Some
Specimens of the Poetry of the wncient Welsh bards,translated into
English".planned and gathered before ussian appeared waskept back un
til 1764.
Early Welsh literature was"published,however,and accepted seriously.
i'he touring of the country was leu by Pococke.Pennant.Gilpin,Johnson
and the last thirty years of the century had their deluge of travel
accounts,as Scotland had.But no acid controversies or national antag
onisms warped the relations between England and "Wales, and consequent
ly one finds novelists,dramatists and the writers of heroic poems
drawing fr< ely and interestedly on Welsh matter, uven in the travel
records of Pennant.Craddock,Warner there is a greater quoting of poet
ry about Wales,and reference to ancient ana modern writers on Welsh h
history.x'he novel and the drama hold a greater variety in character
sketches,a drawing of serious and romantic types for instance,only
scantily ventured in Scotland's case.Four types of Welsh novel can be
differentiated as being written in the latter half of the century,the
picaresque adventure tale,the pseudo-historical,the romantic and the
novel of '"elsh character .Ins tances of the four can be found in Scots
novels,nut neither so early nor in such number.
Where the response to Welsh inspiration was direct,end untroubled and
dispassionate,that to Scottish was wary and often prejudiced,and had
constantly a strain of 'pro'and 'con" distorting its treatment of mat
tors Scottish,a note of apology or defence that continues to be seen
as late as Scott.'Phe use of Scots themes; was consequently retarded*
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Anglo-Leott ish rancours
antipathy affected indu

Apart from the signal instances quoted of the
affecting literature,the knowledge of English
rectly the d&urse of literature in Scotland.
It is unquestionable that that antipathy was felt and silently resent
ed in the north.London's accusations were bruited about,and the stig
ma of being a nation Jacobite,disaffected,venal,self-seeking,uncul¬
tured , free- thinking. "They have, always been marked for a
position,and the concomitants of slavery,rebellion and
London pamphlets.the house of Commons was reassured by

factious
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& aid
fovvnshend that

Boswell reported to"the Loots were not all free-thinkers
owcountrymen that 'Hhe epithet C0ottish is now hardly ever to be
with in South Britain,except as conveying an idea of the highest
proach"
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underlined for Scots onlookers the English
such as the city of Canterbury's appeal toj.
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lish borough,and
the Militia hill
unanimous for it

rocure" a lawjdcharring any Scot from representing on -^ng
by large ones, such as the -English refusal to extend
to Scotland,even when Scottish opinion was almost'

'l'he effort to gain that extension had been made
three times, in- '60,' 62, and 76, and was frustrated every time.

After the second attempt,of '62,Scotland felt itself affronted,in¬
sulted, and Scottish opinion was furious. It was the yeaf of l.he »il-
kes attacks,when English satire was at its most pungent .Edinburgh
v.as smarting over London's laughter at Sheridan instructing the Sel¬
ect Society in the
nant gathering <
erary development in the

king of English.there was a rapid and indig-
a turning-point in social and litforces,that rnaae

north.

A new society was formed,the Poker Club,whose title suggested its pur
the country. Carlyle

If
tie; .•cribed its membership of thepose,to stir up

literati and country gentlemen "warm in their resentment" over the
militia refusal,and over "the invidious line drawn between Scotland
and England" i'or thirty years the Poker Club flourished,and made a
brilliant centre of Scots intellectual life.lt had no rabidly nation¬
alistic ef.ect on literature,led no back-to-the-diolect movement, But
it expressed the national 1 stiffening'that v.as the result of English
antagonism; it concentrated in Edinburgh the best v.its,who would other
wise h ve been lost to England or to wholly English literature;ana it
thus gave Scots literature a national focus.lt is not too much to el
claim that thence came Fergus son and -^urns .Would these have won re¬
cognition,had the literary centre of the country been as to-day Lon¬
don?
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"Collection of Original Poems",issued in Edinburgh in '60 and '62
had already its "Hhyno and nip in", "Ad ell a" , '.'Morna1', "Fragment of an 4
Irish Poem" and various versifications .Baler' s "Muse of Ossian",wi-th

its nine Gscianic chatacters and chorus of "bards was put on the Edin¬
burgh stage,and John fait.Professor Hichardson,and Michael Bruce car¬
ried on the vogue in poems like "Bathos and Dairthula", "Oscar' s Ghost','
"The '.Vail of Elvine" , "The Death of Lira" , "I1he Cave of Morar", "Cssien's
Hymn to the sun",v.hile Mylne a little later composed "Ossianic Choruse
In poems rhapsodizing over the nation's hards .or history,Ussiom was
given prominent place,as in Tait's "Bards of Scotland",or Michael
Bruce's "The Last Day" . ' ,' On Idorven's coast

L race of heroes end of bards arise, (

The mighty Fingal and.his mighty son
"ho launched the spear and touched the tuneful harp.

Devotees to the versifying of oa^i^n and to the further gathering of'
Gaelic verse were L'odrow,Cameron,Clark,Smith,to name only some.Joseph

yHacdonald's collection of highland songs,published as "A Collection
of highland Vocal Airs" included specimens of ancient music to which
ancient poems were chanted,and among them was "ussian's soliloquy on
the death of all his contemporary heroes". The magazines were well-
supplied with minor Gssian-cum-Douglas' dilutions.in the eighties,
when the controversies had been "revived with so much ardour",a small
spate of Ossienic heroic poems and; dramas occurred,with . ndrcw Macdon

) aid's "Ivlinvela" and "Velina",and plays such as '"Ivlalvina'/ and "Darthula
and by these years London had the same type of dramatic poems.

The second bent of Scottish literature was an equally natural one, (
since nationalism had been, fired again. These was.a vogue for poems •
on Sbots history and heroes,and for pseudo-historical,pseudo-romantic
"Caledonian" subjects. In drama, for example,'Scott ish history was now

1 boldly dealt with, in Li Ison-' s "Earl of Douglas"and IdeeArthur' s "Duke
^of Aothsay". Henry Mackenzie created an excitement in Edinburgh,rivall

ing that over "Douglas",by his "prince of Tunis",whose prologue was
, spoken by the "Genius of Scotland". Here the synthesis of romantic
Scotland was complete:-
"Amidst a wild romantic scene,the Genius advances to--solemn music:

Where yonder distant hills majestic rise,
.lid bare their snowy bosoms to the skies,
In s-.cred solitude I love to dwell,
Virile vhe big torrent foams around my cell;
Genius of Scotland! there aloft 1 stand,
And view the growing glories of the 1; nd.

Tv.as there the son of Fingal tow'red along,
And midst his mountains rolled the flood of sting;
Twas there the heroes of that song arose,
And Hornan eagles found unvanquished foes; —
The rugged cliff,the barren desert smiled,
Eor 1 and loose-rob'd Freedom walk'd the wild.--
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And Scotland is now iaentified,by Scots writers at least,with roman
tic mountain scenery,with Ossian and a romantic early civilization.
A modern glory is claimed too:-

Lateas I marked,with fond maternal eyes,
On every side my laurell'd sons arise,
heeds,else forgot,that grac'd the' distant age,
1 saw immortal in the Scottish page:
In Scotland,trimmed,the lamp of T/isdom blaze,
Andh heard her song that sounds to future days:
Twas mine the meed of Honour to best&w,
And weave the wreath that crowns the deathless brow"-

i In verse,there was a flourishing of titles like "The Caledonian Her-
> oine", "Caledonia,a Poem",'"The Caled'oniad", "The Caledonians"; the first
3 of these by Colvill,ancl in the vein of Kacpherson's "Highlander",the

last his too,and a hymning of Scots leaders and troops in the Ameri¬
can War."Caledonia" was anonymous and novel,a verse record of a High
land tour,with descriptions of Highland scenery,and evocations of

The mighty deeds of great Fingal,mild king
Of Morven's stormy hills and Selma'a towrs
Heroes renowned in Caledonian song
Ana Ossian's lays.-

Erskine.in the "Emigrant" hod already expressed the nation's sympathy
with the Highlander being forced overseas."Caledonia" lamented the
loss of the "Celtic Garb",and appealed for Highland "fostering",in¬
teresting sign of an increasing feeling for the Highlander,that one
might call a romantic humanft arianisin.
Two poets,Mickle and Bruce,turn to national themes.Mickle was ill-
judged enough to -submit his'-.'"Mary, Oue en of Scots, an Elegy" for Lytt-

''letonVs criticism, and was refused it, "because I wholly disapprove
the subject:Pootry sHould not consecrate what history must condemn".

^Mickle was then in London^where he had in the self-protective manner
of Murray,Millan,mallet, Almack^Macklin changed the Scottish form of

•his name to escape the national odium^and his poem;a thing fine in
parts,remained unpublished for ten years,its author touching no fur
ther Scots ssibject for another tenn
Micheal Bruce,a quiet dweller on his home hillside,was equally drawn
tomthe romanric description of historic scenes,and his "Loch Leven"
widens its prospect from

-- high Loch Levcn Castle,famous once,
Th' abode of heroes of the Bruce's line—- •

to a national landscape:-
northern Grarapius lifts

•

. His hoary head,bending beneath a load
Of everlasting snow.O'er southern fields.
1 see the Cheviot hills,the ancient bounds
Of two contending k.ngaoms.There in fight
Brave Percy and the gallant Douglas bled

His "The Last Day" has a eulogy of
Scotia's chicfs--
Kcr generous -Vailace and her gallant Bruce--

Ic a trend that other poets show, as in "The Bruc ina, an Epic Poem".
One further side of the Caledonian cult was the issue of collections
of poetry,under such titles as "The Galedoniad","The Caledonian Muse"
ohese a product to be reverted to later.
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The third branching-out of Scots poetry was one not at first visibly
•encouraged in the capital."It is the duty of a poet to "write like a

' gentli. man", said /.dam Smith, and condemned /.IIan Ramsay and his dialect
out of hand. Among many of the Edinburgh literati,with their infinite
pains over an English accent,and a style free from the "vulgarisms"
of Scots idiom,the vernacular was out of favour."The Gentle Shepherd"
continued of course to be reprinted' and admired,Boswell,with a wild
courage,even offering to teach Johnson to understand it,-an offer rof
fused. But the two volumes of Donaldson's collection,compiler" from the
best verse of the "Scotch. Gentlemen" then '///'itiMy a fc Inc. <•£
poem in dialect. The literary magazines e< unity shunneo it; the "Edin

^ burgh museum, or Horth British Magazine" publishing articles on and
extracts from writers of I6th century Scotland,and Ossianic verse and
prose,but no vernacular; and Rudc.iman's "Weekly Magazine" printing an
example not more often than once in a hundred numbers,until 1771.
The dialect kept its place in the native song.however,as it did in
the speech of aristocratic elderd.and a clear joy in its verve or its

i douccness is in "Auld Robin Gray","The Flowers o" the Forest","The
jiEwie wi' the Crookit Horn" , "Tullochgorum" , "There1 s Hae Luck aboot the
kHouse","Lewie Gordon" and countless others. (A great period of the
7 Scottish song,this,Jacobite romance and the cult of the old bbllad ahd

song acting as stimuli^ But for verse proper,it was eyed condeBcendi
ingly.Lilkie issued a little group of fables in '68,the last,"The
Hare and the Partin" a vernacular exercise,-"to give a true specimen
of the Scotch dialect"-obviously regarded as something of a museum'
piece, in the same year,the "Aberdeen Eournal" published an excellent
standart-Habbie poem as an admiring tribute to Alexander Ross's "Hel-
enore",just appearing. Surprisingly,this was found to be Bcattie's,
but the enthusiasm of the verses and the"praise of Ross was denied by

fa frigidly critical note to Blacklock. In it,after disapproving of
Ross's Aberdeen dialect,"so licentious,I mean it is so different from
that of the south country,vhich is acknowledged the standard of broad
Scotch",he says:-"I wrote some verses in- the dialect.—Having never
before attempted to write anything in this way 1 thought I could not
have done it.--I fear 1 have exhausted my whole stock of Scottish words

'in these few lines".
The ironic comment on this affectation is that he thus introduced a

poet,destined to inspire from the vernacular worj that was to live
long after his own "Minstrel" was disregarded.For with Ross,the Doric

f came to life again:-
Gome,Scota,thou that anes upon a day
Gar'd Allan Ramsay's hungry heart-strings play,
The merriest sangs that ever yet were sung--

is his invocation,and Scota bids him
10 Speak mt ain lecd,'tis gueed auld Scots 1 mean,

Your soudland gnaps I count not worth a preen;
We've words a-fouth,we well can ca' our ain
Tho frue them sair my bairns now refrain-

•"Helenore or the Fortunate Shepherdess" was a "Gentle Shepherd" of
the Aberdeenshire countryside ,its villains Highland caterans,its •
Helenore and Bydby end their tale sn idealised romancing,but drawn
from a homely village life,and with the "Tarn o' Shanter" colour of
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of witches and"little foukies".It was a s artificial in plot as "Phe
Gentle Shepherd", and yet as instinct as tit with a spirit Scots,vital
end genuine.Partly it was due to that faithfulness of 'cottage-kitchen
detail,that Dutch school "brushvork that has something in common with
Scots vernacular verse,partly to those vignettes of "rugged "braes
and "unvouthy heather hills".One remembers best the interiors,the
shesl of the eldcrin dey'with its 'oalour heather bed'.Bydby's dream
of

--the gatherin' that was on the green
Of little foukies clad in green and blue-

and those Kilmeny touches of
evening's falling down,

I-Iill-heads were red, and hows were eery grown.-
Partly it was due to the pith of the Doric.As Beattie claimed:-

OS my fegs,
Ye've set auld Scota on her legs.

Since Allan's death,naebody cared
For anes to speer how Scota fared,
Dor p'lack nor thristled turner wared
\ To quench her drouth,.
For frae the cottar to the laird,

17e a' rin South.
Yet ■ .

Our country leed is far frae barren
Pis even right pithy and aula farren.-

Phese lines were reprinted in Edinburgh in Ruddiman&s "Weekly Magaz
ine" in September 1768,and two months later,Fergusson was in the cap
ital and writing.Within four years,the same Magazine had begun the
printing of his dialect poems,and a triumphant resurgence of the ver
nacular followed.

In conclusion and insummary one note might be added.

Phot literature suffers from any prejudice or anger,be it personal
or social or national is a platitude.
In the foregoing paragraphs, the reaction in Scots literature of the
Bute period alienation has been roughly suggested.
English literature paid a certain penalty for those international
jarrings too.
It was during these troubled twenty years that Scots made unique con
tributions to English literature,and any gain from those of Hume,
Home and Mecpherson was practically rejected for the time being.

"Hume".Professor Elton has daid,"must be honoured as the first writer
in England to conceive,however imperfectly,the idea of a national
history" Ho such honour was i^aid him in his ov.n day,however hishly
a few individual Englishmen,such as Gibbons,comp imented him.
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The work of Home end Macpherson,artificial as much of it was,held
a new spirit,a new matter and a new language.
Home's "Douglas" might have done at once for the drama what Mallet's
"William and Margaret" had done for the lyric.In spirit it had the
new pseudo-romantic melancholy and mystery,(an element found already .

in poetry in Thomson and Blair),with as unique infusion the simplic¬
ity and the tragic darkening that Home,I believe,drew sheerly from
Scots ballad.ThVfc folk-ballad potency was the marrow of the play,for
from ballad came the stuff of the plot,the romantic tang of "Douglas"
and ancient feud,of "The Wood",(the old Greenwood),the echoes in:-

How many mothers shall bewail their sons^
How .many widows weep their husbands slainI
Ye dames of Denmark! even for you I feel,
Who sitting sadly on the sea-beat shore
Long look for lords that never shall return!

and the telling simplicity in
Wed came the river down;and loud and oft,
The angry spirit of the water shrieked.-

Douglas afforded,too,as new romantic field and matter half-Scottish
the fit,-or at least plausible-setting for mysterious hermits and
ladies of a„ wood-darkened, solitary Stir lingshire castle, and for an
arms-loving jrouth of a Highland life.

Yet how much of what Home peculiarly offered was allowed to influence
English drama in the dissonant years?

Macpherson's contribution was more unusual,and if that seems reason
for its having no rapid influence on English literature,it can be
argued that the very novelty of Ossian struck on English attention
more sharply than "Douglas" did.
English literature had amused itself with the Lapland and the Pers¬
ian, and was still intrigued by the;Druidic and the Scandinavian.
Macpherson averred that here was the(ancient genius of the Celtic,
"the genuine remains of ancient. Scottish poetry". Its matter was en
tirely new,this dying civilization of (warriors and bards,of strange
customs and beliefs;its time-setting: new;and its landscape strik¬
ingly so, for though it was. in precisely the melancholy and wild spir
it of Thomson,Blair and Home,its features are unique and the.emot- •
ional stress laid on their..'v:.lue.English readers ^ad their imaginat
ions assailed by dark heath and blue-gray mist,the dusky wind,the. h
hill of deer,the island of-blue waves,and Albion's windy hills,and
by unknown similes, "tall as;, the st g of Morven";end ""When Lochlin
falls away like a stream after v. ind".
And Ossian offered a new strain of sentiment,the tender,the rhapsod
ic,as Macpherson, styled it,"the genuine language of the heart";and
that in a cadenccd prose claimed by its author as "without any of
those affected ornaments of phraseology" Most novel of all was his
blend:ng of the fey,the 'otherworld',with both landscape end life.
Gray felt it at once,quoting excitedly:-

Ghosts ride on the tempest to-night,
Their songs are of other worlds.

Hit is noticeable that the eerie is felt as Scottish and distinctly
oO .urrny compared these Ossian lines with a passage in Thomson, and
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Macon annotates that it recalled to him Home's "angry spirit of the
v.ater" The full tradition of the supernatural in Scot s poets was
not realised,Pennicuik,Hamsay,Thomson, the poet of "Albania",Mallet,
Lies ton—(later Hoss .Beattie, Burns, Hogg- )but Macpherson's work has
drawn attention.)
And "by side-reference Ossicn suggested the new romantic fi&ld,the
Highlands .The epics dealt, of course, with, a remote past.anda civiliz¬
ation long since *vanished.But proofs and notes tunned the reader to
the present Highlands,where "innumerable traditions remain to this
day",where ancient and picturesque customs still survived,"in the
north of Scotland till very lately",or "in a small tribe still sub¬
sisting in the North".
In these \vays,Ossian was a unique revelation,

* —" the primal flight
Of the poetic ecstasy
Into the land of mystery.-"

It need not be repeated that,excepting the first raptures of Gray,
Shenstone,Burke,Mrs Montagu,which led to no creative activity,the
English'imagination showed no impregnation byxGssain for a matter
of twenty years.
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"1 am above all local prejudices, and. core not whether a man has been
Nrocked in a cradle on this or on the other side of the Tweed; 1 sought
'only for merit,and 1 found it in the mountains of the North".

• Though the topic'was the use of Highland regiments,these phrases
are rung down,to one's surprise,in 1766,and by Pitt.They serve as
reminder that England in the bate period hod its admirers of Scot¬
land, its temperate critics,its 'fair-play' defenders.\7here literat¬
ure was concerned bar ton's editing of "The Union" ,V/alpole' s "Cutal
ogue" preface,Langhorne's "Genius and Valour" all evince a friendly
appreciation of Scottish achievement.

Mutual interests linking Scots and English writers are now too num¬
erous to trace,but three are worth singling out,the vogue for ballad
research,and the study of the older literature generally,and the pub¬
lishing ventures of the Foulis brothers.
Ballad-collection made an invaluable liaisdn. English ana Scots schol¬
ars hobnobbed in letter and visit,collaborated over printing,and lest
the sense of nati nal distinction in warm enthusiasm or in equally
warm debbte. The enthusiasts were not above national prejudice: Percy
for example had no liking for the Scots and "their grand national con
eem", and Hitson loathed the race.But the ballads were'what mattered.

y In gathering and annotating the Scots ones for his "Hclicues",he had
the aid of Sir David Dalrymple,John MacGowan and John Davidson,and he
wrote appreciatively of "the beautiful Scottish poems with which this
little miscellany is enriched",and of the "romantic wildness" of the
ancient northern ballads. His selection had no more than some twenty-
five ballads and modem Tea-Table Miscellany songs,and the years that
follow show this field of Scots poetry being explored by scholars from
of the north and of the south. Percy planned a s cond volume of "Helen
iques" and set on foot requests for "those fine old Scottish Songs and
Ballads";Paton,Dalrymple.Robertson and othess sent matter south.
_t the seme time Scots were busy on ventures of their own,which in the
their turn drew English attention north.Dalrym pie issued a selects

3 ion of the old "Godly and Spiritual Sangs",sending Percy a copy,and
edited a bettor selection of the Bannotyne MSB.Herd brought out a f

♦first volume of ".Ancient and Mod rn Scottish Songs",and asked for
Percy's sdveice in further work.Paton,in close touch with Percy from
'66 on,secured for him the loan of the Bannatyne MS,and filled up
gaps in his collection of Scots books.Pinkerton,gathering "Scottish
pieces".offered Dodsley a collection of these,and on refusal,found

fNichols willing, and published his "Scottish Tragic Ballads" and"Sel
<, ect Scotish Ballads".B-e planned then the writing of a history of
.Scots poetry,"for Dr barton's Sideview of it is by no mens satis#
factory"

Ungrateful reference that,to the first English attempt to deal com¬
petently with the history of Scots literature.Gray had earlier nurs
cd the idea of a history of English literature,which would have an
introductory chapter on the "Poetry of the Gallic end Celtic nations,

or
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at. jOgr back as it' can be traced", and later mention of "Cawen Douglas, .
.Lyndesay,Bellenden,Dunbar". war ton at first had not .meant to deal

( with Scottish poetry in his History,but "'Chen ! consider the close
and national connection between England and Scotland in the progress
of Banners and literature,! on sensible I should be guilty of a par¬
tial and defective representation of the poetry of the former,vrcs 1
to omit in my series a few Scottish writers,who have adorned the
present period with a degree of sentiment and spirit,a command of
phraseology and a fertility of imagination not to be found in any
poet since Chaucer and Lydgate". Consequently Barbour and Blind Harry
Dunbar and Lyndsay are represented and quoted fairly liberally.'Tar-
ton's knowledge is scanty,and he has to deplore that "even the bare
lives of the vernacular poets were never yet written with tolerable
care,and at present known only from the meagre outlinesof Deppster
and Mackenzie". But he suggestively threw in a'comparison of the
Scottish national genius,and its "philosophical and speculative cast",
gavc"a hint that a well-executed history of Scots poetry from the I3th
cehtury would be a valuable accession to the general literary hist-,
ory of Britain, and above all, set the precedent of including °cotland
in any history of English literature.

One service Scotland could do in return .was done by the Foulis broth¬
ers, in their fine printing of English ports.^'or ten years now;,their

t press had had an international reput.ation.Dord Iiardwicke, acknowledg¬
ing a copy of their Cicero in 1750 wrote:- 'it does hondur to ye Scotch
press, here they now print the most beautifully of any country in
Europe.-^he copy^right quarrels' of '44,40,51 etc had driven the firm
to specialise in the printing of the classics,but editions of English
poets and authors had been under taken,and even Scots ballads in broad¬
side. in '67 Beattie suggested to Cray that an edition of the latter's
verse should be issued by the Foulises under Beattie's sulerintend-
ence,and this was consented to.^ray was d< lighted with the result.
"It is indeed a most beautiful edition,and m ust certainly do credit
to LIr Foulis and me".An equally fine edition of Milton followed.
So Scotland's printing reputation was established.

But high quality in the work of the Scottish press,important as it
was in the cultural claim that the north was now making,was a minor
matter compared with the credit being won by four or five of the lead
ing writers.
If the work of those poets previously cited had a mixed,and on the
whole adverse reception in the south,tliat of Robertson,Beattie,Edam
Smith and Ferguson had a most favourable one.Wessons for that ere ob¬
vious.Robertson' s'llistory of Scotland' ran counter to' no party feeling;
Beattie's "Essay on Truth" was that delightfully popular thing,a
counterblast to a fellow-Scot,and that the ihfidcl Hume;and his work
and Edam Smith's was put out in the m6re friendly years of the seven
ties, with the one exception,too,of Robertson,for whom Bute revived
a sinecure of 'Historiographer of Scotland' none were too closely
allied with Bute, and all rcaminod chiefly beyond the D'wecd.i'hcir work
Could therefore be criticized temperately and justly.In every case,

} English praise was warm.Robertson had famous plaudits from V/alpole,
» barbur ton, Chesterfield and later from VcLltaire and Gibbon. "J e me
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ioins a 1*Europe pour vous estimer".wrote Voltaire.As to its practi
ical success,it ran to fourteen editions in some thirty years.
The sermons of Dr Hugh Blair were another popular success, that rc-

, deemed his earlier lectures on Ossian . Ferguson's "^ssajr on the
Hisrory of Civil Society" had high appreciation from Chesterfield

y and Cray,and the English 'dictators',and uray's surprise that it had
no Scotticisms is a reminder that that appreciation depended on the
fact th-fit the Scots writers were achieving "by now a prose unprovinc-
iol and 'admirable.

i i.dam Smith's two main works,his "Theory of Moral Sentiment s", ana his
"Wealth of ilations " won still greater admiration.The former was hail

* ec" at once as remarkable,Burke reviewing it most favourably in the An
nual Register,and Hume in fun,reporting Lyttlcton as saying,"Hobertson
S mith and -bower are the glories of English litera ture" • "The Wealth of

f ilations", though little helped with Heview notices hada very rapid cir¬
culation, and brought Smith an international reputation.

\ . :

The greatest popular success in England,hovvevr,was won by -Seattle" s
writings. From the first,his ver,e and prose had ovations.His corr-

t ectly elegant' "Original Poems and Translations" led the Monthly
Aeview to claim that "since Mr Gray.no poet of more harmonious num¬
bers,more pleasing imagination,more spiritual expressing" had appear
ed .Five years later,his friendship with <*ray began, and by then Mrs
Montagu was of his admirers.The inspiration of Percy's "Heliques" and
its prefatory essay led to his "Minstrel",and in '70 and '71 he leapt
to being the most acclaimed author in England by issuing his "Essay
on Truth",and the first port of "The Minstrel".Praise was overwhelm
ing."I never stole a bock but one",the Xing told Beattie,apropos of
his "Essay",and that was yours.1 stile it from the Puecn to give it
to Lord Hertford to road".Chatham thought it 'the best book written
these thirty years1 dozen years',and that all the world ought to
read it.The University of Oxford adopted.it as a textebook.-bathetic
conclusion.
"The Minstrel" was more popular still.Lyttleton read it "with rapture".
Gray, Mrs Montagu, Johnson,Heyno Ids, Carrie^,'*'arton,Mason—the list is
much longer-expressed an admiration that now seems incredible,were
there not the proof of countless editions,of Beattie's triumphal ov
ations in London,of honours awarded such as the Ming's pension,the
honorary degree of Oxford and the like.

It is a curiuos phenomenon,this success of "The Minstrel" in England.
Where Home and M^cpherson had failed to stamp Scotland romantic for
the re ding public.Beattie had an instant success.began withe ^hom
son had ceased,with romantic nature,and only very mildly,very innocu¬
ously piped the Scottish note.Edwin

On Scotia's mountains fed his little flock
■It was "the north countrie","Scotia1s hills","the uplands",that nur¬
tured "the fond, romantick youth",'and made "Aomantick visions swarm on
Edwin's soul". Beattie designated in that fashion the Scottish border
lands,regarded pleasantly now as the scene of Percy and Douglas roman¬
ce, and he drew all the romantic artificialities of 'haunted stream",
"wildly murmuring wind",setting moons that h ng "O'er the dark and mcl
ancloly deep","hoary sages" living in "flowery nooks" and beldames th ot
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■chant "the old heroic ditty".Fostered in such a setting on "Gothic
tele or song or fable old",Edwin "becomes the "visionary "boy" who
would dream

Of graves and corses pale and ghosts--
or in sleep see "fall warriors and long-robed minstrels".
But Beattie forced neither the Scottish nor the romantic note too
much, even though the general "ballad interest might have carried that
off. .'.esthetic sensibility,not romance, was the keynote for Edwin, and
the poem was ousted more frequently for its 'influences of Mature"
passages and its suavely phrased aphorisms.
His landscape .description,however,was part real as well as artifici
ial.Beattie h: d a genuine liking for his .Aberdeenshire sea and hill
and distant mountain;"the scenery of a mountainous country,the ocean

•the sky"--"had charms in my eyes even when 1 was a schoolboy",he wrote,
and the setting of "The Minstrel" has its "blue main and mountain
grey",its great clouds that

--from th' Atlantic wave

Iligh-towering, sail along th'horizon blue.-
as well as the natural touches of the village scene,"grey linnets aon
the hill","the whistling ploughmen stalks afield","the partridge
bursts away on whirring wings".
He was convent onal enough in his phrases about hill and seaya happy
adjective is his utmost,-but the prominence he gives both is novel.

*- It caught Hnglish attention.Gray wrote:-"Your ideas are new and borr
owed from a mountainous country,the only one that can furnish truly
picturesque scenery" .England,printing times without niunber, "The Min-

3 strel" and Falconer's "Shipwreck",seemed to have accepted at last one
contribution,the drawing of mountain and sea scapes.

In fallowing the careers of all these writer's,the personal friendli¬
ness shown them by the critics-though Johnson and V.'alpolu are noted
exceptions-is worth rematk. An instance or two illustrates.Gibbon and
Burke set high value on Scots work,the; former like Bitt "above all lo
cal prejudices" in being friends with Mallet and Macphcrson,and in ad
miring unrestrainedly the work of Hobeatson and Hume;"When 1 ventured
to assume the character of Historian,the first,the most natural,but
at the same time the most ambitious wish I entertained was to deserve

tthe approbation of Br Hobeftson and Mr Hume"."The praise which has ev
er been the most flattering;:to my -ear "Is to ;find; my hame associated
with the names of Robertson".and Hume"► •

b'ith such a pro-Scot leaves-'in English circles,;- ith the respect accru
ing from admired work,and with the romantic attraction being linked
with Scotland by tour accounts,end by Scots poetry,there began tentat
ively some Hnglish efforts at presenting the Scot or matter.Scottish
more sympathetically.I'he stage and the novel were the natural channels
A final chapter will add some of the developments there.
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CHAPTEh 19. English literature ana 'the Iviatter of Scotland".

/'I. Political relations in the 70" s and 60" s.
II. Scottish exploration,literary,topographical,

aesthetic.
III.The Scots Press and English magazines.
1Y. Fergusson and Burns:-their reception in England,
V. Foreign drama,end its use of Scots theme.
VI.English aroma: the Scot in romantic comedy.

the Scot in farce.
VII.Scotland in the English novel.
VIII.Scotland in English verse.
IX. Postscript.
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x."-L'hG Caledonian- a -Cream". x7.77.

2.Weekly Mag- 1775.

3. and lesser satires such as "r'he -^avourite",1 78
"MnCde addressed to the "cotch J unto", ( 1 78") and
•"Scotch Modesty Displayed",1779.

4. "Epistle to the Magisterial Reviewers of Modern
Literature1'',"by thp author ofv"lhe Castle of In¬
famy" 1781 •, •

5% cp such remarks as "2o make a Sco tchman-Brime
Minister was most impolitic,and an insult to' the
English.But as' so wild a scheme will never "be re
peated,it is unnecessary to hold it out to due
detestation".



The lost quarter of the century were without any uangerops politic¬
al or social discords "between the two nations;but that cautious
claim is as much as can be made, 'The English magazines,true if petty
reflectors of the ublic opinion of.the day,show few years without
some wrangle,some outburst of 'national reflections'."The precifiit
ate and vidlent counsels of the Scots,joined■to the treacherous con
duct of certain .Americans have brought this nation to the brink
of ruin,--The Scots are at present proving the truth of their nat-Q
ional character,the blackest perfidy and savageness"wrote one Eng¬
lish patriot in '77.A Scot complains that-"According to them Scot¬
ch councils.a Scotch junto,and secret influence have all along air
ected the master-springs io'f government, insomuch that the present M
Ministry are represented ;a's so many puppets actuated sololy by the

i will of -^ord Bute,-^ord Mansfield and Alexander 7/edderburn"-
The newspapers ran heated Seotland-versus-England controversies
with untiring regularity. "An Englishman" who had beeen fashionably

v touring Scot land,asserted:-"It is the people-the weed not the soil-
of that part of the island which displeases every Englishman",and
charged the Scots with an "avowed hatred of the English",ana a born
knavishness. "An old Scotch shepherd who has never* been five miles
from his birth-place will bilk the vilest sharper or horse-courier
in England". "An Unprejudiced Englishman"replied. In the late seven
ties a renewed putcry about Scottish place-holding was made."The
newspapers were full of complaints",said the Gentleman's Magazine.
(At that time Walpole was writing his virulent annotations on Mas-

i on's satires.) Another outburst against Scots critids cursed those
"meagre Sawneys" who

—cross the Tweed and Spey,
4 Trained to the quill or ministerial dirk,

Ejection's obsequious servants of all work,
Who from no task,how base soever shrink:
Butchers in blood and libellers in ink.

A tactless "Conciliator",reviewing international relations in '86,
thought that "though the animosity against the Scotch bo now again
considerably abated,yet some sparks remain",and in an endeavour to
put out these sparks,which he defined as the charges against the
race of poverty,the itch,selfishness,Toryism or rather Courtisrc,and

^Nationality,-his own order-r©fanned then to a blaze again.
And in years when politics ceased to vex,the book-selling disputes,
some■unlucky Scots book,such as Dalrymple's "Memoirs" or Boswell's
Tour.to the Hebrides,some thesis or claim of that stormy petrel Pin
kerton,an exposure of Hardyknut or of an original for Mallet's "Wil
liam ana Margaret",a defence of Mary,Queen of "Scots,or of the 'Gale
donian antiquities' would revive a sharp fleer of antagonism in
English quarters somewhere,

frequency
Yet the impertenee of these discords need not exaggerate their im¬
portance. The unchallengeable fact is that the day of vicious inter

national
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rancours was now past.There might he cries .of "Tory Scot",hut pol-
itiecs had ceased to he a filed of nationalist guerilla warfare. If
satire could still talk of "meagre Sawneys",there was a distinct in
terest in them and their country.As the Edinburgh Magazine wrote ae
ridly: -7,'e are not a little surprised to find that it has become so
fashionable among the English to describe a country which they aff¬
ect so much to'despise".
x,he bitterness of Scots tone,-and the Edinburgh Magazine's remark
is one of man#- similar- is und< rstandable.The. "taunts of V/likes and
the "patriots" hod been endured for a decade.For another,the gall-
ingly superior criticisms of English visitors,such as ^ohnson,Top-
ham, Sullivan appeared and irritated."Lo,the poor Indian" was an un¬
pleasant role to be given.
But in so far as thatbirritation and bitterness spurred the north
to more independent and national literary work,the result was ex¬
cellent.^alf the use of Scottish scene and character in-the English
novel and drama and verse tale in these last twenty-five years would
never have been made without the "lead of Scottish work, informative
and creative.
A rough outline of that work is a necessary preface to a review of
English literature's dealings with Scotland.

How ffr.one wants to know/, were Scots drawing Scots characters high¬
land and Rowland,creating■native landscapes and scenes in words and
on canvas,educating English opinion in the country's historic and
literary past,stimulating further travel through Scotland,seeking
out and appraising old Scots songs and ballads?

Taking the Highlands as one focus-point,the bare listing of what
was being put put at the height of the Tours period of the seventies
and eighties tells its tale. Each year,almost without exception,

'has something of mark;More 's exhibition of Scots landscapes at the
London exhibition f the Incorporated Society of Artists,Smollettfs

>■ "Humphrey Clianker" and its Highland scenes,Colvill's "Caledonian
^Heroine",Hunciman's "Ossian" decorations for Sir John Clerk,and Fer

gusson's admiration:-
i" 0 could my Muse

Like thee could make the awe-struck world admire
An Ossian's fancy or a Fingsl's fire.

Beattie's description of the Highland character,(at first only in
L "letter farmland of Highland music, the poem-collecting of l)r Hector79 MecLean and of Dr. Kennedy,Erskmfe s "Emigrant".Foulis's publication
lo of accounts of the Western Isles,Mackenzie's "Prince of Tunis" pro-
"a logue,0gilvie? s romantic tale of"Hona",Clark's 7/otks of the Oaledon
£ ian Bards",the "History of the Feuds of the Cland,with a collection
£ of Bailie songs, the Mirror's "Exile", a pro-Jacobite tale, end "Marr-
n iage of Eval"with its ^cott-like ring,Smith's "Gaelic Antiquities
ir and Poems",and Lothian's similar collection,Peter Mac don a Id's "Coll
T action of Highland Vocal Airs".Mackintosh's Collection of Gaelic
^ ^ v*-' and I1 ami liar Phrases" , the volumes of original Gaelic verse

jy ^onald Macdonald,Peter Stuart,.Alexander £U1(i Margaret Cameron,
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> and in<?us Gamp"bell,Brown' a Hliapsody on the Highlanders^oore's ae-
v lightful sketch of Duncan large in "Zeluco",the "Collection of Ancic
} iont and Modern Gaelic Booms",Br Smith's originals for his ov.n gath-
j- • erings,Cardonnel1 s Picturesque -nticjuities of Scotland,and ^nox' s
i Picturesque Scenery of Scot land,the volume "Scotland ^eline.ated"
j. which included the Highlands and islands,-^-enneth Mackenzie's poems,
1 the attacks on .the Highlander "by Binkerton and the defences by -Duch-
<7 anan, Clarke1 s Etchings and Hasrayth' s landscapes ,V»alker' s "Select Views
% of Bicfureseue Scenery in Scotland,and x'homas Girtin's landecppes,-
^ and that list is'only illustrative,not definitive.

Synchronous with that work was the supreme drawing of -owland sCott-
^ ish life and character by i'ergusson and Burns. it is not pertinenj?

here to sketch their work.The two poets,it need only be said,drew
immortally the ucots character,cottar life and town life,country eus
torn and town roistering,present-day characters,and poets of the past.
They set down for the first time the humanity of the wayside Scot,
his hearth-circle,religion,loves,his pleasures in drinking and 'daff-
in*.above all his heartfelt affection- for his own country,his own
soil.
Dialect was'• o barrier to much English gain from "that revelation,how

'7 ever, as it was to vernacular tales like Mayne's "Siller Dun",or drama
s like Shireff' s "Jamie and Bess".Southern readers prefered the pseudo

romantic pictures of B.eattie's Minstrel,or the elegancies of i'ait.Og
ilvie,hichordson,HiddellfMacdonald.Still,one stream of genuine Low-
land spirit reached the south, for. the Scots song continued more pojiul
ar than ever,as witness the issue and reprints of Vauxhall and Mary'

tf bone 'Concerts' and 1 Songsters1 , and collections such as "The Charmer",
2> (that Johnson "read a greet deal in" in Skye) "The Scots Blackbird"
a 1'he Scots Mav is", and "The Scots nightingale". Hew'finds' in song, too,
^reached London rapidly."i'he Blowers o' the Borest" was reprinted in
nthe Gentleman's Magazine,"Tullochgorum",Skinner's sparkling and in¬

fectious ditty was an instsnt success when Miss Catley began her "fig
curing away with it at Covent Garden"."There's nae Luck ahoot the Hoose"
a-wns "A Pav'rite Scots song sung at Hanelagh"-as were many others of

northern birth.
■hi the same period,Daniel Dow was publishing his ".uicient Scots Music
for the Violin",and his own reels;James Aird his "Selection of Scots

27 Tunes for the Bife", and .Johnson at v ork on his "Scots Musical museum"
Js-Dy the publication date of the last,George Thomson had begun his lifo

work of collecting Scots melodies,and,gaining Burns' help,had a first
set of twenty-five "fine airs" ready for print in 19'd.
As last and important side of this research was the scholarly public
ation of ancient ballad and poetry of the land,7a movement already
referred to. Beginning with a reprint of aamsay s "Evergreen"in '61,

. and a "Choice Collection" drawn from the Evergreen and V.'atson in '66
27 these had followed Berd's two volumes of "Ancient and Modern Scots

Songs".Hailes' "Specimens of Godly and Spiritual Sengs" and his ed
.V iting of seventy-five "Ancient Scottish Poems" from the Bannatyne MS,
% "S'he Caledoniad", a three volume collection of poor contemporary poems

some excellent classic verse,Pergusson and ^amsay.and fifty of the i'cc ■

Table Miscellany Songs,"A Select Collection of °cots Poems chiefly in
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England's real "popular educators" in matters Scottish v.ere not how¬
ever these books so much as the newspapers and literary magazines of
the north, the numbers of these had increased strikingly since the
beginning of the seventies.in twelve years,for example,from '75-85,
twenty now Scottish papers vere started,and it is significant that
the -Sginburgh Magazine,which led off,should be strongly nationalist¬
ic.before the close of the century another fifteen to twsnty had been
launched.
their work, fribbling as much of it seems,v;as of real value, they drew
and circulated Scottish writing and information of all kinds.two ex-

'arnples will illustrate. Puddiman's '"Weekly Magazine" ,which encourag
ed dialect verse,printed Beattie1s tribute to Helenore.and added the
praises of readers;drew then Pergusson"s first dialect poems,and en
c our aged those by printing Doric verses of appreciation,printed later
Skinner's "fullochgorum",and one of his epistles.lt published good
modern °cots verse,such as Smollett's "Ode to -^even .Water",and ex¬
tracts from "the Minstrel",an occasional Gaelic poem,and some of the
good modern imitations, of old ballad, such as ■e'orbes',Sattle of Uorich-
ie" and Bruce's "Sir James the Boss". On the informative side, it
printed at the outset of the touring vogue several useful letters
from Scots,suggesting routes end"circuits", amps'.histories,memoirs etc
and later suggesting needed reforms in travelling.-
I'he "Ldinburgh Magazine''and Review",more 'scholarly in scope,published
articles on snd portraits of eminent S0ots,Buchanan,Lnox,Biteairne,
^rbuthnot and others,supplied ".mecdotes of BCots Literature",publish
ec older verse and prose,such as Gavin Douglas,the letters and poetry
of James l.Drummond's "Polerno-Middinia" .iiobert 'i'r&ill1 s Diary ,Baillie' i
letters and Journals.lt ignored contemporary dialect verse,hut re¬
viewed and quoted Be^ttie,Smollett, and V/illaam Lichardson'f and it stim¬
ulated antiq uarian interest in Scotland by regular articles on the
subject. i'hese and lessor papers made in general an appreciat¬
ive forum for Scottish work,and relished a national flavour,as in
Bait's "Bards of Scotland" or abiding of the Poets",which records

spread such fashions as those romanticScots authors,and
• ^ ' over Loslin or Loch Leven which Lnglish pioricai' mu

often coeied.
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and Makyne",or reviewing the Gaelic;work'of Dr Smith, or John Clark;
the Gentleman" s Magazine quoting the ,r£ude and 00117 3allade"of The
Hunt is up",or an old poem of -HLexander ;So$fde' s;the Gritical Review .

dealing with Sir John Sinclair's "Observations on the Scottish Dia¬
lect" ,or reprinting with enthusiasm .-.the .first "Review of the'trans¬
actions of the noyal Society of Edinburgh".'.which held the highland
Superstitions Ode of Ooliinsy One other subject was well 'featured'
in all the reviews.namely thh highland tours,and with this service-
that even the critiques of the books show the Highlands being con¬
sidered more and more temperately nnd intelligently,the psycholog¬
ical differences between Highland and lowland character being dis¬
cussed,-as at the'time Moore was sketching it comically in his char
acters of Jorge and Buchanan,-the romantic side of the '4-5 conceded,
(and the Gritical Heyiew reprints from the"nounger" the story of a
Highland chief hunted after Gulloden,and saved b£ his faithful re- •
tainer ), and the Highlander himself praised, as when -Booker's "The High
landers" is applauded as "an eulogium on a brave.virtuous-and Gist
tressed people".

In one respect,the English papers fell short,but understandably so,
The dialect of Fergusson and Burns was "disgusting",and this tenet
debarred any liberal recognition of J'ergusson's verse,and diluted
the praise given Burns.Neither the Gentleman's Magazine,nor the Ctit
ucal Heview-nor the Annual Hegister- made any mention, of the former's
1774 volume,although it was entered among the book advertisements.
The Monthly Heview was facetious:-"Mr Fergusson* s Muse appears in
the different characters of a lady of Quality,and a Scotch Moggy.
in the former,she is sometimes tolerably graceful.But take her upon
the whole and she is more in nature when she is lilting o'er the Lea".
Only English verses of his'are risked as illustration.
Burns1 Hilmarnock volume appeared in July of r86,and a belated five
months later the Monthly Heview published its criticism.i't picked
its way gingerly over the rough'plain stanes'of the contents,found
"simple strains artless and unadorned","the native feelings of the
he art"7-always nervous,sometimes inelegant often natural,simple and
sublime",here and there "a strain of delicate tenderness".But "we
much regret that these poems are written in some measure in an un¬
known tongue"--"besides they abound with allusions to the modes of
life,opinions and ideas of the people in a remote corner of the eeu
country".bo while hazarding a quotation from the "Gottar's Saturday
ilight", the wording is Englished"to render it less disgusting . to our
readrcs south of the Tweed".Hone of Burns'hum orous verse was held
fit to quote as none was "suf iciently intelligible to our English
readers".In conclusion,the reviewer points out that "the modern ear
will be somewhat disgusted with the measure of of the pieces",
and begs the poet to remedy this defect.
The Gritical Heview cautiously waited until the following year,when
two impressions of the Edinburgh edition had marked the poet as succ
e_ssful.lt praised then,and warmly,"this true and uncultivated geniuu"
"7/e must admire the generous enthusiasm of his untutored muse; and
bestow the tribute of just applause on one whose name v. 11 be trans
nit ted to posterity with honour".Bat like the Monthly it deplored
the use of dialect.(In justice,however,the anti-dialect strictures
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of the ^cots c itics themselves must he re called.Ev en after i'erguss ~
on's brilliant verse,Dugaid Stewart could cavil at "our uncouth and •
degraded dialect",Beattie aver that "to write in the vulgar broad
Scotch,and yet to write seriously is now impossible",and Mackenzie
moderate the striking praise of Burns in "She Lounger" by deploring
the barrier of the language.)
It is the rarest thing,therefore,to find quotation of either Ferguss
on or Burns in the^nglish literary magazines. uhile the Scots paper,,
with one exception,printed the dialect and English poems of the for¬
mer, the major English magazines had no quotation beyond a scanty Eng-
lash verse or. two, and no edition other than the -^erth one of the ^or¬
isons ,re-sold in London by Murray, ps for Burns,the European Magazine
and London Reviewquoted one of his English poems in 1787,the manual
Register two of his vernacular,the Critical dispensed with any cuotat
ion for its critique,and the Gentleman's Magazine had no mention till
much later. It goe's without saying that the poet was read in England:
the 1787 third editionbv.es issued in Eondon: the Critical lleview s brief
reference to the '98 edition,"Poems chiefly in-the■Scottish Lialect"
was "Do all who can feel and understand poetry,these pleasing product¬
ions have been long familiar". Occasionally an English novel~made
use of quotation,or a travel account such as Gilpin's. But as factors
in inspiring English pictures of Lowland life,Burns- and Fergusson
were ineffectual.

An antarresting lead for England in the use of Scottish character
and incident as a strand in romantic drama came from abroad.

Volt8ire,who, if the Universal; History: published in x757 behis.had (
already written up the '45 Rebellion:as a heroic and romantic aflair,
issued a day "Le Oafe,ou 1"Lcoesaise,--traduite de 1'Anglais de Mm.
Hume par *>e.rornc Carre." It was; fathered on home,presumably becat.se the
heroine Amelia was Scot tish,daughter of Sir Gilliam* Douglas, exiled for
his adherence to the Stuart cause;and a slight but effective use is
made of that long-lost parent's dangers in London, fhe elder Colrcan
produced a version of this in '67,found acceptable enough on the
London stage.
A later French play'/Amelie and et Monrose" also dealt romantically
with Scottish h story,and was acted with success in Paris,but there
is no sign of its being presented in England, although it was icnown
to critics there.One Italian play.however.hailed by the Gentleman's
Magazine as "one of the best regular tragedies which Italy has pro¬
duced during this century",was fashioned cut of ->cots history.rornan
ce and Ossian,-Ptrabo's "Valsei,E"Eroe Seozzese". it had Wallace as
its hero,the 'Royal Palace of Edinburgh' as setting,and a certain
bonework of Scots history.But Arsena,the heroine,is pure romance,
Curinal and Selraa Ostianic, and the manners a romantic .'fantasy of Oss
ianic and mediaeval. It ends with Wallace.mortally wounded in battle
being carried in on the shields of sotdiers,to utter dying speeches
about "Scozia".
It evoked no Walace play in London.however,and Jackson's drama 'Staged
in E inbur^h was probably nationalist in origin. - '
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The first serious attempt to give a Scot a leading-and presentable
role was made by Hichard Cumberland, in his "fashionable ^over-, or

i ..The faithful Highlander" .Its genesis is doubtful; Cumberland explain
ed it later as a prime effort in his didactic writing of comedy."!
looked into society for the purpose of discovering such as were the

'

victims of its national,professional or religious prejudices:in short
for those suffering characters who stood in need of advocacy;and out
of these I meditated to select and form heroes for my future dramas,
of which I would study to make such favourable and reconciliatory
delineations as might incline the spectators to look upon them with
pity,and receibe- them into their good opinion and esteem".But else¬
where the idea was said to have come from a merry meeting at the Br¬
itish Coffee House,Cumberland told he should create a worth Briton,
the dramatist protesting he "should be perfectly to seek for the dia¬
lect .Fitzhcrbert pooh-poohing that-"If you bring a Homan on the st¬
age you don't make him speak Latin", and Foote crying-Void if you
don't make him waer breeches,Garrick wall be much obliged to you!"

In spite of that flippancy,Cumberland worked out his drama painstak¬
ingly , framed his Horih Briton on a Highland servant known to him,

L took his dialect "from the Scotch characters of the stage","endowed
him with a good heart,and sent him to seek his fortune".
Colin Macleod,the faithful Highlander,.was an extraordinary creation,
his role,was,in essence,only Cibby's.the well-meaning'retained who
embroils tha action by a mistake,but eventually sets matters to right
again. But Cumberland,with amazing astuteness,worked into the part
the defects that a London audience insisted were typical of a Scot,
and balanced these by the vittues that were grudgingly admitted ty¬
pical too.For example, Colin, as st-cward to -uord Abberville, is given
to "preach up a little needful economy" on every occasion.He. is clan
nish to a degree,so much so that the tragic mistake of the play is
due to his entrusting Miss Aubrey to an unknown Mrs Mackintosh,a wo¬
man of the-worst fame,but chosen by the unwitting Colin for her name's
sake:-"the Mackintoshes and Macleods are aw of the same blood;-had
we searches aw the town we could 11a find a better".He is argumentat
ive and cantankerous over every national topic.be it BCots superior
ity in speaking Lng.lish or in bagpipe music; and he has the democrat¬
ic, Anglice brazen,vice of1 answering back' to his master.
On the other hand,Colin is made a figure to respect,by his loyalty
to his master's interests,his kindliness to the distressed Miss Aub¬
rey,his ruick offence at being called 'rascal'by Lord Abberville,and
his unstipted generosity to his o n kin. These redeeming virtues arc-
touched in with not too moralising a tone,though it is Colin himself
who states solemnly that "there is not a nation of the terrestrial
globe whs have more love and charity fop ane another",and in clumsy

. soliloruy tells that he has given away his "mmeart little bysack of
money" to "Jamie Maclregor and Sawney Macilab.and the two brew lads o
Kinruddin.wi' old Charlie MacDougall.my mother's first husband's se¬
cond cousin"-"1 had been na true Scot an I coud na gee a countryman
a gude laft upon occasion".
After being cast adrift by- Abberville,and left to talk of laying hisbones ■'amongst my kindred in the Isle of Skye\the close of the ploy
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■ finds him pardoned and winning the thanks of all,while Mortimer the
hero delivers the moral with unction:Hln this poor Highlander the
force of prejudice has some plea because he is a clown;but you,a
citizeh that should be of the world,should know better than to join
the. cry with those whose charity,like the limitation of a brief,stops
short at Berwick, and never circulates'beyond the Tweed.By heaven,I'd
rather weed out one such unraanljr prejudice from the hearts of my coun
trymen,than add another Indies to their Umpire".
It is illuminating to trace London's reception of this.There was a
first suspicion and bewilderment."This piece some thought to have been
written for some political view,as the ^cotch are in a manner deif-

_..ied at the expense of the English" .wrote the Whitehall Even" ng Tost
. "The Town and Country Magazine" called it outright "a fulsome eompli

raent to the Scotch at the expense of the English".The "London Heview"
said warily-"We cannot help expressing our admiration of the author's
hardiness, in making a Scotchman generous.The prejudices of the time
deny them that virtue" .The"St James Chronicle" plunged boldly:-"The
introduction of a Scotch character with his national Peculiarities
and the reconciling light in which he was put by the artful and jud
icious contrivance of the .author, is an Attempt that does Honour to
his Heart and to Tthe Stage by restoring it to its" noblest Uses".
Whether the novelty,or the note of 'uplift' commended it-and it was
certainly not the dialect.which was a poor mixture,pidgin-Scot^ with
'gadzooks'and 'ecodsj-the play after some alterations was moderately
well-received.But Murphy reports "it died in a short time,and has
remained since quietly inurned".
In the same year,an innocuous little play by O'Brien,"The Duel",lar
gely a French translation,made something of the same romantic use as
L'Ecossaise of the Jacobite Rebellion .Melville, a banker, is a Scots
Earl of Sinclair,who had dropped hih title,changed his name,and fled
to England. Bu'j this is kept as merely a side-issue of the play,and
the only Scots character underlined as such is Lady Margaret Sinclair,
a farcical dowager.
So after Cumberland's vicarious effort,the sentimental comedy of the
time ignores Scottish matter for another twenty years.
Only in two indirect ways,a flavour of it insinuates itself.
En elopement to Gretna Oreen,the first,was a romantic or a satiric
thread in a number of plots.

Cold Scotland's now the only land for love,
For Scotland hoi-,

cried Cupid in whitehead's"Trip to Scobland";and Goldsmith's "Good-
Hatured Man".Henrick"s "The Widowed Wife"and the anonymous "Word to
the ^ise" were some of the mnnjr comedies that debated the advice or
took it.

-gain a prime necessity in both romantic comedy and novel was a ro¬
mantic name for the hero,and for both hero and heroine the suggest-

• ion of aristocratic birth and ancient line.The °cots peerage,real
or imaginary,-English knowledge had faint dividing line-was the per
feet quarry.Lord Beaton,Lady Lochiel,3ir John Murray,Sir James Ell¬
iot,Sir William Douglas,Lord Gfemmore,Eady Murray,Word Hume,Lord del
ville--thcse and countless variations adorn the lists of "Dramatis
Personae".And in the. novel it was possible to add5-My father,whose
name was Lenox,was the son of a Scotch nobleman",or "she was the
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daughter of a "cotch c
whether these two side
the late eighties ana o
Scottish character.Mac-Sally's

lineage".ptain of ancient^
influences made SCotc matter more acceptable,
he nineties saw an occasional creation of a

introduced'Fashionable levities" the

hero.Douglas,"disguised in
. snder MacClassic,the heroine'

habby Highland dress".posing as -.lex-
Scots tutor,but after some farcical

scenes,he reveabed himself as "a solaier-my name bouglad-my fortune
a competcnce-my country Scotland'.' A closing peroration on the union
of Do; g'les end Clara:-"the inhabitants of countries united by nature
and policy should take every opportunity of strengthening the conn en;
ion--i sec you all think as 1 do" reveals a didactic motibe,however.

j.-'hat was evident in another comedy, Holeroft' s "The Deserted Daughter"
modelled,the author admits,on Cumberland's "Fashionable Lover",in
which he^iad acted. Here the villainous father,Mordent,has cast off
his daughter Joanna,and her only and d-voted supporter is Donald,a
warm-hearted,hasty-tongued CCot. 'The play is a poor one,Donald's part
static, and his vocabulary only a passable concoction. ("Din the black
deil glowr at rne.lze tell -feye my mind.l care nae for yecr cankered
girns--") It had no success,and Holcroft imputed that to the part of
Donald,a part he later excised and replaced by a Xorkshireman's.

Ho,the Loot in romantic comedy was a failure,
'Chat Lnglish audiences enjoyed was the caricature, the buffoon part.
There was no lack of farces and musical farces that held as "plum"

3 some'Scots grotesque;a 'Scotch author' who has written "a tragi-com¬
edy of the deith and banishment of Larcus Iul_.ius Cecero"; a Scots pea

*iar,"s man o nae sma' lear',who having been tola "ye moun een pickle
i' your ain poke nuke",ehs come south "to be a Latin secretary till a

£ minister o

with a;

bra v:
c Munchausen,iiacFable,full of tales of Hubia or

tent on selling his fictitious travels:a SCot!

sh!
lird, ~ state"; a La...^ ~.

an Lnglish landlord,and boasting "an aught-story hoose" and "a
riew fro. the Luckenbooths to the Hether Dow" in Edinburgh; a Seo

the
man

c ome

of Lochiel and his lady chaffering over rooms
'

'a
icots

the orand mogul,and in
his fictitious travels;a Scots sergeant,instructing
in the arts of life-"Ye have nae xind of aeconomy,
dinna heed the proverb,clap your hand twice to yer

s bonnet for aince to yer pouch";a Scots ."roar-otorical preceptor",Lac
Ahetorick, coaching a Parliamentary novice; the_ ------

? snob,Lady Sinclair,whose vade-mecum was
and who v;as"ready to ha' expatiated at
the faimely";and a novel professional type,

«> Craig Campbell,whose mind is
is "1 am a Carirbbelli " . I He

a fellow-soldier
nae forecast;you

> "The
large

T> .

hoast

familiar domineering
■eerage of Scotland",
upo' the minutiae of
Scots portrait-painter,

, __ "shove filthy lucre",and whose constant
a Camjobglli». (He is exposed as a nameless Jones)

some

song,
sung

of these were musical
'|1—to'i'rip to Portsmouth"f for

by the laird's sister, Hatty'.Hut it was
ipartificial-Scots songs being sung, as in benson
the Fair Caledonian",or Englisg ones as in the absurd farrago

n.highland Aool" that O'Keefe concocted,with its ^airds o f Col
Aausey,and its MacGilpins and Moggies.

farces,and introduced an occasional Ocots
example,had one good vernacular ditty

common to findmore
4~ ft novc and money,or"

"The
and

„ja intelligent but erratic
in matter

interest cropped up here and there,however,
s Scottish for the London stage. Two important little develon

ments L
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for instance,date from the year ' 74 .Macklirt,reviving "^acbeth" ,ven-
. tured to dress himself and the subsidiary ^cots characters in high¬

land dress./Idsurd as it was in Macklin's case, "a clumsy old nan who
'looked more like a Scotch piper",it established an admirable preced
ent.

v, In the same season,the "^entle Shepherd" was brought to Lrury Lane,
i-fhis too set a precedent, for not only ras thex"e later a foots com¬

pany playing it at the haymarket, but HngiiShed versions were played
3 and printed,Vanderstop' s,i'ickell s.Y/ard' s,Margaret Turner' s-always,
it may be remarked,with some comment on its uninteliigibility unless
so translated: -

Its beauties yet too pattially have shone,
^

. Its latent ©harms obscur'd to English view,
The Scottish Language understood by few.

Lastly,two Scots topics found a doubtful hearing in draina^
Mary,ruern of Scots inspired a li'.tie succession of plays,-(as she

Mdid poems and novels) The Luke of '.'/harton wrote one such,now non-ex (
t istent, and -"ady Mary Wort ley. Montagu its preface; henry St John a se
7 cond.ivlrs Leverell a third, and Scottish writers further examples, as
g- Lraharls. These were very much in the conventional'romantic vein,with

a sympathy for Mary's fate carefully toned down by the moral note of
f ^ay,wittty,youthful,beauteous and a queen,

Vain,useless blessings with ill-conduct joined.-
Scottish history other than that was barely touched.Lunnah Lore's Ber-
cy" has only the weakest of ballad-flavours, and its scene is xiorthu
umberland,its heroines Ldwina and hirtha. Cumberland's "Battle of

"Hastings" introduced a Scottish seer,Luncan.,who recalls Philips' Y/iz
ard of the Hills,but the part was left a negligible one. A liiiss Ho-

o. berts attempted a tragedy','Malcolm III','whose theme was
How Scotland's Ming,heroic,generous,brave,
To Lngland's princess bowed a willing slave,

and a Scots king and nobles,the setting of Lainburgh,end ^cots eul¬
ogies were mustered.But the play had no'plot,and its rotaantic'^ariora'
and ' Alarick" , its Norwegian villains , and Sing -adward "desoBnding in
the form of an angel" give an idea of its valuelessness*
x'he other subject-matter, the Cssianic, was used mostly in opera, and
its appearance there'has been referred to,"Oithoi a","Malvina","Oscar

0 and i'mlvina", "Gomala". Style and theme lent themselves to 1 recitetivoes'
ana choruses of bards. The shortest and s.molest efforts were the
happiest. "Oscar and Malvina"or The Hall of i'ingal" , the most ambit¬
ious,was an object of ridicule with its absurd mixture of k..ngs and
pedlars,eland living "on the top of Ben Lomond",rustic sports held
"in stubble,fields before Bingal Castle",and disguised Ocsianic chiefs
who sing- ditties,such as "1 am a jolly,gay pedlar".

'VLelapIs "Captives", that set Ossianic five-act tragedy on the "Ordin-
• ary,not the operatic stage,met sharper ridicule,and less deservedly,
lor its chief defects were only length and heaviness,and the author's
predilection for tornbs.it had "Morven in Caledonia" as setting,and
made great play with Loohlin and Morven.it Was laughed off the Stage
however."The captives were set at liberty last night amid roars of
laughter".wrote Kemble to Malone.
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Possibly ridicule was a main deterrent in keeping the Ccots hero
and heroine out of the serious drama of the day. x'he novel and poem
that had only the battery of the Review critics to face were bolder
in making use of Scottish matter, i'hcy did so in what seems at first
a promising variety of ways.
Take stock of the novel in these last three decades of the century,
and one finds chareaters and themes and settings figuring in the roa
mantic novelette of contemporary times,in the1artless* tale and the
'GrOthiek* , in picares- ue stories strung with realistic sketches, in no
vels of political satire,and in the pseudo-historical romance,
that misleadingly suggests a liberal use.In reality,each type of no¬
vel has only a handful of tentative scrollings.

.The sentimental novel held most. Here,as has been said,the Ccots peer
age,real and imaginary,was in high request.Tales revelled in a Lord

•Hume, a Duke of Aberdeen,Alarquis of T.eno;x,or Earl of Hlencairn,and in
innumerable Eieutanonts Douglas and ^apjains Cordon. Even more effect
ive were the fanciful'Thane of Lanark,a henyine Caledonian Chief',
Lord Ctafia of Cross Bow Castle in Kirkcudbright,Clenmorris of "the
castled tower of cienmorris in Sutherland,1 Sir Wallacs Islay,laird of'
a small clan in the county of Caithness' ,1 the Laird of M-urraivanJposs
essor of "a magnificent castle in one of the most remote parts of-^co
land",nord MacArden of "a castle of gothick splendour and melancholy
magnificence". Similarly,women characters were named ' the Countess
of Aielvilie,Lady Lindsay,Caroline huntly,Mrs lilphinstone,the ^adie of
Zilbrodie; and heroines poor but virtuous traced descent from "an iia- ^

povcrished Scotch earl",or "e family more famed for antiquity than op
ulence",or even "ranked kings among her ancestors".
Concoctorc of tales in this style were mostly women,Charlotte Smith,
the two ^cos and the author of the "Memoirs of a Scots Heiress". One
thing they had in common,an entire ignorance of actual Scotland,but
that was felt little drawback as readers were equally ignorant.Dis¬
creet padding,or half a dozen details borrowed from Tennant and John¬
son tided then over most difficulties.Thus Mrs Smith sends her Celest

' ine to Skye,where "she could now wander for whole days alone amid the
wild solitude,listening only to the rush of the cataract ana the sull

p. en waves of the ocean".Her Mrs Clenrnorris elopes to "a stone fortress
in Sutherland,its base beaten by the waves of the Herman ocean",and
here enjoys "the wild romantic solitude" until carried off to 'he f-b-

S bey of Kilbrodie.Her Ethelinde has as hero"an Adonis of the north",
young Montgomery,whose kin suffered at Cullode-n, and whose family was
impoverished by the *45(Similarly her "Marchmont" v;as of Jacobite

'stock,out in the '15 and- '45.)3he sends her Colonel Harwich to redide
fin Edinburgh for a spell of retrenchment,and vaguely suggests his con

tact.with riters there.
/Jul for Scottish incident, anything was yet plausible, from romantic
visits to Iona and the mysterious 'doggings'of Highlanders,to the sieg.

If of a castle by kidnapping baccaneers, (the latter supported by citing
the case of Paul Jones' descents) It was a particularly adaptable

7 couii cry ioc the needs oil sentimental fiction, "in u 1 >no ly country on
the borders of Scotland,a single house by tho side of n dreary heath
was the residence of the once gay,volatile Mloe Miincr";or "Born of
poor parents,who brought him up hardily amidst the bleak mountains '
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making the snow hie pillow, and tho at ar-bospanglod eky hia conopy"
had full romantic flavour,and either hero or villain .could urge 'a
Scottish expedition",an elopement to ^retna Green.
'The 'artless tale' found it equally suitable.-^mily,daughter of Sir

i lid'-or d air den, feeling that the Marquis of -L<enox will never aspire to
her,goes to live in "a Sco.ttish cot" on his estate,dressing in "a
plaid jacket",and passing as Karian,foster-daughter of old Donald.

> "Duncan and ^eggyjfa Scot tish Tale", and "The -dock: or Alfred and -nna,
y a Scottish Tale" made similar play with simple rustic life and^its

virtues,and relied for realism on the occasi nal mention of a "plaid
robe" or a peat fire.
The 'Gothick tale' rent further,and it and the pseudo-historical ro¬
mance, when they chose to use Beotland,crammed their psg.es with a het¬
erogeneous mixture of romantic details,drawn uncritically from Gssian

k 'Macbeth,Bennant,Gilpin or any other,with a gay disregard for anachron
isms - or historical decency. 'The pioneers were Sophia Dee,whose "Hecess
centring on the love of ^ary, r-ueen of Scots and Norfolk,has some
surface scenes at the Bcottish court, and incidents such as the land
ing on a northern island,and being taken to Dornock(sic ^Castle and
its Laird;and Mrs Hadeliffe,whose "Castles of Athiin and Dunbayne^

r A Highland Story"belonged to no recognizable period ...in Scots hist¬
ory, and created a bizarre highland scene."On the north-east coast
of Scotland,in the most romantic part of the Highlands,stood the Cas
tie of Athlin",she begins,"an edifice built on the summit of a rock
whose base was in the sea".Here dwelt Osbert,the Harl of ^thiin,who
"loved to wander among the romantic scenes of the Highlands,where
the wild variety of nature inspired him with all the enthusiasm of
his favourite art.(poetry)Hc delighted in the terrible and the grand".
Nearby was Baron Malcolm of Dunbayne,"a neighbouring chief,proud,op
prcssive and revengeful,still residing in all the pomps of feudal
greatness".Go a tale is spun with a warp of sentimental landscapes
and.characters,"Elysian vales",and heaths "of wide desolation".myster¬
ious ladies who from Go thick apartments sihg songs to the lute,and
a"manly young Highlander" who is found to-be son of Baroness Malcolm,
and a woof of clan battles,martial exercises and the besieging of
castles.At first,a Scottish colouring is conscientiously dabbed in,
by elan broils?, the daughter of Castle .ithiin dressed"as a Highland
less" performing a Scotch dance,a passing reference to second sight,
but that gradually is dropped, eland become "the MitzHenrys",.and in
the lac$ pages "the company now adjourned to the drawing-room!"
Surprisingly enough,there arc no Oscianic tales."Fingal,King of Mor
ven, a untight Errant"- is only a controversial pamphlet, arguing that
Fingal belongs to "the epic romantic or epic Galic muse".

Half a dozen tales,subtitled "Historical",or "Founded on Historical
F cts"blended very much the same mixture with one or two loose chap¬

iters of history,or the use of a historical name. Henry Siddon" s"TTill-
iam Wallace,or the Highland Hero" equips that character with c roman
tically persecuted mother,and sentimental idylls in his own youth,
introduces subsidiary characters such as the Ossianic Conon,and Maria
who follows her lover in the garb of a young Highlander,and only
with a sttuggle reverts to history.writing it up in the vein of Wal¬
lace s defiance:-",,'hen Edward ceases to entertain the sentiments of
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a tyrant, then v;i 11 the friends of «'allace desist to act like men".
John Palmer's "haunted Cavern,a Caledonian Pale",relegated history
to a single chapter,and a tale of Richard of *ork soliciting the
aidof the Scottish king against" henry Vl .hut "Donald of the isles"
is taken as villain, an -marl of Clencaim as hero. "In the wild and
barren county of Aberdeenshire,within a league of the sea-shore,and
on the summit of a lofty hill,stood a Gothic castle",the tale begins,
and one expects th§ worst, the gallimatias of ruffiand,haunted" caverns,
mysterious parchments,hermits,skeletons and dungeons that follows.
Scottish 'colour' is practically non-existent,except that Donald of
the isles "had all that ferocity in his countenance which marks the
Caledonians".
0there historical tales, so-cal'lec , imitated the lead of Siddons or Pal-

- mer."i'he Memoirs'of the -uacieny House of Clarendon" dealt with border
warfare,the invas on of the baron of Clarendon* s.Castle by Malcolm,
son of the -^arl of bairn anno, "chief of a Scottish clan". "Edmund of

f the Forest,an Historical Uovel"laid its scene in the reign of James
III,and introduced ghosts ana caverns,and witch scenes obviously pur

\ loineu from Macbeth."battleridge, an Historical I'ale,Founded on Facts"
purports to belong to "the close of Cromwell's usurpation",hut is
contemporary novelette.graced with Earls of Staffs,ana Shanes of Lan¬
ark.It includes "Idare.an ancient true Scottish history" of the tirpe
of P-enneth II,a tale of "the greet Dalzell,i'hane of Lanark,and the
vile Macrae,Thane of Dumhritton",which attempts some antiquarian touch
es about 1 herernen' and *Dochaber Axes' ,but unluckily insetts the bass
Hock "in the midst of noch Dcven". V
i'hat last slip is the measure of these tales so far as any reality
about Scotland is concerned. The country was a romantic vacuum,in w
which the author places at his pleasure what smatterings of chron¬
icle history,or 'Macbeth' incident,end his conceptions of clans and
feudal chiefs,or of Gothic Landscapes of wild heath,pines and ruin¬
ed abbeys,he may have.

las there,then,no attempt at the realistic sketch of contemporary
character or life? ;

For that,only the two Scots,Smollett and Moore did anything of value.
'Monro's sketch of Duncan Targe-;and George EUehgnan,though they are

done in broad outline, and with", well-worn ; jplesyare lively and actual,
have honest Doric,and hit off .the Highland-and Lowland types with
fair justice. Each has his typical career retailed,"Dunean born in / 1
the Highlands, following his chief through tine '45, and "in unshaken
fidelity" sharing his flight and exile,until service in a Highland
regiment is open to hira;Buch nan,horn ana' educated among west Coun¬
try '.Vhigs of Covenanting descent, and, since his father desired "to
see his son George shake his head in a pulpit".gaining a University

'

education,and finally-a tutorship. Each has his countryside's foibles,
targe-his inveighings against the Union,descantings on genealogy,
passionate defence of Cueen Mary,and singing of "the songs of uoch-
aber";Buchanan his complacent diatribes on his nation and all its sup¬
eriorities ,his outraged repudiation of Queen Mary's virtues,his re¬
marks on "black papists" and foreign church cervices,and his pawky
replies to English jibes.
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nothing like that v;as done by an English writer4. Prosaic actuality
i can be found in 7/illiam Stephens' "Hustle-Builders, a Political Hovel"
where he gives one chapter to- his business experience's in Scotland, as
employee on York Building Company Work in the highlands.b-ere and there ,

a very slight sketch occurs,a;kr Selkirk,a "cots schoolmaster in Graves
^-"Spiritual guixote" , a Martin Murdoch,pedlar and mathematician in inn- r>
t ory's "Life of John Buncle",or Hobert Bage introduces a young "cots
ydoctor,Lr Cordon, -into his "Mount Henneth",or a weather-beaten old
/"High Ind sea-captain,Captain Patrick I slay, into his "James Wallace".
^ But these wore either mere outlines,or in the set. mould of rough "cot,

\ ith a mouthful of L?-tin tegs, and fabliay tales.
The picaresques promise more,but the tally is die appointing."The Scotch

T>Iarine,or Memoirs of the Life of Celestina","Scotch Parents,or the
oC.se of John IIamble"', "The Unfortunate Caledonian in England", "The
(O ventures of George llait land" , all hurry their heroe out

1

Ilorth
-Id
Br

1 ew Englana,and offirst bel nging mostly to H<
impressed life in the navy.
e themselves in London,the hero of "The Pise
of Donald McGregor" a London.stock-jobber,

itain ,the events of the
the third to England and

/(The political satires bas<
and Surprising Adventure!

/z-Dookalb of "The Sisters"a London pimp,Dungravon,the "unprincipled tool
«of power" of "Edmund ana Bleonora", a* political agent. And all of them
were drawn with too much satiric animus to have any con ection with
truth or humour.

The English poetry of the same period shows roughly the same •shallow
exploration of Scottish topics,most often in pseudo-romantic vein.
Bc-attie was the chief model.but names and occasionally settings were

m suggested by Ossian. Hence tales in verse like "Velina",which tells
of the love of -rvan for Velina,daughter of I'erquhard,or 'MELthan and

a'Galvina",based on the second book of Fingal,"The Hermit's Tale" by So
•fcphia Lee,which creates a Minstrel-esque shepherd youth warring against
^Highland caterans,"Edmund and Velina",a romantic idyll set in Elcho Ca.
"tie:-

Lash'd by the rolling streams of Tay,
Hear Cowrie's fertile Irnds.--

s"'i,he uarp,a Legendary Tale", of Col,hard of the Isles "of Bara and mora,
qor a Highland pastoral by Mrs West,that is pure Martin and ^olline in
quatrains; -

The Howlends
'Battle

Thus 1 met the procession of death,
it pass'd me in shadowy glare.

Slow it mov'd to the valley beneath,
Then melted illusive in air.-

and Borders are little handled,except in Joseph Benson's
f Ploddon Field",a copy of Chevy Chace style and language,and

,that curious medley by Hiehard Hole-'Mrrthur,or the Northern Enchantment
'octical Homance". In it .Arthurian,Scandinavian "and °ssianic legend

are sweat^together,the scene changing from aehuda's Isle to Carlisle
..... n _.i_, " ' ' "

ils and Ivars,
'Horse PrawaiEints"

ui e sv-.euo
^ ougebner,-cne scene cnanging irom ^ebuda's Isl

and to Plinlimruon, and nthur placed among Osaisnic Cona
and the Norwegian bacon and Sweno.From Gray and his "Ho
come fatal sisters',and from Thomson and Mncphercon 'Vr.vi.1 t vl.. ^ ^ _ - ^ 1 _ -l l ; 1«. ... . MOand ha.rpings end bards.The result is fantastic.

loom congenial",
ill

it

■H ***
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Descriptive verse turned occasionally to the north for sub]ect.^ne
i poem described "Loch Lomond" in twenty .pages of blank! verse, padding

itself out with description of a thunderstorm,an address <bn Ossian,
and a eulogy of the writers linked with the district.The Lev: L.Boek-

> er's "The Highlanders" was a long humanitarian versifying of a Severn
ment report .n the Ilrbrides,which had: stated1 -"Upon the whole,the High
lands of Scotland,sorae few estates excepted,are the seats of oppress¬
ion,Poverty , hngui sh and wild Despair;exciting the pity of every tra¬
veller , while the virtues of the inhabitants attract his admiration".

• Booker accordingly descants oil" the hard life of the; Highlanders there,
- These Highland Warriors.whose immortal'Sires

Wak'd Ossian's muse of Fire"-
and on their virtues in war abroad,as testified by Chatham and Wolfe.

The same 'sensibility* impelled Irs Cowley's
3. "Scottish Village". A Pitcairne oreon,a village in a country "which

x had never seen",is made convenient peg for musings in the style of
Cray and of Beattie,evocations of mountains,and of the grotto of a
bard with second sight,an outlining of the nation's progress since
the Union,and a final rhapsody on geniuses the little village might
produce,-another Thomson or Blair,a Mansfield,Erskine or Loughborough,
a; second Hume,-but not an infideli-another Robertson.
Homantic-historical topics are meagrely exploited,except for that of
Mary,Queen of Scots,who drew perennial verse. C3rgent's "Vision of

* Mary,Queen of Scots" titled itself a "Historic Ode",and•showed the
now popular taste for the northern supernatural,in its "Spirit of the
Isles",from "Orkney's stormy Steep". Sogers,the poet,on his first tra¬
vels in Scotland when the poem appeared,ahd been writing too of the

i" Scottish supernatural, in his "Ode to Superstition":-
O'er, shadowy Scotia's desert coast,
The Sisters sail in dusky state,
And wrapt in clouds,in tempest tost,
Weave the airy web of fate. >
While the lone shepherd near the'shiplcsa main,
Sees o'er her hills advance the long-drawn funeral train.

But that picture,and one of "Scotia's Queen" in his "Pleasures of
y Poctry"were as yet Hogers' onlt< contribution to literature about Sc¬

otland. >

In this scattered fashion,^nglish poets dabbled in Scottish topics,
but with no first-hand knowledge,no sign of accumulating interest,
ana none of genuine inspiration.
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It comes with a shock, then, to remember, that in the years when idrs
Cowley was dropping a tear of sensibility over an unknown Bitcairne'
green,and Booker over the Highlanders,when Mrs Bmith. was drawing her
villainous *3ir Hihhard Croft and her -"ord Dornock with their threats
of acrrying off heroines to Scotland, and Mrs Hadcliffe writing her
"Highland Story'.with its clans of Fitzhenrys and Highland warriors
called Ldrio or Osbert,V/alter Bcott,a youth in his teens,was cooped
tip in a sickroom* battening on these very romances, and dreaming tales
of his own;-a shock,because the difference between even the best, of
this I8th century fiction and Scotti s ."V.raverley" is the whole differ¬
ence between the artificial and the'real,the insipid and' the'racy,the
vacuous and the intelligent. n
And as the end of the century is reached, and the tally of English lit¬
erature about Scotland made up,it is against Ccott's work that one
can best measure how far Bngiish literature has yet discovered ^cot-
land.

Five to ten years later,Scott has given poetry Border lay,historical
poem,Highland romance,in the "Boy of the Last Minstrel","Marmion",
"The Lady of the Lake". Fourteen to twenty years later,he gave the
novel Jacobite romance,Highland history,and an amazing range of Gael¬
ic types;Lowland history and a galaxy of its religious,and historical,
its serious and its comic characters, for "V/aver ley", "Old Mortality",
"lob Hoy", "The Black Dwarf","The Heart of Midlothian","1he Legend of
Montrose", "fhe Bride of Lammermoor" have "been written.
.Against that,the 18th century has to enter the plea of 1 nothing',*not
yet','not entirely'--, •

• Some achievements are there,and have been mentioned in the chapters
just ended. <
Some beginnings are there.
The Scots ballad is known,collected and admired,and thanks to it the
realisation of Border romance is stirring. Bn verse an occasional "Flo-
dden Field" or "The Graham" appears; in fiction, the earlier stuff like
"The Bleasant and -delightful History of the Henowned northern V/orthy,
Johnny Armstrong" is superseded by talcs of romantic Border warfare
round "Chiviot's Fort",or the Earl of Balmanno's stronghold.
Y/ith the ballad's popularity goes that of the Scots song, and something
of its influence is in the 'rustic tale' of the "Duncan and Peggy" type.
The Jacobite songs are still taboo,however,in many English quarters,
and dangerous to collect,the Critical Review,for example,censuring
Aitson's inclusion of them:-"By the preservation of all the Jacobite
songs,the editor has evinced his fondness for their principles.He sel¬
ect as sntidote--"
The use of Jacobite incident involves risk still,and political bias
sets a 'thus far and no farther' limitation..^ family attachment to
the cause,ruin through participation in the '15 or '45,is as ££r as
a novelist may go. But the humanitarian propaganda about the Highland¬
er, and the Ossein literature have together made him a figure of poss¬
ible romance. Hie wild landscape,fany spring or sum :.cr beauties are
ignored mis solitudes ,his clan attachment to his chief,(a system
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wrecked,"but not realised as such.),his picturesqueness of garb and
music,(restored to him since the eighties ),and tradition of arms and
of "bardic poetry,romantic "blend,-are all part nor; of the English lit¬
erary consciousness. English novelists have not yet corrected or .

"scaled" these details by any personal knowledge.(-though just as the
century closed Era Smith,in some reform of her literary ways,worked
up her long tale, of wrs Henmofris1s adventures in Scotland with de¬
tails taken from Johnson's and fennant's "fours anent Highland feudal
life,dress,houses, superstitions,proverbs and the like.) ITor have they
brought to their, craft any sane time sense,any grip of race psychol¬
ogy, -or any humour. But a highly-coloured,flamboyant picture,entitl¬
ed 'Highland life' is in English minds,and only an exasperated review¬
er points out from time to time that the details are garbled, that "A'ho
Highland Bero" must be"the work of a school-boy who ought to have been
better employed",or that his pleasure in "i'he Castles of .rthlin and
Dunbayne" ."would have been more unmixed had our author preserved better
the manners and customs of the Highlands.H® seems to be unacquainted
with both",
One Scottish character is now accepted by the English romantic imag¬
ination, iviary, Queen of Scots, fhe century had battled over her; in the
twenties the-reprint of Buchanan's "Detection" and Scottish repudiat
ions had lea to research and pamphlets by J ebb and Enderson,to novel¬
ettes by Era Heywood ana anonymous writers,and a batch of tnanslations
from the French;the fifties saw renewed historical work by Goodal,
and by Hobertson,which inspired poems by Boyse.Eickle,Bruce and a ,

drama by Wharton; the eighties-found fyt'ler busy on his "Historical
Enquiry", and Gilbert Stii^art and John 7/hitaker hot in defence of her,
and a further group of plays about her,that make interesting use of
the Scots songs,and in which ^re Siddons triumphed as the Queen.
English prejudice has released her,as it has the Highlander,and if the
rieviews are to be trusted,the^end of the century finds Scotland in gen
cral bcin.v absolved by E-be-lish opinion from the traditional charrres.

-

« >i ^

Ahe controversial and the apologetic note are in less evidence,Ahe in¬
timidation of national rancour and of political attack has practically
ceased.

"Droon oot the hale hypothec,dicht the sklate,—
Start a'thing owre again.—

was the need for the new century: But where themes for serious liter¬
ature about Scotland were concerned,the English slate had always been
and still is only too empty.E glance at Scott's work again,and the je-
juneness and shallowness of English work is evident.Where is there yet
any sound historical knowledge among the novelists,any psychological e
study of national character,any knowledge of Gaelic,any appreciation
of race 'humours',any pen dispassionate enough to draw a Highland ras¬
cal as realistically as a Highland gentleman,a Scots sorner as truth¬
fully as a barefoot ^cots heroine,and to present still-debateable per¬
iods, of Jacobite or religious warfare with justice to opposing sides?,
ha the age ends,Earia Edgevorth is busy on "Castle nackrent'Vith its
immortal Arish pictures, and Gco ttjis dreaming "a tale of chivalry v.hich
((i":^ to oc in the style of the C0Btle of Otranto ,y:i th plenty of Bordercharacters and supernatural incident" .But English v.orx reveals an in-


